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Birds of Eastern Canada.

INTRODUCTION.

OBJECT OK THE BOOK.

Of late years there has been a great awakening of interest in the subject 
of natural history. More and more people are beginning to realize the 
pleasure and profit that can he derived from observation of common natural 
objects. In this growing field of nature study, few subjects have attracted 
so much popular attention as birds and few forms of life appeal so strongly 
to the æsthetie sense. They are beautiful; they arouse curiosity; their 
elusiveness piques the imagination; and by presenting constantly new 
aspects they never become commonplace.

The ornithological side is one from which the problems of nature can 
be successfully attacked from so many standpoints and in so many ways 
that there is interesting and valuable work for all to accomplish according 
to individual taste or opportunity. Those who incline towards systematic 
work can split their definitions as finely as human powers of observation 
permit. The animal psychologist can develop his problems as far as 
ingenuity can devise methods for experimentation. The ordinary nature 
lover can observe and note as painstakingly as opportunity permits; he 
can record information of scientific as well as popular interest, take pleasure 
in observing passing beauties, train his powers of observation, and acquire 
a knowledge that greatly increases his capacity for appreciation of nature. 
Even the unsentimental, practical man, who has little outward sympathy 
with abstract beauty, has his attention attracted by the evident economic 
value of birds.

The “Birds of Eastern Canada” has been written to awaken and, 
where it already exists, to stimulate an interest , both sesthethie and practical, 
in the study of Canadian birds and to suggest the sentimental, scientific, 
and economic value, of that study ; to assist in the identification of native 
species; and to furnish the economist with a ready means of determining 
bird friend from bird foe that he may act intelligently towards them and 
to the best interest of himself and the country at large; to present in a 
readily accessible form reliable data upon which measures of protective 
legislation may be based ; to point out some of the pitfalls that have 
caught the inexperienced in the past ; and to suggest methods for their 
future avoidance.

SCOPE OF THE BOOK.

This work covers all the birds that the ordinary observer is likely to 
meet with between the Atlantic coast and the prairies north of the Inter
national Boundary. This region forms a natural zoological area (see 
Distribution, page 8), including what may be called the eastern woodlands 
of Canada, a fairly homogeneous section, physically, geographically, and 
zoologically. The prairies are radically different in character ami, con
sequently, exhibit an entirely different aspect of bird life. The birds of
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the open are naturally different from those of the woodlands; hence 
Manitoba has been taken as the western boundary of the zoological area 
dealt with in this book.

Although not a scientifically complete check-list of the birds of Eastern 
Canada, this book is nearly so. A few species whose Canadian status is 
doubtful, and some of extreme rarity or of accidental occurrence, have 
been disregarded. The utmost freedom has been used in this respect and 
species have been admitted freely upon the basis of expediency; some as 
being of probable occurrence and to be looked for, others as illustrating 
some point of general interest more pointedly than regular native species, 
and some because in the past they have been confused with commoner 
forms.

PLAN OF THE BOOK.

The systematic arrangement (see Classification, page 5, and nomen
clature, page 7) used are those of the Check-list of the American Orni
thologists’ Union, third edition, 1910. Though this arrangement is 
acknowledged to be somewhat imperfect and its details tentative, it is 
that upon which most of the recent American bird literature is founded and 
is the one in common use in North America.

In the treatment of subspecies a departure has been made from cur
rent practice, which the writer believes to represent more accurately the 
facts of nature and modern concepts. Species have been treated as 
aggregations of subspecies, each of equal rank and importance, and 
not, as is customary, as species with subordinate sub-species depen
dent upon them. The species is first given as a whole, including its 
subspecific races, and under a subhead mention is made of the special 
subspecies that occur within the geographical scope of the work. This has 
caused no confusion or change except in the use of vernacular names in 
which the reader will find a few departures from those given and authorized 
by the American Ornithologists’ Union. In the scientific nomenclature 
the true relative importance of species and subspecies has been expressed; 
but the common names have not heretofore always reflected this conception 
of subordination and this fact in many cases has caused the use of definite 
subspecific terms when it was by the very nature of the case impossible to 
determine their correctness or when it was unadvisable to recognize them. 
Thus there has been a tendency to attach unwarranted importance to 
these minor distinctions in popular as well as scientific estimation. In the 
correction of this condition certain adaptations of common names have 
been necessary, but as little change as possible from accepted practice 
has been made. Older terms have been revived wherever possible, but as 
current names have also been given no confusion should result. It has, in 
some cases, been necessary to apply the recognized type subspecific name 
to the whole species and adopt a new one for the form so robbed. In doing 
this it was advisable that as little change should be made in current usage 
as was consistent with the end in view. Therefore, except where good 
reasons prevented, the new subspecific name was formed by prefixing 
an adjective to the specific term hitherto applied to it. Each departure 
from accepted practice has been decided upon its own merits. Though 
there can be little doubt as to the advisability of the principle of the reform, 
the manner of carrying it out has been the subject of much thought, con
siderable consultation with others, and some hesitation in individual cases.
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The Horned Lark is one example of this problem. The type subspecies 
Otocoris alpestris alpestris has generally been known as the Horned Lark 
regardless of the fact that any one of the fourteen or more other geogra
phical races have an equal claim to the name and that it is the only one 
for the species as a whole. The obvious course is to call the typical sub
species, Otocoris alpestris alpestris (only typical in the sense of being des
cribed first and not on account of any taxonomic superiority to other 
forms), Eastern Horned Lark and to apply the name Horned Lark to the 
whole collection of co-ordinate subspecies, making it synonymous with the 
scientific binomial Otocoris alpestris.

The Migrant Shrike offered other difficulties. The logical proceeding 
would be to call the whole species Louisiana Shrike, from its scientific name 
ludovicianus. This would, however, introduce an unfamiliar name recog
nizable by only a few. The species has, therefore, been called here the 

} Loggerhead Shrike and the form of eastern Canada the Migrant Logger-
head, oil the assumption that a geographical term such as southern could 
be applied to the type race to which Loggerhead has hitherto been restricted.

It would be too much to expect that the result attained will satisfy 
everyone ; the writer hopes, however, that it will be accepted until the 
American Ornithologists’ Union committee takes the matter up and 
makes authoritative decisions.

In the following pages the number and vernacular name, with as 
little modification as possible, have been taken from the American Ornith
ologists’ Union check-list and appear first as a specific heading in heavy 
type. Following, in smaller type, arc the more common local names by 
which the species has been or is known in various localities. The French 

, equivalent is then given, preceded by the contraction, “Fr.”. These
formal French names have been adapted from “Dionne’s Les Oiseaux de 
la Province de Quebec” and are followed when possible by vernacular 
terms in current use in French-speaking sections. Many of them were 
furnished by Dr. C. W. Townsend who has had considerable ornithological 
experience in the eastern provinces. Where French terms are missing, 
there is as far as the writer is aware no accepted French name.

The Latin specific name follows in italics and is always binomial.
Preceded by the initial “L” the length of the species is next given in 

inches and decimals of an inch. The length of a bird is determined by 
measuring it, in the flesh, in a straight line from the tip of the bill to the 
end of the longest tail feather, the bird being stretched only enough to 
straighten the neck curves. The measurements given are those of the 
average adult male and indicate the comparative size of the species under 
consideration. They are not for specific identification, as in most species 
there is more or less individual and sexual variation.

Only an outline description of species is given and where there are 
illustrations the description is omitted and the reader is referred to the 
illustration instead.

Under “ Distinctions,” an attempt is made to bring out the salient 
1 points by which the species, when in hand, may be separated from other

similar forms, and the work of other authorities has been freely drawn upon 
to supplement the writer’s observations. Many of the distinctive points 
are naturally only superficial, but all are, as far as possible, reliable.

Under the heading “ Field Marks,” the features by which the species 
may be recognized in life are mentioned. In these the writer has been
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guided largely by his own experience and has stated the points that seem 
most characteristic to him. In species with which he has had little experi
ence in life he has relied upon others.

Under “Discussion," as many facts of general interest relating to the 
species have been included as the space allows or the importance of the 
species warrants. Scattered among the various species, where applicable 
under this head, numerous matters are discussed and general laws govern
ing zoological life stated. Many of these apply to a number of species 
and some might well be repeated under each specific heading were it not for 
the constant repetition that it would necessitate. An attempt has been 
made to encourage a wholesome protective attitude from an aesthetic 
viewpoint.

“Nesting" is merely a brief description of the nest and its situation. 
Much of this is drawn from other authors, especially from the invaluable 
“Handbook of Birds of Eastern North America."

Under “ Economic Status " is given a summary of present knowledge 
of the species in their relation to man. Most of this is drawn from the 
admirable work done by the United States Biological Survey. Of necessity 
only a brief outline of the data upon which conclusions are founded can be 
given and the reader is referred to Ornithological Literature on page 13, 
for greater details.

Under “ Distribution ", it has been deemed best to give the distri
butions in such general and well understood terms that all can get at least 
a general conception of the ranges of the species. The result may be a 
little vague owing to the lack of sharply defined boundaries of the ranges, 
but the centres of distribution are made clear. For definite ranges the 
reader is referred to the» “ Catalogue of Canadian Birds " by John and 
James M. Macoun, issued by this department in 1009.

Throughout it has been the endeavour to avoid the use of technical 
terms, substituting familiar words wherever possible. Some technical 
terms, howrever, have no general vernacular equivalent and a glossary of 
these is given on page 219, for the benefit of those who are unfamiliar with 
them.
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CLASSIFICATION.

The first step in any science is that of classification. The present 
system of generic grouping of species was first advanced by Linmeus in 
his epoch-making “ Systeraa Naturæ ” and has since been followed con
sistently by zoologists. By this, species are grouped together in genera 
according to fundamental structural relationships and not accidental 
resemblances. The fact that upon the discovery of the laws of evolution 
these relationships were found to agree with lines of descent proved the 
logic of the system and gave it an added meaning. Thus the various 
specific members of a genus can be conceived ns having descended from a 
common specific ancestor; the genera of a family from a common generic 
one, etc.

Dealing only with existing North American birds, they may be divided 
into a number of Orders, which are the largest groups with which the 
Canadian ornithologist has direct concern. Orders are divided into 
Families, Families into Genera, and Genera into Species. These divisions 
may be again subdivided into Suborders, Subfamilies, Subgenera, and 
Subspecies whose positions in the scheme are evident from their titles.

Though the limitations of book construction necessitate the presenta
tion of the classification scheme as a linear succession of forms following 
one another in single file, it should be borne in mind that the system is 
not linear in conception. The component species instead of following a 
single line of relationship and sequence from the lowest to the highest 
present many parallel or divergent lines of equal or subordinate rank. 
The class Aves or Birds may be represented bv a tret', the height of the 
tree representing time in geological ages from the earliest at the bottom 
to the present near the top. The trunk should be shown as double at the 
base; one stem would be a short dead stump and would represent the 
fossil toothed birds which became extinct before present geological time; 
the other, large and thrifty, would represent the modern untoothed forms. 
This in turn would divide into two main branches a short way from the 
base and would represent the two subclasses, the Haft-breasted and the 
Keel-breasted birds. The former would be represented by much the 
smaller branch, whereas the latter would divide and subdivide into 
branches representing first, orders; next, families; then, genera; and 
finally species.

The value of these divisions, that is, the amount of differentiation 
sufficient to raise a group of genera to a family, or a collection of families 
to an order, is a matter for experienced individual decision as there is no 
authoritative ruling upon the subject. However, there has gradually 
grown up an approximate agreement on this subject, though the constant 
tendency among specialists has been to make finer and finer distinctions 
and to multiply the number of the various groups.

The smallest division generally accepted is the Species. Though 
everyone has a more or less accurate conception as to what a species is, 
whether it be called by that name or another, no satisfactory definition 
has ever been constructed for it. It is what is commonly known as a
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“ kind of an animal Thus the horse is a different “ kind ” or species 
from a donkey, a bluebird from a robin. They are sharply marked off from 
each other, regularly breeding together within the species oidy and pro
ducing like species as offspring. Distinct species do not commonly interbreed, 
but, when they do so, they form crosses or hybrids that are usually sterile. 
Up to comparatively recent years no smaller division was recognized, but 
with intensive study of material it has become evident to advanced students 
that within the species there is considerable individual and geographic 
variation.

Individual variation is the natural difference that may occur at any 
time between members of common parentage such as amongst full brothers 
and sisters. Just as like begets like so within certain limits like begets 
unlike for no two creatures are ever exact duplicates. This is individual 
variation, usually small and irregular in appearance and direction, but 
sometimes persisting progressively generation after generation in one direc
tion and forming the basis upon which present day evolutionists explain 
the origin of new species. Individual variation, however, is disregarded in 
classification, unless it has proceeded far enough to produce marked 
and constant differentiation over a definable natural group of a species.

Geographical variation can be regarded as the result of a common 
tendency of individual variation acting over a whole community of indi
viduals tending towards a common goal and is held to be induced and 
directed by local climatic and other conditions. Thus we often find that 
within a widespread species all individuals inhabiting certain localities 
have characteristics that separate them from those of the surrounding areas. 
Individuals in a dry desert country are apt to be smaller and fighter in 
coloration, whereas those in a warm, moist country are usually larger and 
darker. These differences are sometimes marked and obvious; at other 
times they are so slight as to be noticeable only by comparison of large 
numbers of specimens and can be detected only by averages. Thus there 
is every degree of differentiation, due to geographical habitat, from pro
nounced departures from type, of almost specific value, to the finest shades 
of differentiation that skilled specialists can distinguish and which are 
inappreciable to the ordinary eye. The outstanding fact, however, that 
prevents the most marked geographical variation from full specific standing 
is that these minor forms intergrade and in intermediate localities 
every shade of differentiation between the extremes can be found. Between 
species this gradual merging of character is not supposed to occur, and 
however fine the distinctions may be, the divisions should be sharp and 
defined. We, therefore, recognize these intergrading variations due to or 
based upon geographical distribution as Geographical Races, Varieties, or 
Subspecies, the latter term being now in best current use, and we regard 
them as species in the making before the connecting stages binding them 
to the original stock have disappeared, owing to the growing sterility 
between the extreme variants. Except in such rare cases of physical 
isolation, as where an oceanic island habitat precludes coni ;i. nous distri
bution, we take, in practice, the existence of intergrades as tin- evidence 
of subspecific status. Besides these divisions of taxonomic value there 
are a few other variants that, owing to their erratic occurrence, cannot 
be recognized in our classification. These are “Albinos,” “ Melanos,” and 
“ Dichromatic Forms.”
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Albinism, or unusual whiteness, is the sporadic occurrence of white 
individuals, in species that are normally otherwise coloured, and may occur 
in almost any species. It may be either perfect or partial and is due to 
lack of pigment or colouring matter in the feather or skin substance. It 
can be regarded as a manifestation of physical weakness and is said to be 
induced, among other things, by close inbreeding. A good test as to 
whether a pure white coloration is albinism or is normal is the colour of 
the pupils of the eyes. In albinos the pupils are pink in colour, as 
the lack of normal colour in the retina allows the blood coloration 
to show.

Melanism, or unusual blackness, is due to an excess of pigment. A 
good example of melanism is the Black Fox, which is a melanic variant 
of the common red species.

Dichromatism is the term applied to occurrence of two different types 
of coloration in a single species, irrespective of sex, age, or season. Thus 
the Screech Owl occurs in both red and grey phases (see Plate XVI A). 
They breed together indiscriminately and the offspring may be of either 
coloration. The Rough-legged Hawk and the Jaegers occur in light and 
in almost black phases; the difference between dichromatism, and melanism 
in these cases is slight.

Hybrids form another departure from specific type. They are the 
offspring of parents of two distinct species. It is only occasionally that 
such matings are fruitful, and when they are the offspring is generally 
sterile. Hybrids occur most often among ducks, especially with the 
Mallard as one of the parents.

Every North American bird has a common or vernacular name author
ized by usage and recognized by the leading ornithologists and there is seldom 
necessity for using the scientific nomenclature. However, it is well for 
all who are interested in birds to familiarize themselves with as many of 
the scientific names as possible, as they are not only necessary in more 
advanced work, but they are of practical use in grasping the general re
lationships between various species.

The present Binomial System of nomenclature was introduced by 
Linnaeus, the great Swedish botanist, and embodied in his Systema Naturae, 
tenth edition, 1758, which is the authority accepted by American ornith
ologists. In this system each species is given a double name, the first term 
being that of the genus to which it belongs, the second that of the species. 
Generic names are not duplicated within the sphere of zoology and specific 
names never within the genus. Thus, the American Robin is Planesticus 
migratorius; that is, that species of the genus Planesticus which is named 
migratorius. Other species of Planesticus have other names than migra
torius.

The three objects of scientific nomenclature are exactitude, univer
sality, and permanence. To this end the naming of zoological material 
is subject to strict laws whose principles are universally accepted and 
applied according to strict codes. Under these laws the scientific name of 
a species is not a matter of personal preference, but is fixed, so that few or 
none can dispute it, and no changes can be made in scientific nomenclature 
except such as are necessary to correct current mistakes in the application 
of the law’s of the code. With increased knowledge it has become neces
sary to depart slightly in letter, though not in spirit, from the strict bi-
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nomial system of Linnæus, and by adding a third term as name of the 
subspecies to make it a trinomial one. Wherever a three-term name 
is used, it is that of a subspecies of the original binomial form. The first 
specimen described, or the first specimen to which a name has been at
tached, is regarded as the so-called “ Type ” form. Therefore, in dividing 
a species into subspecies the form which was first named as a species 
becomes automatically the type race, and its subspecific name is formed 
by a repetition of its specific name. Thus the American Robin that was 
first described and specifically named by Linnæus in 17(>(> as migratorius 
when mentioned subspecifieally in distinction from the Southern Robin or 
the western one becomes Planesticus migratorius migratorius. The Western 
Robin first separated from it by Ridgeway in 1877. was named by him as 
Planesticus migratorius propinquus, and the Southern Robin by Bachelder 
in 1900, is Planesticus migratorius achrusterus. In practice,where the generic 
or specific names are evident from the context, it is customary to indicate 
them by initial, as P. migratorius, or P. m. migratorius.

Subspecific varieties are divisions of the species and, except in special 
lines of work, or where special exactitude is necessary, of minor importance. 
As these subspecies are also often based upon points of difference only 
perceptible to the most experienced observers, they generally lie outside 
the sphere of interest of the average amateur observer.

(iBOOHAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.

The broader facts of the geographical distribution of life are patent 
to the most casual observer. The primary divisions of distribution, the 
Tropics, Temperate, and Arctic zones are obvious, but closer study shows 
that within these broad associations minor and less obvious ones can be 
detected. In America, north of the gulf of Mexico, there are three life 
regions, roughly following tne above, called tin1 Tropic, the Austral, and 
the Boreal regions. These arc subdivided into life zones each characterized 
by its own peculiar assemblages of plants and animals.

The Tropic region is sufficiently characterized by name and need be 
only mentioned.

The Austral region corresponds roughly to the popular geographical 
conception of the Temperate zone. It is divided into three life zones, 
the Lower Austral, the Upper Austral, and the Transition zones. The 
Lower Austral might be designated as subtropic and extends north includ
ing the gulf and the south Atlantic states, not occurring in Canada at all. 
The Upper Austral is the first that we are directly interested in in eastern 
Canada, it merely crosses the border on the lake Erie shore and includes 
the famous Niagara fruit belt. The frequent or regular occurrence of 
numerous southern species on Pelec point in Essex county, Ontario, marks 
the strongest development of this zone in the Dominion. It slightly touches 
our southern boundary again in Saskatchewan and perhaps some of the 
warmer valleys running into southern British Columbia. The northern
most Austral or Temperate life zone is the Transition zone1 which includes 
the greater part of the more highly cultivated areas of Canada. It occupies 
the shores of the bay of Fundy, the upper St. Lawrence river, southern 
Quebec and Ontario, the lower sections of the prairie provinces, and a
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strip of sea coast in southern British Columbia and marks the limit of 
extensive cultivation.

The Boreal region is divided into the Canadian, Hudsonian, and the 
Arctic zones. The Canadian includes the remainder of the forested land 
north of the Transition and is mostly coniferous, continuing across the 
continent to the northern limit of general cultivation. The Hudsonian 
zone is in the more northern country of small shrubs or stunted tree growth 
unsuited to agriculture, and the Arctic zone extends across the barren 
grounds north to the pole.

These lift* zones based upon temperature and roughly following the 
lines of latitude, are, however, deflected from their natural east and west 
sweep by varying local conditions, the vicinity of cold or warm ocean 
currents, the presence of large bodies of water, elevation above the sea, 
the prevalence of cold or warm winds or mountain barriers to the same, 
and other causes. Thus instead of being even belts they are irregular 
and only roughly follow parallels of latitude.

Elevation is an important factor in the distribution of life depending 
upon temperature. In the tropics in ascending a high mountain, repre
sentatives of each zone between that of the surrounding lowland and the 
Arctic of the snow-covered peak, may be met with and appropriate assem
blages of species will be found inhabiting each. The juncture of Arctic 
and Hudsonian zones at the straits of Belle Isle, in the same latitude as 
Lands End in England, illustrates the enormous effect of the cold Arctic 
current, coming down from Davis strait, in contrast to the influence of 
the warm Gulf stream that dies against the English shores.

We can also observe minor groupings east and west based upon con
ditions other than temperature, these determining factors being mostly 
variations of humidity. Thus the life of the eastern woodlands is plainly 
different from that of the more arid plains of the prairie provinces and both 
are strikingly different from that of the moist Pacific slope.

Taking the eastern forms as typical in the ordinary acceptance of the 
word, comparable birds of the prairie will be found to be slightly smaller 
and considerably paler in coloration, whereas on the humid Pacific coast 
they will be larger and much darker in colour. Through these influences 
we, therefore, find in the west many subspecies of eastern forms. A com
paratively few species range unmodified across the continent, many are 
represented east and west by two or more subspecies showing greater or 
less differentiation, and in other cases they are replaced by closely allied 
species or not represented at all.

In noting these faunal divisions, however, it must be remembered 
that as far as birds arc concerned, these associations have to be based 
entirely upon breeding individuals. Birds travel so widely and along so 
many devious routes in their migration, that they may pass through several 
faunal areas spring and autumn though breeding in only one. Therefore, 
in determining the faunal zone to which any given area should be referred, 
such transients must be disregarded.

Though the distributions given under the specific headings following 
are rather vague and indefinite, many tend to follow similar general lines. 
Thus some arc given as “the lower Great Lakes region”; these are prob
ably Upper Austral forms. “Southern Ontario and Quebec” refers to 
Transition species, whereas “beyond dense settlement or to the limit of 
cultivation” would naturally be species of the Canadian zone.
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The following species are given as representative of what birds are to 
be expected in each zone :
Upper Austral 

Cardinal 
Orchard Oriole 
Carolina Wren 
Grasshopper Sparrow 
Blue-grey Gnatcatcher 
Dickciesel

Transition*
Bobolink 
Wood Thrush 
Yellow-throated Vireo 
Baltimore Oriole 
Towhoo 
Cuckoo 
Field Sparrow 

Bluebird 
Catbird

Canadian
Hudsonian Chickadee 
Red-breasted Nuthatch 
Olive-backed Thrush 
Three-toed Woodpecker 
Hermit Thrush 
White-throated Sparrow 
Canada Jay 
Grey-cheeked Thrush 
Slate-coloured Junco

Ptarmigan 
Snowy Owl 
Snow Bunting 
Gyrfalcon 
Longspur

Hudsonian
Rougii-legged Hawk 
Fox Sparrow 
Northern Shrike 
White-crowned Sparrow 
Pine Grosbeak 
American Pipit

MIGRATION.

The migration of birds, their periodical and seasonal appearance and 
disappearance, is one of the most obvious phenomena of nature. The 
fact that many birds disappear in winter is common knowledge and has 
attracted attention for ages. Though once regarded as a mystery, and still 
far from being throughly understood in many of its details, we are beginning 
to wonder less but admire more as accurate knowledge gives place to vague 
speculation. To-day, where most of our northern species spend the winter 
is known and many of the routes by which they come and go have been 
mapped out. We know that on the whole they are governed by ordinary 
and well known, though perhaps highly developed, senses and common 
every day influences, and not by the mysterious powers and instincts once 
ascribed to them.

The fundamental cause of migration is obviously the waxing and the 
waning of the food supply. Birds leave the northern land of their birth 
because there is no other way by which to avoid starvation. Many species 
can withstand extreme cold but none can go long without food and though 
some bird food still remains in Canada throughout the winter, its amount 
is small and only sufficient for a limited population and even that supply 
rapidly decreases, or to the north is buried under deep snow. The cause 
of the southward migration in the autumn then is obvious, but why should 
a bird leave the soft climate and plentiful food supply in the south to brave 
dangerous travel and finally find itself in a land where retiring winter still 
lingers and the danger of starvation is imminent. Many ingenious explan
ations have been advanced to account for this, longing or homesickness 
for the land of birth, hereditary memories of an ancient home enduring 
through geological ages, the seeking of special food for nestlings, and 
insufficiency of nesting sites in the southern areas, have all been given as 
possible reasons. However, it is unnecessary to advance a complicated or 
far-fetched explanation when a simple and direct one exists. If we 
remember that in the nesting season the bird population is increased many

■Mont of the specie? of this zone also oocur in the Upper Austral, but reach their northern limit here The occur
rence of these with the absence of the species of bordering sonee are the most marked characteristics of the Transition
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fold by the birth of young; that though in winter there may be room for a 
considerable number of birds in the southern stations, the natural spring 
increase of population outgrows the supporting power of the land; and that 
just at this critical time the whole northern temperate region is thrown 
open to occupation with an abundance of food, the subject is mysterious 
no longer. In fact, it is only by migration that it is possible to use the 
supporting power of the temperate regions unless the birds fast or 
hibernate through the winters, to neither of which the avian nature takes 
kindly.

Though food supply is the fundamental or originating cause of migra
tion we must look for other and more immediate impulses for an explanation 
of its methods to-day. Originally forced to and fro by hunger, the anuual 
movements now have become instinctive and take place before the situation 
becomes acute, the actual hunger pinch felt, or the physical system 
weakened by want.

The extent of the migrations of the different species varies. A very 
few species do not, in the true sense of the word, migrate at all. In other 
species the more northern individuals only recede from their stations, 
the southern remaining practically stationary, though in the majority of 
Canadian specie the whole body mnvnq qmith The bird of greatest 
length of migration is doubtless <hc Arctic Tern, a hir<J that nwte from 
the gulf of St. Lawrence to the polar regions and winters as fui south as thb 
Antarctic continent.

The methods of migration are nearly as varied as their extent. Some 
species drift along throughout the day from treetop to treetop, from wood 
patch to wood patch, gradually working their way in the desired direction. 
Others take long flights, some high in the air, others lower. Some travel 
altogether by day; others travel at night and vve are only aware of their 
passage through accidental opportunities, their faint voices coming down 
to us from overhead in the darkness, or by their sudden appearance about 
us in the morning. They travel in flocks of single or mixed species, scattered 
groups, or as individuals.

Many species, if not all, follow more or less definite routes to and 
from their breeding grounds and some go and return by altogether different 
paths. Comparatively small bodies of water deflect some species from 
their course, others unhesitatingly cross vast reaches of sea, indifferent 
to nearby and convenient land passages that are made use of by closely 
allied species. In some species the older birds precede and in others 
the males may precede the females.

How birds find their way is still only vaguely understood, and indi
viduals far out of their natural range and course show evidence of being 
as hopelessly lost as any other animal would be on unfamiliar ground. 
Certainly experience has much to do with it and undoubtedly young birds 
are largely guided by the movements of their elders which, it can be 
assumed, through previous experience, already know and can lead the way. 
We can understand how birds can follow great landmarks—large river 
systems, mountain ranges, or sea coasts in their journey, but no sense with 
which we are familiar explains how some species return unerringly to lonely 
oceanic islands over wastes of monotonous sea. It may be that they have 
a special sense which aids them in orienting themselves.

57172-2
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PROTECTION.

In food habits, birds are eminently adaptable; seeds, plants, fruit, 
insects, flesh, or fish are all acceptable to various species and, consequently, 
nearly all regions have their quota of appropriate birds. A bird lives fast, 
its heart beats more rapidly than that of other animals, the blood temper
ature is higher, and it consumes an enormous amount of energy in flight. 
This feverish heat and strenuous exertion requires a correspondingly large 
amount of food, consequently the bird as an economic factor is one to be 
regarded seriously. Though it may be an exaggeration to say, as some 
writers have inferred, that the whole balance of nature depends upon 
birds and that without them the country would be a barren waste peopled 
only by insects, yet birds cannot be seriously reduced in number without 
the gravest results. The destruction of tons of weed-seeds and millions 
of insects must necessarily have a great influence upon human welfare and 
neglect of this fact must seriously react upon any community that fails 
to give proper protection to its birds.

However, the problem of the status of individual species of birds 
is not the simple thing that it superficially appears to be. More than 
a cursory examination is necessary and many things must be considered 
in order to arrive »♦ *l‘i- imill. Sometimes bird» work in harmony with 

rt. ifnio and sometimes against it. They may be directly beneficial 
at one season and harmful at another, or their indirect influence may alter 
the sum of their direct effects in a most surprising manner.

General impressions then as to whether a bird is beneficial or harmful 
require careful checking. Mere casual observation in life is never sufficient 
to determine even its food supply. Modern practice bases such conclusions 
almost entirely upon the examination of the stomach contents of wild 
birds taken throughout the year, which is the only evidence that is not 
subject to question. In this work the United States Biological Survey 
has examined and passed upon thousands of bird stomachs and the results 
of its researches are available to those who care to study and use them.

As one of the factors in the delicate balance of nature birds should 
be respected.

There are certain birds which from their size, habits, and general food 
value arc regarded as legitimate game. The pursuit of these is invigorating 
sport and tends to the healthful welfare of the sportsman, teaching wood
craft, hardihood, out of door adaptability, and marksmanship. The true 
sportsman has a code of ethics of his own founded upon economic as well 
as humanitarian principles. He shoots nothing without giving it a fair 
chance and little that cannot be used as food. He is also careful not to 
deplete the game upon which his future sport depends. Restrictive 
measures have invariably followed rather than preceded the results that 
have made them necessary, the regulations that are enacted to-day should 
have been adopted yesterday and the consequence is that over much of the 
country, game is a thing of the past.

MEANS OF ATTRACTING BIRDS.

To anyone interested in birds, the pleasure of having them about 
the house and garden where they can be observed at leisure, is a very great 
enjoyment. A small garden patch can be made attractive to many species
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by proper methods. The effects of strict protection are well illustrated 
in some of the larger parks where the shyest waterfowl, finding there is 
nothing to fear from man, become almost as confiding as barnyard poultry. 
This is the case also with the smaller garden species. Next to freedom 
from disturbance by the human inhabitants protection from the domestic 
cat is necessary.

The supplying of food in winter is also important. Shruhn carrying 
fruit, suet hung in trees, and grain, broken nuts, ami small fragments of 
dried meat sheltered from the snow, never fail to attract birds in the 
winter time.

In summer, when natural supplies are plentiful, food seldom has to be 
supplied, though a row of fruiting sunflowers or the seed heads of many 
garden flowers well repay the trouble they may cost to provide. A shallow 
pool of clean water is a never failing source of pleasure to nearly all the 
common garden birds. They both bathe in it and drink it and on a hot 
day it is no uncommon sight to see several birds awaiting their turns to 
enjoy the grateful coolness. The simplest form of bird bath is a shallow 
pan, set well out in the open and away from cover as a protection from 
cats. In cities where the trees are well cared for and dead wood 
promptly removed, certain species of birds are always hard pressed to find 
suitable nesting sites. There are at least half a dozen species naturally 
nesting in hollow limbs, that readily come to bird boxes of various kinds 
and a number of other birds can be occasionally induced to do so. Suitable 
boxes arc described in some of the books listed on page 16. In many 
schools where manual training is taught the boys are encouraged to build 
bird houses. Scope is thus given to their natural inventive genius, 
and at the same time they become interested in the birds that occupy 
the houses.

ORNITHOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

North American ornithological literature is rich and varied, and per
haps no natural science can be studied with such efficient written aids 
either to beginner or advanced student as that relating to birds. A publi
cation can be found to suit all stages of knowledge and almost any purse. 
The following list of books on the subject is recommended, the first named 
being specially suited to the requirements of the beginner.

Birds guides, by Chester K. Reed: Part I, Water and game birds east of the Rockies 
(including the hawks and owls); Part 2, Land birds east of the Rockies. Doubleday, 
Page and Company, Garden City, N.Y., price each, $1 in cloth, $1.25 in leather.

These are small, almost vest pocket editions in limp bindings, by 51 inches, 
very convenient for carrying in the pocket in the field. They contain small, easily 
recognized, coloured illustrations of all the birds in both sexes, and brief descriptions. 

Colour key and guide to the biros of eastern North Amexica, by Frank M. Chapman and 
Chester K. Reed: S vo., Doubleday, N.Y., price $2.50.

Similar in plan to above but more detailed and instructive.
A guide to the birds of eastern New York, by Ralph Hoffman: 8 vo., Houghton, Mifflin 

& Co., price $1.50.
A most desirable book, though dealing with an extralimited area it includes most 

of the birds of eastern Canada. It contains keys for the birds of each season based 
upon colour, detailed descriptions, and also many illustrations in black and white 
showing specific details and gives much information of various kinds.
57172-21
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The birds of Ontario, by Thomas Mcllwraith: 2nd edition, 1894, 8 vo., Wm. Briggs, 
Toronto.

An annotated list of all the birds known to the writer to occur in Ontario at that 
date, with descriptions and much information regarding liabits, etc. Unfortunately 
it is now out of print and an p-obably only be obtained through second-hand book 
dealers who make a special! y °» ornithological literature.

The handbook of the birds of eastern North America, by Frank M. Chapman: 12 mo., 
1). Apploton Ar Co., price $3.5Ü.

This is an almoot complete text book on the birds of eastern North America and 
is invaluable for the advanced as well as the beginning student. It contains detailed 
accurate descriptions of all plumages, measurements ami migration dates, and an 
immense amount of interesting and valuable detail with a most valuable introduction 
on birds and bird study. As soon as a student is familiar with the rudiments of orni
thology, he should supply liimself with this handbook.

Key to the birds of North America, by Elliot Coues: 5th edition, 1903, vols. 2, large 8 vo., 
Dana Estes & Co., price $12.50.

This is jierhaps the most generally accepted authority upon the subject of Amer
ican birds. It is primarily intended for the advanced student but it contains a mass 
of informât ion t hat can be found nowhere else and is a final court of decision to the 
majority of our working ornithologists.

The catalogue of Canadian birds, by John and James M. Macoun: 8 vo., published by 
the Department of Mines, Geological Survey Branch, Ottawa, 1909.

This is a complete list of all the species and subspecies of birds known to occur in 
Canada, Greenland, and Newfoundland, with their ranges both breeding and migra
tory as thoroughly stated as the condition of knowledge at the time of publication 
permitted. It is based largely upon the explorations and experiences of the authors, 
supplemented by knowledge from all available sources and contains considerable 
information regarding breeding liubits but little else of populur interest. The original 
English version is now out of print but the French translation is still available for 
distribution and can be obtained from the Department.

The birds of North and middle America, by Robt. Itidgewav: Bulletin No. 50, 8 vo., 
United Stati-s National Museum.

This is a monumental work planned in eight volumes but Liter extended to ten 
or more, of which seven are in print, the remainder to follow as rapidly as the work 
can be prepared. It is the bit est and most detailed ami scientific work on the subject 
but contains nothing on life histories or allied |M>pubir subjects. It is not for general 
sale but may bo procured from second-himd lx>ok dealers or through the Department 
of Public Documents at Washington.
Besides these general works, the following, dealing with special divisions of birds, are

recommended :
The Warblers of North America, by Frank M. Chapman: D. Appleton «i Company, 

price $3.
The Water-fowl family, by Sanford, Bishop, and Van Dyke: The McMillian Co., price, $2.
North American land birds by Baird, Brewer, and Ridgeway: Little, Brown & (Jo., 3 vols.

Reprint of tin; original. The water-birds of the series was originally published 
in Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard College, 1884, but is 
now out of print and very difficult to obtain.

For general reading the following can be recommended:
How to study birds, by Herbert K. Job: Outing Publishing Co., price, $1.50.
The sport of bird study, by Herbert K. Job: Outing Publishing (Jo., price, $2
Wild wings, by Herbert K. Job: Outing Publishing Co., price, $3.

These are all intensely interesting books and contain a wonderful collection of 
photographs <>f birds from life.

Bird craft, by Mable Osgood Wright: MacMillian Co., price, $2.50.
Many full page illustrations.

Rumbles of a Canadian naturalist, by S. T. Wood: Illustrated, J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd., 
London and Toronto, 1910, price, $1.50.
This is a series of short sketches and observations on the nature life about Toronto. 
They are well and sympathetically written—many, though not all of them, refer 
to birds.

The bird, its form and function, by C. William Bebee: Henry Holt and Co.
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This list could be extended indefinitely but probably sufficient has 
been mentioned.

On economic ornithological subjects the reader's attention is directed 
towards the immense amount of valuable literature published by the United 
States Biological Survey in their many bulletins, circulars, and reports. 
Though these were prepared primarily for use in the United States they 
apply to Canadian birds almost equally well. A complete list of them 
with prices can be obtained from the Superintendent of Public Documents, 
Washington. The prices are merely nominal.

Of Canadian publications of this nature, the following may be men
tioned :
The binle of Ontario in relation to agriculture, by Chas. W. Nash: Ontario Dept, of

Agriculture, Bulletin 173.

Of literature of local application in Canada otdy a few of many can 
be mentioned, for their name is legion and they are scattered throughout 
many publications, periodicals, proceedings, and reports.
Ontario :

The birds of Ontario, by Thomas Mcllwraith, 2nd edition, 1894, 8 vols., Wm. Briggs, 
Toronto.

The birds of Toronto, by J. if. Fleming: Auk, vol. XXIII, pp. 437-4«r>3; vol. XXIV, 
pp. 71-89.

The natural history of the Toronto region. Birds by J. H. Fleming: Published by 
Canadian Institute, Toronto, 1913, price, $2 or $2.50.

Ives oiseaux de la Province de Quebec, par C. E. Dionne: Dussault & Proulx, 1900.
The birds of Montreal, by E. D. Wintfe: Drysdale A Co., Montreal, 1908.

A'<wa Scotia :
Birds of Nova Scotia, by A. Downs, edited by Harry Piers: Proc. and Trans., Nova 

Scotia Inst. Sc., vol. VII, pp. 142-178.
Mew Brunswick :

A catalogue of the birds of New Brunswick, by M. A. Chamberlain: Bull. Nat. Ilist. 
Soc., New Brunswick, No. 1, pp. 23-68.

Ornithology, like all other branches of science, has its own periodicals. 
The principal one of these in North America is the Auk, a quarterly 
magazine, which is the official organ of the American Ornithologists’ 
Union. In addition to purely scientific papers, it contains hundreds of 
articles of interest to Canadians, including local lists copiously annotated 
with life history notes from all over the Dominion and descriptions of 
habits popularly discussed. Subscription is $3 a year. Editor, beginning 
1912, Witmer Stone, Academy of Science, Philadelphia, Pa., Office of 
Publication, 30 Boylston street, Cambridge, Mass.

The Wilson Bulletin, a bi-monthly magazine, is the official organ of the 
Wilson Ornithological Club and is devoted to the interests of the middle 
west. Subscription $1 a year, edited by Lynds Jones, Obcrlin, Ohio. 
Address, The Treasurer, P. B. Coffin, 3232 Groveland ave., Chicago, 111. 
This is a less pretentious publication than the Auk, but contains much of 
interest to the general reader and publishes some of the most popularly, 
interesting articles on birds and their habits.

“ Bird lore ” is an avowedly popular, monthly magazine notable for 
its beautiful makeup and illustrations. It, is the official organ of the 
National Audubon Societies and is devoted to the popular study and 
protection of birds. It is now in its eighteenth volume and is edited by
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Frank Chapman. Subscription $1 per year. Address, Bird-Lore. Crescent 
and Mulberry streets, Harrisburg, Pa.

The Canadian Field Naturalist, the continuation of the Ottawa 
Naturalist, is a monthly (nine numbers a year) published by the Ottawa 
Field Naturalists Club, Editor, Arthur Gibson, Entomological Branch, 
Dept, of Agriculture, Ottawa, Ont. Subscription SI per year. Address 
C. L. Patch, Sec., Geological Survey, Ottawa, Ont. This publication 
contains a great deal of interesting zoological material and numerous 
notes and articles on the birds of Canada.

On the subject of protection and attraction of birds about the home, 
among the great mass of literature available, the following can be specially 
recommended :
How to attract and protect wild birds, by Martin lliesmann: Withcrby & Co., London, 

Is. lid.
This is an extended account of the methods pursued by Baron Bcrlepseh in 

Germany and gives innumerable methods by which the end can be obtained on botli 
large and email eel i

Wild bird guests, by Harold Baynes: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1915,
This gives a most interesting and readable account of the method pursued by 

the writer and his friends whereby they made Meriden, New Hampshire, a veritable 
model bird village, where the birds became as familiar and friendly as household pets, 
coming when called and alighting freely upon the person. It is beautifully illustrated 
with innumerable photographs showing both methods and results.

The domestic cat, by Edward 11. Forbush, State Ornithologist, Mass.: State Board of 
Agriculture, Bulletin No. 2, 1916.

This is an exhaustive treatment of the house eat in its relation to wild bird life. 
Bird houses and how to build them, by Ned Dearborn: C ni ted States Department of 

Agriculture, Farmer's Bulletin No. 609. Address Department of Public Documents. 
Washington, D.C. Cost about ten cents.

On the subject of the English Sparrow as a pest the following can be 
recommended :
The English Sparrow in North America, by Walter B. Barrows: Bull. No. 1, U.8. Dept • 

of Agriculture. 1889, pp. 405.
How to destroy the English Sparrow, by Ned Dearborn: Farmer’s Bulletin No. 383, 

U.S. Dept .‘of Agriculture, 1910.
The English Sparrow as a pest, by Ned Dearborn : Farmer's Bulletin No. 493, U.S. Dept, 

of Agriculture, 1912.
These reports give the English Sparrow a fair trial and an honest conviction, and 

suggest various means of keeping its number under control.

KEY TO THE BIRDS OF EASTERN CANADA.

Explanation.

In zoological descriptions a “ key ” is a device through which a speci
men can be gradually referred from larger to smaller groups by picking 
out salient characters and its specific identity thus finally fixed.

The key here published is a modification of one originated by Mr. 
Frank Chapman and Ernest Thompson Seton and published in the former's 
“ Handbook to the birds of eastern North America." It is hoped that 
it will be found of great assistance to the beginner. One advantage of 
this key is that it is independent of the varying characters of age, sex, or 
season, and may be used for juveniles and females as well as adult male 
specimens.
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The method of its use is as follows: given a bird in the hand of un
known species to determine its name. It is first compared with the first 
heading in small capitals numbered in Homan numerals—i, feet fully 
webbed. If this description does not fit the bird, the next Roman 
numeral heading is referred to—n, feet partly webbed, or hi, feet 
without pronounced web. Assuming that the latter correctly describes 
the bird under discussion, we refer to the headings of next lower rank, 
which are numbered alphabetically with capital letters, where we find 
the alternatives—F, Legs long, and (1, Legs short. Sometimes it may be 
difficult to decide whether a leg should be regarded as long or short, and 
the various pictured details following may then assist déterminâtiou. In 
this case the legs we decide are not remarkably long, no longer in comparison 
to size of the bird than are the legs of a chicken or sparrow; we, therefore, 
under G, refer to a number of subordinate alternatives, distinguished by 
small initial letters—k, feet chicken-like, strong and compact for scratch
ing; 1, feet strongly clawed for holding prey; m, feet small and weak; 
n, feet small or medium-sized, solidly made and legs covered with horny 
scales or plates. Glances at various feet shown under each heading will 
assist in determination. Assuming a decision in favour of the last, we 
compare our specimen with the next alternatives, numbered with ordinary 
Arabic numerals—19, two toes in front; 20, three toes in front. There 
can be little confusion here and we assume that our specimen having three 
front toes is one of the great body of perching birds. We, therefore, 
compare it with the following line detail drawings to see with which it 
agrees most closely. The bill is not wide and flat; it is, therefore, not a 
flycatcher; there are no ear-tufts or long hind toe and the nostril is not 
covered with feather tufts, therefore it cannot be either a Horned Lark, 
a Crow, or a Jay. The next picture, the Bobolink’s bill, catches our eye 
and the sparrow bill in the next lot. A glance through the remainder 
shows that our bird must be a bobolink or one of the sparrows. The picture 
p. 247, and description of the former,is nothing like it; therefore, we turn 
to the sparrows, read the general sparrow description, and remarks on p. 161, 
and then work through the pictures. After looking at all the illustrations 
we find that our specimen agrees with that of the Song Sparrow, and on 
reading over the distinctive characters we have, our opinion confirmed. 
It has the sharply striped breast aggregated in the centre, and is without 
either the yellow stripe over the eye of the Savannah Sparrow or the 
white outer feathers of the tail, as in the Vesper. We are, therefore, 
confident that, starting with no other ornithological knowledge than that 
the specimen was an Eastern Canadian bird, we have been able to refer it 
to its proper species.

»
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Key.

.Superciliary line

Under Tail Core rettogs

Plumage areas of a typical bird.
I. Feet Fully Webbed—Two or three complete webs to each'foot.

A, Toes, four, 
a, Tarsus flattened.

Figure 2.

Loons....................................................................... ................................... p. 44.

Figure 3. Figure 4. Figure 5.

b, Closed wing longer than tail, except in some Jaegers (Figure 3) 
and Terns (Figure 5), in which the rule only holds if the greatly 
elongated central tail feathers of the former or the outer ones of 
the latter are disregarded. Bills as shown

Long-winged. Swimmers—Gulls, Tern, Jaegers...................................... p. 48.



c, Webs between all toes (3 webs)

Full-Webbed Swimmer»—Gannets, Cormorants, etc., ......................p. 59.

Figure 10.

d, Bill toothed or flattened (Duck-like).

Sieve-billed Swimmers—Mergansers, Ducks, Geese, and Swans........ p. 62.

e, Nostrils in tubes on top of bill.

Figure 11.

___p. 56.Tube-nosed Swimmers—Petrels, etc.
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R, Toes three (without hind toe), except Kittiwake 
(p. 50).

Auks, Murres, etc
Figure 12.

p. 45.

II. Feet Partly Webbed—Webs reduced to scallops, bordering flaps, or 
small webs at base of toes. Toes four, except as otherwise noted.

C, Tarsus much flattened; webs as shown.

Grebes

Figure 13.

..............p. 42.

BFiismm125

D, Rill extending on forehead and forming 
frontal plate.

Coot.. .

Figure 11.

.. p. 90.

E, Small birds; bill long and slender; toes 
three or four.

f, Rill without hard terminal enlargement; 
toes four, except Sanderling (p. 97). Figure 15.

Shore Rirds—Phalaropes, Snipe, Sandpipers, Plover.......................... p. 90.

g, Rill with hard terminal enlargement; 
toes three, except Rlack-bellied 
Plover (p. 103).

/

Figure 16.

Plover p. 102.
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III. Feel Without Pronounced Web.

y

F, Legs long, for wading in water or mud ;
toes long, slender, and flexible at joints.

Figure 17.

h, Bill stout and horny; bare space 
about eyes.

Figure 18.

1, Middle toe with comb.

Figure 19.

p. 80.Herons.

2, Forehead bare.

Figure 20.

p. 85.Cranes..

i, Bills long, flex
ible, and even
ly tapered.

Figures 21 and 22.
3, Bill rather slender, 

not markedly deeper 
at base than tip. Toes 
four, except Sanderling (p. 97).

Phalaropes, Snipe, Sandpipers ,...................................... p. 90.
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4, Bill rather decidedly heavier at base 
than at tip.

Rails (King and Virginia Rails)
Figure 23. 

.................p. 86.

j, Bills short.
5, Bill soft at base ending in hard 

terminal enlargement. Toes three, 
except Black-bellied Plover, (p. 103).

Plover
Figure 24.
............  p.102.

6, Bill quite stout.

Rails (Sora and Yellow Rails)
Figure 25.

p. 88.

7, Bill stout with frontal shield extending 
on forehead.

Gallinules,
Figure 26.

.............. p. 88.

8, Bill horny to base, wedge-shaped in 
profile, and appearing to be slightly 
turned up.

Turnstone
Figure 27.

. p. 105.

G, Legs short for perching, walking, climbing, 
and living in trees or on land, 

k, Feet chicken-like, strong and compact ; 
toes less flexible; claws strong and 
blunt for scratching. Tarsus feathered 
or bare. With or without comb-like 
appendages on toes.

Figure 28.



2.1

9, Bill rather conical; feathered 
to or about nostril.

Grouse and Quail

Figure 29.

p 106.

10, Bill hooked; neck and head bare.

Vulture*
Figure 30.

................ p.114.

1, Feet powerful for hold
ing prey; claws long, 
strong, sharp, and 
c-urved. tarsus feather
ed or bare.

Birds of Prey..
Figures 31 and 32.

I» 113.

11, Naked cere at base of bill. 
Tarsus always (except Houghleg 
Hawk and Golden Eagle) bare. 
Toes always bare (Figure 31).

''SH
« 3*» 

b
Figure 33.

p. 116.Hawks and Eagles.



12, Cere hidden in feathers; eye 
in rentre of more or less circular 
feather disks. Tarsus and toes 
feathered (Figure 32).

LAaY)

Owls
Figure 34.

................ p. 129

ra, Feet small and weak.
13, Nostrils opening in a soft and somewhat 

swollen base.

Pigeons
Figure 35.

. p 111.

14, Two outer toes joined together 
for half their length.

Kingfishers.
Figure 36.

............. p. 135.

15, Two toes directed forward, two 
backward (see also Woodpeckers).

Cuckoos..............
Figure 37.

. . p. 135

16. Bill very small; mouth enor
mous, opening to below eyes.

Figure 38.
Goatsuckers, Whip-poor-will, Xighthawks p. 143.
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17, Tail feathers ending in sharp 
spines.

Chimney Swift

Figure 39.
. . p. 145.

18, Bill very slender and awl-shaped. 
Exceedingly minute birds.

Hummingbird............................................................

n, Feet, medium-sized or small, but not 
noticeably weak, flabby, or loose 
jointed. Legs covered with scales 
or plates.
19, Two toes in front, either one 

or two directed backwards. Bill 
chisel-shaped at tip.

Woodpeckers..........................................................

Figure 40.
...... p. 146-

Figure 41.
................p. 138.

20, Three toes in front ; hind toe as well 
developed and as long as middle toe; 
claw on hind toe usually as long as 
or longer than that on middle toe.

Per chers.. p. 147.

Recognition of Details of the Perchers.

Bill wider than high at base; 
tip slightly hooked.

Flycatchers.. .

Note ear tufts and long hind 
toe nail. Longspur and 
Pipit only other species 
having latter feature.

a Figure 43. b
........................... p. 148.

p. 152.Horned Lark.
Figure 44.
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Bill stout, nostrils covered by bristly tufts.

Crows, Jays, etc.
Figure 45.

. p. 153.

Keel of bill us
ually extending 
more or less up 
on forehead.

Cowbird and 
Bobolink (Fig
ure 46) have 
bills resembling 
the sparrow, 
see species.

Starlings.
Figures 48 and 49.

p. 156.

Figures 50, 51 and 52.

Bill conical, stout for seed cracking. (Bills of Bobolink and Cowbird 
superficially similar, see descriptions.)

Sparrows..................... .....................................................................p. 161.

Slight or marked tooth on cutting side of 
upper mandible.

Tonagers.
Figure 53.

p. iso.
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Bill very small, wide, and flattened at base.
. » ; ^

Swallows..

(’rest and black eye-band most conspicuous.

Waxwing s..

(b)
Figure 54.

p. 182..

X

Figure 55.

p. 184.

Tooth near tip of upper mandible.

Vireos and Shrikes..
Figure 56.

pp. 188, 186.

Small, brightly coloured birds. Olive- 
greens and yellows are perhaps the 
commonest colours, but blues, reds, 
and other colours are often present.

Wood Warblers
Figures 57, 58, and 59.

p. 190.

Fine sharp bill and long claw on
hind toe.

Figure 60.

57172-3
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*■ -W"

Figures 61 and 62#

Bills as shown. Thrasher large red-brown anil white bird; Catbird even 
slate grey.

Thrasher and Catbird........................................................................ P-

Small birds coloured in shades of wood-brown.

Wrens..

Figure 63.

.............p. 207.

Small birds in wood-brown colours. Tail 
long and stiff, feathers pointed at end.

Creepers...

Bill pointing slightly upwards.

Nuthatches.

Figure 64.

............ p. 210.

Figure 65.

p. 210

Very small birds coloured in greys, white, and black.

Titmice.
Figure 66. 

........ p. 212.



Very small birds, olive-coloured. Males with small. - 
brightly-coloured erowu patch.

Figure 67

Kinglets.. ................ .......  p. 213

Medium-sized birds, coloured usually, <
except Robin and Blue-bird, in soft
browns with more or less spotted
breast.

Figure 08

Thrushes... p. 215.

SYSTEMATIC INDEX.

Titles given in small capitals have special headings devoted to them; 
♦■hose in italics arc mentioned incidentally in the text. Starred species 
are illustrated in colours.
Class........aves, birds...........................................
Subclass . . Ratit.k, Raft-breasted birds.
Subclass carinatæ, Keel-breasted birds
Order........................ pyuopodes, Divers.........
Suborder........................... Colymbi, Grebes .............
Family colymbid», Grebes

Western Grebe. . 
holbœll's grebe

HORNED GREBE............
*1’I ED-BILLED GREBE

Family...................................... gaviidæ, Loons....................................
♦common loon............

RED-THROATED LOON.
Family...................................... alcidæ, Auks, Murres, and Puffins..

PUFFIN..................................
BLACK GUILLEMOT. 

Atlantic Guillemot 
Mandt’s Guillemot 

COMMON MURRE. .
Atlantic Murre

THICK-BILLED GUILLEMOT
Briinnich’s Murre..

RAZOR-BILLED AUK 
GREAT AUK
DOVEK IE....................................

41
41
41
41
42 
42 
42 
42 
4.1 
4.1 
44 
44 
44 
V> 
4.*» 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
47 
47 
47

57172—3*



O nier............................. longipbnnbb, Lony-mnged Swimmer h........................................................ 4S
Family .................................... stbbcorarhd®, Jaegers and Skua* 4H

POMARINE JAEGER............................................. 4K
PARASITIC JAEGER.............................................. 40
LONG-TAILED JAEGER.................................... 40

Family...............................................laridæ, Guilt and Terns..................................................................... 41»
Subfamily...................................................L4RIKS, Chill».................................................................................. 50

KITTIWAKB............................................................. 50
Atlantic Kiiliwukc................................... 51

GLADCODH GULL.................................................. 61
ICELAND GULL...................................................... 61
GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULI...................... 51

•herring gull..................................................... 52
RING-BILLED GULL............................................. 53
Bonaparte’s gull........................................... 50
Frankli n’s Gull................................................... 53
iMuyhi ng Gull....................................................... 53

Subfamily........................................... STERN IN®, Term.......................................................................... 54
CASPIAN TERN...................................................... 54
burster's tern................................................. 55

•common tbiin...................................................... 55
ARCTIC TERN......................................................... 55
BLACK TERN 50

American Black Tern.......................... 50
Order .............tubinaubs, Tube-noted Swimmers..................................................... 50
Family............................................... Proccllariidœ, Letter Tube-noted Swimmers. 57

FULMAR. 57
Atlantic Fulmar.............. 57

Genus ............................................................................puffinus, Shearwaters..................................... 58
GREATER SHEARWATER ................................ 58
SOOTY SHEARWATER......................................... 58
PETRELS.................................................................... 58
LEACH’S PETREL............................................... 50
Stormy Petrel....................................................... 50
Wilson's petrel............................................. 50

Order........................... steganupodes, Full-webbed Swimmers......................................................... 50
Family...............................................SULIDVB, Gannett or Boobies............................................................... 00

GANNET..................................................................... 00
Family...................................... phalacrocoracidæ, Cormorants.......................................... W)

COMMON CORMORANT....................................... 01
DOUBLE-CRESTED CORMORANT................... 01

Eastern Double-crested Cormorant.. 01
Family............................................pblbcanid®, Pelicans........................................................................... 02

Whitt Pelican . 0‘j
Broum Pelican...................................................... 02

Order .....................ansrrbs, Sieve-bitted Swimmers.......................................................................... 02
Family .................................. anatidjr, Ducks, Geese, anti Swans............................................ 03
Subfamily ......................................MBRODf®, Meryantert   68

AMERICAN MERGANSER................................... 04
*RED-BREASTED MERGANSER 04

HOODED MERGANSER........................................ 64
Subfamily........................................  anatinæ, Riecr and Pond Dneks........................... 05

•mallard.................................................................. 05
•black duck.......................................................... 00

G AD WALL.................................................................. 60
BALDPATE................................................................ 00
GREEN-WINGED TEAL....................................... 07

•BLUE-WINGED TEA!............................................ 07
Cinnamon Teal.................................................... 07
SHOVELLER............................................................. 07
PINTAIL..................................................................... 07

•wood DUCK........................................................... 08
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Subfamily... ... . fuligulin.e, Bay, Sea, or Diving Duck*
Kl DHBAD
CANVAS-BACK ..................................................
< I HEATER BCAUP DUCK
1.ESHER BCAUP DUCK................ .
RIN<i-NECKKD DUCK..........................................
GOLDEN-BYE...........................................................

American Golden-eyt........................
Harrow’s oou)BN-eye 
RUFFLE-HEAD . . .....
OLD-SQUAW...........................
HARLEQUIN DUCK............................................

Genera homateria and oidemia, Eiders and
Scoter* ..............................................

EIDER DUCK........................................................
Northern Evier............... .........

AMERICAN EIDER ......
KINO EIDER..........
AMERICAN SCOTER 
WHITE-WINGED SCOTER 
SURF SCOTER 
RUDDY DUCK

Subfamily. . knserin.E, (Irene..
SNOW GOOSE

Lesser Snow (loose 
Greater Snow Goose

BLUB GOOSE.............................
WHITE-FRONTEI) GOOSE.......................

American White-fronted Goose.......
•CANADA GOOSE.............................................

IIutchin’s Goose
brant .................................

American liront
Black Brant ...................

Subfamily........................ .....................cygninæ, Swans.................
WHISTLING SWAN
TRUMPETER SWAN.........  ...................

Order.........................iierodionkh, Deep Water Waders.......................
Suborder roroBS, Ibises
Family. ibididac, Ibises

glossy ibis...................................................
Suborder . hbrodii, lleron-like Wader*
Family àbdbidæ, Herons and Bitterns
Subfamily botaurinm, Bitterns............

•AMERICAN BITTERN................................
LEAST BITTERN.................
Gory's L ast Bittern

Subfamily ardeinæ, Trut Herons and Egrets
•great blue heron

Eastern Great Blue Heron...............
WHITE HERONS....................................................
AMERICAN EGRET.
LITTLE BLUB HERON
Louisiana Heron..............................
GREEN HERON....................

Northern Green Heron...................
BLACK-CROWNED NIGHT HERON
Yellow-crowned Night Heron............

Order.........................paludicolæ, Marsh Birds.................................
Suborder........................... grues, Cranes and Courions...................
Fom,Li OBUtDB, <VtttU

SANDHILL CRANE. . 
Little Brown Crane. 
Whooping Crane..

PAGE
OS
till
oo
70
70
70
70
71 
71 
71

7:t
7;t
74
74
74
74

70
70
70
70

7N
70
70
70
70
HO
HO
SO
SO
HI
HI
HI
82
82
Kitoto
84
84
H4
ST.to
HAto
HAto
8f)
Sti

J
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Suborder..........................b alu, Smalltr Marsh Birds........................................................................ 86
Family baludjb, Rail-Uht Bird» 86
Subfamily................. rali.uk, True Rails..................................................................... Mi

king rail S7
Clapper Rail   87
VIRGINIA RAIL..................................................... 87
Black Rail............................................................... 87

•bora rail............................................................ 88
YELLOW RAIL........................................................ 8N

Subfamily................................................galunulinæ, Gallinules or Aiud-hens............................... 88
PURPLE GALLINULE........................................... 89
FLORIDA GALI.INULB.............................. 89

Subfamily................................ fulicinæ, Coots......................................................................... 90
American Coot..................................................... 90

Order limicolæ, Shore Birds........................................................................................... 90
Family phalaropodidæ, Phalarojtes........................................................ 91

RED PHALABOPK '.Il
NORTHERN PHALABOPK.................................. 91
wilbon’s phalarope. .. 92

Family kkourvikohtrid.k, Avocets and Stilts 92
AMERICAN AVOL'BT. 92

Family...............................................hcoixipacid», Snipe-like Birds.................................................... 92
•AMERICAN WOODCOCK 93
•wilbon’b SNIPE.................................................. 93

DOWITCHER.......................................................... 93
Long-billed Doivitcher 94

STILT SANDPIPER 94
KNOT........................................................................ 94
PURPLE SANDPIPER........................................ 94

Eastern Purple Sandpiper. 95
PECTORAL SANDPIPER................................... 95
WHITE-RUMPE1» SANDPIPER.......................... 95
haird’s sandpiper........................................... 95
LEAST SANDPIPER 96
DUNLIN 96

Red-backed Sandpiper........................ 96
CURLEW SANDPIPER 96
HEMIPALMATEO SANDPIPER 97

Western Sandpiper................................. 97
SANDERLING........................................................... 97
MARBLED GOD WIT........................................... 97
HVDSONIAN GODWIT......................................... 98
GREATER YELLOW-LEGS................................. 98
LESSER YELLOW LEGS.................................... 99
SOLITARY SANDPIPER.................................... 99

Eastern Solitary Sandpiper............... 99
WILLET...................................................... 99

Eastern Willet.......................... 99
Western Willet...................... 99

UPLAND PLOVER................................................. 100
BUFF-BREASTED SANDPIPER. 100

•spotted SANDPIPER.........  100
venue...................................................................................... numenius, Curlews.............................. 101

LONG-BILLED CURLEW. . 101
HUDSONIAN CURLEW.........  102
ESKIMO CURLEW.............................. 102

Family .............................................charadrudæ, Plover............................................................. 102
BLACK-BELLIED PLOVER.........  103
AMERICAN GOLDEN PLOVER................... 103

Eastern Golden Plover. 103
•kILLDEER PLOVER..................... 104

SEMIPALMATED PLOVER................................. 104
European Ring Plover.........  104
PIPING PLOVER.................. 104
Snowy Plover.............................. 105
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Order
Suborder
Family

Family

Order
Family

Order
Suborder
Family

Suborder
Family

(ienera

APHRiziDÆ, Turnstones
TURNSTONE

Ruddy Turnstone . 
H.KMATOPODIDÆ, Oyster-catchers.

AMERICAN OYSTER-CATCHER 
uallinvK, Scratching Birds 

ru arian i . Trut Fouls
ODONTOPHORIDÆ, American Quail

•bob-white......................
Virginia Bob-white .

TETRAONlDAt, Grouse..........................................................
•spruce partridge

//udsonian Spruce Partrulge 
Canada S/truce Partridge 

•buffed grouse
Canada Ruffed Grouse

lagopus, Ptarmigan............
WILLOW GROUSE

Willow Ptarmigan 
Allens Ptarmigan 

ROCK PTARMIGAN
Arctic Ptarmigan
Reinhardts Ptarmigan 
Welsh's Ptarmigan .

PRAIRIE CHICKEN
Northern Prairie Chicken 

SHARP-TAILED GROUSE
Northern Sharpdail.
Prairie Sharp-tail.......................

MK LE AG RID.E. Turkeys
WILD TURKEY

Northern Wild Turkey
columb.e, Pigeons and Doves...................... •

coli mbide. True Pigeons and Doves...................
•passenger pigeon..............
•mourning dove..............................

Carolina Mourning Dove
RAPTURES, Birds of Prey

SARCORHAMPHI, American Vultures 
cathaRTID.K, Turkey Vultures

TURKEY VULTURE
Northern Turkey Vulture.

black vulture...............................
FALCONBS, Diurnal Birds of Prey

buteoniadæ, Buzzards and Eagles
ELANOIDES and CIRCUS,Kites and Harriers 

SWALLOW-TAILED KITE 
•marsh HAWK

accipiter and ahtvh,Accipilers, Short
winged Hawks..........................................

•sharp-shinned hawk 
cooper’s hawk

•AMERICAN GOSHAWK
Eastern Goshawk........................

BUTKO and ARCHIBUTEO, True Buzzards.
•red-tailed hawk............................................

Eastern Red-tail........................................
•RED-SHOULDERED HAWK..

Eastern Red-shouldered Hawk..........
HWAINSON's HAWK.........................................
BROAD-WINGED HAWK....................................
ROUGH-LEGGED HAWK.....................................

Americ/m Rough-legged Hawk.........

105
10.",
105
105
105
I0t»
100in*;
107
107
ION
ION
ION
ION
10N
ION
100
110nono
nono
nono
nono
ininin
inin
ininin
112n;t
113
113
114
115 
115 
110 
no no 
no 
117 
117
117

118 
UK
no
110
no
120
120
121
121
122
122
122
123
123
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Family
Subfamily

Family

Suborder
Family

Family. .

Order
Suborder
Family
Subfamily

Suborder
Family

Order . 
FamUy..

............... AQTJILA and HALIÆTV8, Eagles...............
GOLDEN EAGLE.................................................
BALD EAGLE..........................................................

Northern Bald Eagle.........................
falcomdæ, Falcons and Caracaras...................................

KAU ONINÆ, True Falcons.................................................
GYRFALC0N8..........................................................................

WHITE GYRFALCON. . ...............................
GYRFALCON............................. .........................

Grey Gurfalcon........................................
Black Gyrfalcon......................................

•peregrine falcon .......................................
Duct Hwak

PIGEON HAWK .................................................
Eastern Pigeon Hawk........................

•AMERICAN SPARROW HAWK.................
Eastern Sparrow Hawk.............

PANDIONID.K, Fish’haukx, Ospreys......................................
•osprey............................................................

American Osprey..............................
STRIGKS, Nocturnal Birds of Prey.................

alvi'onidæ, Bam Owls
AMERICAN BARN OWL 

.8TRIOIDÆ, Homed or Eared Owls.
AMERICAN LONG-EARED OWL 
AMERICAN SHORT-EARED OWL...............

•barred OWL
Eastern Barred Oui.............................

CINEREOUS OWL...............................................
Great Grey Owl.......................................

ARCTIC SAW-WHET OWL..............................
Richardson's Owl ............................

saw-whet owi..................................................
Acadian Owl............................................

•screech owl....................................................
Eastern Screech Owl.......................

•great horned owi......................................
Eastern Homed Owl............................
Western Horned Owl...........................
Arctic Horned Owl.............................
Ijabrador Homed Oui 

BNOW1 OWL
HAWK OWL..........................................................

American Hawk Owl...........................
coccyges, Cuckoos and Kingfishers

..........cucuLi, Cuckoos................................................................................................
< i CTTLIDÆ, 1 ini run u < 'udcOOS

COCCYZINÆ, American Tree Cuckoo.........................
•yellow-billed CUCKOO............................
•black-billed cuckoo................................

ALCYONE8, Kingfishers.........................................................................
.................... ALCEDINIDÆ, Kingfishers........................ ........................

•belted kingfisher......................................
ph i, Woodpeckers
.................. picidæ, Woodpeckers.............................................................................

hairy woodpecker.....................................
Eastern Hairy Woodpecker.................
Northern Hairy Woodpecker.............

•downy woodpecker................................
Northern Downy Woodpecker............

•arctic three-toed woodpecker.........
AMERICAN THREE-TOED WOODPECKER..

Eastern Three-toed Woodpecker.... 
•yellow-bellied bapsucker............

I 23
12.1 
124
124
125 
125
125
126 
12*. 
12»

12»
126
127
127
127
127

12* 
14M

12»

lao
i:u)
no
131
131
131
I'll
132 
132 
132
132
133 
13.
13.1 
183
133
I S3

134

134
13» 
i I»

188
136
131.

137
187
I is
138 
186
188 
188 
188 
188 
188 
140 
140 
140
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Family .....................picidæ.—Continued.
Eastern Sapsuckei 140

•piLEATED WOODPECKER___ 141
Northern PUnited Woodpecker. 141

*RED-HEADEI) WOODPECKER. . 141
RED-MEI.LIED WOODPECKER 142

•flicker 142
Northern Flicker 142

(hnlcr MACROCHIRE8, Goatsuckers, Swifts, and Hitinmingbirds 143
Suborder caprimulgi, Goatsuckers 143

caprimulgidac, Goatsuckers 143
chuck-will’s widow 14;?
whip-poor-will 14:t

Eastern Whi/h/sHrr-icill 143
*N|€iHTHAWK............................................. 1 14

Eastern Night hair k 144
Suborder cyphkli, Swifts and Allies 14.'»
Family micropodidæ, Suifts 14'»

CB m k i\ v. Spin ■tailed Su ifts
•chimney swift 14'»

Suhordir trochili, Hummingbirds 140
Family trochilid.e, Hummingbirds. 14V»

•ruby-throated hummingbird 140
Order . passe res, Perching Birds 147
Suborder CLAMATOREs, Sony less Perchers 147
Family ................ tyrannid.e, Tyrant Flycatchers I ts

S(TSHOR-TAILED FLYCATCHER 148
•kingbird 148

CRESTED FLYCATCHER 140
•PHOEBE 110
OLIVE-SIDED FLYCATCHER 150
WOOD PEW EE............ |.'»0
YELLOW-BELLIED FLYCATCHER 151
ACADIAN FLYCATCHER I'll
traill’s flycatcher I'»I

Abler Flycatcher. . I.’il
Western A bier Flycatrher 1 5 1

LEAST FLYCATCHER 152
Suborder osciner, Song Birds.......................................... 152
Family alaudid.e, Larks........................................................................ 152

•horned lark 152
Eastern Horned Ijirk 153
Prairie Horned lJirk............... 153
Hoyt's Horned Ijirk . . 153

Family corvidæ, Jays and Crows 153
Subfamily garrulin.e, Magpies and Jays 153

MAGPIE.................. 153
American Mrgpù 153

•blub jay.................................................... 154
•canada jay...................... 154

Eastern Canada Jay 154
Labrador Jay............................. 154

Subfamily................. corvinæ:, Crows.................. 155
RAVEN........................ 155

Northern Raven. . .............. 155
‘AMERICAN CROW 150

Eastern Crow....................... 150
Family icteridæ, A merican Starlings.......................... 150

•bobolink...................................................... 157
•cowbird.................................................... 157

yellow-headed blackbird. . 15s
•red-winged blackbird 158

Eastern Red-wing 158
Northern Red-wing.............................. 158
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Family ......................... .................... ICTERIDÆ.—Concluded.
‘meadowlark................. 150
ORCHARD ORIOLE 150

‘BALTIMORE ORIOLE ___ 160
RUSTY BLACKBIRD................... 160
CROW BLACKBIRD......................................... 161

* Bronzed (hackle................................. 161
Purple Crackle..................................... 161

Family fringillid.k, Sparrows, Linnets, Finches, or Buntings. 161
EVENING GROSBEAK.................................... 162

Eastern Evening Grosbeak 162
‘pine grosbeak........................ 163

Canadian Pine Grosbeak 163
‘purple pinch............................................... 163

Eastern Purple Finch 163
•house sparrow......................................... 164
crossbill...................................................... 165

American Crossbill............................ 166
WHITE-WINGED CROSSBILL . ... 166

Genus acanthis, Redpolls...................................... 166
hornemann’s redpoll 166

Greenland Redjtoll............................. 167
Hoary Redpoll.................................... 167

REDPOLL LINNET........................................... 167
Common Redpoll............................... 167
HolboU’s Redistil ,........... . 167
Greater Redpoll..................................... 167

‘AMERICAN GOLDFINCH 168
Eastern Goldfinch.............................. 168

pine siskin.................................................... 168
•snow bunting............................................. 169

Common Snow Bunting.................... 169
LAPLAND LONG6PUR..................................... 169

Eastern Ixtngspur................................ 169
•vesper sparrow......................................... 169

Eastern Vesper Sparrow................... 170
IPSWICH sparrow....................................... 170
SAVANNAH SPARROW................................... 170

Eastern Savannah Sjtarrow.............  170
GRASSHOPPER SPARROW............................. 171

Eastern Grasshopper Sparrow......... 171
HENSLOW’S SPARROW..........  171

Eastern Henslow's Sparrow.............  171
leconte's sparrow................................... 171
nelson’s sharp-taii.................................. 172

Prairie Sharp-tail................................ 172
Acadian Sharp-tail............................. 172

LARK SPARROW.............................................. 172
Eastern Lark Sparrow....................... 172

Harris’ sparrow........................................ 172
•white-crowned sparrow...................... 173

Eastern White-crowned Sparrow.. . 173
•white-throated sparrow...................... 173
•tree sparrow.............................................. 174

Eastern Tree Sparrow................... 174
•chipping sparrow .................................... 174

Eastern Chipping Sparrow............... 174
CLAY-COLOURED SPARROW........................ 175
field sparrow............................................ 175

(Eastern Field Sparrow....................... 175
•slate-coloured junco............................ 175

•hong sparrow.............................................. 176
Eastern Song Sparrow....................... 176

LINCOLN’S SPARROW.................................... 177
Eastern Lincoln'8 Sparrow 177
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(ténus............................................................ACANTHIB—Concluded.
SWAMP SPARROW ............................................. 177
POX SPARROW...................................................... 177

Eastern Fox Sparrow I7H
TOWHEE................................................................. 17S

Eastern Towhee.. 17K
CARDINAL................................................................ 17S

Eastern ('ordinal.................................... 17s
•robe-breasted grosbeak....................... 1711
BLUE GROSBEAK 179

Eastern Blue Grosbeak.......................... ISO
INDIGO BUNTING ISO
DK’KCISREL ISO

Family...............................................tangaridæ, Tanagers ISO
•scarlet tanager INI

SUMMER TANAGER 1S|
Family...............................................HIRUNDINIDÆ, Swallows...................................................................... 182

•PURPLE MARTIN 1S2
Eastern Martin..................... 1S2

CLIFF SWALLOW .........................   183
Eastern Cliff Swallow................. ..  183

*BARN SWALLOW................................................... 183
•tree sw allow   1S3
•bank SWALLOW .............................................. 184

ROUGH-WINGED SWALLOW.................... 184
Family BOMTClLLtDJB, Waxwings .. 184

BOHEMIAN WAXWING.................................... 185
•cedar W AXW ING................................................ 185

Family laniidæ, Shrikes, Butcherbirds 186
NORTHERN SHRIKE............................................ 186

•LOGGERHEAD SHRIKE.................... 187
Migrant Loggerhead. .. 1S7

Family vireonidæ, Vireos or Creenlets . .. iss
•red-1 1 BD XI Ul ." 188

PHILADELPHIA VIREO....................................... 18S
•WARBLING VIREO. 18ft

Eastern Warbling Vireo isft
YELLOW-THROATED VIREO............................ 18ft
SOLITARY VIREO . ... 18ft

Blue-headed Viren 190
WHITE-EYED VIREO........................ 190

Northern White-eyed Vireo.... 190
Family MNIOTILTIDÆ, Wood Warblers IftO

•black AND WHITE WARBLER 191
PROTHONOTARY W ARBLER ..................... 192

Genus . vermivora, Warm-eating Warblers . 192
WORM-EATING W ARBLER.......................... 192
BLUE-WINGED WARBLER. 192
GOLDEN-WINGED WARBLER 192
NASHVILLE WARBLER.................................... 193

Eastern Nashcille Warbler 193
ORANGE-CROWNED WARBLER...................... 193

Interior Orange-crown......................... 193
TENNESSEE WARBLER..................................... 193
PARULA WARBLER ...................................... 194

Northern Parula....................................... 194
Genus dendroica, Woodland Warblers 194

CAPE MAY WARBLER........................................ 194
•YELLOW WARBLER............................................. 194

Eastern Yellow Warbler.................... 195
•BLACK-THROATED BLUE W ARBLER.........  195

Northern Black-throated Blue Warbler 195
•myrtle warbler.............................................. 195
•magnolia warbler...................................... 196
CERULEAN WARBLER..................................... 196
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Genus................. ............................................................. dendroica—Concluded.
CHESTNUT-SIDED WARBLER 196
BAY-BREASTED WARBLER 197
BLACK-POLL WARBLER................................. 197

'BLACKBURNIAN W ARBLER....................... 198
*BLA('K-THR()ATEI> GREEN W ARBLER . 198

kirtland’h WARBLER 198
PINE WARBLER..................................................... 199
PALM WARBLER 199

Interior Palm Warbler. 199
Yellow Palm Warbler . 199

PRAIRIE WARBLER............................................. 199
Genus......................................................................................8EIURUK, Wagtail Warblers............................ 200

‘OVENBIRD 200
NORTHERN WATER-THRUSH 200

Pastern Water-thrush 201
GrinneU’s Water-thrush 201

LOUISIANA W ATER-THRUSH 201
Genera....................................................................................oporornis and geothlypis, Ground

W adders ....................................................... 201
KENTUCKY WARBLER....................................... 201
CONNECTICUT WARBLER 201
MOURNING WARBLER 202
MARYLAND YELLOW-THROAT 202

• Northern Yellow-throat. 203
YELLOW-BREASTED CHAT 203

Genus.................................................................................... wilhonia, Flycatching Warblers 203
HOODED WARBLER 203
BLACK-<’APPED WARBLER 204

Wilson’s Warbler 204
CANADA WARBLER 204

* AMERICAN RBD6TAR1 301
Family............................................... motacillidas, Wagtails or Pipits.............    205

AMERICAN PIPIT............................................... 205
Family............................................... mimid/&, Mockers and Thrashers 205

MOCKINGBIRD 206
Eastern Mockingbird 206

•catbird.................................................................... 206
•brown thrasher........................ 207

Family...............................................troglodytid.e, Wrens...................................................... 207
CAROLINA WREN 207

Northern Carolina Wren..................... 207
bewick's wren 208

Eastern Beunek’s Wren. 208
•house wren 208

Eastern House Wren...................... 208
W INTER WREN.............................................. 209

Eastern Winter Wren.................... 209
SHORT-BILLED MARSH WREN 209
LONG-BILLED MARSH WREN 209

Eastern Marsh Wren. . 209
Family................................................certhiid.e, Creepers...................................................................... 210

•brown creeper.................... 210
Eastern Brown Creeper.. 210

Family................................................sittidjs, Nuthatches............................................................................... 210
•CAROLINA NUTHATCH 211

White-breasted Nuthatch................... 211
RED-BREASTED NUTHATCH......................... 211

Fat lily................................................paridæ, Titmice....................................................................................... 212
TUFTED TITMOUSE............................................. 212

•BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEE.......................... 212
Eastern Chickadee.................................... 212
Carolina Chickadee................................. 212

BROWN-HEADED CHICKADEE........................ 213
Hudsonian Chickadee............................ 213

A radian Chickadee.................................. 213
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Family............................... sylviidæ, Old-world Warblers and Kinglets. . 213
Subfamily moulumb. Kinglet» 314

•(JOLDEN-CROWNED KINGLET........... 214
Eastern Golden-crown .. 214

•RUBY-CROWNED K1NULET........................ 214
Eastern Ruby-crown....................... 21

Subfamily........................................ polioptilinü, Gnatcalchers.......................................... 2if»
BU IX.KM GNAT! ATCEBB 215

Eastern Gnatcntcher.......................... 21.'»
Family. ..................... turdidaî, Thrushes ami Allies. . 215
Subfamily......................................... turdinæ, True Thrushes............................... 215

•wood nrn sb 216
• Wilson’s thrush........................... 216

I'eery................................................. 216
Willow Thrush 216

* Alice’s thrush 216
Grey-cheeked Thru. 216
Bicknell’s Thrush 217

•olive-backed thrush 217
Swainson's Thrush 217

•hermit thrush. 217
Eastern Hermit Thfisti . 217

•AMERICAN ROBIN ............. 217
Eastern Robin................................. 21H

WHEATS AR 2lK
Greenland Wheatear....................... 21H

•bluebird 2 IK
Eastern Bluebird 2 IS
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DESCRIPTIVE ORNITHOLOGY.

CLASS—AVES. BIRDS.

Birds, ns a class, can be divided into toothed and toothless birds, 
although the former are now extinct and are known only by their frag
mentary remains preserved as fossils. All modern birds are toothless. 
Some species, as the mergansers, are furnished with serrations in the horny 
bill that have a superficial resemblance to teeth (Figure 7, p. 19), but 
examination shows that these are not true teeth.

SUBCLASS—CA1UNATÆ. KEEL-BREASTED BIRDS.
Present day, toothless birds are divided into two subclasses, the 

Ratiiœ or raft-breasted birds and the Carinata' or keel-breasted birds. The 
Ratitœ include the Ostriches and Emues which are without a keel to the 
breast bone for the attachment of wing muscles and are flightless. There 
are none in North America and they are, therefore, not dealt with here. 
The term keel-breasted is derived from the high, thin, keel-like projection 
from the middle of the breast bone, to which the powerful breast or wing 
muscles are attached.

Keel-breasted birds (subclass Carinata) art- divided into numerous 
orders which are considered in the sequence adopted by the American 
Ornithologists’ Union.

Order -Pygopodes. Diving Birds.

General Description. The Divers, us (heir name implies, are birds filled for subaquatir 
pursuits. The hip joint is set far back on the body and the leg mechanism is better fitted 
for swimming than foi walking. The tarsus, the visible part of the leg, is much flattened, 
(Figure 2, p. 18), and the toes are either partly (Figure 13, p. 20) or completely (Figures 2 
and 6, p. 19) webbed. The wings are small in comparison with the size of the body. The 
bill is straight and generally tapered, moderately long, but occasionally flattened and 
deepened, as in the cases of the Auks and Puffins; in the latter species this specialisation 
reaches its highest development in the order.

Distinctions. Toes, three or four entirely or partly webbed, tarsus flattened, tail 
inconspicuous or small.

Field Marks. Small wings and tail and straight, narrow, unduck-like bills. The 
Divers bear a superficial resemblance to ducks but where the ducks would fly the Divers

Nesting. In the immediate vicinity of water on reedy shores or rocky ledges, or in 
crevices and holes in the ground.

In consequence of the peculiar leg construction, an unusually upright 
carriage of the body is necessitated when on land, and they walk with 
difficulty. Indeed some species are almost helpless on the ground and are 
unable to rise into the air except from the water, off steeply rising ground, 
or against a strong head wind. They swim and dive with ease and, though 
their wings are small in comparison to the size of the body, when once on 
the wing they fly with rapid beats, swiftly and strongly, in straight lines 
or long curves without evolution or manoeuvring.
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Economic Statua. The Diving Birds feed almost entirely upon aquatic 
life usually captured by diving and pursuit under water. Economically, 
they are of slight importance. The Canadian representatives of this order 
arc divided into three families: the Grebes, Colymbidœ; the Loons, (îaviidœ; 
the Auks, Mu ires, etc., Alcidœ.

FAMILY—COLYMBIDÆ. (iREBEK.

funeral Descri/tium. Grebes mid Divers with feet lobed and not fully webbed, and 
without pereeptible tails. Instead of full webs extending from toe to toe, as in most 
swimming birds, the digits are provided with a sealloped edging of flat lobe-like flaps or 
processes hinged to the toe. These make excellent paddles during the stroke, and folding 
away, offer the minimum of resistance to the water on the return. Their wonderful diving 
ability has given these birds the common sobriquets of Hell-diver, Water-witch, etc.

Distinctions. Scalloped toe webs (Figure 13, p. ). short tail, sharp pointed bill, and 
the peculiar silvery sheen of the feathers of the underparts.

Field Marks. Pointed bill and inconspicuous tail. Feet carried straight out behind 
when flying.

Nesting. In the reeds or rushes bordering sloughs or (tonds, on either floating or 
stationary vegetable heaps.

Distribution. Grebes are distributed over the whole of Canada, and north well into 
the Arctic; zone. In the breeding season they are generally more common on fresh than 
on salt water. There are three species of this family occurring regularly in eastern Canada; 
a fourth species, the Western Grebe, not further mentioned here, has been incorrectly 
recorded several times, and only one case of its occurrence can be substantiated.

Grebes are typically inhabitants of fresh " and lakes, though at 
times they frequent the sea in numbers. The adults are coloured in rather 
broad masses ; the young show sharp stripes, especially about the head, 
indicating that the family has descended from a common striped ancestor. 
The grebe breasts, so much used for trimming and millinery purposes, are 
procured from birds of this family. The sacrifice of large numbers for this 
purpose and the drainage of many of their natural breeding grounds are 
continually reducing their numbers.

Economic Statua. Feeding almost entirely upon water-inhabiting 
creatures they are of little direct economic importance. Considerable 
masses of feathers are often found in grebe stomachs, but no satisfactory 
explanation of their presence there has been offered. There is no evidence 
that they are remains of birds preyed upon.

2. I loi bull's Grebe, red-necked grebe. fr.—le grèbe X cou rouge. Colymbus 
holbœlli. L. 19. This is the largest of our Grebes. Summer adults have a rich chestnut- 
red neck.

Distinctions Size is usually sufficient to distinguish this Grebe. Juvenile birds gener
ally have only a suggestion of the rufous neck.

Field Murks. Size will also separate it in the field from other Grebes; ai d the pre
sence of a white wing patch and an unmottled back, from the Red-throated Ixxrn w ith which 
it might be confused.

Nesting. On floating or stationary vegetable compost or marshy islands near the 
shores of freshwater lakes.

Distribution. Across the continent; breeding in the east, north of present settlement. 
In the prairie provinces and west it nests southwards to and across the United States 
border.

The bird, except in the west in the breeding season, is more commonly 
seen on large bodies of water than small. It is comparatively scarce in 
eastern Canada.

81
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3. Horned Grebe, kr.—le grèbe cornu. Columbus auntus. L. 13 50. The 
Homed Grebe is about the same size as the Pied-billed Grebe mentioned next, but with a 
much sharper and more slender bill. The summer adult has a red neck (much like Holbu-U's), 
prominent ochraceous ear tufts, and a full projecting ruff on the cheeks from hindhead to 
throat. In the autumn and winter a shining almost black and white head contrasts with 
the duller coloration of the Pied-billed Grebe.

Distinction*. The juvenile, a plain, greyish-black and white bird, may be mistaken 
for the young Pied-billed Grebe, but can be distinguished by its shiny white forehead and 
breast, slender bill, and white wing patch.

Field Marks. Slender, sharp bill, white foreneck and wingpateh
Nesting. Similar to the preceding.
Distribution. Across the continent, breeding locally within the borders of present 

settlement and northward, but more commonly west than east.

The Horned Grebe on migration inhabits the larger bodies of water 
and is less commonly seen on the small mud holes where the Pied-bill 
often occurs.

ti. Pied-billed Grebe, dab-chick, hell-diver, water-witch, kr le grèbe X 
BBC BIGARRÉ. Podilumlni* podiceps. L, 13 50. Plate I A.
r Distinctions. The Pied-bill can be separated from all other Canadian Grebes by its 
relatively heavier and stouter bill with its spot, and its more strongly arched culmen, and 
from the juvenile Horned Grebe in any plumage, by its darker, less shiny foreneck, breast, 
and underparts, ami the absence of a white wing patch.

Field Marks. Size and shape of bill, spot on bill, lack of white wing patch, and black 
throat patch in spring.

Nesting. Along the marshy edges of fionds and lakes on stationary or floating plat-

Dislnbutum. Across the continent, breeding from our southern borders northwards; 
probably any grebe found nesting south of a line drawn between Ottawa and Kault Ste. 
Marie will be of this species.

This is the common breeding grebe of eastern Canada, where it is 
found in the nesting season or during migration on nearly every pond or 
slough. It frequents clear, open water less than its relatives. The diving 
powers of the grebes arc well known, and they are well developed in this 
species. Diving at the flash of the gun it is often safe under water by the 
time the shot reaches the spot it recently occupied. Even breech-loading 
guns arc not always quick enough to catch it, though the general use of 
smokeless powder has put it at considerable disadvantage. The grebes 
have the faculty of swimming either low or high in the water. By pressing 
the air from the thick soft plumage and by compressing that in the body 
cavities the grebe can increase its specific gravity, and gradually sink into 
the water until only the bill is above the surface, in which position it will 
hide and, barring accidents, escape the most prying eyes.

Economic Status. We have little accurate information as to the 
exact constituents of the food of the grebes. The Pied-bill, however, 
probably lives upon small fish and aquatic insects, supplemented more 
or less by vegetable matter. The fish, owing to the bird’s habitat, arc 
mostly mud-frequenting species of little economic importance. The 
insect content of its food probably consists largely of predaceous species 
like large water beetles that occasionally do some damage to fish fry. 
The vegetable matter is unimportant. On the whole, we can regard the 
Pied-billed Grebe as absolutely harmless except in the rare cases when it 
pays a passing visit to pools or ponds devoted to trout or other valuable 
fish culture.

57172-4
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FAMILY—UAVIIDÆ. LOONS.

General Description. The Loons are large divers with straight, sharply pointcsl bills 
and with the feet fully webbed (Figure 2, n. 18). In the adult state they are coloured 
in strikingly contrasting patterns, mostly black and white.

Distinctions. Larger than ducks and have shorter necks than geese. These points 
and the sharp pointed bill are diagnostic. Tails more evident than in the Grebes.

Field Marks. Size, length of neck, and bill. In flight, the feet are trailed behind 
the tail.

Nesting On low shores in the immediate vicinity of water where they ran dive 
directly into the water from the nest.

The Loons are probably even better divers than the Grebes but they 
rise less easily from the water, and unless there is a good breeze that they 
ran face, require a long splashing start over the surface before being wing 
borne.

Economic Status. Their food is composed almost entirely of fish, 
but owing to the small number of loons in any given locality, their direct 
economic importance is small.

7. Common Loon, cheat northern diver, fr.—le plongeon X collier, 
hcard. Gana immer. L, .'12. Plate IB.

Distinctions. The adult Common Loon is easily separated from other loons by its 
marked coloration, but juveniles are somewhat more difficult to differentiate. Size and 
the lack of spots on the back will separate it from the Iled-throated Loon with which it 
is most easily confused.

Field Starks. Size and unspotted back of the juvenile* as above. Most loons seen 
on our inland lakes are of this species.

Nesting. Close to the water on the boggy or rocky shores of inland laki-s where 
when alarmed the loons can slide directly into the water. The rather bulky nest is built 
of decaying vegetable matter.

Distribution. Oyer the whole of Canada, breeding wherever conditions are suitable 
and often remaining in the winter until the last open water is closed by ice.

Most frequenters of our waterways and lakes are familiar with the 
long loud laugh of the Loon. The loon has another call beginning low, 
rising high, and then dropping suddenly. It is often noisy at night or just 
before a storm and birds frequently call to and answer one another across 
the water.

Owing to the constant encroachments of settlement, and the consequent 
disturbance of its nesting places, the Loon has been growing scarcer of late 
years and in many of its old haunts it is seldom seen now except during 
migration. However, there are still great numbers of lonely lakes in the 
great uninhabited north where they can live and breed undisturbed, and 
the immediate loss of this picturesque species need not he anticipated. 
Proper local protection, enforced by an awakened public opinion, would 
undoubtedly restock our lakes and ponds with summer residents as well 
as augment the number that make passing visits.

Economic Status. Although the Loon is a large bird the capacity 
of its gullet limits the fish it takes to comparatively small sizes. This 
fact, taken in connexion with the small number of birds on the smaller 
lakes and the immense numbers of fish in the larger bodies of water, makes 
its depredations economically unimportant. The species, therefore, should 
not be destroyed.

11. Red-throated Loon, le plongeon à gorge rovhre. Gana slellata. L, 25. 
This is smaller than the Common Loon, and is without its intensely contrasted black and
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white back coloration. Itw head and nock arc grey and summer adults have a dull rod 
throat patch.

Distinctions. Adults can be distinguished from the Common Loon by size and color
ation as above. Juveniles can be reeognizf-d by their finely spotted backs in distinction 
from the slightly grey marginal ions of the Common Loon.

Field Marks. Size and back coloration.
Nesting. Breeding habits similar to those of the preceding species.
Distribution. Ranges over the whole of Canada, scarce in the interior, more common 

on the coasts. Breeds in the east from northern Ontario, central Quebec, and New Bruns
wick northward.

Economic Status. Similar to tin* Common Loon in this respect, hut 
of less importance on account of its smaller numbers.

FAMILY—ALC1DÆ. AUKS, MIJRKES, AND PUFFINS.

General Description. This family is composed of strictly maritime species of rare or 
only accidental occurrence on fresh water. Though most at home in the water they stand 
upright on land and walk about with considerably more ease than either the grebes or 
loons. Their bills are subject to a greater degree of variation than the aforementioned 
families, ranging from the straight tapering shape of the Murres to the deep compressed 
bill of the Puffin.

Distinctions. The obvious diver-like form combined with webbed feet and no hind 
toes (Figure 12, p. 20) is diagnostic.

Field Marks. General resemblance to ducks, but their short necks and pointed and 
sometimes deepened and narrowed bill are characteristic.

Nesting. Breed in large colonies, often of mixed species, on rocky islets or on inaccess
ible sea-washed cliffs. Build no nest but lav their eggs directly on the ground. Their 
eggs are unusually large for the size of the bird and markedly pyriform, a shape that 
causes them to roll in circles rather than in straight lines and lessens the danger of their 
falling from the bare, rocky, nesting ledges.

Distribution. Over our sea coast from our southern borders to the Arctic. They are 
only casual on fresh water, though one species has indulged in occasional abnormal, erup
tive migrations to the lower great lakes.

This family frequents the open sea, coining ashore only to breed. 
They differ from the other divers in habitually using their wings under 
water as in flying. On the Labrador coast their eggs are much used by the 
fishermen for food.

Economic Status. Eating nothing but the smaller sizes of fish and 
crustaceans taken at sea, where the supplies are more than ample, there is 
little harm that these species can do.

13. Puffin. SEA PARROT. PAROQUET. FR.—LB MACAREUX ARCTIQUE. PERROQUET. 
Fralercula arctica. L, 13. The Puffin is a grotesque little diver, black above, white 
below, and with a grey face. It is notable for its absurdly deepened and flattened bill, 
nearly as high as long and highly coloured with reds and yellows.

Distinctions. Bill is always distinctive.
Field Marks. Bill can be recognized in life nearly as far as the bird can be seen.
Nesting. Breed in the crannies and cracks of rocky cliffs or burrow in the soil on 

lonely islets. Along the Canadian Labrador coast there are several “Paroquet" islands 
so-called from the great numbers of th(*se birds breeding on them. However, the depmla- 
tions of fishermen have sadly reduced their numbers and unless protective steps are taken 
they will shortly be exterminated.

Distribution. Puffins are distributed over the sea coast on both sides of the Atlantic 
from Canada and England northward far into the Arctic zone.

A sight of this bird is sufficient for recognition of the appropriateness 
of the names Parrot or Paroquet. Unlike other divers it stands up on 
its toes and is quite agile afoot.
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27. Black Guillemot, pighon. ska pigeon fr.—lb guillemot noir. Cepvhua 
grylle. L, 13. In summer the Black Guillemot is a small, coal black diver with large 
white wing patches and red feet. In winter the underparts are white and the feathers 
above are black but broadly tipped with white. The wings remain as in summer.

Distinctions. In summer the species cannot be mistaken for any other. In winter, 
the size and wing coloration are almost equally distinctive.

Field Marks The characters above make easily recognizable field marks.
Nesting. In cavities in the rocks or in openings in the rough talus at the foot of sea 

cliffs.
Distribution. The Atlantic Guillemot is common along our Atlantic coast but is 

rarely if ever seen inland.
SUBSPECIES. There are two subspecies of the Black Guillemot in Canada, the 

Atlantic Guillemot, the type form, and Mandt’s Guillemot, Cepphu« grylle matidti, a 
northern race inhabiting Arctic regions and distinguished by having all the wing coverts 
white to the base instead of with a concealed dark wing bar. This form is given by 
the American Ornithologists Union check-list as a full species, but should probably be 
reduced to subsi>crific status.

The Black (iuillcmot in one of the commonest inhabitants of our sea 
coast and is known to nearly all who visit there. It is less gregarious than 
the other members of the family and usually nests alone and not in rookeries, 
though sometimes numl>ers are drawn together in localities by a community 
of interest.

30. Common Mum*, r*.—mormette. lk guillemot ordinaire mahmhttk*
I ria troille. L, 10. The Murrc in summer is white below, with the head and neck dark, 
smoky, seal brown. The back and wings are black. In winter the throat is light, veiled 
with more or less greyish, and the brown is replaced on the head and neek with black more 
or loss shaded with grey cs|>eciallv on the throat.

Distinction*. The Common M urn- is very much like Briinnich's Mur re and the Itasor- 
billedAuk. Can be differentiated in Hummer from the former by the lighter brown colora
tion of the head and neck and by the fact that the back of the neck is not darker than the 
front. At all seasons it has a somewhat shorter and decidedly heavier bill. From the Auk 
it can be told by its hill which is not markedly flattened or deepened.

Field Marks. Bill sizes and neck coloration are the only field marks that can be given 
to separate the two Mum# and in life these can only be seen under the most favourable 
circumstances. The birds are said to swim with level instead of up turned tail as does the 
Razor-bill. The difference between the latter’s hill and that of the Murre, however, is 
quite obvious under ordinary conditions.

Nesting. In large colonic# amongst the rocks, making no m#t and laying only a single
'•gg

Distribution. Abundant along the eastern sen coast, never or rarely ever being found 
in the interior on fresh water.

SUBSPECIES. The Common Murre inhabits the northern parts of both Pacific and 
Atlantic oceans, being represented by different subspecies in each. The Atlantic Murre 
is the type form and is, of course, the one that occurs on our eastern coasts.

The number of Murres that will occupy a nesting ledge is sometimes 
remarkable. At the edge of the rocky shelves they gather as close as they 
can stand, like files of soldiers, bearing strong resemblance to the lines 
of penguins that are familiar to us in pictures.

31. Thick-billed Guillemot, briinnich’s murre. fr.—lb guillemot i>h brCn- 
nich. Uria lomtna. L, 16 50. This Murre is almost exactly similar to the preceding

Distinction*. Head and neck are darker and richer brown without the smokinoas of 
the Common Murre and the neek is somewhat darker behind than in front. Bill is some
what larger and noticeably heavier.

Field Marks. Ixmgcr, heavier bill and coloration of the head and neck will under 
exceptional visual conditions separate this bird in life from the Common Murre. Sharp 
and tapering instead of blunt and deep bill, and tail not turned up in swimming, should 
serve to distinguish it from the Razor-billed Auk



Netting. Similar to the preceding species.
Distribution. Somewhat more northern than that of the (Joinmon Mur re.
SUBSPECIES. The Thick-hilled Guillemot occurs in the northern Pacific and Atlan

tic oceans but as distinct subspecies. Our eastern form is the type and is known as Briin- 
nich’s Murre.

Brünnich's Murre is tho only member of this family that is found on 
the Great Lakes. The birds have at times come in hundreds on lakes 
Ontario, Erie, and tributary waters in late autumn and early winter, 
all in a starving condition, and none seem to survive or return to their 
sea homes. These occurrences are as yet inexplicable.

32. Razor-billed Auk. tinker, kr.—«odd ok croon, le pinuoüin commun 
Aléa tordu. L, 16"50. The Kazor-billed Auk is of the same general appearance as the 
last two species.

Distinctions. Bill is considerably deeiiewxl and flattened (though not nearly as much 
so as in the Puffin); it is thus easily distinguished from the Murre esjiecially in summer 
when a white line connects the eye and the base of the eu linen, and the bill is crossed by 
a white band near the tip. Bill of the winter juvenile is less characteristic but may still 
lie distinguished from that of the Murre#.

Field Murk*. Deepened bill and, when swimming, cocked-up tail make good field

Netting. Similar to that of the two preceding species but rather less gregarious.
Distribution. Frequents our Atlantic coasts north to the Arctic
33. Great Auk. o are-fowl. fr.—le grand pingouin. Plautus impennw. L, 30. 

The Great Auk was the largest of the American Divers. Its wings were so reduced in 
site that though they made excellent swimming organs they were useless for other purpose# 
and hence the bird was unable to fly. As the #pecic# is now extinct no further description 
is necessary.

This bird had become so well adapted to an aquatic life that Hying 
was no longer necessary and consequently its wings became reduced 
to mere swimming flippers like those of the penguins of the Antarctic, 
and flight was impossible. Though as well able to live at sea as any fish 
or marine animal, land was as necessary to it for reproduction as to any 
other bird. Even then, if it had inhabited the very extremes of the Arctic 
regions for nesting purposes it would probably have survived; but lonely 
outlying rocks and islets about the British isles and, on our side of the 
ocean, south to Newfoundland, were its nesting places and immediately 
in the course of the fleets of hardy fishermen who early in our history 
flocked to our shores. To them, these then countless thousands of large 
sea birds inhabiting islets in the immediate vicinity of their fishing grounds, 
so helpless on land that they could be killed in unlimited numbers with 
sticks and clubs, were irresistible. They took full advantage of their 
opportunities and the story passes current that to save labour, gang planks 
were placed ashore from the boats and the unresisting birds were driven 
aboard in droves to be clubbed to death on deck. Of course no numbers 
could long resist such destruction and to-day the Great Auk is only an 
interesting memory and is represented by only individual specimens and 
fragments in a few favoured museums.

34. Dovekle. sea dove. kr.—le mergule nain. AlU aile. L, S. The Dovekie 
is a diminutive Diver, the smallest of its family in eastern Canada. When in our waters 
it is generally black above and white on throat, cheek, and below.

Distinctions. Its size is enough to separate it from any other Diver in eastern ( ’anada
Field Marks. Size and extremely rapid wing beat# make the best field marks.
Nesting. On cliff ledges in the far north.
Distribution. In summer in the far north in the eastern Arctic, in winter along the sea
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On our coastal shores and harbours this little bird should be looked 
for only in the winter. It flies with a very rapid wing motion.

Order Longipennes. The Long-winged Swimmers.
General Description. The Long-winged swimmers are sea birds, with four lues and 

two webs, and with the wings longer than the tail if the excessively lengthened middle tail 
feather of some Jaegers and the equally elongated outer swallow tails of some Terns are 
disregarded.

Distinctions, ('an be recognised as an Order by their long wings and bill characters 
(Figures 3, 4, 5, p. IS) and are separated from tin* Tub«*-nosed Swimmers by the position 
of the nostrils which are in the sides of the bill and not inatubeon top (See Figure 11, p.19, 
for comparison).

Field Marks. No field marks can be given covering the order except length of wing 
ami mode of flight.

Nesting. Usually breed on the ground or on cliff linlges, but then* is Utile uniformity 
in their nesting habits.

Distribution. «Some species are more or less common over all the waterways of ( 'atiada.

The long-winged Swimmers are wonderful fliers, being both tireless 
and agile on the wing. In habit they are fishers, scavengers, or pirates. 
There are only two families of the order in Canada; the Jaegers and the 
(lulls, the latter including the closely allied Terns or “Sea Swallows”.

Economic Status. Being sea birds, the damage they do is slight and 
some of them are actively beneficial to man.

FAMILY—8TERCORARIIDÆ. J A BOERS AND SKUAS.

General Description. The Jaegers are predaceous sen birds. In colour they are dark 
brown and white. The family shows a peculiar dichromatism and all Canadian species 
occur in two colour phases, an almost evenly dark brown one and a dark or slaty brown 
with white or light head, neck, and tuiderparts and an almost black cap.

Distinctions. The bills of the Jaegers (see Figure 3, p. 18) are characteristic, 
there being a distinct nail at the tip funning a weU-marked hook, plainly separable from 
the remaining cere at the base of the biU. This character separates them easily from the 
(lulls, whereas the presence of nostrils and two instead of three toe webs (Figure 0. p. 19 
for comparison), distinguishes them from the Cormorants which have bills similar in out
line. The fact that the- nostrils are not in tubes (Figure 11, p. 19) differentiates t hem from 
the Petrels which they otherwise resemble.

Field Marks. Jaegers are dark in colour above, have a quite conspicuous light band 
across the underside of the wing near the tip, and are hawk-like in flight. Two of the 
three species, in the adult state, show elongated tail feathers that arc good recognition 
marks.

Nesting. On ground, in grass.

The occurrence of the two colour phases as well as every possible 
intermediate plumage, makes the identification of some of the Jaegers a 
difficult matter. Jaegers are pirates of the air; they pursue successful 
fishing birds and force them to disgorge the fish they have swallowed; 
and eggs and young birds in the nest are never safe from them.

Three Jaegars aecur in eastern Canada and one Skua—the latter 
too rare and accidental, except off the outer Newfoundland coast, for 
further mention.

Economic Status. The Jaegers are not very numerous and except in 
far away, wild localities where numbers give them local importance, they 
are of little economic influence.

36. Pomarinv Jaeger, bo’sn. (boatswain), er.—le labhe romarin. Stercorarius 
pomarinus. L, 22. (Tail 9-25, projections of centre feathers beyond outer ones 4 25.)
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This is the largest of the Jaegers. It resembles the other two species m coloration so 
closely that its separation is difficult except by size and in adult condition. The species 
occurs in two colour phases and in all intermediate stages.

Distinctions. Elongated middle tail feathers of adult are wide and twisted at the 
tip so as to lie in a vertical instead of a horizontal plane.

Fiell Marks. The broad, elongated, twisted tail feathers are propably the best 
field marks.

Nesting. On ground, in grass.
Distribution. Breeds on the islands and mainland in the Arctic across the continent. 

Occurs on the sea coasts farther south, only as a migrant
37. Parasitic Jaeger, ra.—le labhk parasite. Stercorarius parasiticus. L, 17' 

(Tail 8 • 25, projection of middle feathers beyond outer ones 3-25.) This species occurs 
in two colour phases, a light, and a dark one. In the dark phase the general colour 
is dark brown slightly lighter below and with a black cap. In the light phase the under- 
parts, breast, neck, and face are white, with black cap. Intermediate stages of coloration 
:il-<> occur.

Distinctions. The smaller size of this bird should distinguish it from the preceding 
in all plumages. In the adult, the middle tail feathers project only 3 inches beyond tin- 
others instead of 7 inches as in the next species and are slender instead of broad and twisted 
as in the hist species. Immature birds of the Ixing-tailed species, not having the long 
tail feathers, are almost exactly similar to this species, and can best be distinguished by 
the colour of the shafts of the primary feathers. In the Parasitic, the shafts of the three 
first feathers are white and the remainder are progressively darker as they succeed each 
other on the wing. In the Long-tailed, there is an abrupt darkening of colour of the shafts 
after the third primary.

Field Marks. Small projection of the middle tail feathers as above and their not 
being twisted make a field mark of fair reliability in adult birds.

Nesting. On ground, on the moors and tundras of the north.
Distribution. Breeds in the Arctic across the continent and is much more common 

on the seaboard in migration than inland, where it is a very rare though possibly a regular 
straggler.

This is the only Jaeger that is likely to he met with in the interior on 
the Great Lakes. Other species have been recorded, but upon investigation, 
except in one instance, they have been found to he young birds incorrectly 
identified, usually on the ground of their lack of elongated tail.

38. Long-tailed Jaeger. Fit —lk laiiiie a lonuüe queue. Stercorarius longi- 
caudus. L, 21. (Tail 13-25, projection of centre feather beyond outer ones 8.) Very 
similar in coloration to the preceding, but the long slender middle tail feathers project 7 
or 8 inches beyond the others instead of only 3.

Distinctions. The Long-tailed Jaeger although having nearly the measurements 
of the Pomarinc, owing to the great tail length being included, is a much smaller bird 
than either of the other two species. Size should distinguish it Juveniles arc often con
fused with the Parasitic but the wing characters given under that species are diagnostic.

Field Marks. It is fiossible to separate only adult Jaegers in life; the long middle 
tail feathers being the best guide.

Nesting. Similar to that of the other Jaegers.
Distribution. Breeds in the Arctics of Europe, Asia, and America. Is only of rare 

occurrence on east coast.

Though the Long-tailed Jauger has been recorded on the Great Lakes 
most of such occurrences are misidentifications of juveniles of the preceding 
species.

FAMILY—LARIDÆ. GULLS AND TERNS.

General Description. The Gulls and Terns are long-winged swimmers, easily separable 
from the Jaegers by the shape and construction of the bill wnich shows a single continuous 
surface without distinct parts or joints (Figures 4. 5, p. 18). The colours of the adult 
are usually pure white, with white, pearl-grey, or black mantles, often with black wing 
tips, hood, cape, or cheek spots.
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Distinctions. Bill with continuous surface and sharp projecting angle on lower man
dible is sufficient to diagnose the family in all plumages. Colours are quite characteristic, 
though some species during juvenility are evenly (over all) dark, approaching the dark 
phases of the Jaegers.

Field Marks. Coloration and flight characteristics are the best field marks.
Nesting. Gulls generally build on ground, on rocky ledges or flat shores, in either 

sandy, grassy, or marshy places; rarely, in trees.
Distribution. Gulls and Terns are distributed over all the world, usually near large 

bodies of water, but sometimes occurring far inland, for instance in our prairie regions.

Subfamily—Larina'. (Hulls.
General Description. With the family description in mind the Gulls can only be 

confused with the Terns, which follow (see p. 54).
Distinctions. Can be distinguished from the Jaegers by the bill and coloration char

acters. (See family description on previous page); from the Terns, by their more robust 
build and mode of flight. Bills especially are heavier and stronger (compare Figures 4 
and 6, p. 18). As a rule, tails are square without evident fork. Though as much masters 
of flight as the Tern they have 1ms agility and perform fewer aerial gymnastics. Voting 
Gulls are often quite brownish arid dark in coloration, in market! contrast to the adult. 
Young Terns are usually light in coloration.

Field Murks. Large birds of heavier flight than the Terns. Square tails and surface 
feeding habits; not diving from the wing and the horizontal carriage of the bill when Hying 
(see Tern, p. 54) are the best guides by which to separate the Gulls from the closely allied 
Terns.

Nesting. On rocky shores or cliffs near the water in various localities, depending 
upon the species and their distribution.

Distribution. Almost cosmopolitan in range and few countries without representative, 
of the subfamily. In Canada about twenty-five species are known to occur, but some are 
only casual within the bounds of settled areas and are not discussed here.

Though Gulls tire essentially sen birds they are at times found at 
considerable distances from large bodies of water and flocks often follow 
the prairie ploughman to search for insects in the newly turned furrows. 
They feed from the surface of the water, never diving, or glean from the 
shores, beaches, or fields.

Economic Status. Gulls eat anything in the way of animal matter, 
fish, crustaceans, molluscs, insects, offal, and even when opportunity offers 
young birds and mice.

The amount of fish they consume is relatively unimportant, as it is 
usually only very abundant small species occurring in great schools that, 
attract their attention; they are not patient fishers like* the Herons. They 
search low tidal shores for crabs and shell fish, showing considerable ingen
uity in breaking the hard shells and extracting the contents. The food 
supply from these sources is economically insignificant. The Gulls annually 
dispose of vast quantities of garbage and offal thrown into harbours anil 
waterways; they frequent agricultural land for insect food and some 
species have been known to have been instrumental in stopping mouse 
and other small mammal plagues. The Gulls must be considered, therefore, 
to be beneficial and consequently should he protected, although they do 
sometimes destroy eggs and young birds.

40. Kittiwake Tickler, fr.—la mouette à trois doigts. Hissa tridaclyla. 
L, 16. A small or medium sized Gull of the same general coloration as the Herrins 
Gull (nee p. 52).

Distinctions. Rudimentary condition or almost total absence of a hind toe is always 
diagnostic.



Field Marks. Resembles so many other (bills in general coloration that, it ran only 
be separated in life by close observation of minute characters under favourable conditions. 
In size, is smaller than the Herring and Ring-billed Gulls and larger than Bonaparte's 
(lull.

From the Herring and Ring-billed (lulls it differs by having black instead of flesh- 
coloured or yellowish legs and in lacking the small terminal white spots on the black primary 
tips. The bill is an even yellow in the adult, without the red spot of the Herring (iuil 
or the black transverse band of the Ring-billed. Juveniles resemble Bonaparte’s (lull 
very closely in having a black bill and similar colour pattern, but the forward edge of the 
outstretched wing is mostly black instead of conspicuously white Juvenile Kittiwakes 
do not pass through a brown stage, as do the Herring (lulls, but resemble the adult in modi
fiai but similar coloration

Nesting. Makes a substantial and well built nest of sea-weed on small projections 
from the faces of perpendicular cliffs.

Distribution. A marine species, the Atlantic Kittiwake occurs only casually on fresh 
water or inland. Inhabits both sides of the Atlantic; breeding, in America, from the gulf 
of St. Lawrence north to well into the Arctics. It should be recorded on the Great Lakes 
only u|Hin unimpeachable evidence.

SUBSPECIES. The Kittiwake occurs in distinct subspecific form on both the north 
Atlantic and north Pacific oceans. Our eastern form, the Atlantic Kittiwake, is the type 
and occurs in both Europe and America.

Economic Status. The food of the Kittiwake is probably similar to 
that of the other marine Gulls, but its smaller size renders it even less open 
to objection than some other members of its family.

42. Glaucous Gull, burgomaster. kr.—lb goéland à manteau glauque. 
Larus h u [ter bore us. L, 28. The Glaucous Gull is one of the largest of the Gulls. In the 
adult, the mantle is only slightly tinged with grey; vounger specimens are nearly pure 
white all over. It is the largest of the white-winged Gulls (those having no black on the 
wing tips). Birds of the year are only slightly barred with ashy or brownish grey.

Distinctions. Its nearly white coloration separates it from the Black-backed which 
it resembles in point of size.

Field Marks. Size, general white coloration, and lack of black wing tip make the 
beat recognition marks in life.

Nesting. On ground, in the far north.
Distribution. Breeds along the circumpolar coasts and islands of both hemispheres. 

Occurs on our Atlantic coast in autumn and winter when a few individuals wander inland 
to lake Ontario and perhaps to lake Erie.

Economic Status. Being only a winter visitor to our coasts and rarely 
appearing itdand, its economic importance is (inappreciable.

43. Iceland Gull. kr.—le goéland X ailes blanches. Imtus leuœpterus. L, 24. 
The Iceland Gull is of about the same size as the Herring Gull, but with very light grey or 
white mant le and white wing tips—a smaller edition of the Glaucous.

Distinctions. Size, and white instead of black wing tips.
Field Marks. Size, wing tips, and general whiteness of coloration.
Nesting. On ground.
Distribution. Breeds in the Arctic regions of eastern America and western Europe. 

Visits our Atlantic coast in winter only, rarely straggling inland as far as lake Ontario.

Economic Status. As it is only a winter visitor on our sea coasts and 
accidental on the Great Lakes, it has little if any economic importance.

47. Great Black-backed Gull, saddle-back, coffin carrier, fr — le goé
land X manteau noir, le gros goéland. Lotus tnarinus. L, 29. A very large Gull, 
the adult with a distinctive black mantle.

Distinctions. Girge size and black back are characteristic of the adult Juveniles 
are brown instead of ashy or white as in the Glaucous Gull, more striped on back and less 
evenly coloured than the Herring Gull.

Field Marks. I^argo size and black back are good field marks for the adult. Size 
is the only describable distinction for juveniles in life.
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Netting. On ground, nest of sva weed or vegetable fragments.
Distribution. Breeds on the Atlantic coast from Nova Scotia northward to the high 

Arctic. Owing to advancing settlement nesting localities have at present been reduced to 
the mon- isolated situations. Is a more or less regular but rather sparse winter visitor 
upon lake Ontario, but rarely wanders farther inland along the Great Lakes.

Economic Status. With similar feeding habits to those of the other 
(lulls, the superior size, strength, and numbers of the Black-backed Gull 
increase its powers for good or harm. The species is certainly not to be 
trusted in the vicinity of unprotected nests of other species, or even young 
birds, as both eggs and young are eagerly devoured when opportunity 
offers. To offset this, however, the opportunity to become an important 
pest is small except in a few localities, as on the Labrador coast where the 
Black-back breeds abundantly in close proximity to great numbers of 
Hiders and other sea birds. The damage it does on the Labrador coast, 
however, is small compared with the more serious and wanton waste of 
some of the fishermen.

51. Herring Gull, fk.— le goéland argenté. Larus argentatus. L, 24. Plate 
II A.

Distinction». Size and general coloration are generally sufficient to distinguish the 
Herring Gull from all other Canadian species, but as size alone is seldom a sufficiently 
reliable criterion when the contrasted species are not together for comparison, the; following 
points will assist in accurate determination.

The juvenile Herring Gull is the darkest of the family, approaching the dark-phased 
Jaegers closely in this respect, but the bill shape and gull habits will prevent confusion with 
the Jaeger. In the adult, the black wing tips serve to distinguish it from any of the white
winged Gulls and the small white terminal spots from the Kittiwake. The lack of a dark 
transverse bar on the bill distinguishes it from the adult Ring-bill. However, the juvenile 
Herring Gull at one stage, as the bill is turning from black to the yellow of maturity, shows 
a very similar mark and comparative size is then about the only distinguishing point of 
recognition.

Fiekl Marks. Size and the colour marks above given are the best field guides. It is 
often very difficult, sometimes impossible, to separate the Herring and the Ring-bill in 
life when immature birds of either species are seen separately.

Nesting. On ground, or on rocky ledges or the flat tops of large isolated rocks, in 
nests of seaweed or waste vegetable matter.

Distribution. Pound practically all over Canada, ami common in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the larger bodies of water either fresh or salt. Breeds either generally 
or locally in all but t he more southern sections of Canada.

The Herring ( lull is the commonest of our (lulls. It is a wanderer and 
often seen on the smallest of our lakes, even at considerable distance from 
its nesting grounds. The Gulls that remain on the lower Great Lakes 
through the summer are immatures or non-breeding birds. In winter the 
species remains upon the larger waters until they are frozen over and 
often throughout the entire season, beating over the open water or 
perched on the floating ice. The Gulls haunt harbours for the offal and 
congregate in large numbers about sewer outlets. They have also learned 
that ships are abundant providers of toothsome scraps. Fishing stations 
are great attractions to them and there is almost certain to be a large flock 
in attendance about the cleaning tables on the shore. At the seashore, 
shell fish and crabs are eagerly sought for at low tide and the Gulls have 
learned the trick of carrying their hard shelled prey into the air and dropping 
it upon the rocks below, after which they descend and extract the savoury 
morsels from the broken case. In rough weather they congregate in numbers 
about foamy breakers off stormy points for the food that is brought to the



surface. Occasionally they follow the immense schools of small fish that, 
periodically visit our shores and take toll of the inexhaustible supply.

Economic Status. It will be seen from the above summary of the 
Herring Gulls food habits’ that as scavengers they are important and 
should be protected.

54. Ring-hilled Gull. kk.—lb goéland de Delaware, mauve. Lotus <Uia- 
warensis. L, 18*50. Like the- Herring Gull (see p. 52) but smaller; the adult with the 
bill crossed near the tip with a transverse bar or ring.

Distinctions. Except when adult and ring on bill obvious, size is best guide to 
separation of this s|M*cies from the Herring Gull. On the sea coast this species may be 
mistaken for the common but smaller Kittiwake. The presence of terminal white sjsjts 
on the black wing tips serves to distinguish tin- Ring-bill. In juvenility, the brown colora
tion of the Ring-bill is in contrast to the lighter coloration of the young Kittiwake. It 
Licks the distinct terminal tail band of those birds and has Hesh-colouml instead of black 
feet and legs. The absence of the sharp, narrow, black tail band and dark cheek patch, 
and great difference in size should be sufficient to differentiate it from Bonaparte's Gull 
in juvenile or winter plumage.

Field Marks. A careful study of the characters above will reveal the only good field 
marks known to the author.

Ncslina. On ground in nest of grasses or vegetable material
Distribution. Found over almost the whole of Canada. Breeds locally throughout 

its range in Canada except in the most southern parts of the Dominion in the lower Great 
Lakes region.

Economic Status. The food habits of the King-bill are similar in a 
general way to those of the Herring Gull, but the smaller size of the King-bill 
reduces its influence.

tiO. Bonaparte's Gull. kk.—lb goéland de Bonaparte. Lotus Philadelphia. 
L. 14. Bonaparte's is our smallest eastern Gull. Its general coloration is similar to that 
of the Herring or Ring-bill but the adult has a bktek hood over the head and neck. Juven
iles and winter birds are without the hood, but are marked with a veiled or indistinct dark 
ear snot.

Distinctions. The black hood serves to distinguish this Gull from all eastern species 
when in summer plumage. In western Ontario, Franklin's Gull may occasionally be seen. 
It is a slightly Lirger bird with a red bill and almost black feet, instead of bLiek bill, coral red 
feet, and the exposed primary tips are mostly black instead of mostly white with small 
black tips Juveniles may be recognized by their dark ear spot. They are distinguished 
from the Kittiwake which they somewhat resemble by the conspicuous amount of white 
on the forward edge of the outstretched wing and by the dark terminal tail band. Bona
parte's Gull may at times be confused with the Common Tern or other Terns, but its 
heavier build and action, ami lack of any suggestion of a forked tail should make differentia
tion comparatively easy.

The Laughing Gull which occasionally occurs on our southern sea coast looks very 
much like this species, but. the outer wing feathers are black instead of mostly white- and 
it is a breeder not a winter migrant It is, however, so rare that its identification should 
be accepted with the greatest caution.

Field Marks. Size, bhiek hood in summer adults, white on forward edge of wings, and 
the bill ami feet colour on other plumages make the most valuable field characters for 
recognition in life.

Nesting. On stumps, bushes, or trees, sometimes as high as 20 feet from the ground.
Distribution. Breeds in Alaska and the far northwest, out occurs in winter or migra

tion practically throughout Canada.
This little Gull is more often seen in passing or visiting flocks than the 

other species. It also haunts marshes and flooded lands more than they 
do and is rarely noted as a solitary individual. It shows a markedly com
munistic habit and flocks seem to he held together more by sociability 
than by a community of interest, as appears usually to be the case with 
other species of Gulls.
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.s' ubfn m i / ij—Sterni nor.
dnternl Description. The Terns, or Kea Swallows ns they are sometimes a&llotl. are 

small gulls of a lighter and more graceful build and habit (see bill, Figure 5, p. 18).
Distinctions. The bill, lighter, and more slender than that of the (lulls, and the forked 

tail are characteristic of the Terns and will usually separate them without difficulty. All 
Canadian species have a more or less forked tail and all but one in summer adult plumage 
have a sharply defined black cap. The forking of the tails of young birds, though Is-ginning 
to show early in their development, does not reach its maximum until after they leave for 
the winter; hence through the summer and autumn many individuals will be seen with 
much smaller forks than the measurements indicate.

Field Marks. The greater lightness of action on the wing and constant and rapid 
aerial evolution; the fact that Terns constantly dive from the wing, and the habit of 
commonly turning the bill straight down towards the water instead of carrying it on a line 
with the body arc characteristic The fork«*d tails and black caps are also good recognition 
marks for adults.

Nesting. Whereas (lulls seem to prefer rocky shores upon which to breed, the Terns, 
except Forster’s and the Black, favour sandy beaches, laying their eggs in a smooth circle 
of pebbles without other nest preparation.

Distribution. As a subfamily, Terns are more southerly in distribution than (lulls, 
though at least one species, the Arctic Tern, has been found as far north as man has ever 
gone. All our species migrate*, none remaining in eastern Canada through the winter

One* has only to'watch a flock of Terns feeding to recognize the appro
priateness of the popular term Sea Swallow. Their active grace and dainty, 
pearl-like colours arc a joy to the nature lover. Terns are on the whole 
less marine in their habits than Gulls and are not as often seen far from land. 
They haunt harbours, shores, and beaches, and live largely upon small 
fish caught near the surface by quick sudden dives from the wing, but 
they are not scavengers. In these dives the birds plunge in head first with 
a splash of white spray in which for a moment they disappear, but unlike 
(i an nets and Cormorants they never go far under water.

64. Caspian Tern. fk.—la sterne Caspienne, le «rand esterlettb. Stmna 
caspia. L, 21. (Forking of tail 1 *60)* The largest, of our Canadian Terns. In colour 
very similar to the Common Tern (see p. 55).

IHstinctions. Large size of this Tern is characteristic. There are two other equally 
large species, but they are too rare to require more than passing mention here. The (Cas
pian Tern is as large as some of the smaller Gulls; but its bill though comparatively 
heavy for a Tern is too graceful and tapering to be gull-like.

Field Marks. Characteristic Tern coloration, and habit and size make the beet field

Nesting. On sandy beaches, or rocky or gravelly islands.
Distribution. A nearly cosmopolitan epecies. Found in the Old as well as the New 

World. Occurs rather irregularly all over Canada, but its known nesting stations are 
few and scattered over the continent from lake Huron to Labrador and the gulf of Ht. 
Lawrence.

The peculiarly disconnected and irregular distribution of this beau
tiful Tern suggests that it is a gradually disappearing species. This is 
greatly to be deplored as it is one of the most beautiful of our sea birds 
and it is to be hoped that careful conservation of its few remaining breeding 
stations will be inaugurated so that it will continue to adorn our waterways 
for generations to come.

Economic Status. Though feeding largely upon fish, the size of its 
prey is limited to small fry. The rarity of the species precludes its doing 
any appreciable amount of damage.

'This measurement shows the difference in length between the middle an ' outer tail leathers. A great part o 
the total length of theee birds is in the greatly elongated outer tail feathers ann *'.eee do not reach their maiimuin 
in juvenile birds. Hence this figure is given to correct the oftentimes greatly m«, eading nature of the usual length 
measurement.



t>9. Forster’s Tern. Sterna forsteri. L, 15. (Forking of tail 4).' Closely resemb
ling the Common Tern (see next specie#) in sise ami coloration

Distinctions. Forster's Tern Lacks the delicate grey shading on the flanks and under
parts characteristic of the Common Tern, and the outer feathers of the tail have the dark 
web on the inside instead of the outside of the shaft.

Field Marks. The pure white underparts are the most reliable field guides. The 
s|x-cic# is, however, so rare east of lake Huron that its identification in life should be based 
only on birds in the hand.

Nesting. On slight elevations in grassy marshes, m nests built of fragments of waste 
vegetation.

Distribution. Western or interior bird. At one time it nested on the Detroit river, 
but seems to have desertod that station and now as a breeder must be sought for farther west.

These Terns frequent marshes rather than tanche* and do not usually 
gather in flocks like the Common Tern. They should Ik* looked for as 
individuals in flocks of other species.

Economic Status. Though fish eaters, their size and usual habitat 
prevent their being harmful.

70. Common Tern, wilson's tern, fr. -la sterne commune. Sterna hirundo. 
L, 15. (Forking of tail, 3 0 ).* Plate II H.

Distinctions. The dark, outer, instead of inner, webs on the outer, long tail feathers 
and delicate greyish,, instead of pure white, breast and underparts distinguish the com
mon from Forster's Tern. The grey of breast and underparts is rather less pronounced 
than in the Arctic Tern and the legs and feet are decidedly Larger and heavier. The hill is 
usually dark in colour towards the tip, whereas that of the Arctic is evenly red. Juveniles 
are more or less washed with brownish above and have blackish hills. With adults in winter, 
the black cap is replaced by a more or less broken dark cape over hind head and upper 
hind neck. In this plumage Forster's Tern has a broad black streak across the eye.

Field Marks. Except in the few localities where other Terns are known to occur 
commonly it is always safe to conclude that this is the species seen. The pearly-grey 
underparts will usually distinguish it from Forster's Tern, but it is difficult to separate it 
from the Arctic Tern which, however, is only to be expected on our extreme eastern sea

Nesting. Depression in sand on beach.
Distribution. A circumpolar species migrating to South America and Africa. More 

or less common all over Canada and breeding in favourable localities throughout its Cana
dian range.

This is the most abundant Torn of eastern Canada. Common about 
sandy shores, scarcer on rocky shores, il may be seen on any of our larger 
bodies of water, salt or fresh, throughout the summer. Its wonderful 
lightness of wing, graceful circling.*, one instant hovering on rapidly beating 
wings stationary in the air as it regards some coveted prey below and 
the next dropping like a plummet with a sparkling splash, are constant 
delights to a seeker of the beautiful. Its shrill cry, harsh if taken by itself, 
blends harmoniously into the soft surge of the surf and remains in keeping 
with marine surroundings.

Economic Status. Though fairly numerous in suitable localities this 
species is too small to be seriously destructive.

71. Arctic Tern. fr.—la sterne arctique. Sterna varadiscea. L, 15-50. 
(Forking of tail 4 -50)1 Closely resembling the Common Tern (sec above) in size and colour.

Distinctions. The Arctic Tern has a little stronger greyish suffusion over breast and 
underparts than the Common Tern. Bill is red to tip and feet and legs are very small and 
weak. Its range separates it from Forster’s Tern and there is only the Common and the 
Roseate with which it van he confused, but the latter is too rare in Canadian waters to be 
considered.

•See footnote, p 54
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Field Minks. Except tin- even rod coloration of the bill, which is not itn absolutely 
reliable guide, there is no field mark that can be deserilied by which this species can Im* 
recognized with certainty. As in eastern Canada it, is a sen coast species, it should be 
recorded on eyesight evidence only where it is known to occur commonly.

Nesting. Depression in sandy benches.
Distribution. Nearly cusmo|mlitun, but of eastern and Arctic distribution in Canada 

and rarely if ever seen in the Great Lakes region. It is notable from having jwrhaps the 
greatest migration range of any species of bird. Though found in summer north close to 
the |H»le, it winters as far south as the Antarctic continent.

The remarks made under the heading of the Common Tern will very 
well apply here, hearing in mind that this species is regularly only of extreme 
eastern and Arctic distribution.

Economic Status. The small size of the fry it takes and the known 
abundance of such fish in the sea, renders this species as harmless as any 
of the other Terns.

77. Black Tern. sic. -la htkh.sk noike. Hydrncheledon nigra. L, 10. (Forking 
of tail, 0-8)‘ The smallest of our Common Terns, dark slate-grey deepening to dull black 
on head, neck, and underparts.

Distinctions The above diagnosis is sufficient to separate summer adults. Winter 
and immature birds have a dirty white face, throat, neck ring, and underparts and the 
grey above is suffused with more or less brownish. It is, however, always considerably 
darker than corresponding plumages of other s|H*cies. This fact, and its small size should 
be sufficient to differentiate it at all times.

Field Marks. Size and coloration make this specie* easy to recognize in life.
Nesting. On slight elevations such as old muskrat houses or floating debris in wet 

marshes, nest of vegetable matter.
Distribution. The American Black Tern is a bird of the interior, bm-ding from the 

Great Lakes region westward.
SVHSPEI'IES. The Black Tern occurs in both Europe and America in allied sub

specific forms of which the European is the type. The American Black Tern II.n. sur- 
inamctisis is the only Hubs|H*cies with which we are concerned.

This is it bird of the inland marshes. It is rarely seen on the larger 
bodies of water, but within its regular range no extensive expanse of 
watery marsh is without it. Its general habits are much like those of thi
ol her Terns.

Economic Status. The insert content of this bird’s food is probably 
larger than that of the other Terns. In the south it is known to consume 
the larva* of the cot ton-boll weevil and probably retains some insectivorous 
habits with us. Therefore, we can venture to state that it is probably 
actively beneficial. At any rate the fish it takes, if any, are mud-inhabiting 
forms of small economic importance.

Order Tubinares. Tube-nosed Swimmers.
limerai Description Tireless fliers of the deep sea, of various sizes from the large 

Albatross to the small Petrel. Usually dull and evenly coloured birds.
Distinctions. Nostrils are encased in tubes laid on top of the bill proper (Figure 10,

p ie
Field Marks. General flight habits and coloration. Familiarity with the various 

species is necessary to recognize members of the order.
Nesting. On ground or in burrows in out-of-the-wnv localities, often on rocky islets 

far out at sea to which they find their way in some mysterious manner that we cannot as 
yet explain.

'Sw liiotnote, p. 64
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Distribution. Ah a family, they are birds of the southern hemisphere, for it is there 
that they reach their fullest develop nent in numbers of individuals and species How
ever, some inhabit the north far into the Arctics.

The Tube-nosed Swimmers are essentially marine, using the land 
only for breeding purposes. The whole ocean is their home and its lonely 
waste is sufficient for all their needs except that of rearing their young. 
They, therefore, as a class, rarely come into shallow water and are most 
commonly seen by the deep water sailor, the offshore fisherman, or the 
ocean voyageur. There are two families of the order: the Albatrosses, 
Diomedeidœ; and the Fulmars, Shearwaters, and Petrels, Procellariida•; 
that are here called for convenience the Lesser Tube-nosed Swimmers 
owing to their inferior size. As there are no Albatrosses on our east coast 
we are concerned only with the ProceUariida1.

Economic Status. Owing to their pelagic habitat they are of little if 
any known economic interest.

FAMILY—PKOUELLARIIDÆ. LF.KSKK TUBE-NOSED SWIMMERS. FULMARS, 
SHEARWATERS, AND PETRELS.

Germai Description. See previous description.
Distinctions. Icesser Tubiwiosed Swimmers are smaller than the Albatrosses and 

are the only members of the order found on our eastern coast.
Field Marks. General coloration and High! habits. Wings still!y held straight out 

from the body and long steady glides on motionless wings (Fulmars and Shearwaters), 
or gently Hitting close to the surface up one side of a wave and down the other with feet 
occasionally paddling along as if running on the surface (Petrels).

Distribution. The family is distributed over the oceans of the world from polo to pole. 
Though many species are regularly confined to the southern hemisphere they are great 
wanderers and the list of stragglers on our northern coasts is comparatively large. Of 
many species very little is known and our knowledge of several of them is confined to 
single or a few individual N|>mmena that have found their way into collector's hands. 
Other species than those here list «si may be found on our coasts or ev«*n occasionally on 
the Great Lakes in the interior, but their identification should be made with the greatest 
caution.

Economic Status. Though feeding almost entirely on fish and offal, 
their deep sea habitat renders them of little economic importance.

SO. Fulmar. hi.—lk kvlmar Fulmar us glarialis. L, 111. A large bird of 
gull-like coloration (light pluisc), or evenly «lark, slaty grey («lark phase), and tube en
cased nostrils.

Distinctions. One of the larger of the Lesser Tuhc-noses, even grey <ir white and grey 
gull-like coloration.

Field Marks. Flight habits, stiffly-held outstretched wings, and long glides, together 
with light or grey coloration instead of dark brown as in the Shearwaters which approach 
the Fulmars in size, should usually render this sjas-ies recognizable in life.

The Fulmar occurs in allied subspecifie form on both the Atlantic ami Pacific oceans. 
The Atlantic Fulmar is the type form.

Nesting. In large communities on ledges of roekj cliffs.
Distribution. The Fulmar is a bird of the north Atlantic, hnwling in high latitudes 

and migrating to our southern coasts.

More often seen by h nlcrsnnd whalers, tlu* offal of whose trade attracts 
numbers of Fulmars. They are often seen by transatlantic travellers in 
mid-ocean or near the shores.

Economic Status. Of no economic importance.



Genus—PrrnNus. Shkab waters.

General Description. Tube-noecd Swimmers from 17 to 20 inches long. The nasal 
tubes are apparent but much less pronounced than in either the Fulmar or the Petrel.

Distinctions. The only two east Canadian species that the ordinary observer is likely 
to meet arc either very darn or seem almost crow black from a distance.

Field Marks. The long narrow wings held stiffly at right angles to the body and the 
long glides of half a mile or more on fixed wings are distinctive. Their colour in browns 
should separate them from the Fulmar which is grey but lias much the same flight habits.

Nesting Very little is known of the nesting habits of the Shearwaters. Many of 
them nest in the southern hemisphere, migrating north in the summer.

Shearwaters are wonderful fliers, breasting the storms and gales with 
t he ease and grace of swallows. They are rarely seen by the casual observer 
except from the decks of transatlantic steamers.

Economic Status. Gleaning from the surface of the high seas, taking 
small fish or such offal as is thrown from deep sea fishing or whaling boats, 
their economic influence is too small to be appreciable.

89. Greater Shearwater, fk.—le grand puffin. Puffinus grans. L, 20. The 
larger of our two commoner Shearwaters, lighter below with under tail coverts ashy grey

Distinctions. Its light colour below should separate this from the Sooty Shearwater; 
and its general brownness of back instead of greyness and its variegated colour differenti
ate h from the Fishnar

Field Marks. Flight habits as described previously, together with brown coloration 
and white undemarts should separate this in life from either the Fulmar or the next species.

Nesting. There is little if anything known of the nesting habits of this species. Pro
bably breeds in the southern hemisphere on lonely islets that have not been ornithologicallv 
investigated.

Distribution. Ranges over the whole Atlantic ocean from the Arctic to Cape Horn. 
Visits Canada irregularly in summer.

Economic Status. Of no economic importance.
95. Sooty Shearwater. Puffinus gnseus. L. 17. The smaller of our two more 

common Shearwaters. Very dark brown, almost black, and but little lighter below.
Distinctions. Size, when |>ossible to estimate or measure, and general dark coloration.
Field Marks. Flight habits as described under Shearwater and very dark, almost 

crow black, appearance in life are probably the best field distinctions.
Nesting. In burrows in the ground.
Disinflation. The oceans of the southern hemisphere, migrating up our coasts in 

summer rather rarely.

The two Shearwaters and Wilson’s Petrel are the only species of 
Canadian birds that arc known to nest at the southern extremity of their 
migratory range instead of at the northern. Specimens seen here in the 
summer are migrants, not nesting birds.

Economic Status. Of no economic importance.

Genera—Oceanodroma, Oceamteb. Petrels.
General Description. The Canadian species of Petrel are small birds, scarcely as large 

as robins and of even dark brown coloration.
Distinctions. Small size, general sooty-brown coloration, and white rump
Field Marks. Size, colour as above, and the habit of pattering up and down the waves 

as if walking on the water are diagnostic of the Petrels.

The origin of the name Petrel is after Peter who walked the sea of 
Galilee. The birds are also well known to sailors and voyageurs under
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the name of “Mother Carey’s Chickens” and their appearance is said to 
presage a storm. In spite of their diminutive size they are met with far 
out at sea and are seldom seen by the longshoreman except in the vicinity 
of their breeding grounds.

Economic Status. The Petrels though feeding on fish are too small 
and their regular habitat is too far removed from man’s usual activities 
to be of measurable economic importance.

10ti. Leach's Petrel, fr.—le petrel ue leach. Oceanwiroma leucorhoa L, s 
A small, sootv-brown bird, very slightly lighter below, with a white rump. Tail forked 
about one-half an inch deep.

Distinctions. Forking of the tail, slightly lighter general coloration, and all black 
feet will separate this from Wilson's Petrel, the only one likely to be confused with it.

Field Marks. The slight forking of the tail is perhaps the surest specific guide in life 
Westing In burrows in the ground or under rocks.
Distribution. Inhabits both the north Pacific and north Atlantic oceans, breeding 

on the eastern side of the continent, from Greenland to Maine.

This is the only Petrel breeding on our coasts. It may be locally very 
abundant in the nesting season and its burrows nmy riddle (he ground 
without the observer having a suspicion of its presence. It remains in its 
burrow through the day, but at night comes out in great numbers, wheeling 
about the deserted neighbourhood, uttering a low, wierd oft repeated little 
song with most eerie effect.

Economic Status. Of no economic importance.
109 Wilson's Petrel, mother carry's chicken, fr. — le petrel de wilsun. 

Oceanites oceanirus. L, 7. A slightly smaller bird than Leach's Petrel, of same general 
colour but averaging slightly darker, h*ss forked tail, and with toe webs mostly yellow 
instead of all black.

Distinrtiom. Smaller size, slightly darker coloration, square instead of forked tail, 
and the yellow foot webs will separate this Petrel from Leach's. The Stormy Petrel also 
is said to occur off the Atlantic coast, but is too rare to he considered here. Unimpeachable 
evidence of its occurrence is desirable. It is recognizable by having the white rump feathers 
tipped with black.

Field Marks. Square instead of slightly forked tail is probably the most reliable 
guide to the specific identity of this Petrel in life, but accurate observation is necessary 
to make the distinction.

Westing. In ground burrows or rock crevices.
IHstribution. From the Antarctic to Labrador and to the British Isles across the 

Atlantic.

Wilson’s Petrel is notable ns being one of the very few North American 
species that nest at the southern end of their migratory range. Hence 
individuals seen here in the summer time are migrants and do not breed.

Order Stefcanopodes.
Totipalmate Swimmers. Full-webbed Swimmers.

General Description. Birds with webs between all four toes, making three webs in
stead of the usual two as in other orders (Figure t>. p. 19)

Distinctions. The feet characters are always distinctive.

f Canadian Totipalmatcs are divided into three families: Sulidff, the
r Ciannets; Ehalacrocoracidœ, the Cormorants; and Pclecanidœ, the Pelicans.

There are other families that have occurred or may occur accidentally 
in Canada but are too rare to be included here.
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Economic Statius. This order, being composed of large birds, all fish- 
eaters, and many of them frequenting inshore or inland waters in consider
able numbers, is open to a certain amount of suspicion as to its economic 
effect. However, no step should be taken against any species until careful 
investigation has proved its necessity.

FAMILY SVLIDÆ. GAN NETS OR BOOBIES.

General Description. Large hints, mostly white when adult, bill sharp and straight 
without hook or pronounced throat or gular pouch.

Distinctions. The bill characters of this family serve to distinguish it from all except
ing Tropic Birds, on» species of which has been taken off Newfoundland. As the Tropic 
Birds, however, nave enormously elongated middle tail feathers there is little chance of 
confusion, even if they were not too rare in our waters to merit detailed consideration here

The Gannets are strictly marine birds never seen away from the sea 
except as stragglers. The family on the whole is tropical and only one 
species occurs in (’anada.

117. Gannet. solan ooohe. vh. le mu dk uassan. (old French—j. « artier 
morgaud) maruot. Sola bussana. L, 35. A completely-webbed swimmer with straight 
bill without pronounced hook or conspicuous throat or gular pouch.

Distinctions. The bill characters are distinctive. The adult is pure white except for 
the black primaries and a rich creamy suffusion over the crown and hindneck. The young 
bird of the year is greyish-brown, lighter below, and each feather has a small white V at 
the tip that gives an even mottling over all. Several intermediate spotted stage* occur 
between these plumages.

Field Marks. Dazzling white body and black wing tips of the adult are distinctive. 
The habit of diving from the wing, entering the water head first like an arrow, and remain
ing under an appreciable length of time is also characteristic. Terns dive from the wing 
but they rise again almost immediately and seldom completely disappear from sight like 
the Gannet. Even were it otherwise the great difference in size would be diagnostic.

Nesting. In large communities on the rocky shelves of sea cliffs; nests made of sea-

Distribulion. Both sides of the north Atlantic, breeding in Canada only on Bird Rock 
off the Magdalen islands, and on Bonaventure island, Gaspe county, Quebec, both stations 
being in the gulf of St. Lawrence.

The Gannet had at one time a much wider and commoner distribution 
than now, nesting as it did on many of the rocky islets on both sides of the 
north Atlantic. Of very slight value either for food or other uses, except 
in the most primitive communities, it has been driven from one breeding 
station after another until in the New World only two remain and, unless 
prompt measures are taken, these will likely go the way of the others.

Economic Statua. Though the Gannets have been accused of doing 
considerable damage to fishing interests their harmful effects have been 
much overestimated. The greater part of the life of the Gannets is spent 
on or near the deep sea. When they come inshore for breeding purposes 
they can make very little impression on the mighty shoals of herring and 
other fish they pursue.

FAMILY—PHALACROCORACIDÆ. CORMORANTS.

General Description. Large birds of black or very dark coloration, with bills ending 
in a decided hook and with a small throat or gular pouch.

Distinctions. Bill and small gular (touch are diagnostic.
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Field Murks. In life the Cormorants lo<tk domcwhat similar to Loons, but have a 
distinctive wing action more easily recognised than described. In Might the Cormorant 
«•juries its neck outstretched and its feet hidden under the long tail, instead of trailing them 
behind like the Loon. On the water, it is easily recognized by its plainly visible tail, and 
even dark coloration.

A cosmopolitan family, only two species of which are found in eastern 
< 'amnia.

1 lb Common Cormorant, kh. i.k cormoran ordinaire. Phutarrocorax carbn.
L, 3b. See family description previously given.

Distinctions. With the family description in mind, this species can easily lie distin
guished from all but the one following. The adult of this s|m-« ics has a Hash of white at the 
base of the gular pouch and another on the Ihuik In other plumages, its su|>eriur size 
and fourteen insteail of twelve tail feathers are diagnostic The absence of crest even 
when adult is not a reliable guide for the determination of the species (see next species).

Field Murks. Unless size or the white marks are obvious it is rarely jwiesible to separate 
the two Cormorants in life.

Nesting. Similar to that of the next species.
Distribution. The northern hemisphere of all three continents. In Canada, it is 

closely confined to the eastern coast and is rarely seen inland.

Though called “Common” Cormorant this is the rarest of our eastern 
Canadian Cormorants. The species occurs on the European coast and was 
given the name “Common” because of its abundance about the British

Economic Status. Owing to its rarity it is of little economic import
ance in Canada.

120. Double-crested Cormorant, kh lb cormoran à aigrettes Phalacro- 
corax uuritus. L, 30. See family description on previous page.

Distinctions. This species is likely to be confused with the preceding one only In 
adult plumage the absence of any white at the base of the gular sac and on the flanks is 
iliagnostic. In other plumages, size and the presence of twelve instead of fourteen feathers 
in the tail must be relied upon. Early in the spring the filamentous crests on the sides of the 
head instead of a ragged ruff as in the previous species are characteristic; but these features 
are lost early in the season, before nesting begins, and hence are usually of little help in 
determination.

Field Marks. Though Cormorants can be easily recognized by the characters given 
under the family heading, size and the presence or absence of the white spots are about the 
only features that serve to separate the two species in life

Nesting. On the ground amongst rocks, or on cliff ledges, occasionally in bushes or 
low trees, in rather bulky structures of sticks or weeds.

Distribution. The Double-crested Cormorant breeds on the gulf of Ht. Lawrence and 
on lakes in the prairie provinces. It is a rather uncommon though |>erhaps regular iiiignint 
on the Great Lakes.

SUBSPECIES. The Double-creste«l Cormorant occurs in both the New and Old 
Worlds. Those of North America are divided into four subspecies, of which within the 
range of this book there is only one, the Eastern Double-crested Cormorant, the type

This is the most common Cormorant of eastern Canada. Unlike the 
previous species it is not strictly maritime and is found on fresh as well 
as salt water. It captures its prev by diving and pursuit under water. 
Unlike the Gannet it never dives from the wing but first alights on tin- 
surface and then goes under with a serpentine, gliding movement like a 
loon. It remains under water not longer than forty seconds as a rule.

Economic Status. The danger of jumping at conclusions based upon 
superficial observation or common report was well illustrated by the out- 
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come of a study of the food of these birds in the neighbourhood of the 
(jaspe salmon rivers.1 Though commonly accused of damaging the salmon 
fisheries by devouring the small fish and fry, careful examination of about 
thirty specimens showed that the hundreds of birds present were eating 
fish of no economic value and no salmonoid remains were found in them. 
Probably the eels, sculpins, and other fish taken by the Cormorant make 
the species beneficial rather than harmful to the salmon, and probably 
more than compensate for the few valuable fish that it occasionally takes. 
This is a good example of the caution that is necessary before condemning 
any species of birds.

FA M1LY—PELECA NIDÆ. PELICA NS.

General Description I^urgv bird with a very long, flattened bill and enormous throat 
or gular pouch.

Distinctions. The enormous throat pouch, holding a gallon or more, and the long 
flattened bill are always diagnostic.

These extraordinary birds are of too rare occurrence in eastern Canada 
to be specifically dealt with hen4. There are two species that have been 
occasionally taken, the White Pelican, Pelecanus erythrurhynchox a western 
form, that may be looked for towards the Manitoba boundary and westward, 
but in the east only as stragglers; the Brown Pelican, Ptiecanus occidentalis, 
a southern bird of only accidental occurrence in Canada. The descriptive 
names are sufficiently explanatory to differentiate them. The White 
Pelican is practically pure white with black wing tip in all plumages ; any 
other pronounced colours are indications of other species.

Order—Anseres. Sieve-billed Swimmers. Lamellirostral Swimmers.
General Description. Swimming birds with four toes and two webs, having bills with 

a hooked or flat nail at the tip and furnished with tooth-like projections or thin lamina; 
on the sides (Figures 7, H, 9, Io, p. 19) through which they strain the water from their

Distinctions. As above.
Field Marks. The outstreched neck, obvious tail, and rapid wing beats of the ducks 

and geese are familar to most, of us. In the water some species Dear superficial resemblance 
to the divers, but the straight, narrow, unduck-like bills of the latter, the obvious tails of 
the ducks and their general readiness to fly instead of diving when disturbed should make 
differentiation easy.

Nesting. Usually on ground, sometimes in hollow trees, and rarely in deserted crow’s 
and other large nests, but seldom far from water. The young are able to run about and 
take to water as soon as hatched, but how they are brought to the ground from a tre^> 
nest some 20 or 30 feet in the air is a subject upon w hich a considerable difference of opinion

Distribution. The Anseres are of world-wide distribution. In America the great 
majority of the species breed north of the International Boundary. They can, therefore, 
be regarded as birds of northern distribution. In winter some few remain in ( 'anada as 
long as there is open water and others journey south, even to the warm waters of the Caro- 
linas, the gulf of Mexico or beyond.

The order AnsercH contains but one family—Anatidœ composed of the 
Mergansers, Ducks, Geese, and Swans, and comprises, therefore, the great 
bulk of the larger wild fowl pursued by sportsmen. One of the greatest 
sources of confusion in distinguishing the various species is the occurrence

‘"Tin* D-«ible-crested Cormorant, Phalaeroconu auritus. and it* relation to salmon industries on the gulf o 
Hi Lawrence Dept of Mines, Geol Hurv , Can., Mus Bull. No. 13, Biological Series No. 8. 1915.



of what is called the eclipse plumage. Contrary to the rule that generally 
governs plumage changes, many of these species moult all their wing 
at once and are, therefore, flightless until refledged. During this period of 
comparative helplessness many males assume a peculiar plumage of less 
conspicuous character than that normally worn, usually approcahing that 
of the female. During this time the birds withdraw to the innermost 
recesses of their habitats and hide so closely as to be seldom seen by the 
casual observer. By tin time the shooting season opens most have come 
out of the eclipse, but the few that still retain traces of it are sufficiently 
numerous to increase the number of plumages to be recognized and to 
complicate their differentiation.1

Economic Status. A meres is, economically, one of the most important 
orders of birds; not, as in the ease of other birds, so much on account of 
their food habits, for these are largely of negative influence in human 
affairs, as in other ways. In the early days of settlement of the country 
they furnished a most important food supply to the struggling inhabitants 
and even now the total annual number killed by sportsmen is an imposing 
addition to our food resources.

FAMILY—ANATIDÆ. DUCKS, GEESE, AND SWANS.

(imrral Description. Ah this is the onlv family included under the order A user es the 
descriptive matter under the previous heading applies here and need not be repeated.

The family is divided into five subfamilies: the Merginœ or Mergansers; 
Auntidic or River Ducks; Fuligulinœ or Sea Ducks; Anserinœ or Geese; 
and the Cygninir or Swans. For the characters of these see under proper 
headings following.

Subfamily—Merginœ. Mergansers. Fishing Ducks. Saw-bills.

General Description. Fish-eating ducks with a more cylindrical, tapejing and less 
■mtulste or flattened bill, than the other ducks (Figure 7, p. It»). The cutting edges ol 
the mandibles have a series of serrations giving foundation for the popular name ‘‘.Saw- 
bill”. The nail on the tin of the bill forms a small but evident hook. The hind toe is 
developed into a flat paddle or fin-shaped lobe similar to titnt of the Sen Ducks but quite 
different from the hind toe of the River Ducks which follow. The males are brightly and 
strikingly coloured, mostly in black and white. The females are dull coloured with reddish 
heads and necks. Most plumages have crests. In the females and young birds the crests 
ire ragged ami without well-defined shape.

Distinctions. The bill is always diagnostic and easily distinguishes the Mergansers 
from the Sea Ducks which resemble them in the character of the hind toe.

Field Marks. Evident duck-like form combined with the long, slender, cylindrical, 
and slightly hooked bill.

Nesting. Mergansers are mostly river haunters in the breeding seasons, nesting either 
on ground or in hollow trees.

Distribution. A small family, most of its specie» inhabit the northern hemisphere.

Mergansers feed upon fish and shell-fish captured under water by 
diving; for this method of feeding their hooked and serrated bills are admir
ably adapted. They are, during the breeding season, mostly freshwater 
frequenters though they visit the sea sometimes in large numbers. They

'Another mm mon w Him* of confusion i* the prevalence of a red rust coloration that often occurs on various part- 
i'I tin* howl or liody ami is common to many spccumof .4 n*»r* i It is «tue to an iron deposit from the water fh nr !.. 
ntmbit. and should not be regarde.I an normal plumage coloration
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are not very desirable table birds, though some young autumn birds, 
properly cooked, are not to be altogether despised.

Economic Status. Mergansers eat fish and, in certain waters such as 
at the heads of salmon streams, they may do appreciable harm. Ordinary 
trout streams are too small for these species, and as no careful examination 
of stomach contents has been made they should not be condemned without 
more exact knowledge.

129. American Merganser, maw-bill, goosander, mhelldrake. hhellduck 
kr.—lk iiahle i)'Amérique. M ergus americanus. L, 25. Of the same general appearance 
as the next species (Plate 111 A), but the males without crest or reddish breast band.

Distinctions. See next species.
Field Marks. General coloration and the lack of crest or breast-band in the male are 

distinctive. When flying, the long, outstretched head and neck and generally grey- 
coloured back will separate the females of these two Mergansers from other Ducks having 
white wing patches.

Nesting. In hollow trees or rock cavities near water; nest of grasses, etc.
Distribution. Common across the whole continent, nesting throughout eastern 

Canada except in the most southern parts.

The American Merganser is a bird of small rather than large waters 
and hence is less common on the larger lakes or the sea than the Red
breast ed. Otherwise remarks under that species will apply to the American 
Merganser as their habits are similar.

Economic Status. See under subfamily heading.
ISO. Red-breasted Merganser. RAW-BILL. FIRECOCK REBLLDUCK BHBLL* 

DRAKE. FR.—LE HARLE À POITRINE ROUSSE. HEV SCIE. Mcrgiis senator. L, 22. Plate
III A

Distinctions. The ragged crest, and reddish breast-band separated from the head by 
a conspicuous white collar, are sufficient to diagnose the male of this species. The female 
and the juveniles of this and the List species are much alike. The bill is, however, consider
ably lighter in build and the nostrils are slightlv nearer the base than in the American 
Merganser. The head is not as rich a brown and the upper throat only a lighter shade 
of the same colour and not white as in that species.

Field Marks. The crest and breast -band of the adult male anti the Lick of the white 
upper! liront in the females and young birds will separate the lied-breasted from the Ameri
can Merganser. The grey appearance of the back and the length of the outstretch»*! 
head and neck will diagnose the species as a Merganser against other Ducks having white 
wing patches.

Nesting. On groiuid near water, sometimes in trees.
Distribution. Occurs more or less commonly over the whole of Canada, nesting where- 

ever found except in the more southern parts.

A bird of the open waters, hence more often seen on the open lakes and 
the sea than the preceding species.

Economic Status. See subfamily heading.
131. Hooded Merganser, kr.—le petit harle hophodytes cunillatus. L, 17-50. 

The smallest of our Mergansers. The male is a most striking black and white bird with 
rich chestnut flanks. Its distinctive ornament, the hood, is a flat disk-likecres* spring
ing from the base of the bill, arching over the crown, meeting the neck at the base of the 
head, ami coloured mostly pure white with a narrow black edge. The female is a much 
duller coloured bird with brownish-fuscous body, lighter below, and with a ragged, slightly 
reddish crest, in shape similar to that pictured in Plate III A.

Distinctions. The hood of the male is unlike anything else worn by American birds. 
The female can always be distinguished from other Mergansers by its small size.
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Field Mark*. Hood of the male and reddish crest and size of the female
Netting. In hollow trees.
Distribution. Across the continent but scarcer in the cast than in the interior. Breeds 

locally wherever found in Canada.

The Hooded Merganser is a bird of the interior, of quiet ponds and 
woodland streams. It is the most edible of the Mergansers; this fact, 
combined with the clearing of the forests and too little restriction on 
shooting, is probably the cause of its growing scarcity to-day.

Economic Status. It is doubtful if any serious charge can be substan
tiated against the Hooded Merganser.

Subfamily—Anatimc. Hiver and Hand Ducks.
General Description. Typical ducks with flattened sputulate bill furnished with 

flat nail tip and straining lamina* or plates along the inner margins (Figure H, p lit) in
stead of tooth-like projections (Figure 7, p. 19). Feet with a small though well formed hind 
toe, not modified into a Hat lobe or fin-like appendage.

Distinctions. Bill will separate the River Ducks from the Mergansers and the hind 
toe as above from the Sea Ducks.

Fiebl Murks. Under the most favourable conditions of view the bill will separate 
the A nobfiotn the Mergansers The greater length of neck and more slender bodies are 
slight and rather uncertain guides to separate them front the Sea or Bay Ducks. The 
members of the subfamily are more easily recognized in life by species than as a class.

Nesting. On ground with the exception of the Wood Duck.
Distribution. As a class the Pond and River Ducks are more abundant in the interior 

than on either coast.

As their name implies, the River and Pond Ducks frequent our smaller 
inland waters more than they do the larger ones. They feed from the 
surface by “tipping" and reaching under the water. The food is gathered 
in the bill and tin* water squeezed out, the lamina1 of the bills retaining the 
solid portions.

Economic Status. They are strictly water birds and vegetable and 
insect feeders, consequently their food habits are not a menace. It has 
lately been shown that Ducks feed largely upon mosquito lurvæ and that 
the good they may do in this direction is of surprising magnitude. By 
actual experiment a pair of ducks in a small pond did more to reduce these 
pests in it than a considerable school of goldfish. As game, they are of 
great importance, see p. 12.

132. Mallard, orekn-hbad. ore y duck, eh -le canard ordinaire. Anas 
platyrhynchos. L, 23. Plate 111 B.

Distinctions. The male cannot be mistaken for any other wild duek though many 
domestic strains approach it closely. The female is often regarded ns belonging to another 
species and is some!imes called Grey Duck. There are several other ducks approaching 
her in coloration but the purple speculum with the white bur both before and behind the 
speculum will always distinguish her.

Field Marks. Green head and white neck ring are conspicuous recognition marks for 
the male. The speculum with its white bars will identify the female in life. Her tail has 
also a general whiteness in flight that is quite characteristic.

Nesting. On ground usually, in high grass or reeds not far from water, though occasion
ally at considerable distance inland.

Distribution. Distributed over practically the whole of Canada but less common in 
the extreme east. Breeds throughout Canada except where disturb™! by settlement.

This is the “Wild Duck” par excellence, and is known as such to the 
sportsman of the Old World as well as the New. It is the original stock
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rom which our domestic varieties sprang and nearly any mixed flock will 
show the green-black heads, white collar, or recurved upper tail coverts 
denoting reversion to the original form. As well as being one of the best 
table birds it is one of the wildest of ducks, which latter accounts for the 
fact that it still breeds in limited numbers on the edges of civilization.

133. Black Duck, dusky duck, black mallard, fr.—LE canard noir. Ana* 
rubripes. L, 22. Plate IV A.

Distinction». The general dark coloration combined with size renders this species un 
mistakable among River Ducks.

Field Mark». Size, dark coloration, and a silvery sheen to the lining of the underwings 
that shows in flight. The absence of the white bar bounding the speculum behind will 
separate it from the Mallard

Netting. On ground, in grass near water.
Distribution. The Black Duck is a more eastern spmes than the Mallard and is not 

commonly found west of the Great Lakes. It breeds in eastern < 'anada wherever found

Now that the Wood Duck is growing scarce the Black Duck is the 
commonest nesting Duck in the southern parts of (’anada and the only 
one that can now be called a common breeder near the lower Great Lakes. 
Originally almost every little lake and pond raised its brood of Black Duck. 
but, owing to the drainage of the marshes and human interference with 
nesting, it is now practically restricted to the larger marshes or more 
inaccessible situations.

It is still in dispute whether or not there are two forms of the Black 
Duck. Late in the autumn a number of very large birds with red legs 
are taken. Whether these are subspecitically distinct has not been con
clusively determined

Economic Statu*. Though the Black Duck often, especially in the 
breeding season, haunts the edges of cultivated fields where it gleans what 
food it can find, it does little or no harm. There is little crop to damage 
at that season and, as at other times it confines its attention to aquatic 
life, there is no harm that can he charged against the species.

135. Gad wall, orky duck, rpecklk-belly. kr.—le canard chipeav. Chaidc- 
<ismus streperus. L, 19-50. A finely speckled or vermictilated grey duck, of mime general 
tone as the female Mallard, but with chestnut-red shoulders and a white speculum.

Distinctions. White speculum is always diagnostic. Females are otherwise likely 
o be mistaken for small female Mallards or Bald paten.

Field Marks. White sja-culum and general greyish appearance.
Nesting. On ground, in grass or under bushes.
Distribution. Nearly cosmopolitan. One of the rarest Ducks on the lower Great 

Luke#, nearly absent from the east coast, commoner to the west where it breeds.
137. Baldpate. American widoeon. fr.—lb canard d’amériqce. Marten 

mm ricana. L, 19. A medium-sized, greyish Duck, The male has white shoulders and 
cap, and a broad green stripe through the eye, a black speculum with green reflections, 
and a soft wash of pink over breast and back.

Distinctions. The male is distinctive, the female might easily bo mistaken for a fernal- 
Mallard or G ad wall but for its I duck speculum and pure white underparts.

Field Marks. The white crown and green eye-bar are characteristic of the male; 
the white underpart# and the abrupt ending of the brown breast against the underpart* 
distinguish the female in life.

besting. On ground, in grass or under bushes.
Distribution. Ranges over nearly all of ('anada; rare on the Atlantic coast, more 

common to the west.

Closely related to the Widgeon of Kurope, which has occasionally 
been taken on our coasts and which it closely resembles.
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139. Green-winged Teal. fh.—la sarcelle à ailes vertes. Neition carol menue. 
L, 14-50. The smallest of our Ducks. The male has a chestnut-coloured head, bar 
back from eye and speculum, iridescent green ; finely vermiculatcd back, and spotted 
breast; nearly white below. The female is a dull-brownish bird considerably lighter below 
and has the characteristic green speculum of the species.

Distinctions. Size will always separate this little Duck from all others except the 
next species and the Bufflehead, but the presence of the brilliant green speculum will separ
ate it from the latter and the entire absence of chalky blue on the shoulders from the 
former.

Field Marks. Small size together with green speculum and lack of chalky blue on 
shoulders are recognition marks far any plumage.

Nesting. On ground, near water.
Distribution. Distributed across the continent but scarce in extreme east. Breeds in 

eastern Canada occasionally and probably originally nested commonly in the lower Great 
I taken region.

This is one of the daintiest of the Ducks. Its habit of flying in large 
flocks at great speed makes it well known to sportsmen. The European 
Teal also occasionally straggles to Canada but is very rare.

140. Blue-winged Teal. fr.—la harcelle à ailes bleues. Querquedula discors.
L, ltt Plate IV B.

Distinctions. Size will separate the Blue-winged Teal from any other Duck except 
the Green-winged and the Bufflehead and the light blue on the wings will do so in three 
cases. The Shoveller also has a similar blue on the wing, but the small size of the Blue
winged and the lack of the broad shovel bid distinguish these two species

Field Marks. Small size, together with white face mark, dark underparts, and chalky 
blue on wings

Nesting. On ground, amidst grass.
Distribution. Across the continent; now rather rare in the extreme east. It is one 

of the few species that still breed regularly though sparsely in the lower Great Lakes

A western Teal, the Cinnamon Teal, is occasionally reported from 
eastern Canada, but most of such records are based upon the Blue-winged 
heavily stained below with iron1 from the water.

142. Shoveller, spoonbill, fh.—le canard bouchet. Spatula clypcala. L, 
20. The male is strikingly marked, with a green-black head, white breast and line over 
wings, underparts rich chestnut, cutting in a sharp line against the breast The shoulders 
are chalky blue and the speculum green. The bill widens out at tip to a broad shovel or 
■POOR shape. The female is much like the female Mallard though distinctly smaller

Distinctions. Shovel bill separates this species from all others in any plumage.
Field Marks. White breast, rich chestnut belly, blue on the wings, and size dis

tinguish the male. The lull will distinguish any plumage and when it can be seen is perhaps 
the best means of separating the female from the larger female Mallard which it 
resembles

Nesting. On ground in grass, not always in the immediate vicinity of water.
Distribution. This is a bird of the west. It occurs sparingly on the lower Great Dikes 

and only occurs farther east as a straggler.
143. Pintail, bpbingtail. fr.—le canard pi let. Dafila acuta. L, 28. A verv 

long and slenderly shaped Duck. Head seal brown, foreneck and underparts white, back 
finely vermiculatcd in greys, speculum bronze-green bounded by a light chestnut line before 
and a white one behind The tail is graduated with two greatly elongated middle 
feathers. Female is much like the female Mallard.

Distinctions. The long tail is diagnostic of the male, the Old-Squaw being the only 
other American Duck with anything like this feature, but otherwise the Old-Squaw is 
entirely different and is a Sea not a River Duck. The bronze-green speculum and its 
bounding lines of rufous and wlutv are characteristic of any plumage Young Green
winged Teal show almost the same speculum features but, the difference in size will obviate 
confusion.

'Hoe ootnoie, page 63.
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Field Mark». Ixmg slender head and neck and long-|K>mted tail make g»**! field 
marks. The dark head and white foreneck and imderparts are recognition marks for the

A ruling On ground, sometimes at considerable distance from water.
Ihstribution. Hare on the Atlantic coast, becoming commoner towards the west. 

Bri-eds from the prairie provinces north to the Arctic and formel!v east to lake Erie.
144. Wood Duck, si mmer NCI. the bride ek.—le < a.\akd huppé. Au 

span ho L, 18 50. Plate V A.
Distinction». With the illustrations as a guide there should be no difficulty ui 

recognizing this species. The male even in eclipse plumage always retains a suggestion of 
the cheek markings.

Field Murk». This is the only common summer Duck m our southern wet ions having 
a pure white unikrbodj The while iiyn ihi of the female ie quite noiwpiruoue

Netting In hollow trees or stumps in the vicinity of quiet water.
Distribution. Temperate North America as far north as southern Canada and across 

the continent ; more common in the lower (treat Lakes region than on either of our coasts 
or in the prairie province*.

This in tin* brightest coloured and most beautiful Duck in America 
and perhaps in the world. The only species that can approach it is the 
Mandarin Duck of China which is often seen in confinement with it. The 
Wood Duck was originally the “Summer Duck” of our southern borders 
and almost every woodland stream and back-water pond had at least 
one pair; but, since the clearing of the land, the farmer's-boy-shot-gun 
combination has been too much for it. Its bright colours, the relative 
conspicuousness of its nesting places, and the ease with which it can be 
stalked or “jumped” in its more or less wooded haunts have made it an 
easy prey for even the inexperienced shooter and it is in great danger of 
living exterminated. A duck that alights in trees is more or less paradoxical 
to most European sportsmen, but this species does so commonly. It 
builds its nest in a hollow tree some distance from the ground, usually 
overlooking quiet oxbow pond or other dead water. How the young are 
brought to the ground is not authoritatively settled yet, and many con
flicting reports are circulated regarding it; such as the old birds carrying 
their young in their bills or on their backs, or shoving them out to take 
chances with their little unfledged wings in fluttering to the ground. In 
some way they reach the ground at an early age and follow the mother 
about the reaches of the streams or other quiet waters, the male keeping 
nearby to give his family the benefit of his (moral) support in times of 
danger. Later they seek the marshes, which they inhabit through the 
autumn, leaving for the south before the first frost has chilled the waters.

As the Wood Duck takes readily to nesting boxes prepared for tin- 
purpose it would seem probable that its numbers could be increased in 
this way.

Subfamily -Fuliguliaa. liny. Sen, or Diving Duck».

General Description. Heavily or compactly built Ducks with typically flattened or 
spatulate duek-like bill sometimes swollen or high at base (Figure 1», p. 19), but always 
with flattened nail at tip (Figures 8 and 9, p 19). Hind toe modified into a flat, 
paddle, or fin-shaped lobe.

Distinctions. Bill will separate the Kcu Ducks from Mergansers and hind toe from 
River and Pond Ducks.

Field Marks. Bill, when observed, will separate these from Mergansers though they 
are more easily recognized in life as s|iecies than as a subfamily.

Nesting. Vsually on ground, though sometimes in trees.
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Distribution. Although some representative# of thin subfamily are .mnd commonly 
on every water-way in Canada both species ami individuals are more numerous on the 
coast than in the interior.

The Huy and Sea Ducks, though more ut home in large open waters, 
often frequent the marshes and shallower waters for feeding. They tire 
good divers, sometimes descending to astonishing depths for shell-fish 
or vegetable matter. They include some of the finest table species.

Economic Status. The direct economic importance of their food 
habits is even less than that of the other Ducks.

140. Redhead, kr. —lk milovin à t£tk rouhsk Marita Americana. L, 19. A 
rather large Duck with an even eoloured, brick-ml head and uppernerk; hlaek breast ; 
grey back finely vermirulated with bhiek; white below. Head of female duller in colour, 
even to dull grey-brown, and canvas-coloured back replaced by an even wash of brown 
sometimes without hint of fine vermiculation.

Distinction*. Male resembles the Canvas-hack but back considerably darker and 
red of head does not come to shoulders as in that species. Females of tln*se two species are 
even more alike, but shape of the hill is always diagnostic (See Ciuiva8-baek). Female 
also somewhat like those of Scaup and Golden-eye but distinguished by grey instead of white 
speculum or wing patch and absence of any white face mark. Ring-necked Duck has a 
similar spéculum but is a much smaller bird and has the white face mark.

Field Mark*. Colour of head and outline of head and bill.
Nesting. Usually on land or elevated over water, nest of reeds with more or less

Distribution Usually only a migrant east of the prairie provinces, though at one time 
a few bred locally in Great Dikes region ; rare on east coast

One of our finest Ducks and when fed on wild celery its flesh has as 
fine a flavour as that of the Canvas-back. It is rather less of an open 
water bird than many of the Sea Ducks and is often found on marshes 
and ponds.

147. Canvas-back. kr. milovin aitx veux rouges. Mariln lalinnerui. !.. 21 
\ large Duck ; male with dull brick-rod head and neck; black breast; white below; back 
white with very fine dark vormieulations bearing a close resemblance to canvas and to 
which the species owes its name. In female the redmws of head ami neck is reduced to 
brownish-grey and the back is brownish.

Distinctions. Colours very close to those of comparable Redhead plumages; dis
tinguished from Redhead by shape of bill which in Canvas-back is longer and heavier, 
springing from well up on forehead and giving an almost straight eulmen line rather than a 
concave one as in Redhead. Male much whiter on back and the red comes down to the 
shoulders instead of stopping halfway down the neck. Young and females may possibly 
be confused with the Scaups, Ring-bill, or Golden-eye, but may he separated by superior 
size or the lack of white or grey on the wing or of white on the face.

Field Marks. Red or reddish, or reddish-grey head, lurk of white on face or wing, 
and shajie and outline of head and bill.

Nesting. Built over water, in nest of reeds lined with down.
Distribution. Of regular though not very common occurrence on lower Great Lakes 

east to lake Erie; rare on Atlantic coast but more common in western Canada where it 
breeds.

One of the best known and most highly esteemed of the Ducks. The 
Canvas-bark is associated in the popular mind with terrapin and high- 
living. This gastronomic fame is largely due to the wild celery, Yallisneria 
spiralis, upon which it frequently feeds and from which its specific name 
is derived. However, many other Ducks feeding upon the same plant 
become equally palatable. On the Great Lakes the introduction of the 
German Carp has proved very destructive to the once extensive beds of 
wild celery and wild rice both of which plants are extremely attractive to
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all kinds of Ducks. One of the first steps to attract Ducks to reservations 
and private waters should be the clearing out of carp and the planting of 
wild celery and wild rice Zizania aquatica.

148. Greater Scaup Duck, American scaup, broad-bill. greater or i.ark 
hi.uebill. sr. -morillon À Tf'.TE noire. Marita mania. L, 18"60. A medium-sized 
Duck nulle, white below ; head, neck, and upper breast black ; and a bhick and white 
vermieiilaled canvas-like back. Females without canvas-back; blacks reduci-d to reddish 
browns of various shades; white face mark at base of bill.

Distinction», Greater and Dtsaer .Scaups are of almost exactly similar coloration 
but can usually be distinguished by size, or by sluipe and size of terminal nail on bill. Nail 
proportionately wider and more nearly circular in the Greater. Head of adult Greater 
•Scaup has greenish gloss instead of changing to slightly pimple on crown Reddish 
shade on heads of young anil fi-mah-s sometimes quite noticeable, and they may be mis
taken for the Canvas-back, Redhead, or sometimes the Golden-eye, but white spot at 
base of bill and across forehead, or white wing patch are always distinctive of the Scaups 
Ring-necked Duck, which also resembles them, has grey s|>eculum instead of white.

Field Marks. Almost impossible to distinguish the two Scaups in life. Males of both 
species in flight appear black on front third of body and on the remainder except tail, 
but including secondary wing quills, white White face mark at base of bill, as above, 
is best field mark for female.

Seating. On ground, in grass near grassy |hukIh.
Distribution. Uncommon migrant and rare breeder on Atlantic coast ; comm' 

on Great Dikes; lasts in numbers in northwest.

The (ii* r Scaup in more of an open water bird than the Lesser i* 
is indicated b> one of its common names, but it often comes with other 
species into the marshes for wild celery and rice.

149. l esser Scaup Duck, river bboad-bill. little or marsh bluebill 
er.—le petit morillon. Morin nffims. L, 16-60. Almost exactly similar to the last 
but a little smaller. Crown of adult male has a purplish instead of greenish glow iw on 
other parts of head.

Distinctions. Sec previous species.
Field Marks. Him* previous species. Scaups in life distmguishcd from each other 

only by size.
Seating. On ground, near grassy ponds.
Distribution. Slightly li*ss common in eastern Canada than the preeeduig Breeds 

n wi-stern Canada and occasionally farther east to Great Lakes.

This is one of the commonest ducks away from the seavoast and 
more of a marsh and small-water bird than the preceding.

160 Ring-necked Duck, ring-billed duck, kb morillon X collier. Mania 
collons. L. 10 50. Very close in coloration to preceding two species, but without the 
canvas-coloured back; with a light ring about bill near end, and faint brown or copper- 
coloured ring about neck.

Distinctions. Young Ring-noeks and femail's may be mistaken for either the Seauiis. 
Golden-eye, Redhead, or Canvas-bark1, but may be distinguished from the Seaups by 
the grey instead of white sptM'ulum, the female by fine while eye ring, and from any of 
the other ducks by white face marks usually connected across chin.

Field Murks Male can be told from the Scaups by its black back, and female by 
its white chin and fine light eye ring; and either, in adult plumage, by light ring on the 
lull

Sealing. On ground, near grassy ponds.
Distribution. Scarce migrant in the east where it once nestl'd occasionally; scam- 

on Great Dikes; bm-ds regularly in the west.

151. Golden-eye. whistle-wing, whistler, great heap, kb la Hvrfi- 
r H ale p’amkriquk. plongeur. Clongula t'lnngula. I,, 20. A rather large, heavily 
built duck, strikingly coloured in black and white. The hack and head are black; the 
remainder of the plumage, including a very conspicuous circular spot bcIwiMH the eye

•Km* ooteote, p. 63.
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and the bill, and the wing patch are white. The female and young male are marked with 
light greys and blaekfl on the back, large white wing patches, and a seal brown head- 
the upperneek usually strongly contrast id with white or grey neck and breast.

Distinctions. In young ami female plumage.* it may sometimes be confused with 
the Redhead, Canvas-back1, or the Scaups In such plumages the lack of white face 
mark or its restriction to the sides of the face will distinguish it from the Scau|»s; the 
white wing patches from the Redhead ami Canvas-buck.

Field Marks The striking black and white coloration of the male and the brown 
head ami lack of face markings of most juveniles and the females. The large head, short 
neck, and loud whistling of the wings in flight .ire characteristic 

A'cstmg. In stumpri or hollow trees.
Distribution. (ioldeiM-yes inhabit most of the northern parts of the northern hemi

sphere. The American Goluen-eye, the only New W orld representative of the species, i- 
gcncrally distributed over most of Canada A common migrant and locally a winter 
'•sklent in eastern Canada, hniding sparingly in the eastern provinces but more com- 

t in the northwest.
Si I BSP EC I A'.S'. The Golden-eye is divided into two subspecific races: an Old 
d and a New World form—the hitter the American Golden-eye. ('. r. Americana 

!.. uig the only one that occurs in America.

One of the host known of tin- larger ducks. A very hardy hit ••main- 
>n our waters in winter until they close with ice.
152 Barrow’s Golden-eye. m i.k hccéphalb d’ihi.ande Clanouia slandiai 

L, 20. Like the American Golden-eye, but tin- male has a crescent-shaped in-'ead of a 
circular face smit. The head glossed with purple instead of green and the bill relatively 
higher at the base.

Distinctions Males easily separated from the Golden-eye as alnive, but young birds 
ami feinah-s ol the two species more difficult to distinguish and shape of bill |>er!inps only 
reliable guide. Young males can be recognized by a slight lump in the forehead just at 
base of bill, which though not visible through the plumage can be plainly felt with the

Fuhi Marks. Kxceptional circumstances may allow wane of the above points to 
Im* recognized in lift*.

Neelitig. In stuni|>s or hollow Ins* when possible, otherwise probably in rock cavities 
or on ground.

Distribution. A bin! of very unusual distribution; common near the eastern and 
western coasts but absent from most of the great interior; eastern birds probably breed 
in northern Ungava.

This is it more northern species limn the former which it closely 
resembles in habits as well as appearance.

153. Buffle-head, spirit DUCK. BUTTKRBALL. Kit. LK. PETIT BUCÉPIIALB. Char- 
itonctta alluoln L, 11-75. A very small duck, almost as diminutive as the Teal, but 
coloured in striking contrasts of black and white Male: white below and around base 
of neck, black above with an irideeccnt black head broken by a large white triangular 
patch with apex below the eye meeting its fellow along the nape. The feathers of the 
cheeks lengthened, making puffs on tin- sides of the face, hence its name. Female : white 
below and dull brownish-grey elsewhere except for a vague white s|s»t on each cheek.

Ihstinctions. Male cannot be mistaken for anything else; female rather like the 
Scaup but can be distinguished by simili size and dash of light extending from behind 
eye towards back of crown instead of a white patch at base of bill. One facial spot instead 
of two and the evenly light umlcrparts will separate it from the female Harlequin which 
it also resemble*.

Field Marls. Small size and white head s|*>t for the male, and size, cheek s|H>t, 
and white whig patch for the female.

A‘cstiug. In a stump or hollow tree
Ihstnbutio'. A common migrant from the Atlantic coast westwards; breeds in 

the west ami northwivt.

The name Spirit Duck refers to its diving powers anti the remarkable 
ease with which it ars when wounded.

•See footnote. |i 63
D3D
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164. Old-Squaw, hovth-hovtherly. iowkes lono-tailed i>vik. old-wife 
cockawek. rn.-Le r*N*HD A WNiii i qvEVE. Ilarekta h ye malm L, 21. (Projection 
of middle tail feather beyond others, 4 60- 5.) A medium-sized duck showing remarkable 
seasonal change of plumage. Male in spring ha* a seal-brown breast, neck, head, and 
back ; an almost white facial mask ; and ochraccous striping over wings ami at base of 
hindneek. Winter plumage white, with black or dark brown breast, back, and line across 
shoulders; a spot of same colour over the hindcheek* and up|H-rneck; white strijN's over 
wings In both seasons male has two greatly elongated middle tail feathers about H 
inches from base to tip and projecting 1 or 6 inches beyond other tail feathers Plumage 
of female is intermediate between the alnive two plumages, showing mostly white without 
any sharp line between the dark of the breast and the while underparts as in males.

IHtttnrlinnu. Males are characteristic; females may be confused only with tlmse of 
next species, but are much lighter underneath and head is mostly white instead of mostly

Field Mark* Ismg tail of the male, and head mostly while with dark cheek mark in 
juvenile and female plumages.

Settling. On ground, near water hidden under hushes or grass
iJittribution. Breed* across the continent in the far north More common on the 

«■oast or (Ireat Lakes than on smaller Inslies of water.

Thin in, with us, essentially a winter duck. It haunts our harbours 
and often congregates about the mouths of sewers remaining as long as 
open water prevails, even throughout winter. It is a great diver and a 
fish-eater, but is nearly worthless as a table bird. It descends to great 
depths after food and is sometimes taken in the fishermen's nets far from 
land and at surprising depths—in one known ease VO feet.

156. Harlequin Duck, hock uvck. ixiro and i.ady kh. - le canard his
trion. Hiêtrûmieua hmtnomru*. L, 17. A small duck appropriately named after

Cliotloured Harlequin Male's general ookiralion is from dull slate-blue to blue-black, 
on this ground is arranged a striking series of crescents, stripes, circular spots, triangles, 

and a collar of pure white, each narrowly bordered with black that makes it stand out hi 
striking contrast ; a brilliant splash of rien chestnut adorns the Hanks and borders the sides 
of the crown. Female very dull and subdued, all brownish with white allotting on abdomen 
aggregated into a not quite continuous and even middle area. An obscure white blotch 
in front of and below eye and another more sharply defined one over ear.

Distinctions. Male cannot he confused with that of any other s|»ecics Female 
resembles female ltuffle-head in size and colouring, but has a more or less s|x>cklcd belly 
instead of an evenly light one, two facial spots instead of one, and no wing patch

Field Mark*. Male is unmistakable. Female may be ri-eognizi-d by size and general 
darkness of coloration, scarcely lighter below; absence of a wing patch; and two light face 
patches

Setting On ground, under rucks or driftwood or in hollow stumps.
Dittributim. Only a migrant in the east, very rare in the interior though common 

in the mountains of the west where it breeds.

This is one of the prettiest of our ducks, coming next to the Wood 
Duck in point of beauty. Its proper home is in the brawling streams of 
the west and northwest where it is well known to the prospector and miner. 
In eastern Canada it haunts rocky bays and shores where it feeds largely 
on the sea fleas and small shrimps that throng the inshore salt waters.

Genera—Somatebia and Oidemia. Kidkrh and Scoters.

Though not forming a recognised systematic division of ducks these 
two genera are peculiar and show enough common characters to receive 
special mention here.

General Detcnptwn. lairge sturdily built birds, the largest of our ducks. Male 
Kiders have broad masses of sharply contrasting colours and delicate tints; Scoters nearly 
ill black, some with small accents of pure white Both genera have swollen bills with 
strange excrescences and brilliant colorations (F'igure 9, p 19).
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Distinctions. (icnriül dark coloration* unrelieved by much pattern of the Scoter*, 
the bright coloration in broad maiwee of male Eiders; and tinely and evenly barred tone*» of 
browns of females; size, build, swellings, and protuberances of bills of both sexes of most 
specie* are the most obvious characteristics

Field Murks General coloration and lulls
Settling On ground near water, sometimes under shelter of overhanging rocks or 

bushes; nest lined with down from the parent's body. The eiderdown of commerce is 
obtained from the nests of the Eiders.

Distribution. Distributed over the whole of Canada, nesting in the north; most 
common on the coasts ami the large bodies of water during migration.

These are “Sea Ducks" in the strict sense of the term, bui.t fur buffet
ing heavy weather and rarely coming in to the shallow pools or marshes. 
They feed on shell fish and marine life obtained by diving.

Economic Statua. Their food habits have little economic interest 
to man, but in certain localities, as in Labrador, they furnish in themselves 
and their eggs, the bulk of the fresh animal food available. As the down is 
a valuable object of commerce the Eiders are of distinct and easily recog
nized value. They are being rapidly reduced in numbers (see discussion 
of American Eider) and drastic steps should be taken for their conserva
tion.

160. Kider Duck. ru. -i.’bidkr i»r nord. Smiuittno utollisstnia L, 2d Male 
black below, cutting sharply against the white breast which is delicately suffused with 
vtnaoeous pink; white above; head white with nile-green suffusion from cheeks t«i nape; 
broad black bar through eye to hind head. Female : evenly coloured in a fine pattern of 
various browns, blacks, and light oehn-s arranged in broken bars around the ImnIv Hill 
processes extending up either side of forehead in long fleshy tongues.

I hut met ton s. Male unmistakable; female may be separated from that of King Kider 
by feathering of crown not extending as far forward as rear end of the nostril This species 
is much like the American Kider from which it can only be separated by size and shape of 
the bill processes on the forehead—in the Kider Duck they terminate acutely and are not 
rounded at the tips—and distance from point of feathering on side of bill to tip of process 
is less than in the American Kider.

FieUt Marks Sise and general coloration.
Settling On ground, nest built entirely of down.
Distribution. Kider Duck inimbits northern parts of Europe and eastern America. 

The Northern Kider is the more northern of our two similar Kiders (see next species). A 
strictly Atlantic bird breeding in the eastern Canadian Arctic and in Greenland.

SUBSPECIES. The Kider Duck is represented in America by a subspecies, the 
Northern Kider S. m. borealis. The Kuro|H*an Kider, the type race, has never been recorded 
m Amerli ■

161. American Elder, kr. l'eider ü'amérique movak Somaterin dressrri. 
L, 23. Almost exactly similar to the preceding species.

Distinctions. Female may be mistaken for that of King Kider, but can be separated 
from it by the feathering of crown not extending as far forward as rear of nostril. It may 
not be specifically distinct from preceding species and either sex can only be separate»I 
from it by rounded ends of bill process on forehead ami the fact that the distance from 
point of feathering on side of bill to tip of processes is greater.

Field Murks. Size and general coloration; cannot be distinguished from Northern 
Eider in life.

Seating. On ground, sometimes under overhanging rocks or bushes, nest built of down 
plucked from the parent’s breast

Distribution. A bird of our eastern coasts, nesting on the north shore of the gulf of 
St. Lawrence.

In Scandinavia and Iceland the Eiders arc semi-domestieated and the 
down derived from their nests is an important source of revenue. Though 
on the Labrador and gulf of St. Lawrence coasts there are immense flocks 
of these birds no attempt has been made to turn them to account except
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as food; hut t.hr inimlivrs have been so rapidly reduced by reek less killing 
that only a small fraction of the original number remains. On these bleak 
and desolate coasts where fresh meat is scarce the Eiders should be con
served for food if for nothing else. An intelligent and far-seeing policy 
would conserve the Eiders for all time to come, supply a liberal amount of 
Mesh food and eggs, and at the same time produce a crop of down worth in 
the markets far more than the carcasses of the dead birds.

So closely is this species related to the last that it would not be surpris
ing wen- it eventually included together with the Northern Eider as a 
subspecies.

162. King Elder. kino duck. Kit.—l’kider remarquable. Somateria tper- 
labilis. L, 23. Male much like the preceding, but the hack mostly black, cheeks nile 
green, top of heail and hmdneek light bluish-grey, ami a black V on the tliront; bill is 
distinctive, the bright yellow fleshy forehead processes almost meet on the forehead where 
they widen out to nearly an inch across, forming a comparatively mountainous bump on 
the forehead Female is without the great bill process and is coloured in the same browns 
and blacks in fine-barred pattern as are the other Eiders.

Distinction* Male with its bill processes cannot be mistaken for any other species 
Females resemble those of other Eiders but can be separated from two preceding species 
by feathering of crown extending as far forward as rear of nostrils.

Field Marks. Ia-ss amount of white on the back and bill processes of the male. 
Females cannot w ith certainty be distinguished from the other Eiders in life.

Nesting. On ground, nest lined with down.
Distribution. The most northern of our Eiders. Nesting across the continent along 

the roast and islands of the Arctic. Wintering along the gulf of St. Lawrence and New 
England shores. It is the only Eider that straggles in to the lower Great Lake* with anv 
regularity.

I(i3. American Scoter, black ska coot. eh.—la macreuse d'amériquk 
(Hilnnia americano. L, 19. Male all black ; base of bill much swollen near forehead and 
bright yellow. Female without swollen bill; dusky all over, lighter below ami with evident 
d arker cap contrasting in a sharp line against lighter cheeks.

Distinctions, Male is the only Canadian all black Duck unrelieved by any spot of 
colour. Dark cap of female is distinctive against other comparable siiecic#.

Field Murks. Evident blackness and yellow bill of male, and tne lack of white spots 
or facial marks and the dark cap on the female.

Nesting. On ground, near water.
Distribution. Breeds in the far north across the continent; common in winter on our 

eastern coasts and not unusual on lower Great Lakes.
165. White-winged Scoter, white-winged coot, eil—la macreuse veloutée. 

(Hdemin degUindi. L, 22. Dark brown, almost black, with white wing patches and n 
small white crescent under the eye; bill is swollen at the base rising more abruptly forward 
than shown in Figure 9, n. 19, and the upper mandible is coloured with bright red and 
w kite Female evi i dull brown.

Distinction*. White wing patch is distinctive of any plumage of this species.
Field Marks. Large size, general and even darkness, and white wing patches.
Nesting. On ground, under or among bushes.
Distribution. Breeds in the higher latitudes across the continent; abundant on the 

coast in migration and is the commonest Hooter on the Great l^akes and in the intcr.or.
106. Surf Scoter, hitter-bili. coot, bottle-nosed diver, kr.—la ma" 

i RBi si \ labob bb< Oidmia perspiciUata !.. 30 Male .ill blade with white patch 
across forehead and a triangle of same colour at base of head; bill greatly swollen (Figure 
9, i>. 19) and coloured most strikingly with rods, yellow, and black. Female dull brown, 
lighter below and much like that of American Scoter.

Distinctions. White patches of the head are distinctive of male. Female can be told 
from that of the White-winged by lack of wing patches: and from the American by absence 
of cap and presence of two vague light spots on side of the face, one at base of bill and 
other over ear.

Field Marks. White on head of male and the two vague spots on face of female.
Nesting. In grass near water.
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i/utribufuni. Of aliout the same di*tribution a* last species, but perha |* morv 
coiiiiiion on tin- niant ami l«w bo on the (irvat Liken

167. Ruddy Duck. m. -le canard rovx. h.'nnmatum jamairensm I,. 15. 
A small duek. Male strikingly coloured, rich rufous-chestnut on neck, shoulder*, hark, 
ami flanks; crown ami back of head almost black, and < heck* and lower face white. Female 
small, dull greyish-brown, lighter on underpays and checks, and with a lark cap.

Distinction. Male is the only Duek that is largely red Female can In- told by the 
silvery greh<>-likc sheen of the underpart*. and. in any plumage, by the stiff |Miinted tail 
feathers.

Fiehl Marks. Sise, short squattv shape, ami thiek neck Its habit of occaaionallv 
earning its tail erect ami spread out fan wise is also a good guide, though some Scoters 
also are said to do this at times.

Sr*Hng. In reeds over water
Distribution. Nests in the prairie provinces northward; more common in migrations 

■ hi the ( ireat Fakes than on the mast.

Sub-family -At.serina-. Uee*e.
(ieneral Description. Geese resemble ducks, but are larger with a less flattened bod> 

and comparatively longer legs; bill (Figure 10, p. 19) is higher and somewhat more com
pressed at base, stouter and lens flattened at tip, hardly to be termed spatulate but with 
the broad nail at tip characteristic of the order

Field Marks. The strong flight of the giswe is familiar to most. Size, coloration, 
and flight habits an- the best field guide* Their hoarse honking voice* so often heard 
during migration are also characteristic.

Seating Onground
Distribution. Geese are of world wide distribution The American species all breed 

well to the north, migrating through the interior as well as along the masts.

The geese are more terrestrial and herbivorous tlmn the ducks hut 
they are equally at home on the water. They do not normally dive, hut 
secure food from the bottom by tipping and reaching by means of their long 
neck. The sexes are alike and there is little seasonal change of plumage. The 
goose is an excellent table bird and for this reason and on account of its 
superior size it is much sought after by sportsmen. (îeese are exceedingly 
wary and, though greatly reduced in numlier, have been able to take better 
care of themselves than many other large game birds.

Economic Statu*. Feeding largely upon grasses and frequenting 
cultivated areas in migration more than other members of their order they 
may do more harm than the duck», but this has never been seriously held 
against them. Their value in other directions is so obvious that less 
complaint has been made against geese than against other specie» equally 
worthy of protection but whose usefulness though real is less obvious.

169. Snow Goose. LAVUHINO GOOSE. W AVE! , r*.—l’oIB BLANCHE. Chen hy fier-
horeus. h, 2d. A rather small goose, pure while with bluek primarie*. Juveniles with 
more or les* grey or greyish-brown washing locally or over all.

IHstinctiona. Cutting edge* of m:t Ibles are more or hws Isiwed away from each 
other, exposing tooth-like serration* and giving the face that appearance from which the 
name, laughing, is derived.

Field Marten. Colour and evident goose-like Might and outline.
VwKwf Ob Pound
Distribution. The Iswscr Snow Goose breed* on the Arctic roast and island* from 

Coronation gulf westward. It migrate* down the interior of the continent, the Greater 
along the Atlantic coast.

SUBSPECIES. There are two sub*i>erie* of Snow Goose m Canada, the Ixwr 
ami the Greater, differing only in sise; but a* the two intergrade thi* is not an entirely 
reliable distinction There is a difference based upon the comparative *ha|>c* and sises of

57172—6
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the bilk, but it requires specimens for comparison for its appreciation. Though often 
incorrect Iv recorded the Greater Snow goose is i very scarce bird. It is the extreme eastern 
form of the species and can only lie expected along the Atlantic coast.

The name “Wavey” is a corruption of the Indian word "Wa-wa,” 
meaning Wild Goose.

Hitt. I. Blue Goose, kb.—l'oie bleue. Chen curukscens. L, 26. Slaty-grey 
body, wave-marked with lighter feather edgi-n on back and more or less so below; slate 
colour strongest on wings and rump; head white. Juvenile similar but head and neck 
greyish-brown. The bill «hows in slightly reduced degree the teeth serrations of the Snow

Distinctions. The combination of white head contrasted with blue-grey wings does 
not occur in any other eastern American Goose.

Fielit Mark*. White head and darker body probably best field marks.
Nesting. On ground.
Distribution. Seems to be confined in breeding season to the east of Hudson bay; a 

rare migrant on the Great Lakes on its way to or from the Mississippi valley.

Fur a lung time the Blue Goose wras thought to be only a juvenile 
plumage of the Snow Goose, but is now recognized ns a separate species.

171a. White-fronted Goose, kr.—l'oib à front blanc. Anser albifrons. L, 27. 
Greyish-brown, darker on head and neck, lighter below, white patch about base of bill; 
light colour of underpays irregularly blotched with black aggregating in maturity into 
indefinite bands giving an immature effect to even adult hints.

Distinctions. Brown head and white face.
Field Mark*. General brownness ami white face mark.
Nesting. On ground.
Distribution. The White-fronted Goose is a nearly circumpolar hihtics. The Ameri

can Hubspcch* breeds on the western Arctic mainland and islands. Migrates through the 
interior of the continent and is found rarely as far east as the Great Lakes.

SI 'US PEC IKS ( )ur representative, the American White-fronted < loose .1. a. gambtli, 
is a subspecies of the European White-fronted Goose from which it is said to he distinguished 
by its slightly larger size.

172. Canada Goose, wild uoobe. obey goose, kr.—la hernache du canada, 
outarde. Urania canatlrnsi* L, 35. Plate V B.

Distinction*. Lirgc size, black head and neck, white throat and cheek patch.
Eubl Mark*. Black head and neck ami white throat patch. A white V over the tail, 

displayed when Hying, will separate the members of this genus from any of the larger ducks.
Nesting. On ground, occasionally in large deserted nests in trees.
Distribution. Bmsls arrow the continent from the northern tree limit to the txirder* 

of settlement.
Sl’IiSPECI ES. The Canada Goose is divided into several geographical races 

In the west, there is a small subspecies calks! Hutchins’s Goose H. c. hutchinsi. It is said 
in have a différait note and t<> I»1 quite recoeiisable in life by experienced hunters It* 
smaller size is an uncertain criterion but is the only distinction that can be given here 
Its length averages under 25 inches. It is to be expect<*d only as far east as Manitoba 
and its identification elsewhere should he made with great, caution.

The goose is a wary and watchful bird, usually spending the day well 
out in the open water, coming in to the marshes and cultivated fields to 
feed at night or in the evening and unless disturbed remaining until well 
into the next day. While so engaged there is always at least one with 
long neck upst retched surveying the surrounding country for danger and 
an unobserved approach by even the most experienced stalker is next to 
impossible. On this account the Canada Goose has perhaps suffered less 
from hunters than other members of its order and until its remaining 
breeding grounds are invaded there is little danger of its being exterminated.
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It originally bred within the borders of our present inhabited areas but 
settlement has driven it from its more southerly breeding range. How
ever, it still occupies large areas throughout northern Canada ns far as 
the northern tree limits and as much of this territory will remain unsettled 
for many years the goose is assured of safe breeding grounds and is in no 
immediate danger of extermination. However, unless intelligent conserva
tion principles are adopted in the future the ('anadu (loose will probably 
decrease as its breeding grounds are opened up.

173a Brant. PR.—la blknachr commune. Unwin btrnuin L, 20. Much like 
i he Canada (loose hut smaller; head, neck, and u|i|M-r hreaat black ; a narrow broken 
collar of while on neck.

Distinct urns. A small dark Canada < loose without face mark.
Fuhi Mark*. Small size, dark breast, and lack of face mark. The white V over tail, 

displayed when flying low. will also distinguish the Brant from :inv of the larger, black 
ducks hut not from the Canada (loose.

Nesting. On ground, nest of grasses lined with down
Ihstribution. As a spis ies, circumpolar. The American Brant breeds in the eastern 

Arctic region, migrating down the Atlantic coasts, rarely in the interior
SUBSPECIES. The Brant is a circumpolar specie*. The New World form, the 

American Brant B b. gluucogastra, is subspceifieally distinct from the Old World bird 
which has never ht-en recorded in America. The Black Brant B. nigricans of the west is 
characterized by having the black of the breast sulTusisI over the underparts; but if occurs 
in eastern Canada only as an accidental straggler.

The Brunt is ti small goose It occurs on the lower St. Lawrence ami 
the seueonst in flocks of hundreds hut is scarce or only a straggler in the 
interior on the Great Lakes.

Sub/ti m il y —Cyyninœ. Swa ns.

General Description. Very large white Annlvhr} excepting |M-rha|>s the Whooping 
Crane or the Wild Turkey, the largest of American birds

Distinction*. Size combined with colour is sufficient to diagnose the two Swans. 
I/in’s (space betwmi eye and bill) unfeathered. Bill begins high on the forehead, at hase 
is almost rectangular in cross-section and tip is provided with a flat nail.

Field Murk*. Size and colour they are our only large, all white, birds.1
Nesting. On ground, nest of grasses lined with down plucked from parent bird.
Distribution. Most of the Swans are found in the northern hemisphere hut are not 

entirely confined to it. In America, they now nest in the far north; though originally 
the Trumpeter, now verging on extinction, bred as far south as some of the northern 
Vnited States.

From time immemorial Swans have figured largely in Old World 
folk-lore and the fairy tales of childhood are tilled with references to them, 
but it comes with a little shock of surprise to many people to learn that 
even to-day wild Swans are actually common in Canada. Geese are wild 
and wary, but the Swan is even wilder and more wary. Its long neck 
allows it to feed in deeper water than other lion-diving species and it keeps 
well out in deep water through the day, where unobserved approach is 
impossible. It rarely comes into the shallow marshes that may hide the 
huntsman and, therefore, it is rarely taken.

The common names of the Swans of the northern hemisphere are indi
cative of extraordinary vocal powers; thus in America we have the Whistler 
and the Trumpeter, and in Kurope the Whooper and the Mute Swans. 
Peculiar and complicated modifications of the windpipe, in the form of

•Other large white Itinht occurring in Ciutu<la all have more or Kim black on flight fentherr-
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various convolutions in special bony recesses of the breast bone or sternum, 
are, evidently, directly connected with the voice and their complexity 
increases directly with the quality of tin voice as indicated by the above 
descriptive names; thus the Mute Swan is without any tracheal convolu
tion and the highest complexity is reached in the Trumpeter and Whooper.

ISO. Whistling Swan. ru.—LE ctgne d'aiiébiqüE. Olor columbianus. L, 6.V 
A very large, all white, hinl.

Distinctions. The Whistler nan only be mistaken for the Trumpeter Swan. Sunn 
finally it can be easily separate» 1 only by its inferior size. As Swans ilo nut obtain tnoir 
full development for a number of years, size may not always 1m* an accurate test. Then- 
is a difference in the shape of the bill, but it is too difficult of characterization to be clear I > 
described here. The convolutions of the windpipe in the breast bone makes the roost 
satisfactory differentiation. In the Whist 1er the windpipe makes one horizontal loop 
over the floor of the sternum, whereas that of the Truin|M*ter has a perpendicular loop 
is well. The alwtenee of a yellow spot on the lores of the Trum|M*ter has b«*en given as 
dingnostic, but this is so often absent from even adult Whistlers as to be of no use for 
this purpose.

Fu’bi Marks. Size and complete whiteness. The two s|>ecics cannot be readily 
distinguished in life except by those familiar with the voices of each.

A'estiny On ground, in nest of grasses, moss, etc., lined with down.
Distribution. Bri*eds in the far north across the continent west of Hudson bav 

migrates through the interior; rare or absent on the ('anadian Atlantic coast, but loeallx 
'«muon on the large waterways of the Great Lakes region

Owing to its extreme wariness and its breeding far in the north the 
Whistling Swan has not been seriously reduced in numbers during the 
past generation. Its larger relatives, the Trumpeters, whose breeding 
grounds well within the borders of settlement were early disturbed, is 
now on the verge of extinction.

The Swans randy come into shallow marshes where cover may hide 
the huntsman. They are exceedingly wary and are rarely seen except in 
dense white flocks like ice floes far out in the open water or in flocks flying 
high overhead and beyond the reach of guns. Their regular migration is 
usually by night and usually silent, though sometimes extremely noisy 
To such habits as these is probably due the fact that few even of our most 
experienced huntsmen know the Swan in life and fewer still can boast of 
having taken it. Though flocks of hundreds appear annually on lake St. 
( ’lair not more than two or three individuals are taken there each year.

The species also occurs in large numbers on Niagara river where on 
misty or foggy nights in the spring, they often drift down with the current 
into the swift rough waters of the rapids and are carried helplessly over 
the falls. This catastrophe has occurred several times within the last 
decade and hundreds of Swans have lost their lives in this manner, some 
have every bone in the body broken whereas others are only slightly hurt. 
The dead that are not drawn under the ice and carried off by the current 
are picked up, the dying clubbed, and those whose injuries are only slight 
are shot. As the birds do not seem able in the close quarters to rise above 
the sides of the gorge and show marked reluctance to pass beneath the 
bridges that span the lower pass, all are confined in the narrow waters 
below the falls where there is no escape. The flesh of the Swan is not 
very suitable for eating and the birds are of little value to those who take 
them except as curiosities.

181 Trumpeter Swan. Obtr buccinator. !.. 66 \ m large, all white, bird
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Distinctions. Only to be mistaken for the previous, which see.
Field Murk*. Size and complete whiteness; the two Swans cannot be separated 

with certainty in life.
Netting. On ground, in nest of grasses and down.
Ihstribution. A bird of the interior, breeding from the central of the northern tier 

of states northward.

Any Swan over 56 inches in length or over 20 in weight is
probably of this species. It was at one time a fairly common bird on the 
(iront Lakes, hut now is su rare as to be regarded as nearly or quite extinct 
there. Its breeding range, being considerably smith of that of the Whistling 
Swan and well into what is now fully occupied farming territory, is prob
ably the cause of its rapid extermination.

Order -Herodiones. Deep Water Waders.
General Descriplion Usually urge birds with long legs, neck, and hill, fitted for 

wading and obtaining food below the surface in rather dec|s‘r water than the majority of 
waders. Hills may be either straight and sharp (Figure IK, p. 21) or gently curved 
and blunt as in the Ibises. Is*gs are hare for a considerable distance above the heel joint 
and all four toes are perfect, well-shai>od, mid adapted for perching as well iis walking 
on soft ground and with only small rudimentary webe or none (Figure 17, p. 21).

Distinctions. Birds of this order may be mistaken for either Cranes or one of the 
Shore-birds (Curlews). From the ('runes they can he distinguished by their feathered 
forehead The Wood Ibis combines bare forehead and curved bill, but is of only possible 
occurrence in Canada. From any shore birds they can he distinguished by the bare 
space between the eye and the base of the bill.

The C'anadian forms of the order are dividnl into two suborders: 
Hides including Spoonbills and Ibises; and Herodii including Herons, 
Kgrets, and Bitterns.

8L BOUDER— 1H1DKH. 1B18KK

This suborder includes two families: Spoonbills which do not occur 
in Canada, and Ibididœ, only one of which occurs in the Dominion and that 
rarely.

KAMI. Y—IBIDIDÆ. 1 BISKS.

General Description. Bin Is with long, decurved bill quite blunt at the point and 
the upper mandible grooved throughout its length.

Distinctions. Curved, blunt, and deeply gnHived bill is characteristic. Claw of the 
middle toe may be broadened and roughened at the edge, but is not perfectly pectinate 
or furnished with well-formed comb-like teeth as in tin* heron-like Waders of the suborder 
Herodii (Compare with Figure 19, p. 21).

There is only one of these birds, the Glossy Ibis, that inav be found 
in Canada and that only as a casual straggler.

18b. (floss* Ibis, black CURLEW. Dlegnili* aiitumnalis. L, 24 Practically an all 
black bird w;vh chestnut, green, and purple reflections. Juvenile is brown with head 
feathers slii;htly margined with light and with greenish reflections elsewhere

Distinctions The (ilossy Ibis looks much like a large Curlew, but its almost black 
or very dark coloration will distinguish it from the Curlew with ease. Its gr<Hived lull 
(sec previous family description) otherwise differentiates it 

nesting. In reedy swamps or low hushes.
Ihstribution. Tropical and subtropical regions

The Ibis is well known by name as one of the sacred birds of ancient 
Egypt, and as such is familiar to every general reader. The Glossy Ibis

21
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is allied to the Sacred Ibis of the Nile and shows some of its general char
acters. It appears only occasionally in ('anada, along the southern border.

Economic Stolon. Of too rare occurrence in Cauda to be of economic 
influence.

SUBORDER—HKROD11 HKRON-LIKK WADERS.

As this suborder is represented in Canada by only one family. .4rdeidtr, 
the description under that heading is sufficient.

FAMILY - ARDK1DÆ. HKRONE AND HITTKKNS.

(ientrul Dimnption. Heron-like birds willi siraight >uid very sharply |*iinted bills. 
Space m front of eyes bare A |h « ulmr feature with ihi* suborder is the occurrence ot 
••Powder-down tracts" .iggngations o( iweuliarly imslitied feathers giving off a dry 
powder of imkjiown use These feathers are found on various parte of body hidden under 
I he visible plumage ('law of the middle tis* is pectinate, that is. furnished with a seri«*s 
of well-defined eotuMike teeth (Figure P», p. 2I), not merely roughnesses as in the Ibises

Distinctions. This suborder might be mistaken for Oanes, but the feathered fore
head is distinctive. Itaek of neck bare, the feathers of sides reaching around behind and 
hiding the bareness from casual observation. Hind toe v<*rv long and set level with the 
other i«m-s and not slightly raised as in other waders

Field Marks Obvious heron-like outline, with long graceful neck, long sharp bill 
(Figure IS, p. 21), and lengthened legs (Figure I7, p. 21 ). Neck folded in flight, bringing 
head close to shoulders, the legs trailing behind The Cranes with which they tnav be 
confused in life carry their necks outstretched

lYrImps no birds are so well known to the general public by common 
repute and observation as these, yet we seldom hear them correctly named. 
The terms Herons, Storks, and Cranes, are misapplied indis
criminately. There are no Storks in Canada. The Cranes are of western 
distribution and are rarely seen in eastern ( 'anada. The birds we generally 
hear called by the latter name are true Herons. The family is divided 
into two subfamilies: HtUaurinœ, the Bitterns; and Ardeimr. the true 
Herons and Kgrets.

S ubfa m ily—Ilota u rincr. H iIter oh.

General Desmfitnin Marsh inhabiting, heron-like birds of heavier and less graceful 
build and habit than the true Herons.

Distinctions. Though forming a well-defined subfamily they are difficult to define 
in a short non-tcchnical diagnosis In Canadian specie», colour is the b<*st and most easily 
recognized guide. Excluding Cory’s Bittern, which is very rare (sis* under beast Bittern, 
p. SI), the Canadian species have large amounts of ochraceous yellow on them, a colour 
that is, in any extensive mass, absent from all our true Herons

Bitterns are bog and marsh haunters. They do not frequent wide open 
reaches of water, but drop down in the middle or on the edges of grass- 
or reed-grown marshes, stalking their prey by silent approach through 
the close cover.

190. American Bittern, masse hen. thunukr-vvmp. staee-driver. nt.—lb 
bittor n'Auf.Klyi K Uolaurns lentiyinosus L, 28. Plate VIA.

Distinctions. With its general yellow coloration, alike in both sexes and all ages, the 
Bittern can be mistaken for no other Canadian species. The I<eaat Bittern is the only 
other bird of like build showing mostly yellow, but its sixe is so small that there is no 
chance of confusion Black line from sides of face may be present or absent regardless 
of sex, age. or season.

Field Marks. As the bird rises from the reeds or grass its long neck, dangling legs, 
and general yellowish coloration arc easily recognised At a distance, in flight, its outline,
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head drawn in to the body and leg* reaching out behind, is so similar to that of t he Herons 
that unless the light so falls as to show the colour, apparent size only differentiates them

Netting. On ground, in grass, havfields, or reed-grown marshes, nest of grass or

Distribution Common througliout the settled isirtion* of Canada, breeding wherever

Réformées to the lonely booming of the Bittern are frequently seen 
in English literature. We ran hardly say that our American Bittern 
" booms," but its note is most peculiar and is unique amongst American 
bird notes. The common names, “Thunder-pump" and “Stake-driver," 
are applied in reference to the strange noises it makes. Near a marsh one 
may hear a sound as of some one driving a stake with a wooden maul into 
soft mud. There is the dull thud of the blow with a sucking liquid echo 
followed closely by a squdgy drive. At other times sounds are heard like 
some one frantically working a dry sucking pump that draws the wafer 
part way and refuses to lift it farther. These are variants of the Bittern's 
love song and contain no recognizable vocal qualities.

Economic Statu*. The Bittern is a bog haunter and eats frogs, craw
fish, snakes, small fish, crustaceans, insects, ami probably even young 
birds and mice. It eats little or no vegetable matter. Bitterns are 
quite harmless as a class and may he useful.

191. Least Bittern, m lk petit butor. Ixobrychn* titlie L. LI Smallest 
heron-like wader found in Canada. Coloured in broad masses of creams, ochres, and 
Indian mis, with black or brown buck and cap, depending on sex

Distinctions. Owing to its small size and striking coloration, can be mistaken for 
nothing else in Canada except (terhaps its very close and rare relative, Cory’s Least Bittern 
/ neoxena. This latter bird has the creams and ochres replaced by seal or reddish brown 
and it is still undecided whether or not it is only a colour phase of the common form

Field \tnrlcs. Small size and striking colours make the species unmistakable. Seldom 
seen except at close range when colour and size are evident

Nesting. Generally over water, in neat on platform of dead rushes in a marsh or 
reed-patch.

Ihstributiwi A common but rather local bird in the more southern parts of Ontario 
and Quebec Brissls wherever found in Canada.

The Least Bittern frequents wet, eat-tail marshes, usually of rather 
extensive area, ami is rarely observed except by those who invade its 
quiet precincts. The American Bittern is often seen winging its way front 
marsh to marsh, but the Least Bittern remains within its home swamp and 
rarely ventures beyond it. It is a silent bird and has little or no vocal 
attainments.

Sub-family—Ardeinœ. Truc Heron* amt Egret*.

General Description. More slender and graceful birds than the Bitterns and, on an 
average, of larger size. Smallest are very little smaller than the American Bittern and none 
are as small as the Least Bittern. Colour makes the easiest differentiation.

Distinctions. Herons are usually coloured slate-blue or dull greens, but are sometimes 
white. Bitterns on the other hand have a pronounced yellow colour. Many Herons have 
long fine plumes on the crown, lower throat, or back, and all Canadian species when in full 
bn-eding plumages show the plumes to greater or less extent at one or more of these |H)ints; 
but they arc usually absent in the autumn.

Field M<nks The characteristic outline in flight, with sharp pointed bill, head drawn 
m to the shoulders, and legs trailing behind, is common to both the Bitterns 'ind Herons



which are better recognized by species than as a subfamily. However, any such bird that 
is obviously not a Bittern is probably a Heron.

Nesting. Herons commonly build their nests in communities, usually in tree tops 
in wet forests, but sometimes in bushes or on ground.

The Herons are fishers of open shallows, haunting grassy bogs less 
than the Bittern. Instead of stalking their prey they remain motionless 
until it comes within reach.

194. Great Blue Heron, blue crane, blue heron, kr.— le grand héron 
bleue. Ardea herodias. L, 42. Plate VI B.

Distinctions. The largest Heron found in Canada; the Sandhill Crane of the west 
is the only bird for which it may be mistaken. The fully feathered forehead is diagnostic. 
Compare Figures IS and 20, p. 21.

b'ieltl Marks. Heron-like outline, size, and general coloration make the best lield 
marks. Unlike the Crane that flies with neck outstretched the Great Blue Heron, like 
other Herons, travels with neck folded and head drawn into shoulders.

Nesting. Usually in large communities in wet woods, such as tamarack, ash, or elm 
swamps, in nest of large bulky structure of sticks in tree tops.

Distribution. Over nearly the whole of Canada, breeding wherever found.
SUBSPECIES. The Great Blue Heron is divided into several subspecies, of which 

the typical form, Eastern Great Blue Heron Ardea herodias herodius is the only one that 
occurs in eastern Canada.

The Great Blue Heron is a haunter of open, shallow water. It rarely 
frequents dense reed beds, though it is often found on their outskirts or 
on the edges of pools within them. It prefers wide shallow reaches of 
rivers, or open flats of marsh or tidal shores. It is a still-hunter, cautiously 
wading with almost imperceptible movements, or standing statuesquely 
regarding the water until its prey comes within reach when, with a lightning 
stroke of the sharp bill, the prey is secured. Herons, nesting in large 
rookeries in wet woods, have been peculiarly open to the senseless per
secution that seems to follow all our larger birds. Wary and uspicious 
ordinarily, in the vicinity of their nests they lose much of their usual 
caution and, in the rookeries, the birds can be shot in numbers. Heronries 
are usually known to all the surrounding country and are in the breeding 
season often visited by the rural sportsman who kills the parent birds and 
leaves the young to die of hunger, although a landowner has occasionally 
sufficient public spirit to protect heronries on his property. The result 
is that this picturesque bird is becoming scarce. Heronries once destroyed 
in this manner are seldom if ever repopulated and new ones are rarely 
established. Birds breeding in communities are seldom driven away to 
new locations. They remain until the individuals composing them are 
exterminated. The Blue Heron is a harmless bird and should receive 
every protection possible.

Economic Status. The food of the Great Blue Heron is almost entirely 
animal in its nature consisting mainly of frogs, snakes, and small fish 
usually of no economic importance. Cranes frequent the fields for food 
but the Herons never do so. Occasionally Herons may visit trout streams 
where they meander through open meadows, but such cases are rare and 
insufficient for the condemnation of the species. Herons often frequent 
the pound nets of the fishermen, but the limited size of their gullets pre
cludes their taking anything of economic importance and the suspicion 
of the net owners against them is unfounded.
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Whitk Herons.

Though not forming a recognized systematic division of the Herons 
there are several species showing pure white plumages, that are distinct 
enough to warrant discussion.

In some of these species, the Egrets, white is the adult plumage, in 
others it is a dichromatic form; that is the species occurs in two colour 
phases, either of which is normal, and cannot he referred to either albinism 
or melanism or to sex. age, or season. In still other species the white is 
a plumage of juvenility or old age and is regularly assumed at the proper 
time. These white plumages were a source of considerable confusion in 
identifying species until they were fully worked out. All of the White 
Herons are of southern distribution and arc* rare in Canada.

196. American Egret, fr.—l'eorettk blanche d'amkriqve Hetodui* igretta. 
L, 41. Almost as large as the Great Blue Heron, but always pure white In breeding 
season cascade of some fifty fine straight plumes originates in middle back region and 
f(«toons over lower back and tail.

Distinctions. Size, colour, and obviously heron-like outline.
Field Marks. As above.
A’eating. In communities, in nests of sticks in trees or bushes over water.
Distribution. The southern and Gulf states, appearing in (’anada only as an accidental

-iraggli r

The American Egret, with the Snowy Heron and some other species of 
like character, constitute the source of the well known “aigrette" or 
“osprey "plumesof the millinery trade. As these1 plumes are grown only in 
the breeding season and as the immediate neighbourhood of the breeding 
rookeries is the only place where these wary birds can be easily approached 
it is evident that the harvesting of the beautiful crop is accompanied by 
great cruelty. The defence is often made that the plumes are picked up 
after being shod by the parent bird. This is a doubtful plea, for if any one 
will search domestic poultry yards for good shed feathers he will quickly 
realize that recovered "aigrette" plumes will probably be few in number 
and of poor quality. The plea is more doubtful as the rookeries are situated 
in dense subtropical swamps where all below is mud and water and the 
undergrowth prevents close, systematic search. The plume hunter usually 
hides in the rookery and with a small calibre rifle shoots the birds one by one 
until the flock is exterminated. The plumes are torn from the bodies 
which are left to rot on the ground. The remaining young starve in the 
nests above. Local laws have been passed against killing the birds but 
without avail. A few years ago the waters of Florida and the Gulf states 
were made beautiful with the forms of these immaculate birds; to-day 
they have almost lost one of their greatest attractions as the birds are 
approaching extinction. As a last resort, a federal law has been passed in 
the United States prohibiting the importation of feathers for millinery 
purposes. A similar law has been passed in Great Britain and the colonies. 
Egrets are not the only species that have seriously suffered : tern and other 
sea birds, Birds of Paradise, and many insectivorous forms have been 
victims.

200. Little Blue Heron, fr.—le petit héron bleu. Florida cœrulea. L, 22. 
A beautiful and gracefully built small Heron. Adult has head and neck maroon-chestnut, 
remainder of body dark bluish-slate colour. Fine-pointed plumes over shoulders and on 
front of lower nook. Juvenile is almost pure white more or less washed with slate colour.
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Distinctions. Adult is distinguished by colour as described above. The white, young 
bird closely resembles the juvenile Louisiana Heron but can be differentiated by its greenish 
yellow legs and blue-slaty tips to the primaries.

Nesting. In communities, in nests of sticks in bushes or trees over water.
Distribution. Tropical America. Breeds in the southern and Gulf states. Of only 

accidental occurrence in Canada.

Birds of adult plumage seldom occur in Canada. The juveniles are the 
only ones that are to he expected to wander into our confines.

Economic Status. Too rare in Canada to have any economic import
ance.

201. Green Heron, fly-up-the-< reek. fr.—lb héron vert. ButoruUs firea
rms. L, 17. Smallest of the common Herons. Back lustrous grey-green with short 
plume-like feathers draping over the wings. Face, sides of neck, and throat, as well as 
the underparts, rich chestnut. Head has a black cap lengthened into a small cn-st.

Distinctions. The above description may seem to resemble the last species, but the 
evident green sheen of bacjo absence of neck plumes, smaller size, and heavier build, 
prevent serious confusion. This is,moreover, a common species within its range and the 
one most likely to be met with in the Great Lakes region. Any comparable species is very

Field Marks. Size and general coloration.
Nesting. Solitary and not in communities, in flimsy and open nest of sticks in bushes 

or trc<*s usually over water.
Distribution. Moderately common in southern Ontario, but rare eastward. Breeds 

wherever found in ( 'anada.
SUBSPECIES. The Green Heron is subspeeificallv divided, but the type form, 

Northern Green Heron, is the only species that occurs in Canada.

The Green Heron is not as prone to frequent open water as is the Great 
Blue Heron, nor grassy marshes like the Bittern. Alder thickets in drowned 
land, the bushy edges of quiet bayous, back waters of slack streams, and 
beaver meadows are their preferred habitat. They are more solitary than 
the other Herons at nesting time and though several pairs may occupy 
a peculiarly favoured locality it is community of interest that draws them 
together and not sociability.

Economic Status. The food of the Green Heron consists of crawfish, 
insects, frogs, and small fish. An accusation has been brought against 
it that it is harmful to certain fish, but as the bird is small and compara
tively scarce and as its usual still water habitat does not bring it in contact 
with many valuable species, it cannot be regarded as a serious menace.

202. Black-crowned Night Heron, qva-bird. squawk, fr.—le héron de 
nuit. Nycticorax nycticorax. L, 24. Smaller than Great Blue and larger than Green 
Herons, more like Bittern in size. Adult plumage is recognizable at a glance. Body is 
white, softly shaded with tints of light grey. Back and crown black, one or two long, 
fine pencil-shaped plumes falling from the latter. Juvenile is an altogether different look
ing bird, greyish-brown stripes against whitish ground.

Distinctions. Adult is distinctive. Juvenile may, at a hasty glance, resemble the 
Bittern, but hicks any decided yellow tinge, and the plain simple colour-pattern is very 
different from the highly involved and finely vermiculated colour scheme of that bird.

Fiebi Marks. Size, general coloration lacking strong yellow of the Bittern; often 
alights in trees, the Bittern never does so.

Nesting. Often in communities with Great Blue Heron, nest usually of sticks in trees, 
sometimes on ground.

Distribution. The Black-crowned Night Heron is a bird of irregular and local distri
bution. It is found in eastern Ontario, western Quebec, and Manitoba, in occasional 
colonies. In Ontario, from Kingston west, it is exceedingly rare. Even in the western 
peninsula of Ontario it is scarce.
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SUBSPECIES. The Black-crowned Night Heron occurs in both eastern and western 
hemispheres. The New World bird under the name of American Blaek-orownod Night 
Heron .V. n. ntrvins is suhspeeifieally distinct from that of the Old World.

This is a rather heavily built Heron which though not without some 
beauty and grace lacks the fine, slender lines of most of the Herons and 
resembles the Bitterns in build. Its habits are a composite of those of the 
Great Blue and the Green Heron.

The Yellow-crowned Night Heron A yctanansa violacea, also, occasion
ally occurs in Canada, but is too rare to require more than passing mention. 
The adult is generally a slate-grey bird, sharply streaked on the back with 
black and has a conspicuously black and white head. The juvenile is so 
similar to the Black-crowned that it is distinguished with difficulty, but 
its head is darker than tin* back and there is no trace of rufous on the 
primaries, which close inspection reveals on the young Black-crown. 
Juvenile Yellow-crowns should only be recorded in Canada with caution.

Economic Status. Its food is similar to that of the Green Heron and 
its status is much the same.

Order Paludicolæ. Marsh Birds.
General DesnipUon. Thin is a |x>orly defined order, including a number of families 

of waders that can be referred to neither the Herons nor the Shore Birds, but. superficially 
resemble both. They are birds having four long, well-developed toes, without webs, ami 
legs adapted for wading. They are best defined by subfamily descript ion. The Canadian 
species are divided into two Hiib-orders: Grues, including Cranes, Courlans, etc.;and 
lialli, including Hails, (iallinules, and Coots. Of the Grues only the family, Gruitûr, 
(’runes, is represented in Canada.

SUBORDER—GHliEH. CRANES AND COURLANS.

As the Courlan, family Aramidœ, docs not occur in Canada, we arc 
interested only in the one family, (Iruidœ Cranes. As far as Canada is 
concerned, this suborder may be called the “Large Marsh Birds," a term, 
however, which has no other warrant than that of convenience.

FAMILY—GRUIDÆ. CRANES.

General Description. Large heron-like birds; dull, slaty-blue with rusty overwash; 
or pure white, with black primaries. All colours are in even, over-all, tints anti the birds 
have no plumes nor crests.

Distinctions. Distinguished from the Herons by having the forehead and the space 
about the eye bare, or with a sparse sprinkling of peculiarly modified hair-like feathers 
and by the tack of pectinations on midtfle claw (see Figure 19, p. 21); bill is smaller pro
portionally than that of Heron but more heavily built, in both material and shape 
(compare Figures IS and 20, p. 21).

Field Marks. Cranes fly with outstretched neck instead of with head drawn into 
the shoulders as do the Herons, and contrary to the habits of Herons they commonly 
feed in flocks on upland fields.

200. Sandhill Crane. Grus mexicana. L, 40. Very similar to the Great Blue 
Heron, but without plumes at any season. An even blue-grey colour all over with a 
washing of rusty red or brown, strongest in the juvenile stages.

Distinctions. Distinguished from the Great Blue Heron by its bare forehead, etc., 
as described under preceding heading (compare Figures 18 and 20. p. 21). Otherwise it 
can only be confused with the Little Brown Crane Grus canadensis, from which it can be 
distinguished only by size—the length of the latter species being about 30 inches and the
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«•ngth of the Sandhill 40 inches. As specimens intermediate in size are not unoommon, 
differentiation of the species is not always easy; and both forms may occur in eastern 
Canada. Another Crane, the Whooping Crane Gnu americana, found in the west, has 
occasionally occurred in eastern Canada, but its pure- white colour, or white washed with 
rust colour, black primaries, and extremely large; size—50 inches -make it easy of reoogni

Field Marks. Bare forehead coloured dull reddish, flight with neck outstretched in
stead of folded, and more upland habits.

Nesting. In wet marshy places, nest of waste vegetable matter.
Distribution. Western Canada, breeding within the bounds of cultivation and north-

The Sandhill Crane appears to have been a more common visitor i 
eastern Canada, the Great Lakes region at any rate, in the early days tha 
at present. It is now only a rare strar'ler east of the prairie province, 
though n few individuals still nest in southern Michigan and it is not impos 
sible that a few may still be found occasionally in adjoining parts of Ontari

Economic Status. Too rare in eastern Canada to have any economic 
importance. Though a more graminivorous feeder than the Herons and 
occasionally visiting cultivated ground in numbers in the migration season, 
it does little damage; for in the spring it comes early and in autumn it 
takes only w;,- grain. The insect part of its food is large.

SV BOUDER—KALLI. SMALLER MARSH BIRDS.

As regards « unada, this suborder, comprising the Hails, Gallinules. 
and Coots, may be called Smaller Marsh Birds, as compared with the* 
larger drues. They are not heron-like in form and cannot possibly be con
fused with the Cranes either in shape, habit, or size. Of this suborder 
only one family Rallidœ occurs in eastern Canada.

FAMILY—RALLIDÆ. RAIL-LIKE BIRDS.

General pescriytian. Toes long and slender for the purpose of covering a large area of 
soft uncertain footing. The pedal characters are somewhat like those of the shore Birds 
but the hind toe is as long and well developed as the others and inserted on a level with 
them instead of being slightly elevated. In this respect they resemble the Herons, but caji 
be distinguished from them by their unheron-like build and their feathered lores.

They are typical marsh birds, skulking in the long grass and reeds, 
running swiftly over yielding musses iff half-floating vegetation, and 
preferring to hide rather than fly on the approach of danger. They all 
swim, some habitually and others on occasion. The family is divided 
into three subfamilies: Rallus, the true Rails; Gallinulince, Gallinules or 
Mud Hens; and Fulicince, Coots.

Subfamily—Rallus. True Rails.
General Description. Very flat-bodied birds, compressed laterally, adapted for slipping 

between close growing reeds and grasses; wings small, rounded, and comparatively weak; 
the whole structure of the bird is loose, giving the flexibility needed by habit and habitat, 
but not adapted for prolonged or strenuous effort.

Distinctions. Most easily recognized by negative characteristics: rail-like birds as 
described above that are neither Gallinules nor Coots; without the frontal shield on fore
head of those birds (Figures 25 and 26, p. 22).

Field Marks. Rails rise from the grass at one's feet with a loose, feeble flight, legs 
dangling and neck outstretched. They rise with evident and hurried difficulty, fly weakly 
a short way over the marsh, ami then suddenly collapse into it again.
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The Rails an* skulkers and expert hiders in the grass. They thread 
the narrow runways between the clumps with mouse-like dexterity and 
speed. They rely on this ability to hide more than on flight to escape 
danger and will often allow themselves to be caught in the hand rather 
than take wing. A Rail will flush once in a seeming panic, but safely down 
again it can rarely be forced to wing a second time and in a small isolated 

cover will seldom be detected except by a dog’s keen nose. Rails 
can and do swim, but only occasionally and only for a short distance, as 
when passing from one grass clump to another they find the water too deep 
for wading.

Rails are very noisy, especially at night. Even in t*e day-time a 
sudden and unexpected noise will bring forth a chorus of I i loud harsh 

vklings from the marsh, though not a bird may be svr-
Our Canadian Rails can be divided into two divisio:. t long-billed 

pe and a short-billed type (Figures 23 and 25, p. 22) The first includes 
the King and Virginia, the two specieshaving a similar coloration; the 
« . >nd includes the Sora and the Yellow Rails,having only a general resem
blance in colour hut similar stubby bills.

208. King Rail. Radius deguns. L, 15. Long-billed; cheeks, neck, and breast cinna
mon-rufous; back brownish-black, each feather broadly margined with an ochraccous 
shadoof the breast colour, flanks barred with black and white. Juvenile similar, but colours 
veiled with black.

Distinctions. In Canada can only be mistaken for the similarly colon ml Virginia 
Rail, but King Kail is much larger.

Field Murks. Loose rail-like flight as it gets up from the grass, size, general coloration, 
and long rod-brown bill.

Atesting. In wet marshes, in nest of grass, etc.
Distribution. Rather southern distribution; comes regularly within our borders 

along the lower Great Lakes; breeds wherever found in Canada.

The King Rail can be taken as the type of the Long-billed Rails 
(Figure 23, p. 22). This type has a longer neek and a more graceful habit 
and build than the Short-billed type. This series is one of several among 
American birds where distinct species differ from each other in little else 
than size. Included with our King and Virginia Rails in this series is the 
extralimital Clapper Rail of the more southern sea-board salt marshes, 
never occurring in Canada.

212. Virginia Rail, ra —lb hale db virginie. Rallus Virginia nus. L, 9-50. 
Smaller than the King Rail but otherwise similar to it.

Distinctions. Easily distinguished from the King Rail by its smaller size and from 
the Sora by its long reddish bill and general coloration. Young birds are overwashed 
with a considerable amount of black and have often been misidentifled as Black Rails. 
The Black Rail is even smaller than the Yellow Rail (5-0) and has a short bill ; no Canadian 
record of the Black Rail rests upon perfectly satisfactory evidence. It. may, however, 
he looked for in the Great Lake region, especially in the neighbourhood of the St. Clair 
flats, where there is strong evidence of its occurrence, though a specimen has not yet been 
secured.

Field Marks. Size, coloration, long, reddish bill (Figure 2d, p. 22), and typical loose- 
rail flight as it rises from the marsh.

Nesting. In wet marsh, in nest of grass.
IHstritnition. Southern Canada across the continent anil north to the present limits 

of cultivation. Breeds wherever found in Canada.

This is a far more common Rail than the King and to be expected in 
almost any marsh or very wet meadow within its range. Its habits do not 
differ essentially from those of the other Rails.

B/B
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Economic Status. Its waste land habitat precludes its taking anything 
of economic importance. Its food consists largely of insect life, marsh 
seeds, and vegetable matter.

214. Son» Kail, hoka, railbird, Carolina rail. fr. —lb râle de la Caroline. 
Par tana Carolina. L, 8-50. Plate VI1 A.

Distinctions. 1 )ist inguialuxl from the Virginia Rail by its short conical hill (Figure 25, 
!>. 22) and general coloration ; and from the Yellow Fail by larger size and coloration.

FtrUl Marks. Ixatse. dangling flight. as it ris«*s from the grass, proclaims it a rail; 
short hill,general coloration,and lack of white on wings are characteristic of the species.

Nesting. On ground in wet marshes in nest of grass, etc.
Distribution. Of considerably more northern distribution than the Virginia Rail, 

hut also ranging across the continent, breeding wherever found in Canada.

In the early days of settlement the Sora Rail was a common game 
bird ; but the draining of the swamps and the ease with which large bags 
could at times be made by hunters, have greatly reduced its numbers. 
On the tidal marshes of some of the Atlantic states it is still regularly 
hunted in late autumn. This is, therefore, the best known of our rails and. 
though its numbers are greatly diminished from those given in old travellers 
accounts, it is still a moderately common bird. It does not need grounds 
quite as extensive for its habitat as the King or the Virginia Rails and at 
times the merest little slough will suffice a pair and their young for the 
season.

Economic Status. Not notably different from that of the Virginia 
Rail.

215. Yellow Rail, fr.—le râle jaune. Cotumicaps noveboracensis. L, 7. A 
smaller, short-billed rail, somewhat like the Sora. 'Flic coloration is also similar in effect, 
but the underpants are overwashed with ochraceous and the back feathers are transverse»! 
with a few fine white lines instead of being margined by them. It. also, has prominent 
white wing-patches that are characteristic of the species.

Distinctions. Distinguished from the Sora Rail by size and coloration.
Field Murks. Size and white wing-patches.
Nesting. On ground in dump edges of marshes, in n»*st of grass.
Distribution. More northern than the other rails, extending eonsid»*rably beyond the 

limits of pr«*sent cultivation; bmxling wherever found.

This is the most expert of the Rails in skulking and hiding. As it is 
almost impossible to flush it, it may be far more common than we have 
reason to otherwise suspect. According to actual records, it is one of the 
rarest birds in Canada. Its habits do not seem to differ much from those- 
of the other rails, except that it does not require as much water in its habitat 
and is more often found on the shoreward, grassy sides of the marsh rather 
than in the wet reedy locations.

Subfamily—Gallinulince. (lallinules or Mud-hens.
General Description. Ratlu-r large duck-like birds, but with long toes without webs 

either partial or entire; conical bill extende»! on the forehead in a plate or frontal shield 
(Figure 26, p. 22).

Distinctions. Distinguished from the ducks by lack of webs, and by shape of bill; 
and from the Coot by absence of toe lob»*s; otherwise quite closely resembles these.

Field Marks. Round, duck-like shape of body; habit when swimming; general blue 
or blue-gr»-y coloration; ml bill,and frontal shh-lcl; and long legs and toes of yellow or
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Quietly watching the open leads through the marsh, one sometimes 
sees a swimming bird of duck-like outline sitting high in the water with 
upturned tail and progressing with a series of graceful backward and for
ward jerkings of the head. This alone is nearly enough for recognition 
of the (lallinules; but the brilliant!v-eoloured bill and frontal plate, visible 
at considerable distances in the bright sunshine, will make recognition 
certain. Sometimes individuals are the observer, quietly poling
along a narrow winding channel, when off they go spattering along the 
surface and making a great amount of disturbance until wing borne. The 
(îallinules swim habitually and with ease, but rarely venture out in open 
water like the Coots, confining themselves to the small pools in the marsh 
or to the clear leads or passages that thread them.

218. Purple Gallinule. lonornis marl ini'-us. L, 13. Resembles the Florida 
Gallmule, hut neck and underpur in iridescent with pronounced purplish-blue; frontal

Jilatc (Figure 20, n. 22) plumbous blue instead of red; and legs yellow instead of green 
uveniles are similar but reduced in tones and with only traces of iridescence.

Distinctions. Can only he mistaken for the Florida Gallinule, but above characters 
and absence of conspicuous white streaks on flanks are différences.

Field Marks. Gallinule or Mud-hen-like outline, decided blue iridescence, yellow 
legs, and all white under tail coverts.

Distribution. Tropical and subtropical America regularly north to the Carolina*.

Of only accidental occurrence in Canada. To be looked for only in 
the most southern sections.

211). Florida Gallinule. kick-bird, mud-hen. rkd-hiu.ko mud-iien eh 
gallinule de la KLuRiDE. (lallinula gahata. L, 13-50. An almost evenly coloured, 
slate-blue bird; darker on head and a little lighter below, tinged with slightly iridescent 
reddish-brown; conspicuous white flank streaks and a small idging of same under tail; bill 
and frontal plate (Figure 20, p. 22) bright red; legs green with red garters just below de
feat hering.

Distinctions. Distinguished from Purple Gallinule by the characters mentioned above, 
from the Coot, which it closely resembles, by red instead of white bill and frontal plate, 
white flank lines, brownish back, and clean un webbed toes.

Field Marks. Red bill and frontal plate, white flank streaks, brownish back, and all 
dark secondary tips when flying.

A’esting. Fsually on a slight, eminence such as an old muskrat house in watery marshes, 
in nest of waste vegetable fragments.

Distribution. More northern than the Purple Gallinule, and regularly common in 
Canada only along the lower Great Lakes.

This is the best known Mud-hen of southern Canada. Its fairly large 
size and palatable flesh, due to its fondness for wild rice and other marsh 
seeds, renders it an object of pursuit by the sportsman. It requires more 
open water than the Rails, but in general resembles them in habits. It 
is a rather noisy bird, especially at night; and during the day joins the 
Rails in their chorus of surprise at unusual and unexpected disturbances. 
At times one bird will suddenly utter a volley of cackles, answered immed
iately by another, and another, and for a few moments the apparently 
deserted marsh is a small pandemonium of unexpected bird sounds.

Economic Siatvn. Except as a game bird the Gallinule is of little 
account economically.
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Suhfiwnlji Eulictntr. t 'ont s.

tinterai Discn/thoii Kalher lurge, duck-hkc birds, Iml with lung lova furnished with 
membrimous lebe> lull extends np on forvlivail ni a white frontal plain or shield (Figure 
II. p L'Ili

Ihtsl met uni k Muvli likv tin* ( îaUiiiules; distinctions given under desiTiptioii of specii-s 
ni following sert mu

JJI American (àn»!. wiini-im.ucn mi h-iikn kh. i.\ kui i.qi k o'ami'iuqi i 
h'ultra an,enroua I,. I.Y \n eviuly coloured, s|nti*-grw bird, 'larkvr on bend, lighter 
l'vlow . bill and front.-il plate i Figure 11, n. 20) while with solilarx reddish-brown s|mtM ut 
top id plate and on tips oi mandible- begs dull green and toes with Ixirdering seal lop of 
weh-ll.ips (one to llirii' |olx*s on eaeh toe).

hixtwetioiis DiUingnisliisI from the (Sallinule by white lull and the toe-webs
Fiel11 Mark». Size, slate-grey coloration, white bill, and frontal shield and when 

fixing the Ixirder of white secoiidurx tips oil tile willgs
Xentiia) Nesi very similar to that of the Florida (îallinule
bixtnhn'aoi. More northern than the ( iallinules; found throughout < "anada well 

into the cultivated area ; breeds w herever found in < 'anada.

I nlike the (lallintileH, which quietly leave our marshes in early autumn, 
the ( nota remain until late in the season and, their numbers augmented 
by migrants from the north, gather in large flocks in small lakes and ponds 
where they are sometimes shot by the hunter who later finds them indiff
erent eating.

Economic Status. The Coot is more of a vegetable feeder than even 
the (lallinule. but. owing to its habitat, cannot be of economic importance 
except as a second-rate object of sport.

Order Umtcolæ. Shore Birds, Snipes, Sandpipers, Plover, etc.
General Description Shore Birds constitute an order comparatively easy to recog

nize hut ditlicult to briefly describe. All sniiu* or plover-like birds are included in this order 
They have moderately to extremely long, delicately-formed legs for wading in shallow water 
and pond edges and neck and bill t Figuntt 15,21,22,23, pp. 20-22) to correspond. The toes 
mav be either thn-e or four in number, ami are poorly adapted for perching. They may he 
without webs entirely, or with partial webs situated cither at the bases of the toes, or 
forming scalloped or entire «Mgings to them (sec I’halaropcx). The hind toe when present 
is small, weak, and slightly elevated above the rest. The wings are long ami pointed and 
the secondare's next to the laxly are lengthened.

Distinctions. Some Shore birds show superficial resemblance to the Rails, whereas 
others in certain characteristics (Curlews) may be mistaken for either Ibises or Herons, 
but can be distinguished from them by the small and elevated, or absent hind toe and the 
lack of bare skin between eye and bill.

Field Marks. General outline, habit, habitat, and flight, characteristics which are quite 
recognizable.

Xestinff. On ground, except one species.
Distribution. The order, Shore Birds, is cosmopolitan and there are few areas in the 

world that some of its members do not occupy. The Old and New World forms of the 
northern hemisphere are closely related : some are identical, many are subspecilically 
related, and a few, such as the Turnstone, are found all over the world. Most of our 
northern species brin'd in the far north, some of them as far as exploration has gone, though 
a few nest on, and across, our southern borders.

The Shore Birds, in the days of their original abundance, were favour
ite game birds ; now since their numbers have been so greatly reduced they 
are seldom systematically hunted, and only shot incidentally. Of tin 
Shore Birds of eastern Canada, Woodcock and Wilson’s Snipe are of the 
most interest as game. The representatives of the order found in eastern 
Canada are divided into six families: Phalaropodida, Phalaropes; Kecur-
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nrotndir, Stilts ami Avorvts, of only casual oreurrenvv in eastern (’anada; 
ScolopacuUr, Snipes ami Sandpipers, constituting tfic hulk of our species; 
(’haradriulip, Mover; Afthrizidtv, Turnstones; ami Une matapodidiF, <)vHtvr- 
< ateliers, once casual now probably extinct within our eastern borders.

Economic Status. Most of the order inhabit waste land and are of 
little economic influence ; others, frequenting cultivated fields, are of 
greater importance and will he discussed under tlivir specific headings. On 
the whole, however, the order is either harmless or actively helpful to man.

FAMILY I'll A LA ItOPODI DAE- PH ALAKOI'KH. SKA SNII'hs.

(Inn-rut Ihsm/ition. Small birds between 7 • 7.ri ami H • 75 inches lung, wader-like hi 
form bill wit li plumage ilen.se and duck-like. Tins, combined wit h I heir toes Ixirdored with 
wch-lnhes or edgings and flattened tarsi, makes them comparatively easy to recognize.

Distinctions. Small waders eharaeteriied as alsive. Cannot be mistaken for any
thing else.

Fold Murks. Size, bill eharneleristics, and the habit of swimming and feeding in deep 
water. These are the only Shore Birds that habitually swim.

Nistirifi. On ground, nest lined with a few mosses or grasses
Distribution Northern and western. < hie species breeds in the lower prairie provinces, 

the other two along the Arctic coasts and adjoining islands. Regular migrants along the 
Atlantic coast of eastern Canada and down the Mississippi valley, but merely stragglers m 
the firent Lakes region.

The Phtilatopes constitute a small anomalous family of Shore Birds 
whose true affinities are hardly well understood or aettled. They swim 
with ease and are often found in the open water, even out at sea, where 
they are as much at home as any pelagic species.

Anomalous in structure and systematic relationships, they are equally 
so in habits. The female instead of the male is the bright-coloured repre
sentative of the family circle and she takes the initative in courting rites; 
makes the first advance towards her shy and modestly-coloured prospective 
mate and upon fulfilling her duties of egg " ' aves the further cares
of incubation and family raising to him.

Economic Status. Inhabit water or waste shores ami are of little or no 
economic importance.

-12 Red Phalarope. ubry phai.aropk, wiim.k man i n j.k phalaropk roux. 
Fhnlaropitsfulirariiis. L, K-12. Adult female is easily recognized by the even, dull reddish 
brown of the foreneck and underpants. The back is light ochre and black in stripes. The 
male is similar, but the colours veiled, broken, and less distinct. In winter this species is 
slate-grey above and white below.

Distinctions. The Re<| Phalarope can be easily distinguished from either of the other 
two members of the family by its bill and feet, the former comparatively broad and flat 
T«**s webbed at base and with projecting scalloped lobes on either aide. See following 
species.

Field Murks. General habits and habitat. In breeding season colour is best mark 
of recognition. At sea this species is said to show more black on top of head and in wings 
than the other phalaropes. In other than full plumage the comparatively short and 
flattened bill is perhaps the best point for identification.

Distribution. Breeds along the whole Arctic coast of America, migrating down the sea 
coasts on either side; rare inland in Great Lakes region.

223. Northern Phalarope. rkd-nkckbd phalaropk. fk.—lk phai.aropk hypkr- 
borékn. Lohipes lobatns. L, 7• 75. Adult female: upperparts, back of neck, and head 
dark slaty; throat and below, white: sid«*s of neck meeting on front of lower neck, rich 
rufous, with lines of same along back over closed wing. Male similar but veiled and re-
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dured in colour. Winter bird* light grey above, white below, with only faint suggestions 
of above coloration.

Distinctions. Bill very slender and awl-shaped, rather like Wilson’s Phalarope but 
shorter; feet have small webs and sc.allo(>ed flaps, like lied Phalarope.

Field Mark». ( ieneral colour and fine needle-like bill. Smallest of the Phalaropes 
of eastern Canada.

Distribution. Similar to the preceding.
224. Wilson’s Phalarope. kh —le phalarope de wilson. Steganopus tricolor. 

L, 8-75. Beautifully coloured bird. Adult female has strijies of sharply contrasting colour 
arranged on head and neck. Crown of pearl-grey shading to white on hind neck and to 
grey again on shoulders. Black line through eye and down side of neck, changing to rich, 
chestnut-red which continues along side of back. Throat, white blending into delicate 
vinaeeous on neck and breast to white again on lower parts. Male greyish-brown above 
and white below, with suggestion of the females’ brighter coloration.

Distinction». Bill very long, 1 -25 inches, slender and needle-like, an exaggerat ion of 
the last species. Toes not webbed but furnished with narrow, even edges of membrane.

Field Marks. Colour, size, and extremely long and slender bill
Distribution. A mid-western and more southern species than the preceding, breeding 

in the prairie provinces and only of casual occurrence east on lower Great Lakes.

FAMILY—RECURV1ROKTRIDÆ. AVOCET8 AND STILTS.

(ieneral Description. Among the largest of the Shore Birds and recognizable by their 
strikingly contrasted colours and great length of legs and bill. This is carried to an extreme 
in the Stilts which, however, are entirely extralimital. The Avoeet has occurred aceidenta- 
ally within our borders east of the prairies.

225. American Avoeet. kr. -l'avovkttk d’amkrique. Hecnrtnrostra americarm. 
L, 16-50. I^trge and most striking Shore Bin!, with warm vinaeeous head and neck 
blending into white underparts; and fuscous and white in sharply contrasting masses on 
the back.

Distinctions. Verv long, slender, tapering bill with decided upward curve in its outer 
half. This is always distinctive.

Nesting. A slight depression in the ground near water.
Distribution. A mid-western bird of the interior, breeding in the prairie provinces 

and only of accidental occurrence east of Manitoba.

This species is included only because of the occurrence of a few in
dividual specimens east of the prairie provinces.

FAMILY—8COLOPACIDÆ. SNIPE-LIKE BIRDS. TIP-UPS, SANDPIPERS, ETC.

General Description. Small to medium Shore Birds, the Curlew being the largest 
species. Feet never entirely webbed nor toes furnished with web-flaps or web-margins 
Some species have small webs between the biwe of the toes, giving rise to the term “semi- 
palmated” or half-webbed. All but one species, the Sanderling. page 97, have four toes. 
The bills are long, slender, and tapering; usually straight (Figures 21, 22, p. 21) ; but 
sometimes down-curved ; occasionally, as in the Godwits, page 98, very slightly uj>- 
curved; rather flexible and usually slightly enlarged and sensitive at the tip.

Distinctions. Obvious Shore Birds, usually recognized by the above jxipular names 
Bill does not taper to fine sharp point, like that of the previous families, and has not the 
soft base and horny tip of the Plover, but is soft and rather flexible throughout its length in 
contrast to the horny bills of the Turnstones and the Oyster-catchers.

Nesting. All except one species, the Solitary Sandpiper, page 99, nest on the ground, 
in slight hollows lined sparsely with the waste vegetable matter adjoining.

Distribution. Greater number nest in the far north, though a few* species are found 
south of the United States border. They migrate down our coasts or through the interior 
according to species and distribution. Rome of them have most interesting migration 
routes.

Among these birds are the Woodcock and Snipes of the wet woods and 
marshes; the Tip-ups, Teeters, and Sandpipers we see along the shores and 
streams, and the Curlews of the uplands. These species formed the great



bulk of the wonderful flocks of Shore Birds that once thronged our shores. 
Breeding mostly far beyond the c< tines of cultivation the occupation of 
their nesting grounds by settlers h had only the slighest influence upon 
their numbers. The great reduction must be blamed upon indiscriminate 
shooting. As they tiv in dense flocks they offer an easy target and eighty 
or more have been known to fall at one discharge of the gun. so that there is 
little wonder that they are now comparatively scarce.

Economic Status. Either perfectly harmless or actively useful accord
ing to habitat.

228. American Woodcock, kh.—la bécasse i/aüériqvk. bécassine Philo- 
do mi !.. 11. Plate VII B.

Diet lions. Long hill (Figure 21, p. 21) and eyes situated high in the head, dead- 
leaf colours of undemarts, and rich browns of hack are distinctive.

Field Marks. The bird’s habitat, combined with long bill, sise, and coloration in 
rich brown and dead-leaf tints render it easily recognizable in life.

Nesting. On ground amidst last year’s dead leaves, with which its plumage harmoni
zes so well.

Distribution. Regularly in southern Ontario in the lower (Ireat Lakes region, though 
occasional individuals straggle over a much wider runge.

Woodcocks haunt moist or wet shrubbery, alder or hazel thickets, or 
the tangled edges of damp woods. They spring suddenly from the ground 
on being disturbed, rise erratically on peculiarly whistling wings, and 
passing just over the tops of the underbrush drop suddenly into concealment 
again a few rods beyond. It is well within the memory of the present 
generation that the thickets of southern Ontario swarmed with Woodcock; 
but now, owing to unrestrained shooting, the drainage and clearing of 
waste lands, and perhaps the depredations of the domestic cat, the 
Woodcock is a scarce, almost a rare bird. Unlike the Ruffed Grouse or 
Partridge, which requires considerable and virgin ranges, then- is no 
fundamental reason w-hy the Woodcock should not remain plentiful 
and give abundance of sport for years to come. Almost any small 
retired covert of damp shrubbery will suffice for its needs. The 
Woodcock leaves for the south very shortly after the open season begins 
and is not long subject to legitimate shooting. Next to man the cat 
seems to be its principal enemy and as the Woodcock lives and nests on the 
ground trusting to protective coloration and hilling to avoid dangcr.it is 
peculiarly open to feline attack.

230. Wilson’s Snipe, jack snipe, snipe, fr—la bécassine de wilson. Gallin- 
ago delicata. L, 11-25. Plate VIII A.

Distinctions. Unlikely to he mistaken for any other species in ( ’anada, but the reddish- 
brown tail, whitening on the outer feathers, and barred with black, will distinguish it if 
necessary.

Field Mark». Habitat (open grassy meadows), long bill, peculiar cork-screw flight, 
as it risiv, combined with size, general coloration, and reddish-brown and whitish tail. 
The Woodcock and the Duwitcher, are the only other similar birds.

Distribution. Breeds across the continent, coming just within the bounds of culti
vation and irregularly to our southern borders. Common throughout the Dominion.

231. Dowitcher. red-breasted snipe, robin snipe, fr. la bécassine rochsb. 
Macrorhatnphus grisais. L, 10-50. Spring adult—throat, foreneck, breast, and all under- 
parts strongly reddish. Back and upnerparts variegated with shades of same and dark 
brown. Autumn plumage dull greyish-brown on head, neck, upper breast, flanks,and back, 
variegated with browner on the latter; white below. Lower hack always white. Interme
diates of all above plumages occur.
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Distinctions. Same general appearance as Wilson’s Snipe, but with rod front and 
underparts in spring, and without the rich browns of that species in autumn. Bill is longer 
in comparison with size than any other bird except Wilson’s tini|H*. A very similar red 
breast occurs in the Knot, but the longer bill of the Dowitcher (L, 2-10-2-50 against
L, 1 -30) is conclusive identification.

Field Marks. About the size and general outline of Wilson's Snipe, but with conspicu
ous white on lower back and more white on tail. Habitat also different.

Distribution. Breeds in tin* far north, west and probably east of Hudson bay. Scarce 
<»n Great Dikes, more common on coast. Our eastern migrants are supimscdfy llngava 
breeders, but accurate data on this point are lacking.

SUBSPECIES. A slightly differentiated subspecies, the Long-billed Dowitcher
M. y. scolopaceous occurs in the west. It is distinguished by its slightly larger size, longer 
bill, heavier spotting of breast, and more extensive red below. It is difficult to differentiate 
bright plumages, ami birds and juveniles can rarely be told apart. The Ding-hilled Do
witcher is to be expected in eastern Canada only in the Great Lakes region and its occurrence 
should not be recorded unless the specimen has been well compared with aut hent ic material.

A bird frequenting mud Hats rather than grassy meadows.
233. Stilt Sandpiper, fr.— la MAvnfccHK a lonos pieds. Microitalama himan- 

topus. L, 8-25. Brown markings on ground of dull white; underparts lighter and the 
dark arranged in uniform bars changing to obscure striping on the foreneck and to fine 
spotting on the throat. Autumn plumage shows no sign of this characteristic barring; 
back with various alludes of brown in strong pattern, underparts nearly pure white, slightly 
veiled with ochraceous on breast, and foreneck where it is faintly and obscurely sjiottcd 
with dark.

Distinctions. The evenly barred underparts of the spring plumage are unmistakable. 
The autumn bird resembles several species. The length of the bill, 1 •50, and of the tarsus, 
1 IK), are greater than those of any other Shore Bird of otherwise equal size. The Red- 
backcd .Sandpiper has a bill of almost equal length, but it is heavier and has less of an 
abrupt spatulate enlargement at the extreme tip.

FicUl Marks. Contrast of its small size and great length of bill. Upper tail coverts, 
instead of lower back as in the Dowitcher, are light in spring and white in autumn.

Distribution. Breeds on Arctic coast northwest, of Hudson bay. In migration, pro
bably more common in the interior than on the coast. Regular but rare in autumn on 
lake Ontario.

One of the rarest of eastern Shore Birds, sometimes associated with the 
Dowitcher and Yellow-legs on mud flats.

234. Knot, bed-breasted plover, robin snipe, fr.—la maubèche a poitrine 
rousse Tringa canutus L, 10-50 In spring- upper parts mottled with various shades 
of brown and ochre, throat, foreneck, and below strong dull rufous, lighter towards the 
tail. In autumn—light smoky grey, pure white below, breast, and foreneck slightly darker 
with fine, obscured spotting.

Distinctions. Spring birds as regards size may be confused only with Dowitcher. 
The short bill, L, 1 -30, as against L, 2-10-2-50 of the Dowitcher, is conclusive differentia
tion. Autumn birds very similar to several species of like coloration. Even light grey 
coloration of back quite similar to that of the autumn Red-back, hut. in the Knot each feather 
is margined with faint line of lighter colour giving effect of a succession of semicircles, present 
in no other Shore Bird.

Field Marks. In spring—bill, shorter than that of the Dowitcher which it otherwise 
resembles, and greyish but not conspicuous white over tail. In autumn—light grey back, 
lighter towards tail, is b«*st recognition mark.

Distribution. A circumpolar species of extraordinary migration range. Breeding 
on the Arctic circumpolar islands and ranging in winter to South Africa, Patagonia, and 
New Zealand, etc. Apparently less common in the Great Lakes region than on the Atlantic

A bird to Ik* found on sandy beaches as well as on mud flats. It is 
steadily decreasing in numbers like so many of its allies.

235. Purple Sandpiper, winter snipe, rock snipe, fr —la maphéche pour
prée. Arquatrlla maritime. L, 9. Greyish-black on back, including head and extending



across front of nock and throat, and along flanks. Lighter on throat and d&rkcwt on back, 
white below. Over darker part# a faint suffusion of slightly iridescent purple more or less 
mottled with lighter feather edgings. Autumn plumage similar, but light feather margins 
more extensive. Legs and feel orange in spring

Distinction ft. The only Shore Bird with back so uniformly black.
Field Marks. In spring, general «lark colour and short orange legs. In autumn, 

season of appearance is almost diagnostic as it comes very late, wall into the winter, when 
other Shore Birds have left.

Distribution. The Eastern Purple Sandpiper probably breeds on the islands of the 
Arctic. In migration, more common on the sea const than on the (ireat Lake# where it is 
very rare.

SUBSPECIES. The Purple Sandpiper occurs in lx>th the New and the Old Worlds. 
The subspecies occurring on the eastern coast of Canada is the hastern Purple Sandpiper, 
the type race.

A very late autumn migrant coming long after all other Short* Birds 
have deserted us. November and December art* the months of its appear
ance. Its apparent rarity may he largely due to its coming after the shores 
are deserted by the gunner. It prefers rocky shores to either sand or 
mud.

239. Pectoral Sandpiper, grass rnipk. fr.—la maubèciie X poitrinr cendrée. 
Pisobia maculata. L, 9. Upper parts dark brown, each feather edged with shade of 
light ochre; underparts and throat white; lower neck and breast suffused with light 
brownish buff and closely streaked with dark brown.

Distinctions. Size and rather sharply streaked brownish buff front are distinctive. 
The Whitc-rumped Sandpiper and Baird’# Sandpiper may Is- somewhat similar in this 
resjK-ct, but rump of t he former, and smaller size of not h are evident

Field Marks. Its usual grassy marsh habitat makes Wilson’s Snipe the bird most 
likely to be confused with it, but the shortness of bill of the Pectoral Sandpiper is obvious. 
It appears ns an even brown bird w’ithout light on rump or elsewhere above, much like a 
large Least Sandpiper.

Distribution. Breeds on the Arctic roast northwest of Hudson bay. Common 
migrant throughout eastern Canada.

The Pectoral Sandpiper, like Wilson's Snipe, is to be found in wet 
grassy meadows, or on mud flats, rarely if ever on sandy beaches. In the 
grass it lies well to a dog and sometimes furnishes good sport. On the 
breeding grounds it develops a neck-sac that can be blown up to an extra
ordinary extent and indulges in a flight-song that is unusual among the 
generally songless Shore Birds.

240. Whlte-rumped Sandpiper, bonapartk’r sandpiper, kr.—la maubèciie à 
CRVPION blanc. Pisobia fit scicnll is. L, 7*50. Back and upper part 8 dark brown bn nul I v 
margined with greyish and ochraecous-brown, the former predominating. Hump and all 
lower parts white, foreneck ami upper breast sharply and finely striped with dark brown. 
In autumn, similar, but more ruddy-oehraceous on hack, and front striping» more blended.

Distinctions. Size and white rump distinguish it from comparable species. The 
lludsonian Godwit and Stilt. Sandpiper have white upper tail covert », but the former is 
much too large a bird to he a source of error and the latter’s longer slender bill or 
barred breast are dist inctive.

Field Marks. General size and colour, and conspicuous large white rump.
Distribution. Breeds on Arctic coast west, to near Alaskan border. In migration 

common on Atlantic coast, rather scarce in Great Lakes region.

This species frequents mud flats and rocky shores rather than sandy 
beaches. It often accompanies the flocks of Least and S<

241 Baird’s Sandpiper, fr.—la maübèche de iiaird. Pisobia bai <ti. L, 7 40. 
Back txi top of head dark brown edged with light ochraccous; below and liront, white; 
band of light buff across chi^t; lower foreneck dimly striped with fine hrowr lines.

8 064473
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Distinctions. Resembles White-rump, hut with rump dark and a more huffy suffusion 
across front,. Also considerably like Least Sandpiper, but larger.

Field Marks. Resembles large Least Sandpiper, with huffy breast suffusion.
Distribution. Breeds on Arctic coast across the continent. More common in migra

tions in the prairie provinces than on the coasts. Not uncommon in the Great Lakes region, 
scarcer farther east.

Sandy margins and mud flats seem equally attractive to this species. 
It is often found in company with Least and Semipalmated Sandpipers, 
though more independent of water than many of its family.

242. Least Sandpiper, mud pkep. green-legged peep, er.—la ma crèche de 
Wilson. Pisobia minutilla. L, 0. Uppcrparts and crown, dark brown edged more or less 
broadly with various shades of ochraceous-buff and ruddy tints; white below. Across 
breast and foreneck a dark suffusion sometimes tinged with buff with more or less pro
nounced dark striping and spotting.

Distinctions. Dist inguisned by its extremely small size from all other species except 
the Semipalmated Sandpiper, and from that by the absence of webs between the toes

Field Marks. Differentiated from the Semipalmated Sandpiper by the dark greenish 
instead of black colour of the legs.

Distribution. Breeds in high latitudes across the continent as far south, in the east, 
as the Magdalen islands in the gulf of St. Lawrence. Common throughout eastern Canada 
in migration.

One of the most numerous of Shore Birds. Probably its diminutive 
size has protected it from the sportsman, though from its dense flocks 
numbers can be obtained at a single shot. It frequents sandy beaches and 
open mud flats and is a tame and confiding bird. It associates largely with 
flocks of other species, though when disturbed separates from them to 
rejoin the company later. It arrives and leaves earlier in the autumn than 
the Semipalmated.

243. Dunlin, red-backed sandpiper, hlack-heart plover, red-back. Ameri
can dunlin, kr.—la maubèche X dos Roux. Pelidna alpina. L, S. Spring bird is 
too strongly marked to be mistaken for anything else. Back is dark brown ho broadly 
edged with red-ochre as to be mostly red. A large more or less diffused, almost black 
spot, occupies the abdominal surface. Bill slightly decurved (Figure 22, p. 21). Autumn 
bird is without these striking characteristics. Upper surface is almost uniform, light 
brownish-grey suffusing across breast and lower neck. Below, and throat, white.

Distinctions. Colour in autumn similar to Autumn Knot, but smaller size and lack of 
light semicircles of feather edges will always differentiate it even if occasional traces of 
spring plumage are not present. It may also suggest the Curlew Sandpiper, but the 
upper tail coverts are dark instead of greyish.

Field Marks. In spring—red back, and black spot below are evident. In autumn- 
even grey back and, when flying, a line of white on the wing. Slight but distinct down
ward bend of bill also helps identification.

Distribution. Including the Euro|w*an form the species is circumpolar. The American 
Dunlin, the Red-backed Sandpiper, nests on the Arctic coast locally across the continent. 
It is a common migrant throughout eastern Canada.

SUIiSPECIES. The New World representative of the Dunlin is a subspecific race, 
the Red-hacked Sandpiper or American Dunlin P. a. sakhalina, which is distinguished from 
the Old World form only by its slightly larger size.

This bird frequents sand-bars, mud flats, or salt meadows. It is 
among the latest of the Shore Birds to arrive both spring and autumn.

244. Curlew Sandpiper. Eroliaferruginea. L, 8. Small red-breasted Sandpiper 
Autumn birds greyish-brown above and white below.

Distinctions. Resembles the Knot or Dowitehor in having red breast, but much 
smaller and of more slender build.
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Distribution. Breeds in Arctic Siberia. < >f only casual occurrence in eastern ( 'anada. 
More records from the Atlantic mast than inland, though there is one from lake Ontario.

An Old World form occasionally seen in the New World. Said to 
resemble the Iied-back in habit, but too scarce in eastern Canada to be 
looked for as a regular visitor. Any record of this species should be founded 
on definite specimens and subjected to a rigid scrutiny.

246. Semipalmated Sandpiper, black-legged peep. kr. —la m au bêche semi- 
palmée. Ereunetes pusillus. L, 6-30. Upper parts, including crown, «lark brown 
edged with light ochraceousor huffy; all white below, with vague ham! of slightly darker 
across the ch«*st with obscure streakings and si>ots.

Distinctions. Very similar in size and coloration to the Least Sandpiper, from which 
it cannot always be distinguished except by close examination. The toes, however, have 
small webs between their bases, giving the bird th«‘ name Semipalmated.

Field Marks. Differentiated from the Least Sandpiper by its slightlv larger size, 
purer grey back, and whiter, more clearly lined breast. Legs and feet are black instead 
of dark olive green.

Distribution. Breeds along the eastern Arctic mast south to southern Labrador. 
Common in migration throughout eastern Canada.

Very similar in habit as well as appearance to the Least Sandpiper, 
page 96. The Western Sandpiper Ereunetes mauri is a closely allied form 
that may be only a subspecies of the Semipalmated Sandpiper. It is 
distinguished by a slightly longer bill and a larger amount of red on the 
back, especially on the hindhead. Its occurrence in the Great Lakes region 
is very doubtful.

248. Sanderling. rn.—la handekling. Calvins leucophim. L, 8. In spring - 
upperparts, including crown, dark brown variegate<l with much light rusty ochre or white, 
or both. Below, white Throat, neck, and upper breast overwaahwl with more or less 
reddish-ochre and spotted with brown. The details of these colourings arc exceedingly 
variable. The hack may show enough «if the various colours to make it either generally 
greyish, ochraceous, or rusty, and the coloured and spotted throat may be nearly immacu
lately white. The autumn bird is similar without much huffy or any reddish or ochra- 
ceous tint, it is pure white below and in front, and often predominantly grey to light 
ashy above.

Distinctions. From traces to strong washes of rusty on neck ami around head in the 
spring and the general whiteness in autumn. The Sarnlerling can be told from all other 
Sandpipers by having three toes instead of four.

Field Marks, ltufous suffusion about the head in some spring birds, general con
trasting black and white appearance on the wing, and line of white along the bases of 
flight feathers in all plumages. The pure white breast in autumn is also characteristic.

Distribution. Breeds on the islands of the Arctic w<ut to Alaska. A common migrant 
on sandy shores throughout eastern Canada.

A bird of sandy shores, seldom frequenting mud flats. One of the most 
beautiful and interesting of the small Shore Birds. It haunts the edge of 
the water, following each retreating wave, and rapidly running back again 
before the wave’s return, threatened every moment to he engulfed in the 
surf but always just escaping. As the birds fly out over the blue water, the 
sun shining on their glistening plumage, they are a beautiful sight; at one 
moment turning their daintily coloured black and white backs and the next, 
as though moved by a single impulse, banking on a wide wheel and showing 
the pure glistening white of their underparts.

249. Marbled Godwit. kb.—la barge marbrée. Limosa fedoa L, 18. A very 
large Shore Bird; a general light buff, faintly pinkish shade all over, except throat which 
may be white. Back, hind-neck to crown, variegated with dark brown ana light tints and 
the breast and flanks more or less barm I with fine lines of the same dark colour.
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Distinctions. Similar to the Curlews in general appearance but bill slightly turned 
up instead of decisively turned down. Distinguished from the Hudeonian Godwit by fine, 
dark marbling on the pinkish buff of the primaries.

Field Marks. The Godwits are among the largest of our Shore Birds, practically 
equal to the Curlews in size. The bill not turned down will distinguish them from the 
Curlews.

Distribution. Breeds in the prairie; provinces including some cultivated regions, 
migrates to both oceans, occurring casually in the eastern parts of the Maritime 
Provinces.

Never abundant in eastern Canada, this species is being sadly reduced 
in numbers like other large birds. Doubtless its habit of nesting within 
cultivated areas has had considerable to do with its disappearance.

251. lludsonian Godwit. fb.—la barge de la baie d’Hudson Limosa hætnas- 
ticu. L, If). In spring—upperparts, dark-brown to crown, marked with more or less 
greyish or huffy and touches of rusty; underparts, reddish-brown, more or less barred 
with dark and suffusing up foreneck. Autumn—upperparts unmarked brownish-grey ; 
underparts, huffy-white or dingy white, breast greyer.

Distinctions. Distinguished from the Curlews by the slightly turned up instead of 
distinctly turned down bill; from the Marbled Godwit by the rod underparts in spring, 
and at all seasons by the all dark, white shafted primaries without marbling. This specie* 
shows almost endless variations between the above plumages, but suggestions of the spring 
coloration are usually recognizable in all except young birds.

Field Maths. Ijarge size, straight or slightly turned up bill, and white rump at base 
of black tail, will separate this from either the Curlews or the Marbled Godwit which are 
thi- only species that arc; likely to be confused with it.

Distribution. Breed» in tin- northwest beyond civilisation. Most common eastward 
from the prairies to the Maritime Provinces in autumn, and in the interior in spring.

The Hudsonian Godwit is a fine bird on the- verge of extinction. 
As frequently happens, it seemed to disappear suddenly and before its 
growing scarcity was realized. It is doubtful whether shooting is altogether 
responsible for this condition. When a species is greatly reduced in numbers 
by any cause, an otherwise comparatively unimportant adverse influence 
may suffice to snuff it out unexpectedly. Protection is ineffective when 
delayed so long that the breeding stock is too greatly reduced for recovery.

254. Greater Yellow-legs, greater tell-tale. fh.—la grand chevalier à 
pieds jaunes, chevalier ou pattes JAUNES. Totanus mclanoleucus. L, 14. A 
rather large Shore Bird. Upperparts to crown dark brown to black with small white- or 
grey markings and intrusive greyish feathers, giving a grey effect; without trace of buff 
or rufous. Underparts white, streaked on foreneck, breast, and flanks with distinct 
streaks or bars of the same dark colour as on the back; legs very long and yellow.

Distinctions. Size, yellow legs, and lack of any indication of huffy or rusty anywhere 
are marks of the two Yellow-legs. In young autumn birds the breast and neck marks 
may be veiled and indistinct. This ancf the next species distinguished only by size.

Field Marks. Long, slender yellow legs, entire lack of ochraceous colour, size, and 
the large amount of white or whitish on tail and rump. When once acquainted with it, 
its flight is quite recognizable.

Distribution Breeds in high latitudes across the continent. In the east, south 
to Anticosti island and the north shore of the gulf of St. Lawrence; common in migrations 
throughout eastern Canada.

Thu Greater Yellow-legs is one of the best known Shore Birds. Owing 
to its size and comparative numbers it is much sought after by sportsmen 
and it seems to have withstood their attacks better than many other 
apparently equally well-adapted species. It prefers marshy shores and 
mud to open sand and may be seen far out on the flats wading about, 
thigh deep, in water too deep for smaller waders. Its clear flute-like 
tremolo whistle in a descending scale is a sound to accelerate the pulse
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of any true sportsman or bird student. This species does not seem as 
numerous and is certainly more wary than the Lesser Yellow-legs; other
wise this description will do for both.

255. Lesser Yellow-legs, little tell-tale. fr.—lb petit chevalier à pieds 
javnes. Totanus flaripes. L, 10-75. Smaller edition of the last species.

Distribution. Breeds amiss the continent, in high latitudes. A common migrant 
throughout eastern Canada but not breeding there within cultivated areas.

250. Solitary Sandpiper, fh.—le chevalier solitaire. Helodromas soldarias. 
L, 8-40. Upperparts dark, almost black, with a slight greenish lustre accented by com
paratively few small white spots; underparts and throat, white; lower neck, breast-band, 
and sid<-s of flanks barre<l and striped with lighter shades of back colour; no tinge of 
buff or other shades.

Distinctions. Size and general coloration; the white, dark-barred, axillars are con-

Field Marks. Resembles both the Spotted Sandpiper and the Lesser Yellow-legs. 
Distinguish!si from the former bv the lack of a white line on the spread wing and the 
conspicuously white barring on the tail; ami from the latter by size, and black instead 
of white rump.

.Westing. For a long time the breeding habits of this species were unknown ami the 
problem of its nesting was not solved until it was discovered that it used the deserted 
nests of jierching birds in trees ami bushes. The closely allied Green Sandpijwr of Europe 
has the same habit.

Distribution. Breeds northward from well within the limits of cultivation; fairly 
common throughout eastern Canada as migrant or breeder.

SUBSPECIES. The Solitary Sandpiper is represented by two subspecies in Canada, 
only one of which, the Eastern Solitary, the type form, occurs in the east.

As implied by the name, this species is a rather solitary bird, being 
found as single individuals and pairs rather than in flocks even in migration 
time. It is a mud haunter and with th<- Spotted Sandpiper is the only 
wader that is commonly seen about such small waters as drainage ditches 
or along the edges of flooded woods.

258. Willet. Cntoptrophorus setni/Hilmatus. L, 15. A large Shore Bird; upper part 8 
huffy-grey marked with darker; underparts, white suffused with light greyish buff; 
barred and striped with darker on flanks, breast, and foreneck; rump white.

Distinctions. Size, general lightness and grey ness of coloration, conspicuous white 
wing-spot on primaries, white rump, and black axillars. The characteristic Sandpiper 
bill will distinguish the Willet from the Black-billed Plover which has also these rump 
and axillar details.

Field Marks. In size it resembles the Godwits more than anything else, but ashy 
greyness and the conspicuous white wing-spots are distinctive.

Distribution. Breeds to the south of us, originally from Virginia to Nova Scotia 
in the east, and locally westward to the central parts of the prairie provinces. Now very 
rare on the coast, irregular but slightly more common in the Great Lakes region, and 
fairly common to the west in parts of the prairie provinces.

SUBSPECIES. The species is divided into an eastern and a western suhsp«>eies, 
the latter based upon slightly larger size and greyer colour. The exact subspecific status 
of the Great Lakes bird is not quite satisfactorily established. In all probability the 
few that remain in the Maritime Provinces are Eastern Wdiets, whereas those of the 
Great Lakes may be the Western Willet, C. s. inornatus, or intermediates. Material 
on hand is too scanty to make definite pronouncements and unless the species recovers 
at least some of its original numbers we may never be able to satisfactorily locate the 
range boundaries of the two forms.

The Willet is another large and important species rapidly diminishing 
in numbers, a reduction due perhaps largely to its southern breeding range 
and inadequate protection.
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261. Upland Plover, haktramian sandpiper, hartram’h plover, field plover, 
fr -la MAIJBÈCHB X longue queue. Hartramia longicauda. L, 11-50. Upperparts, 
lark; feathers deeply edged with buff which colour Huffuses rather Htrongly <iver head, 

breast, and neck. Dark V-tdmned markings on breast, turning to bars on flanks and 
stripes on neck; underparts, dull, creamy-white.

Distinction*. Bearing in mind that this specie# is a Sandpiper and not a real Plover, 
the size and general suffusion of buff is characteristic. The inner web of the first primary, 
sharply marked with acute, dark, saw-teeth against a white ground for most of its length, 
is a character that occurs in no other comparable Canadian Shore Bird. The Hudsonian 
Curlew has a similar design but on a huff ground.

Field Marks. The Upland Plover on the ground is scarcely recognizable as a wader 
by those unfamiliar with it, resembling a long-legged arouse cluck rather than a 
Sandpiper. In flight, however, it exhibits its true relationship. Sise, general buffiness, 
and unkind habitat are distinctions. Its beautiful long drawn whistle once heard can 
never be mistaken.

Distribution. Properly a bird of the prairie regions but probably spreading to the 
east when the forests were cleared away. It breeds in the more southern parts of eastern 
Canada and in the prairie provinces, appearing occasionally on the Atlantic coast as a 
migrant.

Though called a Plover in its accepted name, this species is a true 
Sandpiper. The term Bartramian Sandpiper is a more satisfactory name 
and the one that should be in general use instead of Upland Plover. Once 
considerably more common that at present in the Great Lakes region, it is 
now scarce or rare. The species nested in the cultivated sections and was 
exposed to the accompanying dangers of such localities: agricultural dis
turbances to nesting, the ever present small boy with his cheap shot gun, 
the pot-hunter, and the sportsman. Size and ease of approach have 
evidently been the cause of its disappearance, where the smaller and warier 
Killdeer has been able to survive under the same conditions. As indicated 
by its name this species has deserted the ancestral wet habitat of its family 
and taken to upland meadows and dry pastures. It is, however, rarely 
found at any great distance from some small body of water. It alights 
readily on fences, fence-posts, buildings, or trees on occasion.

Economic Status. Frequenting cultivated land, this species feeds 
largely on insects, grasshoppers, cut-worms, and other enemies to grass 
crops. It has been known to be of marked importance in reducing locust 
plagues, hence it must be classed among our most beneficial species and its 
presence should be encouraged.

262. Buff-breasted Sandpiper, fr.—la maubéche à poitrine jaunâtre. Tryn- 
gites subrujirollis. L, 8-50. Buck and crown dark, feathers of lower back finely edged 
with cream; underparts white; throat, neck, breast, and flanks strongly suffused with 
buff, which colour tinges much of the upperpurts.

Distinctions. Small size, and general buffv colour, underside of the inner webs 
of the primaries finely speckled with dark on white. The under-wing surface is heau- 
11fully marbled in a manner that ia amumed by no other eastern species.

Field Marks. Small size and general huffy colour. It may appear on uplands like 
the Upland Plover, but the Litter is much larger.

Distribution. Breeds on the Arctic shores of the extreme northwest, migrating 
down the Mississippi valley; hence it is very rare in the Maritime Provinces, scarce in 
the Great Likes region, and more common westward.

Economic Status. What has been said of the Upland Plover is probably 
true of this species.

263. Spotted Sandpiper, pewit, teeter, tip-up. fr.—la maubèche tache
tée. l’alouette X hraüle quhue. Aetilü macularia. L, 7 50. Plate VIII H.
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Distinctions. Adult* have decidedly round breast spots and ;t slight greenish lustre 
on the back. Young autumn birds resemble the Solitary but are distinguished by white 
instead of barml axillars.

Field Marks. Size and distinct round s|>ots on breast. When (lying it may be 
distinguished from the Solitary Sandpiper, which it most resembles, bv the white line 
along the edges of the secondaries and the much smaller amount of black and white 
barring on the tail. The flight, when the observer becomes familiar with it, is also quite 
characteristic.

Sotting. Slight hollow in ground at no great distance fro i water, in the shelter 
of a bit of shrub or grass.

Distribution. Hr«s*ds over the whole of eastern Canada to the northernmost parts 
of Fiigava. Common throughout its range

This is the* commonest summer Sandpiper in Canada; occasional pairs 
are to be found along the smallest streams. It frequents all kinds of ground ; 
sandy beaches, gravelly reaches, mud flats, or rocky shores. Almost any 
Sandpiper seen in summer near our wat ers may be put down as this species 
unless there are good grounds for other identification. Its habit of bobbing 
its body up and down occasionally, even when apparently at rest, or more 
rapidly when excited, has given it the common name “Tip-up”. Its 
white-barred wings, peculiar flight, with a few quick beats followed by a 
short sail on decurved wings, and its loud triumphant “ pewit-pewit-peunt" 
as it alights on the stream margin well ahead of the intruder are familiar 
to all observers. One can chase it from point to point for some distance 
from its home ground, when, joined by its mate, it will circle well around 
the disturber and return again to the place from which it started.

Economic Status. Though normally frequenting water edges it is often 
seen in the adjacent fields, running between the furrows of newly turned 
earth or rows of growing plants. Its food is mainly, if not entirely, insec
tivorous, hence it is beneficial to the farmer. The species has not suffered 
severely from shooting and seems to hold its own in the most cultivated 
sections.

(îENus—Numbnius. Curlbws. Fr.—Lb Courlis, Lb Corbigbav.

General Description. Large Shore Birds between 13-50 and 24 inches long Coloured 
in various shades from cream to weak brown, mottled above, lighter and clear below, neck 
and breast finely striped and with more or less suffusion or suggest ion of buff over all. 
The bills are long and curved decidedly downward.

Distinctions. Large size, deeurved bill, and general buffv colour. Distinguished 
from the Godwits by down-curved instead of slightly up-turned bill.

Field Marks. Large size, and decurved bill, general buff colour.

Large size among birds is a distinct menace to their existence. The 
( urlews are a good example of this and unless intelligent measures to pro
tect them are taken in the near future there will soon be none left. In the 
east the Curlews have almost disappeared, but in the west there is still 
a fair number left. The vegetable part of their food is largely wild fruit and 
in the Maritime Provinces they frequent barrens and upland bogs for 
bake-apple berries and cranberries. In cultivated fields, insects are their 
chief food and as many noxious species, including grasshoppers, are con
sumed their presence is decidedly beneficial to the farmer.

264 Long-billed Curlew, sickle-bill curlew, fr.—lb courlis à lono bec. 
Sumenius americanus. L, 24. The largest of the genus. The coloration of all the 
Curlews is quite similar, but the Long-bill is distinctly buff below instead of creamy- 
white (see previous heading)
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Distinctions. In well grown specimens the extreme length of bill (6 inches) of this 
species is diagnostic, but, as in numerous other specie# showing great specialization or 
size, growth continues for some time after apparent maturity and this feature is unreliable 
as sole guide. The crown, axillars, and primary characters, however, make good criteria 
for the Curlews. In this sixties the crown is dark, evenly spotted with light without 
aggregation into a median line, and the inner vatu's of the primaries are marked with 
saw-tooth figure# of dark on a light buff ground. The axillars are solidly coloured without

Field Marks. For recognition as a Curlew see previous page- The Curlews cannot 
be separated in life with absolute certainty.

Distribution. Breeds in the prairie provinces and well to the south. It is recorded 
originally as a more or less common migrant on the Atlantic coast north to the Maritime 
Provinces, but does not occur there now; also recorded from the Great Lakes region 
but without supporting evidence. The general confusion of this with the Hudsonian 
Curlew is responsible for many known misidentification# and the specie# should in future 
only he record»*! in eastern Canada upon the conclusive evidence of specimens.

265. Hudsonian Curlew, fr.—LE courlis de la «aie d’hudho.n. Numenius bud- 
sonicus. L, 17. A smaller Curlew than the last, but larger than the next. Of same 
general adoration, but the Hudsonian less huffy than the Long-billed, the underpart# 
being dull creamy; se«' Curlew heading, previous page.

Distinctums. Often diagnosed as the Long-bill»*!, but can be easily distinguish»*! 
from the oth»-r Curlews by the pronounced mtslian stripe on the crown, instead of uni
formly distributed spots, cotnbimxl with the saw-tooth marks on the inner w«?bs of the 
primaries, and the barr<*l axillars.

Field Marks. For r»'cognition as Curh'ws se<> Curlew, previous page. Curlews 
cannot be t'asily separated in life with certainty, but size and length of bill may help. 
This is the only sp»*ci»*s likely to be met with in eastern Canada.

Distribution Bmsls in the northwestern Arctic. Migrates down th<* Pacific coast, 
and across the continent to the Atlantic where it is more common than in tin* interior. 
A regular though not abundant migrant in the Great Lakt's region.

This is the only Curlew of which we have any satisfactory evidence on 
the lower Great Lakes. It has learned from experience to he a wild and 
wary bird, and as it now occurs in numbers only in the extreme east not 
very many are taken.

266. Eskimo Curlew, fr.—le courlis du nord, corbioeau des esquimaux. 
Numenius borealis. I,, 18*80. The smallest of the Ctfflen. Of same general alteration 
as the Huds»»nian.

Distinctions. Easily séparât«*! from either of the other Curlews by its small»*r size 
and plain unmarked primary's, though the axillars are harml as in the Hudsonian, and 
the crown evenly #|x>tt»*l, without median stripe, as in the Long-billed.

Field Marks. See preceding species. This bir»l is, however, too rare nowadays for 
t'yesight record.

Distribution. Bmxls on the barren grounds of the Mackenzie district. Migrât»'# in 
autumn across to Labra»lor and then down the coast. In spring it asmids the Mississippi

Very close to extinction. Whether or not ill-regulated shooting was 
the chief cause of its great reduction in numbers, for old accounts speak of 
immense flocks, it was certainly contributory. This is another case of 
disappearance coming before realization of the necessity of protection and 
the apparent or threatened loss of a species that can never be replaced.

FAMILY—CHARADRIIDÆ. PLOVER.

General Description. Plover arc rather more stoutly and compactly built than the 
Snipe-like birds. Their bills are shorter, soft at the base, but ending in a hard, horny tip, 
(Figure 24, p. 22). Hind toe lacking in all species »ixcept Black-bellied (p. 103) in which it 
is very small and almost rudimentary.
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Distinctions. With the above description the Plover are not likely to be confused 
with anything else.

Netting. On ground in a slight depression usually lined with scanty grass, moss, 
other waste vegetation, or pebbles.

Distribution. In closely related or nearly identical forms the family is circumpolar 
in distribution, breeding mostly north of present settlement.

The Plover arc well known to the sportsman. They average larger 
in size than the Snipes and some of them which feed in upland fields offer 
considerable sport.

Economic Status. As a family they frequent cultivated land more than 
other Shore Birds and hence are of somewhat greater economic interest. 
They are actively helpful to man.

270. Black-btdlied Plover, bull-head. fb.—i.e plum kb à vkntbe xoib, van
neau (iHiH. Squatnrola squatarola. L, 11. Spring plumage—back, almost black with 
many broad white feather-tips aggregated on wings; crown and hindneck, almost white; 
cheeks, threat, foreparts and breast to abdomen, pure black, often showing white feathers 
remaining from immaturity. Autumn plumage— hack, weak brown with cream or yellow
ish feather ends to top of head; throat, foreneck, and underparts dull whitish with indis
tinct breast-band of veiled stripes. All intermediate plumages are taken within our bound-

Dist in liions. Plover-like characters; will la- mistaken only for the Golden Plover 
which it closely resembles. The presence of a small though well-formed hind toe is peculiar 
to this bird as it is our only Plover with a fourth too.

Fiehl Marks. Requiring separation only from the Golden Plover. Rather incon
spicuous white band on the spread wing, axillars black, in strong contrast to background 
of underwing surface when flying, and white rump to be seen under favourable conditions.

Distribution. A circumpolar species breeding in America along the Arctic coast 
northwest of Hudson bay. More or lew common in migration in suitable habitats through
out eastern ( Canada.

272. American Golden Plover, kb.—pluvier doré ü'amébique. ('haradrius 
dotninirus. L, 10-50. Spring plumage—back almost black to top of head, with numerous 
yellow feather-tips, more scanty on crown; forehead anil line over eye, descending to 
sides of breast, white; throat, foreneck, and all underparts solid black. Autumn plumage 
—above, dull brown with many cream to yellow feather-edge spots, aggregating on 
rump and crown; throat and face, white or whitish slightly spotted; breast and all below, 
faintly barred with dull white and light tints of the brown of the back. All intermediate 
plumages may be seen.

Distinctions. A slightly smaller bird than the foregoing but easily confused with it. 
The large amount of yellow on the back of spring plumage and the faint barrings of the 
breast and underparts in the autumn are characteristic. The absence of any trace of 
hind toe is diagnostic in any plumage.

Field Marks. Only needing separation from the previous species. Extended wing 
without any indication of white band; axillars smoke-grey instead of conspicuous black; 
rump not white.

Distribution. Breeds in the barren grounds from Hudson bay westward. It is said 
to have extraordinary migration routes. In the autumn it moves eastward to Labrador, 
then southward across the gulf of St. Lawrence to Nova Scotia, where it takes an over-sea 
route to Brazil without touching intermediate land unless storm-driven. From thence 
it works down to the Argentine pampas. In the spring it strikes western South America 
about, Equador, crosses the isthmus of Panama and the gulf of Mexico, and follows up the 
Mississippi valley to its breeding grounds. That it takes this immense flight over the 
broad Atlantic without resting seems too remarkable to be true, but as it is not a pro
ficient swimmer able to rest on the water at will, the evidence points towards this conclu-

SUBSPECIES. The American Golden Plover is divided into two subspecies; only 
the Eastern Golden Plover, the type form, occurs in eastern Canada.

Once far more common than now. Within the memory of living 
sportsmen large flocks were regularly seen; now only occasional birds are 
met with. It is very closely related to the Golden Plover of Europe.
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273. Killdeer Plover, fr.—le pluvier kiloir. Oxyechus vociferus. L, 10-50.
Plate IX A

Distinctions. As the Killdeer is the largest of the Ringneeked Plovers it can hardly 
be confused with its smaller relatives. The double instead of single breast band also dis
tinguishes it from them.

Field Murks. Size, two breast bands instead of one, striking ochraceous tail and 
rump, ami distinctive call of “killdee-killdee-killdee.”

Nesting. A mere hollow in the ground scantily lined with vegetable fragments.
Distribution. A species of remarkably wide range, breeding from the northern limits 

of cultivation in Canada to the gulf of Mexico. Rare or absent from vicinity of either

A common summer bird over all Canada except in the sea coast districts. 
Its loud voice is familiar to all country residents and visitors. A true Shore 
Bird, it frequents the high dry uplands and cultivated fields, often nesting 
in the ploughed furrows amidst the crops. When its young are hatched, 
however, it usually leads them to water, some quiet nearby pool as 
a rule, and as soon as they are able to take care of themselves they unite in 
small scattered flocks. That this species has been able to survive and 
thrive in the midst of cultivation and civilization while other species 
apparently as well able to take care of themselves have succumbed, is 
probably due to its comparatively solitary habits and to its not general’? 
gathering in dense flocks, the pursuit of which is profitable.

Economic Status. Its food is largely insectivorous and through spring 
and early summer it frequents ground where it can do much good.

274. Semipalmated Plover, ring-neck plover, fr.—le pluvier skmipalmé- 
Ægialitis semipalmata. L, fi-75. A small Plover of general resemblance to the Killdeer, 
hut with one instead of two dark breast-bands and without the ochraceous rump 
and tail of t hat species. Autumn birds are similar, but the colours arc washed out and 
with no clear black anywhere.

Distinctions. With size and the above description, can be mistaken only for the 
Piping Plover, but the back coloration is decidedly brownish in all plumages instead of 
smoke-grey or dry sand colour, the breast band is always broad, continuous, and well- 
marked even in autumn, and the ear coverts behind and below the eye are always decidedly 
dark instead of pure white. Feet with small webs explain the accepted common name; 
the only Plover in Canada which is so provided.

Field Marks. Size and a single instead of double breast-band distinguish this from 
the Killdeer Plover, and the back, dark-coloured like wet sand, from the Piping Plover 
which is lighter and grev like dry sand.

Nesting. Slight hollow in the ground or shore refuse.
Distribution. Breeds in the high north across the continent ; south, in the east, to 

the gulf of St. Lawrence. Common in migration in suitable localities in eastern Canada.

A pretty little Plover frequenting mud flats or sandy beaches indiffer
ently. Closely related to the European Ring Plover and distinguished 
only by slightly smaller size and a few minor details.

277. Piping Plover, ring-neck. fr.—le pluvier criard. Ægialitis tncloda. L, 
7 10. Spring plumage—same markings as the Semipalmated previously described, but 
hack in lighter colours. Back and crown light smoke-grey, a black bar across fore-crown, 
remainder, collar aroimd neck, and forehead white; a black ring about neck, iust below 
the white one, sometimes broken on the breast. Autumn birds—similar but without black 
neck ring and generally weaker in coloration.

Distinctions. Can be mistaken only for the Semipalmated but easily distinguished 
by the characters given under that heading.

Field Marks. Distinguished from the Semipalmated Plover by its lighter coloration, 
like dry instead of wet sand. Its melodious whistle is easily remembered when once heard.

Nesting. Depression in the sand made by the bird and containing only a few small 
pebbles, coarse grains of sand, or fragments of shell upon which the eggs rest.

Distribution. Breeds on sandy shores locally from the prairie provinces to the gulf 
of St. I-awrence and Sable island.
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A small Plover well called meloda. It is a sand-beach bird and never 
seen in grassy or marshy stitnations. Some individuals have broken and 
others complete black breast-bands. The latter were for some time re
garded us a subspecies but now all are included under the one form. The 
Snowy Plover,Ægialitù nivom, has been taken on lake ()ntario, but is 
not to be expected again. It is slightly smaller than the Piping, of same 
general coloration but with a dark aural or cheek patch, and only a spot 
of dark at the sides of the breast instead of a complete bar across it. A more 
southern and western bird and can only occur as a straggler.

F A M1L Y—A P H K1ZI l)Æ. TURN STON ES.

General Descripi\on. Medium-sized Shore Birds with bill (Figure 27, |>. 22) moder
ately short, homy for the terminal half, tip slightly flattened (in a horizontal plane) but 
not distinctly enlarged as in the Plover.

A small family of world-wide distribution. Only one species of this 
family in eastern Canada.

283a Turnstone, ruddy turnbtonk. amerd an turnktoni: carriquet plover
CALICO PLOVER. FR.—LA TOURNE-PIEBBE À POITRINE NOIRE. TOURNE PIERRE. Aren- 
arid inter/très. L, 9• 50.

Distinctions. A strikingly coloured bird. Back in rather broad masses of dull red, 
black, and white more or less intermixed. Hump and head white, the crown striped with 
brown or black. Fnderparts pure white, with black breast-band, extending up side of neck 
to face where it makes a circle through the eye and around a white loral spot. Autumn 
birds have the colours subdued and the back coloration lost or only faintly represented, 
but enough of the face and breast markings always remain to suggest the above diagnosis.

Field Marks. The peculiar pied coloration in red, black, and white of the spring 
plumage. In the autumn the white lower back and upjier tail coverts separated by a dark

Nesting. Depression in the ground lined with a few dead leaves or vegetable fibres.
Distribution. The Turnstone as a sjiecies has one of the widest distributions of any 

bird, there being few countries where it has not occurred. The American subspecies 
representative of the species, the Ruddy Turnstone, breeds from the Arctic coast west of 
Hudson Bay northward, and is more common on the Atlantic than the Pacific coast; 
locally common, in migration, in the Great I.dikes region.

SUBSPECIES. The Turnstone is represented in America by a subspecies, the 
Buddy Turnstone A. i. morinella, though the typical form is said to occur in western

A bird of sandy, muddy, or rocky shores, but preferring the first.
It is named from its habit of turning over small stones and pebbles on the 
beach searching for food beneath them, and it is astonishing what com
paratively large stones it can move. It inserts its bill under the edge, 
gives a little fillip, and away goes the stone rolling or skidding over the 
beach to a considerable distance. It is a comparatively good swimmer.
It differs from the Old World Turnstone only in slightly smaller size, less 
black on the upperparts, and the stronger coloration of the legs.

FAMILY—HÆMATOPODIDÆ. OYSTER CATCHERS.

General Description. Large Shore Bird more heavily built thiui is usual in the order, 
bill stout and horny, flattened laterally (sideways) at tip. There is only one species thaï 
may perhaps occur in eastern Canada. *■

286. American Oyster-catcher, h.ematopvh palliatvh. L, 19. Head, neck, 
and upper breast, black; hack, olive-brown with contrasting white wing-patch and rump.
All underparts, pure white; bill, large, bright red.

Distribution. Atlantic coast north to Virginia. Formerly to New Jersey and acci
dental to New Brunswick. Probably bred throughout its range.

3822
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The northern range of this striking bird was once on our southern 
sea coasts. It has long been exterminated (?) in Canada and there is little 
chance of its occurring again.

Order—Gallinæ. Scratching Birds.

As the name implies, these birds are adapted for securing their food 
by scratching in the ground. The best popular representatives are the 
common barnyard poultry, but the order glides almost imperceptibly 
into the Pigeons on one hand and the Shore Birds on the other. They are 
well distributed over the world, being found in almost every country on 
the globe. In Canada we have only one suborder of the group, Phaaiani, 
the true fowls.
SUBORDER—PHAHIANI. TRUE FOWLS. GROUSE, QUAIL, AND PTARMIGAN.

General Description. This suborder is composed of birds with strong, compact feet, 
four toes, and blunt claws adapted for scratching in the ground (Figure 2S, p. 22). Though 
best adapted for terrestrial life they perch readily in trees and often feed and roost there. 
Bills short, horny, and with strongly arched oubnen (Figure 29, p. 23); nostrils set in a 
soft intrusion into the base of the bill; wings short and round. These birds rarely take 
wing except for short flights or to avoid immediate danger.

Nesting. On ground, eggs laid on the dead grass or leaves with little or no preparation.
Distribution. Species of this suborder are fourni in all parts of Canada. The Ruffed 

and Spruce Grouse and the Turkey are birds of the woodlands; the Bob-white, Prairie 
Chicken, and Sharp-tail inhabit open or prairie country; and the Ptarmigan, the barren 
lands of the extreme north.

Three families of this order are represented in Canada, Odontopho- 
ridœ the American Quail, Tetraonidœ the Grouse,and Meleagridœ the Turkeys.

Economic Status. Their food is both insectivorous and vegetable— 
grains, buds, leaves, fruit, and insects being equally acceptable to them. 
As several species frequent cultivated fields their economic status is of 
interest to the husbandman and has been the subject of considerable in
vestigation, the results of which show that some of them are among the 
most useful birds on the farm. The insect portion of the food of some 
species is decidedly important and very little complaint can be made 
against the other items as they are mostly waste or wild material of little 
or no consequence to the agriculturist.

Like most of our larger birds they have been greatly reduced in number, 
and should be strictly protected and their killing limited to the natural 
annual surplus, leaving an ample permanent breeding stock untouched. 
The Canadian representatives of this suborder arc divided into three 
families: Odontophoridœ, the American Quails; Tetraonidœ, the Grouse; 
and Meleagridœ, the Turkeys.

FAMILY—ODONTOPHORIDÆ. AMERICAN QUAILS.

General Description. The smallest representatives of the suborder in Canada. The 
nostril is partly covered with a fleshy scale and not as well hidden in the feathering as it. is 
in the feathering of the Grouse. There is only one species of the family in eastern Canada.

The term “Quail” for our American birds is a misnomer. They are 
not Quails in the European sense but true Partridges. In their turn our 
“Partridges” are Grouse. These are examples of a common misapplication
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of Old World names to New World forms. There are many such eases, 
confusing to the beginner hut too well established in vernacular usage to 
he corrected at this late date.

This family is of rather southern distribution reaching its maximum 
in number of both species and individuals in the southwestern states 
and Mexico.

2X9. Bob-white, amkkicax qvaii.. CoIihum vinjiniatins. L, 10. Plate IX B. 
iHsliuctims. Can he mistaken for no other bird in Canada. Size and coloration 

combined with evident fowl-like character arc distinctive.
Firltl Murks Small, partridge-like bird which rises suddenly from the ground and 

flies with rapid beats and loud reverberating wing-strokes
Distribution. The Bob-white and its allied subspecies are distributed over eastern 

North America, north to and including southern Ontario.
SI USD Et 'IFS. The subspecies of Bob-white native to eastern Canada is the type 

form—the Virginia Bob-white.

The Bob-white occurs in Canada only in southern Ontario where 
it is known to every country dweller. In the autumn the sportsman hunts 
it with dogs, in spring the ploughman and small hoy find its nest in the 
course of their farm work, and all are familiar with its clear whistle-like 
call of “ Bob-white,” or as otherwise interpreted “ More-wet." It is not 
a retiring species which withdraws into the deepest woodland recesses on 
the advent of cultivation; hut it keeps to the clearings, hanging about 
woodland edges, shrubby fence-lines, or overgrown wastes in close prox
imity to the fields. When food is scarce it will often come into the barn
yard and feed with the poultry. Open land is its feeding ground, the brush 
its refuge from danger. Before the country was cleared, the Bob-white 
was probably rare in Canada, but advancing settlement opened up new 
ground for the species. Even in the most southern parts of the country 
to-day the Bob-white remains precariously, fluctuating greatly in numbers, 
and it is evidently hardly suited for this northern limit of its range. It is 
prolific, however, and favourable winters and a few years of abstention 
from shooting increase its numbers many times; but coverts are almost 
invariably overshot and hard winters periodically reduce its numbers. 
The hardest natural conditions it has to combat are deep snow covering 
the food supply, and wet sleety weather which not only chills it but seals 
it under an icy crust when it seeks refuge in the snow at night. The Ring
necked Pheasant, rather extensively introduced as a sporting bird, is said 
with some supporting evidence to be inimical to it. In addition to the 
sporting value of the species it is deserving of every encouragement by 
agriculturists from a purely economic standpoint and for this reason 
might perhaps with advantage be withdrawn from our list of game birds.

It has been a common practice to repopulate depleted covers with 
birds imported from the southern states. Whether this introduction of 
stock, unacclimatized to northern conditions, has weakened the constitu
tion of native birds is still undetermined. Several subspecies of the Bob- 
white occur in the south and importation has left doubtful the real char
acters of our own original form, which to-day can only be judged from 
specimens antedating such introductions.

Economic Status. The bulk of the Bob-white's food is weed seed. 
The grain it eats is waste, gleaned from the ground. The insect content, 

57172-8
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though not especially large, includes some species not ordinarily eaten 
by other birds and for that reason is specially important. It is one of the 
few birds that will eat the potato beetle.

FAMILY-—TETRA ON ID AC. GROUSE.

The (irouse have their nostrils hidden in feathers that occupy an 
ntrusive space in the base of the bill at the sides (Figure 29, p. 23). The 

tarsus is either completely or partly feathered, in the Ptarmigan the 
feathering includes the toes. The toes when unfeathered, are bordered 
on each side by a small fringe composed of individual horny scales or 
pectinations (Figure 2H, p. 22), which are shed in midsummer. The 
(Irouse comprise the bulk of our upland game birds and are great 
favourites of sportsmen. The sexes are alike or nearly so, and except in 
the Ptarmigans show slight seasonal variation in plumage and do not 
usually migrate. The Ptarmigan,which directly reverse each of these 
statements, are so well characterized otherwise that no confusion is prob
able. All species nest on the ground, making little preparation for the 
eggs. They lay unusually large sets of eggs, six to eighteen, and the 
young, chicken-like, follow the parent as soon as out of the shell.

288. Spiuce («rouse. CANADA OROU8B, spruce partridge, pool hen. PR.—LE TÉTRAS 
DO Canada. Canachiles canadensis. L, 15. Plate X A.

Distinctions. Easily distinguished by colour, etc., from the Huffed Grouse which 
is about the only species in eastern Canada that can poesibly be mistaken for it. In tin- 
extreme west there are forms that closely resemble it.

Field Markk. General bluish colour of the male. Absence of ruff or specialised neck 
feathers and the presence of the striking red comb over the eye, privent in both sexes but 
more conspicuous in the male.

Distribution. Through the northern coniferous wooded regions of Canada, resident 
wherever found.

SUBSPECIES. The Spruce Partridge is divided into several geographical races, two 
of which, thcHudsonian Spruce Partridge ( 'annihiles can mien sin canadensis, the type form, 
and the ( 'aiiada Spruce Grouse ( '. c. mnace, occur in eastern < anada. The former occupies 
the labrador peninsula anil the more northern ranges and the latter New Brunswick, 
southern Ontario, etc. They are tisi similar, however, to be differentiated in a (stpular

A northern bird of the spruce woods. Its super-confiding nature bus 
given it the popular name of “Fool-hen” as, where not much disturbed, 
it can often lx* killed with a stick or with stones. Owing to its feeding 
largely upon spruce or evergreen buds its flesh is too strong for the ordinary 
civilized palate.

Economic Status. Being of northern distribution and living in the 
evergreen forests, it has no economic influence.

.‘t00. Ruffed Grouse, partridge, birch partridge, fh. la hémnotte a fraihv . 
Bonasa umbellus. L, 17. Plate X B (Feel anil hill, Figures 27. 28, i>. 22).

Distinctions. The Ruff id Grouse, with its prominent soft, black ruff at the sides uf 
the neck, large fan-Hha|>cd tail, and eye-like spots on the rump and lower hack cannot 
well be mistaken for any other species.

Field Marks. Large size and fan-sha|>cd tail.
Distribution. The Ruffed Grouse is distributed throughout the wooded areas of Canada 

north to the tree limits.
SUBSPECIES. Several geographic races of the Ruffed Grouse are recognized. 

The type form is of southern distribution and is repla-ed in eastern Canada by the Canada 
Huffed Grouse Bonasa uni Ml us togala, characterized by a greyer or li-ss red coloration.
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This is the “Partridge” of most Canadian sportsmen Dwelling in 
the deep woods amidst the underbrush, lying close, rising at the feet like 
a miniature explosion, and flying with great speed through the dim forest 
it tests the alertness and marksmanship of any sportsman. The Huffed 
< house to-day is found only in the forest patches where cover and a con
siderable area give it protection and along the fringes of settlement where 
it still exists precariously.

Sudden weather changes are a serious menace to the Huffed Grouse. 
Wet, cold springs are deadly to the young and sleet destroys much potential 
breeding stock in winter. In severe weather the Huffed Grouse seeks 
shelter beneath the snow or allows the latter to drift over it. Should soft 
weather come followed by cold, as often happens, it is frozen under a crust 
which it cannot break and so succumbs.

The drumming of the Partridge is a familiar sound to all frequenters 
of the woods. It is a series of dull reverberating throbs made by the rapidly 
beating wings and has a peculiar all-pervading intensity which makes the 
direction of its origin difficult of location. The beats begin slowly, gradu
ally increasing in speed until at the end of perhaps five seconds they run 
into each other and die away in a confused whir. The bird is usually 
strutting along a prostrate log when he pauses to drum. During the drum
ming the bird displays all its ornaments—tail, crest, and ruffs and though 
standing upright and still, the wings are lost in a haze of speed. Two 
sources for this drumming noise are suggested, one that the wings are 
struck together over the back and the other that they are brought against 
the sides to produce the beat. Either or neither may contribute to the 
effect. The sound from tin* wings beating on the air as the bird rises to 
wing is quite similar in quality if not in intensity or meter, and the mere 
beating of the air seems sufficient to produce the effect. The action, of 
course, is the call of the male to the * * , as is the display of the Peacock
or the Turkey Gobler. Spring is the proper season for drumming, but it 
is indulged in more or less throughout the summer and with increased 
frequency again in the autumn. In the Canada Huffed Grouse Honam 
umhellus togata, two well-defined colour phases appear which are not 
governed by sex, season, or locality. In one form there is considerable 
red; in an extreme example the ruffs are copper-coloured rather than black, 
the tail is strikingly red, and there is more or less of the same colour else
where. In the grey form, which is perhaps the most typical, the tail is 
decidedly grey, there is less red elsewhere, and the ruffs are black with a 
slight greenish sheen. All intermediate forms are met with.

Economic Status. As the species lives in woods nothing can be said 
against it even if. apart from its sentimental and sporting importance, 
little economic value can be claimed for it.

( i FA US—IjAOOPVS. pTA HMKiA N.

(rentrai Description. The Ptarmigan are more northern Grouse, ami notable for their 
remarkable seasonal change in plumage. In winter, they are pure white; in summer, barred 
with various shades of red, brown, and ochre, with the reddish usually prevailing. Their feet 
are feathered to the ends of the toes and they perform definite and long migrât ions, walking 
most of the way but occasionally taking flights from |x>int to point or across such wide 
waters as Hudson strait As, even in midsummer, irregular patches of white remain in 
their plumage, and, as their feet are always feathered to the toes, there is no chance of
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miNtnking Hh'iii. Thi-y an* «-imimiiolar in itiHlrihutimi ami lire found in both I In- OU 
ami Ni’w Worldn. I,ik«- many ollivr Xrvliv forma lln-y extend wvll .southward almig inminl 
uni rimgi-8 when-«‘levai ion curries luirllii-rn «xinditioiiH in lower latitudi-s. The Hixl (îrouse 
of Srollmul is mi inlm-Hling Ptarmigan llml Inis lost ils abilitv to eliHligi* to wlnti- in winter 
and retains itH sinitini-r coloration throughout the year. Tnore are twoaiN-eies in eaatern 
t "amnia Owing to the remarkable variability of the s|Hs-ii-s, American rlarmigaii have 
been s|iln up into a great number of snbs|NS'ii-s only to lie distinguishixl by a s|M-eialist 
with abundant material lor eonniarison Keonotnieallv the l,larnugaii are of little ini|M»rl 
mice except as a source of food supply to trappers, hunters, and prospeetors m the far

dill. Willow (irouse, wii.miw i-tahmiiian. kii i.vim-knr: hk.m nai i.i ;m. Isigo/ms 
logo pus. I,. Ifi. In winter, all while except the tail which is pure black. In summer, 
nearly evenly barred all over in black and various shades of brow n, ochre, and rust y l-atlier 
rust or ochre may pn-ilmninale

Distinctions In winter the all while head and absence of black line through eye 
distinguishes this from the Hock Ptarmigan In summer, its superior size, «-specially well 
shown b\ a comparison of the bills, is the most easily n-eognized [Hunt of id«-nlilieallon.

Distribution. The Arctic, across the continent, migrates south in wittier to the frontier 
of civilization.

SI HSDhTIKS The subspecies occurring over most of Canada is the type form, 
the Willow Ptarmigan Another, Allen's Ptarmigan /. i.ullcm, occurs in Newfoundland

10'J Hock Ptarmigan. km. i.a i.auoi-ïuik oks itoi'iiKits. Logo pus ru/H-stris 
h, I.V In winter, all white «*xe«*pt a black tail ami line through eye to base of bill In 
summer, very ir to preci-dmg s|Hk-ies.

Distinctions. In winter, black eye line In summer, size, «-specially of bill, when 
eompaml with W illow Cinnise is «liagnoslic.

Distribution The Arctic, lu-ross the «-outiin-nl, in winter slightly more northern than 
the previous specii-s.

SI HSDKCIKS. Three subspecies of Hock Ptarmigan are recognized in casti-rn 
Canada: Hcinhardts Ptarmigan /. r. rcmhnrilti in the northern extremity of I'ngava, 
W elsh's Ptarmigan /. r. icclchi in Newfoundland, and tin- ty|>«* form, the Arctic Ptarmigan, 
in tin- remaining areas.

dtVt. Prairie Chicken, i-haikii: iikn i-inxatko i.iidi'm: Tyin/xinuchn* niiicri-
cnntis L, IS. A («rouse of the satin- size as the Hulled, i-olouml in shades of 
brown, light ochre, and white, but without the long fan-shaped tail and with 
the soft ruff replaced by a few long, straight, stiff fi-athers pointed downward over the 
shoulders. The barring on tin- underparls and breast is eli-ar and sharp and is continued 
across the back and upper parts as well as below.

Distinctions. The above points easily distinguish this species from the Huffed 
Crouse. From the next s[H-<-ii*s, the Sharp-tailed Crouse, it can be as «-«-rlainly distin- 
guished by its breast barns I instead of i-oveml with Y-shaped markings Other «list mo
tions arc the presence of long stiff f«-nthcrs on tin- sides of tin- ma-k and tin- stiff tail not 
ending in a point when clos<*d.

Sl'HSDHi'lHS. Two ? ecies of Prairie Chicken are recognize<l. The form 
w hich occurs in Canada is the type race, the Northern Prairie Chicken

This is the true Prairie Chicken of the western prairies, though in 
western Canada the name is popularly and incorrectly given to tin* next 
species described. It is included hen* only because an occasional bird 
has been taken in the southern parts of Ontario, to which it seems to have 
spread from the Michigan side of Detroit river where, once common, 
it is now rare and restricted to a few localities. Within the memory of the 
present generation in parts of the west it has gradually encroached upon 
and displaced the next species.

Economic Status. Too rare in eastern Canada to require tnueli dis
cussion here. In the west where it occurs in numbers it is of considerable 
economic importance, but no damage can be charged against it.

2
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nos Sharp-tailed C.rouse. iin-taiimi i.iioi m iii m <if.umitts x ger.iiK 
Alui'S. I’nlumli-H /iIhikhiihUn* I,, 17 fiO ( '«ilouri-U m fine milefimle piiflvriiN 
uf browns and win! «*, nr vmim. mi t li«- upper purls, |i mling luwardn I huh only iutiihh I In 
hlimildrrs, imdvrparlM pure while. Across limiM each feather is Ismleml vmiIi a dark 
V-sImpcd figure which changes In a short liar an it aHi ends the peek and to fine h|hi1h on 
the m-ainy Ilimai

IhnluirtiotiH. The V marks of the brensl and the ‘•oft, sharp |snnl of the rinsed tail 
are eonehisive and easily reeognizisl identifii-aiion marks

Distribution. \ more northern speeies and less dislinellv an open prairie form than
the Prairie < ‘lueken I >islribule<| aeross the emit ment north of present nilf ivnted areas 
in the east, lint in very lne.il iih there are large stretehes of email rv where il is absent or 
rare. It eonies south irregularly in autumn to the edges of settlement In tin- prairie 
provinees it extends south to and aeross the I nited States Isirder

SI 'HSI’M'Il'!S. The speeies is divided into several géographie races. Along the 
Manitoba boundarv the Prairie Sharp-tail I‘iiIiiiviIim i>hiismmilun emw/sx/ris is likely 
to be found ; elsewhere m eastern < 'amnia the typical or Northern Sharp-tail.

In the west this is n prairie liirtl but it is locally being replaced by tlie 
previous species.

FAMILY MF.LKAOKID*:. TURKEYS.

The largest of our scratching birds and so familiar from its domesti
cated form that it requires no detailed description. We have had only one 
species in ( 'anada.

310. Wild Turkey. Miinigris iiollo/nro. I,, 4H fi0. So nearly like our domestic 
Itronze Turkey as l<i require no special description.

Distinctions. The only bird from which it is necessary to separate the Wild Turkey 
is the tame or domestic variety. The latter originated from Mexican stock and in con
sequence always shows a little white on the end of the tail. The tail of the Wild Turkey 
ends in woml-brown.

Distribution. Originally distributed over the whole of eastern North America to 
Maine and southern Ontario.

St HSI’KCIES. Several subspecies of Wild Turkey are recognized. The type 
form is found in Mexico. The Canadian bird is the Northern Wild Turkey Mclmgrin 
i/nllo/Hiro sitinslris.

The Turkey as a wild form occurred in ( ’anada only in southern <hitario 
and has been extinct for a number of years. At present the Wild Turkey 
remains only in the most out-of-the-way wooded localities of the wilder 
southern states and even there it promises to vanish soon. There is 
probably considerable native wild blood in the domesticated turkey flocks 
along lake Krie and a number of specimens of so-called Wild Turkeys are 
obviously sit least half-bred with domestic blood.

Order—Columhae. Pigeons and Doves.
This order, of world-wide distribution, is variously divided by different 

authors. According to the system of classification of the American Or
nithologists’ Vnion all our American species are included in the one family, 
Columbida. They are the most typically pigeon-like in form and, therefore, 
may be called the True Pigeons.

FAMILY—COLUMBIDÆ. TRIE PIGEONS AND DOVES.

Pigeons and Doves can in a general way be said to resemble the outline 
and actions of our familiar domestic stock. Characters more easily 
recognized than described. Systematically they can be recognized by their 
bills. These are hard and horny at the tip, which is very slightly enlarged
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Mini with tin' basal half furnished with a soli, slightly swollen membrane in 
whit li mist nls tipen | l''igiire ;tf>. p. 24). The logs ami feel an- weak, lilted 
only for walking on small level areas or for simple perching. < >nr common 
domestic Pigeons, descended from the I lock Dove of Furope, show all the 
most distinctive characters of the family. There are no reeogni/.alde or 
taxonomic differences lietween the so-called Pigeons ami Doves.

.'lift. Passenger Pigeon wn.lt eitiKON. m i>. I'loftoN vm AWKi'M. KctoninlcH mi 
çralonuH I., Ill 211. IMale \ I X

Ihstim-tiaiM The Mourning Dove is mo often taken for this mi teen * I lint the two 
shotilii he ihnguostsl with care The Pigeon in a coiiHidcrnhly larger Inrtl; the hreuat in 
ifiMtinctly rutlt 1 > ami the head ami iimter |tarlN are Nlate-hliie in llie male The female 
in without the strong blue on the hack, lull I lie head retains a Muisli sliatle that in never 
present m the Mourning I hive, which is more evenly lawn coloured and has a small black 
>|tul on the snle of the neck just below the ear

Fii'M Marks As this s|M‘cies is now extinct, livid marks are unnecessary
Xc.sting 'I'he I’assenger Pigeon built a rough nest of slicks in trees, mi large com 

minuties
Ihulrthuhini Bred in the woodisl sections of most of fnnnda east of the mountains 

and south to the middle si ales, wintered in the southern stall's ami beyond

I lie immense flocks of Passenger Pigeons Hut once darkened the air 
were one of tin1 wonders of America. The descriptions of their number, if 
they were not circumstantial and well vouched for by men of undoubted 
veracity, would sound like wild stretches of the imagination ; flocks, so 
dense that haphazard shots into them would bring down numbers, travelled 
rapidly with a front miles in width and so long that it took hours to pass a 
given point. Audubon estimates one such lloek as containing over a 
billion birds, basing his figures upon the density and area of the congre
gation and not by mere guess. They bred in dense rookeries where their 
weight often broke the branches from forest trees. Trees containing 
their neats were cut down and though each nest contained only one squab
there were so many that the pigs were turned in to .....I upon them. Later,
the netting of pigeons was the occupation of professional fowlers who 
shipped their proceeds bv the ear load to the centres of population. Of 
course, not even the immense numbers of the Passenger Pigeons could 
stand such attacks without diminution and gradually they decreased. To 
suggest a halt in the proceedings at that time, however, aroused nothing 
but amusement. Their numbers were held to be inexhaustible, but to-day 
the species is extinct and the hist one, a captive bird, died in Cincinnati a 
short time ago. The last great rookery was near Petoskey, Mich. In the 
autumn of IS7S the birds left, but failed to return in any commercial 
number the following spring. For a few years afterwards occasional small 
flocks were seen and isolated rookeries were reported, but as the fowlers 
investigated each case it became apparent that the netting of pigeons as an 
occupation was a thing of the past. Thereafter, the birds became fewer 
and fewer each year until records of them disappeared altogether. There 
are occasional rumors even yet of flocks occurring in out of the way 
places, in the western mountains in Mexico or South America and else
where. but in each ease, investigation has proved that the reports are based 
on other species or on misinformation. For several years a large reward 
was offered for news of a single nesting pair. Of course, the person who 
offered the reward was flooded with reports but not a single ease stood 
examination, the reward was never earned, and was finally withdrawn. In 
the east, the Mourning Dove was the usual basis of report, in the west the
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llnnd-tnilnl Pigeon Kven yr| cimtmslitnl ml c counts appear from turn 
to lime, vouched for by those who remember the bird in their childhood, 
but there is little doubt that the species is ext net

.’MU. Mourning Dove, i akoi.ina ih>vk Kit i.a Toi anCRKI.l.K dk. i.a < ahoi.ink 
/.rtuivturn maiYonru b, 11-HA Plate XI A

Ihatim lions Smaller size and of n browner fawn colour Ilian the I'mwngci Pigeon, 
vs ithout marked re<l on breast or blue on bark and with hiiiiiII black spot on Hide of neck 
below ear < 'an only be mistaken for the previous species.

Smlitia The Mourning Dove budds a loose open platform of sticks in the lower 
branches of Iris's or the upper parts of bushes. \e <ts alone and not. in communiticM

Distribution. breeds along our southern borders in eastern Canada, wintering 
locally in the most southerly parts and hi the states just south of us to the tropics

SrnsrKriKS The Mourning Dove inhabiting the most of North America is 
the ( arolina Mourning Dove '/, w enroluinim», which is the only subspecies generally 
reeogni/.ed as occurring in < 'anada. The type form is entirely exlrahmilal

Though the IhiKHeiiger Pigeon Iimk disappeared entirely, the smaller 
Mourning Dove still exists and probably bus greatly increased with the 
clearing of the country. The general food habits of the two birds were 
much .'dike except in the proportion of the various food elements. The 
Mourning Dove eats mast readily, but it formed the principal food of the 
Pigeon which was, therefore, more of a woodland bird. The Mourning 
Dove is of more solitary habits and rarely goes in flocks of any size It 
nests entirely alone. This may be a large factor in its continued existence 
where its larger and originally more numerous relative has failed. Disease 
could not spread through the ranks as thoroughly and any other calamity 
that might at ‘ t individuals or small bodies, would not involve thesfieries 
as a whole. In many sections the I>ove is regarded as a game bird, but such 
status is not usually recognized by law. ( ireat numbers are killed, however, 
incidental to other sport, in spite of legal protection, and the life of the 
species is not an undisturbed one. It, is, however, a strong and thriving 
race and is in little immediate danger.

Its long mournful note of “Ob-woe-woe-woe” is well known and has 
given the name to the species. It has a peculiar quality like that produced 
by blowing softly into the neck of an empty bottle.

Economic Status. Though feeding largely upon mast (acorns, beech
nuts, and such soft-shelled tree-fruit) it eats grain readily and a con
siderable amount of insect food. Most of the grain it takes is waste, and 
seed properly planted and covered is absolutely safe from it for it never 
scratches. No serious unpreventable harm can be substantiated against 
it and the good it does is positive.

Order—Rap tores. Birds of Prey.
(lrnernl Description. Mesh-eating birds with four well-developed toe* (Figures HI 

and 32, p. 23). each armed with strong sharp claw» or talons for seizing and holding prey. 
Hill is hooked (Figures 30, 33 a and b, and 34, pp. 23 and 24), and the base covered with 
a soft skin or cere in which the nostrils are situated. The Birds of Prey differ from the 
generality of birds in that the females are considerably larger than the males. This l- 
probably due to the greater strain placed U|>on the female in feeding her young, which, 
demanding strength, weight, and endurance rather than fineness and technic, necessitate* 
,i greater degree <>t these qualities in the female than in the male fho, while he m i 
his mate, lias not the final responsibility for the growing family.

Distribution. Raptorial birds are distributed over all the world except the Antarctic 
continent, where their place is taken by Skua, dulls, and other rapacious sea-birds.
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Though the1 classification of this order is far from satisfactory and 
probably will eventually have to be revised, American practice divides our 
species into t lu ee suborders : Sarcorhamphi, the American Vultures, distinct 
from those of the Old World ; Falconets, the Diurnal Birds of Prey; and 
Striges, the Nocturnal Birds of Prey or Owls.

Economic Statua. Perhaps no birds are better known and at the same 
time so generally misunderstood in their economic relations as these. 
All know of the Hawks, Owls, and Eagles and their flesh-eating propensities, 
but few realize that amongst them are some of man's best friends and that 
the popular policy of killing them on sight is a mistaken one. Some do 
considerable damage, but to include all in the condemnation merited by 
the few is a grave economic error. The first family, the Vultures, art- 
repulsive birds, but as scavengers entirely useful, and no valid complaint 
can be lodged against them. Of the other two divisions, the diurnal and 
nocturnal rapaces, their varying status is the cause of much misconception. 
Fortunately in regard to these birds we can speak with authority based 
upon actual data and not mere speculation. The United States Biological 
Survey made a thorough study of the food habits of American Hawks and 
Owls, basing its conclusions upon the examination of some 2,700 stomachs 
taken in all seasons of the year in various parts of the United States and 
Canada. The whole is embodied, with the data for its substantiation, 
in a report, “The Hawks and Owls of the United States” by Dr. A. K. 
Fisher,1 though compiled in and for an adjoining country all Canadian 
species are treated and the results are as applicable to Canada as to the 
United States. As some of the less harmful species do not occur in Canada 
the percentages below will have to he slightly corrected for our use, but not 
seriously enough to perceptibly modify the general conclusions. Only 
six of the seventy-three species studied are injurious. Of these, three are 
extremely rare in Canada and one is altogether a fish-eater. Of the re
mainder, 50 per cent of tin* stomachs examined contained mice and other 
small mammals, 27 per cent insects, and only 3$ per cent poultry or game 
birds. Dividing the raptorial birds of eastern Canada into groups ac
cording to their economic status we find that three species are wholly 
beneficial and absolutely harmless; sixteen are mainly beneficial, doing 
decidedly more good than harm ; four are about balanced in their effect ; 
and six are positively harmful. Only three of these latter are common 
enough to warrant consideration and only two, the Sharp-shinned and 
Cooper’s Hawks, numerous enough in the thickly settled communities to 
be noticed. The Goshawk is a more northern species whose distribution 
overlaps the edges of settlement on the north. What can be regarded 
as a just balance between good and evil is difficult to decide; the loss 
of a chicken is definite, easily estimated in value; the absence of the 
mice and insects taken by a predaceous bird is a vague benefit that is 
difficult of realization or appreciation.

SIJBORDKK—SARCORHAMPHI AMERICAN VULTURES.

This suborder is composed of the American Vultures which are sys
tematically quite distinct from those of the Old World. One family only 
is represented in Canada, Cathartida the Turkey Vultures. Vultures

‘See also "The Hawks of the Canadian prairie provinces in their relation to agriculture,” 
Geol. Surv., Can., Mub. Bull. 28, 1918.
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arc carrion feeders, relying upon dead meat and not capturing living prey 
unless it is in the last stages of exhaustion. < Irdinarily, they touch nothing 
hut decaying flesh. This is usually regarded as a matter of choice, hut 
may be a necessity, as their feet are not formed for grasping and the hill 
is comparatively weak. They may, therefore, he unable to break into 
large sound carcasses and are forced to await the decay which renders 
the subject less refractory.

FAMILY—CATIIART1DÆ. TURKEY VULTURES.

Gnu ml Description. Large birth, uniformly nearly black in coloration. Mill is 
comparatively long ami less strongly hooked than in remainder of the lia/it or is (Figure 
30, p. 23). Heat! and upper neck are bare of feathers and have a superficial general 
resemblance to those of the turkey, but are without wattles or warty excrescences. Feel 
resemble those of a chicken rather than a hawk. Claws are blunt and the whole finit i< 
poorlv adapted for seizing or holding prey.

Distribution. Vultures are essentially birds of the warmer regions. They enter 
eastern Canada only along the most southern boundaries.

Vultures cannot he observed to advantage in ( 'anada. lu the southern 
states they are more common and can he seen every hour of the day floating 
on motionless wings high in the air, searching the country below with 
telescopic eye for carrion. When an animal dies (or even before) it is 
sighted and a black form drops from the sky beside it; shortly it is joined 
by another, and another, and soon where not a bird was previously to 
be seen many are struggling about the unclean feast. Though dissection 
shows very highly developed nostrils, scent does not seem to guide them 
to any appreciable extent. Experiment indicates that the eyesight alone 
is relied upon for locating food. The flight of the Vultures is one of the 
wonders of the physicist. The Vultures hang suspended in the air or 
even rise until beyond the bounds of human vision,without visible effort. 
On motionless outspread pinions they glide in great ascending spirals, 
mounting higher and higher, and then, always circling, maintain their- 
positions for hours at a time, apparently without a single wing stroke. 
Many explanations of the phenomenon have been offered but all so far- 
advanced fall just short of conviction. In (’anada we have only one 
species of regular though limited distribution. Another is of casual 
occurrence only.

Economic Status. The Vultures are not birds of prey in the usual 
acceptation of the term, for they do not kill what they eat but feed entirely 
on carrion. They have been accused, and perhaps justly, of accelerating 
death at times, but they never attack an animal that is not in the last 
stages of dissolution. In Canada the species is of little economic im
portance, but in the south their scavenging is an important safeguard 
to the health of the more careless communities and in many typical places 
they are rigorously protected by law for sanitary reasons.

325. Turkey Vulture, tvhkf.y hvzzako Vathartrs aura. L, 30. An all Hark 
bird, nearly black, with head and neck naked or in juveniles covered with greyish brown, 
fur-like down.

Distinctions. This species can only be confused with the next, but as the ranges 
of the two in Canada do not overlap there is little likelihood of misidentideation. The 
base of the bill is bright red in the adult and the head and neck dull red. The under surface 
of the wings is without silvery sheen.



FieU Marks. The naked head and neck make the beet field mark of the Vultures 
The red colour of these parts identifies this species.

Nesting. On ground, usually in a hollow log.
Distribution. Over most of North America north to the Canadian line which, in the 

east, it only crosses in southern Ontario. A few may come in from Manitoba more or 
less regularly.

SUBSPECIES. The species occupying most of North and South America is sub- 
speeifically divided. The form occurring north of Mexico is the Northern Turkey Vulture 
Cathartes aura septentrionalis.

Economic Status. Being ti carrion feeder no harm can be charged 
against the species.

326. Black Vulture, kr —lb vautour noir. Catharista urubu. L, 24. Very 
like the Turkey Vulture, but slightly smaller.

Distinctions. Distinguished from the preceding by the neck, head, and base of the 
bill being black instead of red or pink.

Field Marks. The general blackness of the bare head parts and a silvery sheen to 
the under-wing surface are diagnostic in life. The tail is shorter and the bird looks blacker 
than in the Turkey Buzzard.

Distribution. A bird of more eastern distribution than the Turkey Vulture. Regular 
from Virginia south, straggling across our borders occasionally in the Maritime Provinces.

Of too infrequent occurrence in Canada for more than passing men
tion. It is to he expected occasionally only in the Maritime Provinces.

SUBORDER—FALCONES. DIURNAL BIRDS OF PREY.

General Description. Bill strongly hooked from the base (Figure 33, p. 23), where 
it is covered with a swollen cere or mass of yellow waxv-looking tissue in which the nostrils 
appear. This tissue is distinctly softer than the bill proper and usually yellow in colour. 
The feet are powerful and furnished with strong claws or talons for capturing and holding 
living prey (Figure 31, p. 23).

Diatinctions. The members of this suborder differ from the Vultures in having the 
bill shorter and more strongly hooked and the head feathered instead of bare (compare 
Figures 30, 33. p. 23); and from the next sulmrder, the Owls, in lacking distinct facial 
disks (Figure 34, p. 24) about the eyes which are so set in the Owls as to look directly 
forwards instead of from the sides of the head as in most birds.

These arc the birds generally recognized as the Hawks and the Eagles. 
They are represented in Canada by three families : Butconidœ, the common 
Buzzard Hawks and the Eagles; Falconidœ, the true Falcons and Cara- 
caras; and Pandionidœ, the Ospreys or Fish Hawks.

FAMILY—BUTKONIDÆ. BUZZARD HAWKS, KITES, HARRIERS, BUZZARDS, 
AND EAGLES.

General Description. Hawks of various sizes, most easily described as being neither 
Falcons nor Ospreys.

Distinctions. Wings are short, round, and concave except in the Kites and Harriers, 
and their flight is comparatively heavy. Bill (Figure 33b, p. 23) is without notches which 
make, as in the Falcons, distinct tooth-like (Figure 33a, p. 23) projections to the cutting 
edge. The feet (especially under-surface) have no distinct, sharp, hard corrugations for 
holding slippery prey, as in the Ospreys or Fish Hawks.

This family is composed of a number of well-marked genera, each 
comparatively easy of recognition. These comprise the bulk of our 
common birds of prey. Though truly raptorial in character they have 
not the bold spirit, the address in attack, or the iron endurance of the 
true Falcons and hence were called “Ignoble Hawks” by the old falconers.
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Genera—Elanoidkk and Circus. Kites and Harriers.

The Kites are birds of southern distribution and only one specie* 
lias ever been taken in Canada.

327. Swallow-tailed Kite. m. i.k milan a giKn d'aronde. Elatundes for- 
ficatua. L, 24. (l*roj«*clion of outer tail feathers beyond middle ones x inches). A rather 
small Hawk which measures large because of the great elongation of its outer tail feathers 
which extend X inches beyond the middle ones. \\ ings and tail irnre black: all remainder, 
including head, shoulders, and upper buck, while. A bird strikingly coloured in intense 
black and white, with the* deeply forked tail and long pointée! wings of a Marti Swallow 
It is hardly possible to mistake this for any other specie's.

Distribution. Tropical and Remitropieal America, appearing very rarely along our 
southern border.

A most beautiful species, but too rare in Canada to receive more 
than passing reference here.

Economic Status. Its principal food is insects, snails, and reptiles; 
it never touches mammals or birds.

331 Marsh Hawk, marsh HAltltlF.it Kit. -le hchakd des marais. Circus hud- 
tot us !.. 19. Plate XI B.

Distinctions. A partial and incompletely feathered eye-ring merely suggest ive of 
those of the Owls, is distinctive1 of the species. The general gull-like colours of the adult 
male and the warm reds of the juveniles are characteristic.

Field Marks, (ieneral coloration and the white rump which shows conspicuously 
m flight are the best Held marks. Its long pointed wings and long narrow tail give it a 
falcon-like outline in flight, but its action is entirely different.

Nesting. On ground in a dry s|Mit of the marshes, or in a hay field
Distribution. The whole of the United States and ('anadu north to near the Arctic*. 

Breeds throughout Canada.

One uf our commonest Hawks, found almost anywhere in eastern 
Canada. It haunts the open marshes, meadows, and fields and is to be 
seen beating up and down, quartering and covering the ground like a 
well-trained bird-dog. For an instant it hovers over its intended prey and 
then drops upon it, rising a moment later to alight on a fence-post or 
other similar slight elevation to devour its captive. The young birds are 
unsuspicious, hut the blue adults are amongst the wariest of birds and 
fall to the gun comparatively seldom.

Economic Status. Of 110 stomachs examined, 7 contained poultry 
or game birds, 34, other birds; 57, mice ; 22, other mammals; 7, reptiles; 
2, frogs; 14, insects; and 1, indeterminate matter. Thus of 144 food 
contents 41 were harmful, 03 useful, and 10 neutral. Of the 41 harmful 
items, only 3 were domestic fowl and the remainder wild stock, consisting 
of 40 individuals of considerably less value than the domestic varieties. 
The 99 mice and other mammals included about 117 individuals. The 
insects were mostly locusts, grasshoppers, and beetles. The balance is 
evidently in favour of this species which is incapable of taking any fowl 
but small ones and then only when they wander away into its habitat. 
Keeping spring chickens close about the premises is an almost perfect 
protection against this bird. Haunting marshes, grassy meadows, and 
tangled fence-rows as it does it is the nautral enemy of field mice and 
probably does more to keep their numbers within bounds than any other 
single natural influence.

.
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CÎENKRA—ACCIPITEB AND AkTUR. A (Tl PITERS. SHORT-WlNCS El) HAWKS.

(leurrai Description. Hawks with short round**] wings and long tail.

The Aceipitrine Hawks an* woodland birds which beat about tin- tree 
tops or along the edges of the woods; they do not habitually soar high in the 
open. Tln-y take their prey by surprise and quick attack rather than by 
open pursuit. Their short wings and long tail, giving rapid bursts of speed 
and quite flexible evolution, are well adapted for such manœuvres but not 
suited to sustained effort.

Economic Status. These art' the only common species of Canadian 
Hawks for which little good can be claimed. They are active and spirited 
and though without the great strength and endurance of the true Falcons 
do far more real damage than their larger and heavier relatives. The 
term “Chicken Hawk" popularly applied to any small Hawk receives its 
meaning from these birds. They never eat carrion but always mak< fresh 
kills, rarely if ever returning to partly devoured prey. Fortunately the 
two commonest species are the smaller and their capacity for damage is 
reduced in consequence. The one large and powerful member of the group, 
the Goshawk, is of more limited distribution and except in occasional 
winters is rarely seen in the more settled parts of southern Canada.

332. Sharp-shinned Hawk, chicken hawk, m—l'êpervier brun. Accipiter 
velox. L, 11 *25. Plate XII A.

Distribution. Ah n rule, size will distinguish the Sharp-shinned Hawk from all except 
the Sparrow Hawk, but its evident non-falcon characters will prevent confusion. A large 
female will measure closely to a small male Cooper’s Hawk of which it is a perfect minia
ture in coloration. It differs from that species in having a square instead of a rounded 
tail, when closi-d the outer feathers being quite as long as t hi- inner ones instead of obviously 
shorter. The tarsus is also comparatively thinner and more slender, a difference that is 
quite percept ible on comparison of specimens.

Field Murks. The short, round wings, long tail, and flight hv a series of alternating 
quick even strokes and short sails will mark this species as an Accipiter. Its tail being 
square instead of round is a guide to identification from the Cooper’s Hawk, but size is 
the most reliable difference.

Xruling. In trees, usually conifers from 10 to 40 feet up.
Distribution. Over nearly the whole of North America, north, probably, to the tree 

imite. It breeds in eastern Canada everywhere except in the most southern parts of the 
lower Great Laki-s region.

This is the second smallest Hawk we have. It has not the sustained 
strength or persistency of the “Noble Falcons”, but it is active and agile. 
It makes bold dashes at its prey, but on missing the stroke seldom follows it 
up by pursuit and almost never strikes on the wing, as the “Noble Falcons” 
do.

Economic Status. This is the species that should have been called 
“American Sparrow Hawk” instead of the little Falcon which has been 
so-named. It is a close relative, and the American representative of the 
European Sparrow Hawk which is also an Accipiter. The name would 
suit this bird excellently as the smaller sparrows and other birds are its 
favourite food.

Of 107 stomachs examined, 6 contained poultry or gamebirds; 99, 
other birds; 6, mice; and 5, insects. This gives 10;> harmful food contents 
against 11 good ones. The mice consisted of no more than 9 individuals, 
but the small birds numbered 115, from Kinglets to a Mourning Dove in 
size. This makes a strong case against this otherwise rather interesting
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species. One good word ran In- said for this little hawk, it is fond of tin* 
English Sparrows and takes toll of their flocks about the smaller towns and 
cities. Peler point on lake Erie is a famous Sharp-shinned resort in the 
autumn, and great numbers of Thrushes, Vireos, Sparrows, and other 
small birds annually fall victims to these active little freebooters.

333. Cooper's llavk. chicken hawk, ut — e’épkrvikr de cooper. Acri/riter 
cooperi. L, lfi-50. Similar to the Shar|>-«hmtied Hawk, but larger.

Distinctions. A small, male Cooper's Hawk may route ver\ close in measurement t«> 
a huge f entitle Sharp-shinned, and a large female to :t small male Cos hawk. Cooper's 
Hawk ran he dist ittguislted from tlie sltari>-sliiitne<l by its rotlltdeil instead of square tail and 
its comparatively shorter and heavier tarsus At no age is it like the adult Goshawk in 
coloration, but juvenile plumages are very similar The best guide to separation other than 
size is the feathering of the tarsus; about one-third is covered in Cooper's Hawk and about 
one-half in the Goshawk. It may also resemble young plumages of the lteduhouldensl 
Hawk, which see. It may also be easily confused with the juvenile Broad-winged Hawk, 
but has the first four instead of the three outer primaries abruptly narrowed or emarginated

Field Murks. A remit er outline and size are the best field guides The round instead 
of square tail will help distinguish this from the Sltar|»-shiimed. Coloration of the adults 
is the only field mark besides size to differentiate from the ( loshawk

Xt sting. In trees, much like the Sharp-shinned Hawk, but seldom in conifers.
Distributin'’. Front the northern border* of settlement south throughout the I'nited

An even worse species than the Sharp-shinned as its larger size gives 
it greater power and capacity for damage. Showing an almost equal spirit 
it seeks larger prey and even a fairly well-grown chicken is not safe from it. 
Adult fowls are rarely attacked unless feeble.

Economic Status. Of 94 stomachs examined, 34 contained poultry or 
game birds; 52, other birds; 11. mammals; 1 frog; 3, lizards; and 2, 
insects. The mammals consisted of rodents, mostly harmful, but one a 
(«rev Squirrel; making a total of 87 food contents against the species, 12 
in its favour, and 4 neutral. As it is a comparatively common Hawk 
throughout much of the settled parts of the country it is certainly it menace 
and is responsible for much of the popular ill-repute of the order as a whole.

334. American Goshawk, hu e partriduk ihw k hen hawk. pr.—l’autour 
À tête noire. A slur Ulrica /nllus. L, 22. Plate XII B

Distinctions. Adults, with their characteristic slate-blue coloration and line verini- 
culation, are not to be mistaken for any other American bird. The juveniles, however, 
are very similar to other young Accipilcrs and a small male will sometimes approach in 
size to a large female ('oojmt’s Hawk. In such case, the tarsus feathered for one-half in
stead of one-third its length and the slight tinge of buff to the white of the underparts of 
this species will distinguish the forms.

Held Marks. Adults are distinguishable by coloration. Juveniles can be recognized 
by their size and Acci/nler outline of long tail and short, round wings.

Settling. In trees.
Distribution. Breeds across the continent within the borders of settlement Its 

winter migratory movements are usually of small extent, though it occasionally visits our 
southern borders in considerable numbers. Paralleling the case of the Snowy Owl such 
flights arc likely to contain mostly adults, though, normally, juveniles are much the com
moner south of the breeding distribution. It i* probable that these occasional flights are 
caused by the periodic failure of rabbit food in their usual habitats.

SfHSFRCIES. The American Goshawk is divided into two subspecies, but only 
the typical form, the Eastern Goshawk, occurs in eastern < anada.

The American representative of the Old World Goshawk or “Goose 
Hawk", which seems to he the original name. It was the only short- 
winged Hawk regularly used in ancient falconry. It was flown at hares,
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partridge‘K, and such ground game, which its long tail and short wings 
allowed it to follow through rapid turnings and twistings, whereas its size 
allowed it to kill quite large game. It was not, however, regarded as a 
thoroughly sport manlike bird as it lacked the spirit and energy of the long
winged Falcons and its use lacked the excitement and interest of the “ Noble 
Hawks”.

Economic Staton. Fortunately this bird is only an irregular winter 
visitor into our least settled sections. Otherwise it would be a serious 
menace to the poultry man. Of 20 stomachs examined, 9 contained poultry 
or game; 2. other birds; 10, mammals; 3, insects; and 1, a centipede, (if 
the 10 mammals, it were rabbits and I a grey squirrel, both of which can be 
regarded as useful. This gives a total of 15 harmful food items against 9 
useful and 1 neutral. There can be no question as to the harmful status of 
this species. Its size gives it ample power to take pullets and even well- 
grown hens, and such large game as Huffed Grouse is its favourite food 
Though the real home of the Goshawks is in the more northern forests along 
the edge of the cultivated sections, when they once establish themselves 
near a farmyard they are likely to visit it daily. They dash suddenly over 
or around a building into the middle of the poultry flock, seize their victim, 
and are off with it before the owner can protect his property.

Gknbra—Butko and Archibitko. True Buzzards.

General Description Heavily built Hawks of medium or large size, the bill without 
not rhea or teeth (Figure 33 b, p. 23). The wings are rather short and round and the tail 
long anil ample, spreading out in a broad semicircle, demis Butco has clean tarsi, but 
those of Archibuteo are feathered to the base of the toes.

Field Mark*. Hound wings, and broad, ample tail make the best field marks of the 
Buzzards.

These are the true Buzzards. The Turkey Vulture is called Buzzard 
in the south, but incorrectly so. The Buzzards lack the dash, speed, and 
spirit of either the Falcons or the Aecipiters and confine themselves to 
humbler game and slower, heavier methods of hunting. They arc the 
common high-flying Hawks of summer, can be seen circling for hours high 
in the air, and are little given to dashing about the thickets like the agile 
Aecipiters. With the exception of the Broad-winged, their characteristic 
habitat is the wide open, though they usually nest in the forest.

Economic Statua. On the whole their mousing and insectivorous 
habits more than compensate for some undeniable damage done by indi
viduals of a few species. Though the Buzzards include some of our largest 
Hawks, the harm they do does not begin to compare with that done by the 
smaller Aecipiters. Indeed the very largest species of the group, the 
Rough-legs, are the most harmless. Their principal food is mice, other 
small mammals, reptiles, and insects and the size of many of these guarantee 
that the good they do is on a large and important scale.

337. Red-tailed Hawk, hen hawk. kr.—la buhe A queue roushk tinier 
borealis. L, 20. Plate XIII A.

Distinctions. Our largest common Hawk; usually to be distinguished from all others 
by size. The Rough-legged, which is its equal or superior in this respect, can be easily 
distinguished by its feathered tarsus. Broad red tail is distinctive of the adult. Juveniles 
vary only slightly from the Red-ehouldered Hawk of equal age but are larger. Except for
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this the bent distinction between them is the lack of any indication in this species of reddish 
on the shoulders or upper wing coverts ami the presence of a roughly circular, unspotted, 
area on the breast.

Fiehl Marks. Adults can be recognized specifically in life by the rod tail, and all 
ages generieally by their characteristic Buzzard outline «if short wings and broad, ample, 
round tail. Juveniles are only likely to hi- mistaken for the Itcd-shouldered; from tliesi 
the white breast ami the voice are probably the most reliable guides. The call of tin 
Rod-shouldered is identical with some of tin- Blue Jay calls. The notin of tin- Red- 
tailed are similar, hut different enough in quality and execution to be recognizable after 
having once been hi-ard.

Distribution. Eastern North America north to near the tree limit. Breeds in ( 'anada 
wherever fount!.

SUHSI'ECIES. The Red-tailed Hawk is represented in ( anada by several subspecies 
hut only the typical form, the Eastern Red-tail, is to be looke«l for in the east.

Setting. High up in trees in the larger wotxlland patches

The Red-tailed is a shy and a cautious Hawk. It is more often seen 
sailing in great circles high overhead than close by. It requires larger and 
wilder woodland patches than tin* Red-shouldered for its headquarters in 
summer, though like that species it hunts in the surrounding open.

Economic Status. This large, line bird occupies a debatable position of 
usefulness and so much depends upon local conditions ami the personal 
characteristics of individuals that no hard and fast conclusion respecting 
it can he laid down. Of 473 stomach examinations, 54 contained poultry 
or game birds; 51. other birds; 278, mice; 131, other mammals; 37, 
batrachians or reptiles; 47, insects; 8, crayfish; I, centipede; :md 13 offal. 
Of the “other mammals” Iff were rabbits or grey squirrels. This gives us 
about 121 food items against and 4fi4 for the species, and there arc 18 that 
can be regarded as neutral besides the 13 of offal that can only be listed 
as favourable. It should also be borne in mind in studying these food 
contents that those birds coming closest to tin* farmyard are the most likely 
to be shot and have their stomachs examined. Hence there is a certain 
amount of unfavourable selection against the species as a whole in the 
choice of evidence, that should he allowed for.

The species is, on the whole, exceedingly useful and docs considerably 
more good than harm. Individuals, however, frequently get into the habit 
of regularly visiting the poultry yard. These are nearly always young 
birds of the year in search of easy prey. The old birds are usually too 
cautious for this. There can he no question that such individuals should be 
eliminated as quickly as possible, but it certainly cannot be maintained that 
a generally useful species should be systematically persecuted for the bad 
habits of a few. In economic ornithology it is a good rule, when the 
evidence is delicately balanced, to give the bird the benefit of the doubt.

339. Red-shouldered Hawk, chicken hawk. Fit. la husk X manteau row 
BtUeo lineal us. L, 18-30. Plate XIII B.

Distinctions. The reddish underparts of the adult». Juvenile plumage may hr 
similar to the young Red-tailed, but its inferior size and the presence of at least an iivliea- 
tion of rufous on the shoulders or wing-coverts and the spotting of centre of breast will 
distinguish il.

Field Marks. With its characteristic Buteo outline and habits it is not likely to be 
confused with any other species than the Red-tailed. The lack of red tail and the ruddy 
undernarts will distinguish adults. For juveniles the voice and size are probably the most 
reliable guides. The notes of this species arc so like certain calls of the Blue Jay that they 
can be differentiated with difficulty. The Red-tail's screams arc of similar nature, but quite 
distinguishable.



\»'Hting In trees, 35 to 75 fe«'i from tin* ground
Distribution. Over <*aslem North Amorim north to the limit4 of settlement. Ilr<*«*ds 

in ('anadn wherever fourni.
srtiSlWIKS. Several subspecies of tin* IM-shouhbivd Hawk an* m-ognized, 

Imi only ono, tho Man tor n Itcd-shnuldered, I ho typical form, on-urn in eastern Camilla

This is pmbably tin* most ooiiimoii Hawk in <*astcrn Canada. It is 
similar in hahil to tho K<*«l-taile«l <>xccpt that it <loos not insist upon «loop 
wooiIs for its nosting habitat hut will huilil in almost any littlo patch of 
wooillainl, soim timoH in surprising proximity to s<*ttloinont.

Economic Status. This species in, fundamentally, very similar in 
its finul liahits to the Ited-taihd, hut h<*ing a much smaller and lighter 
hird the damage it call do is proportionately less, whereas its good offices 
are scarcely if at all impaired. Of 200 stomachs examined, 3 contained 
poultry ; 12 other birds; 102, mice; 40, other mammals; 20. reptiles; 30, 
hatrnohians (frogs, etc.); 02, insects; Hi, spiders; 7, crawfish; I, earth
worm; 2. offal; and 3, fish. It will thus he seen that its diet is varied. 
Whether the shrews, frogs, reptiles, and spiders are to he counted for or 
against the s|n*ei«*s is open to sonic doubt, hut the large number of mil • 
and insects against 3 of poultry and 12 birds obviously acquits the species 
of t lie charge of doing much damage.

342. Swuinsult's llawk. n< i a husk UK hwainhon. Huh-o stminsoni. !.. 20. 
Of uIhhu tin- same size as the Itnl-shouldeml. It may occur either in a nearly black 
phase, a light one, or any intermisiiate stage between The eharacteristic light plumage 
shows an evenly brown hack, head, and up|M*rparts, white underparts with a band of 
vinaeeous across the chest, and slight indications of bars of same colour oil Maliks

Distinrtums Many birds have the ends of their primaries suddenly reduced in width 
as if a shaving iiad been taken from the edge with a imeket-knife In thiss|N*eii*s the thm* 
outer primaries are thus atlenuat«*d or einarginaled. In the Kcd-shouldeml Hawk, for 
which certain pluuiagi-s might be mistaken, four of the primaries are cniurginuted

Distribution. The prairie provinces and westward. North to the Arctics, wandering 
casually to tin* lower (irval Lukes.

This species occurs in «’astern Canada only as a rare straggler from 
the wist and should be identified with the greatest care. Though a 
prairie hird, its habits are too similar to tin* last species and it is too rare 
to rcipiirc detailed mention.

313. Broad-winged Hawk. n«. I.\ iicsk dk i*kxsyia amk Huho /duty ptrrus 
b, 15 • HI* The smallest of our Hutu*. Adult brown almvc, underparts all finrrcd with 
reddish brown and white in rather coarse pattern. Juvéniles brown nlmvc with more 
or h-ss white irregularly scattered through, below, white with brown stri|s*s on br«*ast 
to throat and bars on flanks and legs.

Distinctions. Size will distinguish this sptH*ics from the young Ibsl-shouldered Hawk 
which juveniles may resemble Thm* attenuated or cmnrginatcd primaries inslewl of 
four will differenti.uti* it from both that species and the Cooper's Hawk with which it also 
might Is- eonfusisl

Fichl Marks Siw, general «•oloration of adults, and its long, fine, sharp call like the 
drawn-out sipie.uk of a rusty barn-door hinge are gissl field charaeters.

X< sting. In trees 25 to 70 f«*«*t from ground.
Distribution. Kastcrn North America northward to the bounils of settlement Breeds 

locally in eastern Canada in all except the most soutluTii parts >f Ontario and far south 
in the Mississippi valley.

Local in distribution and prefera the wilder wet ions.
Economic Status. ( )f 57 stomachs examined, 2 contained small birds; 

15, n»ic«*; 13, other mammals; 11, nptiles; 13, batrachians (frogs, etc.);
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30, inserts; 2, earthworms; 1, crawfish. Without further analysis this 
evidence is sufficient to free this species from any stigma of being harmful.

3l7:i Hough-legged Hawk. Kit i.a iii sk path i d'ami ittyi k. Archibuteu hiÿo- 
pus sancti-johonniK. I,, 22. Tin- largest of our true Hawks. Il occurs in Iwo phases : 
one all dark, almost black ; and the other light, of almost infinite variety of colour tone 
ami pattern. All intermediate stages occur. The most common form is brown above 
more or less mixed with ochre, especially about head, and ochre below with dark abdominal 
band and stri|M-s on breast and throat The tarsus, being feathered to the toes, is the 
basis of the common name and is characteristic of the genus.

Distinction*. Large size and the feathering of the tarsus to the base of the to»* is 
diagnostic.

Field Murks. Large size, broad masses of black below, tail while at base (not a white 
rump), mill prominent black wrist marks on the under surface of the wing are all good 
field marks.

Xestmy. In the far north on ground, on rocky ledges, or in trees.
Distribution. As a species, inhabiting I lie northern |xirtions of the northern hi-mi- 

spliere. The American form is found from Mexico to I hr Arctic. Breeds on or near the 
barren grounds.

SrHSPM’IKS. The Bough-legged I lawk is represented in the New and Old Worlds 
by two subspecies Tin* one peculiar to America i~ the American Bough-legged .1 I 
sancli-johannis, and is only distinguish»*»! from the Lump»-an and Asiatic bird by its 
slightly light it colour and the greater rarity of the black plias»'

This large Hawk is only a migrant in settled Canada to or from the 
barren grounds of tin- north. It is a bird of large marsh expanses and eatt 
la* seen beating over tin- grass until late in the evening something after the 
style of the Marsh I lawk. Usually, however, it is observed high in tin- 
air working its way gradually, with many pauses and eirelings, to or from 
its breeding grounds. Owing to tin- diehromatisni of tin- aperies an almost 
infinite variety of plumages may be found.

Economic Slains. Though our largest Hawk, it is tin- least harmful 
on»-. Of 45 stomachs examined, 40 contained mice; 5, other mammals; 
I. lizard; I, empty. A record lik<- this is enough to condemn the indis- 
«•riminate killing of Hawks. The feet of the Hough-leg are weak and 
incapable of holding large prey; it is, therefore, a mouse-hawk par excel
lence. It also feeds on grasshoppers and has been known at times to do 
most excellent work controlling plagues of these destructive inserts.

(îKNKiiA Aquila and Halusetvs. IIaclks.

rin- Kagles are our largest Birds of Prey. Si/.»- alone will differentiate 
them from the Hawks. Any Bird of Prey over lit) inches long or t> feet in 
extent is an Magic. Contrary to usual conception, the Magic is not tin- 
noble bird of prey usually pictured. It is typically an overgrown Buzzard. 
Much of its tpiarry is of large size, but it is rarely dangerous to human 
interests. In some sections young lambs are occasionally threatened, 
but in eastern Canada Kagles can be looked upon more as scavengers 
than anything else, taking little of economic value and subsisting mostly 
oil offal.*

349. («oldvii Kaglc. Kl« i.’akii.k. imho: .1 »/»»tin ehrysaetos. L, 30. A large, ibirk- 
brown Magie, the lieu»I hiiITiisi-iI with faint ochruccous suggesting the name golden and tin- 
basal half of tail with broken greyish bars against «lull white Tarsus feat henni to tin*
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Distinction* Flic < inldeii Mugle in «liogelher different from I In* mliill linM Mugle, 
lull very Niniilur lu lliv juvenile II nm, however, in «II nluiimgi*N In* nl«*ntiIh**| by it* 
fi'iithrml tarsus, lliv IhIter h|m'•'«*« having «I «II limes Imre, liriglil yellow legs

N rslitifi Oil i'IiITn, rnrk li-dges, nr in Irees
Distribution Over the temperate region nf both hemispheres In Ann i ini.il ranges 

over all lliv nnrlli country v\vv|ilnig tin* nmllu rn extreme, extending huiiIIi min Mvxivn 
in lliv wvnlvrn pltiiiiM nml niniinlmiiN «ml ilnwn «lung lliv Ingli IiuiiIh nf lliv viihI I'ruvlinilly 
only « Nlragglvr in the Great laites rvginn

Tliv ( iolden Magic is I mi inn* in nisi mi ( 'ntiadn In receive niurv limn 
I Hissing niriiliiifi lure 11 is n magnificent bird nml having Ivss nf lliv 
svnvvngvr and robbvr in ils nature il Ills lliv p«ipiiln r eotieeplinn nf lliv 
king of birds bvllvr Ilian does its close relative lliv Maid Mugle.

Ia ououik Status. The vcononiiv view of I Ins bird must be largely 
affected by local conditions. 11 feeds principally on maininals and its 
large size allows il to hike those of considerable weight. Most of its food 
is naturally wild stock ground-hogs, rabbits, and rodent pests but 
newly-born animals are taken on opportunity. In I lie western sheep 
country the depredations of numbers of (Inldeii Magics may be serious, 
but are never so in tin* cast Mort innately the species is too rare in eastern 
Canada to cause strong objection to it ; in fact to see an average of a single 
bird a year would be rather remarkable. Therefore, the occasional presence 
of one of these imigniticent birds in the east can be looked for with pleasure 
rather than alarm. On occasion the species devours carrion, but does not 
seem to depend upon it as its relative the next species does.

H,rV2 Haiti Fugle. AMKineAN faui,r wiiitk-iikaukd i:\ui.i Kit i.'ami.i; a if ik 
iii.AWio Hohiretus /nawr/iAn/i/.s L. 32-N.Y The intuit is tlark hrnwn with while livail, 
neck, and tail The juvenile in all brown with more nr less suggestmn nf the mailing while, 
depending upon age.

Distinctions Though very similar in juvenile plumage tn the (Inldeii Magic, the 
unfeathered yellnw legs « ill always identity it

Field Marks. The Magie outline and great size are unite characteristic when one is 
familiar with them. The great hooked bill, the eulmen which projects in a straight line 
with the emwn and tills the whole of the forehead are plainly visible and quite recogniz
able. The white of the head and tail are unmistakable recognition marks for the adult 
ami on account of the large scale of the details the juvenile can be told from the (iolden 
with greater ease than would naturally be expected The golden-tawny of the upper neck 
of tlie Golden is often quite conspicuous though absent on the llald The somewhat 
whitish or mottled tail of the Golden shows from below a dark terminal tip, in perceptible 
contrast with the base, from 2 to I inches deep depending on age; whereas the tail of the 
juvenile Bald is all dirty white with little or no distinct terminal band but presenting an 
aspect of even mottling at all stages Any Magic observed in eastern Canada should be 
tentatively identified as of this species unless there are definite and positive reasons for 
declaring it as Golden

Distribution. Over the whole of the I'nitcd Stall's and Ganada except the extreme 
Arctic coasts.

SIBSPECIES The Bald Magic is divided into two subspecies, only one of which, 
the Northern Bald Magie II. I. atasratiim, is known to occur in Canada. The typical race 
is of more southern distribution.

Though tlie («olden Magic is typically an inhabitant of the mountains 
and high lands, the Bald Magic is a bird of the water side and is seldom 
found far from that element. Though once a typical species of the eastern 
landscape it is yearly growing rarer, until now in most localities the sight 
of one is an event of some importance. The Bald Magie is a harmless 
species. The damage it does is very small and as a characteristic wild 
feature of our lake landscape this picturesque bird should be preserved.



I'.amonnv Status. < if Isluiime hs examined, I <’«»fitnin«*«I gnim , 
mammals; !t, fish, and 2, carrion. In examining I.Iicm da Li il i oh • rv 
tilde Hint tlir ti stomachs containing mammal and game are wintci 
Specimens him I, except o|ie, wen I. i k « 11 ni a distance from water Had tin 
natural breeding a in I summer grounds of I In Kald I lagle Ihiii tin source 
of fin specimens ln i« si min'd, I In niaiiiinitlH and game would probably 
have been u pland by fish, for this forms tin gn u! hulk of ils food Tin- 
food is taken in various wavs. Tin1 bird dives for lish in Inn Osprey 
manner when necessary, lui! il usually puls I Inin up dead from lie shore 
or, where Ospreys are eominoli, lake )h< hh from I lain by fore- To do 
I Ins il pursues and badgers the successful fisher until I In prize is dropped, 
wliieli by a light ning-like woop is eauglil in I he air and earned a way in 
triumph. Il is, as a rule, hardly eipml to I In • apt lire of tin* qit'cker birds, 
but wounded or hurl din ks or game are eagerly pieked up from l he marshes 
Win n opportunity offers (lie Kald fugle eat olfal without compunction.

It will be seen that Kald tingles in reasonable numbers cannot be any 
g mil menace to mankind. Poultry is ranly touched. The h-h they take 
is only a bagatelle, being mostly waste or surplus from a great abundance. 
I heir scavenging is actively beneficial and I hey - hoiild be encourag' d rather 
than repressed.

FAMILY FALCON III*. FALCONS A NO < ARACARAK

I he family b'atnmnta consists of two subfamilie- lie True falcon- 
Falcoimav and the ('aracaras I’olyhariinf. Tin last named subfamily i- 
of southern distribution and only one ( 'aracara has been taken in < anada.

Sutifanulu b'alamina . True l''alnm.

The falcons were known to the old falconers as the Noble or Kong
winged Birds of Prey and, on account of their great spirit, strength, and 
address, were the chosen birds for use in hunting. Their long wings give 
them great, speed and their endurance permits them to maintain it They 
are bold and strong and capture their prey by sudden swoops when possible, 
but unlike the Aecipiters are not discouraged when their stroke trusses.
I heir first, object, is to rise above the prey, which they do by means of a 
long spiral climb. Once above their prey they drop like a bullet upon it 
striking with their powerful talons as they do so.

The flight, of the falcons is quite recognizable, quick strokes with 
pointed wings and with very little sailing. Seen in the hand, the upper 
mandible furnished with a tooth (figure Tin, p. 2d) will always separate 
the falcons from other Hawks, fortunately, none but the smallest and 
most, harmless of the subfamily is common within cultivated areas and 
those that size makes important are either very rare or are confined to the 
far north where their depredations can do the husbandman no harm, 
f ven those that do occur occasionally about cultivation are generally wild 
and wary enough to keep away from the immediate vicinity of habitation.

( i YHFALCONH.

Carnal Description. Large falcons 20 to 22 inches in length, usually of very white 
coloration. Their large size distinguishes these birds from all others of the subfamily.

67172—91
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T ho Gyrfaleons wore must highly regarded fur hunting by the falconers 
uf old and by tin- exacting laws of tin* times their use was restricted to 
persons uf the highest rank. They combine all the spirit and hardihood 
of tin* smaller species with greater size and strength and hence were 
adapted for the largest game to be taken with birds. Tin- (iyrfaleons are 
of far northern distribution in Canada and are very rare within the limits 
of settlement, rarely troubling poultry yards or game coverts; otherwise 
a war of extermination would probably have to be waged against them as 
they are undoubtedly very destructive.

In Canada there are two species. They are circumpolar in distribu
tion, occurring in the northern parts of both the Uhl and New Worlds.

353. While Gyrfalcon. fk.— le faucon hlan< Falco islandus. L, 22. A very 
large falcon, mostly pure white with small but sharp markings of light brown.

Distinctions. The general whiteness and the lack of markings on the under tail 
eoverts will differentiate this from the next specie». Its large size anil obviously falcon-like 
characters will identify it as a Gyrfalcon.

Nesting. On rocky cliffs.
Distribution. The Arctic regions. Breeds ill Greenland and the adjacent parts of 

America. Only a casual visitor in the settled parts of Canada.

None of the (Iyrfaleons arc common in the settled parts of Canada 
and, therefore, will not be discussed in detail.

384a. Gyrfalcon. fr. -(in part ) le faucon noir. Falco rustimliu. L, 20. Similar 
in size to the White Gyrfalcon and of much darker coloration Slaty-brown above, more 
or less margined or barred with cream or white. Head and under parts white or creamy- 
white. siripi-d with colour of back.

Distinctions. In the White Gyrfalcon white greatly predominates, whereas in the 
lightest of this species white and slaty-brown are about equal in mass and in the darkest the 
brown greatly pre|Hmderates. The under tail coverts are always somewhat streaked.

Nesting. On cliffs or in trees.
Distribution. The Arctic regions of the northern hemisphere; only an accidental 

straggler within settled districts.
Sl’RSPECIEN. The American representative of this species has been dividc-d into 

three subspecies or geographical races, based upon the degree of dark coloration; the 
Grey Gyrfalcon F. r. rustical us, tin* type form, the Gyrfalcon F. r. ggrfalco, and the Black 
Gyrfalcon F. i. ohsoletus. Some of tln-se subdivisions are perhaps based upon age plumages 
or individual variation and may be found to be unnecessary. The names suggest the 
difference in colour of the forms. The first has the head broadly streaked with dark 
against an almost white ground, the second has an almost solidly dark head ami the dark 
of the back heavily margined with lighter, and the third has an almost black back ami the 
underparts so heavily streaked as to be almost black.

356. Peregrine Falcon, duck hawk, bullet hawk. fr.—le faucon pèblekix. 
Falco itcregrinns. L, 16-50. Plate XIV A.

Distinctions. The colouring shown in Plate XIV A, the comparative size, and tin- 
true falcon-like character of the bill and wing should serve for the recognition of this bird.

Field Murks. The long, sharp falcon wings, coloration, and size are distinctive. 
The flight also is easily recognized—a quick flapping of the wings with little sailing.

Nesting. Usually on the h-dges of rocky cliffs, occasionally in hollow bram-hi-s of

Distribution. It ranges over most of the Arctic, temperate, and subtemperatc regions 
of the northern hemisphere, nowhere common but living in scattered pairs and returning 
to the same locality year after year.

•S' l HSPECIES. The New World form under the name of Duck Hawk F.p. a nut inn, 
is the only representative of the spt-cics occurring in America.

The American reprtsentative of this species is a subspecies of tin- 
famous Peregrine Falcon of the Old World, which next to the Gyrfalcon 
was the most desirable hunting hawk of the falconers, and our Duck
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Hawk is almost if not quire indistinguishable from th<- European bird. 
Although distributed over most of the northern hemisphere it is every
where a rare and more or less casual visitor or breeder.

Economic Status. The size of the prey which this bird can take is 
remarkable. Even the Mallard Duck, weighing perhaps three times as 
much as the falcon, is often struck down. Around a nest found by the 
writer in the Muskoka district, were the remains of several full grown 
Huffed Grouse that must have been carried bodily to it. An examination 
of the stomach contents of 10 specimens, gave tin- following result: 7, 
contained poultry or game birds; 9. other birds; I, mice: and 2, insects. 
Fortunately it is as wary as it is spirited. Adults usually confine them
selves to the fields and marshes where they can do little direct damage.

357. Pigeon llawk. kk—la falcon des pigeons. Falco cohimbarius. L, 10. 
A small falcon. Adult mule: dark slate-blue above, bluest on lower back and ruiui>. 
Below, streaked with brown on an ochraceous ground, the stripes aggregating slightly 
on lower breast. Juveniles: similar but back brown instead of slate. Adult females: 
intermediate.

Distinctions. True falcon characters; the generally dark coloration and the small 
size of ihis hawk an- characteristic.

Field Marks. The falcon flight and outline, in conjunction with small size and dark 
coloration, are distinctive.

Xcstiny. In hollow limbs of trees or on cliff ledges.
Distribution. All of North America and to northern South America. Breeds south

ward to the borders of cultivated land in eastern Canada.
SUBSPECIES. There are several subspecies of the Pigeon llawk in Canada, but 

in the east there is only the type form, the Eastern Pigeon Hawk.

In spirit and action this is a miniature of the- Duck Hawk, but is a far 
commoner bird than nay of the Falcons previously mentioned. This 
species also was used in court falconry.

Economic Status. As indicated by its name the Pigeon Hawk pro 
bablv preyed largely upon Wild Pigeons. Nowadays, however, it follows 
smaller game as a rule. Of 51 stomachs examined, 2 contained young 
chickens; 41, small birds; 2, mice; and IB, insects. It will be seen from 
this record that the Pigeon Hawk is destructive to small wild bird life 
but is not large enough to seriously affect the poultryman. It often 
follows Shore Birds and seems particularly fond of the Black-bellied 
Plover. Though more numerous than the Duck Hawk it is still nowhere 
a common bird.

360. American Sparrow Hawk, hr.—le faucon épervikr. Falco gparverius. 
L, 10. Plate XIV B

Distinctions. The coloration of this bin! renders it unmistakable for any other species.
Field Marks. With its falcon-like outline and small size it can not be mistaken for 

any bird except perhaps the Pigeon Hawk. Its more slender shape and longer tail will 
separate it readily when the striking colours are not distinguishable.

Xcstiny. Iif deserted Woodpecker's holes or natural cavities in dead stub.
Distribution. Most of North America, from beyond the settled ureas to the gulf of 

Mexico^ Breeds wherever found in Canada.
SUBSPECIES. Two subspecies of the American Sparrow Hawk are recognized in 

Canada, but only the type form, the Eastern Sparrow llawk, occurs in the east.

This is the only falcon that is common in Canada. It is a beautiful 
bird—the brightest coloured of any of our Birds of Prey. The open 
fields are its hunting ground and the topmost dead branches of solitary
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trove in fiolds or along fvnco rows arc* its chosen observation points. It, 
heats about over the meadows and on sighting its prey hovers for a moment 
on quickly beating wings, like a Kingfisher, and then drops upon its quarry.

The name Sparrow Hawk should properly belong to the Sharp- 
shinned ; this is recognized in the Old World where the name Sparrow 
Hawk is applied to a small Accipiter closely resembling that species. (îras>- 

-r Hawk would be u far better descriptive name for this little* 
falcon as grasshoppers form a large part of its food. When taken young 
from the nest this little falcon is easily tamed.

Economic Status. Although a hawk, this bird is one of the most 
efficient and valuable protectors of the farm. Of 291 stomachs examined, 
1 contained a game bird (Quail); 53, other birds; 89, mice; 13, other 
mammals; 12, reptiles or batrachians (frogs, etc); 215, insects; and 
29, spiders. Of the birds examined, 43 were taken in the winter months, 
from December to April. Of specimens taken in seasons when insects 
are available only 10 stomachs contained birds. This record shows that 
birds are killed by the falcon from necessity rather than choice. The 
“other mammals" are mostly harmful rodents, with a very few shrews. 
The insects are usually grasshoppers which do great damage and are 
difficult to control. From the above evidence it is obvious that the 
Sparrow Hawk is beneficial and should be protected.

FAMILY—PANDIONIDÆ. FISH-HAWKS. OSPltEYS.

The Fish-hawks or Ospreys are a family of raptorial birds subsisting 
entirely upon fish, which they capture in shallow water by diving. Other 
members of the order eat fish, but usually only as scavengers or by stealing 
from fish-catching birds. As there is only one species of Fish-hawk in 
America, no general discussion of the family is necessary here.

ar>4. Osprey. American osprey, fish-hawk. kh. -le balbubaud d'amêriquk. 
Pandion haliœtu* carolinensi«. L, 2'.i ■ 11). Plate XV A.

Distinction*. The coloration of the Osprey is quite distinctive. Its pale blue legs, 
and feet much roughened with sharp horny processes, especially on the soles and grasping 
surfaces, are decidedly characteristic.

Field Marks. The large wing xpanse of this bird is responsible for the common 
mistake of calling it an eagle. It is, however, much smaller than either of the eagles anil 
its white underparts will distinguish it from them.

Nesting A great mass of sticks in trees or on the ground, which, as it is added to year 
after year, finally becomes almost as large as a small haycock.

Distribution. The ( )sprey occurs in most of Europe, Asia, Africa, and in America south 
to northern South America. The American Osprey breeds in Canada locally in all except 
the southern sections.

SCBSPECIES. The Osprey, inhabiting both the New and Old Worlds, is divided 
into subspecific races, of which the American Osprey P. h. carolinensis is the American 
representative. Its separation from the European form is based upon characters too 
slight for discussion here.

The Osprey is a most picturesque bird. Sailing at a height over the 
water it pauses a moment and then drops suddenly, not straight down 
like a plummet, as the Gannet does, but in a long spiral, striking tin- 
water feet first with wings raised high over its back. There is a splash 
of white spray and it rises in the air, a fish clasped in its rough talons, 
and is away to its aerie. The Ospreys frequent broad shallows, tidal 
flats, and shallow bays where water is not too deep for shallow diving,

0
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rather than deeper water where they would have to depend upon ehanee 
aurface-frequenting fish. In the Great Lakes region the species is growing 
rarer. Its grout bulky nest is added to year after year until it assumes 
such proportions that it becomes a landmark for the country around and 
invites constant attack from human nest-robbers, so that it is now only 
in the more retired localities that it can breed undisturbed. It is still 
numerous along the Atlantic coast and gulf of St. Lawrence, but inland 
it is rare.

Economic Status. Though the food of the Osprey is entirely fish 
the antipathy that fishermen have for it is rather exaggerated. Feeding 
as it does in shallow waters it takes few fish of economic importance. 
On the coast, flounders, tom cod, and other small species form the bulk 
of its food. On the freshwater lakes, sun-fish, perch, and suckers seem 
to be its staples. The number of game or marketable fish it catches is 
undoubtedly small. In eleven stomach examinations there were none. 
Trout streams an- not attractive to the species and most of tin* valuable 
fish like bass and pickerel usually lie too deep for it to catch.

SUBORDER—HTRIGE8 NOCTURNAL BIRDS OF PREY. OWLS

The Owls are easily recognized. The cere hidden in the feathers of 
the face, and the striking facial disks or feather rings about tin- eyes (Figure 
:I4, p. 24) are distinctive to the most casual observer. They are mostly 
nocturnal, the Hawk Owl and the Snowy Owl being the only eastern 
Canadian species that habitually hunt in daytime. Even the nocturnal 
owls, however, see quite well by day. They may be momentarily dazed 
when brought suddenly from dark to bright light and some species repost- 
such confidence in immobility to escape detection as to allow themselves 
almost to be caught in the hand. The feathers are a most interesting 
character in owls. They are peculiarly soft and cling together in a way 
that keeps the air from passing through the small interstices and ensures 
the silent flight characteristic of the suborder. An <)wl can pass so closely 
as to fan the face with its wing and yet be inaudible.

Two families are represented in Canada: Aluconidœ the Barn Owls, 
represented by one species which is an accidental visitor from the south; 
and Strigidœ known as the Eared or Horned Owls, though many of them 
are without these ornaments, including all the other Canadian species.

FAMILY—ALUCON1DÆ. BARN OWLS.

The Barn Owls, sometimes called the Monkey-faced Owls from the 
heart-shaped character of the united facial disks, art- represented in Canada 
by only one species and that species is rare. The middle claw is pectinated, 
having comb-like teeth on its inner edge like the Herons (Figure 19, p. 21) 
and the inner toe is as long as the middle instead of being slightly shorter 
as in the Horned Owls.

365. American Barn Owl. monkey faced owl. Aluco ornt incola. L, IS. 
General ground colour a reddish ochre, lighter below, facial disk dull white with an 
outer edging of darker ochre to brown. Back to top of head frosted over with ash-grey 
with numerous small eye spots outlined in black. Vnderparts, throat, and around face 
sprinkled with scattered round dark spots.
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Distinctions. The strongly and well outlined heart-shafted facial disk, soft yellow 
coloration with a suggestion of pink, and the tarsi almost bare of feathers are distinctive.

.Westing. In towers, steeples, or holes in barns, banks, or trees.
Distribution. From the gulf of Mexico to the middle Atlantic states across the con

tinent. It occurs in Canada only as a straggler along the southern border.

This is the American representative of the ruin-haunting European 
owl so familiar in song and story. It is a wonderfully efficient mouser 
and a most valuable bird, but is rare in Canada.

FAMILY—8THKÜDÆ. HORN HI) OR EARED OWLS.

The family is known as “ Horned " from the tufts of feathers pro
jecting from the forehead in some of the species, though not in all. The 
feet are feathered to the ends of the toes (Figure 32. p. 23). The family 
includes all the Canadian owls except the Barn Owl previously described.

366. American Long-eared Owl. fh -le hibou à oreilles lonuvkm. A no 
inlxon inn ni- L. 14 SO. A medium sized owl rather similar in coloration to the Great 
Homed Owl (p. 133), but much smaller and of more slender build.

Distinctions. Although the colouring is suggestive of the Great Horned < >wl, the differ
ence in size serves to distinguish the two. From the Short-eared Owl, which is of about 
equal size, it may be distinguished by the prominent horns or ear tufts which spring close- 
together fmm the forehead, by the general lack eif stripe-s in its coloration, anil by the* 
conspicuous amount of black and white suffused ove-r the- body colour.

Ficbl Marks. The prominent horns standing nearly straight up from the middle of the 
fore-he-ad and the- rusty brown facial disk differentiate this spe-cie-s from the- next, the- only 
spe-cie-s for which it might be mistaken.

A'estmg. In tre-es. usually in dese-rteel crows' nests or hawks' ne-sts 20 to 40 fe-e-t from 
the ground.

Distribution. Throughout temperate North America, north to about the limit of 
cultivation.

Evergreen or alder thickets on the edges of marshes or ash swamps are 
the preferred habitat of the- species. During migration it is sometimes 
found in companies, resting by day in the dark recesses of wet woods.

Economic Status. Of 92 stomachs examined, I contained a game 
bird (Quail); 15, other birds; 84, mice; 5, other mammals; and 1. insects. 
From this record it is evident that the species is not seriously destructive. 
Its mousing proclivities are sufficient to give it a claim to protection and 
its small size- and nocturnal habits preve*nt its interference with young 
poultry.

367. American Short-eared Owl. marsh owl. fr. le hibou à oreilles 
courtes. Asia flam meus. L, 15-50. A meehum size-el owl with short, hardly visible car- 
tufts. General colour ochrace-ous with e-onsiderable* white lining on face-, with sharply 
defined stripe-s of brown over all, narrower below and broader and more- eliffuseel above-.

Distinctions. The ge-neral light buff colour and the- stripe-s of this bird are- distinctive. 
The horns may be inconspicuous; when visible they rise, as do those- of the- last speeie-s, 
from between the- eyes and stand upright. The lack of any black and white patte-m in 
the coloration serves to elistinguish this spe-cies from the Long-eared.

Ficbl Marks. The buff colour is the he-st field mark.
Distribution. Nearly cosmopolitan. Occurs everywhere in Canada, breeeling locally 

wherever fourni.

This bird is a true marsh owl and is slightly more diurnal in its habits 
than many of its relatives. It is often seen in the dusk of the evening 
beating over the marshes in strong and hawk-like flight. As it lives in the
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marshes or along their brushy edges, a great number annually fall under 
the guns of sportsmen.

Economic Statu*. Of 97 stomachs examined, 11 contained small 
birds; 77, mice; 7, other mammals; and 7. insects. From this record 
and from the fact that the marsh edges, waste patches, and fence rows 
which this species haunts, are the reservoirs from which small rodent pests 
spread over cleanly cultivated land, it is evident that this is a most 
useful species and that killing it is reducing one of the most efficient checks 
upon innumerable pests.

368. Barred Owl. kr. -la chouette hi can aha Stnx varia. L 20. Plate
XV B

Distinctions. Il i.s almost impossible to mistake this owl. The only other hornless 
owl at all resembling it is the Great Grey Owl. The Barred Owl can be differentiated by 
its smaller size, black instead of yellow eyes, and by the well-defined striping and barring 
below. 'Plus and the Barn Owl are the only owls with blaek eyes.

Field Marks. Size, absence of ear tufts, and general grey-brown colour with bars 
on the breast.

Settling. In hollow trees or in deserted crows' nests or hawks’ nests.
Distribution. Kastern North America from the edge of settlement south to Kansas 

and Georgia.
SUBSPECIES. There are several subspecies of the Barred ( )wl. two of which occur 

in Canada. The form found throughout eastern Canada is the type, the Eastern Barret I 
Owl.

Though apparently a fairly large bird the Barred Owl when stripped of 
its feathers is comparatively small. Added to this it is a bird of gentle 
nature and lacks the keen aggressiveness of some of its relatives. Its notes 
are loud, the wierd hooting carrying far in the still night air.

Economic Status. Though fowls have been known to roost repeatedly 
without harm in trees from which Barred Owls hooted every night, it is 
usually regarded as an enemy and killed indiscriminately. Of 1 MB sto
machs examined, 5 contained poultry or game; 13, other birds; hi, mice; 
18, other mammals; 4, frogs; 1, a lizard; 2, fish; 14. insects; 2. spiders; 
and 9, crawfish. The fowls, only two cases, can be regarded as accidental 
as they were both taken in January, when they would ordinarily be full 
grown and beyond the powers of this weak owl to kill. The status of this 
bird is most satisfactory.

17». Cinereous Owl. créât uhey owl. kr. la chouette cendrée. Scatiaptex 
nrbnlosa. L, 27. Of much the same general grey tone as the Barred Owl, but considerably 
larger than that bird.

Distinctions. By measurement and in appearance the largest of our owls, but when 
stripped of its great abundance of soft feathers a surprisingly small bird, hike the Barrel 1 
Owl in general coloration and luck of horns; but with yellow instead of black eyes and 
having the coloration of the breast and underparts diffused and without a defined pattern 
of stripes and bars.

Field Marks. Size, grey coloration, and lack of breast bars.
Seating. In trees.
Distribution. The forest of the north across the continent; an occasional winter 

migrant within the bounds of cultivation.
SUBSPECIES. Tfie Cinereous Owl occurs in the northern parts of both the New 

and Old Worlds, but is represented in each by distinct subspecies. The European form is 
the Lapp Owl S. n. lapponica, and the American is the Great Grey Owl, the type race.

This owl is only an occasional visitor in the settled parts of Canada.
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Economic Status. The économie effect of this bird as far as it goes is a 
beneficial one. Data on its foods are rather scanty. Of 9 stomachs 
examined, 1 contained a small bird; 7, mice; and 4. other mammals. It is 
evidently an efficient mouser.

371 Arctic Saw-whet Owl. Richardson’s owl. ut - la nyctalb de richard- 
son. Cryptogluux funerea. L, 10. A small, hornless, grey owl. Ashy-brown above with 
round white sjmiIh, whitish below vaguely striped. The colour pattern is soft and the 
design vague and diffused.

Distinctions. This species resembles the Screech Owl in size and general grey colour
ing, but in nothing else; it has not the horns of that species and the colour pattern shows 
no sharpness anywhere. The colour scheme shows too little distinction from that of the 
Saw-whet to be clearly differentiated here. Its decidedly larger size, however, will char-

Field Marks. It is too rare to identify by such slight field marks as could be suggested
A'eating. Usually in holes in trees.
Distribution. The northern woods to the limit of trees from the Mackenzie River 

valley eastwards.
SUBSPECIES. This is a European as well as an American species, but the form 

inhabiting the New World is subspecifically separate! from that of the Old World imder 
the name of Richardson’s Owl C.f. richantsoni.

This species is perhaps the rarest of the Canadian Owls, and within the 
boundaries covered by this work is only an occasional and irregular winter

Economic Status. Though too rare to have any noticeable economic 
influence it must be regarded as a beneficial species. Of 9 stomachs 
examined, 1 contained a small bird; 7, mice ; and 4, other mammals.

372. Saw-whet Owl. acadian owl. fr.—la nyctalb d’acadie Cryptoglaux 
nantir. L, 8. A very small owl. Above, colour is warm ashy-brown vaguely marked with 
inconspicuous white spots especially about the back of the neck, changing <>n the head to 
fine sharp stripes which join in a line over the facial disk. Below, white, with light brown 
streaks arid a vague tendency to form a solid breast-bar. A rare plumage of this owl was 
long thought to indicate a distinct species which was given the name Kirtland’s Owl, 
It is now, however, understood to he but an evanescent juvenile plumage of the above, 
though the cause of its rarity is not known. Above, it is solid brown, rather redder than 
the adult, and extending across breast, in a rufescent band; below, even ochre. The 
facial disk on outside of the eyes is almost black, in striking contrast to the white over 
and between eyes.

Distinctions. In ordinary plumage so nearly like Richardson’s Owl in colour as to be 
separated from it only by size. Being without horns or any sharply marked colour pattern 
it can be easily distinguished from the Screech Owl.

Field Marks. Very small size and lack of horns are the best field marks.
Nesting. In holes in trees, sometimes natural, at other times those made by wood

peckers or squirrels.
Distribution. Most of temperate North America. Its breeding is irregular and 

usually in the northern parts of its range or at high elevations farther south.
SUBSPECIES. There arc two subspecies of the Saw-whet Owl occurring in Canada; 

but only one, the Acadian Owl, the type form, is ever found in the east.

This diminutive owl is the smallest of the Birds of Prey in eastern 
Canada. It haunts the dark tangle of cedar and tamarack swamps, 
passing the day close against the trunk of a tree where its plumage blends 
indistinguishably into the bark. It has such great reliance in its protective 
coloration that it will allow close approach and can at times be almost taken 
in the hand. It takes its vernacular name from its call notes which are said 
to resemble the sound made by filing or whetting a saw.
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Economic Statua. Of It) stomachs examined, 1 contained a sparrow : 
17, mice ; and 1. a moth. With this record the species should he given pro-

373 Screech Owl. KK.—LK HIBOU ma<tl£ Ohis a.*io. L, 9 40. Plate XV71 A
Distinctions. The species is dichromatic, that K it occurs in two well murk is 1 colour 

forms irrespective of sex, age, or season. One form is rich brown with shades of grey ami 
white, ami the other has the grey replaced by bright rufous. The plumage pattern of 
each is the same. Many intermediate stages occur. In apparent size it comes between 
Richardson’s and the Saw-whet Owls, but the presence of well-defined horns from the 
sides of the crown and the sharply defined figures of its colour pattern are characteristic.

Field Marks. Size, ami the distinct horns are the best field guides.
Seating. In hollow trees.
Distribution. All temperate North America. Breeds in Canada wherever found.
St' BSPECI ES. The Screech Owl is divided into a great number of flulwpeeies, some 

nine geographical races being recognized in North America by the American Ornitholo
gists' l'mon check-list. The only one found in eastern Canada, however, is the type form 

the Eastern Screech Owl.

Although called the “Screech Owl", tin- notes of this bird arc melo
dious and soothing with a tinge of melancholy, and contain nothing harsh 
or grating. The most common call is a long, soft, tremolo whistle on a 
descending or even scale. Occasionally it consists of low croons, gurgles, 
and other quiet and conversational notes. Although inoffensive, these 
small birds show surprising courage in defence of their young. At night 
they will sweep down on the head of an intruder with a startling, hollow
sounding “whoo-whoo” and snapping of the bill. Just before striking, 
however, they wheel away to gather momentum for n return. Such 
attacks while disconcerting are far from dangerous. The habit of nesting 
in old hollow apple trees on the farm where its mousing is of the most 
immediate importance makes this bird most valuable to the husbandman.

Economic Status. The official finding on the food of the Screech Owl 
is warrant for its protection. Of 212 stomachs examined, 1 contained 
poultry; 38, other birds; 91, mice; 11, other mammals; 2, lizards; 4, frogs 
and toads; 1, fish ; 100, insects; 5, spiders; 9, crawfish; 7, miscellaneous; 
2, scorpions; and 2. earth worms. The poultry item must be regarded as an 
accidental occurrence, as the bird represented, a pigeon, would be ex
ceedingly large prey for this bird.

375. Great Horned Owl. Kit -lb dvc he vikuimb Bubo virginianua. L, 22. 
Plato XVI B

Distinctions. Our only owl over 15 inches in length wearing horns. Its ochraceous, 
ami black and white coloration is distinctive.

F re lit Marks, barge size, ochruceous colour, and prominent ear tufts.
Seating. Usually in abandoned hawks’ nests or m hollow trees.
Distribution. In various subspecies the Great Homed Owl ranges over all of 

North America. The ranges of the subspecies in Canada are sufficiently indicated by 
their names.

SUBSPECIES. The Great Horned Owls of North America are split up into a 
great number of geographical races or subspecies, some of which occur as migrants in 
eastern Canada. The Arctic form B. v. subarcticua is nearly white in colour with the 
ochre and rufous of the common variety almost absent and the black pattern much reduced 
The Western Horned Owl B. v. pallcscena is about intermediate between the Arctic and 
the Eastern Horned Owl, the type form shown in the illustration. The Labrador Horned 
Owl B. v. hetcrocnemis is a very dark form. As these intergrade with each other indis- 
tinguishablv and overlap in range in migration, exact subspecies designations should onlv 
be made with great care and, except in extreme plumages, only after comparison with 
duly authenticated specimens
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The Great Horned Owl in the evil genius of the woods. Winding 
silently in and out through the shadowy foliage, it is master of all except 
the larger animals. The animosity the crows show the Great Horned Owl 
must be based upon bitter experience.

Economic Statu*. The economic status of this bird depends upon 
where it lives. In the deep woods away from settlement it is. of course, 
harmless and only the wild creatures it preys upon are affected by it. In 
settled districts this bird is to be guarded against in every possible way. 
Of 110 stomachs examined, 31 contained poultry or garni- birds; 8, other 
birds; 13, mice; 65, other mammals; 1, a scorpion ; 1, fish ; and 10, insects. 
The evidence is, therefore, decidedly against this owl. There is no danger 
that restriction will result in its extermination since it is perfectly able to 
take care of itself and there are large sections where the species can hold 
sway over the wilderness without molestation.

37ft. Snowy Owl. ut.—ue haksanc. .Syrien nydea L 25. A large, white owl 
with short, sharp, dark-brown barring practically all over and without perceptible ear 
tufts. Adult birds which have reached maturity may be almost immaculate

Distinctwn*. The only owl that is markedly white, except the Arctic Honied Owl 
which sometimes approaches it The lack of horns or ears, however, is diagnostic

Field Murk* Nearly white bird without ear tufts.
Meeting. On ground.
Distribution. Arctic regions of North America, migrating ninth in winter to the 

latitude of the Great l^akes across the continent.

This is a winter visitor in the settled parts of Canada. It frequents 
frozen marshes and lake shores and is typically a bird of the open. Csually 
the birds that come from the north are heavily marked juveniles, but 
occasionally flights occur in which the very white and almost unspotted 
adults are in the majority. Probably the juveniles are naturally greater 
wanderers than the adults which migrate far from their home grounds 
only when driven out by a scarcity of food or attracted south by a great 
abundance of rabbits.

377. Ilawk Owl. ri.—la chovktte épkhvièrk u’amériqük. Surma ulula’ 
L, 15. A medium-sized owl of somewhat hawk-like build and habits Above, rich, 
warm brown variously s|»ott«*l with white. All underparts and breast, sharply and regu
larly barre«| with brown and white. A rich seal brown line bordering the outer sides of 
the facial disks and mis-ting in the throat. Facial disk not as |ierfeet as in most owls.

Distinction*. The less flattened and less typically owl-like face, long tail, and sharp 
and regular barring of the underparts are distinctive

Fold Marks. Diurnal habits, general coloration, and long tail are good field marks. 
Any owl seen hunting in the daytime or perched in commanding position in full daylight 
is probably this species, though the Long and Short-eared both do so occasionally.

Meeting. In evergreen trees or in hob's in dry trunks.
Distribution. The northern wooded parts of the continent, occurring within the 

settled regions only rarely in winter.
SUBSPECIES. The Hawk Owl occurs in both the New and Old Worlds as allied 

subspecies, the type being Kuropean. The American Hawk Owl S. u. raparorh is the 
mlv form found in (’anada.

This is the most strictly diurnal of Canadian owls. It is very hawk
like in action and form, being of more slender and lighter build than other 
members of its family. It may often be seen perched on the tip of a dry 
tree trunk, reminding one very much of the Sparrow Hawk both in outline 
and in the distinctive way in which it jerks its tail.



Economie Status. This is a northern bird which occurs within the 
bounds of cultivation only in winter and rarely. Few data are available 
upon its food, but without doubt it is a mouser as it is too small to prey upon 
larger animals.

Order- Coccyges. Cuckoos and Kingfishers.

Systematic zoologists are not agreed on the classification of these 
birds. The present American Ornithologists’ Union check-list (MHO 
edition) recognizes these as composing a full order and divides the ( 'anadian 
representatives into two suborders: Cuculi, including the American < 'uckoos 
and extralimital families, and Alcyone*, the Kingfishers. Distinctive 
characters are most easily described under the subfamily and specific 
headings.

HU BORDER—CUCULI. CUCKOOS, FIX'.

This suborder is represented in North America by only one family, 
Cuculidœ, comprising the Anis and two groups of Cuckoos.

FAMILY—CUCÜL1DÆ. AMERICAN ( I ( KOOS.

A family represented in North America by three subfamilies, only 
one of which occurs in Canada—Coccyzinæ, the American Tree Cuckoos.

Subfamily—Coccyzince. American Tree Cuckoos.
General Description. Birds with weak feet and yoke toes, two toes directed forward 

and two backwards (Figure :t7, |>. '24). The bills arc rather long, gently curved, and sharp 
pointed. The plumage is soft and thin, lacking in cohesion, and has the soft silky feeling 
associated with many tropical species. The tail is long, soft, and graduated.

Distinctions. May be distinguished from the Woodpeckers, which also have yoke 
toes, directed two and two, by the difference in the lulls ami tails In the Woodpecker 
the bills are straight, stout, the tip chisel-pointed, and the tail is rather short, very stilT, 
and bristle-like at the tip.

The Cuckoos arc largely tropical in distribution. The two Canadian 
cuckoos are outliers from the main body of species in warmer latitudes. 
They are possessed of a sensuous tropical grace and air t hat are out of keeping 
with northern climes. This is exhibited in their lithe, sinuous carriage, 
lull round ' i graceful tail, and thin but soft and silky plumage.
They haunt hot and humid jungles of shrubbery, and flit across the open 
spaces with a silent undulating flight that seem* in harmony with their 
exotic nature. English literature is rich in reference to the Cuckoo, but 
little that is said is ‘able to the Canadian Cuckoo. The latter is not 
an early arriving species and comes in spring with a quietness and a silence 
that hides its presence for some time after arrival. Its notes, too, are 
entirely different from those with which European writers have made us 
familiar. The calls of our birds are less musical but have a charm of their 
own and a wildness and unusual quality in keeping with their natures. 
The two Canadian species are very much alike in their calls; a loud 
startling “Kaow-kaow-kaow” is one of the most characteristic and one 
that, on the still summer air, can be heard for a quarter of a mile or more. 
Again they have a “ Kuek-kuck-kuek " note like a big clock beating seconds, 
that has not the range of the above but has considerable carrying power.

4
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In regard to their parental duties, our birds show considerable more reali
zation of responsibility than the European. They are slightly parasitic 
in their habits, that is, they occasionally drop their eggs in the nests of 
other birds and shelve upon them the cares of raising their young, but the 
practice is not common. The old English word ‘‘Cuckold” refers to and 
is based upon this habit of the European bird. This is not a common 
practice with the American, as it is with the Old World species, and is 
perhaps only accidental.

Economic Status. Cuckoos are almost entirely insectivorous, but 
occasionally take small amounts of wild fruit. Their great value lies in 
the fact that they show special fondness for certain insects that other 
species rarely touch. Hairy caterpillars which, on account of their bristly 
coatings, are safe from most fastidious birds are regularly eaten by Cuckoos. 
The interior of a Cuckoo’s stomach will be found to be lined with a coating 
of spiny caterpillar bristles set in the walls and projecting from them 
like fur.

387. Yellow-billed Cuckoo, su. le eovror À bev jaink. Coccyzus americanus. 
1., 12 20. Plate XVII A

Distinction*. The Yellow-billed Cuckoo may be mistaken only for its relative the 
Black-billed. The yellow on the bill, from which it gets its name, is the easiest means of 
identification. Additional distinguishing marks are a broad area of suffused cinnamon on 
the wings, that is conspicuous in flight, and considerably more white on the ends of the tail 
feathers.

Field Mark*. The long flexible outline in flight and the general coloration make this 
bird recognizable as a Cuckoo. The yellow lower mandible, cinnamon wing marks, and 
the large amount of white on the tail fix the species.

Xcsting. Loose structure of sticks not far from ground.
Distribution. This species is of rather more southern distribution than the next, 

but the data seem to point to its increase in numbers and range within the past thirty 
years. Its range just overlaps the southern borders of Ontario, Quebec, and New Bruns-

SUDSPECIKS. There are two races of this species recognized in Canada. The 
Eastern Cuckoo, the typical form, extends west to the plains.

388. Black-billed Cuckoo, kr. —le coucou à bec noire. Coccyzus erytliroplithal- 
mus. L, 11-85. Plate XVII A.

Distinctions. Can be distinguished from the Yellow-hilled by its all-black bill, lack 
of cinnamon on the wings, and the smaller amount of white tips on the tail.

Field Mark*. The above make the best field marks available for the species. The 
characteristic Cuckoo flight and outline are easily recognized.

Xcsting. Lo< se structure of sticks not far from ground.
Distribution. A bird of wider and more northerly distribution than the yellow-Nlh-d 

( 'uekoo; irregularly in the more settled parts of the country south of the gulf of St. liuwrenee 
and west to the Manitoba line.

SI K< >1U >ER—ALCYON ES. K1 NO FISH EUS.

The Kingfishers form it well-marked group represented in nearly all 
parts of the world. Though evidently adapted to catching fish some have 
given up their ancestral habits and watery habitats to live in the woods 
on insects and earthworms. However, all these departures from type are 
extralimital and mostly tropical; the well known Laughing Jackass of 
Australia is a large aberrant Kingfisher. The North American Kingfishers 
are all included under one family, Alcedinidtr.
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FA MIM AM'LDINII).*:. KINOFISIlKllti.

As tlivre is only one species of the family in ('anada the description 
given under the species will serve for the family.

•{'.HI. Retted Kingfisher, nt. u: martin efteiinvR. < cnilc alcuon. L, 13-02 
I lute XVII It

Distinctions. 'Phe great ragged crest mill slaty-hlue hack of tin* Kingfisher cannot !• 
very well confused with any other American bird The weak feet, three toes in front, 
the two outer (Figure 30, p. L’t) joined for half their length, and the peculiar eluuv-.v 
grasping surfaces are diagnostic of the Kingfishers.

FieM Murks. The rugged crest and large head, general coloration, and habit of sitting 
motionless on a perch overhanging the water or diving into it with a splash make the 
Kingfisher easily recognizable in life.

Xcsting. Fsually on ground at end of a tunnel driven in the face of an cx|tosi>d earth

Distribution. All of North America, breeding wherever fourni in Canada.

All frequenters of (’anadian waters know the Kingfisher. It sits 
motionless on a commanding perch over the water watching for the fish 
below. Suddenly it dashes off, hangs suspended a moment in the air, and 
then drops with a resounding splash into the water, rising a moment later 
with a luckless fish in its capacious bill, and is off around the bend of the 
stream. Within its daily range the Kingfisher knows every perch and 
branch front which it can get a comprehensive view of its fishing grounds 
and returns to them again and again. Streams are not its only habitat ; 
it frequents lakes and ponds and even the seashore. The Kingfishers 
fish sometimes at considerable distances from their nests as they are often 
seen in country where earth banks such as they require for nesting are 
few. However, they are adaptable and sometimes use the most unexpected 
substitutes, such as the earth clinging to the roots of an overturned tree, 
or the sides of a drainage ditch.

Economic Status. The Belted Kingfisher lives upon small fish, and 
whether or not this constitutes a grave economic offence is a question 
that cannot be answered offhand. The minnows caught by this bird along 
our larger streams, ponds, or lakes are certainly not of importance, but 
when Kingfishers frequent small preserved trout streams they may possibly 
commit rather serious depredations. Their effect on the larger salmon 
waters is less clear. Ordinarily the fish they take are small perch, shiners, 
chub, and other minnows that frequent the surface or shallow warm water. 
The number of young game fish that are taken cannot be great. On waters 
given to the culture of trout the question is different. The fish taken 
there are comparatively well grown and even if they are not very numerous 
the Kingfisher cannot he looked upon with friendly eyes by the angler.

On the salmon streams tiie Kingfishers are regarded with strong 
disfavour and the guardians are usually busy reducing their number with 
gun and trap on every possible occasion, and even offer bounties upon their 
heads and nests. How far this is justified is questionable. In many of 
these streams the fish have little other food than the smaller of their own 
species. The large fish, except the spring run of breeders, are all busy 
eating the small ones. The fry evidently live on micro-organisms and 
plankton, the fingerlings upon the fry, the parr upon the fingerlings, and 
so on. The fingerlings are those taken by the Kingfishers. Now if the 
final number of adult salmon depends on the fingerling. if the fingerling



is the critical stage in the salmon’s life beyond which its chances for 
survival are greatly increased, the Kingfisher can possibly commit appre
ciable depredation; but if on the other hand this critical point occurs later, 
during the sea life of the fish for instance, the effect of the taking of even 
a considerable number of fingerlings will be negligible. At any rate it 
will take several Kingfishers to equal the damage done by one comparatively 
small fish in the waters frequented by the salmon. It would seem, therefore, 
that the good and evil in the case of the Kingfisher nearly balances.

Order—Pici. Woodpeckers.

The world wide order Pici is a rather heterogeneous division including 
numerous subdivisions and there is little uniformity of opinion as to their 
exact relations. In Canada there is only one family of the order—Picidct, 
the Woodpeckers.

FAMILY—PICIDÆ. WOODPECKKKS.

General Description. The Woodpeckers arc an easily recognized family. They have 
either three or four toes, as in the Cuckoos, two permanently directed forward, ending in 
well hooked claws for clinging to the rough hark of trees. In one group, tin- Three-toed 
Woodpeckers, one of the him! toes is absent. The bill is straight, stout, and chisel-shuped 
at the tip (Figure 41, p. 25). The tail is well developed; not remarkably long but stout 
and ending in stiff bristles that are worn and frayed by pressure against rough bark.

Distinction*. Feet, bill, and tail characters make reliable distinctions.
Field Marks. Tree climbing habits; and flight by series of quick wing strokes with 

slight pauses between, causing a waved course like a succession of festoons.
Xestiny. In holes excavated in trees or stubs.

The Woodpeckers are well known for their ability to cling to per
pendicular or overhanging surfaces. The stout chisel-shaped bill is 
admirably adapted to drilling into wood whence the larva1 of borers or other 
insects are extracted. The tongue is modified into a long, extensible 
spear furnished with a sharp point and armed with minute barbs to assist 
in holding the impaled prey and withdraw it from the wood. The hyoid 
or tongue bones are so long that in the normal position of rest they wind up 
over the base of the skull along the crown and in some species penetrate the 
nostrils beneath the bill-sheath and finally rest their ends near the tip of 
the bill. As a further aid, large salivary glands secrete a sticky fluid for 
the tongue to which small insects stick and are caught as with bird lime. 
A few species, for example the Sapsuekers, have the tip of the tongue frayed 
out into a sort of brush that is evidently used in gathering up the sap.

Economic Status. Of the general usefulness of the Woodpeckers, 
with the exception of the Sapsuekers, there can be little doubt. They 
are almost entirely insectivorous. They pursue wood-boring grubs by 
drilling hobs even in apparently healthy trees and hence they are bene
ficial not harmful.

393. Hairy Woodpecker, fr — le pic CHEVBLU Dryobates villosus. L, 9-40. 
Almost exactly like flic next, species, but larger. Plate XVIII A.

Distinction*. The Downy Woodpecker is the only species with which this is likely to 
be confused. Size is the best point for differentiation, but the white of the outer tail feathers 
being solid instead of barren with black, is diagnostic.

Field Mark*. The spotted black anti white coloration to mark the genus and the size 
to separate it from the Downy.



Nesting. In holt* drilled in dead stubs or living tm*
Distribution. The Hairy Woodpecker in its various subspecies is found over all the 

wooded parts of ( 'anada, breeding everywhere except perhaps in the most southern portions 
of Ontario.

SUBSPECIES. The s|M*eies in eastern Canada is divided into two geographical 
races, the Eastern Hairy, the type form, and the Northern Hairy, D. v. leucnmelas. The 
latter is the one usually but incorrectly given as the bird of southern Canada. It is of 
slightly larger size ami of more northern distribution, only occasionally coming down into 
settled districts in winter and perhaps never appearing in the Lower Créât Likes region.

Th<- Hairy Woodpecker gets its name from the white feathers of the 
hack, which fall over the black borders in a loose disconnected way faintly 
suggestive of hairs. It is one of the common woodpeckers and quite 
typical of the family in its habits. It is not as familiar about houses or 
orchards as the Downy Woodpecker, preferring the woods to orchard or 
shade trees.

Economic Status. Insects constitute 77 per cent of the food of this 
species; they are mostly beetles, but include ants, scales, and sawflies; 
22 per cent is vegetable, almost entirely wild fruit.

394. Downy Woodpecker, su -le pic mini i.k. Dryobates pubcscens. L, 0-83.
Plate XVIII A.

Distinctions. The Downy can be separated from the Hairy Wood pecker by its smaller 
size and the black barring on the white outer tail feathers.

Field Marks. Size is the best tick I mark.
Nesting. In holes drilled in dead trees and stubs.
Distribution. The Downy Woodpecker with its various subspecies occupies all of 

temperate America, breeding in ('anada wherever found.
SUBSPECIES. The species is divided into several geographical races. The form 

of eastern Canada, the Northern Downy D. p. medianus, is separated from the type form 
only by a slight difference in size.

The Downy Woodpecker is our commonest woodpecker. It comes 
close about the house and is quite at home in the orchard and among the 
shade trees of towns and parks. As it is resident in Canada throughout 
the year it is of particular value to the husbandman.

Economic Status. Being the most fearless of the woodpeckers and 
coming close about the fields and houses where it is most needed, it is an 
invaluable bird. Peering into every crack and crevice of shade and fruit 
trees and drilling for deeper lying insects it well complements the work of 
the little Chickadee and Nuthatch. In fact, these three species often travel 
in company in the winter and there is little in the food line that is overlooked 
when the three species work together. The food of the Downy Woodpecker 
is similar to that of the Hairy Woodpecker, but, as would be expected 
from its smaller size and its more common presence in summer, includes 
more of the smaller insects. The various scale insects make a larger item 
in its food and it takes more moth caterpillars, including the Tent Cater
pillar and those of the Codling Moth.

400. Arctic Three-toed Woodpecker, black-backed woodpecker, fr. —lb pic 
arctique. Picoides arctic us. L, 9-50. Plate XVII1 B.

Distinctions. A woodpecker with three instead of four to.-s and a solidly black back
Field Marks. Except the Red-headed, the only solidly black-backed woodpecker in 

eastern Canada. The all black back for specific, and the yellow crown patch of the male 
for generic recognition. Plate XVIII R

Distribution. The northern coniferous forests, west to the prairie provinces.
57172—10



A bird of the northern coniferous forest, seldom coming under the 
notice of the ordinary observer, except towards the verge of present settle
ment where it is of regular occurrence.

Economic Statua. This woodpecker is of growing importance for the 
protection of the coniferous forest from introduced and other insect pests 
which have greatly increased in recent years.

401. American Three-toed Woodpecker, ladder-hacked woodpecker, fr. -le 
pic u'AMÉRIQUE. Picoides americanus. L, 8-75. Almost exactly similar to the Arctic 
ThmMo-d, but with the middle of the back barred with white.

Distinctions. The yellow crown of the male is distinctive of the Three-toed Wood
peckers. This species can be distinguished from the Arctic by the white-barred instead 
of solid black back. Except the Red-bellied, the only woodpecker in eastern ( .'anada with 
a barred back

Field Marks. Yellow crown of male and the black and white barring in the middle 
of the back.

SUBSPECIES. The form occurring in eastern ('anada is the Eastern Three-toed 
Woodpecker, the type race of the species In the west, other forms occur.

A much rarer bird than the preceding, but of similar habits, status, 
and distribution, and extending into the western mountains in subspecific

402. Yellow-bellied Sapsucker. fr.—lb pic maculé. Sphyrupicus mrius. L, 
8 56. Plate XIX A

Distinctions. The well-defined red cap just covering the top of the head will usually 
distinguish this species. Some females have a black crown, but the general coloration 
is always recognizable even in young birds, although in them it. is veiled and indicated 
rather than expramd

Field Marks. The red cap of both sexes and red throat of the male are the most cons
picuous field marks. In other plumages the broad white bar that shows along the wing 
and the black gorget below the throat are distinctive.

\estiuy. In holes in dead trees.
Distribution. Eastern North America from well north of cultivation, southward. 

Breeds everywhere in eastern ('anada excepting in the most southerly portions.
SUBSPECIES. The eastern fora of the Yellow-bellied Sapeucker Is the type 

race—the Eastern Sapsucker. In the extreme west another subspecies occurs.

The Sapsuckers have departed somewhat from their ancestral wood- 
pecking habits. Although numerous during migration through southern 
Canada, they are scarce breeders in the lower Great Lakes region though 
common elsewhere.

Economic Statua. This is the only bird of the family that seems 
to be harmful. The harm is done in quest of sap, by girdling the trunks 
and branches of orchards and other smooth barked trees with rows of small 
squarish pits regularly spaced in horizontal lines penetrating both outer 
and inner barks to the sap-wood beneath. Several trees may be so tapped 
and visited in turn as the sap exudes. Though it is primarily the sap 
which is sought, the insects attracted are also eaten, for though sap is 
a large item in the Sapsucker's diet, animal food is also necessary.

Although the damage to trees so girdled is not nearly as great as 
might be expected, they are sometimes permanently injured and even 
killed. All are weakened and a lodgment prepared for fungoid growth 
and insects. Unless severely and repeatedly attacked, however, most 
survive and completely recover. Even forest growth suffers considerable 
damage; valuable timber trees are attacked and the consequent burr
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growths and wood stains in the manufactured lumber, marking the old, 
healed attacks of the Sapsueker, reduce the marketable value of the lumber 
products. The whole question of the damage done by Sapsuckers has been 
exhaustively discussed in a United States Biological Survey Bulletin, No. 
39, “Woodpeckers in relation to tree's and wood products,” by W. L. 
McAtce. Under the heading of defensive measure < against Sapsuckers 
the author advises a limited use* of the gun where the species is doing 
appreciable harm, or the use of poison. If the gun is used care should ho 
taken that only Sapsuckers are killed and it must be remembered that 
with poison, Hummingbirds and other small birds, especially warblers, 
are likely to suffer also.

40,r». Pileated Woodpecker, cock-ok-thk-wood. sr i,k h< à hvvpk écarlatk. 
Phheotomus pileatus. 1.. 17. Pluto XIX B.

Distinctions. The size of this woodpecker makes identification easy. It can be 
confused with no other Canadian Woodpecker.

Field Marks. Large size, striking, red crest, and the white on the outspread wings.
Distribution. Once ranging over all of eastern Canada it is now practically con

fined to the wilder parts and the wilderness of the north.
SUBSPECIES. The Pileated Woodpecker is divided into two subspecies, of which 

only the Northern Pileated P p. nbieticoùi occurs in Canada.

On account of the wanton destruction of this beautiful bird which 
was once of wide distribution, it is now to be found only in the quiet of the 
north woods. The colloquial name “Cock-of-the-woods" has been locally 
corrupted into “Woodcock", and its usi* for this species is a source of 
confusion and misunderstanding. The Pileated Woodpecker is not a 
legitimate object of sport; it will not “lie to a dog", cannot be hunted 
hv sportsman-like methods, and is too small for use as food, but has great 
value as a forest preserver. It should, therefore, be rigidly protected 
for economic us well as sentimental reasons.

Economic Status. The Pileated Woodpecker is now restricted to the 
wildest sections. It is mainly beneficial in the protection of forest trees 
and, therefore, its greatest value is to the lumberman. Its food is much 
the same as that of the other woodpeckers, but its superior strength enables 
it to dig deeply and exhume lame and insects that are safe from a less 

i powerful bird.
4lMi Bed-headed Woodpecker, sr.—lb Pic X t£tk rcii;<;e. Melanerpes erythro- 

ce phalli s. L, 9-75. Pinte XX A.
Distinctions. The bright ml head ami contrasting broad masses of black ami white 

s body-plumage are easily recognised.
R Ficlil Marks. The striking coloration of this species makes it. easily recognizable.
| Nesting. Generally in holes in dead stubs ami occasionally in telegraph and other

such poles
. Distribution. A bird of rather southern distribution, only regularly ami commonly
1 enttring Canada on the southern bonier along the lower Great Lakes.

K The Red-headed Woodpecker is one of the familiar species about
orchards and wood lots. It is, therefore, well known wherever it 

g occurs. The Red-headed has rather less of woodpecker habits than
n the forms hitherto considered, or it has evolved other flycatcher-like
h traits in addition to its ancestral ones.
^ Economic Status. The Red-headed eats fewer larva- and grubs than

other species, and mon- useful, predaceous ground-beetles. However, 
"r 67172-101
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the balance between good and evil is in its favour, for although it eats 
some fruit, May beetles or June bugs and weevils form a large part of its 
food. It has been accused of eating fruit and without doubt the charges 
have some foundation, but careful study has shown that these eases are 
local and confined to limited areas and perhaps to certain individuals.

UM). Red-bellied Woodpecker, fr.—lk pic ue la Caroline. Cent urns carolinus. 
L, 0-50. Entire hack and upix-rpnrts sharply and regularly barred with black and white 
Whole back of neck to shoulder and, in the male, the top of head, bright red. All re
mainder and below ashy white with slight olive tinge. Abdomen slightly tinged with red.

Distinctions. The even barring of the whole back and the red colour of the crown 
and rear neck are eisilv distinguished.

Distribution. From the gulf coast, to northern I'nited States, occurring as a straggle 
to the north of the boundary in southern Ontario.

This Woodpecker is of rare and local occurrence in Canada. Il> 
economic status is good although it is fond of wild fruit and occasionally 
turns its attention to cultivated varieties.

412. Flicker, ooldkn-winoed woodpecker, hiouhoi.e, high holder, yellow- 
hammer. er. —le pi< doré. CoUiples aural us. L, 12. Plate XX B.

Distinction. A large Woodpecker with the under surface of the wings and tail bright

Field Marks. General Woodpecker-like actions; sise; yellow underwing surfaces 
and white rump conspicuous in flight.

A'estiiif). Nests in holes excavated in dead stubs, usually in the open, rarely if ever 
in dense woods. The peculiar inter-relation of distinct species is well illustrated by this 
bird. Its deserted nesting-holes are made use of by many other species which are incap
able of excavating their own. Sparrow Hawks, Tree Swallows, Crested Flycatchers, 
and some other useful sjieoies are thus directly dependent upon Woodpeckers, especially 
Flickers, for nesting sites. There are many other such cases in nature of interdepen
dence; some are obvious and well known, some we surmise, and others may be t hat we 
do not and cannot at present even suspect. This is a cogent reason for caution in disturb
ing the established order of nature.

Distribution. The Flicker in its various subspecies is distributed all over eastern 
North America, north to the tree limits. It breeds wherever found in Canada.

SUBSPECIES. The Flicker is divided into several subspecies, the eastern Canadian 
variety being known as the Northern Flicker C. a. luteus.

The most familiar of the Woodpeckers to the general public, as is 
indicated by the great number of vernacular names that have been appplied 
to it; only the principal ones an* given above. The loud "Flicker, flicker, 
flicker”, id' the male and tin* piercing "Peiu-u" of both sexes are well 
known and easily recognized sounds. Though a true Woodpecker the 
Flicker is a pronounced ground feeder and is especially fond of ants, of 
which its food is often largely composed. It delights to cling to a hollow 
reverberating tree trunk and beat out rattling tattoos that can be heard 
for great distances. This noise seems to be made as a call to its mate 
or may sometimes be from pure exuberance of spirits. The reproductive 
powers of the Flicker are phenomenal. By taking away the eggs as they 
are laid it has been known to lay thirty or more in a season. It seems 
to be able to keep up the deposition until the set is completed.

Economic Status. Ants constitute nearly half the food of the Flicker. 
The remainder of its insect food consists of both beneficial and harmful 
species, but the latter noticeably predominate. It takes some fruit, 
grain, and mast; but on the whole must be considered to be beneficial 
rather than harmful. Perhaps the worst charge that can be made against
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the species is its scattering of the seeds of the poison oak arid ivy and so 
aiding in the spread of these harmful plants.

Order Macrochires. Goatsuckers, Swifts, and Hummingbirds.
In this order are grouped a number of birds that after further inves

tigation may be rearranged. The present classification of the American 
Ornithologists’ Vnion is avowedly tentative and ad lie red to only until 
a permanent system can be agreed upon. The various suborders of 
the division are more easily recognized by their differences than by their 
agreements, and those points in which they differ will be emphasized in 
the following descriptions.

8U B( )RDEH—t A PIU M VU il. < XMTrtl JC K EHS
This is a widely distributed suborder divided into a number of families. 

A description id the one family represented in North America will serve 
for the recognition of the native species.

FAMILY-—t'AHKIM VLG1DÆ. GOATSUCKERS.

General Description. The Goatsuckers have flattened heads, very small hills, and 
enormous mouth», with gape extending i<> behind ih« eye (Figun 38, p 24 The 
feet are small and very weak and the middle claw pectinated or furnished with comb
like serrations as in the Herons (Figure 19, p. 21). The plumage is very soft in texture 
and coloured in wood browns, neutral buffs, and grey.

Distinctions. The above characters should be sufficient to characterize this family 
as they are dissimilar to those of any other Canadian birds.

The Goatsuckers were given their name from an old but mistaken 
belief that they sucked the milk from the goats in the pastures over which 
they were seen to wheel and circle, and their immense months and pink 
throats gave support to the popular impression. In truth the birds that 
frequented the pastures were hawking for flying insects that had been 
attracted by the animals. The birds of this family are nocturnal or cre
puscular. They feed entirely upon insects caught on the wing and seldom 
come to ground except, to nest or for repose. Their feet arc too small 
and weak to clasp a branch securely and in perching they normally sit 
on large branches, lengthwise of them instead of crosswise, as do most 
birds.

116. Chuck-will's Widow, kr.—engoulevent de la Caroline Anlroslomut 
carolinnms. L, 12. A large Whip-poor-will. See next, species.

/>#stinitions. Size; it is a considerably larger bird than the Whip-poor-will; the 
long bristles about the mouth with hair-like branches at their base instead of being clean 
and hare throughout their length.

Distribution. The southern states. Of aeeidental occurrence within our borders.

The basis for the inclusion of this bird here is the taking of a specimen 
at Pelee point on lake Erie and another at Pietou, Nova Scotia. It is 
rare and is similar to the Whip-poor-will in appearance, habits, and notes.

417. Whip-poor-will. fr.—l’enooulevent criard. Antrostomus vociféras. L, 
9 75. Coloured in soft indefinite patterns of wood-browns and greys with suggestions 
of rufous and ochre. There is little broad pattern in the colouring, but much fine detail. 
On the underparts there is only a faint suggestion of barring, and the coloration of the 
whole bird is like that of a great brown moth.
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IHêtinctwns. Only to be mistaken for the Xighthawk or the very rare Chuck-will'** 
Widow. Il is easily distinguished from the Night hawk by the following points: th; 
throat is dark instead of white; there is a narrow white collar across the base of the throats 
the final half of the tail feathers, except the middle pair, is white in the male and tipjied 
with huffy white in the female. The spread wing shows no white spot.

Nesting. Kggs are laid directly upon the ground or on dead leaves.
Distribution. Common throughout most of the settled parts of eastern Canada, 

scarcer in the extreme east, and more common in undisturbed than in highly cultivated 
sections.

SU US PEC I ES. Two subspecies of Whip-poor-will are recognized in North America, 
of which the 1 vis tern Whip-poor-will, the type form, is the only one occurring in Canada.

There is no other sound in the Canadian woods as poetically mournful 
as the reiterated call of the Whip-poor-will. The translation of bird 
notes into words usually requires a stretch of the imagination, but this 
bird says “Whip-poor-will, whip-poor-will” with unusual distinctness. 
For a calling station it selects a perch on a fallen tree-trunk, a bare branch, 
the roof of a building, or even a tent pole. It returns to its various stations 
regularly on successive nights and seems to visit each in turn. Between 
periods of calling the bird hawks and wheels through the tree tops in 
large interlacing circles, sometimes swooping towards the ground in a long 
pendulum-like swing. In the daytime it seeks the ground in some quiet 
patch of underbrush where it passes tin* time at rest. When disturbed 
by an intruder it rises with a loose, poorly controlled flight that gives no 
indication of its wonderful command of the air at other times, flutters 
a short distance over the tangle, and drops again to earth.

The Whip-poor-will is often regarded as identical with the Night hawk. 
This is a not unnatural mistake when they are not seen side by side as 
they are quite similar enough to be confused.

Economic Status. The Whip-poor-will feeds largely upon night- 
flying beetles, especially May beetles or June bugs.

420. Nighthawk. mosquito hawk bull-bat. moht-jar. fk.—l'enuoulevknt 
ii'amkr.ique. Chordeiles rirginianus. L, 10. Plate XXI A.

Distinctions. The Nighthawk and the Whip-poor-will are often mistaken for one 
another. This species, however, can In- distinguished from the Whip-poor-will by the 
following characters: the throat is white instead of dark, there is no white collar below 
the throat, and the long mouth-bristles are lacking. The tail is slightly forked instead 
of round and lias little or no white except a narrow suhtenninal bar. The underparts 
are distinctly barred and tin1 wings have a white spot at. the base of the primaries instead 
of being all "black.

Field Marks. The Nighthawk flies about in daylight and in the early evening, 
whereas the Whip-|>oor-will never hawks about in the open until evening. A white simt 
in the wing shows in Might, verv plainly, resembling from a little distance a clear eut shot 
hole. The sudden and perpendicular dive in the air with hollow booming accompaniment 
is also distinctive of the species.

Nesting. A clear spot on the ground—usually the bald tops of Hat rocks in the open. 
Kggs laid (fireetly on ground with little or no preparation. Often utilizes the flat gravel 
roofs of buildings.

Distribution. North and South America, north to the tree limits, breeding in Canada 
w'herever found.

SUBSPECIES. Several subspecies of Night hawks are recognized in Canada, but 
the only form occurring in the east is the Eastern Nighthawk, the type form.

Though called Nighthawk this bird has no relation to the Raptores 
in habit, structure, or outward appearance. Its large eyes directed slightly 
forward sometimes causes it to be mistaken for an owl by casual observers. 
This species nests to some extent on the flat gravel roofs of buildings.



These graceful aeronauts may be seen over almost any city or town as 
evening draws on, beating about on long, strong wings with slow, powerful, 
but slightly erratically timed beats. At intervals one will mount in steep 
spirals higher and higher, and then face earthwards and come nearly 
perpendicularly down like a falling stone. As it falls a hollow dull tremolo 
buzz is heard. Just before the observer thinks the bird must dash to 
the ground it catches itself and glides off safely to repeat the operation. 
Its notes are not musical, though from the high upper air its hoarse 
squawking voice comes down softened and harmonized by distance.

Economic Status. Of few birds can more good or less harm be told 
than of the Nighthawk. Its food is wholly of insects and it takes most 
of it on the wing, high in the air where many of the insects are mating 
and at a time when their destruction does the most good. It is a surpris
ingly small bird when stripped of its thick coat of soft feathers, but requires 
a great amount of food. A list of the species taken by it includes great 
numbers of ants, June bugs, squash beetles, chinch bugs, leaf-hoppers, 
and other obnoxious species. The habit, common in some places, of using 
this bird as a live target by gunners when practicing is inexcusable and 
those guilty of it should be rigorously prosecuted. It should be realized 
that every offence against the laws protecting insectivorous birds is 
something more than a technical offence against an impersonal state; 
it is a direct blow at the welfare of the whole community.

SUBORDER—CYP8ELI. SWIFTS AND ALLIES.

A widely spread suborder consisting of one family of which in eastern 
Canada we have only a single species.

FAMILY—MICROPOD1DÆ. SWIFTS.

The North American Swifts are divided into two subfamilies, only 
one of which, the Spine-tailed Swift Chœturinœ, is represented in eastern 
Canada.

Subfamily—Chœturinœ. Spine-tailed Swifts.
The Swifts are a group of birds superficially resembling swallows, but 

structurally very different from them, the similarity being brought about 
by common requirements and not by relationship. A description that is 
applicable to the whole subfamily is given under the specific heading 
following.

423. Chimney Swift, fr.—le martinet des chemisés. Outturn pelatica. L, 
5 43. Plate XXI B

Distinctionx. The even, sooty-brown colour lightening on the throat and becoming 
darker towards the vent, is almost sufficient for recognition. The projection of the shafts 
of the tail feathers (Figure 39, p. 25) beyond the webs as sharp stiff spines is a |M»sitive 
identification mark.

Field aMarks. Thi |>eeuliar, long, narrow, and rather club-shaped wings, well shown 
in the illustration; the nearly continuous quick beating; the dense dark coloration; and 
the habit of entering chimneys, are distinctive and characteristic.

Xesting. Originally in hollow tre<*s or clefts in rocks, now over most of the range of 
the Chimney Swift, in unused chimneys. The nest is a firm structure of twigs cemented 
together with a natural glue furnished by the salivary glands. The edible nc*ts so much 
in demand by Chinese epicures,are composed of the cement from a closely allied Swift.

Distribution. Eastern North America, north to the limit of cultivation. Breeds in 
Canada wherever found.
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This is an interesting species, swallow-like in outward appearance and 
food-hunting habits yet structurally distinct from the Swallows. It is an 
odd example of parallel development of widely separated characters induct d 
by similarity of requirement. Its habits have entirely changed since tin- 
advent of the white man and, forsaking hollow trees, it is now practically 
dependent upon chimneys for sites in which to build its nest. The winter 
home of the Chimney Swift is unknown. The mystery, however, should 
not be exaggerated, as there are numbers of Swifts in the western hemisphere 
looking very like this one and the bird has probably been overlooked in its 
winter quarters or confused with closely allied forms. The Swift spends 
much time on the wing and seldom comes to rest except in a chimney or 
hollow tree. In the autumn, before migration, great numbers gather to- 
together and at evening seek the shelter of some- ample chimney where 
they pass tin- night. They may be seen just before dusk flying about in 
complicated patterns near the chosen chimney, and as the sun sets, circling, 
until as they throw the wings straight up over the back and drop fluttering 
into the stack, one rapidly following another, they appear to pour in like a 
miniature maelstrom. The birds cling to the perpendicular walls of the 
chimney by hundreds, in masses like lumps of soot. Occasionally one with 
insecure hold drops a few feet, loosening as it does so, others below; there 
is a momentary flutter of wings and a small chorus of fine sharp ehippings 
until they find new holdings and settle for the night.

SUBORDER—TROCHIL1. HUMMINGBIRDS.

These tiny, insect-like birds with brilliant flower-like coloration, 
unbird-like flight, and wonderfully varied form, are a typically American 
order. In a way, they occupy much the same position in the New World 
as the Sun Birds do in the Old World, but the similarity between the two is 
superficial and not one of relationship. Many species are highly specialized 
and exhibit some of the strangest forms in the bird world, including crests, 
ruffs, fans, and muffs, exaggerated tails, long plumes, and enormous sword
like and fine awl-shaped bills, but their most striking feature is the brilliant 
metallic colorations on various parts of the body, that gleam in the sun. They 
feed largely upon the nectar of flowers. The tongue is very long and 
protrusive as in the Woodpeckers, with its sides curled over towards the 
middle to form a double tube frayed into a brush-like tip which makes a 
most efficient organ for sucking liquids. Numbers of small insects, however, 
are taken with the nectar and, from feeding experiments on captives, they 
seem to be necessary to the bird’s welfare. They are usually minute forms 
taken from the flowers from which the nectar is obtained.

Hummingbirds as a group are tropical and subtropical species and 
increase greatly in number to the south, though one species in the east 
ranges well to the north.

FAMILY—TROCHILIDÆ. HUMMINGBIRDS.

As there is only one family of Hummingbirds, represented in eastern 
Canada by a single species, see preceding and succeeding headings for des
cription.

428. Ruby-throated Hummingbird, fr.—le colibri à geckoes rubis. Archilo
chus colubns. L, 3-74. PlateXXllA.
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ihatinctioiHs. Size; slvndvr lull (Figure 40. p. 2fi); ami metallic coloration are 
distinctive.

Seating. In a beautiful structure covered with bits of lichens and cobwebs, saddled 
on the lop of a branch.

Distribution. Eastern North America north to the limits of present cultivation.

Hummingbirds fly forwards, backwards, sideways, or remain per
fectly stationary in the air with equal ease—another instance of parallel 
development—a bird flying like an insect yet in structure strictly bird-like. 
The wings vibrate with a rapidity that can only be measured by the tuning 
fork method used with insects. This system of flight is fundamentally 
different in method from that of other birds and consequently the wings 
differ from the usual type. They are long, narrow, non-flexible, and the 
keel of the sternum is immensely deepened to give support to the great 
muscles that move them. In proportion to its wing spread a Humming
bird has a breast keel nearly three times larger than that of a pigeon, a bird 
of average flight, or forty times larger than that of an albatross.

Economic Statut*. When it is remembered that some of the smallest 
insect pests are the most destructive, we can realize that possibly the 
economic importance of the Hummingbird may be greater than suspected. 
Besides nectar, its food seems to he composed of small flies, gnats, minute 
bees, wasps, and other flower-haunting and pollen-eating forms. Appa
rently no harm can be charged against the species and it may do good out 
of all proportion to its size.

Order Passeras. Perching Birds.

The order Passeres, Passerine or Perching Birds, is the largest and 
most important division of modern birds. The lower and more generalized 
types of birds have in the past been in the ascendant; but to-day the 
highly specialized Passeres are dominant ; they constitute nearly if not 
quite half of our present living forms and are put at the head of the classi
fication by systematists. They have a greater number than any other 
order,of characters that are common to themselves but special in relation 
to other orders, for instance, the highly developed larynx or singing organ, 
with complicated muscular control and many other special characters. 
Generally, a bird may he referred to this order by a process of elimination, 
as not belonging to any of the previous orders. The feet (Figure 42. p. 25) 
are not webbed, the hind toe is as long as the middle one, and the whole foot 
is well adapted for perching. The bill is hard and horny, without cere or 
soft base, and the nostrils do not communicate with each other as in some 
of the other orders. Two suborders are represented in Canada : Calmatores, 
the Songless Perchers; and 0seines, the Song Birds.

SU BORDER—CLA M ATOR ES. 80NGLE8S PERCHERS.

This suborder is constituted upon a basis of anatomical structure. 
The name Songless Percher is not intended to indicate that the birds are 
silent, but that they are less tuneful than the Oseines, with a larynx less 
highly specialized. Only one family of this suborder occurs in Canada, the 
Tyrannidœ or Tyrant Flycatchers.



FAMILY —TYRANNIDÆ. TYRANT FLYCATCHERS.

General Drum plum. The Tyrant Flycatchers arc most easily recognised among 
( 'anadian birds by their bills (Figure 43. p. 25) which are oom|>arativcly long, somewhat 
flattened and broadened at the base, wider than high, and slightly hooked at. the extreme

Field Marks. Easily recognized in life by their characteristic habits and attitudes 
which soon become familiar to the discerning observer. When perching they usually sit 
in an upright altitude, quite still except for an occasional spasmodic jerking of the tail 
On observing a passing insect they «lash out and capture it in the air with a nimble evolu
tion and quick snap of the bill.

The Flycatchers arc one of the most difficult families to identify 
specifically. Some of them are strongly characterized, hut of the com
monest ones, several species are so nearly alike as to puzzle the experienced 
ornithologist when they are silent or not in normal habitats. In identifying 
them in life, attention should be paid to their notes. These and the type 
of habitat in which they are observed are good s to differentiation in 
the case of the more puzzling species.

Economic Status. Their food consists almost entirely of insects, 
caught on the wing, for which the broad bill is well adapted. As they take 
most of their food in the air near the ground they catch varieties of insects 
not taken by other birds. The species found in the ir stomachs include 
beetles, flies, wasps, crane flies, ants, grasshoppers, tent caterpillars, and 
moths. Indeed, nearly all the harmful species of insects are found in their 
crops and they must be classed as highly beneficial.

443. Scissor-tailed Flycatcher. Muncivora forficata. L, 13 (about). (Tail, 0.) 
This Flycatcher in an occasional wanderer within the borders of Canada, from suit- 
tropical America. It is unmistakable—a light, ash-coloured bird about the size of a 
Kingbird, with darker wings, scarlet or orange cap and the same colour under the wings, 
and with a great tail 8 to 0 inches long, split to a depth of <> inches or more, which, 
when the bird is at rest, opens and closes like a pair of scissors. Strangely enough one 
of our best authenticated records comes from York Factory on Hudson bay. With 
this record before us. it is difficult to state positively what species may or may not be 
found anywhere in Canada.

444. Kingbird, bee martin, fr.—le moucherolle de la Caroline. Tyrannua 
lyrnnnus. L, 8-51. Plate XXII B.

Distinctions. The black and white coloration, orange crown pat 'h showing in 
moments of excitement, and the black tail conspicuously tip|>cd with white as if dipped 
in white paint.

Field Marks. Easily recognized in life by the above marks. The orange crown, 
however, is rarely seen. In life, the head and tail appear to be dead black in colour in 
strong contrast to the pure white below.

Nesting. In trees, 5 to 40 feet above the ground; the nest a well built structure of 
weed stalks, grasses, and waste vegetation lined with plant-down, rootlets, and f ne grasses. 
The fact that the bird not uncommonly nests in orchanls anil near cultivated fields is 
much in its favour.

Distribution. North America north to near tree limits. Breeds in Canada wherever

The Kingbird is a familiar species, coming close around houses and 
orchards, and the presence of a pair nesting close by is one of the best 
preventives of the depredations of hawks or crows. None come anywher. 
near the Kingbird’s home, without being vigorously challenged. The 
Kingbird flies at the intruders with an energy that is surprising in so 
small and weak a bird. It cannot do them any real harm, but drives them 
away and its outcries give wide notice of the impending danger. Owing to

81
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its small size and agility in the air, it can attack a large enemy from any 
quarter and is practically safe from counter attacks from anything heavier 
and less agile.

Economic Status. The name Kingbird is of obvious application, but 
the other term applied to it, “Bee Martin,” naturally raises suspicion as 
to its feeding habits. It is accused of catching honey bees, and most 
circumstantial accounts of its doing so are given credence. The record 
given below shows that the charge of taking bees is to some extent true, 
but it shows also that the bees caught are mainly drones that can well he 
spared. The old story of the Kingbird opening its brilliant crest to decoy 
the bee within reach under the impression that it is a flower may lie dis
missed as groundless folk-lore, though it has received wide circulation and 
acceptation. Of (>24 Kingbirds’ stomachs examined by tin* I'nited States 
Department of Agriculture in 1911,22 contained a total of til bees: 51 of 
which were drones; 8, workers; and 2 were indeterminate. The remainder 
of the food consists of other insects, including many noxious forms and a 
little wild fruit and berries.

452. Crested Flycatcher, great < rested fltcatchkr fh le movcherollr 
À huppe. Afyinrchim crinitus. h, 9 01. Olivo-brown above, turning to rufous on the 
inner webs of the tail. Throat and upper breast, ash-grey. Vndernarts, sulphur-yellow.

Distinctions. The above coloration is distinctive. No other Flycatcher in eastern 
Canada is similarly coloured.

Field Marks. The bright yellow colour below and the long rufous tail arc the most 
striking recognition marks. The loud, hoarse cry, a long drawn “whoeeeep" ami a lower 
" whiit-whitt-whip,” arc very characteristic though sometimes mistakable for the notes of 
the Olive-sided Flycatcher.

Nesting In hole# abandoned by woodpeckers. The bird shows a remarkable pre
ference for cast snake skins as nesting material Scarcely a nest of the species but con
tains one or more.

Distribution. Eastern North America. In Canada all along the southern bonier, 
breeding wherever found.

A Flycatcher of the woodland tree tops. Its voice is constantly heard 
in the summer, but rarely at any distance from dense forest.

Economic Status. Beetles, locusts, ants, crickets, flies, and moths 
constitute the bulk of its food. It takes more parasitic wasps and beetles 
than most birds but not enough to counterbalance the pests it destroys.

456. Phoebe, bridge pbwke. fr -lb mouchkrollk brun. Sayomis phoebe.
L, 6 99 Plate XXIII A

Distribution. The small, greenish Flycatchers are perhaps the most difficult of 
American birds to separate. Fortunately each has a typical habitat and characteristic 
note which form good guides to differentiation. The Phoebe is the largest of these puzzling 
little birds and the most easily recognized. It is most likely to be confused with the Wood 
Pewee, but examined in the hand, the larger and stouter legs ami feet of this species 
are easily recognizable.

Field Marks. The head of the Phoebe seems a little darker and in stronger contrast 
in the body than in the other Flycatchers The sideways sweep of the tail is character
istic and in adults the hick of wing bars. The note, however, a quickly lit tens! 1‘hoe-be 
with a strong accent on the first syllable, is the most easily recognized field mark. The 
Wood Pewec’s note is long-drawn and that of the Least is short and explosive.

Nesting. A large structure of mud, moss, and grasses under bridges, the overhang 
of buildings, or ledges of rock.

Distribution. Eastern America, north to near tree limit. Breeds in Canada wherever 
found.

No place suits the Phoebe so well for nesting as the flat timber or 
projecting ledges of an old bridge over some little stream wlu-r the air
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over the water abounds in insect food. In many parts of the country 
scarcely a bridge but has its pair of Phoebes in the summer. However, 
the mud nests are not restricted to bridges but are plastered on the slightest 
projection under the eaves of an outbuilding or even under the family 
porch. I4 is a friendly, familiar bird and conies close to man wherever it 
finds a welcome. Vnfortunatcly its great nests are occasionally the dwelling 
place of innumerable parasites, in other words bird-lice. The usual course 
when they appear is to knock the nest down with a stick and apply boiling 
water. The application of common insect powder to the nest is better. 
This will kill the parasites and help to retain about the house this easily 
domesticated and attractive bird.

4.59. Olive-sided Flycatcher, kr. -lb Mon iierollk acx cotés olive XiU- 
In Horn is borealis. L, 7-39. Much like a large Phoebe, hut with less olive and with exten
sive masses of dark colour on eit tier side of the chest.

Distinct ions. In the hand the conspicuous «lark patches at. the sides of the chest, 
and the dark under-tail coverts with light tips will separate this speidcs from the Phoebe 
wliicli it resembles. At the sides of the back, usually concealed under the closed wings, 
though occasionally displayed over them, are patches of fine silk-like plumage of pure 
white or cream colour. These will distinguish the Olive-sided from any other species.

Field Marks. In life the Olive-sided looks more like a 'lark breasted Kingbird than 
a Phoebe or other Flycatcher. The dark chest areas separated by a line of white, however, 
distinguish them with comparative case. When the white silky feathers show over the 
wings at the sides of the lower Im 'k. as sometimes occurs, the species cannot be mis- 
identified. The call notes are somewhat similar in tone and execution to those of the 
Crested Flycatcher, but a little attention and experience will enable the hearer to dis
tinguish between the two.

Distribution. North America. Breeds in Canada from the trot? limits to the bound
aries of regular cultivation.

This is typically a bird of the burnt ridges of the north. Its favourite 
perch is the top of a tall lone stub in the open, from which its loud, pene
trating voice is heard far and wide. In migration it is rather scarce and 
local in distribution and though great numbers pass through the <
southern counties it is usually regarded as a scarce migrant.

Economic Status. It is too rare in settled districts to have great 
economic value, but it is distinctly beneficial.

491. Wood Pewee. kh. -le moucherollr verdâtre. Myiochanet virent. L, 6-53. 
Very similar in coloration to the Phoebe but smaller.

Distinctions. The Wood Pewee can be separated from the Phoebe and other Fly
catchers of comparable size by its short tarsus and long wings, these being decidedly 
longer than the tail.

Field Marks. The Pewee never flirts its tail as does the Phoebe. The sides of the 
breast are also slightly darker, giving a better définis! and narrower light median line. 
Its best identification mark, however, is its call-note which is much like that of the Phoebe 
but drawn out into a long jwc-e-weee without appreciable accent but with a rising inflection 
at the end. The female varies the call by dropping the last note, making it pee-c-e-e.

Nesting. A well made but slight structure of fine fibres and rootlets covered with 
lichens and saddled on a branch, 20 to 40 feet, from the ground.

Distribution. It is distributed over nearly all of eastern North America west to 
the prairies, breeding in Canada wherever found.

The long-drawn plaintive pec-c-wc of this bird is n characteristic sound 
of the open woodlands in the spring, and after other birds have relapsed 
into mid-summer silence one still occasionally hears the mournful note.

01
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Economic Statu*. The food of tin- Wood IN-wri* is quit»1 himilnr t < 
that of tin* other Flyratrhern, hut modified, of course, by its woodland 
habitat. As it is not retiring and frequents open groves and on-hards 
freely, it is of direct benefit to the agriculturist.

4M. Yellow-bellied Flycatcher, Fit 1.1 moi < iikkoi.lk \ ventre javnk. Em - 
inilonax flor I venir is. I-, f>M. Similar to tin- Wood Fewer and tin* Phoebe in colour, 
lint «mailer than either and with the browns ami olives of those s|mvii*s replan**! by di
tin <;t olive-green and the whites by «lull sulphur-yellow.

Distinctions. The distinctly yellow colour of the vhole bird makes this the most 
easily recognized of the small Flycatchers

Fitlti Mark*. The yellow eohmr, <*s|M***iallv on the throat, is tin* best sight mark 
The noti*s te-prc-u are distinctive three syllables, with accent on tin* middle one. It- 
pe-wick is something like the name call of the Phoebe, but the first syllable is not accented

Xruling. On ground; nest built of moss and lined with grasses.
Distribution. From the (Ireat Plains east and north to the edges of cultivation. 

Breeds in Canada along the northern boundary of its range, not in the lower Great Lakes

Another woodland Flycatcher; but one that is less confined to large 
timber. Thickets bordering heavier woods seem to be its favourite locality.

Economic Status. Food habits very similar to those of the other 
small Flycatchers. Its normal station on the edges of woods bordering 
cultivated land makes it of value to the agriculturist.

4(i.ri. Acadian Flycatcher, little urbex-crkotki» fi.vcatciier Em imtonax nn.s- 
cens. L, fl M. A small Flycatcher of about the same size as the Yellow-bellied, Traill’s, 
and I/east Flycatchers; smaller than tin* Wood Pewee; and much smaller than the Phoebe. 
In colour, like the Phoebe hut distinctly olivt*-grern above ami more yellowish below 
Wing-bars rather prominent.

Distinction*. This species agrees so closely in size and coloration with Traill’s and 
the Ijeast Flycatchers as to make identification most difficult. It is not so yellow m 
colour as the Yellow-bellied, then* being no pure yellow on it anywhere, but ii is the yellow 
est arid greenest of the other small Flycatchers. It is very rare in ( anadn ami new records 
should be accepted only oil the authority of experts.

Distribution. Fastern North America north to the borders of Camilla along the 
wee tern end of lake Erie.

Kill. Traill’s Flycatcher, fk. le movvherolle heh avi.nks Em/nitonox trailli. 
b, 0*09. A small Flycatcher, slightly larger than the Yellow-bellied or the Least ami 
of almost identical coloration to the latter and the Acadian

Distinctions. The back is browner than in the Acadian and without its decided 
suggestion of green. From the Least, size is sometimes the only means of differentiation.

Fichl Murks. Colour or size details are of little use in the field determination ol 
this or the next species. Habitat and call notes are, however, reliable. Traill’s Fl> 
catcher is a bird ol the alder, willow,or raspberry thickets, and overgrown marsh edgi*s. 
tin* Lejist Flycatcher is a woodland bird; ami though either may be occasionally found 
in other habitats the surroundings are usually a good guide to identification. The call 
notes, however, make recognition easy. Traill’s are n-zir-c-u p with stress on the second 
syllable and the Least utters quickly an explosive chr-bcc that is sometimes repeat<**1 
several times.

Nesting. In a crotch of small growth near the ground; in nest of coarse grasses, plant- 
down, ami fibres lined with grasses

Distribution. Traill’s Flycatcher as a species inhabits nearly all of North America 
The eastern subspecies, the Alder Flycatcher, is fourni from the east coast of Canada 
west across the mountains.

SUBSI‘E('IES. Two subspecies of Traill's Flycatcher occur in Canada. Tie 
eastern form, the Abler Flycatcher E. t. at norum, is the only one that occurs within tie* 
area under consideration. The Western Alder Flycatcher E. t. trailli is a more southern 
and western form.
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Economic Statu*. Similar to that of the other Flycatchers. Its 
food is almost entirely insects, the species destroyed being mostly those 
frequenting waste land.

467. (.east Flycatcher, chebkc. fh —lk petit moccherollf Kmpùlonax 
minimus. !.. 5 • 41 The smallest of our Flycatchers. In general coloration of the 
Phortx'-like flycatcher type and almost indistinguishable from the Acadian and Traill's.

Ihnlinctumn. Browner on hack and without the distinct green suggestion of the 
\ end inn, but almost identical with Traill's in colour, from which it can sometimes only 
Is* separated by size. Its habitat in woodland localities instead of shrubby wastes offers 
a suggestion as to its identity and its call note is different from that of any other specie». 
This call is a quick explosive cht-ber, sometimes related several times, with a not distant 
resemblance to a series of hacking coughs.

Xfitting Vsually in a crotch 15 to !ti) feet from the ground; in nest of plant-down, 
line wood fibres, rootlets, and long hairs.

Distribution. Throughout Canada west to the mountains and north beyond cul
tivation. Brets Is in Canada wherever found.

This is it bird of the orchard and the trees about the house, overgrown 
fence-lines, and other familiar localities where close proximity to cultiva
tion makes its services of noteworthy benefit.

Economic Statu*. The food of the Least Flycatcher does not differ 
materially from that of the other members of the family, but its familiarity 
and confidence bring it close to man where its useful qualities have the 
maximum influence.

8UB0RDER—OBCINK8. SONG BIRDS.

The suborder Oxcincx is a large division of birds, placed at the head of 
the list as exhibiting the highest development of the class Aces. It includes 
a great number of families and species, the exact relationships of many 
of which have never been satisfactorily defined. According to present 
American usage the suborder begins with the Larks and ends with the 
Thrushes which are regarded as constituting the most highly developed 
family. The characters differentiating the Oxcincx from the ('lamatorex 
are technical and anatomical and beyond the scope of a popular consider
ation of the subject. As might be gathered by the name the high develop
ment of the vocal organs and muscles attached are important points in 
the classification. The members are more easily recognized from family 
descriptions than under this more general heading.

FAMILY—ALAUDIDÆ. LARKS.

The Larks comprise a large family of wide distribution. The sys
tematic distinctions that characterise the family are rather technical, 
and as there is only one species in Canada to consider, they will he 
described under the species on the next pages.

474. Horned I.ark. smoke lark, pr.—l'alovette ordinaire. (Hororis nljtestru. 
L, 7 75. Plat.- XXIII B.

Distinction*. The long hind toe nail (Figure 44b, p. 25). is one of the distinctive 
marks of the I.arks. However, this is shared with the Titlark (Figure 60, p. 27), and 
the Ixmespur ; the latter, however, is a sparrow having the typical conical sparrow bill, 
very different from that, of the I.arks. Tne yellow throat, with black gorget below, and 
the erect-like horns or crest tufts, are distinctive of the Horned I.ark (Figure 44a. p. 25).

Field Marks. The colour marks above and the horns make easily recognizable held 
marks.
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A eating On ground. m nest of grow often amidst Know ilriftH m early spring.
Distribution. The Home<l l^irk in its various forms ranges over all of North America.
SUBSPECIES. The Homed Lark is divided into many geographies! race# or 

subspecies. It has a very wide range m North America and living under many and varied 
conditions has developed in different, parte of the country along different lines Thus 
the desert form is small and pallid or bleached, whereas the northeastern, which is tin
type form, is large and strongly coloured The commonest form in eastern Canada is 
tin- Prairie Horned Lark O. n. itralicolu. Originally when the country was well wooded 
this was probably the prairie form, and did not occur in eastern Canada. The making 
of clearings, artificial prairies, has permitted it to come east, wln-re it is Unlay the breeding 
form. In the north, east of Hudson bay, occurs the typical or originally described form 
O. a. alpestrix at present without a recognized common name ami here called the Pastern 
Homed Lark. This is a large bin! with a strong suffusion of yellow over the face and 
eyebrow line. As the average difference is only about half an inch in total length and 
as all intermediate sizes occur it can be seen that the differentiation In-tween the forms 
maybe somewhat difficult. An attempt to show the difference in coloration is made in the 
illustration. The Pastern Horned Lark occurs within the settled districts of eastern 
Canada only ns a winter migrant and is rare except in the Maritime Provinces when- it is 
probably the common winter form. Another race. Hoyt's Horned Lirk (). a. hoyti, is 
a northern form, breeding west and northwest of Hudson bay. It is about as large ns 
the Eastern and has the general coloration of the prairie form. The brownish instead 
of greyish ear coverts should identify it, but the difference is not great This form occurs 
occasionally in the lower Great Ijakes region as a winter migrant.

The distribution of the various races and their migrations in Canada have not been 
comp’etely worked out and tin- difficulty of exact determination is so great that no sub
specific determination should be made without expert assistance and a good series of 
authenticate»I specimens for comparison.

The Horned Lark is a bird of the open, frequenting hair fields, beaches, 
or roadways. In the winter the seeds of weeds left projecting from the 
snow are its main food supply, and numbers frequent travelled ronds for 
the weeds that grow at their sides and for the partly digested grain dropped 
by the horses. Occasionally large winter flocks appear. It is in such 
cases that the rarer migrant forms should In- looked for

FAMILY—CORVIDÆ. JAYS AND CROWS.

The Crow family is very large and diverse, including many beautiful 
and highly coloured birds; indeed the famous Bird of Paradise is closely 
related to this family. The bill (Figure 45, p. 20) is the most easily 
distinguished character. It is moderately long ami stout with a well 
arched culmen. At the base are tufts of dense, stiff, bristle-like feathers 
pressed close to it and covering the nostrils. The Woodpeckers and the 
Titmice have a suggestion of this, but the latter are all small and the 
former well characterized otherwise. They arc not songsters in any 
sense of the term; their voice is hoarse and raucous, hut the complexity 
of their vocal organs is very great and some of them can be taught to 
articulate words. They are amongst our most intelligent species and 
by some authors have been put at the heat! of the whole avian list.

Subfamily—(larrulinœ. Magpicx anil .Jay.s.

Medium-sized birds, many of them brilliantly coloured and with 
ornamental crests and flowing tails. They can be most easily recognized 
under their specific headings.

475. Magpie. American maui-ie kr. -pie d’amériqve. Pirn Pica. L, 15-20. 
(Tail 10 ) Only slightly larger in body than a Blue Jay but much longer owing to the



great tail Bonn* 10 inches lung. Strikingly coloured in sharply contrasted masse* of black 
and white. Head, neck to upper breast, back. tail, ami much of wings, black, glossed 
with green on wings and tail. A conspicuous white bar on shoulders over wings. Inner 
webs of primaries, lower breast, and below, all white.

Distinction.s. Easily recognized by the very long tail and the strong black and white 
contrasts in colouring.

Distribution. As a species the Magpie occurs in the north temperate regions of 
both the New and Old Worlds. The American form is properly a bird of the west, 
regularly coming to the central prairie provinces and occurring occasionally farther east.

Sl US 1‘ECIES. The American Mapgie is a subspecies, under the trinomial /'. p. 
hmlsou in, of a species common to both New and Old Worlds, and differs from the European 
form in slight details only. This is a matter for exjierts.

The Magpie is with some doubt included among the native birds of 
■ astern Canada. The species is common in the far west and we have a 
number of records in the Maritime Provinces and lower fireat Lakes 
region as well substantiated as is possible without specimens. In 187B 
a number of Magpies imported from England were liberated at Levis 
opposite Quebec. Some of the records may refer to descendants of these 
introduced birds and not to natives. Specimens for the determination 
of these eastern birds are greatly desired. The species is too rare to 
require economic discussion.

477. Blue Jay. fr.—le <;eai huppé. Cyarioritta aistaUi. L, 11-74. Plate 
XXIV A.

Distinctions. Well characterized by crest and colour.
Field Minks. The predominance of blue in the general coloration, the white tail 

Itorders, and the m-st. The flight of the Blue Jay is easily recognizable. Its numerous 
calls are distinctive, ranging from the loud raucous jay-jay, through its barn door squeak, 
to many quiet conversational chuckles.

Aesling. Neat of twigs and rootlets 10 to 20 feet from the ground.
Distribution. Eastern America from the Ixirders of settlement to the gulf of Mexico. 

Breeds wherever found in Canada.
The Blue Jay is alert, inquisitive, and mischievous. A strange noise 

in the woods or a moving figure attracts him and he steals quietly up 
to it; on discovering an enemy he flees shrieking away in exaggerated 
fright. In this way Jays have spoiled many careful stalks and caused 
great annoyance to hunters. In the autumn lie is provident, and gathers 
acorns which he carefully stows away in bark crannies and like places. 
Whether he ever returns to his stores may be open to some doubt.

Economic Status. Economically the Blue Jay occupies a doubtful 
place; in food habits it is omnivorous, eating in turn, insects, fruit, acorns, 
grain, eggs, or young birds. Undoubtedly acorns in their season form 
its staple food. It is a bird that should be discouraged about the orchard 
when other more useful birds are nesting.

4SI. Canada Jay. whiskey jack, moose bird, meat bird camp rubber, 
fr.—LE (jeai du Canada, t'erisoreus canadensis. L, 13. Plate XXIV B.

Distinctions. Size; soft, neutral-grey coloration with black cap and white forehead 
are distinctive. The juvenile, rather rarely seen in early plumage, has an evenly dark 
head and neck. All have loose, fluffy, ragge-d plumage.

Field Murks. Size, even grev coloration, and white forehead and face.
Nesting. Nests of twigs ana fibres, closely felted with fur and feathers into a com

pact deeply-cupped structure which serves as a protection to the eggs which are some
times incubated at. a temperature of 30 below zero Fahrenheit.

Distribution. The northern coniferous woods across the continent.
SUBSPECIES. The Canada Jay is divided into a number of very slightly differ

entiated subspecies. In eastern Canada, the Eastern Canada Jay, the type form, is the 
generally distributed one, with Labrador Jay /’. r. riigricapiUus inhabiting Newfoundland 
and the Vngava peninsula.



The Canada Jay has most of the characteristics of the Blue Jay in an 
exaggerated form. Every camper in the northern woods knows Whiskey 
Jack. No sooner is a new camp fire lighted than it appears, looking 
expectantly for waste scraps. The offal from dressed game is eagerly 
sought and hardly has the sound of tin- rifle shot died away before the 
Whiskey Jack is on hand and expectant. Vocally the bird has all sorts 
of surprises for the uninitiated. In fact, in its proper habitat any bird 
sound that cannot be referred to any other possible species may be ten
tatively attributed to the Canada Jay.

Economic Status. A bird of the unbroken forests, and only rarely 
seen in populated areas. Its status is probably very similar to that of 
the Blue Jay, but its retired habitat removes it from any conflict with 
the agriculturist.

Subfam ily—Corvi nœ. Crows.

The Crows form a well marked subfamily of remarkably similar 
appearance. They are common almost everywhere and a reference to 
Plate XXYA is sufficient description. The European Rook belongs 
to this division.

480. Raven, fr.—LE corbkaü. Connut couix. L. 22. Like die Crow (Plate 
XXV A) but larger.

Distinctions. The ltaven is in general appearance a very large Crow. The most 
obvious distinction in the long pointed shape of the feathers on the throat, each lying 
distinrt on the other and not softly blended together as in the Crow.

Field Murks. In addition to size, wliieh is always an uncertain criterion in wide open 
spaces, the voici- is the most certain guide. The croak of the Haven is hoarse and rattling, 
not clear ami distinct like the caw of the ('row. However, young Crowe have notes almost 
indistinguishable from those of the Raven and where both species occur, vocal characters 
arc not always reliable guides. When one sees a ltaven one can easily imagine marked 
charaeteristics of form and flight, but it must be confessed that they seldom become 
obvious to the ordinary observer until after the identity has been determined.

Nesting. Usually on cliff ledges, sometimes in trees; in nest of sticks.
Distribution. The species is found in both the Old and the New World far into the 

|Hilar regions, where its black coat against the general whiteness sounds a warning against 
too ready tendency to stretch the protective coloration theory' to cover the whole of animated 
creation. It once occupied all of Canada, but now is restricted to the most unset t let I parts 
in the north ami southward along the mountain ranges of both coasts to well into the 
l nited State.

SUBSPECIES. The Haven is divided into several geographical races. The Euro
pean is the type fonn. In Canudu, we have the Northern Haven C. c. prinnjtahs. 
The differences between them are slight.

The ltaven is traditionally a bird of ill-omen. Sombre of colour, 
dismal in voice, solitary and wild of habit, it fills in the north the place 
of the Vulture in the south. The Raven holds aloof from the haunts of 
men. As civilization has advanced into the primeval vast nesses, the 
Raven, unlike its close relative the Crow, has retired and is to-day what 
it was in the beginning, a bird of the wilderness. Knowing only the 
physical requirements and food habits of the two species, one would 
naturally think that the Raven could thrive as well under civilization 
as the Crow. It is omnivorous and can adjust itself to almost any food 
supply. It is hardy and can live in climates and under conditions where 
its weaker congener can not exist, yet for some unexplained cause, the 
Crow increases and the Raven disappears when settlement advances.

57172—11
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Economic Status. The Haven eats both animal and vegetable food, 
but has a strong partiality for the former. It seeks the offal from the 
hunter’s dressed game, or the game itself if it is available. It lurks about 
the outskirts of bird rookeries and makes dashes for eggs and young. 
By the sea it searches the shores at low water for crabs and other sea 
life and for anything edible that may be washed up. Avoiding cultivation 
as it does it has little direct influence on the crops.

4H8. American Crow, kk la corneille d'amérique. Cormis brackyrhynchos 
L. 19 30 Plate XXV A.

Distinctions. May he mistaken for Raven but distinguished from it by size and the 
absence of the long, pointed, lanceolate feathers on the throat.

Fieht Marks. < leneral appearance, with which one noon becomes very familiar.
Scaling. In trees; in nest of sticks.
Distribution. All of temperate North America.
SUBSPECIES. Two subspecies of American Crows occur in Canada, but in the 

east we have only the type form, the Eastern Crow.

Whereas the Haven retreats before the advance of civilization, the 
Crow increases. It is omnivorous, feeding readily on anything from 
carrion to freshly sprouting corn. Without doubt the Crow has increased 
enormously in the country since the removal of the forests, and probably its 
advent in eastern Canada was coincident with the arrival of the white 
man. The (’row is a partial migrant. Most of the birds go south in 
winter, but slaughter-houses and garbage dumps in the neighbourhood of 
cities and towns have induced numbers to become permanent residents.

Economic Status. The economic status of the Crow cannot be summed 
up in a few words. It undoubtedly does much good but it also does much 
harm. Moreover the harm is concentrated and easily measured whilst 
the good is scattered and not easily estimated. The detailed results of 
nearly a thousand stomach examinations and testimonies from all over 
North America are published in Bulletin No. 0 of the United States 
Department of Agriculture, by W. A. Barrows and K. A. Schwarz. The 
greatest complaint against the Crow arises from its fondness for sprouting 
grain, especially corn. Corn was found to constitute 29 per cent of its 
annual food and strangely enough, from May to August, constituted only 
from 8-4 to 17-7 per cent and was greatest in December, 48-2 per cent, 
when the grain must have represented gleanings from the bare fields. 
Inserts form a large part of the Crow’s food and balancing the useful with 
the harmful species, the result is obviously in the bird’s favour. Mice and 
other rodents and reptiles are also eaten very extensively and are preferred 
to all other food. In the autumn, mast (acorns, beech-nuts, etc.) is eagerly 
sought. Judged by food habits alone, therefore, the Crow is a valuable 
bird. However, this is not all the tale, for the Crow does harm that cannot 
be overlooked. It matters little to a farmer that the Crows destroy all 
the cut worms in a field if they also pull all the grain. On the whole, there 
seems to be no very good reason for extending any greater measure of 
protection to the Crow; it is in no danger of extinction and probably needs 
to be controlled.

FAMILY—ICTER1DÆ. AMERICAN STARLINGS.

This family includes the Blackbirds, Orioles, and Meadowlarks, which 
are the American representatives of the European Starlings. They are 
closely related to the Sparrows and clear differentiation cannot be made
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between them in a popular description. Most of them have rather long, 
pointed, tapering hills (Figures 40. 47. 48, 40, p. 20) and some have 
the middle of the eulmeii running up in a short keel on the forehead. The 
Bobolink and the Cowbird have quite sparrow-like hills, hut they are 
shortened Ieterine rather than Passerine hills. These species can also 
he easily separated by their marked colour patterns.

494. Bobolink, skunk hlackbird. ricebird. i a.—us uoqlc Dulirhonyx 
oryzivoru* I. 7 2'». Plate XXV B.

Distinctions. The spring male in its striking piebald plumage is unmistakable. The 
female and the autumn birds of either sex show no colour relation to the spring male ami 
are easily confused with some of the sparrows (bill, Figure 4b, p. 2b). The newly 
phimug«*d autumn birds are yellowish-buff in colour, uiistrijx-d below and heavily striped 
above. The spring female, more worn and faded and slightly olivaeti>us, looks much 
like a female House or Knglish Sparrow, but the decid«*»lly streak»*»! back ami crown 
and the huffy line over the eye are distinctive.

Ful<l Mark*. The male in spring neeils no sp»?cial mention of held marks for recog
nition; the streaks and yellowness of other pinning** and the huffy eye and crown stripes 
are good recognition marks These with habitat ami general actions should prevent 
ei infusion.

Xestuiy On ground; nest built of grasses
Distribution. North America, wintering in South America ; in eastern Canada, along 

the southern Ixirder breeding wherever found.

The Bobolink in spring and summer is a bird frequenting the hay and 
clover fields. It can be seen any summer’s day perched on the surrounding 
fences or launching into the air on quivering wings, pouring forth its song 
of ecstasy. Later in the season the rollicking male doffs his parti-coloured 
gavness for the duller ochre and brown stripes of the female. His song is 
replaced by metallic clinks, and with hundreds of others of this species 
joined together in flocks he seeks the marshes until autumn. On leaving 
( anada for his winter home in South America he stops for a time in the rice 
fields of the Carolina» and her»- he is hailed not as Bobolink, the merry 
songster, beloved for both practical and sentimental reasons, but as the 
plaguy “ Rice Bird ” that settles upon the crops in thousands and causes 
decided damage. Iu tin* south he is shot and sold for food in great numbers.

Economic Status. The Bobolink in Canada is an irreproachable bird who 
charms us with his song and whose bad habits have yet to he discovered. 
In May and June, 90 per cent of its food consists of injurious insects, and 
10 per cent of weed seeds with a few useful insects. In July and August 
a very little grain is added. Yet this bird is regarded as a pest in the 
southern States.

49.r>. Cowbird. cow blackbird, km. -l'étourneau ordinaire. Molothrux aUr 
L, 7 92 Plate XXVI A.

Distinctions. A small Blackbird with a seal black head and neck. The female is 
ashy-brown, lighter on throat, ami can be distinguished from any of the sparrows, which 
she resembles in having a conical bill, by the even, unmarked coloration.

Field Marks. Small Blackbird with short conical bill, a harsh rattling note, and 
grating squeak.

Acs ting. Kggs laid in the nest of other, usually smaller species, on the ground or in 
low situations.

Distribution. Over most of North America. In Canada north to the limits of culti
vation Common except in the extreme coastal provinces of the east.

The Cowbird is our only habitually parasitic bird. It never builds a 
nest or incubates or cares for its young. In the absence of nesting birds it 
takes the opportunity of depositing one of its own eggs in the unguarded
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nost. Uusally the birds so imposed upon accept the foreign egg without 
protest, at other times there is strong objection and final resignation. 
In a few cases, the nest is deserted or a new nest is built over the 
offending egg, as is sometimes done by the Yellow Warbler. On incubation 
an interesting case of adaptation is shown. The Cowbird’s egg usually 
hatches a few hours before those of the original occupant of the nest and 
consequently the changeling is strong and well grown when the proper 
occupants of the nest break their shell. It can monopolize the food, thus 
increasing the difference in strength, and is able finally to hoist its compe
titors from the nest to perish on the ground while it receives the attention 
that should have been given to the whole brood. Thus practically every 
Cowbird means tin- destruction of at least one brood of another species and 
probably the Cowbird must be considered one of the greatest enemies of 
the species imposed upon. Once tin? foster parents accept the intruding 
egg they do not make any distinction between it and their own. The 
Cowbird receives its name from its habit of following cattle, evidently 
attracted by the flies and insects which gather about those animals.

Economic Statvs. From a study of their food, Cowbirds would seem 
to be purely useful birds. They consume large amounts of weed seeds and 
harmful insects and only small quantities of grain or fruit, the former 
largely waste and the latter wild. Their effect upon other equally useful 
birds, however, puts a different complexion on their activities. Practically 
every Cowbird raised to the fledgling stage means the elimination of a nest 
full of other species. Perhaps the economic effects of the changelings equal 
those of the individuals they displace, but the substitution cannot be looked 
upon with equanimity.

497. Yellow-headed Blackbird, fr.—l’étourneau à tête jaune. Xantho 
ce phalli* tanthocephalu*. L, 10. A Blackbird with white wing patches on the primaries, 
and yellow head, neck, and breast. Female similar, but brownish rather than black; 
brightness of yellow reduced, and white lacking on tnc wings.

Distinctions. Above characterization unmistakable.
Distribution. Western North America to northern parts of prairie provinces. 

Only of accidental occurrence in eastern Canada.

A marsh or swamp bird rare in eastern Canada.
498. Red-winged Blackbird, soldier blackbird, fr.—l’êtocrneau X ailes 

rovoes. Agelaius yhœmceus. L, 9-51. Plate XXVI B.
Distinctions. All male plumages have at least suggestions of the red shoulders, though 

sometimes they are reduced to scattered spots of orange. Tin* female is always dis
tinguishable from aiiy other Blackbird by her sharply streaked coloration.

Field Marks. The male is plainly characterized by its red shoulders, and the bird can 
be recognized in all plumages by its characteristic notes, the most common one, only 
uttered ny the male, being well rendered into “ O-ke-lee ” or " O-ke-ree ” with a rising 
inflecti"n at tin- end.

Xesting. In well made structure of rushes and grass tied 2 or 3 feet above the water 
to reeds, cat-tails, or low bushes in swampy places.

Distribution. As a species, the lted-wing is distributed over all of North America 
north to the limit of trees.

SVHSPECIES. The Red-wings are divided int > a number of subspecies. The 
common one in eastern Canada is the type form, the h.'Stern Red-wing. In the western 
end of Ontario we probably get the Northern Red-wing 4. p. arclolegus from the central 
northern regions. It is characterized by somewhat larger gize, but correct differentiation 
can only be made by the expert.

No marsh in eastern Canada is typical without one or more pairs of 
Red-wings chasing each other or clinging to the cat-tails, the mal es
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spreading their wings and tail and screwing themselves into constrained 
attitudes as they squeeze out their clear "O-ke-ree" with a roll on the last 
syllable, in sight and hearing of the females. In the spring the Blackbirds 
usually arrive in large flocks of mixed species which keep together a few 
days and then separate. The Red-wings repair to the marshes and before 
the reeds begin to grow they settle down to their domestic arrangements. 
When tin family cares are over for the season all Blackbird species unite 
again in flocks that darken the sky, roosting together in the marshes when 
possible and scattering through the day in groups of various sizes which 
frequent the harvest fields.

Economic Status. The character of its food makes the Red-wing 
decidedly beneficial. Weed seeds and injurious insects form SO per cent 
of its food and grain about 15 per cent. In July and August more grain 
is eaten, and in the early days of settlement when the acreage under cul
tivation was small ami Blackbirds many they were a serious menace to the

501. Meadowlark, nt.—l’étovkneac des thés. Sturruila magna. I,, 10 75.
Plate XXVil A.

IJustinctton*. ITimistakablc fur any other species in eastern Canada. (Bill, Figure 
47. p. 20).

Field Marks. The striking, yellow breast with hi. irp black necklace is unmistakable. 
Flying, the white outer tail feathers and peculiar manner of (light are good recognition 
marks. The familiar clear, long whistle of the Meadowlark is characteristic.

Settling. On ground, nest of grasses, usually arched over like an oven.
Distribution. Eastern North America north to the limits of cultivation.

The clear call of the Meadowlark is often the first indication of the 
coming of spring. Coming with or sometimes even before the Robin and 
the Bluebird, it haunts upland pastures and from the top of an isolated 
tree or fence-post, pours out its rich, clear, far-carrying calls.

Economic Status. The Meadowlark is one of the farmer’s most 
valuable assistants. Living close to the ground it attacks most of the 
worst crop foes. Its food is made up of 75 percent insects, 12 percent 
weed seeds, and 13 per cent grain nearly all taken in the late autumn and 
early spring months and obviously owing to the scarcity of insects. This 
bird should receive absolute protection.

506. Orchard Oriole. Icterus spurius. L. 7-32. A small Oriole, like the Balti
more (Plate XXVII B) with the orange of that bird replaced by seal brown and 
with u black tail. The female is an even dull green. The young male is like the female, 
but has a black throat.

Distinctions. The seal brown ami black coloration of the male is unmistakable. The 
female has a certain resemblance to the female Tanager, but is smaller and of more delicate 
shape and has a fine pointed, unnotched bill. (Compare Figures 48 and 53, p. 26.)

Field Marks. Colour, size, and voice somewhat like that of the Baltimore Oriole, but. 
richer and with characteristics of its own.

Nesting. Neel woven of green grass hanging from a crotch. A beautiful structure, 
not as elaborate nor as deeply haggl'd as that of the Baltimore.

Distribution. A more southern species than the Baltimore Oriole, occurring in Camilla 
regularly along the lake Erie shore and occasionally north to the southern end of lake

The Orchard Oriole is commonly met with only along the southern 
of borders of Ontario and in habits is quite similar to the Baltimore,
es
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507. Baltimore Oriole, hano-neht, golden robin, fr.—l'oriole de Baltimore 
Icterus galbula. L, 7-53. Plate XXVI1 B.

Distinctions. ( 'oloration.
Field Murks. The striking flashes of golden orange and the rich contralto voice are 

absolute identification marks. The species can only lie confused with extralimital forms.
A'eating. The nest of the Baltimore Oriole is one of the avian curiosities. It is in the 

form of a hag woven of fibres, plant down, hairs, ami string and hangs from the end of long 
drooping branches. With her sharp, awl-like bill the female Oriole thrusts a fibre into the 
side of the nest, then reaching over to the inside pulls it through, tugging to make all tight 
and solid, another fibre is thrust in and the process repeated until when complete the nest 
is so knitted, woven, and felted together that though tossed at the end of long flexible 
whi|>-like branch tips through summer and winter storms, it remains intact for several 
yearn

Distribution. Pastern North America north to the bounds of dense settlement.

Open country with scattered groves and occasional large isolated elms 
is the ideal habitat of the Baltimore Oriole. It obtains its name from its 
brilliant orange and black livery, the colours of Lord Baltimore, under 
whose patronage the state of Maryland was first settled and in whose 
honour the bird was named by the early settlers.

Economic Status. The food of the Oriole consists mostly of insects, 
including, in order of numbers, caterpillars, click beetles, of which the 
pestilent wire worms are the larva*, May beetles, and grasshoppers. Very 
few predaceous beetles are taken. The amount of vegetable matter is 
small. This species, therefore, ranks very high as an insect destroyer. 
Complaints are sometimes made that the Oriole spoils fruit and it has been 
accused of puncturing grapes for the juice. It is not the* amount which 
it takes that is objected to but the quantity of fruit that is spoiled, for it 
goes from bunch to hunch puncturing many and consuming little. This, 
however, seems to he a very local and perhaps an individual habit ami 
except in vine country is of comparatively small importance. In Canada, 
the Baltimore Oriole leaves shortly after mid-August and before the autumn 
fruit season is well advanced, so that grapes are usually too green to be 
attractive to it. Hence, though it cannot be wholly exonerated from the 
charges which have been made against it, the damage done by the Oriole 
in Canada has certainly been greatly exaggerated. The good the bird 
does is constant and important, the harm is occasional and slight.

509. Rusty Blackbird, rvhty guacki.e. fr.—le mainate couleur de rouille. 
Euphngus carolinus. L, 9-55. About tho size of a Red-wing, but all black with green 
reflet lions and with straw-coloured «wee. In the autumn the feathers are broadly edged 
with rusty, lighter on the crown and head. The female is a nearly evenly dark grey bird 
with traces of rusty marks in spring, much more extensive in both sexes in autumn when 
they form a well-defined, reddish cap and a light eyebrow line.

Distinctions. Small size compared with the Crow Blackbird, the only other comparable 
species with light coloured eyes; even blackness or rusty overwash tending towards a light 
line over the eye, and straw-coloured eye.

Field Marks. Size, coloration, and straw-coloured eyes.
Nesting. In coniferous trees or on ground, in nest of grasses or moss.
Distribution. Kastern and northern North America; usually breeding just north of 

the cultivated areas in Canada.

The Rusty Blackbird visits us in great numbers spring and autumn, 
joining and forming a considerable part of the large flocks of mixed Black
birds that are seen about the fields and marshes. The name Ci ruckle which 
is commonly *d to the two yellow (nearly white) eyed Blackbirds 
is doubtless derived from the sound of their harsh, crackling notes.4
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511 Crow Blackbird, hronzku <ira< kli: kr —i.k mainate bronzé. Qu incut u» 
(fumrula. L, 12 Plate XXVIII A.

Distinction* Large size, complété iridescent blackness, and et raw-coloured eyes
Field Murks The all black bo<ly, etraw-yellow even, and size are good field marks 

When flying the long tail is •boated'', that is spread and turrmd up at the sides so that a 
cross section through it would be U-shaped. This is a most characteristic feature and 
easily seen m outline against the sky.

Xestinq Usually in communities in coniferous tr«*es; nest a large bulky mass of grass 
and mud.

Distribution. All of temperate North America east of the Rockies. The Bronzed 
Crackle occupies the Canadian section of the range overlapping that of the Purple south of 
our Imrders.

SI 'USD EC IKS The s|n*cies is divided into three subsumes. The Canadian bird is 
the Bronzed Crackle Q. </. omens The type form, the Purple Crackle, is a more southern 
bird that so far has not lieeii taken in Canada, though it should be watches! for along our 
southern borders. It can be recognized by the* feathers of the* back showing semicircular 
purple iridescence instead of being an evenly metallic brass. The third form is found in 
Florida.

Tin- (’row Blackbird is u gregarious Wirel and likes to neat in company 
witli its own kind. Evergreens are its favourite nesting trees and it often 
takes possession of ornamental rows edging gardens. With its metallic 
colours ami yellow eyes it is a brilliant and striking bird. It walks with 
comical pomposity over the lawn, or uncouthlv gesticulates while it emits 
unusually discordant noises.

Economic Status. Through the months the bird is in Canada, insects 
constitute 29-7 per cent of its food and vegetable matter 70-3 per cent. 
The insects include useful predaceous species, but not in large numbers. 
The vegetable mutter contains about 4H per cent of grain and domestic 
fruit, the remainder being wild fruit, mast, and weed seeds. Much of the 
grain is waste, and the total cultivated fruit is only 2-9 per cent. On the 
whole the work of the Bronzed Crackle is beneficial but its numbers should 
not be allowed to greatly increase. As it is an inveterate nest robber it is 
a poor bird to have about the house if other more attractive species are 
desired.

FAMILY—FRÏNGILLIDÆ. SPARROWS, LINNETS, FINCHES, OR BUNTINGS.

General Description As represented in Canada this is generally on easily recognised 
family. It is composed of smallhirds, no Canadian species being over 81 inches in length— 
with unnotched conical bill adapted for cracking seeds, and the gape of the mouth usually 
decidedly turned down (Figurée»), 51, 52, p. 26). This latter feature is not equally well 
developed in all species and some of the American Starlings, as previously described (p. 156), 
exhibit it strongly; but having other marked characters they can In- easily distinguished 
from the Sparrows.

Distinctions. The bill is the best point of recognition; that of the ordinary- domesti
cated Canary is of the characteristic sparrow type. The birds most likely to be mistaken 
for members of this family are the Bobolink (Figure 46, p. 26) and Cowbird (p 157; of 
the previous family and the Tanagers, of the next one. These are all easily separated by 
their striking colours (see under specific headings.) The Tanagers show notches in the 
cutting edges and tip of the mandibles which make them easy to recognize (Figure 53, 
p. 26). In one group of Sparrows, the Crossbills, the tips of the bill cross each other 
(Figure 52, p. 26); in another, the Grosbeaks, the bill is verv large and heavy (Figure 
50, p. 26).

The sparrows form the largest and most important family of the 
Perchers, and are probably the most important family of birds in the world. 
They are found everywhere except in Australia and are represented in all
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habitats from we t swamps, grassy uplands, and brushy thickets to dry 
plains and sand dunes. The terms Sparrow, Linnet, Finch, and Bunting 
are almost synonymous and are applied to various species irrespective of 
their relationship. The name Sparrow is, therefore, a very broad one and 
can be applied to many species of very different rank and value. It is 
to be regretted that one objectionable introduced form should have 
cast discredit upon a large family which includes many beautiful as well as 
useful birds and some of great sweetness of song. The most typical feature 
of the Sparrows in popular estimation is a plain earthern coloration, but 
some of the brightest of plumage's are found amongst them and in place of 
the commonly expected Sparrow chirp are some remarkable vocal achieve
ments. The Sparrow can be divided roughly into ground specie's, tree 
species, winter wanderers, and Grosbeaks. Superficially observed, the 
first arc dull in appearance, but, on close examination, often show beautiful 
colour harmonies. The tree species are often very brightly coloured. The 
winter wanderers usually exhibit a large amount of dull reds. The Gros
beaks, recognized by their great, heavy bills (Figure 50, p. 26) are highly 
coloured. This is not a scientific subdivision but as the recognition of 
Sparrows is difficult to the amateur any classification that will help is of 
use.

514. Evening Grosbeak, fr— lb <;hoh-hk< à couronne noire. Hesitenphona 
vesper tin a. L, 8. One of the larger Sparrows with the very large powerful bill which is 
typical of the Grosbeaks (Figure 50, p. 26). It is coloured in broad masses of strong 
yellow with black wings, tail, and crown and a white band over the wing. The female is 
similar, but duller in colour with an ashy wash over all.

Distinctions. Size, bill, and large amount of yellow. The female retains enough 
yellowish showing through the ashy to be easily recognized. The yellow or yellow-green 
colour of the bill is diagnostic of all plumages. For a comparison of the female with the 
Pine Grosbeak, see that species.

Fichl Marks. Size and yellow coloration. As it is a winter visitant only, it cannot 
be confused with other birds.

testing. In trees; nest of small twigs lints! with bark, hair, and rootlets. The nest 
has been seldom seen.

Distribution. Central ami western North America, south along the mountains. 
Migrating east irregularly in winter.

SUBSPECIES. The Evening Grosbeak is divided into an Eastern and Western 
subspecies; only the former, the type form, occurring in eastern Canada. The breeding 
grounds of the eastern bird are still to be accurately determined.

This is only an irregular winter wanderer in eastern Canada. Some
times years will pass without the bird being seen and then it
appears everywhere. The causes of these irregular appearances have 
not been definitely detern ;ned. Whether the birds are driven from 
their usual winter ranges by lack of food or art1 attracted to others by an 
unusual abundance cannot be stated. Food is probably the determining 
factor.

Economic Status. The Evening Grosbeak, coming only in winter, 
can do very little harm. Its favourite food is the seed of the Manitoba 
Maple left hanging on the trees, or the fruit of the Mountain Ash or 
Rowan trees. The fact that the Manitoba Maple has in recent years 
been planted extensively in all parts of Canada may affect, the migration 
habits of this bird. Almost any dried winter fruit is taken and it delightR 
to remove the seeds from old rotten apples left hanging through the winter.

29
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The charge that it damages trees by picking off the buds may contain 
an element of truth, but cannot be seriously considered as a source of 
appreciable damage.

515. Pine G. osbeak. kr.—lk uros-bec des pins. Pinirola enucleator. L, 9-08.
Plate XXVI11B

Distinctions. From descriptions, the females of the Pine and Evening Grosbeaks 
might possibly be confused its they are both grey overwashed with yellow; but the yellow 
in the Pine Grosbeak is stronger, especially on head and rump, rather rustv instead of 
clear lemon, and is superimposed on the body colour instead of seeming to snow vaguely 
through. The dark bill of the species is also diagnostic.

Field Mark*. Size, dark grosbeak bill, and general nsl of adult males. The majority 
of the birds which visit Canada are in the dull female plumage, hence the general effi rt 
is that of a flock of large, dull slate-coloured birds warming to yellow on head and rump 
in favourite lights, accompanied by an occasional red individual. The ordinary notes 
are ridiculously small and fine for so large a bird, though it also has a clear, loud whistle.

A'estiny. In coniferous trees; in nest of twigs ami rootlets.
Distributiim. As a species, confined to the northern parts of the northern hemi

sphere. The Canadian Pine Grosbeak breeds in the coniferous forest of the north, west 
to the Mackenzie river, migrating to settled sections only in winter.

SUBSPECIES. There are several subspecies in Canada, the eastern form, the 
Canadian Pine Grosbeak /*. r. leurura, being the only one which comes within the sco|>e 
of this work.

These are irregular winter visitors from the north. Their presence 
with us ean rarely be anticipated, though they may occur any winter 
almost anywhere in eastern Canada. They are frequenters of coniferous 
trees, but are fond of Mountain Ash or Rowan berries and the fruit of 
the sumach.

Economic Status. As the Pine Grosbeak spends the summer in the 
northern woods and only visits settled sections in winter, the damage 
it can do is reduced to a minimum. It eats wild and waste fruit left 
hanging on the trees so that its economic effect is too slight to be appre
ciable. It has been accused of destroying fruit buds, but the damage it 
thus does, if any, is very slight. There is every humanitarian reason for 
protecting the species and no serious charge can be brought against it.

517. Purple Finch, hkfmxo. kr.—us pinson poüpré. (’arpodacus pur pur eu*
L, ft 22 Plate XXIX A.

Distinctions. Size ami general coloration of male are distinctive. Female is streaked 
in olive-browns, but the general evenness of the olive cast to the coloration, and abundance 
of streaks below are quite characteristic. The hill is rather larger for the size of the bird 
than in other species except the Grosbeaks.

Field Marks. Size, general coloration, sometimes resembling a small Pine Grosbeak, 
and striking song are the best field marks.

Nesting. In coniferous trees; in nest of twigs, grass, and rootlets.
Distribution. As a specie's it occupies all America between Mexico and Canada. 

In eastern Canada it extends north to the extreme limit of regular settlement. Along 
the southern borders it is a regular winter visitor breeding less commonly than farther

St’BSI*ECIES. The Purple Finch is represented by two subspecies; the eastern 
Canadian form, Eastern Purple Finch, is the type of the species.

The Purple Finch, though so-called, is not purple; “magenta” would 
better describe its coloration. It is one of our finest songsters and is 
occasionally caged for that purpose. Like its allies, the Pine Grosbeak 
and the Crossbills, when kept in captivity it loses the bright redness of 
its plumage and assumes a ruddy yellow, so peculiar and characteristic 
that escaped enged birds ean be recognized on sight. The song is a eon-
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tinned and elear warble liki* that of a glorified Warbling Vireo, but more 
rapidly delivered. The young male in tin; autumn sings almost as well 
as the adult.

Economic Status. Tin* Purple Finch eats largely of buds and fruit. 
The fruit eaten in eastern Canada is trifling, as the species is not numerous 
in summer-time in fruit-growing sections. The bird retires from the 
southern borders to less cultivated sections in tin- breeding season. The 
fruits it takes are mostly waste winter left-overs and wild forms as it is 
specially fond of Mountain Ash or Rowan berries. The charge that it 
eats buds is more serious, but so far has been based upon general asser
tions not substantiated in the east by results of stomach examinations. 
It is possible that at times the Purple Finch can do considerable local 
harm picking off the fruit buds of the coming year. That it does so to 
an extent to cause uneasiness to the fruit grower has yet to lie proved.

House Sparrow, knolihh sparrow, kr — i.k moinkau uoMRsTiguK. limner 
dmnentieux L, 0'»0. Plate XXIX H

Distinction*. Black bib of tin* male is distinctive. Females have a slight olive sugges
tion ami might be confused with the female Purple Finch were it not that they are unstreaked 
below. The female or autumn plumages of the Bolxilink are somewhat suggestive of this 
plumage, but the pronounced streakineas above ami the general yellowness are quite 
distinctive of the Bobolink. With a little observation of the species in our slns-ts or 
barnyards, no one need ever confuse this species with anything else.

Field Murk*. The characteristic notes and chirrups of the House Sparrow make the 
bint recognition mark in the field.

Distribution. < Iriginall.v distributed over all of Europe ami most of Asia. Now found 
through North America to ihe limits of settlement.

This bird is not native to America, but is one «if our most undesirable 
importations from ÉËI In spite of its obvious seed-eating habits 
and structure, it was originally introduced as a caterpillar destroyer. 
It does, of course, lik«> nearly all birds, sometimes eat caterpillars, but 
does not approximate in this direction the capacity of tin* birds it has 
disphnetl. Being a bird <if cities and barnyards most of its activities 
are in localities where there is plenty of food of non-ins« ctivorous 
character, garbage, waste grain, etc. In the autumn, it makes excur
sions into the country and visits fields in large flocks, mostly after harvest 
when waste grain is abundant, but occasionally before, and then causes 
considerable loss. Its food habits thus art1 harmful or not according to 
circumstances and perhaps tin* balance on the whole lies well in its 
favour. The principal other objections to the House Sparrow are three 
in number. It drives more useful species away, it is very «lirty about 
huihlings, and it is suspected of spreading poultry diseases.

The House Sparrows drive other birds away by three methods: monopo
lizing the food supply; occupying their nesting places; and by pugna
cious and bulldozing habits. During the nesting season while the young 
are being f«‘«l they come into direct competition with other species depending 
for the support of their young on the same insect forms (the young of 
all l’asserine birds require insects, though those of this species are not 
long dependent upon them). Thus far perhaps they may be nearly as 
useful as the forms they displace, but most of the ■ need birds an* 
continuous insect hunters and the House Sparrow only a seasonal one. 
After nesting <luties are over they again turn their attention to wash* mate
rial and liecomc «if smaller importance, whereas the sup«‘rsed«‘d birds
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continue* to In* useful through the season. The House Sparrows are with 
us through the winter, showing no tendency to migrate, hence they an
on the ground in tlx* early spring, and when our native summer residents, 
which are with only one or two exceptions more or less migratory either 
as species or individuals, arrive, they find the most attractive nesting sites 
already occupied. The difficulty of keeping Sparrows out of nesting boxes 
is proof enough of this situation. They are quarrelsome, also, and though, 
when once established, most native species are quite able to hold their 
own against aggression, they do not like the constant turmoil in which 
they must engage when in the vicinity of the House Sparrow. It is far 
easier to avoid than combat them. Hence few other birds care to live in 
their immediate neighbourhood.

The* nests are great, bulky, untidy masses of straw and grasses and 
the tendency of these birds to fill down-spouts and load every projecting 
architectural feature of buildings with litter makes them objectionable. 
Added to the nesting habits of the House Sparrows, their congregation 
in numbers throughout the whole year in sheltered corners under cornices 
and porches causes accumulations of filth that is exasperating to the 
householder. To-day one of the important problems in architectural 
offices is to design satisfactory detail that will not harbour sparrows, 
whose dirt disfigures the most careful design and disintegrates the mate
rial of which the building is composed. The last charge, that of carrying 
disease, is not the least of the charges against the species. Feeding 
familiarly with the hens and freely flying about from one poultry yard 
to another they have every opportunity to be effective disease carriers. 
That they carry disease has not been definitely proved, but its possi
bility and likelihood are obvious. The fact that turkeys are to-day so 
subject to the ravages of the blackhead which has spread rapidly over t he 
country, whereas on some of the coastal islands of Massachusetts from which 
the House Sparrow is absent they can be raised with old time ease, is 
more than suggestive.

Without doubt the introduction of the House Sparrow into America 
was a mistake. It was known in its original home as a rather undesirable 
species and unfitted for the work it was brought over to perform. In this 
country, removed from the natural checks that kept it under control, it 
has multiplied beyond all reason and though its objectionable features 
have increased, its commendable ones have not. However, the House 
Sparrow is here to stay. It has been legislated against, and large sums 
have been spent in the endeavour to control it, but without avail. Local 
endeavour has reduced the numbers from time to time, but only to have 
new hordes pour in from the surrounding country when tlx- effort has 
spent itself. Constant effort will keep tlx* numbers reduced but only 
continent-wide persistent effort will destroy them altogether. Traps, 
poison, and systematic destruction of tlx- nests are tlx- most satisfactory 
means of control. Poison is effective, but care must be taken that it is 
used only in the seasons and places where no other species have access to it 
Wire fabric traps that are always set and will catch numbers at a time 
are the most satisfactory. A good type of such trap has been described 
by tlx- Vnited States Biological Survey in Farmers Bulletin 4M.

521. Crossbill. n< -i.r. hkc-croihé d'am^riqck Lana cumrnalra. I,, ti- In. A 
medium-Mized Sparrow with the bill ti|w prolonge»I an»I rrowing each other when <-l«we»l



(Figure 52, p. 26). The male is dull red, brighter on rump; females and juveniles similar 
with the red replaced by greenish or yellow. No wing bars.

Distinctions. The crossed bill is distinctive of the Crossbills; the lack of white wing 
bar designates this species.

Field Marks. Small winter bird often in large flocks. Notes somewhat similar to 
those of Goldfinches, but individuals show red coloration. Climbing, almost parrot-like,

Xesting. Usually in coniferous trees; in nest of twigs and grasses lined with moss 
and rootlets

Distribution. The coniferous forests of both hemispheres. The American Crossbill 
breeds north of dense settlement and southward along the mountain ranges east and 
west. Irregularly common in winter in southern Canada.

SUBSPECIES. The American Crossbill is a subspecies of the Crossbill, an Old u- 
well as New World species, and bears the trinomial name L. c. minor.

The Crossbills are also birds that irregularly come out of the north to 
southern Canada in the winter, reoccur commonly for successive seasons, 
and then vanish perhaps for years.

Economic Status. This species feeds almost entirely upon coniferous 
seeds—pine, hemlock, and cedar; berries of the climbing bittersweet and 
seeds of rotten apples on the trees are also taken. The speed and skill with 
which the seed is removed from pine cones makes one think that the crossed 
bill is necessary for this work until one finds normally billed species doing 
the same thing with equal ease.

522. White-winged Crossbill, kk.—lb bec-croisé à ailes blanches. Ixtrui 
leucontcra. L, 6 05. Similar to preceding species, but with white bars on wings.

Distinctions. Perhaps a little brighter in coloration than the American, nut showing 
considerable variation in tint and shade. The white wing barn and crossi-d bill are a!wa> * 
diagnost ic.

So similar to the preceding in habits and occurrence that no special 
discussion is necessary.

Gbnus—Acantiiih. Redpolls. L, 5-6 • 50.
General Description. Small «narrows with short, «harp bills; crown with a dull crimson 

cap; a suffused black chin «pot ; hack and flanks streaked with browns, ashy, and white 
Aoult males have rosy breasts and the rump more or less tinged with pink; suggestions 
of this tint show in other plumages.

Distinctions. The small crimson cap is always distinctive.
Xesting. In low shrubs; nest of grasses lined with hair, often white rabbit or fox 

fur, feathers, or plant-down.
Distribution. <'ircumpolar and Arctic in breeding range, migrating south irregularly 

in winter.

There are two species of Redpolls in eastern Canada, divided into five 
subspecies, all so nearly alike that it requires special experience to differ
entiate them accurately. The dividing line between species is very fine, the 
subspecies intergrade and, as considerable individual and age variation 
exists, it is only by attention to small details that they can be separated.

The distinctive characters are given more as suggestions than as final 
differentiations.

Economic Status. See Redpoll Linnet.

527 llornemann's Redpoll. Acanthis homemanni. L, 5. Light-coloured Red|x>lla 
with white or rosy unspotted rump. Adults with feather edgings light so that a typical 
bird looks like a t ommon Redpoll seen through a white veil
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Distinctions. The unspotted rump is tin* most constant nml easily recognized specific
flharscter

Distribution. Arctic and subarctic parts of the northern hemisphere The Greenland 
Redpoll breeds in Arctic Kurope, Greenland, and perhaps adjoining America. The Hoar> 
brmls in Arctic America east to Vngava an<l in adjacent Asia.

SL’BSPECIES. Ilornemann’s Rwi|>oll is divide<l m America into two subspecies, 
a large form, the Greenland K(h1|m)1I, the type form ; and the Hoary Redpoll .1 h exilipe.s. 
They are most easily separated by size, the former having a xving measurement of 3■ .'17 
and the latter of 3.

In gem ml habits so nearly like the next species, which is much more 
common, that separate discussion is unnecessary. This species is generally 
so rare in settled districts that its identification must he made with great 
caution. During occasional winters this species occurs in greater or less 
numbers with large flocks of the Common Redpolls, but there is no regular
ity in their visits.

528 Redpoll Linnet, nt. -sizerin X tète aoroE. Acanthi* Unarm L, 5-5-5. 
A rather dark Red|>oU with rump more or loss heavily streaked and not noticeably frosted 
with white.

Distinctions. The streaked rump is the most easily recognizable character
Distribution. Northern part of northern hemisphere. The Common Redpoll breeds 

across the northern parts of the American continent, south in the east to the gulf of St 
Ijawrenee. HoUhiII's bm-ds in America on the west Arctic islands and the Greater hi 
Greenland.

Sl’fiSPEt'lES The species is divided into three subspecies: the Common Redpoll 
A. 1. linarin, which is commonest in fact as well as name; liolboll's Redpoll .1 l holbiclli, 
a slightly larger form; and the Greater Red|»oll A. 1. rostratn, the largest of the species 
There are small differences visible to the eye of the exjwrt in the bills and details of 
coloration, but size is, on the whole, the beet criterion, though it should not be entirely 
relied upon as intergrades occur. The wing of the Common Red|>oll should be 2 it inches, 
llolbolPs 3-0 with slightly longer bill, and the Greater 3-5 with bill shorter and stouter, 
However, in identifying Redpolls it should be remembered that the Common w the only 
one likely to lie met with ami no other determination should be made unless confirmed 
by exjiert opinion.

With inure or less regularity our winter fields and waste lands arc taken 
possession of by immense flocks of tiny sparrows, feeding on the weed tops 
which project from the snow or perching in the low trees and bushes nearby. 
From the throng comes a subdued but constant twitter from many little 
throats, no one of the < a song in the usual sense of the word,
but collectively making an undercurrent of low music that is distinctly 
agreeable. The round, fluffy, heavily plumaged bodies, the little, rich 
crimson cap, and the occasional flash of rosy breast and pink rump declare 
them Redpolls. They are tame and unsuspecting little fellows and if the 
observer conducts himself discreetly they may at times alight all about him 
or even upon his person with as much indifference as if lie were a stump or 
some other inanimate feature of the landscape. They remain until just as 
the spring breakup is due when they vanish until another winter. Their 
winter wanderings are irregular and erratic.

Economic Status. Coming in flocks of large numbers and searching 
weed tops diligently the Redpolls should be hailed by the farmer with 
pleasure, not only for their pretty ways but also for the evident good they 
do in destroying weed seed. One cannot go over the ground where they

27037
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have fed and examine it closely without being impressed with the amount 
of good work they have done. Their tracks are seen everywhere in the 
snow and every little weed-top seems to have been scrutinized with micro
scopic eye. Considering their numbers and that they come in the coldest 
weather, it is evident that their presence must have a marked deterrent 
effect upon the following season's weed crop.

029 American Goldfinch. thi*tlebird, wild canary ut -le chardonneret 
faune Astrapilo' •<> triaii» L 6 10 Plate XXX K

lh*tmrtùm*. lu summer, male with it* strongly contrasting yellow body and black 
wings, tail, and cap is most characteristic. In winter, the colour* arc less distinctive 
but there is always a suggestion of yellow about the throat, head, and back, if not else
where, and the wings and tail remain a decided black though with more or lew buffv or 
white edging* on wing bars

Field Mark*. In habit, disposition, and the general quality of their notes, winter Gold- 
finches resemble Pino Siskins or the Crowbill* They can be distinguished from the 
former by their lack of streakmes* and from the Crowbills by the absence of red, lighter 
coloration, and white rump

Setting Neat of grasses and plant down lined with the Litter.
Dutribution. As a species, throughout the I'nited Stales and southern Cunadu 

north to the limits of settlement. The Eastern Goldfinch extends west to, and inclu
ding, Manitoba.

SUBSPECIES. The American ( midfinch is divided into three rwognized subspecies, 
only one of which, the Eastern Goldfinch, the type form, occurs m eastern Canada

One of the merriest of summer birds, sometimes remaining through 
tin* winter in the more southern parts of Canada. It is a great lover of 
fluffy white thistle and dandelion seed-heads and can often be seen plucking 
the down, cutting off the fruiting end, and letting the airy tops float away on 
the wind. Its song is as pleasant as its bright appearance as it sits on some 
lone elevation and sings “ sweet-aweet-chewit-chev'it-cheu'it ” or goes speeding 
off through the air with a merry flock with their cheerfully repeated pt r-chic- 
o-pce. The American Goldfinch, though a relative of the Old World bird 
of the same name, is an entirely different species, named, as the original 
settlers named many birds, from various fancied or real resemblances to the 
familiar forms known at home.

Economic Slaton. A bird of no bad habits and many good ones. 
Weed seeds are its staple food, but grain is rarely touched. If the House 
or English Sparrows do not exhaust the supply prematurely, sunflower 
seed heads are a neverfailing attraction to Goldfinches and a supply of 
these along the back fence will ensure their constant attendance through the 
autumn and winter. Insects are taken more or less and some fruit, usually 
wild species, as no complaint is made of any damage done to cultivated 
varieties.

833. Pine Siskin, kr .— le «tiardonnekrt des pins Spinu» in nue. L, ft 
Small, goldfinch-like bird* striped with olive-brown on a dull white ground sometimes 
slightly tinged with yellowish ; lighter below and with a lemon-yellow spot and 
suffusion on the wings.

Ihthnrtimi*. General streakiness and suffused yellow w mg spot.
Fiehl Mark*. Goldfinch-like habits and voice and general st reakiness.
Netting. In coniferous trees; neat of twigs and nsitlets lined with plant down.
Ihttrihution. The north coniferous woods arrose the continent, migrating to settled 

districts in winter and locally breeding there.

A winter visitor to the more southern sections of Canada, 
of coniferous evergreen trees.

Very fond



Economic Status. As it is only » winter visitor to settled Canada and 
shows strong partiality for the fruit of coniferous trees, it is a neutral species, 
doing perhaps no great good hut certainly no harm.

534 Snow Bunting, kxowflakb. fh i.k i*lk< trophank at \kiui 1‘lcctroyhe- 
nax nivalis. L, 6-88. Plate XXX B

Distinction*. Sharply contrasting Black and white colouring with most of the feathers 
heavily Isirdered with rusty, <*specially on the head. hack, and breast-hand Through 
the winter the rusty borders gradually wear off and the breeding plumage of black and 
white riwilts without moult. The general scheme of colouring of the Snow Hunting is 
found in no other Canadian bird.

Field Marks (Iregarious ground sparrows showing large amounts of white on black 
wings when flying.

Mealing. On ground in moss, nest of grass, rootlets, and mow lined with feathers 
and fur.

Distribution. Circumpolar Arctic*. In Canada, brmling from the edge of barren 
grounds northward across the continent.

SUBSPECIES. Though the Snow Hunting is divided into several subspecies, m 
eastern Canada only the type form, the Common Snow Hunting, occurs.

Winter visitors in southern Canada, feeding on the weed-tops that 
project from the snow in open fields and rarely perching in trees. A flock 
alights in the weed-spotted snow and gradually works across it. the rear 
of the flock rising n time to time like a flurry of snow and pitching
ahead, the process being repeated until tin- whole field is covered.

530. I.upland I ongspur. fh i.k plkitrophane de lapon»;. ('aba ri us bi/>- 
Mftù m I 6 35 \ gregarious, winter sparrow frequenting open fields Males dark
brown above sharply streaked with buff to crown of head, with a rufous collar across 
back of neck, cheeks, throat, and bib black. Flanks streaked with black, brown, and 
buff. White, below Females and juveniles are similar, but with the black on the face 
and throat replaced by suffusions of brown and buff or showing only vaguely in scattered 
irregular feathers. The nail of the hind toe is greatly elongated as in the Horned I,ark 
(Figure 44. p. 25).

Distinctions. In habits the Ixmgspur may he mistaken for Snow Hunting, but the 
sharply streaked bark, lack of white on the wing, and the elongated hind claw are dis
tinctly! Thr lack <>i ear tufts, the absence -.1 yellow on the throat, and the sparrow- 
like bill will separate it from the Horned bark Large size, ground habit, and occurrence 
in winter in flocks will distinguish the Ixmgspiir from any other sparrow of similar 
coloration.

Field Marks. The lack of white masses on the wings will distinguish the I .aphid 
liongspur from the snow Hunting, and the lack of ear tufts and yellow throat from ahr 
Horned I.ark, the birds with which it is most, likely to be confused in life

Distribution. A circumpolar spmee coining down into settled districts only in winter" 
In America it breeds in high latitudes across the continent.

SUBSPECIES. In the east, only one subspecies of Iatpland Ixmgspur. the Fast cm 
Ixmgspur, the type form, ever occurs

Similar in habits to tin* Snowflake nml often accompanying flocks of 
Snowflakes and Horned Larks.

540. Vesper Sparrow, orahs finch hav-win«;ki> m-aiirow. fh i.k pinson 1 
ailes haies, lb Minim gramineiis. b, 5-75. Plate XXXI A. A dull coloured ground 
sparrow softly streaks! with shades of brown, above; below , white, with suffused streaks 
on the flunks, across the breast, and on the sides of throat. Shoulders, brownish rufous

Distinctions. The Vesper can he separated from other earth-coloured sparrows by 
its red-brown upper w ing coverts or shoulders, and the white on the outer tail feathers.

Field Marks The Vesper Sparrow is easily mistaken for the Song Sparrow in life, 
but the lack of ’lie central breast spot caused by the aggregation of the streaks and the 
presence of the white outer tail feathers visible in flight are distinctive. The Juneo, 
an evenly dark grey bird, is the only other comparable species having such a tail mark.

0
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Setting. In grass on ground in nest of grasses, rootlet.-', and hairs, finer grasses

Distribution. Distributed, as a species, over all of temperate North America. Breed
ing wherever found in Canada

SUBSPECIES. Though eastern and western subspecies of the Vesper Sparrow 
are recognized, only the Eastern Vesper Sparrow, the type form, occurs in eastern Canada.

The Vesper Sparrow is comparable with the Song Sparrow in its 
habits, song, and general appearance. It is less a bird of the brush, however, 
and usually frequents the edges of fields, or where there is slight cover as 
in the vicinity of ditches or roads. Its song is similar to that of tin- Song 
Sparrow, but can be readily distinguished from it by the educated ear.

Economic Status This is one of the most beneficial of the Sparrows. 
It feeds farther afield than most of the common summer Sparrows and 
takes a greater percentage of insects than they, and large quantities of 
weed seeds. Some grain is found in its stomach, but under circumstances 
that point to its being waste from the stubble or roadways. The Vesper 
Sparrow, therefore, should receive every possible protection.

541. Ipswich Sparrow. Passercvlus prince pe. L, fi-25. Like a large and very 
pale Savannah Sparrow (ace next sjiecies).

Distinction*. Distinguished from the Savannah Sparrow by larger size, and light 
coloration; in autumn also, by an almost complete lack of yellow on the bend of the wing 
and in front of the eye. Distinguished from the Vesper Sparrow by light coloration, 
lack of nil on shoulders, and, in spring, by yellow on the bend of the wing and in front 
of the eye. Distinguished from the Song Sparrow by its lighter colour and, in spring, 
by the yellow as above.

Field Marks. A very pale sparrow about the size of a Veejier Sparrow.

This bird has a limited and isolated distribution. Its only known 
breeding place is Sable island, about 60 miles south of (’ape Breton. In 
winter it migrates down the Atlantic coast never wandering far inland. 
It is of small economic importance.

542. Savannah Sparrow, kr.—lk pinson des près Passerculus sandwichensis. 
L. 6-68. A rather small sparrow striped above with brown, ashy, ami intermediate shades 
Below, white with sharp brown streaks on the breast, Hanks, and in some cases on the 
throat. Yellow on the bend of the wing and a spot in front of the eye. Autumn birds 
are generally overwashed with buff y and the markings are softer and more diffused.

Distinctions. The Savannah Sparrow can be distinguished from the Song Sparrow by 
the yellow spots in front of the eye and on the bend of the wing ami by the lack of the 
aggregate* I streaks which form a spot in the middle of the breast of the Song Sparrow. From 
other allied sparrows of the (irasshopper ami Pasterherhulus groups it can be told by the 
sharply defined streaks on white ground beneath.

Field Marks. The Savannah Sparrow can be recognized in the field by the yellow line 
over the eye and by its notes. It-» song is a tine, insect-like tsip4*ij>-you-re-e-c-4--e-e-you, the 
first notes often too faint to be hoard and the whole with a peculiar far-carrying intensity 
and high pitch that leaves one in doubt whether it is close at hand or very far away, ft 
resembles a similar song of the Grasshopper Sparrow, hut the latter omits the final note.

Nesting On ground, in nest of grasses lined with finer material.
Distribution. America, north to the Arctic coast The Eastern Savannah Sparrow 

P. *. savanna occupies eastern North America west to the prairies, when it is displaced by a 
western form.

SUBSPECIES. Our form, the Eastern Savannah Sparrow, P. t. savanna, is a 
subspecies of which the type form occurs m the Aleutian islands. There are several other 
geographical races but the differences between them are too slight for i>opulur recognition.

A bird of dump meadows and waste land, where the grass grows in 
rank and coarse bunches and water lies close to the surface; or of sandy
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barrens whore the grass and weeds grow in scattered clumps. It runs in 
the grass like a mouse and rises with a low quick flight, often before a good 
view of it can be obtained. It is an interesting little bird, but is so incon
spicuous as to readily pass unnoticed by the casual observer.

Economic Status. Besides great quantities of weed seeds the Savannah 
Sparrow consumes more insects than most sparrows and more beetles than 
any other sparrow. The insects taken include a great number of weevils 
and other harmful forms. Although usually inhabiting waste places it 
also frequents cultivated land often enough to make it a most efficient 
helper to the agriculturist.

846. Grasshopper Sparrow, ykllow-winuku hi*arrow Ammodramut xaranna- 
rum. L, 8-3H. A small, grass-haunting sparrow. Bark marked with fine, short streaks 
of brown, ashy, and light puff in indefinite pattern; dull white below, witn ;i light buff y 
wash across the breast fading away on the sides of tin throat. A yellow spot in front of 
the eve; upper wing coverts and the bend of the wing yellow or yellowish.

Distinctions. The yellowish npjier wing coverts are distinctive of the s|M*eies The 
unstriped and unspotted breast will separate it from most if the other small grass sparrows

Field Marks. This species ran he distinguished from most of the other small sparrows 
by its unstreaked, faintly buff-coloured breast. I*s song is like the last part of the song of 
the Savannah Sparrow, without the final syllable, and dies gradually away like bi-bt-b;-

Setting. On ground, in nest of grasses, arched over.
Distribution. Vnited States to South America; regularly cross** the Canadian 

liordcr only in the vicinity of lake Erie.
SUBSPECIES. The Eastern < iraashoppvr Sparrow is a suhsix-eies .4.*. australis. 

The type form is extralimital Another subspecies occurs in the west

This sparrow is to he looked for in grassy fields along with the Bobo
link and Meadowlark, hut is very local in its distribution.

Economic Status. A rare sparrow of little economic importance, but. 
at least, harmless.

847. Henslow’s Sparrow. Pasxerhcrhulu* henslnu'i E, V A very small grass 
sparrow Back of head and lower neck yellowish-olive, and hack vinaeeous; both 
colours streaked with short strokes of brown. Below, white, finely streak**! across 
breast and on flanks with dark brown. Bill large for the size of the bird and tail feathers 
pointed.
^ Distinctions Olive ami vinaeeous ground colour of upper parts and line streaking of

Field Marks. A small bird that runs in the grass and is very difficult to flush. Kis«*s with 
a quick, low zig-zag flight and drops back into the grass with unexpected suddenness. The 
best identification character in life is its note, a fine penetrating s<-slick of such light volume 
as to be almost inaudible close at hand, yet decidisl enough to have considerable carrying

Setting. On ground, in nest of grass exceptionally well hidden.
Distribution. The Eastern Henslow’s Sparrow occurs in eastern Canada only in 

southern Ontario. Another suhspeei** is found in the west.
SUBSPECIES. The eastern form of Henslow’s Sparrow is the Eastern Henslow's 

Sparrow, the type subspecies of the ran*.
One may he in the midst of quite a colony of Henslow's Sparrows 

without knowing it, as they arc rarely seen unless attention is directed to 
them by their notes. Waste grass-grown meadows arc their favourite 
habitats.

•r>4M. Leconte's Sparrow. 1‘asserherbal as lecontei. E. 8 A very small and elusive 
grass sparrow. Above, crown dark brown with light buff median stripe, nape vinaeeous 
with huff-grey stri|x*, hack «lark brown with sharp light buff stripes. Below, white suffuse*I 
with ochre on breast, throat, ami cheeks.
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Uittinclumt. The oont rusting light huff median stripe, vmaceous nape, and dark 
hrown back.

Netting. On ground, in newt of fine grues.
Distribution. ('entrai North America. A prairie form of only accidental occurrence 

within the limits covered by this work.

The species has been recorded only once in eastern ( 'anada, at Toronto. 
Owing to its mouse-like habits it is most difficult to find or to recognize 
when seen, and. therefore, may be more common that it is thought to he.

MU. 1 Nelson s Sharp-tail. K* -lk pinson à quick aiuub Patterherbulut 
nel*on i I,, 5-9. A small grass soar row. Above, median line of crown slaty-blue bordered 
with dark hrown. with an ochre line over eye. A faint slaty and olive band armas nape 
and shoulders Back sharply striped with rich brown and light buff with a light slaty 
overwash Below, white with ochre breast extending more or less to the cheeks and 
Hanks and lightening on the throat Breast sometimes, and flanks always market I with 
indistinct darker stripes.

IhtlinrUont. Slaty median crown stripe and long, strong stripes on hark
Field Markt. The general strong buff or yellow coloration below, the yellow line alsive 

the eye, and the faint streaking of breast
Setting. On ground; in nest of fine grass.
Distribution Eastern America, mostly in northern Tinted States and southern 

Canada. The type form is confined to the prairie# and the other to the Atlantic coast.
SUBSPECIES. Nelson’s Sparrow is divided into two subspecies, the type form, 

Nelson's Sharp-tailed Sparrow, a prairie race; and the Acadian Sharp-tailed Sparrow P.n. 
subnrgatnt, an extreme eastern race. The Acadian Sharp-tail is confined to the salt marshes 
of the east coast of Prince Edward Island and Mow the gulf of St I <awren ce. Its breast 
and throat are lighter, buff rather than ochre coloured, and distinctly though faintly 
streaked on breast. The colouring of the back is fainter and more diffused ami the slaty 
median line wider and in less contrast to the brown. There is little chance of confusion 
between them for the races can be divided geographically with considerable certainty 
Nelson's Sharp-tail is only of casual and accidental occurrence in the (ireat Luke* region, 
whereas the Acadian is practically confined to the vicinity of salt water

The Sharp-tailed Sparrows are marsh-haunting birds, running and 
hiding in the grass and refusing to take wing until absolutely forced.

552. Lark Sparrow. Chondetlet grammar us L, fl-25. A very striking and 
conspicuously marked sparrow. Al>ove, striped with brown and buffv brown ; below, 
white with huffy flanks VrowTi, chestnut-brown with conspicuous light median line; 
ear coverts chest nut-brown in strong contrast to the white face; and three sharp black 
lines, one through eye, one from lower mandible to ear coverts, and one downsides 
of throat Outer tail feathers and ends of all except the middle ones, white

DitUntiions The bright reddish brown ear coverts contrasting with black and white 
face are certain distinguishing characters of the s|ieeies.

Field Mark* The strongly marked head and face and the large amount of white in 
the tail make easily recognized field marks.

Netting. In low tree# or bushes, in nest of grasses lined with fine grass, root lets, and

Distribution. The Mississippi valley westward. The Eastern Lark Sparrow, the 
type form, extends from the (Ireat Plains east and north into southern Ontario Another 
subspecies occurs in the west.

SUBSPECIES. The eastern #uh#j>ccie# of this bird is the Eastern Lark Sparrow, 
the type form of the specify*.

The Lark Sparrow is rare in eastern Canada. It is to be looked for in 
open brushy wastes and along the wooded edges of fields.

553. Harris' Sparrow. Znnotnrhia qu*rula. L, 7 50 A large sparrow, streaked 
with brown and ashy brown, alsive: white, below. Crown, face, throat, and front neck 
solid black failing into striiies on flanks.

Ihthnctiont. In adults, the black face ns if dipped in ink which had spread over 
crown and throat.
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Netting. On ground under dwarf lurch, in m#t of grass Neet rarely discovered.
Distribution. The prairie regions of America, north to the edges of the Barren lands.

This bird may In* more common in western Ontario near the Manitoba 
line than is supposed, but that is the only section in which tin species 
may be looked for. One has been recorded from London, Ont., but this 
was, of course, accidental.

fiM. White-crowned Sparrow, kh -le i-inson à couronne blanche. Zono- 
trichia leucophrys. L, 6-H8. Plate XXXI B.

Distinctions. Only likelv to be mistaken for the White-throated Sparrow, the next 
specii#, and can be distinguished from it in any plumage by the absence of the yellow s|mt 
in front of the eye and, in the adult form, by its nearly even grey throat instead of the 
strongly white tliront of that species.

Fiebl Murk*. The white crown and lack of white throat or yellow s|iot in front of the 
eye. In life, the hark has a grey rather than a reddish east

Nesting. On ground or in low bushes, in nest of grass and fine vegetable fibres, 
root lets, etc.

iMstribution. North America from tree limit south. Our I Cistern White-crowned, 
the type of the species, extends to the western prairie province, where its place is taken by a 
subspecies, Gambol's Sparrow Z.i gambeli.

SUBSPECIES. Though tliree subspecies of this species are recognized in Canada, 
only one, the Kastern White-crown, the type form, occurs in the east

One of the most beautiful of the sparrows. Though it lacks gaudy 
colours, its sharply contrasting black and white crown and grey throat 
and neck give it distinction. Its song too is sweet, having much of the 
clear quality of that of its near relative, the White-throat, but unhappily 
it is usually heard at its best only in its northern breeding grounds.

Economic Status. Though only within the bounds of cultivation for 
about two weeks in the spring and autumn it does good work while there. 
Weed seeds form a large part of its food, ragweed and grass seed being in 
large proportion. Insects form only a small part of its food.

558. White-throated Sparrow. < anada white-throat, feabodv-iiird. kr— 
le PINSON X (JORGE blanche. Zonotrirhia albicoUis. L, *>• 74 Plate XXXII A

Distinctions In adult plumage it is most likely to be taken for the White-crown 
previously mentioned, but its distinctly white throat and the yellow s|x»t in front oft he 
eye «re distinctive Young birds are apt <>• be mistaken for the Swamp Sparrow, but the 
yellow spot and redder coloration of the back will always separate them.

Field Murks. The White throat, yellow lores, and reddish instead of greyish back will 
readily distinguish adults from White-crowns Juveniles are rather more difficult to identify 
from several other species, but if lie-;tier the yellow loraJ *t>oi nor the vague white throat 
sometimes suggested by the Swamp Sparrow are recognizable, the greater mines* of fin
back will usually suffice for identification.

Nesting. On ground or in low bushes; in neat of course grasses, rootlet», and moss 
lined with finer grass.

Distribution. Kastern North America to near the tree limits on the north. Breeds 
everywhere it is found in ( anada except in the most southern portions.

This is the most famous songster of the northern woods. At its best 
the song is it clear, flute-like, slowly measured whistle which has been very 
well put into words. Hard-tirncs-can-a-da-cnn-a-da-cnn-ada or Poor-Bill- 
Pea-bo-dy-Pea-bo-dy-Pea-bo-dy. The White-throat is a brush-wood bird; 
tangled thickets or brush piles in the vicinity of open ground are its 
favourite haunts. Throughout most of the cultivated sections of Canada 
the bird is a migrant only and its best song is rarely heard. In the 
autumn when the young birds fly south the notes are heard in a softened, 
shortened version.
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Economic Statua. The White-throat is a valuable bird. It is important 
as a destroyer of weed seeds, especially of ragweed, and consumes a con
siderable number of insects and a little wild fruit. As the species comes 
down in great numbers to the thickly cultivated sections in early autumn, 
its effect on the succeeding season's weed crop must he pronounced.

559. Tree Sparrow, eh. -le pinion de montaun*. Spiaella montirola L, li 36.
Plate XXXII B

Distinctions. Much like the ('hipping and Field Sparrows, but larger and the bill 
yellow with dark tip instead of black as in the former, or cinnamon as in the latter and with 
a semi-concealed dark spot in the middle of the breast.

Field Marks. Red-brown cap. prominent white wing-bars, ashy-grey throat, and 
dark spot in middle of the evenly coloured unspotted breast.

Nesting. On or near ground, in nest of grasses, root lets, and hair
Distribution. Eastern North America. Brei-ds in the far north beyond the limits of 

civilization; winters in northern United States.
SUBSPECIES. Eastern and western subspecii*s of the Tree Sparrow occur in < anudu 

The former is the type form and the only one that occurs within the region covered by this

Among the hunts of sparrows that congregate in the shrubbery in the 
autumn or return early in the spring, is the Tree Sparrow. In the 
southern parts of the Dominion it sometimes remains all winter, but is a 
migrant elsewhere. It is a natty little bird and its modest song in the 
early spring is most welcome after the long silent winter.

Economic Statua. The Tree Sparrow is valuable for its destruction of 
weed seeds and seems to have no bad habits.

560. Chipping Sparrow, chippib, hair bird, kr—lb petit pinson X couronne 
rousse. Sfuzella passeritia. L, 5-37. Piale XXXIII A.

Distinctions. A familiar bird, separable from the Swamp and Tree Sparrows which, 
like it, have r«*d caps, by size; and from them and the Field Sparrow by its black bill and 
the black stripe through the eye. Juvenile* have streaked heads and closely resemble 
the Clay-coloured Sparrow, a western bird that occasionally may be confused with them 
in fur western Ontario. The Chipping Sparrow, however, has a slaty instead of an 
olive-buff rump.

Field Marks. A small, slim sparrow with red cap, unstreaked breast, and a black 
line through the eye. Its long drawn out song, a series of unaccented chirps running into 
each other in a single sustained trill, is very characteristic.

Nesting. In trees or bushes, in neat of grasses, rootlets, and Hbri*s plentifully inter
mixed with long hairs. The amount of horse hair used in the nest is the origin of one of this 
bird’s |N>pular names.

Distribution. Eastern North America to well north of civilization. Brei-ds in Canada 
wherever found.

SU HS PEC I ES. The form of the Chipping Sparrow occurring in eastern Canada 
is the Eastern Chipping Sparrow, the type form. Another subspecies occurs in the west

The Chipping Sparrow is rarely absent from the vicinity of suburban 
or village homes, coming close to houses and frequenting the orchard and 
shade trees, the front yard, and even the door step. It does not fear man, 
but though not avoiding him it escapes notice through its quiet and un
obtrusive habits.

Economic Statua. The Chipping Sparrow is a greater insect eater 
than most of the family. In fact, through June, 93 per cent of its food is 
composed of insects, only 1 per cent of which are beneficial species such as 
predacious beetles and parasitic wasps. The average for the year is 38 
per cent of insects, and for the months spent by the bird in Canada, the
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average must he considerably higher. The vegetable matter consumed 
consists of small weed seeds in which those of crab grass, lambs quarters, 
and ragweed predominate. It will be seen that a bird having these desirable 
qualities and coming into the immediate vicinity of the garden is most 
useful and one to be encouraged in every manner possible.

561. Clay-coloured Sparrow. S/nuUn puliidu. L, f> 21) A small sparrow with 
upper porta streaked in light huff and dark brown to crown, where a whiti.-h median stripe 
is indicated. A faint collar of slaty suffusion about the hack of the neck. White below, 
slightly tinged with huff on flanks.

Distinctions. On account of size and habits only likely to be mistaken for the ( 'hipping 
Sparrow; but the back is lighter than in that bird and more clay-coloured, and the rump 
instead of being faintly shit y is slightly olive-buff.

Nesting. On ground or in bushes, in nest of grasses lined with hairs
Distribution. The interior of America. It is a prairie form extending north to the 

limits of the prairie provinces, and only of accidental occurrence in «‘astern ( 'annda, except 
perhaps in the country a<ljoining the Manitoba boundary-.

A bird of the west; of rare occurrence in the western limits of the 
region treated of in this work.

Stiff. Field Sparrow, kr.—le pinson i*kk « hamps Spiicllu iiusilbi L. 6 68. 
A small sparrow of the same gi-imral colour as the (’hipping, but with the colours subdued, 
suffusi-d, and blemhxl. The red crown is dark«-r and inconspicuous ami there isnolineof 
black through the eye. The bill is cinnamon colounxl instead of black

Distinctions. The above distinctions are sufficient to distinguish this bird.
Ficbl Murks. Dull widish crown, lack of facial marks other than a touch of ml on 

ends of ear covert», and cinnamon-coloured bill The song is its most «>asily rccognizisl 
characteristic and when learned is the beet means of identification.

Nesting. On ground or in low bushi's, in neat of rath«*r coarse grasses, weed stalks, 
and rootlets, line«l with fini- grasses und hair.

Distribution. Mastern America; in (’amula including most of the setthxl sections, 
but rather loi-al in distribution ami unaccountably absent from some localities well within 
Hh rang--

St BSPE(7ES. The Field Sparrow is divided into an east «‘in ami western subspecies; 
the former, the type form, is the only one occurring in «^astern Canada.

The Field Sparrow is an inconspicuous bird and though often very 
common is so like a Chipping Sparrow with worn plumage that it may be 
mistaken for it. It is a bird of the open fields and fence rows and though 
not shy or unusually retiring, must be looked for and listened for to be 
found.

Economic Status. Very much like the Chipping Sparrow in food 
habits, taking a few more useful insects though not enough to perceptibly 
uffeet its usefulness.

5ti7. Junco. (iRAYIIIRI). BLACK SNOWBIRD KH PINSON NIVKROLI.I. JunCO
hyrmalin L, (1 27 Plate XXXIII B

Distinctions. Soli«l dark slate-grey above anil on breast, cutting sharply against the
white underparts.

Field Marks. Sharp line of the «lark breast against the white below, and white outer 
tail feathers which show in flight.

Nestina On or near th«* ground in neat of grasses, moss, ami rootlets |jne«| with finer 
grassi-s and long hairs.

Distribution. As a species all of America to the tree limits. Tin* Slatc-eoloureil 
Junco extends west to Alberta.

SUBSPECIES. The Juncos are «livided into a number <if subsp«Tns, only one of 
which, the Slate-coloured Junco, the type form, occurs in eastern < ’amula



The Junco with its black breast, light coloured bill, and white bordered 
tail is conspicuous amongst the large flocks of sparrows passing through or 
tarrying in the spring and autumn.

Economic Statua. The effect of the Junco on agriculture is almost 
wholly beneficial. During its stay in the more settled sections it consumes 
large quantities of weed seeds. The insects it takes are mostly harmful 
Little or no exception can be taken to it as it does no perceptible damage, 
to crops or fruit.

681. Song Sparrow, kk.—LE pinhon chanteur. Melospitn melodia. L, fi• 30. 
Plate XXXIV A

Distinctiona. Rather like the Vivper Sparrow in nine ami general coloration, but 
darker and more decided in tone; lacks the white outer tail feathers. The breast streaks 
are also sharper and darker brown and aggregate! in the middle into a well-defined spot. 
The lack of the yellow stripe over the eye separates the Song from the Savannah .Sparrow 
and the sharply streaked breast, from any of the other sparrows of comparable size and habit.

Field Marks. Sharply striped breast and central sis>t . The absence of the white 
outer tail feathers will guard against confusion with the Vesper Sparrow, and longer tail, 
hick of yellow lores, voice, and general attitude distinguish the Song Sparrow from the 
Savannah.

Nesting. On ground, more rarely in bushes, in nest of coarse grasses, rootlets, dead 
leaves, strips of bark, etc., lined with finer grasses and sometimes long hairs.

Distribution. As a species, the Song Sparrow inhabits all of America to the tree limits. 
Our eastern form extends west to the central prairie provinces.

SUBSPECIES. The Song Sparrow is a wide ranging specif* and has been divided into 
many subspecies, twenty being recognized in North America ami a number more proposed. 
Most of these are western forms originating in the broken land of the Pacific coast where 
isolated colonies and varied conditions have favoured numerous departures from type. 
In eastern Canada the form recognized is the Eastern Song Sparrow .If. m. melodia, tin
type race.

It is difficult to form a just and unprejudiced estimate of the standing 
of the Song Sparrow in the avian chorus. Its little medley of chirps and 
trills makes a sustained song of some duration and to those who listen 
to it sympathetically it has a gladness, brightness, and sweetness of tom- 
that is difficult to surpass. The bird is almost omnipresent. It lives in 
the shrubbery close about the house and is one of the familiar bj rds of the 
garden. It haunts the thickets on the edge of the wood-lot or bordering 
little streams or rivulets. The deep woods and the clean open fields are 
the only places where it is generally absent and even there it sometimes 
surprises us with a burst of liquid song.

Economic Statua. The great numbers of the Song Sparrow render it 
most important to the agriculturist. An analysis of its food shows that 
only 2 per cent is composed of useful insects and 18 per cent of harmful 
insects. Waste grain constitutes 4 per cent and weed seeds 50 per cent. 
The remainder is composed of wild fruit and other unimportant material. 
It is seen from this that the Song Sparrow is of considerable economic 
importance. Investigation has shown that one-quarter of an ounce of 
weed seed a «lay is a fair estimate of the amount consumed by a seed
eating sparrow. For the nine months the Song Sparrow is with us in the 
average eastern Canadian locality the consumption amounts to four 
and a quarter pounds per individual per year. Allowing seventy-five 
Song Sparrows per square mile as a very conservative estimate of population 
we get a total for the southern cultivated parts of Ontario of over eleven 
thousand tons of weed seed destroyed annually by this one species.
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583. Lincoln’s Sparrow, fr — lb pinson de Lincoln Melospiza lincedni. L, 5 75. 
Like the Song Sparrow but with a belt of huffy across the breast which is marked also 
with small, fine spots.

Distinctions. The above distinctions will separate Lincoln's from all other sparrows 
it may he confused with.

Field Marks. A good view will show the faint huff breast and fine spotting. Other
wise it is with difficulty separated in life from the Song Sparrow. The hack is rather 
greyer than the Song Sparrow and this often arouses a suspicion of the presence of 
Lincoln’s Sparrow that may be confirmed by other characters.

Nesting. Similar to that of the Song Sparrow, on ground.
Distribution. The species is distributed all over America, breeding in the northern 

coniferous woods.
SUBSPECIES. Eastern and extreme western Lincoln's Sparrows can be differen

tiated into two subspecies. The form occupying the territory here treated is the Eastern 
Lincoln’s Sparrow M. 1. lincolni, the typical race.

Though a ritre sparrow it is an interesting one. It has reduced hiding 
in brush to as fine an art as any bird. When first disturbed it hops to a 
branch, where it obtains a good view, regards the intruder for an instant, 
and then dives into the tangle and is gone. The most diligent search 
thereafter gives no more than a fleeting glimpse of a brown shadow dis
appearing into the nearest brush pile. The species is a passing migrant 
through the settled sections of Canada and is rare.

584 Swamp Sparrow, fr. -le pinson des marais. Melospiza gmrgiana. L, 5 81». 
Much like the Song Sparrow, but of stronger and less blended coloration and without 
any distinct breast streaks or markings.

Distinctions. The Swamp Sparrow is difficult to separate from several other forms 
comparable in both colour and size. It may be distinguished from the Song Sparrow, 
most likely to he confused with it, by the unstreaked breast, and, in adult birds, by the 
red crown. Young autumn birds strongly resemble juvenile White-throats but lack the 
faint yellow loral spot, are not as evenly ruddy on the back, and usually have a suggestion 
of an asliv bar across the shoulders at the base of the neck, an ashy cast to the crown, and 
eyebrow lines that are absent in that species. It can be told from the Tree Sparrow by 
the l.sck of the dark middle breast spot or of the white wing-bars.

Field Marks. Its resemblance to a Song Sparrow without breast streaks, the lack 
of the yellow loral spot of the White-throat or the wing-bars of the Tree Sparrow. In 
summer when the Tree Sparrow is not present the red cap is distinctive.

Nesting. Nest similar to that of the Song Sparrow, on ground, sometimes in the 
grass.

Distribution. North America east of the prairies, breeding in most of the inhabited 
parts of Canada.

As its name implies this is a bird of the swamps and marshes. The 
long grass and shrubby edges of marshes are its typical haunts. Late in the 
autumn it joins the large mixed flocks of sparrows in the brush heaps and 
tangled fence rows and then comes into closer contact with man.

Economic Status. The food habits of the Swamp Sparrow are not very 
different from those of other comparable sparrows. Owing to its living 
in waste1 places it is not important.

585. Fox Sparrow, fr.—lb pinson fauve. Passerella iliaca. L, 7 26. A rather 
large sparrow. Above, bright, reddish-brown, solid on tail and rump but with dull slaty 
showing through the red on hind neck and crown. Below, white heavily spotted and 
streaked with red like back, on sides of throat, across breast, and on flanks. The throat 
is almost free from markings and the spots tend to aggregate on the breast in a centre

Distinctions. Rather large size and general bright foxy red coloration are distinctive.
Fwld Marks. Rich red coloration, especially on rump and tail. The Hermit Thrush 

has a similar appearance as it flies, but the upper back is more olivaceous.
Nesting. On ground or in low trees and bushes, in nest of coarse grasses lined with 

finer grass, hair, moss, and feathers.
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Distribution. As ii species the Fox Sparrow ranges over all of North America north 
to the tree limits. The Canadian form, the Eastern Fox Sparrow, the type, extends west 
to the foot of the Rockies, where its place is taken by a number of other subspecies.

SUBSPECIES. The Fox Sparrow is a highly variable and plastic species and 
numerous well marked subspeeific forms can be distinguished. The one occupying eastern 
Canada is the Eastern Fox Sparrow P. i. iliaca, the typical race.

This sparrow remains within the limits of civilization only for a few 
days spring and autumn. Occasionally in spring it greets us with a song 
of full clear tone that is equalled by few other birds and hardly surpassed 
by any.

Economic Status. It is with us hardly long enough or in sufficient 
numbers to be of great importance to the agriculturist. It eats a little more 
fruit than the majority of the sparrows, but at the seasons of its visits 
little cultivated fruit is available and the insect and weed seed portions 
of its food are such that it need cause no anxiety.

587. Towhee. FR.—le pinson aüx YEUX BOüubs. Pi/nloerythrophthalmus. L, 8 85. 
Male, all above pure black including tail, head, throat, and breast where it cuts in a 
sharp line against the clear white of the underparts Broad reddish or bay flanks. A 
few white feather edges on the flight feathers and considerable white in tail margins. 
Female, similar but with the black replaced by reddish brown

Distinctions. Owing to its large size, long tail, and striking coloration the Towhee 
can hardly be mistaken for any other bird. Young birds do not have much indication of 
these distinctive colours, being a vague, generally rusty colour, faintly and brokenly 
striped; but the long tail, size, and general outline are usually sufficient for recognition.

Field Marks. With a good view of the black or brown head and back,and the red 
flanks, the species can hardly be mistaken. As it dashes away into the uuderumsh the 
strongly accentuated black and white of the wings and tail of the male, or the reddish 
brown and white on the tail of the female are easily recognizable.

Nesting. On or near ground, in nest of dead leaves and strips of bark, lined 
with fine grasses.

Distribution. Eastern North America, from southern Canada to the gulf. Occurs in 
Canada only along the southern border and is common only in the lower Great Lakes 
region.

SUBSPECIES. The Towhee of eastern Canada, P. e. erythrophthalmus, is the 
Eastern Towhee, the type race of the species.

The Towhee is a bird of brushy wastes or wood edges, where its dis
tinctive note “Chewce” or “Te-uee” is a familiar sound. It delights to 
perch on the top of a sapling standing alone in the underbrush and sing its 
clear “dick-yoo, chiddle-chiddle-chiddle''. On being disturbed it drops 
straight down into the underbrush, its black and white uniform flashing an 
instant, then vanishes in the tangle, whence it peers about uttering its 
usual “chi-wee” in inquisitive accents. In feeding it scratches over the 
surface like a hen, making the dead leaves fly in all directions.

593. Cardinal, red-bird, cardinal grosbeak. Cardinalis cardinalis. L, 8 25. 
A large sparrow and a typical Grosbeak. The male is bright cardinal red with a black 
splash about the base of the bill and throat. Both sexes have a decided crest as promi
nent as that of the Blue Jay. The female is warm buff in colour, almost white below 
and olive-buff on the back, the wings, tail, and crest approaching the rosy colour of the 
male. The black face and throat of the male are faintly indicated.

Distinctions. Absolutely unmistakable for anything else. The Pine Grosbeak may 
suggest the Cardinal, but the red is never as solid and brilliant and it is without the crest 
or the striking black face mark. The Scarlet Tanager is as brilliantly red, but is without 
crest or face mark and the wings and tail are black.

Field Marks. The brilliant all red coloration of the male, the flash of warm reddish 
on the wings and tail of the female, and the prominent crest and large red bill in both

Nesting. In bushes, in nest of twigs, rootlets, and strips of bark, lined with grasses 
and rootlets.



Distribution. The Cardinal in its various subspecies has a wide distribution in the 
United States and the type form crosses the Canadian border commonly along the western 
end of lake Erie, occurring as scattered individuals and in isolated communities there and 
in adjoinging localities. The Eastern Cardinal, the one here considered, is the type form 
of the species.

The Cardinal Grosbeak is not generally distributed in Canada, but is a 
permanent resident wherever it is found and its gorgeous colouring and 
brilliant whistling give an added interest to nature. It may surprise many 
that this southern bird ever occurs in Canada, but in some* sections along 
the lake Erie shore it is not only regular but common. It should be 
rigorously protected for its beauty as well as for more material reasons.

Economic Status. The Cardinal feeds largely upon locusts, cicadas, 
potato bugs, rose chafers, plum and cherry scales, cutworms, weevils, and 
other destructive pests. In addition, it takes weed seeds in considerable 
amount and some wild fruit. There is no evidence that it damages cul
tivated varieties.

595. Rose-breasted Grosbeak, ph.—ghoh bec X poitrinb rose. Zamelodia 
liuloviciana. L, 812. Plate XXXIV B.

Distinctions. The male with his black back and rose-coloured bib is unmistakable. 
The female is the only sharply streaked Grosbeak in eastern Canada. Young autumn 
males are much like the female, but have a slight rosy suffusion showing through the buff 
colour of the breast. They vary considerably, but indications of the more pronounced 
spring plumages can usually be seen.

Field Marks. A full view of either sex with their characteristic colorations and 
large bills is distinctive enough. The black-backed male with contrasting white rump and 
wing-bars can be recognized at a glance even as it vanishes in the brush. The female, 
if not clearly seen, may be mistaken for the much smaller female Purple Finch ; but the 
unstriped underparts, more heavily marked head with conspicuous line over the eye, 
and more prominent white wing-bars usually serve for its identification.

Nesting. In bushes or trees 5 to 20 feet above ground, in nest of fine twigs, weed 
stalks, and rootlets.

Distribution. Eastern America, north to well beyond settlement. Breeds in Canada 
wherever found.

The Rose-breasted Grosbeak is one of our most beautiful birds and 
best songsters. It prefers tangled thickets interspersed with open spaces 
and large tree clumps. It frequents thickets along rivers, edges of wood
land abutting on clearings, overgrown fence lines, and sometimes orchards.

Economic Status. If the number of Rose-breasted Grosbeaks could 
be greatly increased on the farms the potato bug scourge would soon 
disappear. This bird is one of the few that eats the potato beetle and it 
takes them in both adult and larval stages. One-tenth of the contents 
of the stomachs examined consisted of potato bugs and this species is 
equally efficient against other insect pests. To increase the numbers of 
Rose-breasted Grosbeaks may be difficult, but the next best thing is to 
conserve what we have, protect them from preventable destruction, and 
see that suitable nesting corners are left in waste corners of the farm and 
woodlot. In carrying out plans for clean cultivation and the elimination 
of waste places, care should be taken that bits of shrubbery are left to 
afford shelter for birds which without these sanctuaries must disappear. 
The preservation of the birds will more than compensate for the small 
losses entailed.

597. Blue Grosbeak, er.—lb gros-bec bleu, (luiraca c/erulea. b, 7. A small 
Grosbeak, coloured like a large Indigo Bunting, but not quite as bright and with 
chestnut-rufous bars on wing and shoulder.
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Distinctions. The plumages in seasonal and sex variation closely follow those of the 
Indigo Bunting, from which it can be told by size and its Grosbeak bill. In mixed plumage 
it may resemble the Bluebird even to the reddish breast, but the bill is entirely unlike the 
bill of that bird. (See Figure 50, p. 26).

Field Marks. The above will suggest field marks, but the Blue Grosbeak is too rare 
in Canada to safely rely on sight identification.

Distribution. Eastern North America, in the north stopping normally considerably 
short, of the Canadian border.

SUBSPECIES. The subspecies of the Blue Grosbeak to be expected in Canada is 
the eastern form, the Eastern Blue Grosbeak, the type race of the species.

The records of this bird's occurrence in Canada are too fragmentary 
for the species to be expected otherwise than as a rare and accidental 
straggler. It can only be hoped for in the southern parts and perhaps 
the southern coast.

598. Indigo Bunting, pit.—le pinson indiuo. Passcrina cyaiua. L, 5 59. A 
rather small sparrow; the male, brilliant blue all over, the female nearly uniformly 
huffy rust colour with occasional faint suggestions of the blue of the male, slightly whitish 
below with faint and indistinct stripes. Autumn birds show intermediate stages' between 
the above coloration or with stronger reddish rust.

Distinctions. The Indigo Bunting is our only all blue bird; the Bluebird, the only 
comparable bird, has a reddish breast. The even, almost, unvaried dull rusty colour of tIn
fernale and juvenile distinguishes them from other species.

Field Marks. The all blue colour of the male and the even reddish of the females 
and juveniles.

Nesting. Generally in the crotch of a bush 2 to 3 feet above ground, in nest of grasses, 
dead leaves, and strips of bark, lined with fine grasses, rootlets, and long hairs.

Distribution. North America east of the plains and north well into Canada.

The Indigo Bunting commonly frequents brushy overgrown wastes, 
burnt land, or slashes. It has a pleasing song.

Economic Status. Our knowledge of the food of the Indigo Bunting 
is not complete. There is little doubt that it has the usual food habits 
of its family; and it is credited with doing good work against the Brown- 
tailed Moth. It is undoubtedly us worthy of protection as the others 
of its kind.

604. Dickcissel. Spiza amcricami L, 6. Back striped with dark brown and 
ruddy buff changing to solid dull red on wing coverts; hind neck slate-grey to crown 
where it is strongly tinged with yellow; cheeks grey with pure yellow eyebrow line. 
White below; breast pure yellow and throat with a sharply defined black throat-patch

Distinctions. The yellow breast and black throat, slightly suggest ing a small Meadow
lark, are distinctive.

Distribution. Eastern America, mostly in the interior and central portions. In 
eastern Canada, irregularly across our borders in southwestern Ontario.

This beautiful open field species is rare in Canada. A few have 
appeared for a short scries of years in the region at the west end of lake 
Erie and then vanished to reappear some years later.

FAMILY—TANGARIDÆ. TANAGERS. L, 7*25-7*50.
(icneral Description. Brilliantly coloured birds with bills resembling those of spar

rows but slightly elongated, with an evenly curved culmen, a slight notch in the upper 
mandible opposite the tip of the lower one and a tooth and notch in the middle of the 
upper cutting edge (Figure 53, p. 26). In some species the notch is too slight to be 
seen without careful examination.

Distinctions. Besides the bill features above, the eastern Canadian species can be 
easily recognized by colour. The spring males are birds of brilliant red coloration, the 
females and autumn birds are dull warm yellows or greens with no sharp, detailed mark-
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males can only be compared with the Cardinal in colour, the autumn birds and females 
only with the female Orioles, but the lack of crest of the Tanagers will easily separate 
them from the Cardinals and the bill characters from either the Cardinals or < )rioles

The Tanagers are a typically American family that reaches its highest 
development in the Tropics and is only regularly represented in eastern 
Canada by one species. As a family the Tanagers arc so closely related 
to the Sparrows that the status of some extralimital species is still un
determined.

008. Scarlet Tanager. rbd bikd. fire bird, war bird, fr -lb tanuara 
Æcaklate. Firango erylhronulwt. L, 7-25. Plate XXXV A.

Distinction*. Excepting the next species, the Summer Tunager, the Scarlet Tanager 
is only comparable with the Cardinal, but it is easily recognized by its lack of crest, slighter 
and longer bill, and black wings and tail. The even green of the female is distinctive, 
being approached only by a few much smaller Warblers and the Orioles. The autumn 
male is like the female, hut with black wings and tail.

Field Marks. Brilliant scarlet colour, with black wings and tail in the male and 
the even green coloration and size in other plumages.

Nesting, l'su ally near the extremity of a branch, about 20 feet above the ground, 
in nest of leaves, strips of bark, etc.

Distribution. Eastern America north to near the limit of settlements.

The Scarlet Tanager shows remarkable seasonal and sexual plumage 
changes. In the spring the sexes are so entirely different that one wonders 
at their specific relationship, and in the summer the brilliant scarlet male 
gradually assumes the dull green of his mate.

The Scarlet Tanager is a bird of light woodlands, where large timber 
grows with a sprinkling of small underbrush below, but in spring it 
occasionally visits the orchard. On arrival in spring the Scarlet Tanager 
is a most conspicuous object, but as the trees put on their leaves it becomes 
cautious in exposing itself and if it were not for its distinctive note “chip- 
chur” that directs attention to it, it would be most difficult to find. The 
song is cheerful, rythmical, and fairly sustained, something like a robin’s 
hut more connected and not quite so clear.

Economic Status. The food of the Scarlet Tanager consists mostly 
of insects and fruit. The insects are usually woodland species and their 
destruction is of importance to the forester and fruit grower. The fruit 
eaten is mostly wild, in fact most birds prefer wild to domestic fruit and 
given an abundance of the former seldom eat the latter. The Scarlet 
Tanager does no serious damage.

f)10. Summer Tanager. summer red-bird, fr—tangara vermillon. Firanga 
rubra. L, 7-50. .Much like the Scarlet Tanager, but with red instead of black tail and 
dull brownish wings edged and tinged with red; the females bear the same relation to the 
male as do those of the Scarlet Tanager.

Distinctions. The wings and tail are different from those of the Scarlet Tanager and 
the red is more rose-coloured, less brilliant and lighter below than on the back. The 
female is a warm orange-green of quite a different shade to the cold greenish of the allied 
female. She bears a fairly close resemblance to the female Baltimore Oriole, but the 
evenly coloured, unmarked back and wings and the Tanager bill make separation easy.

Distribution. Southeastern United State* and north to the latitude of southern 
Ohio. Has been recorded in Canada near the southern boundary along the lower Great 
Lakes and in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

The Summer Tunager is an accidental straggler in Canada, from 
the south, along the lower Great Lakes and in Nova Scotia and New 
Brunswick.
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FAMILY II I RUN DIN IDÆ. SWALLOWS.

General Description. Mostly small birds, wings very long and (minted; feet small 
and weak, unsuited to walking; head flattened and bill very short with deep gape (Figure 
54, p. 27).

Distinctions. Superfieially resembling the Goutsuekers, but much smaller and of 
different type of coloration. More apt to be confused with the Chimney Swift than with 
any other species, but without the spines at the end of the tail feathers.

A world-wide family, of aerial habits, seldom coming to the ground 
except for nesting material. Their feet are weak and suitable for alighting 
only on small twigs, telegraph wires, and similar perches. They take 
their food on the wing and can often be seen sweeping over ponds, slightly 
furrowing the still surface as they drink. They are skilful nestmakers 
and build a remarkable variety of forms from bottle-necked structures 
of kneaded mud to holes tunnelled in earth banks.

Economic Status. Flying insects constitute almost the entire food 
of the Swallows. Sailing high or low in the air as food results justify, 
the Swallows attack many winged insects which are otherwise almost 
unmolested. Over grain fields and about barnyards where insect eating 
birds are few the Swallows congregate and give efficient assistance to the 
agriculturist. They are sometimes dirty when they nest in numbers 
under eaves and in similar situations, but instead of merely knocking 
down the nests, suitable nesting sites should be provided about the farm 
buildings where they can congregate without offence. A large flock of 
Swallows about the barnyard is of very great advantage to the farmer.

611 Purple Martin, fr.—l'hirondbllb pourprée. Progne subis. L, 8.
Plate XXXV B.

Distinctions. The largest of our swallows. Size and iridescent blue black coloration 
of the male Martin should be sufficient for the separation of the species.

Fiebl Marks. Size, colour, almost falcon-like manner of flight, and the voice make 
good field marks.

Nesting. Under primeval conditions in hollow trees. In civilization in artificial 
bird houses, cavities in cornices of buildings, etc. They are sociable nesters and prefer 
to build in communities of their own kind.

Distribution. North America. A western subspecies occupies the Pacific coasi. 
The eastern form, which is the type race, frequents the most of the settled sections of 
eastern Canada.

SUBSPECIES. The subspecies of the Purple Mart in that occurs in eastern Canada 
is the Eastern Martin P. s. subis, the type form.

Through the day the birds scatter over the country, returning at 
frequent intervals witli food for their young. At evening all return to 
the house they occupy and retire within its shelter for the night. The 
young remain for a considerable time in the nest and even after their 
first flight old and young return to the nest at night. Martins are domestic 
and sociable birds and greet each other with welcoming gurgles and chat
ter ings. Each is interested in the other’s family affairs and there is a 
constant interchange of visits between neighbours. They rarely quarrel 
among themselves but show a united front to common enemies, especially 
the English Sparrow. A colony can hold its own against that pest 
very well indeed, after it has established itself. A Martin house should 
contain several rooms about 8 by 8 inches, weather and draft proof at 
all points except the door which should be about 2 inches in diameter 
and \\ inches from the floor. The house should stand 15 to 20 feet above 
the ground, up well in the open, and in such a manner that it can be lowered 
for cleaning.
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There are indications that the Purple Martin is growing fewer in 

numbers. Old colonies from time to time are broken up and few new 
ones take their places. The Martins return to their summer quarters 
very early in the spring and at times suffer severely from late frosts and 
cold rains which stop the flight of insects and deprive them of the necessary 
large and constant amount of food.

Economic Statua. The Martin like the other Swallows is a bird with 
no bad habits, and with so many good ones that every effort should be 
made to aid its increase.

612 Cliff Swallow, eave swallow. mud swallow. fr.—l'hirondelle à 
front blanc. Petrochelidon lumfrons. L, 6 01. Similar in general coloration to the 
Barn Swallow (Plate XXXY'l A), but different in detail and without the long, 
deeply forked tail.

Distinctions. Throat, richer in colour and more reddish brown than that of the 
Barn Swallow; the brown colour extending ir. a narrow hand across the back of the neck 
and with a black spot in the middle of lower throat instead of a broken black bar 
across breast. Forehead sharply contrasting creamy white instead of reddish. Rump 
light reddish. Below, dull white. Tail, almost square.

Field Marks. The white forehead and reddish rump make the best field marks. 
The square tail will separate it from all Barn Swallows except juveniles which have not 
yet grown the fork.

.Westing. A typical nest is built entirely of mud carried in little pellets in the hill and 
on the feet. The mud is mixed with saliva and plastered pellet by pellet on the wall 
under the eaves of some building. The nest is first a shelf built out from the wall, then 
saucer-shaped and then cup-shaped, in any of which states it may be left as finished. 
In the best examples the sides are continued until the nest assumes the shape of a round 
flask with the neck drawn over and pointing outwards.

Distribution. America. In eastern Canada to well north of civilization.
SUBSPECIES. The subspecies of the Cliff Swallow occupying most of Nort h America 

and all of Canada is the Eastern Cliff Swallow P. 1. lunifrons, the type form of the species.

Originally a cliff dweller as the name implies, within the confines of 
civilization tins Swallow now nests almost entirely on barns and other 
buildings. It is often of rather local distribution, different colonies 
nesting in many cases in widely separated groups of farm buildings.

613 Barn Swallow, fr.—l’hirondelle des oranges. Ilirundo erythntgastra
I e 85 Piste XXXVI \

Distinctions. Broken black bar across the chest beneath the reddish throat, black 
rump, and, in adult, long forked tail are distinctive of the species.

Field Marks. Rufous tints beneath and black rump are good field marks; also, 
in the adult the long forked tail and in juveniles the white in tin* tail.

Nesting. The nest is far from being the beautiful structure the Cliff Swallow builds. 
It is largely made of mud mixed with grasses, lined with grass and feathers, and set on a 
support such as a rafter or beam; but often the slightest projection will he utilized as a 
foundation upon which to build. Some farmers ensure the presence of the birds about 
the place and induce them to nest where they will be unobjectionable by furnishing small 
supi>orts for their nests close under the eaves of their barns or inside where they will be 
sheltered hut can do no damage.

Distribution. America. Probably not quite as northern as the preceding species.

This is the Swallow commonly nesting in barns and outbuildings. 
It not only builds under the eaves but enters the building and occupies 
the interior. Its long “swallow tail” assists in making it perhaps the 
most graceful of all the Canadian swallows.

614. Tree Swallow, white-bellied swallow, fr —le hirondelle bicolore 
Iriiloprocne bicolor. L, 5-90. Plate XXXVI B.
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Distinction*. The even blackness with pronounced steely reflections of the upper 
parts and pure whiteness below are distinctive.

Field Marks. The pure unmarked whiteness of the underparts make an easily re
cognised field mark. Young birds have the black above replaced with dull brown and 
a suggestion of suffused brown on the sides of the breast, out this never forms a con
tinuous band across the breast as in the Bank Swallow.

.Westing. In old woodpecker’s holes in dead stubs, hollow trees, or bird boxes. Lined
w ith passes and feathers

Distribution. America north to near the limit of trees.

Though normally using woodpecker’s holes in dead stubs over the 
water the Tree Swallow is easily induced to nest in boxes in the garden. 
The beauty of its bright iridescence and the grace of its flight make ample 
payment for the work of preparation, even if its presence were not an 
important safeguard against insects in the garden. The continued existence 
of the species is threatened through the growing scarcity of natural nesting 
sites unless an effort is made to supply the nests artificially.

tilti Bank Swallow, hand martin, fr. —l'hirondbllb de rivage Riparia 
riparia. L, 5 • 20. Plate XXXVII A.

Distinctions. Dull brown instead of iridescent coloration of back, and white under
parts with distinct dark breast-band are distinctive. The band is always full and com
plete and the white pure. The eomplete breast-band will separate the Bank from the 
young Tree Swallow; and from the Hough-winged in which the white is not pure and 
the breast and throat are evenly suffused with ashv brown.

Field Marks. The white underparts crossed by a conspicuous dark bar makes the 
best field mark.

Nesting. Nearly every one has seen how quickly the exposed sides of a sand or 
gravel pit excavation become pitted with the small nesting holes of these swallows. 
Too often the heedless small boy digs them out. Not only is this dangerous to the boy 
from the possibility of the bank caving, but it is striking a direct blow at the existence of 
one of the farmer’s best friends.

til7. Rough-winged Swallow. Stelgidopteryi serripennis. L, 5-75. Much like the 
Bank Swallow in general coloration, but with the breast and throat suffused with 
light ashy-brown instead of being crossed with a sharp brown band.

Distinctions. The above difference, together with the absence of much pure white 
below and any white on throat are diagnostic. Grown birds have the small outer web of 
the outer primaries converted into a series of fine recurved hooks almost too small to 
see with the naked eye, but obvious to the touch as the finger is drawn along the edge 
towards the tip. Young birds do not show this well, sometimes not at all, and various 
stages of its development appear. It is present in some degree in all spring specimens.

Field Marks. The best field mark by which to separate the Rough-winged from 
the Bank Swallow is the evenly suffused breast instead of the white one with broad dark 
bar. In watching a mixed flock the Rough-wings can usually be picked out by the slightly 
redder or rusty-coloured back which seems more conspicuous in life than in the hand.

Nesting. Similar to the Bank Swallow, but more solitary and perhaps more given to 
nesting in crevices in rock piles, cliffs, or masonry.

iHstribution. America. North to across the Canadian border in the lower Great 
Lakes region.

The Rough-wings belong to a genus widely scattered over the world, 
all exhibiting the peculiar modification of the wing which cannot be 
accounted for in the present state of our knowledge.

FAMILY—BOMBYCILLIDÆ. WAX WINGS.

The Waxwings are striking birds, distributed over the northern parts of 
both the New and Old Worlds. They are represented in America by two 
species so well characterized in form and colour and so nearly alike that
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description here is unnecessary. There is remarkably little seasonal or sex 
variation and Plate XXXVII B and Figure 55, page 27, designate them 
plainly. The shafts of the secondaries arid sometimes those of the tail are 
enlarged at the tips into brilliantly-coloured appendages having a close 
resemblance to hits of sealing wax.

tils Bohemian Waxwing, wandering chatterer fr i.e jakkvr de bohème. 
Bombyciüa garrula. L, 8. Almost exactly similar in form itncl colour to the Cedar Wax
wing, hut larger; the secondaries are tipped with white and most of the primaries with 
white or yellow or both ; there is likewise a small white w ing bar. The under tail coverts are 
chestnut and the abdomen greyish without the yellow suffusion

Distinctions. No further distinctions are necessary; the Cedar Waxwing is the only 
species with which it can be confused.

Field Marks. Their trim figures and conspicuous crests easily identify the Waxwings. 
The white or yellow on the wings and the chestnut under tail coverts are the best specific 
field marks.

Nesting. In trees, in nest of twigs, roots, moss, etc.
Distribution. Northern sections of the northern hemisphere In America, breeding 

in the far north, northwest of Hudson bay, visiting settled districts irregularly in winter.

Their irregular wandering habits in winter have given these birds the 
name “ Bohemian ” which in this sense is synonymous with “ wandering." 
They are northwestern birds, but come into cultivated sections of eastern 
Canada occasionally in winter, as does the Evening Grosbe ak. They lire 
too rare to have any great economic influence. Their favourite food is the 
dried waste fruit that hangs through the winter.

019 Cedar Waxwing, cedar bird, Carolina waxwing, cherry bird, fr 
ee jakkvr dv cèdre Bom by cilia cedrorum. L, 7-19. Plate XXXVII It.

Distinctions. With the illustration the Cedar Waxwing can hardly be mistaken for 
any other species except the Bohemian For distinctions see that species This is the only 
Waxwing to be seen in eastern Canada in summer and the most probable one, in the 
southern sections, in winter.

Field Marks. The natty shape and bearing and the conspicuous upstanding crest are 
easily recognizable field marks. The note, a fine sharp wheeze, is distinctive and soon 
learned. See previous species.

Nesting. Often in fmit or shade trees, in a bulky structure of strips of bark, leaves, 
grasses, twigs, rootlets, moss, etc., lined with finer materials of the same nature.

Distribution. America, north in Canada to and somewhat beyond the limits of 
regular cultivation.

The Cedar Waxing is one of the familiar birds of the orchard. It 
builds in the fruit trees in the summer and is rather too well known in the 
vicinity of early ripening cherries. In the winter it seeks the various kinds 
of old dried fruit left hanging on the branches. The coloration is soft and 
harmonious with just enough accent of contrasting colour to give character. 
The peculiar smooth, silky texture of the plumage seems to cause the 
feathers to cling together so that they always lie smoothly and never seem 
awry. The red-sealing-wax-like processes in which the shafts of the 
secondaries and sometimes the tail feather end, common to this and the 
Bohemian Waxwing, are unique amongst American birds and give an added 
touch of individuality.

Economic Status. About 13 per cent of the Waxwing’s food is noxious 
insects, the remainder largely fruit. The greater part of the fruit is wild 
and of no economic importance, in fact, as with most birds, wild fruits are 
evidently much preferred to cultivated ones. However, when early
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cherries ripen before wild forms the damage Wax wings can do is con
siderable. The same amount of fruit distributed over manv later trees 
might pass unnoticed, but when the damage is concentrated up the earliest 
and most valuable part of the crop the loss is keenly felt. The protection 
of early fruit from the depredations of this and a few other species of like 
habit is a subject that has received considerable attention. To shoot all 
b rds visiting the orchard is one solution, but a very poor one. It gives only 
partial protection and has to be repeated each season ; for as long as any 
rema n in the vicinity the annual increase will undo the results of previous 
efforts. Besides, the entire community is deprived of the valuable 
assistance of a number of species in order that a certain amount of early 
fruit may be protected. A cover of netting is generally cheaper than 
shooting. As the birds prefer wild to cultivated fruit early ripening wild 
fruit trees in waste corners and along fences provide inexpensive protection. 
The Russian Mulberry and Service-berry and later, the Black-currant, 
Mountain ash, Raspberries, and Blackberries, Sumach, Alder. Wild grape, 
Bittersweet, Nightshade, Snowberry, and Elders will serve the purpose.

FAMILY—LANIIDÆ. L. 9-10-32. SHRIKES. Rl'TCHER-BIRDS.

(iemral Description. The Shrikes lire medium-sized passerine birds of raptorial 
nature. They are easily recognized by their bills which are plainly hooked at the tip and 
furnished with a notch and tooth near the end of the upper mandible (Figure 66, page 27). 
The two species which occur in Canada are very similar in coloration and differ in minor 
characters only (Plate XXXVIII A).

The Shrikes are interesting examples of passerine or seed and insect
eating birds adapted for a predatory life. The true raptores, the Hawks, 
etc., which also rey upon the higher living forms, have powerful feet with 
which to seem their food and hold it while they tear it with their bills. 
The Shrikes without these efficient grasping and holding limbs, having 
in fact feet tronger than those of a sparrow or blackbird of equal size. 
They, tie re, seize prey with their bill and, to hold it while feeding,
have evolv the habit of impaling it upon strong thorns, etc.; this habit 
gives them the popular title of Butcher-bird. Shrikes are bold, spirited 
birds and quite as daring and capable in proportion to their size as any of 
the true birds of prey. The family is large and widely distributed. Only 
one genus is represented in America and two species in North America.

621. Northern Shrike, bctchek-bird kr.—la pib-greiche boréale. Lanins 
borealis. L, 10-32. Similar to the Ixiggerhead Shrike, (Plate XXXVI11 A) but 
larger and with a series of fine wavy lines or vermiculations faintly showing across most of 
the underparts.

Distinctions. General coloration and notched bill will distinguish this as a Shrike. 
Size and the distinct vermiculations below will characterize it as the Northern Shrike.

Field Marks. The sharply contrasted amount of black and white on the wings and 
tail, the grey upjwrparts, ami the black band through eye. Any Shrike seen in eastern 
Canada in winter between October and March will be of this species.

Nesting. In low trees or bushes in nest of twigs, grasses, etc.
IMstribution. Northern America, breeding beyond regular settlement across the 

continent, south in winter.

The Northern Shrike is the bolder and more energetic of our two species. 
It is a northern breeder and is only seen in cultivated sections in the winter 
where it follows the flocks of Snow Buntings, Redpolls, etc. It has shown
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some tendency to come into cities and villages in pursuit of the House or 
English Sparrow, in which work it is to be encouraged In every way. Dry, 
mummied mice and birds occasionally found pinned to thorns and 
barbs of wire fences or hanging from the close forks of twigs are usually 
the work of this species.

Economic Status. Though thoroughly raptorial in habit the Northern 
Shrike cannot be said to do a great amount of damage. It is not common 
enough within settlement to be a serious factor in the small bird life of the 
fields. It catches numbers of mice and probably its attacks on them and 
on the House or English Sparrow compensate* for the seed-eating birds it 
takes.

622. Loggerhead Shrike, migrant shrike, butcher-bird. m.—Lanius ludo- 
vicianu*. L, 9. Plate XXXVIII A

Distinctions. This species can hardly be mistaken for any thing but the Northern 
and it is considerably smaller than that species. The adult is without the fine vermi- 
culations of the breast and in the juvenile they are only faintly suggested. A summer ami 
not a winter bird in Canada.

Fu ll Marks. The clear white and light grey of the body plumage, black wings, and tail 
strongly accentuated with white , and the black band through the face are distinctive of the 
Shrikes. Any summer Shrike within the cult ivated sect ions will be of this species.

Nesting. Nest of strips of bark, small twigs, and vegetable fibres lined with fitted 
wool and feathers.

Distribution. As a species, North America north to the limit of cultivation. The 
migrant Shrike occupies eastern North America north of the gulf states and west to the 
prairie provinces.

SUBSPECIES. The loggerhead Shrike, like many other wide ranging species, 
develops various local characteristics in different parts of its diversified range, each forming 
a recognized subspecies. The form occupying eastern Canada is the Migrant Shrike, L.l 
migrons separable from the type subspecies in the southern states or the White-rumped of 
the west by only slight differences of colour and proport ions.

The Loggerhead is a bird of open, brushy pastures and hillsides. 
Thorn-apple trees, cropped and trimmed by cattle until dense and repelli.it 
are its favourite nesting sites and in such neighbourhoods it van usually 
be seen on some commanding perch, such as the tip of a dead sapling or 
a telegraph wire, keenly regarding the surrounding country. The impaling 
of prey is not quite as strongly developed a habit in this species as in the 
previous one, probably because it is more insectivorous and can handle 
much of its smaller prey without so doing. At any rate* evidence in the 
shape of remains stuck on thorns is decidedly rare in haunts where the 
species is common and where it would be expected to be numerous. 
The song of the Loggerhead Shrike is quite musical and pleasing, but the 
call notes are harsh and discordant.

Economic Status. The food habits of the Loggerhead are similar 
to those of the Northern Shrike, differing only as would be expected in a 
smaller and weaker bird and a summer rather than a winter resident. 
Thus we find fewer birds and mammals and more insects are taken, indeed 
during the height of the insect season the latter seem to constitute the 
greater part of its food. Early in the season great numbers of beetles are 
eaten, useful and harmful forms being about equally divided in numbers. 
Later, grasshoppers and crickets form a large proportion of the food, but 
numbers of caterpillars, many of them hairy, cutworms, some wasps,
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spiders, and other insect forms are also taken. The food of the species 
throughout the year is regarded by the United States Biological Survey 
as being beneficial in the ratio of 4 to 1.

FAMILY—VIREONIDÆ. VIREOS OR GRFÆNLETH. L, 4 75-6 23.

General Description. Small, warbler-like birds generally coloured in greens and while 
with more or less yellow in softly suffused masses and without much definite marking. 
The bill is perceptibly notched and hooked at the tip much like that of the Shrike (Figure 
56, page 56), but is on a much smaller and much lighter scale.

Distinctions. The Vireos are most apt to be mistaken for warblers which in habit, 
size, and general coloration they resemble. The bills, however, are stouter, more strongly 
arched on the culmen, higher for the width, and more evidently hooked and notched 
at the tip. The Yellow-breasted Chat has a bill that might answer this description 
in outline, but it is not hooked nor has it any indication of notch at tip.

Field Marks. In addition to specific markings, which form the best guide to 
species, the Vireos can be recognized by their warbler-like habits but slower and more 
sluggish movements, peering under leaves and gleaning from the branches and twigs with 
less activity.

The Vireos constitute a small family peculiar to America. Three 
genera occur in Canada, represented by six species.

Economic Status. Economically the Vireos can be treated together 
as they are similar in their food habits. Their food consists of 1)1 per cent 
of insects and the remainder of fruits. The latter are almost without 
exception wild varieties. The insects taken are among the most harmful, 
including scales and other close lying species that no birds but the careful, 
close-peering Vireos ordinarily seek. They are among our more useful 
lards.

624. Red-eyed Vireo. preacher-bird. teacher, fr.—le viréo aux yeux 
rouges. Vireusylra olivacm. L, 6-23. Plate XXXVU 1 H.

Distinctions. The Red-eyed can be distinguished from other Vireos by its superior 
size, the luck of yellow, the grey confined to the crown, and the white eyebrow line bordered 
with dark both above and below. The iris is red, but this can only be seen on very close 
examination.

Field Marks. The markings of the face of the Red-eyed makes the best field mark. 
The white eyebrow bordered with darker colour and the lower line through the eye can 
usually he seen as the bird peers through the leaves at the intruder.

Nesting. Suspended from between the forks of a small branch 5 to 15 feet above the 
ground in pensile nest or hanging-cup, woven of strips of bark, dead wood fibres, paper, 
plant down, or birch bark lined with fine materials.

Distribution. North America to near the limit of trees.

The Red-eyed Vireo is one of the commonest frequenters of our 
groves and woods. Its song, a leisurely repetition of slight variants of the 
same phrase with pauses between, and continued ad libitum, can be heard 
in the tree tops almost anywhere in Canada and has given the species the 
name of Preacher-bird.

626. Philadelphia Vireo. fr.—lb viréo de Philadelphie. Vireosylva phil- 
adelphica. L, 4-75. Almost exactly similar in coloration to the Warbling Vireo (Plate 
XXXIX A) but more generally suffused with yellow on breast, flanks, and below.

Distinctions. The Philadelphia can always be separated from the Warbling Vireo by 
the length of the first primary feather. In this species it is nearly as long as the second, 
whereas in the Warbling it is reduce! to a rudimentary condition and is barely three- 
quarters of an inch in length.

Fiell Marks. In life it looks like a Warbling Vireo with unusually yellow breast and 
underpartH.
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Nesting. Suspended from a branch about 8 feet from the ground in pensile nest of 
fibres and birch bark.

Distribution. Eastern America. More northern in breeding range than the Warbling 
and only a migrant in most of the settled sections of Canada.

Usually a rather rare little Vireo ami too inconspicuous to be often 
seen or recognized by the ordinary observer.

627. Warbling Vireo. fr.~lb viréo «rib-olive. Vireos ulm oilva. L, 5-80.
Plate XXXIX A.

Distinctions. The even unmarked coloration and small size will distinguish the 
Warbling from any other Vireo except the Philadelphia. The lack of yellow overwash in 
front and below will usually be diagnostic. The final test of the s|>ecies, however, is the 
small rudimentary condition of the first primary which is hardly three-quarters of an inch 
long instead of one and three-quarters.

Field Marks. The almost, pure white underparts instead of the yellow suffusion of 
t he Philadelphia makes the best recognition mark from t hat species and the small size and 
dull even coloration from other Vireos.

Nesting. .Suspended between the forks of a small branch 15 to .50 feet above the ground 
in pensile nest of fine bark strips and plant fibres, siiuxithly and firmly interwoven and 
lined with pine needles and hairs.

Distribution. As a sfiecies, occupies all of temperate America; the Eastern Warbling 
Vireo extends west to the prairie provinces.

SUBSPECIES. The Warbling Vireo is divided into an eastern and a western suit- 
species. The Eastern Warbling Vireo V. g. gilini, the type of the sjtecies, is the only one 
met with in eastern Canada.

The Warbling Vireo, hidden in leafy tree tops, is more often heard 
than seen. Its song is very different from that of the Ked-eycd, being 
continuous and not composed of disconnected phrases.

628. Yellow-throated Vireo. kr — lb viréo à front jaune. Lanivireo flavifrons. 
L, 5 95. Head, cheeks, and back greenish; rum)) and tail slaty; breast and throat bright 
yellow; below white; wings with two distinct white bars.

Distinctions. The bright yellow breast and throat of this species is distinctive. The 
.Solitary and the White-eyed arc the only other Vireos with wing bars. In t he former the 
bars arc white as in the breast, in the latter the bars are yellowish. In coloration the Yellow - 
t hroated Vireo is very similar to the Pine Warbler, hut there is much less white on the uinter- 
parts of the latter species, the yellow suffusing and covering most of it instead of stopping 
almost sharply at the breast line.

Field Marks. The bright vellow throat and breast, are distinctly recognizable and 
prevent confusion with any other native Vireo. The voice, similar to that of the Rod
eyed but with the phrases following each other less rapidly 2 to 3 seconds apart instead of 
about one per second, will distinguish it. from others of its family or from the Warblers.

Nesting. Suspended from a forked branch 10 to 80 feet above the ground, in pensile 
nest of strips of bark, plant fibres, etc., lined with fine grasses and covered externally w ith 
lichens, spider webs^ etc.

Distribution. Eastern North America. Common in eastern Canada only in the 
southern parts of the lower Great Lakes region.

A woodland and orchard bird. Hcsides its characteristic song it is a 
maker of many queer noises and has an extensive vocabulary.

629. Solitary Vireo. blue-headed vireo. fr. — le viréo à tête bleue. 
Lanivireo solitarius. L, 5 61. Back greenish shading into bluish ash on head and adjacent 
parts of cheeks; white Ioral spot and white ring about eye; all underparts white with suffu
sion of yellow on flanks; wings with two whitish bars.

Distinctions. The ashy blue head with conspicuous white lores and eye-ring are 
distinctive.

Field Marks. The bluish head with conspicuous white eye-ring and lores and pure 
white throat make conspicuous field marks.

Nesting. Suspended from between the forks of a small branch 5 to 10 feet above the 
ground, in pensile nest of wood fibres, bark strips, and pine needles, plant down, etc.
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Distribution. Ah a species the Solitary Vireo extends over all of the United States and 
Canada north to the extreme limits of settlements. The Blue-headed, the eastern repre
sentative of the species, ranges west to central Alberta.

SUBSPECIES. The Solitary Vireo is divided into several subspecies, only one of 
which, the Blue-headed Vireo L. s. solitanus, the type form, occurs in eastern Canada

A pretty little Vireo and a common inhabitant of woodland and 
orchard during migrations. The song is similar to that of the Red-eyed, 
but an attentive ear can easily distinguish between them.

631. White-eyed Vireo. Vireo griseus. L, 5 27. A small Vireo like the Warbling 
but of much richer green colour on back and with yellow loral mark and eye-ring; iris 
white. Throat and underpants almost pure white; strongly yellow on flanks; wings have 
two yellowish bars.

Distinctions. White iris, yellow eye-ring and loral mark, strong yellow on flanks, amt 
white breast and abdomen.

Field Marks. This species is too rare in Canada and too similar to other species to 
be recorded on eyesight observation alone.

Nesting. Nest usually similar to that of the Red-eyed.
Distribution. All forms of the species are southern. The eastern White-eyed occurs 

in the eastern United States north to New York and Massachusetts and is only accidental 
in Canada.

SUBSPECIES. The White-eyed Vireo is represented by several subspecies, the 
type form, t he Northern White-eye V. g. griseus being the only one which occurs in Canada.

A bird of the south noted for its remarkable voice. This species is 
included here on the basis of a few records scattered along the southern 
borders of Canada.

FAMILY—MNIOTILTIDÆ. WOOD WARBLERS. L, 4 -25-7-44.

General Description. «Small birds, only one Canadian species being over 6-28 inches

a* and very- few over 5.75. They are usually bright coloured woodland and treetop 
though a few inhabit the ground and the" grass. They are, as a family, difficult 

of diagnosis and the genera can be most easily recognized by the bills (Figures 57, 58, 59, 
p. 27) though considerable familiarity with the species is necessary to recognize the 
generic characteristics.

Field Marks. No reliable field marks which cover the whole family can be given. 
However, after a little experience with them their small size, bright colours, and sprightly 
actions are easily recognized. They are most likely to be confused with the Vireos.

Nesting. The nesting habits of the family arc various, some build in trees, from down 
near the ground to well up towards the tops of the taller trees, others on the ground or in 
grass, and some in holes in dead stubs, etc.

Distribution. Most of the warblers breed in the northern spruce woods beyond the 
limits of general settlement . A few nest in the more cultivated sections and some just 
cross the International Boundary. All arc migratory and spend the winter, according to 
species, from northern United States south to the Amazon country of South America.

The American Wood Warblers constitute a large family peculiar to 
the Americas. In fact they divide the honours in point of numbers with 
the sparrows. The Warblers arc the delight of the amateur bird observer. 
So small that few but the enthusiast ever see them, but so numerous and 
brilliantly-coloured that their discovery opens up a new world of interest 
to the beginner. The sexes are usually dissimilar and there is considerable 
seasonal change in plumage. This, multiplied by th ' large number of 
species makes the task of identifying all of them seem almost hopeless to 
the beginner. It is not, however, as difficult as it seems at first. The 
spring males are usually distinctly marked and as many of them are fur
nished with descriptive names their differentiation is comparatively simple.
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As the females and autumn birds almost invariably retain suggestions of 
the eharacteristic spring markings of the males the difficulty is really less 
than is generally anticipated. Of course, puzzling specimens occur which 
give even the experts some difficulty, but it is usually an alternative between 
two species, which can be settled by giving attention to one or more 
small details. In studying the warblers the observer is advised to first 
become familiar with the spring males. When the males of the common 
species are known, a comparatively easy matter with such strongly char
acterized forms, most of the females are recognized without much difficulty 
as they usually carry a subdued reflection of their mate’s brighter colour 
pattern. In the autumn, most juveniles resemble the- females closely 
enough to make recognition not so very difficult. There are thus compara
tively few plumages besides the spring males that have to be learned 
individually. The Canadian Warblers represent twelve genera, seven of 
which are represented by single1 species only. Dcndroica has sixteen species, 
Vermivora five, and three others are represented by three species each. 
The generic details of the most important will he discussed under their 
proper headings.

Though called “Warblers" their song should as a rule hardly be 
dignified by such a term. With few exceptions the songs are only insig
nificant little notes without much prolonged continuity, but as they are 
often specifically distinctive the student is advised to pay close attention 
to them, for when the great warbler migrations are on, the presence of a 
new or rare species is often first made known by a single unfamiliar sound 
directing attention from the many to the one that would otherwise escape 
notice.

Economic Status. The Warblers are highly insectivorous. A few 
take more or less seed and a little fruit, the latter almost invariably wild, 
and no complaints have been made against any of the family. Their 
effect, therefore, is wholly beneficial. Being active they reach all kinds of 
insect habitats from the axils of highest flung leaves to between blades of 
grass on the ground, and as they are small they are satisfied to take insects 
and insect eggs that are too insignificant or too well hidden to receive the 
attention of larger b;rds.

636. Black and White Warbler, black and white creeper, fr.—la fauvette 
noire et blanche. Mniotilta varia. L, 5-30. Plate XXXIX B. There is little 
plumage variation.

Distinctions. A small black and white warbler which creeps about holes and branches 
like a woodpecker. In the autumn the colours of the young bird are similar to those of 
the adult but slightly veiled and have small washes of huff and less black on the throat. 
It is only to be mistaken in spring for the Black-poll but the white median stripe on the 
crown instead of all black can distinguish it from that species.

Field Marks. Its creeping habits, strong black and white coloration with median 
crown stripe. In the autumn it is the only all black and white warbler to be seen in eastern 
Canada.

Nesting. On ground at the base of a stump, log, or rock, in nest of strips of bark, 
grasses, etc., lined with rootlets and long hair.

Distribution. Eastern North America; breeds in most of Canada north to well beyond 
the settlements.

This is one of the earliest warblers to arrive in the spring and one of 
the easiest to identify at any time as it is always well marked and there is 
little difference in seasonal or sexual coloration.
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637. Prothonotary Warbler. Protonotaria citrea. L, 5 • 50. A golden yellow war
bler, bright rich chrome or golden on head and moat of underparts and with greyish 
winga, tail, and rumn. There ia little plumage variation.

Distinctions. The only warbler with an intense even golden head, neck and breast 
without wing-bars. The Pine and Wilson’s Warbler have green or black crowns; the 
Yellow Warbler ia without the grey winga and tail and is lemon yellow rather than 
orange or golden.

Field Marks. The Prothonotary ia too rare a species in Canada to record from 
living specimens.

nesting. In a hole in a stub or stump in nest of rootlets, fine twigs and moss, plant 
down, or feathers.

Distribution. Mississippi valley north barely to Canadian boundary which it only 
crosses accidentally in the lower Great Lakes region.

This is only included in the Canadian list on the basis of a few accidental 
occurrences in the lower Great Lakes region. It is a bird of drowned lands, 
and of bushes standing in dead water.

Genus—Vermivora. Worm-eatinb Warblers.

The genus Vermivora is a group of small slightly built warblers in 
which the following characters are most easily recognized. The bill is 
small, sharply pointed, almost spine-like, and the culmen line is straight or 
almost concave rather than convex or slightly arched (Figure 57, p. 27). 
The tails are solidly coloured and without white spots.

639. Worm-eating Warbler. Ilelmilheros vermivorus. L, 5• f) 1. Dull olive above; 
head huffy with conspicuously contrasting dark brown lines through the eye and bor
dering crown. There ia little plumage variation.

Distinctions. The only warbler with this distinctive dark and huffy head marking. 
The bill is rather heavy for a warbler of this genus.

Field Marks. Too rare in Canada to trust, to sight record for identification.
Nesting. On ground; nest of nx>tlets, leaves, and bark.
Distribution. Eastern United States; only one record in Canada, in southern Ontario.

A bird of wooded banks or swampy thickets, feeding near the ground.
641. Blue-winged Warbler. Vermivora pinus. L, 4 SI). A green warbler with 

yellow forehead, throat, breast, and underparts; a fine black line through eye and blue- 
grey wings and tail. Two white wing-bars. Female similar but duller. Little plumage 
variation.

Distinctions. The bright yellow face and underparts with black eye stripe and blu<>- 
grey wings with white bars are distinctive.

Field Marks. Too rare in Canada to rely on field marks for identification.
Nesting. On ground generally in or at the border of second growth in nest of bark 

and leaves lined with fine strips of bark and tendrils, firmly wrapped with leaves.
Distribution. Eastern North Ameriea; regularly stopping south of the Canadian 

border and only accidentally crossing it in southern Ontario.

Though taken only once in Canada this is a most interesting species as 
it hybridizes with the next species, the Golden-Winged, forming puzzling 
hybrids that were long regarded as separate species under the names of 
Lawrence’s and Brewster's Warblers.

642. Golden-winged Warbler. Vermivora chrysoptera. L, 5-10. A hlue-grcv 
warbler; male, white or very light grey below darkening on the flanks, with yellow cap 
and wing-patch and black cheeks and throat. Female similar to male but somewhat 
reduced in brightness and the blacks repr, -nted by d irk grey. There is little age or 
seasonal plumage variation.

Distinctions. The blue-grey body, yellow wing patch, and black throat and eye- 
patches are distinctive.
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Field Mark*. The alxivr marks an? easily recognizable in life. The blank throat 
somewhat suggests the Chickadee hut the other marks make it easy to separate them.

Netting. On ground or in bushy fields or second growth in nest much like that of 
Blue-winged Warbler.

Distribution. Eastern United States; regularly crossing our borders only in southern 
Ontario along lake Erie and the lower corner of lake Huron.

Usually found in shrubby wastes or the bushy edges of woodland. 
To be expected only in southern Ontario.

645. Nashville Warbler. fr.—la fauvette he Nashville. Vermivora rub
rics pilla. L, 4-77. A yellow and green warbler with a greyish head and a more or leas 
concealed chestnut crown patch. Sex, season, ami age plumages varying only in intensity 
of yellow and the amount of chestnut in cap. In females the cap may be entirely concealed 
by the grey edgings of the feathers ami occasionally it may be altogether absent.

Distinction*. The unmarked green above ami yellow all below to tail, but brightest 
on throat and breast ; ami the grey or greyish head and cheeks are distinctive. This greyish 
head and hind neck may not be marked but is always present as a slight differentiation 
from the green back. When present the chestnut crown (not orangc'-rufous as in the 
Orange-crowned Warbler) is an unmistakable specific character.

Field Marks. Bright, yellow, unstreaked underparts and grey head and cheeks.
Nesting. On ground in partial clearings or tree grown pastures in nest of grasses ami 

moss lined with finer grasses and fine rootlets.
Distribution. Eastern North America. In Canada north to beyond the settlements. 

The Eastern Nashville Warbler extends west to near the mountains.
SUBSPECIES. The Nashville Warbler is divided into the Eastern Nashville, the 

type form, V. r. rubicapilla, and an extreme western one the Calaveras Warbler.

This warbler is most likely to be found in open shrubbery and tin* 
small growth that lines country roads.

646. Orange-crowned Warbler, fr.—la fauvette X couronne orangée. Ver
mivora éclata. L, 5. A dull yellowish, grey-green warbler with a concealed orange-rufous 
crown-patch. Very little sexual difference. Immatures are without the crown spot and 
the bright ness of the yellow below is reduced to almost the colour of the back.

Distinction*. Similar to the Nashville but without the grey or greyish on the head. 
The crown spot when present is still more concealed than that of the Nashville and often 
entirely hidden until the feathers are separated to show their coloured bases. The yellow 
throat is duller than in the Nashville. The juvenile bird is an almost evenly greyish green 
bird with faint suggestions of ashy to it and rather similar to the immature Tennessee but 
without the faint light eyebrow line ; it is more evenly coloured, and without any suggestion 
of white below.

Field Marks. Like a very dull coloured Nashville Warbler or a juvenile Tennessee 
without the faint eyebrow line.

Nesting. On or near the ground in nest of leaves and fine grasses.
Distribution. Central and western America. The Interior Orange-crown breeds from 

Alaska to Manitoba and is only a migrant through eastern Canada.
SUBSPECIES. The species is divided into three subspecies. The Interior Orange- 

crown V. c. celata, the type form, ranges west to the mountains.

One of the rarest of the regular Eastern Canadian Warblers. Eyesight 
alone is hardly reliable for records in eastern Canada.

647. Tennessee Warbler, fr.—la fauvette du Tennessee. Vermivora peregrina, 
L, 5. Back of male green, underparts nearly pure white. Head and hind neck ash-grey, 
suffusing on cheeks. White eyebrow line and suggestion of dark line through eye. Females 
and juveniles have the grey head and hind neck replaced by the green of the buck which 
suffuses more or less as dull yellow or greenish yellow over breast and underparts. The 
eyebrow line is always visible as a lighter coloration of the green.

Distinctions. The general green and white coloration and light eyebrow line arc the 
best distinctions in any plumage.

Field Marks. General coloration as above, with light eyebrow line and without wing- 
bars, tail patches, or the whitish sj>ot at base of primaries of the Black-throated Blue 
Warbler.
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Nesting. In moss on ground in small, dense, coniferous growth in nest of fine grass 
rootlets, and long hairs.

Distribution. Eastern America, probably to the northern tree limits. Usually a 
rare migrant through our settled sections but locally common.

A rather ran- warbler in most sections of eastern Canada. In migra
tion usually found well up in the trees.

048. Parula Warbler, blue yellow-backed warbler, fr.—la fauvette d'A
mérique. Comnsothlypis americana. L, 4 7.1. Above and sides of face and neck blue, 
almost bright blue, with yellow suffusion over middle1 of back. Below white, throat and 
breast clear yellow with a vaguely defined black (or bluish-black), and rufous band across 
breast. Females and juveniles are duller, without the breast hand, and with the yellow 
more or less suffused over all upperparts but strongest in middle of back. White wing- 
bars in all plumages.

Distinctions. The blue back, either pure or overwashed with yellow, wing-bars, and 
yellow breast and throat are always distinctive.

Field Marks. See just above.
Nesting. In hanging bunches of Usnea (the old man’s beard) or other hanging lichens
IHslribution. Mostly eastern America. The Northern Parula occupies the northern 

part of the specific range to the limits of present settlement; not breeding in the lower 
Great Lakes region.

SUBSPECIES. The Parula Warbler is divided into a northern and a southern 
subspecies. The Canadian form, the Northern Parula C. a. usnete, is named from the lichen 
in which it builds its nest.

Genus—Dendroica. Woodland Warblkrs.

The genus Dendroica is composed of warblers of slightly sturdier 
build than Vermivora. The bill is longer and the culmen more decidedly 
arched (Figure 58, p. 27). The tail, except that of the Yellow' Warbler, 
has a considerable amount of white.

650 Cape May Warbler, fr.—la fauvette du cap may. Dendroica Tigrina. 
L, 5. Male: throat, breast and most of underparts bright yellow finely and sharply 
striped with black on lower throat, breast, and flanks. A chestnut patch in the middle of 
the check cuts sharply against the yellow. Top of head black continuing as elongated 
spots on the yellow-green of hack. The rump is yellow and the wing has a large white 
patch. Female: Olive-grey above, dirty white below warmed with yellow suffusion 
across breast which is faintly striped with dark. Rump yellowish and white wing-patch 
replaced with vague bars. Juvenile: similar to spring birds but less bright ; male without 
chestnut cheeks. Females: even dull olive-grey, slightly yellow on rump; dull white slightly 
olive below, faintly streaked with soft dark lines, and with faint washes of yellowish olive 
on breast and flanks.

Distinctions. Males are distinctive with their tiger-like colours of yellow with black 
Htripings. Adult females show enough of the male’s pattern to be recognizable. Juvenile 
females are more difficult to recognize. However, all show at least an appreciable yellow
ness on the inner parts of the feathers on the sides of the neck just behind the ears. This 
slight tinge sometimes shows in life when the bird turns its head but with the bird in the 
hand the feathers must be separated to show it.

Field Marks. Adults and juvenile males are distinctive. Juvenile females can 
he recognized by the peculiar fine, dim striping of breast against a slightly huffy, light 
olive-grey ground or by the concealed yellow spot on sides of the neck as described above.

Nesting. On low branches in small trees in pastures or woodlands in partly pensile 
nest of twigs and grasses fastened together w'ith spider web and lined with horse hair.

Distribution. Eastern America west to the prairies and north to beyond settlements.

One of the most beautiful of the warblers; usually regarded as rare 
but locally growing commoner. It is a woodland treetop species but often 
seen in orchard and shade trees.

652. Yellow Warbler, summer yellow bird, fr.—la fauvette juane. Den
droica (estiva. L, 5 10. Plate XL A.
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Distinctions. The Yellow Warbler is apt to be confused with few other sp»*ci«*. 
Its tail, with yellow on the inner vanes of the feathers, will distinguish it from all other 
evenly yellow or green species.

Field Marks. The even and uniform bright yellow of spring birds is unmistakable. 
Some dull females are more green than yellow but the green-edged wings ami yellow 
tail, lack of colour contrasts, size, and actions of the bin! are easily recognized.

Nesting. In an upright crotch in bushes and small trees in nest of fine fibres and a 
large amount of plant down, lined with plant down and sometimes long hairs.

The Yellow Warbler is one of the few species that sometimes refuses to incubate 
Cowbird’s eggs. Instead of throwing out the intruding egg, however, it builds a new 
nest over the old one, burying it and its entire contents, including often some of its own 
eggs, in tin- foundation of the new structure, in which another set of eggs is deposited.

Distribution. Nearly all of North America. The Eastern Yellow Warbler inhabits 
all of Canada except the Pacific slope.

SUBSPECIES. The Yellow Warbler is divided into four subspecies; the Eastern 
Yellow Warbler D. ceestiva which occupies most of Canada, is the type of the species.

This is the commonest breeding warbler in southern ( ’amnia. It shares 
witli the Goldfinch the popular name of Wild Canary, but the lack of black 
will determine it at a glance. It is found in shrubby localities in open 
country or along stream or marsh edges. It is a common visitor to the 
garden and its cheery little song is very pleasing. In the autumn the 
Yellow Warbler is one of the first species to leave. Shortly after July 
it disappears and by mid-August only a few stragglers are left. It goes 
before many observers begin to think of autumn migrations and thus 
details of its autumn movements are difficult to get.

654. Black-throated Blue Warbler, fr.—fauvette bleue X oobob noir. Den- 
droica cœrulesccns. L, 5*28. Plate XL B.

Distinctions. The male, so descriptively named and strongly marked, is very dis
tinctive. The female, however, especially in autumn, is more difficult to distinguish, 
it may resemble either the juvenile of the Tennessee, the autumn Black-poll, or the 
Bay-breast. The streaked back and wing-bars, however, of the latter two are absent. 
They are darker and more greyish-green than the Tennessee above and more huffy below. 
An indistinct and partly concealed white or light spot at the base of the primaries is 
always diagnostic of females of this species.

FieU Marks. The male is distinctive. The female in any plumage can usually 
be recognized from all other evenly coloured dull green warblers by the sometimes very 
faint light snot at the base of the primaries, which shows far more conspicuously in life 
than would be expected.

Distribution. Eastern North America, breeding in the north, south to the borders 
of civilization.

SUBSPECIES. The black-throated Blue Warbler is divided into two subspecies 
of which we have only one in Canada, tin- type form D <■. candescent, tin- Northern 
Black-throated, though occasionally specimens closely approach the southern variety, 
Cairn’s Warbler D. c. cairnsi, in having a suggestion of black spots on the back.

655. Myrtle Warbler, yellow-rumped warbler, fr.—la fauvette a croupion 
jaune. Dendroioa ooronata. L, 5*65. Plate XLIA.

IXslinctions. A very easily recognized species. All plumages have at least sugges
tions of the yellow crown, rump, ami side marks. The juveniles are largely rusty brown 
above and have more or less of a wash of same colour across breast with the streaks only 
slightly indicated.

Field Marks. The yellow rump is always distinct and bright and makes the most 
conspicuous field mark. Its presence and the side and crown marks of the same colour, 
sometimes indistinct in autumn but always present, make reliable identification guides

Nesting. In coniferous trees 5 to 10 feet above the ground in neat of vegetable fibre 
lined with grasses.

Distribution. Nearly all of North America north to tree limits. Breeding just beyond 
the dense settlements.
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An early warbler to arrive in spring and the last one to depart in 
autumn. At times in the latter season the brushy wastes, roadsides, and 
the overgrown fence lines are filled with Myrtle Warblers each showing, as 
it darts away, its distinct yellow- rump as proof of its identity.

657. Magnolia Warbler, black and yellow warbler, fr.—la fauvette X 
tête cendrée. Dendroica magnolia. L, 5-12. Plate XL1 B.

Distinctions. The bright yellow breast and underparts sharply striped with black, 
black cheeks, and greyish upperparts are perfectly distinctive in the spring. Autumn 
birds have recognizable reflections of the adult plumage but the breast markings an- absent 
and those of flanks reduced. The head and cheeks are evenly greyish and the back greyish 
shaded with green to the rump which is suffused with yellow.

Field Marks. The yellow below and on rump will separate the Magnolia from all 
warblers but the Cape May. The latter’s yellow breast is sharply and more evenly 
striped with black and it has the chestnut ear patch. Close examinat ion of the Magnolia 
in autumn plumage always shows a vague, light ashy bar across the upper breast. 
The tail is also a good identification mark. The characteristic white marking of tin; 
tails ie well beck from the tip and rather extensive, giving, when seen from below, the 
appearance of a white tail broadly banded with black.

Nesting. In coniferous trees 3 to 6 feet from the ground in nest of fine twigs and 
leaf stems lined with hairlike rootlets.

Distribution. Eastern North America north to tree limits; breeds mostly north of 
general cultivation.

One of the most beautiful of the warblers, on migration eoming into 
shade trees and orchards where its rich coloration makes a pleasing com
bination with the blossoms.

658. Cerulean Warbler. Dendroica cerulca. L, 4-50. Male: sky-blue and white. 
Above, all blue with fine black markings on back and sides of crown. Below, pure white 
with blue breast-band and flank st ripes jwing-bars white. Female: even dull greenish- 
blue above, white below, more or less stained with greenish and yellow suggestions. 
Juvenile similar but yellower all over.

Distinctions. The male is unmistakable. Other plumages have a peculiar bluish, 
instead of olive or yellowish, green above that is quite characteristic. The Juvenile with 
its yellowish-greenish underparts is somewhat similar to the young Tennessee, having 
a similar eyebrow stripe, but its white wing-bars ami tail patches will separate it.

Field Marks. The blue of the adult and the bluish sheen of other plumages. Other
wise like a juvenile Tennessee but with wing-bars and white in tail.

Nesting. In a tree 20 to 60 feet above the ground in nest of fine fibres bound with 
spider’s web, lined with strips of bark fibres and with a few lichens on the outer surface.

Distribution. Eastern United States except the coast; north along lake Erie to 
just within Canadian territory.

Too rare in Canada to be expected regularly except in a limited area 
in southern Ontario.

659. Chestnut-sided Warbler. fr.—la fauvette de pensylvanie. Dendroica 
pensylcanica. L, 5-14. Male: Crown yellow ; back black and grey in stripes, over
washed with yellowish green; below white with chestnut bands along flanks; two white 
or yellowish wing-bars. Juvenile: an almost even yellowish-green above, white below, 
cheeks grey; usually with suggestions of the chestnut sides of the male.

Distinctions. Superficial attention to the above description might confuse this 
species with the Bay-breasted but the white throat is distinctive. Spring birds with 
their yellow cap, chestnut sides, anil white underparts; and autumn birds white below, 
yellowish green above, and yellowish wing-bars are easily recognized.

Field Marks. The white underparts and peculiar lemon yellowness of the green above 
are good recognition marks even in plumages where the characteristic markings do not

Nesting. In bushes some 3 feet from the ground in nest of strips of bark, leaf stems,
etc., lined with tendrils and rootlets.
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Distribution. Eastern North America west to well into the prairie country and 
north to beyond settlement. Nests locally almost wherever found in eastern Canada 
except in the extreme southern portion.

The Chestnut-sided is usually found in dry brushy clearings, second 
growth, and raspberry tangles.

t>60. Bay-breasted Warbler. Fit.—la fauvette à poitrine haie. Deiulroica 
castanea. L, 5 63. Male: finely striped with dull olive-ochre and black above; under
parts white; top of head, throat, forencck, ami flanks bay colour (reddish chestnut): fore
head and cheeks black; a light ochre spot on side of neck. Female has all these charac
teristic marks obvious enough for recognition but veiled and dimly indicated. The 
autumn birds, however, are entirely different; above, yellowish-green faintly striped with 
dark, below, white, more or less tinged with yellowish or huffy greenish; the bay of the 
sides is often indicated by a slight ruddy warmth or by individual, fully coloured feathers

Distinctions. Spring birds are distinctive enough. Autumn specimens resemble 
the juvenile Black-poll so closely that often they can be separated only with difficulty even 
when in the hand. The Bay-breast almost invariably has a certain amount of warm 
ochre on the flanks which is lacking in the Black-poll and the under tail coverts are cream 
instead of pure white. The presence of wing-bars will distinguish these two species from 
any other plain greenish warbler.

Field Marks. The adult male is distinctive in colour. The spring female always 
shows enough of the bay breast for recognition. Adult autumn birds also usually have 
a trace of the bay on the flanks and the warm ochreish of these parts can usually be seen 
in juveniles. When these characters fail to distinguish the species, however, close at
tention will show that the breast colour is perfectly even and sharp eyes or good glasses 
will usually reveal very faint dark striping! showing on the sides of the breast of the Black- 
poll. None of these murks, however, can be seen except under the most favourable cir
cumstances, but in mixed flocks one can usually tell the proportion of each species with 
fair accuracy.

A'eating. In coniferous trees 5 to 20 feet above the ground in nest of grasses and 
plant fibres lined with plant down and long hairs.

Distribution. Eastern North America west to across the prairies and north to the 
tree limits. Breeds beyond regular cultivation.

The Bay-breast in spring migration prefers brushy growth in sandy 
wastes, roadsides, etc., but often comes close about the house in shade 
trees and the orchard. The similarity of the autumn Bay-breast and the 
autumn Black-poll, a bird in full plumage totally different, is one of the 
interesting phenomena of bird coloration. The autumn plumages of these 
two birds were at one time confused with each other under the name 
of Autumnal Warbler.

661. Black-poll Warbler. Fit.—la fauvette rayée. Dendroica striata. L, 5 56. 
Male: black and white stripes with a solidly black crown; finely lined with black and grey 
on back; below all white with black from base of bill down sides of neck breaking into 
stripes on flanks; cheeks white. Female: greenish above; white below washed with green
ish on throat and breast hut with enough of the black striping showing more or less 
vaguely to make the bird recognizable as the female of the above. Autumn birds are 
almost indistinguishable from the preceding Bay-breast (see above).

Distinctions. The spring males with their clear black and white markings can be 
mistaken for nothing except the Black-and-White Creeper, hut their non-creeping habits 
and the crowns solidly black, instead of with a broad white median stripe, easily séparait 
them. The striping of the female is distinctive. The autumn birds can be told from thy 
Bay-breast by their lack of ochre, bay, or huffy on flanks and their pure white undertail 
coverts.

Field Marks. The Black-poll is seen in three plumages: the male black and white; 
the female greenish, white below and more or 1ms streaked with black; and autumn birds 
like Bay-breasts with faint stripes, visible only to sharp eyes or with good glasses, showing 
through the yellowish flanks.

Nesting. Generally in spruce trees about 6 feet above the ground in nest of twigs, 
mosses, rootlets, etc., lined with fine grasses and tendrils.

Distribution. Nearly similar to that of the preceding species.
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The Black-poll Warbler is one of the latest warblers to arrive in the 
spring, usually after most of the other migrant hordes have gone* north.

662. Blackburnian Warbler, ra.—la fauvette de blaukbcrn. Dendroica/usca. 
L, 5 25, Plate XLI1 A. The black upperparts and flaming orange throat are distinctive 
m the case of the adult male. In the female the orange colour of the throat though faint in 
easily recognizable. The young in the autumn are like the adult female although the young 
females are duller in colour, the throat ami breast only retaining a faint yellow colouring.

Distinction». Adult and autumn males are unmistakable. Autumn females may be 
confused with autumn black-polls and Bav-breasts but the clearer yellow on the tliroat, 
• he absence of a greenish tinge below, and the «lark ear coverts with conspicuous buff eye
brow line are diagnostic characters.

Field Mark*. The bright orange or warm yellow confined to throat ami breast and 
orange-yellow or buff eyebrow stripe, in contrast to the dark cheeks and crown, make the 
beet field merits.

Nesting. In coniferous trees 10 to 14 feet or more above the ground in nest of fine 
twigs and grasses lined with grasses and tendrils.

Distribution. Eastern North America west to the prairie provinces; breeding mostly 
north of dense settlement.

The male Blackburnian has the bright plumage commonly associate!I 
with the tropics rather than with our colder climates. The species asso
ciates with many other warblers in the treetops of the open woods or orchard.

067. Black-throated Green Warbler, r*.—la fauvette X poitrine noire- 
Dendroica virent L, 6-10 Plate XLII B

Distinction*. A green warbler with bright yellow cheeks and sharply contrasting black 
throat and breast. In females and juvenile males the black is almost wanting or indicated 
only by vague interrupted black suffusions which are stronger on the breast. In young 
females the black is reduced to dull cloudings at the sides of the breast and flanks. In all 
plumages the underpart a are white and the back and crown clear, even green. Bright 
yellow predominates on the cheeks.

Field Mark*. For juveniles, the green back, yellow cheeks, and white below. For 
idulls, the black throat and breast contrasting with yellow face ami white below.

Nesting. In coniferous trees 5 to 30 feet above the ground in nest of small twigs ami 
moss lined with rootlets, tine grasses, and tendrils.

Distribution. North America, west to the mountains. Breeding in eastern Canada 
wherever cedar or evergreen thickets are found except in extreme southern portions.

A striking bird, fond of scrubby evergreen when available but is also 
found in the orchard and in hardwood tree-tops.

670 Klrtland's Warbler. Dendroicn kirtlandi. L, 5-75. Blue-grey above heavily 
striped with black on back, and finely striped on crown. All below, except under tail, 
pale yellow with black Btripes on sides of breast and flanks Females and juveniles 
similar but duller, and breast stripes broken and forming sjiots.

Distinction*. Kirtland's Warbler resembles the Canadian Warbler, but is larger; 
the yellow is paler and the black stripes arc on the flanks and do not tend to make 
necklace suspended from the ears as in that species; ami the back is marked with black 
instead of being clear grey. The only other warbler that might be mistaken for it is the 
Magnolia but the black does not cross the breast as it does in adult Magnolias, and there is 
no yellow or greenish on the back or rump.

FisAd Marks. The species is too rare to be accepted on eye identification alone.
Nesting. On ground at foot of pine or oak trees in nest of soft bark, strips of vegetable 

fibre, and grass lined with tine grass, pine needles, and hair.
Distribution. Winters in the Bahama islands. The only known breeding station is a 

limited section of the jack-pine plains in the northern part of the lower peninsula of 
Michigan. The species has only been taken twice in Canada, both specimens being taken 
in the lower Great Lakes region. Its neat should be looked for in the Bruce peninsula of 
Ontario and around the Great Lakes west to the lake Superior country.
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In the winter this species is confined within a limited oceanic island 
habitat and is an instance of the difficulties in the way of abnormally 
increasing the numbers of native species. It is evident that we can never 
have in the north a greater number of Kirtland’s Warblers than can live 
through the winter on the Bahama islands.

671. Pine Warbler, fr.—la fauvette des pins. Dendroica vigor si. L, 5 ■.VJ 
\ -lull green warbler, the green changing to dull yellow on throat and breast with greyish 

or brownish wings and tail and faint wing-bars; in high plumage rarely beeoming fairly 
bright yellow on throat and breast. There is little sexual or seasonal change.

Distinction*. Very similar to the Yellow-throated Vireo but greener in colour and 
with the yellow below stronger and more extensive. The white abdomen is inconspicuous 
The bill is lighter and warbler-like instead of being stout, hooked, and of Vireo type. From 
the Yellow Warbler it can be separated by its duller colour and the contrast between it> 
wings and tail and body. Its preference for pine trees is at least suggestive of its identity.

Field Marks. A dull green warbler, yellow un breast with greyish brown wings, white 
wing-bars. Canadian specimens are usually somewhat Boiled and bedraggled in appear
ance. Almost invariabfy found in pine trees.

Nesting. In pine trees 10 to 80 feet above the ground, in nest of strips of bark, leaves, 
plant fibres, etc.

Distribution. Eastern North America, west to the prairies and north to the limits of 
the pine woods; breeding in Canada mostly beyond settlement.

The preference for pines, which this bird shows, is striking. It is 
rarely, if ever, found awray from them. In consequence, it is likely to have 
its plumage more or less soiled with pitch which gives it a dull and worn 
appearance. Bright, clean birds of this species are rare with us.

672. Palm Warbler, fr.—la fauvette X couronne rousse. Dendroica palmarutn. 
L, 5-25. A dull or greenish warbler. Male: all underparts bright or suffused yellow; cap 
reddish-chestnut. The breast and flanks are streaked more or less with rufous and a yellow 
eyebrow line contrasts with dark cheeks and red cap. Females similar but colour 
subdued. Juveniles and autumn birds are greyish brown above" buff below with faint 
streaks, almost white on throat and suffused with distinct yellow increasing to pun- 
yellow on undertail coverts. There is a blended yellowish rump patch in all plumages.

Distinctions. The yellow underparts and ml cap are unmistakable in all spring birds. 
In autumn the vaguely striped underpays, brown back, and yellow undertail coverts are 
distinctive.

Field Marks. The habitual, sandpiper-like upward jerk of the tail will distinguish this 
from all other warblers with yellow underparts except the Prairie Warbler. The bright 
yellow confined to the undertail coverts, light throat, and vaguely striped buff breast of the 
juveniles will assist in separation of the species from comparable forms.

Nesting. On or near the ground in boggy ground or sphagnum barrens in neat of 
coarse grass, lined with fitted feathers.

Distribution. Eastern North America west to the prairies and north to near tree 
limits; breeding mostly beyond the bounds of civilization. The Yellow Palin Warbler is of 
eastern distribution west to the eastern Ontario boundary. The Interior Pabn Warbler 
occupies the remainder of eastern Canada.

SUBSPECIES. The Palm Warbler is divided into two subspecies, the type form, t he 
Interior Palm Warbler D.p. palmaium, distinguished in adult spring plumage from the 
Yellow Palm Warbler D.p. hypochrysca by the smaller amount of yellow ami the reduced 
brilliancy of the underparts which are slightly tinged with greyish. The two forms, how
ever, are too similar to separate without specimens of both for comparison.

A ground-haunting bird. On migration to be looked for in low. 
scrubby, and sandy wastes. In breeding season in mossy bogs.

673. Prairie Warbler. Dendroica discolor. L, 4-75. A green and yellow warbler. 
Throat, cheeks, and all underparts of male bright yellow; a black line through the eye, a 
black wedge below the ear coverts, and a succession of black lines along the sides of the 
breast and flanks. Middle of back has a saddle of reddish spots. Female similar but 
occasionally almost or quite without the reddish on back. Juveniles similar but colours
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reduced and veiled, the underparts yellow, brightest on breast, and the black line® on the 
face, side* of breast, and flanks only indicated.

Distinction*. The fine black, facial marks against bright yellow, their sharp con
tinuation along flanks, and the reddish back spots are the best distinguishing features of 
adults. In juveniles the underparts brightest on breast rather than throat or elsewhere and 
the indications of stripes on the sides instead of in the middle of breast make the easiest 
recognition characters.

Field Marks. Too rare in Canada to be recorded by sight unless the observer has had 
considerable experience.

Nesting. In briery bushes, in neat of plant fibres and plant down lined with rootlets 
and long hairs.

Distribution. Eastern United States, north rarely, though perhaps locally regular 
across the Canadian border in the lower Great Lakes region.

The Prairie Warbler prefers dry, sandy, or open second growth wastes. 
From the data on its occurrence in Canada it should be looked for nesting 
in the neighbourhood of the lower end of lake Huron.

Genus—Seiurvs. Wagtail Warblers. L, 6 04—6-17.

Birds of the genus Seiurus look more like Thrushes than Warblers as is 
indicated by the popular names of Golden-crowned and Water Thrushes 
that are sometimes given them. They are, however, true warblers of 
woodland habits; ground birds, walking instead of hopping; of large size 
for warblers; brown or dark olive coloration above, white below with the 
breast heavily streaked. They can be mistaken for thrushes either in life 
or in the hand but by attention to specific characters they can be easily 
distinguished.

674. Ovenbird. golden-crowned thrühh. fr.—la grive couronnés. Seiurus 
aurocapillus. L, 6-17. Plate XLIII A.

Distinctions. The partly concealed dull golden crown patch bordered with brown will 
always determine this species.

Field Marks. Though very thrush-like, there is generally little probability of actual 
confusion between this species and the thrushes. Its pure white throat, foreneck, and 
underparts with little or no suffusion of other colour and the sharply contrasting stripes 
rather than spots of the breast are easily distinctive.

Nesting. On ground, in a bulky structure of coarse grasses, weed stalks, leaves, and 
rootlets; covered over with leaves and with the entrance at the side, like an oven, from 
whence the specific name is derived.

Distribution. Wooded sections of North America east of the Rockies, north to beyond 
settlements; breeds in Canada wherever found.

It is a woodland bird, usually common wherever open timber is
interspersed in the heavier woods. Its common song Teacher—teacher-----
teacher—teacher, beginning low and ending very loud is a familiar woodland 
sound and once heard will be remembered.

675. Northern Water-thrush, water-thrush, fr.—la grive des ruisseaux. 
Seiurus noveboraccnsis. L, 6-04. Dark olive brown above, yellowish white finely anil 
sharply streaked with dark below, disconnected lines on throat, breast, and flanks. A 
huffy blended line over the eye and a fine, sharp, dark one through it.

Distinctions. Easily distinguished from the Oven-bird by the finer, more evenly 
distributed striping;, darker coloration, yellowish underparts, and the lack of crown 
patch. From the Louisiana Water-thrush it may be told by the buffy instead of white 
line over the eye, the yellowish instead of buffy or creamy underparts, and the presence 
of spots on the throat.

Field Marks. The Water-thrushes can be told in life by their habitual upward jerking 
of the tail as they walk or stand, much similar to the actions of the common Spotted 
Sandpiper. The two Water-thrushes can be told apart by the difference in the colour 
details given above.



A'eating. In a mossy bank or in the roots of a turned-up tree, usually near or over 
water, in nest of moss lined with tendrils and fine rootlets.

Distribution. North America north to the limits of settlement. Breeds in Canada 
wherever found except in the extreme southern parts.

SUBSPECIES. The Water-thrush is divided into an eastern and a western sub
species, the Eastern Water-thrush n. noneboracensis, the type form, ranges westward to 
southern Ontario where it intergrades with Grinnell’s Water-thrush S. n. notabilis which 
occupies the country to the west.

The favourite home of the Water-thrush is in wet cedar swamps.
676. Louisiana Water-thrush. Sauras motacilla. L, 6-28. Dark olive brown 

above, huffy-white below finely streaked with sharp dark disconnected lines from upper 
neck to breast and flunks. A sharp, white line over the eye and a fine blended dark fine 
through it.

Distinctions. Easily séparaiedfrom the Ovenbird by lack of coloured crown streak; 
very similar to the Northern Water-thrush but separable by slightly larger size, huffy 
rather than yellowish underparts, and by the whiteness of the face markings.

Field Murks. The Louisiana Water-thrush has the jerking tail habit of the Northern 
Waterthrush and can only be distinguished from it in life by attention to the differences 
given above.

Nesting. Similar to that of the Water-thrush.
Distribution. Eastern United States, only appearing in Canada in southwestern 

Ontario.

Very similar to the Northern Water-thrush in habits as well as in 
colour and form. It is, however, a bird of more southern distribution than 
it and is of only rare occurrence in Canada.

Genera—Oporornis and Geothlypis. Ground Warblers.
L, 6-40-6-M.

The Ground Warblers are rather larger than the Woodland Warblers 
but considerably smaller than the Wagtail Warblers and have compara
tively stout legs and short wings. Their colours are largely green and 
bright yellow. They inhabit low shrubbery and are seldom seen far above 
the ground.

677. Kentucky Warbler, fr.—la fauvettk du Kentucky. Oixtrornis formosus 
L, 5• 40. Greenish above; all underparts clear yellow; forehead black, shading off on mid 
crown ; bright yellow eyebrow fine hooking around eye. A sharp black patch extends 
from base of bill, including lores and most of ear coverts, to side of neck. Female and 
autumn birds similar but duller, the black face mark being more or less veiled though still 
visible.

Distinctions. Coloured much like the Prairie Warbler but with the black leaving 
only a narrow eyebrow line in front of the eye instead of a largely yellow cheek and without 
flank stripes. Somewhat similar to the Canadian Warbler but with back greenish instead 
of grey and without breast markings of any kind.

Field Marks. Too rare in Canada to be identified in life by sight.
Nesting. On or near ground in bulky nest of twigs ami rootlets firmly wrapped with 

several thicknesses of leaves and lined with fine rootlets.
Distribution. Eastern United States, not reaching the Canadian border except as 

an accidental straggler.

This species has been taken in Canada on only a few occasions. It 
can be reasonably looked for only in the most southern sections in the 
region of the lower Great Lakes.

678. Connecticut Warbler. Oporornis ngilis. L. 5-40. A greenish warbler. Male: 
clear lemon yellow below; face and throat to upper breast even bluish-grey with a fine 
white eye-ring. The female is similar but grey paler. Juveniles have the grey replaced 
by a lighter buff y shade of the back coloration.



Distinctions. Thin species is no like the Mourning Warbler that at times they can 
be separated only with difficulty. Adult males, having a conspicuous eye-ring ami per
fectly even grey throat and breast, are distinctive enough. Females can be told by the 
eye-ring and by having the top of the head strongly suffused with the olive of the back 
and not showing clear grey. Juveniles when they show the eye-ring are usually quite 
distinctive, though Mourning Warblers of similar age have an indication of it. When the 
eye-ring is not conclusive evidence the difference in the colour of the throat and breast, 
a buffy olive instead of an even lightening and greying of the pure yellow below, is a good

Field Marks. The evenly grey throat and white eye-ring of adults and the buffy 
olive throat and huff eye-ring of the juveniles. Both this bird and the Mourning Warbler 
walk instead of hop.

Nesting. On ground in nest of dry grass.
Distribution. Eastern North America west of the Alleghanies. It appears to breed 

along the edge of settlement in Canada but data is lacking. It is regular in migrations 
only locally along the shores of lake Erie and lake Ontario.

The Connecticut is ont? of the rarest of our regular warblers. It is 
a late arrival in the spring and is so retiring that it is seldom seen in the 
autumn. There is not sufficient data to determine whether it is very local 
in its migratory range or has been overlooked. It is to he looked for near 
the ground in waste brush.

t>79. Mourning Warbler. ku. -la fauvette de Philadelphie. Opommis Phil
adelphia. h, A greenish warbler. Male: clear lemon-yellow below; whole head,
neck, and breast bluish-grey with semi-concealed black spots on breast and throat giving 
a fancied resemblance to crape which suggests the common name. The female is similar 
but the grey lighter and without the crape markings on breast, thus resembling the male of 
the Connecticut. Juveniles have the grey of the crown, etc., replaced with the body 
green and the yellow of the underparts extends up neck to throat slightly modified by 
lighter and greyish tinges.

Distinctions. The Mourning Warbler can usually be distinguished by the crape on 
the breast or by suggestions of it, the greyness of the crown, and the Lick of eye-ring, 
though juveniles sometimes have faint eye-rings. See previous species.

Field Marks. The black crape of the breast and lack of eve-ring for adults and the 
Lick of sharp distinction between the breast, throat, and underbody yellows for juveniles.

Nesting. On or near ground in nest of strips of bark and other fibrous materials lined
with hair.

Distribution. Eastern North America mostly west of the Alleghanies. Brecxls along 
t he northern bounds of set tlement west t hrough the wooded sections of the prairie provinces

One of the lato spring warblers and one of the earliest to return in the 
autumn, going through before many observers are on the watch for migrant 
warblers and thus usually slipping by unobserved. The latter half of August 
is the time to watch for the Mourning Warblers. By the first of September 
most of them have gone.

681. Maryland Yellow-throat, fr.—la fauvette trichas. (Jeothlypis trichas. 
L.5-33. Plate XL111 B.

Distinctions. The adult male with its black mask is easily recognized and needs no 
special characterization. Juvenile males have sufficient indications of the mask to be 
easily recognizable. Adult females and juveniles are very much alike. They can 
be recognized by their even coloration above, warm yellow throat, buffy white 
underparts washed with darker on flanks, and undertail coverts yellowish. They are 
most likely to be mistaken for the Mourning or Connecticut juveniles but the sharp division 
between throat and cheek colours, the brightness of the throat, and the general warmer 
yellow tint will separate them. They have been confused with the Nashville and the 
Tennessee but the grey rather than buffy or ruddy-olive head and crown of the former 

and the nearly white breast instead of distinct yellow of the latter should make separation
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held Marks. In addition to coloration, the marshy habitat, hiding habita, and 
characteristic actions of the Maryland Yellow-throat soon become familiar to the observer. 
Its scolding wren-like note is easily recognized.

Nesting. On or near ground in bulky nest of strips of bark, coarse grasses, and dead 
leaves lined with fine grasses, tendrils, and rootlets.

Distribution. North America north to the limit of settlement The Northern Yellow- 
throat, our eastern Canadian subspecies and the type form, breeds west to the prairies 
and south to Virginia, being replaced in both directions by other subspecies.

SUHSPFA'IES. The Yellow-throat is divided into a number of subspecies only one 
of which, the Northern Yellow-throat (i. t. trichas, the type form, is found in eastern 
< 'anada.

The particular haunts of the Maryland Yellow-throat are damp 
marshes where the wire grass grows long and clumpy. It regards its 
immediate neighbourhood as its own particular property and resents 
human intrusion vigorously. The usual song of the Yellow-throat is one 
of the characteristic sounds of the damp meadows. It has been poetically 
translated as witchery—witchery—witchery, which gives a close approxima
tion to it.

f>83. Yellow-breasted Chat. IcUrin virens. L, 7 11. The largest and least 
warbler-like of its family. All upperparts and cheeks green ; lores black bordered above 
and below with white; throat to breast bright clear yellow ; underparts white; bill 
comparatively shorter and stouter than that of any other warbler.

Distinct inns. Size is sufficient to distinguish the Chat at all times but its colours 
are equally characteristic.

hchl Marks. Large size, bright yellow foreparts, and black lores bordered above 
and below with white make striking field marks.

Nesting. In a crotch near the ground in rather bulky nest of coarst grasses, leaves, 
and strips of bark lined with finer grasses.

Distribution. Eastern United States and just across the Canadian Inmndary in 
southern Ontario along lake Erie.

The Chat frequents tangled thickets and brushy wastes, coming and 
going unseen but not unheard. It is a rare bird in Canada and is found 
regularly only in Essex county, Ontario, along the border of lake Erie.

GENUS—WJLSON1A. FLYCATCIUNG WARBLERS.
L, 5 0—5 67.

Small warblers largely coloured yellow. Bill slightly flattened or 
widened at base suggesting that of the flycatchers and with well developed 
bristles about the mouth. In these respects like the Redstart but not as 
extreme. The Redstart, however, being without much or any clear yellow, 
van be easily distinguished.

(184. Hooded Warbler. Wilsonia citrina. L, .rvfi7 Male: green above and bright 
yellow below; entire head and neck black with a bright yellow mask similar in shape to 
the black one of the Maryland Yellow-throat The female is without the black except for 
an indistinct patch on rear head and the yellow mask blends softly into the yellow of 
throat and underparts.

Distinctions. The adult male of this species is too distinctive for confusion. The 
yellow face with dark hind crown of the female is also easily recognized.

The Hooded Warbler is included here on the basis of a few Canadian 
records in the lake Erie region of southern Ontario.

57172—14
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685. Black-capped Warbler, wilhon's warbler. wi icon's black-capped war
bler. kr.—la fauvette de WILSON. Wilsorua pusilla. L, 5. A small green warbler. 
Male is all bright yellow below with a sharply defined black cap on crown. The sexes 
are similar but some- juvenile females arc entirely without the cap, and in others it is 
present but lens perfect than in adults.

Distinctions. The black cap and all green and yellow coloration are distinctive of 
the adults and young males. When without the cap the vague yellow eyebrow stripe is 
characteristic.

Field Marks. The small size, all bright yellow and green with black cap or 
traces of it, or having yellow eyebrow line when the cap is absent.

ATeating. On ground in nest made almost wholly of fine grass lined with a few hairs; 
nest deeply cupped and quite substantial for a warbler.

Distribution. North America. The subs|>ccicg Wilson's Warbler occurs in Canada, 
extends west to the central prairie region, and breeds from the northern settlements to 
the tree limits.

SUBSPECIES. The black-cap|>ed Warbler is divided into three subspecies all of 
which occur in Canada though only one, Wilson's Warbler IT. [>■ pusilla, the type form, 
occurs in the east.

A very pretty little warbler usually found in willows or in similar 
trees and bushes near the water.

686 Canada Warbler. Canadian flycatcher, fr.—la fauvette du canada. 
Wtisonia canadensis. L, 5-61. Male: even grey above slightly marked with black 
on crown; all below bright yellow except imdertail coverts which are white, yellow nre- 
loral lint and eye-ring; black lores extending down sides of neck and forming a necklace 
of short stripes across upper breast leaving throat clear yellow. Female is similar but 
necklace and black reduced, though usually remaining strong enough to retain the easily 
recognize* 1 specific character. Juveniles arc like the female but the necklace almost 
obliterated only showing in vague, suffused, and interrupted cloudings.

Distinctions. The even grey almve without markings and yellow below with the 
black necklace marks either sharp, dim, or suggested.

Field Marks. See distinctions.
Nesting. In mossy banks or under roots in nest of strips of bark and bits of dead 

wood wrapped in leaves and lined with fine rootlets.
Distribution. Eastern North America west to near the foothills and north to the 

limit of large trees; breeding occasionally and locally in southern Canada except in the 
most southern parts and regularly north from the edge of settlement.

A bright active warbler with some flycatching habits. Its typical 
habitat is similar to that of Wilson’s Warbler, but it is more often found 
higher in the trees.

687 American Redstart, fr.—la fauvette X queue rousse. Setophaga ru- 
ticilla. L, 5 41. Plate XUV A.

Distinctions. A perfectly characteristic bird in all plumages. No other warbler has 
anything like this combination of orangc-red and black, the former replaced infernale 
by similar yellow or white patches on tail and wings Juveniles have a slight yellow 
suffusion over breast and are without the wing blotch but that of the tail is always present. 
Some young males in the spring look like females but with irregular patches of the 
perfect male plumage showing on throat.

Field Marks. Colour is the moat easily noted distinction but even in black silhouette 
the manner in which the long tail is thrashed about soon becomes familiar and distine-

Nesting. In the crotch of a sapling in nest of fine strips of bark, fibres, and niant 
down lined with tendrils and fine rootlets and nearly always covered outside with silvery 
bark strip**.

Distribution. North America north to the limit of large trees. Breeding in Canada 
wherever found.

The brilliancy of a high plumagcd Redstart against the dark green of 
the trees is a constant source of pleasure to even the most blasé observer
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and is a sight that never loses its charm. Its sprightly movements, constant 
fluttering, and spreading of wings and tail give it a vivacity that few other 
species exhibit. Like many other American birds the term Redstart was 
given it by early settlers who bestowed upon it the name of a familiar 
Old World form though the resemblance is far from close.

FAMILY—MOTAC1LLIDÆ. WAGTAILS OR PIPITS.

There is only one species of this family in «‘astern Canada and for the 
family characters the reader is referred to the specific description following.

697. American Pipit, titlark, kr.—lafarlousk d’amériovk. Anthus rubescens. 
L, «i iiS. A ground-coloured and ground-haunt mg bird; hill very warbler-like; hind claw 
elongated like that of the LongHpur and the Homed Lark (Figure 60, p. 27, compare with 
Figure 14, p. 25). Adult spring male: greyish above, purest on head and growing slightly 
olive on rump: back faintly motth-d with dark feather centres; pinkish buff below, with 
sparse tine breast stripes of brownish grey, tending to form a necklace across breast and 
extending along sides; wings brown with faded feather edges. Autumn birds ami females 
in spring: even dull olive slightly mottled above: buffy white below with diffuse and 
more or less aggregate! spots descending sides of throat and extending across hreast and 
along flanks.

Distinctions. The tine warbler-like bill together with the long hind claw an» dis
tinctive. The only other birds with such a claw arc the Horned Larks ami the Lipland 
Longspur. but the horns of the one and the sparrow-like hill (Figure 51, p. 26) of the 
other make differentiation simple.

Field Marks. A ground-coloured bird seen in the op**n in setthil parts of Canada 
in the spring and autumn, often in large scattered flocks like the Snow Hunting and Horned 
Lark. Its even odoration, constant habit of tail dipping, and the conspicuous white 
outer tail feathers are good field marks.

Xesting. On ground in newt of grasses
Distribution. North America; breeding in high latitudes b<-yond the tre<‘ limits.

A spring and late autumn migrant, occurring sometimes in large 
flocks and fv«‘ding in open m«‘adows, ploughed fields, or on dry sandy 
uplands and shores. On its breeding grounds it has tin- Skylark-like habit 
of mounting and singing high in the air and dese«-nding in a perpendicular 
dive like a falling stone.

Economic Status. Coming as it does while the fields ar<- bare and 
returning after th«* harvest, its food is necessarily confined to weed s«-eds 
and early or belated insects. Its «-fleet must be beneficial.

FAMILY—MIM1DÆ. MOCKERS AND THRASHERS.
L. 8-94—11 42.

The imitative faculty of tin- M«>«-kinghir<l that has given tin- family 
its name is well developed in Canadian representatives. The family is 
peculiarly American and like many of the subdivisions of th<- order Pastu res 
is difficult to diagnose in non-teehnieal language. The birds an- rath«-r 
large, as shown by the above measur«‘ments. The Catbird and Mocking
bird are of ev«-n shades of ston«--grey and the Thrasher bright rufous 
brown above with h«-avily spotted whitish or creamy underparts and an 
unusually long full tail. They are all good mockers and diversify tln-ir 
song with imitations of all th«- common sounds around them, including the 
songs of other birds, an«l are capable «if effects that nr<- rarely equalled by 
the most famous songsters of either the New or Old World. Any one of

57172—141
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those species is » sufficient and crushing answer to the charge that there 
are no song birds in America.

703. Mockingbird. Fit.—la «juive folyootte. Mi mu» /xdyglotto». L, 10-50 
A large Catbird in appearance without black cap or red under the tail; almost white below 
and with large amounts of white in wing and tail

Dwtindion». The above characters will separate the Mockingbird from tin* Catbird 
It closely resembles the .shrikes in coloration but is without the conspicuous black patch 
across tin* <*yes.

Field Mark». General greyness and white patehes on wing and tail with absence of 
black face mask.

Netting. In thickets of coarse twigs and weed stalks in nests lin«*d with rootlets and 
shreds <>f cotton.

Dütributûm. Southern lTnit<*d States north into Canada at the western end of 
lake Erie. This is the only locality where the species has obtaiwsl what approaches an 
establishes! foothold in Canada. A few pairs have Imm-ii known to summer there for the 
last decade.

SUBSPECIES. The Mockingbird is divided into southeastern and southwestern 
forms—the former, the common Mockingbird, the type race of the species, being the 
only subs|>ecice to be expected in Canada.

The species is rare in Canada. It is very similar to the Catbird and 
most of what is said of that species applies with even greater force to the 
Mockingbird, for it is in many ways only a glorified Catbird and is prob
ably the finest native singer in America.

704. Catbird, fk — la «juive de la Caroline. Dumetella carolinensi». L. 8-94. 
Plate XL1V H.

IHstmctious. This evenly gr«*y bird can b<* confut'd only with the Mockingbird 
and the black cap, ml undertail coverts, and lack of white on wing, tail, or below are 
distinctive.

FieUi Mark». Even grey col«>ur; black cap and call-notes, especially the cat-like 
"meouw” from which the bin I dc*riv«*s its name.

Nesting. In thickets or «lensely r-dinged shrubs in nest of twigs, grasses, and leaves 
ined with rootlets.

Distribution. Eastern North America; in < 'simula including most of the more densely 
settled sections.

Though inferior to the Mockingbird the Catbird at its best takes a 
high position as a songster, though there is much individual variation in the 
excellence of its efforts. Its usual call-note like a cat’s meouw, which it 
utters in the brush while it curiously investigates the human intruder, is 
well known to most country frequenters and by some queer twist of 
psychology has aroused a prejudice against it.

It is a frequenter of thickets and, like many other species frequenting 
such habitats where dose observation can be made of dangerous objects 
with a minimum of danger to the concealed observer, its curiosity is well 
developed. On some tall spray rising out of the tangle it sits in the bright 
sun with its tail depressed and body held low to the perch, and pours out a 
medley of song. Phrase follows phrase in rapid succession and snatches of 
all the bird songs of the neighbourhood are intermixed with occasional 
harsher, mechanical sounds which are given with as much gusto as the 
more melodious ones. The Catbird is a most desirable neighbour.

Economic Status. The Catbird lives largely upon fruit in season, of 
which perhaps a third can be regarded as cultivated, but many insects are 
also taken. The fruits are small, soft varieties and it is very seldom if ever 
that perceptible damage is done.
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705. Brown Thrasher, kr.—la urive roüsse. Toxostoma rufum. L, Il 12 
Plate XLV A.

Distinctions. The Brown Thrasher with ils red-brown back and sharplv streak r| 
breast has the general outward appearance of a thrush, but its large size, ruddiness of the 
brown, anil long tail are distinctive.

Field Marks. The bright red-brown back, sharply striped breast, long tail, and 
general carriage and habits.

Nesting. In thickets or on ground in nests of twigs, coarse rootlets, and leaves lined 
with finer rootlets.

Distribution. Eastern United States and southern Canada, except Atlantic coast, 
north including the sections of thickest settlements.

The Brown Thrasher is probably the best common Canadian songster.
Its song is very similar to that of the Song Thrush of Europe. It is a 

succession of phrases like that of the Catbird but without its occasional 
discordance and more liquid and mellow in tone. The notes are uttered 
close together and continue for several minutes, sometimes in great 
variety. Thorcau has translated some of them as “ Drop it — drop it — 
cover it up cover it up—pull it up pull it up.” The repetition of each 
variation is one of the peculiarities of the song of the Brown Thrasher, 
by which it can be distinguished from the Catbird.

This is also a bird of the thickets, inhabitating open tangles, clumps of 
bushes in meadows, and the edges of woods and fence-rows. The Thrasher 
is rather more retiring than the Catbird and is less easily induced to come 
into the home grounds.

Economic Status. A decidedly useful bird, over one-half of its food 
being injurious insects, beetles, caterpillars, grasshoppers, etc. The 
remainder is largely fruit, a small part of which is probably cultivated and 
is mostly raspberries. On the whole it does little damage and much good.

FAMILY—TROULODYT1DÆ. WRENS.

The Wrens are small brown birds living close to the ground. Though 
diminutive in size they are very energetic and except when brooding or 
asleep are rarely still. They can be recognized by their small size, brown 
coloration, small stubby tail often thrown up over the back, and their 
restless habits, winding in and out amongst the densest brush piles more 
like mice than birds. The Wrens are a large family well distributed over 
the world but better represented in species in the New than in the Old World. 
Their habitat varies from watery swamps to dry uplands and from open 
thickets to deep dense woods. The family name Troglodytidœ, cave- 
dwellers, is derived from their habit of nesting in holes.

718. Carolina Wren. Thryolliorus lutlovicianus. L, 5• 50. The largest of our 
Wrens and the reddest, the back approximating the red of the Brown Thrasher, of a 
lighter yet distinctly warm tint below.

Distinctions. Size, comparative redness of hack, and the distinct light eyebrow 
line are distinctive of this species.

Field Marks. The above distinctions make the best field marks. The Long-billed 
Marsh Wren has a similar eyebrow line but size, general colour, and habitat will prevent 
confusion with it.

Nesting. In holes in trees or stumps or in nooks and crevices about buildings, in 
bulky nest of grasses, feathers, leaves, etc., lined with finer grasses, long hairs, etc.

Distribution. Eastern United States, north intermittently into Canada in the western 
lake Erie section. For a number of years the species was quite common on Pelee point 
and on Pelee island, but since 1913 it seems to be becoming rarer.

SUIiSPECIES. Of the three subspecies of Carolina Wren only one, the Northern 
■ rolina Wren, the typical race, is to be expected in Canada.
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The Carolina Wren is the finest singer of the family. The song is not 
continuous or long but it has a peculiar flute-like, liquid quality and is of 
striking beauty. The species is rare in Canada and its song is heard either 
regularly or occasionally oidy in a few localities.

Economic Status. Too rare in Canada to have any perceptible 
economic influence.

719 Bewick’s Wren. Thryomanes bewicki. L, 5. Similar to the House Wren but 
whiter below and tail longer, larger, and distinctly greyish. It has a light eyebrow line.

Distinction*. Characters given above will serve for the identification of the species.
Field Marks. A House Wren with long tail and loud, sparrowlike song.
Seating. Nest similar to that of the House Wren.
Distribution. Eastern United States not reaching the Canadian border except as a 

straggler in southern Ontario.
SUBSPECIES. The eastern Canada form is the Eastern Bewick's Wren, the type 

race of the species.

This Wren is only a rare visitor from the south and has seldom been 
recorded from (‘astern Canada. It should only be recorded on the most 
trustworthy evidence.

Economic Status. Too rare a species in eastern Canada to be of 
economic interest.

721. House Wren. fh.—le troglodyte ædon. Troglodyte aedon. L, 5. 
Plate XLV B.

Distinctions. This is the commonest Wren of eastern Canada. The even wood- 
brown back, throat ami breast tinged with lighter brown; the almost white underparts; 
and the barring confined to the flanks will separate it from other native wrens.

Field Marks. The light underparts and longer tail will separate the House from the 
Winter Wren, and the even brown colour of the back and its habitat , from either of the 
Marsh Wrens.

Seating. In a hole in a tree, bird-box, or similar places, in a nest of twigs, lined with 
grasses, feathers, etc. The House Wren will occupy any kind of a bird-house that is suitably 
placed. The English Sparrow can be kept away by making the entrance hole small, a one- 
inch auger hole is sufficient for a wren and will bar the sparrows entirely.

Distribution. As a species, all United States and Canada north to the edges of settle
ment. The eastern or type form, the Eastern House Wren, inhabits from the Great Lakes 
eastward.

SUBSPECIES. The House Wren is divided into eastern and western subspecies of 
which the former, the Eastern House Wren, is the type.

The House Wren is a most attractive bird about a garden; it steals 
around, under, and over everything; not a crack nor a crevice in the fence 
escapes its fine investigative bill and hardly a leaf stalk but at one time 
or another is carefully examined for insects. It has been charged with 
piercing and destroying the eggs of other species nesting in its immediate 
vicinity and undoubtedly sometimes does so, but the damage done in this 
way is probably an individual habit and perhaps not sufficient to warrant 
the taking of any very drastic preventive measures against the species as 
a whole.

Economic Status. As the food of the House Wren consists almost if not 
entirely of insects nothing can be said against it in that direction. Its small 
size causes it to deal with minute insects that are beneath the notice of 
larger birds and so it often controls pests before they are large enough to do 
damage or be attractive to other birds.
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722. Winter Wren, fr — le troglodyte d’hiver. Nannus hiemali*. L, 4 (XV 
Of typical wren-like build and coloration. Much like the House Wren but smaller ami 
darker below and more or less finely barm! across the abdomen.

Distinctions. The complete barring below is distinctive of this species.
Field Marks. A small, very dark Wren with a short tail; found in dense woods.
Nesting. In roots of a tree or a brush heap or in side of mossy log in nest of small twigs 

and moss lined with feathers
Distribution. As a sj>eeiea, all of North America to tree limits; breeding throughout 

Canada in the coniferous woods except in the more southern sections.
SUBSPECIES. The Winter Wren, distributed over most of the continent, is 

divided into a number of geographical races or subspecies of which the type form, the 
Eastern Winter Wren, is the only one that comes within our geographical limits.

Only a migrant within most of the more southern sections of Canada 
this bird breeds commonly in the cool deep forest. Its song is nearly enough 
in spirit and character like that of the House Wren for the recognition of its 
relationship but has a fuller and richer quality and purer tone. Heard 
in the quietness of the still forest it has a wild woodland beauty possessed 
by no other native species.

Economic Status. Being a frequenter of the woodlands this bird 
does not come into close contact with man hut its effects so far as they go 
are entirely beneficial.

724. Short-billed Marsh Wren. Cistothorus stellar is. I,, 4. Much like the long
billed Marsh Wren hut smaller and more finely streaked.

Distinctions. The two Marsh Wrens are 1 he only wrens native to eastern ( anada which 
have sharply striped upperparts. The Short-billed is the only one with a streaked crown.

Field Marks. A small Marsh Wren with little or no redidsh tinge in the brown colour
ing ami with a streaked head. Its notes are quite different from those of the Long-bill with 
which it is most likely to be confused.

Nesting. On wet ground, in nest, a ball of green grass woven near the top of grass 
clumps with a small circular entrance hole in the side.

Distribution. Eastern United States crossing into Canada in the east along lake Erie 
and adjacent coimtry but more common in the prairie provinces.

The Short-billed Marsh Wren is local and irregular in its distribution; 
it may be present one year in a locality and absent the next, and little is 
really known of its distribution in Canada. It frequents damp, grassy 
marshes rather than wet swamps and is usually found in little colonies.

725. I.ong-billed Marsh Wren, fr.—le troglodyte des marais. Tehnato- 
diflcs palustris. L, 5-2. A richly coloured wren with an almost black mantle falling from 
hind neck over shoulders where it is streaked with white; all remainder, reddish brown 
above, creamy white below with flanks washed with the same colour as the back.

Distinctions. The variation and colours of back will distinguish the two Marsh Wrens 
from all others; the crown eveidy coloured or with only a diffuse brown median stripe 
instead of numerous short, fine stripes will separate it from the Short-billed.

Field Marks. The locality which it frequents—wet, reedy, or cat-tail marshes—is 
usually sufficient for identification but the dark crown contrasting with the light eyebrow 
line is always specifically diagnostic.

Nesting. Near the top of the reeds or rushes in wide wet marshes, nest a ball of 
dead cat-rail leaves, grass, or reeds. Unlike many other marsh-haunters this species is not 
attracted by marshes of small size. A swampv pool a few yards across attracts the Red
wing and perhaps a Rail or two but the Long-billed Marsh Wren demands a considerable 
area. An interesting trait of the Marsh Wren is the habit of building numerous mock nests 
near the one really occupied. The use made of these nests is not known but as many as 
eight or nine nests that can be reasonably attributed to the efforts of one pair may at times 
be found.

Distribution. As a species the United States anil southern Canada. Our Eastern 
Marsh Wren, the type subspecies, occurs west to the Great Lakes region.
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SUBSPECIES. The Long-billed Marsh Wren is divided into several subspecies; the 
Eastern Marsh Wren, the only form in which we are directly interested in eastern Canada, 
is the type form of the species.

Wide wet swamps and quaking bogs grown with cat-tails or reeds are 
the places frequented by this wren.

FAMILY—CERTHIIDÆ. CREEPERS.

The name of the only eastern Canadian Creeper, the Brown Creeper, 
describes the bird very well. It is a small brown bird that creeps or 
climbs woodpecker-fashion on the trunks and larger branches of forest 
trees. It is smaller than any Canadian Woodpecker and the bill is com
paratively long, light, delicately tapered, and sickle-shaped (Figure 64, 
p. 28), adapted for extracting small insects and insects’ eggs from narrow 
cavities but not for chiselling in even the softest wood or bark to reach 
them. The tail is rather long and stiff and the claws are quite long and 
much curved.

726. Brown Creeper. American brown creeper, er.—le orimperbau d'améri 
que. Certhia famUiaris. L, 5-66. Piute XLVI A.

Distinctions. The brown and white striping», lucking in decided design; the fine, 
delicate, sickle-shaped bill und long stiff tail feathers, worn on the tips, arc easily recognized 
distinctions of the species.

Field Marks. Our only small brown bird with pronounced tree-creeping habits.
Nesting. Behind the loose bark of trees in nest of twigs, strips of bark, bits of dead 

wood, moss, etc.
Distribution. As a species, occupying most of the northern hemisphere. In eastern 

North America the Eastern Creeper is the native; subspecies, in Canada extending west as 
far as the prairie provinces and north to beyond settlement.

SUBSPECIES. The Brown Creeper occurs in the Old as well as the New World. 
The species is divided into several subspecies in America, only one of which, the Eastern 
Brown Creeper C.f. amcricania, occurs in eastern Canada.

Pressed tightly to the trunk of forest trees the Brown Creeper may 
be seen spiralling up the perpendicular trunk and industriously gleaning 
from every crack and crevice in the bark. Reaching the section where 
the branches begin to grow smaller and the bark smooth it drops down 
to the base of an adjoining tree and works upward again, never hurrying, 
never pausing, filling its stomach with small beetles, larvæ, and insect 
eggs. The skill with which this bird can cling to smooth surfaces is remark
able. The writer once knew a Brown Creeper to climb the polished 
corner of a black walnut bookcase with as much unconcern as if it had 
been the roughest barked oak in the woods.

Economic Status. The Brown Creeper is purely insectivorous in its 
habits and its constant microscopic attention to every little crevice in 
the rough bark must account for innumerable insect pests. Most of 
its work is done in the woods but as the bird frequently appears in the 
orchard and on shade and ornamental trees about the town and house 
the species has a powerful beneficial influence.

FAMILY—S1TTIDÆ. NUTHATCHES.

The JNuthatches are small, woodpecker-like birds in general habit 
but their toes are of the usual passerine type with three toes in front and
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one behind instead of the characteristic two and two of the Woodpeckers. 
The bills are somewhat like those of the Woodpecker in outline but without 
their chisel-shaped point and are set on a slightly up-tilted angle with the 
head giving a turned-up or retrousse appearance (Figure 65, p. 28, 
compare with Figure 41, p. 25). The colours of our species are char
acteristic. The name Nuthatch is derived from their habit of wedging 
nuts and other hard food into crevices and “hatching” or hacking 
them until an entrance is made. Though capable of considerable ex
cavating in wood or bark they do not use their powers to delve deeply 
into trees but as a rule content themselves with flaking off the loose bark 
scales and searching the open cavities and seams.

727. Carolina Nuthatch, white-breasted nuthatch, bh; qvaxk. Fit. la 
hitelle de la caroli.ve. Sitta Caroline»sis. L, 007. Plate XLV1 B.

Distinctions. With the illustration ami family description this species can be mistaken 
only for the Red-breasted Nuthatch. It is, however, a larger bird and while there are 
traces of chestnut on the lower belly and undertail coverts and sometimes a slight wash on 
the flank, the breast and most of the underparts are pure white instead of being evenly 
washed with rufous or rusty. The sides of the face are solid white instead of having black 
ear coverts and distinct white eyebrow stripes.

Field Marks. The even blue-grey back and black crown are characteristic of the Nut
hatches; the purity of the white below and lack of white eyebrow line separate the White 
from the Red-breasted.

Nesting. In a hole in a tree or usuallv a natural cavity, in nest of feathers, leaves, etc.
Distribution. As a species the Carolina Nuthatch inhabits all of temperate North 

America. Our eastern subspecies, the White-breasted Nuthatch, the type of the species, 
extends west to the prairie provinces in Canada and north to the limits of heavy forests.

SUBSPECIES. The Carolina Nuthatch is divided into several geographic races, only 
one of which, the White-breasted Nuthatch, the type form, occurs in eastern Canada.

The climbing and trunk creeping of the Nuthatches is a wonderful 
accomplishment. They travel upwards or downwards, forwards or 
backwards, perpendicularly or horizontally, or even clinging to the under
side of branches like flies on the ceiling, apparently with equal ease. Their 
usual call note is a hoarse Quattk Quank and they often travel in pairs 
and little groups along with Chickadees and Creepers.

Economic Status. One of the most useful birds. Although it pays 
much attention to forest trees it often comes to orchard and shade trees 
and as a member of the above-mentioned company which examines every 
part of the winter tree trunks for insects with microscopic eyes, it con
sumes great quantities of pests in adult, egg, or larval stages.

728. Red-breasted Nuthatch, little quank fr.—la hitelle du canada. 
S it ta canadensis. L, 4-62. Like the White-breasted Nuthatch (Plate XLV’l B) but 
smaller and with the underparts washed with rufous; black ear coverts, and with a white 
eyebrow stripe.

Distinctions. Size and above colour differences will separate t his species from any other
bird.

Field Marks. An evident Nuthatch, smaller than the previous species, and with a 
conspicuous white eyebrow line, all underparts obviously reddish.

Nesting. In hole in tree or stump, in nest of grasses.
Distribution. Rather more northern in breeding range than the preceding and a 

migrant in most of the cultivated sections of Canada. It ranges over most of North 
America north to near the tree limits.

A slightly more active bird than the preceding and more prone to 
forage about the tips of branches. Otherwise its habits are very similar.
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FAMILY—PARIDÆ. TITMICE.

The* Titmice are birds of wide distribution in the northern hemisphere 
and are as familiar to European residents as to us. They are small birds 
with rather short but comparatively strongly arched bills (Figure fiti, 
p. 28). Their plumage characters are usually easily recognized.

731. Tufted Titmouse. Bceolophus bicolor. L, 6. The large»! of our Titmice and 
without the characteristic Chickadee colouring. All above, an almost even stone-grey; 
white below slightly washed on flanks with rufous. A distinct almost Blue Jay-like

Distinction*. The plain grey ami unmarked coloration with striking crest are 
unmistakable distinctions and field marks. Its common note a loud clear Peetle-peetle— 
peetle is most characteristic but is very like one of the phrases of the Orchard Oriole.

Nesting. In old woodpecker's holes, stumps, etc., in nest of leaves, moss, strips of 
bark,feathers, etc.

Distribution. Southern and eastern United States north to and just touching 
Canadian boundaries in the lower Great Lakes region.

The only Canadian records for the Tufted Titmouse are two noted 
on Pelee point in southern Ontario in the western Lake Erie country. 
It is rather common on the Michigan side of Detroit river and even 
on Grosse isle in midstream and should eventually be found on the Cana
dian side of the river though as yet we have no record of its occurrence there.

73.5. Black-capped Chickadee, chickadee, pk.—la mésange X tête noir. 
Pe nthestes Ulrica pill us. L, 5 ■ 27. Plat c X L VII A.

Distinctions. This species can be mistaken in eastern Canada only for the Brown- 
headed Chicadee but is a far commoner and more generally distributed species.

Field .Marks. The Chickadee is all field mark. Its shape, a round bundle of feat hers 
with tail and hardly any neck, its sprightly habit, its penchant for hanging upside down 
while investigating the very tips of twigs, its colours, a black cap and throat, white cheeks, 
and soft grey back, and its note Chick-a dee-dee in which its name is so plainly pronounced, 
all proclaim its species on the instant.

Nesting. In old stumps, holes in trees, etc., in nest of moss, grasses, feathers, and 
plant-down.

Distribution. As a species, from about the centre* of the United States north to the 
tree limits; the Black-capped Chickadee occurs from a little south of the Canadian line 
north, extending west to the prairie provinces w'herc its place is taken by allied subspecies.

SUBSPECIES. Like other dominant and wide ranging specie's the Black-capped 
Chickadee untie* the various conditions e>f the continent divides in North America into 
several recognizable geographic races or subspecies. In eastern Canaela there is only eme 
form, the type of the species, the Eastern Chickadee. To the?south occurs the; Carolina 
Chickadee /*. carolinemis, a closely allien! but dist inct species that may be lookeel for as 
accidental in the lower Great Lakes region, as it has been taken in Michigan immeeliately 
eiver the boundary. The specific extinctions, however, are too slight to be accurately 
elefined here and recorels can only be bascel on specimens.

Of all the birds of field or woods the Chickadee is the cheeriest anti 
merriest. The Chickadee is often the centre of a little host of mixed 
species of Warblers, Vireos, Kinglets, Nuthatches, and an occasional 
Downy Woodpecker anel Brown Creeper. After the migrants have left 
for the winter the hardier ones remain casually together off and on 
until the spring breeding scatters the good-natured little com
pany. The Chickadee has another song composed of only two notes of 
rather high register clear and whistle-like. The first is prolonged and 
the second shorter about two tones lower and has been translated as 
“Spring’s here”.
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Economie Statut. Few birds are more useful to mankind than the 
Chickadee. Though small, it is constantly at work, and being with us 
all winter its good work is continued throughout the year. All insects 
are very small in their early stages and the little bird that devours a whole 
cluster of eggs at a gulp may benefit agriculture as greatly as a larger 
one that makes a meal from one or two large caterpillars or adult insects 
but scorns the minute ones. The prying habits of the Chickadee and 
its companions the Nuthatch, Creeper, etc., and their close examination 
of the small crevices where many insects hide or hibernate render their 
services of great value to the husbandman, especially in winter when 
insect enemies are scarce, and the total taken through the year by these 
allied species must be very great. These active little birds demand com
paratively large quantities of food to resist the intense cold and the small
ness of their game necessitates the consumption of innumerable indi
viduals.

The Chickadee’s food is 08 per cent insect and 32 per cent vegetable. 
The former comprises eggs, larva*, chrysalids, and small insects, largely 
weevils, and includes some of the worst orchard and crop pests. The 
vegetable matter is largely small seed and wild fruit. No charges of 
damage to cultivated varieties have been advanced. Chickadees can 
easily be induced to come about the home grounds in winter and with a 
little coaxing become tame enough even to alight on the person and feed 
from the hand. A lump of suet fastened to a tree trunk is a never failing 
attraction to them and ensures their constant visits.

740. Brown-headed Chickadee, hvdsoman chickadkk. in—la mésange i>v 
canada. Pcnthcstes hwlsonicus. L, 5*12. Similar to the Black-capped Chickadee hut 
duller and darker in general tone; cap greyish brown of nearly the same colour as the back ; 
throat patch present but veiled; flanks rufous tinted.

Distinctions. The brownish cap and back and general duller and less contrasted 
coloration.

Field Marks. A very dark Chickadee with coloration diffused and pattern lacking 
distinctness. Its characteristic Chickadee note is hoarse but otherwise similar to that of the 
common < îhickadee.

Nesting. In holes in trees and stubs in nest of moss and felted fur.
Distribution. Northern America from beyond settlement to the tree limits
SUBSPECIES. The Brown-headed Chickadee is represented by two subspecies in 

eastern Canada. The type form, the Husdonian Chickadee,extends to central Ontario, 
east of which it is replaced by the Acadian Chickadee P.h. littoralis which differs from it 
slightly in size and colour.

The Brown-headed Chickadee is so similar in habits to the Black- 
I capped that further description would be little more than repetition.

t FAMILY—SYLVIIDÆ. OLD-WORLD WAKBLKRS, KINGLETS, AND
GNATCATCHERS.

An old world family represented in America by only a few species. 
Of these, the Old World Warblers, not to be confused with our Wood 
Warblers, do not occur in eastern Canada, the Kinglets art; represented 
by two species, and the Gnatcatcher by one species.

■
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Subfamily—Regulinœ. Kinglets. L,

General Description. The Kinglets are the smallest of Canadian birds excent the 
Hummingbird. They are wren-like in their short round body but more like Chickadees in 
habits and actions. Their colours are dull olive-green, lighter below, and they have s lall, 
brilliantly coloured crown spots of red, orange, or yellow. The hill is small and 
straight, similar to but not as stout as that of the ( 'hiekadee (see Figure 67, page 29J.

Distinctions. The Kinglets might be mistaken for some of the dull, evenly coloured 
warblers,but as all plumages except the female and juvenile Ruby-crowned have brilliant 
crown patches, this will usually prevent confusion and size should do so in any event.

Field Marks. Dull greenish coloration, chickadee-like restlessness, and custom of 
hanging head downward from pendant sprays are characteristic. Their fine, sharp con
versational tsee-tsee-tsee's soon become familiar and are easily recognised.

748. Golden-crowned Kinglet, golden-crowned wren. fr.—le roitelet 
huppé. Regulus satrapa. L, 4 07. Plate XLVI1 B.

Distinctions. Kinglets, so nearly alike in general coloration, can be easily separated 
by their crowns. The Golden-crowned has a black line over the eye that is absent in the 
Ruby-crowned and the crown spot is orange and yellow in the male or plain yellow in the 
female instead of ruby-red or even olive as in the Ruby-crowned.

Field Marks. The crown coloration and light eyebrow make the best field marks 
but, owing to the small size of the bird, considerable patience is sometimes necessary to 
distinguish these marks when the birds arc constantly moving about high overhead in con
iferous trees.

.Westing. Generally in coniferous trees. Pensile nest of green mosses lined with fine 
■trips of soil inner hark, fine black rootlets, and feathers.

Distribution. As a species, northern North America. The Eastern Golden-crown 
ranges west to near the mountains, breeding in the coniferous belt north beyond settlement .

SUBSPECIES. The Golden-crowned Kinglet is divided into an eastern and western 
subspecies. The Eastern Golden-crown, the type form, is the only one that occurs in 
eastern Canada.

One often finds himself surrounded by a large flock of these little 
birds flitting in and out of dense foliage, darting hither and thither, utterly 
indifferent to the intruder’s presence, and coming and going so quickly 
that it is difficult to note the specific characters. Some hang head down
ward from a swaying bunch of twigs and others work in and out on 
the branches and twigs, keeping up a continual interchange of fine sharp 
tsee tsee tsce.

The Gulden-crown remains in southern Canada most if not all the 
winter. It is partial to evergreen trees and often frequents the ornamental 
conifers about the house and in towns. It is fearless and trusting but 
unlike the Chickadee seldom becomes familiar.

Economic Status. The Kinglets are so largely insectivorous that 
they can be looked upon as most beneficial. They are small but their 
numbers, when they occur, more than make up for their small size and 
what is said of the Chickadee in this respect applies equally well to 
them.

749. Ruby-crowned Kinglet, ruby-crowned wren. fr.—lb roitelet X
couronne rubis. Begulus calendula. L, 4-41. Plate XLVI1 B.

Distinctions. The Ruby-crowned is likely to be mistaken only for the previous species 
but the lack of black stripes on the head is always diagnost ic.

Field Marks. In the quick movement of the lively flocks and the deep shadows of 
dense conifers it is sometimes difficult to catch the distinctive head marks of the Kinglets. 
It will be noted, however, that the Ruby-crowned has a habit of fluttering its wings occa
sionally, 111 a few short quick vibrations, during momentary pauses while hopping about 
without flying. This witi often suggest the species though it cannot be regarded as a 
certain proof of identity.
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Nesting. In coniferous trees, nest of moss and fine strips of bark neatly interwov. i 
and lined with feathers, usually semi-pensile.

Distribution. Northern North America. In eastern Canada breeding north above 
settlement and slightly farther north than the Golden-crown.

SUBSPECIES. The Ruby-crowned Kinglet is divided into three eubspecific races 
only one of which, the Eastern Ituby-crown, the typical form, occurs in eastern Canada.

This species is so nearly like the Golden-crowned Kinglet that little 
further discussion is necessary either of habits or economic status. The 
song of the Iluby-crowned, however, is one of nature’s surprises. It 
is loud, clear, and full throated and is audible for a surprising distance, 
equalling in carrying power the song of the Purple Finch. When first 
heard it is almost invariably ascribed to some of the better singing 
sparrows rather than to this diminutive little bird.

Subfamily—Polioptilinae. Gnat catchers. L, 4-05.
A small family composed of only one* genus and peculiar to America. 

The colour is in soft bluish-ash and white. The bill is superficially warbler
like but the first primary feather of the wing is small and almost 
aborted, being considerably less than half as long as the next, as is the 
case with the Warbling Vireo. Only one species occurs in Canada.

751. Blue-grey Gnatcatcher. Polioptila cœrulea. L, 4 05. All even bluish-grey 
above, wings dark, and tail black, the outer tail feathers white; below and face all white. 
Male has blank line across forehead and over eye.

Distinctions. The small size, even blue and white coloration, and the short first wing 
quill are diagnostic.

Field Marks. Inhabiting treetops so high up that the colours are usually difficult to 
make out, the outline, with long narrow tail switched about much in the manner of the 
Red-start, and the characteristic rather hoarse call notes make the best recognition marks.

Nesting. Nest of tendrils, fine strips of bark, and fine grasses firmly interwoven and 
covered outside with spiderweb and lichens. It is chimney-like in shape, high with straight 
sides, and is one of the most beautiful American bird nests.

Distribution. Southeastern I’nited States north to the Canadian border along lake 
Erie and the Detroit river.

SUBSPECIES. The eastern subspecies, the Eastern Gnatcatcher, is the typical 
form. A western subspecies occurs in the southwestern states.

This is a bird of the large tree forests where it usually lives and builds 
high up among the tree tops. As it is only regularly found in southern 
Ontario along western lake Erie and has been taken elsewhere in Canada 
only occasionally, it must be regarded as a rare bird in Canada.

Economic Status. Too rare in Canada to be economically considered.

FAMILY—TURDIDÆ. THRUSHES AND ALLIES.

This is a nearly cosmopolitan group systematically separated with 
difficulty from the last family, though the individuals described in the 
following pages are strongly enough marked to be easily recognizable. 
In eastern Canada only one subfamily is represented.

Subfamily—Turdinœ. The True Thrushes. L, 6-25-10.
Most of the Canadian Thrushes are easily recognised as such. Sys

tematically they are plainly marked by the number of primaries and
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the sc&l&tion of the feet. Ah these are rather difficult features for the 
amateur to discern, it is perhaps easier to differentiate them by other 
more striking characters that apply to the representative of the group in 
eastern Canada. For this purpose they may be divided into the Thrushes 
proper and the American Robin, Bluebird, and Wheatear, the last very 
rare and the other two so well marked as to be recognized with ease. 
The Thrushes proper are medium-sized birds, brown above and white 
below,with the breast more or less spotted, except one species, the Veery, 
conspicuously so. Any Canadian bird of this description between 6-25 
and 8-30 inches long, with the first primary very small and degenerate, 
belongs to this group. The Thrushes are all ground-haunting birds and 
usually more or less solitary. Their principal food is insects and soft 
fruit. The woodland species are of little direct economic importance, 
although their influence is beneficial. All the Thrushes of this group 
are very sweet singers.

755. Wood Thrush, mono thrush, fr.—la urive des bois. Hylocichla 
inustclina. L, 8-29. Plate XLV111 A.

Distinctions. Easily recognized as a Thrush, though having somewhat the general 
colour of the Brown Thrasher. The short tail, straight Bill, and dark instead of light eye 
make good separation marks. From the other memBers of the genus it can be told by its 
larger size, the absolute whiteness of the breast, the sharper définit ion of the round spots, and 
the yellowish rather than reddish or olive tinge of the back, brightest on head.

Field Marks. The sharp spots on the pure white breast and the tawniness of the back 
make the best field marks.

Nesting. In saplings about 8 feet above the ground, in nest of leaves, rootlets, fine 
twigs, and weed stalks firmly interwoven and lined with mud and fine rootlets.

Distribution. Eastern North America; north regularly to southern Ontario; occa
sional or local in adjoining regions.

The Wood Thrush is a woodland bird of rather southern distribution; 
common in Canada only in the more southern portions.

756. Wilson’s Thrush, veery. cathedral-bird, fr.—la grive de wii»on. 
Hylocichla fuscescens. L, 7*52. Plate XLVI1I B.

Distinctions. In this Thrush the brown is almost as tawny as in the Wood Thrush but 
the hack is evenly coloured and no brighter on head or tail than elsewhere. The breast 
spots are reduced to a vague series of darker spots down the sides of the neck and on a 
tinted area across the upper breast.

Field Marks. The even, light coloration of t he back and the light suffused colour of 
the breast spots.

Nesting. ( )n or near ground, in nest of strips of bark, root lets, and leaves wrapped with 
leaves and lined with rootlets.

Distribution. The northern part of north America north to the limits of settlement.
SUBSPECIES. In Canada Wilson’s Thrush is represented by two subspecies, the 

Veery, the type form, and the Willow Thrush of western distribution, coming east to 
Manitoba and only occasionally occurring in eastern Canada.

The Veery has a wide distribution within settled sections. Beyond 
the range of the Wood Thrush and before the other thrushes become 
numerous this species is common and its cascade of bell-like notes poured 
forth at sunset in the darkening bush are very pleasant to hear.

757. Alice’s Thrush, grey-cheeked thrush, fr.—la urive d’alice. Hylo
cichla alicier. L, 7• 58. Plate XLIX A.

Distinctions. Although a distinct species, this thrush is so nearly like the next, the 
< )live-backed, as to be separated from it with some difficulty. The two can be distinguished 
from other thrushes by their even dark olive backs and heavily spotted breasts with spots 
suffused in places and running together. In the Grey-cheeked Thrush the sides of the face 
and spotting of breast are suffused with dull cold grey instead of a wann buff.
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Field Marks. Heavily spotted breast and evenly coloured back and tail will separate 
this from all but the Olive-backed. The lack of buff tones on the side of the face will 
differentiate it from that species though in actual field work it is only under the most favour
able circumstances that this character can be made out with certainty and many specimens 
seen in the dark woods or the fleeting moments given for observation go unidentified.

SUBSPECIES. Alice's Thrush is divided into two geographical races: the Grey
cheeked, the type, and Bit-knell's Thrush H.a. bicknelli. The latter in Canada is confined 
as far as we know now to the Maritime Provinces below the gulf of St. Lawrence, but the 
distribution of the two forms in eastern Canada is not well worked out.

Distribution. Northern North America; breeding mainly in Canada from the edges 
of settlement northward.

758a. Olive-backed Thrush, kr.—la orive de hwainson. Ilulodchlu ustulata.
L, 7 17. Plate XLIX A.

Distinctions. Evenly coloured back without colour variation on either head or tail and 
heavily spotted breast will separate this from all the thrushes but Alice's. The distinctly 
buffy cast of the cheeks instead of cold grey will differentiate it from that species.

Field Marks. Back and breast characters as above. The facial coloration which 
separates it from Alice’s can only be seen under the most favourable conditions and many 
individuals usually go unidentified.

Nesting. In bushes or small trees about 4 feet above the ground, in nest of coarse 
grasses, moss, rootlets, leaves, and bark lined with rootlets and grass.

Distribution. As a species, all of North America; breeding mostly in Canada from 
the edges of cultivation northward. Swainson’s Thrush extends west to the; Rocky 
mountains.

SUBSPECIES. The Olive-backed Thrush is divided into two subspecies. The type 
race, under the name of Russet-backed Thrush, is a Pacific Coast form. The Eastern 
Olive-back or Swainson’s Thrush H.u. sumnsoni is the only one in eastern Canada.

In spring; and autumn the open woods are invaded by great numbers 
of these evenly coloured, spotted-breasted thrushes on their way to and 
from their breeding grounds. They are rather wary and the numerical 
proportion of each species present can usually only be estimated.

759. Hermit Thrush, fr.—la grive solitaire. Uylocichla guttata. L, 7 17. 
Plate XLIX B.

Distinctions. Very similar to the last two but the tail reddish brown in contrast with 
the olive-brown of the back.

Field Marks. Brown back and white, spotted breast identifies it as a Thrush The 
reddish coloration of the tail contrasting with the olive back serves for the identificati(, 
of the species.

Nesting. On ground in nest of moss, coarse grasses, and leaves lined with root lets and 
pine needles.

Distribution. As a species, all of northern North America. The Eastern Hermit 
Thrush extends westward to near the mountains and north to the tree limits breeding usually 
just beyond the cultivated districts bin irregularly to or near our southern boundary.

SUBSPECIES. The Hermit Thrush is a flexible and adaptable species represented 
in America by some six recognized subspecies. The typical form is an Alaskan race. 
Eastern Canada has only one subspecies, the Eastern Hermit Thrush II.g. pallasi

The Hermit Thrush is one of our most famous singers. Unfortunately, 
it is usually silent as it passes through southern Canada and is heard 
at its best only in the northern coniferous woods.

761. American Robin, fr.—le merle o’amériqve. Plamsticus migraUrrius.
L, 10 Plate L A.

Distinctions. The robin is too distinctly marked and well known to require special 
descript ion.

Field Marks. The robin is recognizable by those acquainted with the species, at 
great distances, when no colour is visible, by its outline, carriage, and manner of flight.

Nesting. Frequently in fruit or shade trees or about buildings, in nest of coarse 
grasses, leaves, rootlets, etc., with an inner wall of mud lined with fine grasses.



Distribution. Ah a species all of North America, north to tree limits. The Eastern 
Robin covers all of Canada overlapping with the western form on the Pacific coast.

SUBSPECIES. The Robin is divided into three subspecies of which the Eastern 
Robin, the type form, is the only eastern Canadian representative.

The Robin has more intimate associations with man than perhaps any 
other bird. Its cheery voice is the harbinger of spring. Its song is the first 
heard in the morning and the lust at night, and in the autumn when 
it has stripped the rowan tree of its last berry, and has disappeared we 
know that winter is upon us. Though named after a famous Old World 
bird, it only very superficially resembles the Robin Red-breast of England. 
The only points of resemblance are its red breast and confiding habits.

Probably the worst enemy of the Robin is the household cat. Nesting 
in readily accessible places young Robins are subject to many disturb
ances, often leave the nest before they are able to fend for themselves 
and so fall prey to the cat.

The spotted breast of the young Robin indicates its descent from 
a spotted ancestor and its relationship to the thrushes of the previous 
genus. In fact the young of most of the members of the family have spotted 
breasts.

Economic Status. Though the Robin is an efficient aid to the agri
culturist, its fondness for fruit occasionally gets it into trouble with the 
small fruit raiser. Forty-two per cent of its food is animal, mostly insects, 
the remainder is composed largely of berries and other soft small fruits 
of which little more than 4 per cent is cultivated fruit.

765 Wheatear. fh.—le traquet motteüx. Saxicola œnanthe. L, 7 01. A 
Titlark-like bird, light grey above, white below, warmed with buff colour on throat; a 
black band through the eye and a white rump. The female and juvenile are similar but 
duller and more evenly buff coloured.

Distinctions. The conspicuous and extensive white rump with the general colorations 
given above are distinctive.

Field Marks. With its showy white rump the bird looks like a partly albino Titlark.
SUBSPECIES. The subspecies of Wheatear that occurs in eastern Canada is the 

Greenland Wheatear S.o. leucorhoa.

This is a European bird of regular occurrence in Greenland and 
perhaps in the adjacent parts of Ungava but of only casual or accidental 
occurrence elsewhere in Canada.

766. Bluebird, kr.— le rouge-uorwe bleu. Sialia sialis. L, 7 01. Plate L B.
Distinctions. The only solidly blue bird with a reddish breast among Canadian 

species—the Indigo bird is blue but lacks the red breast. Females and juveniles are duller 
in colour and the breasts of young birds are spotted with brown but all have the character
istic blue backs.

Field Marks. The bright blue coloration of the back and the earthy red of the

Nesting. In hollow trees, jwsts, or stubs or in bird houses, in nest of grasses.
Distribution. Eastern North America, west to the prairie provinces and north nearly 

to the bounds of settlement.
SUBSPECIES. The subspecies of Bluebird occurring in Canada is the typical race, 

the Eastern Bluebird.

The Bluebird arrives in the early spring with the Robin and 
the Meadowlark. It is a confiding bird building in the hollows of old 
apple trees, holes in fence-posts, bird boxes, or nests abandoned by Wood-
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peckers. It is characteristically a bird of the orchard and with a little 
encouragement will build in birdhouses in the garden where its gentle 
ways, pretty murmuring notes, and brilliant coloration make it quite 
an acquisition.

Economic Status. The Bluebird feeds mainly upon insects and is, 
therefore, highly beneficial. Weed seeds form an important part of 
its food and it eats some soft fruit, but practically no cultivated kinds 
are taken. Hence the Bluebird can be regarded as a consistently useful 
bird.

GLOSSARY.
Albinism. The occasional and erratic occurrence of white specimens, either pure or 

partial, complete or in irregular spots, in species that normally are not white. It is nothing 
more than a freak caused by a deficiency of colouring matter in the plumage (p. 7).

Axillars or Axillaries. A fan-shaped group of feathers under the wing closing the 
space between the innermost flight feathers and the body when in flight

Bars. In descriptions of bird coloration, bars designate lines drawn across the body 
and not parallel with the shafts of the feathers (see stripes).

Cere. A wax-like appearing swelling about the base of the upper mandible, present 
in some species, especially the Hawks. See Figure 33a and h, page 23.

Coverts. The feathers covering the bases of the larger flight and tail feathers. There 
are up|H*r and under wing coverts and upper and under tail coverts. The upper wing 
coverts are divided into greater and lesser coverts, the former being the larg<*t line imme
diately next to the flight shafts and resembling them to some degree in texture (Figure 1, 
p. 18).

Crepuscular. Pertaining to twilight.
Crown. The top of the head from the forehead to near the base of the skull.
Culmen. This may be called the ridge line of the bill. Viewed sideways, the line 

forming the top outline of the bill from the spring of the first forehead feathers to the tip is 
the culmen line. It is measured in a straight line, as with dividers, not following the curves 
as with a tape line (Figure 1, p. 18).

Dichromatism. The normal occurrence of two different colorations in the same 
species due to neither sex,season, nor age and only partly hereditary. Both colorations 
may occur in the same brood though the tendency is for like to produce like and one form 
may predominate in any given locality (see p. 7).

Kmarginate. When upplied to the shape of feathers indicates that more or less of one 
web is cut away as if a shaving had been removed with a jack-knife.

Extralimital. In describing distribution refers to the subject occurring without 
the geographical bounds of the area under discussion.

Family. In zoological classification is one of the larger groups of animals having 
enough mutual resemblance to be classed together and apart from all other forms. It is 
the next larger group to a genus and next smaller to an order or suborder. For example, 
all the Ducks, (ieese, and Swans belong to the same family, Anatidœ (see p. 5).

Flanks. The sides of the body, below or under the closed wing. They are often 
covered by a loose group of feathers that may be laid at will either over or under the shafts 
of the closed wing (Figure 1, p. 18).

Genus (plural, genera). In zoological classification is one of the smaller groups of 
animals having enough resemblance to be classed together and apart from all other groups 
of like rank. It is a subdivision of a family or subfamily and next above a species. A 
genus is, therefore, a group of species, and a group of genera is a family (see p. 5). 

57172—15
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Gular Pouch. A pouch of bare skin depending from the under side of the lower bill 
between its Y-shaped arms and joining it to the neck below. Some species have only the 
merest trace of it , and others have it remarkably developed, though in most species it is 
entirely absent

Hybrid. The offspring between parents of two different species—a “ cross.”
Iris. The coloured portion of the eye. The pupil, except in albinism, is always 

black and the surrounding circle of colour is the iris.
Lanceolate. Lance shaped, i.e., long and narrow with parallel edges or tapering 

gradually to a point.

Length. Abbreviated in descriptions by its initial L and given in inches and tenths 
of an inch. Length is taken in a straight line, as with dividers, from the tip of the bill to the 
end of the longest tail feather, the bird being laid out flat on its back and stretched just 
sufficiently to straighten the curves of the neck.

Lores. A small spot between the eye and the base of the bill (Figure 1, p. 18).
Mandibles. The two members forming the bill; thus there is an upper and a lower 

mandible.

Mantle. A term covering the back, shoulders, upper wing coverts, and secondaries. 
Applied more especially to the gulls where the even colouring of these parts suggests a 
mantle covering the whole upper part of t he body and closed wings.

Melanism. The opposite of albinism. It is the more or less erratic occurrence of 
very dark or black individuals in a normally lighter-coloured species. It usually occurs 
less frequently than albinism though some species are more liable to it and it glides im
perceptibly into dichromatisin in some cases. Albinism usually denotes a lack of virility. 
Melanism does not seem to be an evidence of weakness and hence mclanistic strains have 
better chances of surviving. A melanistic animal is said to be a Melano (see page 7).

Nape. A small space at the back of the neck just below the base of the skull (Figure 
1, p. 18).

Neck. The space between the throat and breast in front, and the hind head and 
shoulders behind. It is divided into fore neck and hind neck whose meanings are obvious 
(Figure 1, p. IS).

Order. In zoological classification a group of families having mutual resemblance 
enough to separate them from all other groups. It is next larger than the family and is the 
largest subdivision of birds that we have to deal with in Canada (see page 7).

Pectinate. Furnished with comb-like teeth. In ornithology usually applied to the 
claws of some species that are so furnished (Figure 19, p. 21).

Pelagic. Living largely or almost entirely at sea.
Pensile. Applied to nests when they hang suspended like a bag between the forks of a 

branch or other such support, with nothing supporting from below.

Primaries. The large flight feathers secured to the first joint of the wing from the 
wrist to the tip (see secondaries). (See Figure 1, p. 18.)

Race. As used here, practically synonymous with subspecies. In general, any 
group within a species exhibiting recognizable common characters differentiating it from 
others of the same species.

Rufous. Of a red or reddish colour.
Rump. The lower end of the back just before the root of the tail (Figure 1, p. 18).

Secondaries. The large flight feathers secured to the second joint of the wing 
between the wrist and the elbow (see primaries). (Figure 1, p. 18.)

Species. In zoological classification the smallest constant group. is the scientific
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term to denote what is understood in common language as a “ kind of animal.” Thus a 
house cat is a species, whether Maltese, tortoise shell, or tabby, the dog, whether grey
hound or spaniel is another, and a horse, whether Shetland pony or draught, is a third 
(see page 5).

Speculum. A somewhat rectangular patch of contrasting colour on the centre of the 
upper surface of the wing. It often shows metallic iridescence and is a common feature of 
coloration in some families, as in the Ducks.

Stripes. In ornithological descriptions, stripes always run lengthways of the bird; 
lines if across the body are spoken of as bars (see bars).

Sternum. The breast bone. In a bird a deeply keeled structure to which the wing 
muscles are attached.

Subspecies. In ornithological classification, synonymous with geographical race or 
variety, denoting a division of the species usually correlated with geographic limitations. 
It differs essentially from a full species by showing intergradations with allied races of equal 
rank. Taking the horse as a representative species, the various breeds or strains, such as 
Arab, Clydesdale, or Shetland pony arc subspecies (see page 0, for discussion).

Tarsus. The metatarsal bones of the foot fusixi together into a single bone. This is 
what, we popularly regard as the bird’s leg but is properly the finit, extending between the 
juncture of the toes and the end of the “ drum stick .” A comparison with the joints of the 
human leg will make it obvious that the knee is between the “ drum stick ” and the 
“ second joint ” of the fowl and that the first external joint on the bird corresponds with our 
heel, the " feet " being true tone.

Type. In zoological nomenclature the “ type form ” is that form first projierly 
described and named and the specimen from which the description was written is the type 
specimen. It does not of necessity mean that the form is typical in the ordinary sense of 
the word, though for convenience it is assumed to be so (see page 8).

Vermiculation. In descriptions of plumage, vermiculation refers to fine, irregularly 
wavy lines suggesting the pathways of innumerable small worms, from which the word is 
derived.

Vinaceous. Wine coloured. A peculiar purplish pink shown or suggested in the 
colorât ion of some birds.
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True .......................

C.

< ’alearius lapponicus......................................................
(’alidris leueophæa.........................................................
Camp Robber. See Jav, Canada.
(’anavhites canadensis...................................................
<'luiada White-throat. See Sparrow, White-throated.
Canard à longue queue................................................

chipeau
histrion................

ordinaire..............

souchet....................................................
Canary, Wild. See Goldfinch, American.
Catnras-back
Caprimulgi.
Caprimulgidæ
(’araearas..................
Cardinal
( 'ardinalis cardinalis .................
< 'arpodaous purpura» ............
Catbird
< 'atharista urubu
Cathartes aura ..........
< at hart id»
(’athedral-bird. See Thrush, Wilson’s.
('atoptrophorus semipalmatus....................................
Cedar Bird. See Waxwing, Cedar.
Centurus earolinus....................................
Cepphue grylle...............................................
Certhia famiharis...........................................................
Certhiidff....................................................................
Ceryle alcyon.................................................................
Chætura pelât ica..........................................................
Chæturinæ......................................................................
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142
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Chapman, Frank..........
( 'haradriida1........................
< 'haradrius dominicua 
( 'hardonncret des pins
( 'haritonnetta a/beola.............
Chat, Yellow-breasted.
Chatterer, Wandering. See Wnxwmg, Bohemian
('haulelasmus streperus.........
Chen eærulescens...................
Chen hyper hum is..............
Cherry Bird. See Waxwing, Cedar
Chevalier ou pattes jaunes......
Chevalier à punis jaunes, grand

petit................................
solitaire....................................................

Chickadee.................................................
Black-capped....................
Brown-headed.......
Iludsonian.............

Chicken, Mother Carey’». Sn Petrel, WiWtHi’».
Prairie........................................................

Chippie. See .Sparrow, Chipping.
< 'homiestes grammaeus .
Chordeiles virginianus..........................
Chouette cendrée...............

du Canada 
éperviere d'Amérique 

( 'huck-wilVs Widow...................

hudsonitiN.....................
Cistothorus stcllaris.........
Clamatores...........................
Clan gu la Clangula...........

islandie.i.........................................
Classification............................................
Coccyges.
Coccyein»............................................................
< «oocysus americMmue

erythrophthalmus............................
Cock-of-the-Wood. See Woodpecker, Pilentcd. 
Cockawee. See Old Squaw.
Coffin-carrier. «See Gull, Great Black-backed.
Colaptes auratus..........................
Colibri à georges rubis.
(.’olinus virginianus...............
Columba*...........................
( îolumbidee
< lolymbidœ
Colymbus auritus..........................

holbœlli.....................................................
CompeothlyTHe amwicana
Coot, American..........................................................

Black Sea. See Scoter, American. 
Butterbill. See Scoter, Surf.
White-winged. See Scoter, White-winged.

Coots...........................................................................
Corbeau.......................................................................
Corbigcau...................................................................

des Esquimaux.........................................
Cormoran à aigrettes.................................................

ordinaire....................................................
Cormorant, Common...................................

Double-crested......................................

Page
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Ills
71

203

66
70
75

98
98
99 
99

213
213
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172
144
131
131
134 
143 
117 
117 
209 
147
70
71

138
135
136
130

142 
140 
107 
111 
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42
43 
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90
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155
llll
102
01
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Cormorants.................................. 60
Corneille d’Amérique........................ 156
< on-u.i i ;
< on inee 15 >
Corvus braehyrhynehos............................ 156

01 ix
Coturnicons noveboracensis .. ss
t unruii à I"1'' jaune

noire..................................................... 136
( 'ourlans...............................   S5
Courlis nu

de la baie d'Hudson............................. 102
'lu Nord 102
à long bee loi

Cowbird........................ 157
( 'owecn. See ( >ld Squaw.
( 'rane, Blue. See Heron, Great Blue.

Sandhill.................................................. Xû

« reeper, American Brown 210
Brown.......................................................... 210

Creepers 210
« rossbill

White-winged 166
< 'row, American. 166

153 155
Cryptoglaux acadica.................. .132

funerea................ . 132
Cuckoo, Blaek-billed . 136

YeUow-biUed
< ’uckoos 188

American.............. 135
i 1

Cuculi.................................................................................................................. 135
CucuIkUb 135
( 'urlew, Black. See Ibis, Glossy.

Eskimo 102
Budsonian ..................... 102
Long-billed. 101
Sickle-bill   101

Curlews................................................   101
< iyanocitta cristate 184
< îygne d’Amérique 7 s
Cygninte....... ,................................................................ 77
Cypeeli.............................................................................................................................. 145

D.

Dab-chick. See Grebe, Pied-billed.
Dafila acuta...................... 67
Dendroiea   104

estiva............................................................................ 194
cœrulescens............................................................................. 195
eastanea.................. 197
cerulea............................................................................. 196
coronata.................................................................................. 195
discolor....................................................................................................... 199
fusca................................................................. 19S
kirtlandi. 108
magnoha.................................................................... 196
palmarum.......................................................................... 199
pensylvanica................................................................... ...... 196
tigrina 104
striata................................................................ 197
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Dendroica, vigors!

Dichromatism 
Dickcissel ...
Discussion
Distinctions...........................................
Distribution........
Diver, Bottle-nosed. See Scoter, Surf.

Brass-Winged. See Hooter, White-winged. 
Great Northern. See Loon, Common.

Diving birds..................
Dolichonyx oryzivorus........................
Dove, Carolina...........................

Mourning
Sea. See Dovekie.

Dovekie.

Dowitcher 
Dryobates pubescens 

villosus
Duc de Virginie
Duck, Black..........

Dusky
Eider. See Eider Duck.
Greater Scaup....................................
Grey See Gad wall and Mallard.
Harlequin..................................
King. See Eider, King.
Lesser Scaup....................................
Long-tailed. See Old-Squaw.
King-billed................................
Ring-necked...................................

Ruddy.........................
Spirit. See Buffle-head. 
Summer.........................

Bay, Sea, or Diving

River and Pond............
Duinetella carolinensis............
Dunlin......................................

American.........................

R.
Eagle, American. ............

Baid......................................................
Golden...................................................................
White-headed...........................

El*1*........................................................................................
Economic status.............................................................................................
Ectopistes migrâtorius....................................................
Egret, American..................................................................................
Egrets...............................................................................................
Egrette blanche d’Amérique............................................................................
Eider, American.................................................................

d’Amérique............................................ I.!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
du Nord..........................
Duck................................................. i ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! il !
King................................................................................................. iXÜÜXX

^ ^ remarquable..........................................................................................................

Page.
199
198
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180

4
3
4

41
157
113
113

47
111
93

139
138
133
06
06

70

72

70

70
70
72
75

68
68
63
68
63
65

206
96
96

124
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123
124
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112
83
81
83
73
73
73
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Elanoideh......................
forftcat UH..........

Empidonax Ha vivent ris
miniums............

vireecene...........
Engoulevent criard.......

d’Amérique 
de la Caroline. 

Épervier brun
de Cooper............

Ereunetee pusillus..............
Erismatura jainaicennis 
Erolia ferruginea.
Esterlette, grand 
Étourneau à ailes rougen 

tête jaune
des prés..........
ordinaire

Euphague carolinus.............

l'âge
117
117
151
152 
151 
151 
143 
141 
lit 
IIS 
111*
97
75
9ï»

15H
158
159 
157 
I4H1

Falco columbariuH 
Mandua 
peregrinus 
rusticoluH 
sparveriua .

Falcon, Peregrine 
Faleonee..
Falconidæ..............
Faloonin»
Falcons...................................

True..................
Farlouae d’Amérique 
Faucon blanc

des pigeons......
épervier.............

pèlerin.................
Fauvette à couronne orangée 

rousse
croupion jaune 
queue rousse 
poitrine baie.

tête cendrée........
bleue à gorge noire
d’Amérique..........
de Blackburn 

Nashville.
Pensylvanie__
Philadelphie

des pins................
du Canada 

Cap May 
Kentucky 
Tennessee.........

Field marks.........................
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121)
127
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125
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199
195
204
197
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195
194
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202
204
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Finch Grafts. See Sparrow, Vesper. Page.
“ Purple................................................................... 163

Finches.............................................................................................................................. iv.i
Fire Bird. See Tanager, Scarlet.
I ishduck. Set Merganser, Red-breasted.
I leming, .1 II i
Flicker
Florida eseulea 
Flycatcher, Acadian

( anadian. See Warbler, ( anadu.
Chebee........................................................................................................... I,ri2
(’rested.......................................................................................................... 14'.)
Great Created............................................................................. ,14!)
I avast...................................................................   152
Little Green-crested.................................................. 151
< Hive-sided......................................................................... 150
Scissor-tailed.......................................................... 14K
Traill’s........................................................................................................... 151
Tyrant lis
Yellow-bellied.............................   151

Fly-un-the-ereek. See Heron, Grt*en.
Fou de Bassan.......................................................... ........................... . 00
1 d’Amérique........................................................................................................ IK)
Fowls, True....................................................................................................................... 106
Fratercuta arctica. i i
Fr ingill id;e................................................................... |01
Fulica amerieana..............................................................  00
Fulicine go
Fuligulina*......................................................................................................................... OS
Fulmar 57
Fulmars...................................................................................................... 57
Fulmarus glacialia 57

G.

G ad wall.....................     66
Gallinæ........................   100
Gallinago délicat a................   03
GallinuLa galeata....................   SO
Gallinulc de la Floride..........  HO

Florida 80
Purple................ HO

GallinuleB 88
Gallinulinœ.. 88
Gannet......................   00
Gannets...................   00
Gare-fowl. See Auk, Great.
Garrulime 158
Gavia immer..................................................................................................................... 44

stellate 44
Gaviidæ............................................................................................................................. 44
Geai du Canada................................................................................................................ 154

Huppé....................................................................................................................... 154
Geese................................................................................................................................. 63, 75
Gélinotte a Fraise 108

à queue aigue.................................................................................................... Ill
Geothlypis......................................................................................................................... 201

trichas............................................................................................................. 202
Glossary   219
Gnat catcher, Blue-grey................................................................................... 215
Gnatcatchere   215
Goatsuckers ................................. 143
Godd or Gudd................................................................................................................... 47
( lodvi it, Hudsonian .........................   98

Marbled 07

^:A
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iv.i

142

151

152 
14'.» 
14» 
152 
151
150 
14H
151 
I is
151

00 
90 

106 
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161 
to 
<10 
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57
57

06 
II Hi 
03 
HO 
SO 
MO 
SO 
MS 
MS 
00 
60

153
44
44
44

154 
154

.63, 75 
106 
111 
201 
202 
210 
215 
215 
143 
47 
OS 
07

Gotland à ailes blanches................
manteau glauque................

argenté..........................................
de Bonaparte..................

Delaware...........................
( iaflftu
Golden-eye.................................................

Barrow’s
Goldfinch. American.................
Goosander. See Merganser. American.
Goose, Blue.................................................

Canada ..........................................

Laughing.........................................
Solan. See Gannet.

Wavey.............................................
White-fronted.................................
Wild..........................

Goshawk, American...............................
Grackle, Bronzed. See Crow, Blackbird.

Busty. See Blackbird, Busty. 
Gray bird. See Junco.
Great Head. «See Golden-eye.
Grebe à bec bigarré................................

cou rouge....................................
Grebe, Holbœll’s.......................................

Horned..........................................
Pied-billed.....................................
Red-necked...................................

Grebe cornu

Green-head. See Mallard.
< Ireenlete
Grimpereau d'Amérique...........................
Grive couronnée........................................

de la Caroline...............................
Swainson..................................
Wilson........................................

des bois...........................................
ruisseaux

polygottc.........................................
rousse..............................................
solitaire...........................................

Grosbeak, Blue........................
Cardinal. See Cardinal. 
Evening.................................

Rose-breasted........................
Gros-bec à couronne noire.....................

poitrine rose.........................
bleu...........................................
des pins....................................

Gros goéland...........................................
Grouse......................................................

Canada.....................................
Pinnated. See Chicken, Prairie.
Pin-tailed.....................................
Ruffed...........................................
Sharp-tailed.................................
Spruce..........................................
Willow..........................................

51
51

53

157
70
71 

166

70
70

76 
7 ' ■

no

43
42
42
43 
43
42
43 
42

IMS 
210 

. 21 HI 
210 
200 
217 
210 
210 
21H) 
200 
207

170

102
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170
170
103

51
100,10S

ms

111
10H
111
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110



Gruidæ..............................
Grue mcxicuna.. 
Guillemot, Black.

de BrQnnich

ordinaire.. 
Thick-billet 1

Guiraca ca rulea.............
Gull, Bonaparte’». 

Glaucous
Great Black-backed. 
Herring.......
Iceland...............
Ring-billed

Gulls...................................
( Ivrfaloon

While
Gyrfalcons.........

Page.
XI
xs
xs
46
46
4ti
44»
4ti

17U
53
51
51
52 
51
53 

4ft, 50
126
126
125

II.
Heematopodkie
Hair-bird. See Sparrow, (’hipping.
Halieetue

leucoccphalus —
Hang-nest. See Oriole, Baltimore.
Harelda hyemalis.
Harfang.....................................................
Harle à poitrine rousse......................................

d'Amérique...............................................
Harle, petit
Harriers
Hawk, American Sparrow

Blue Partridge. See Goshawk.
Broad-winged.........................................
Bullet. See Falcon, Peregrine.
Chicken.....................................................
Cooper's
Duck. See Falcon, Peregrine.
Fish. See Osprey.
Hen. See Goshawk, American.
Hen. See Hawk, Red-tailed.
Marsh............................................
Mosquito. See Night hawk.

11^1-shouldered.....................................
Red-tailed
Rough-legged............................................
Sharp-shinned...........................................
Swainson’s

Hawks, Buzzard....................................................
Fish..........................................................
Short-winged..........................................

Helling «Sec Finch, Purple.
Hell-diver. See Grebe, Pied-billed.
Helodromas solitarius...........................................
Hatmatopua Palliatua.........................................
Hen, Fowl. See Grouse, Spruce.

Marsh. See Bittern, American.
Prairie. See Chicken, Prairie.

Hennessey, Frank.................................................
Hens lias egret ta...................................................
Hemdii...........................................................
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123
124

72
134
64
64
64

116,117 
127

122

119, 121 
lift

117

127 
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123
115
122
116
128 
lis

99
105
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Page.
85
86 
85
48
40
40
40
40

17V
63
51 
61
52

Herodiones...............................
Heron, Black-crowned Night.. 
Heron I leu, grand

bleu, petit.....................
Heron, Blue.............................
Heron de nuit
Heron, Great Blue..

Little Blue.........
Héron vert................................
Herons .......................

True...........
White......................

61
53 

40, 50

72
134

04
04
04

116,117
127

122

Hespcriphona vespertine. 
Hibou à oreilles courtes..

126 maculé...................
120 Highhole. See Flicker.
126 Higliholder. See Flicker.

' Hirondelle bicolore. .......
a front blanc
«le rivage...........

105 des granges
IHjiirprée .

123 Hirundinidæ................
124 Hirundo cfrythrogastra .

Histrionicus histrionicus.

Hummingbird, Ruby-throated
Hummingbirds.........................
Hybrids...........
Hydrocheledon nigra..
Hyloeiehla alieie ..........

fuscescens..............
guttata..............
must elina................
ustulata.................

119, 121 
. 119

117

187
121
120
123
118 
122 
110 
128 
118

n
105

4
83
80

Ibididæ........................
Ibis, Glossy...............
Ibises.........................
Icteria virens..........
Icteridae.....................
Icterus galbula.......
Icterus spurius........
Index, systematic.,. 
Ionornis martinicus. 
Iridoprocne bicolor..

Jaeger, Long-tailed...
Parasitic.........
Pomarine

Jaegers.......................
Jascur de Bohême..

«lu Cèdre.........
Jay, Blue...................

Canada ............
Jays...........................
J. Cartier-Morgaud.

1.

Page.
79 
84 
82
83 
82
84 
82 
84
83
84
80 
81 
83 

102 
130 
130 
133

183
183
184 
183 
182 
182 
183
72 
44 

140 
143,140 
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210
210
217
210
217

7'f
7't
79
79

203
166
100
169
29
89

183

49
49
48
48

185
185
154
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00
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Johnson, Claude... 

J unco hyemalis

K.
Kingbird.......................
Kingfisher, Belted ........
Kingfishers
Kinglet, Golden-crowned 
Kinglet, Ruby-crowned
Kinglets...............
Kite, Swallow-tailed

Knot................................

Page.
4

175
175

............. 14H
1ST

135, 136, 137
........  214

214 
213, 214 

117 
110,117 

94

Labbe à longue queue 
parasite 
nomarin

Lagopède des rochers.
des Saules........

Lagopus ...........................
lagoputi........
rupestris

Laniidæ.............................
La ni us borealis.

ludovicianus...
Lanivireo flavifrons.........
^ ^ solitarius........

Lark, Horned...........

Larue argentatus 
delawarensis
hyperboreus...........
leucopterus.......
marin us............
Philadelphia

Limicolœ...........................
Limosa fedoa............

hœmastica
Linnet, Redpoll........
Linnets..............................
Literature, ornithological.
Lobipes lobatus................
Longipennes........
Longspur, Lapland
Loon, Common.................
^ Red-throated

Lophodytee cucullatus 
Lord and Lady Algy. See Duck, Harlequin.
Loxia curviroetra........................................

Leucoptera...........
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110
109
110 
110 
1 HO 
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189 
189
49
50 
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53
51
51
51
53
90
07
98

107
101
13
01
48

169
11
44
44
04
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Macareux arctique........................................................................................................... 45
Macoun, James M............................................................. 4

John................................................................................................................... 4
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175
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1ST 
1ST 
214 
214 
214 
117 
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94

49
49
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110 
11» 
109
no
no
186
m
1H7
189
189

49
50 

152 
152 
152
52
53
51 
51 
51 
53
90
97
98 

107 
101

13
91 
48

109
44
44
44
04

105
100

Macreuse à large bee 
d'Amérique 
veloutée 

Macroehires 
Macrorhamphus gr ileus 
Magpie

American 
Magpies 
Mainate bronzé

couleur de rouille
Mallard............

Black, See Duck, Black.
Margot 
Marila aftinis

amerieaaa
eollaris
mania
valisineria.

Marinette............
Marsh Birds

Smaller..................
Marsh Harrier. See Hawk, Marsh. 
Martin, Bee. See Kingbird.

pêcheur............
Purple..............
Sand. See Swallow, Bank. 

Martinet des chemines .
Maubèche à croupion blanc 

dos roux 
longs pieds 
longue queue 
poitrine cendrée 
poitrine jaunâtre 
poitrine rousse .
de Baird............
Wilson
pourprée................
semipalmée
tachetée.................

Mauve.........................
Meadowlark
Meat Bird. See Jay, Canada. 
Melanerpes erythrocephalus
Melanism..........................
Meleagridœ 
Meleagris gallopavo.
Melospiza georgiana

lineolni....................
melodia.............................

Mergule nain....................
Merganser, American

Hooded.........................
Red-breasted................

Mergansers...........................
Mergina*............................
Mergus americanus.....................

serrâtor...............................
Merle d’Amérique..........
Mésange à tête noire.......................

du Canada........................
Micropalama hiraantopus...............
Micropodide.......  ..........
Migration.........................................

57172—10

Page.
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74
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143
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153
153
101
100
05

00
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09
70
70
09
40
85
80

137
182

145

90
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100
95

100
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97
KH)

159

11|
7

111
111
177
177
176
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04
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04
63 
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04
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212 
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Milan à queue d’aronde...................................
Milouin à tête rousse..............................................

aux yeux rouges........................................
Mimidæ.....................................................................
Minius polyglottes..........................
Mniotiltidæ...............................................................
Mocken................................
Mockingbird.............................................................
Moineau domestique................................................
Molothrus ater........................
Moose Bird. See Jay, Canada.
Morillon à collier......................................................

à tête noir..................................................

Motucillidæ...............................................................
Moucherolle à huppe................................................

à ventre jaune.....................................
aux côtés olive................

de la Caroline......................................
des aulnes..........................................

verdâtre...........................................
Mouette à trois doigts..................................
Moyak............................................
Mud-hen. See Gallinule, Florida.

Red-billed. See Gallinule, Florida. 
White-billed. See Coot, American.

Mud-hens.................................................................
Murre, Brünnich’s. See Guillemot, Thick-billed.

Common.......................................................
Murres......................................................................
Muscivora forficata......................
Myiarchus crin i lus.............................................
Myiochanes virens...................................................

1 age. 
117 
69 
m

205
206 
190 
205 
200 
104 
157

70
70
7§

205
149
151
150
149 
I is 
161
152
150

73

X8

M 
16 

140 
I Vf 
150

N.

N an nus hiemalis....................
Nesting.................................
Nettion carolinense...............
Night hawk..............................
Nightjar.. See Nighthawk.
Nun ten ius...............................

americanus............
borealis..................
hudsonicus............

Nuthatch, Carolina..............
Red-breasted.......
White-breasted

Nuthatches............................
Nuttallornis borealis.............
Nyctalc d’Acadie..................

de Richardson........
Nyctea nyctea........................
Nycticorax nycticorax...........

209
4

67
144

101
101
102
102
211
211
211
210 
150 
132 
132 
134

H4

O.

Decani tes....................
océaniens ...

Oceanodroma..............
leuoorhoa 

Odontophorida*...........

60
65
66 

106
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‘age.

117 ( lidemia...........................................................
amerieana.........................................

m deglandi.................................... ..................... 74205 perspicillata.....................................
200 Oie à front blanc....................................
190 blanche..............................
205
200 < )ld-Squaw........ 72lt>4 < Hd-wife. .See Old-tiquaw.
157 Olor buccinator....................

Columbian us.........................................
70 Oporomis........................................ 20170 ................... 20170 formosus

205 Philadelphia 202149 Oriole, Baltimore.........
151 de Baltimore.
150
149 < Iscines....................
148 ........ 128151 American
152 < >8 preys......................
ISO Otocoris alpcstris. 15250 l )tus as in.............
73 Ovenbird.........

Owl, Acadian................ 132
American Barn............. 129
American Long-eared.................. 13088 Short-eared 130
Arctic Saw-whet............................. 13240 ........... 13145 < 'inereous...................... 131148 Great (îrey........................................... 131149 Great Horned.................. 133ISO Hawk 134

130
Monkey-faced.................. 129

209
4

07 Snowy................................ 134144 Owls.................................................................. 129
Bam......................... 129

101 130
101 Homed....................................... 130
102 t Ixyechus vociferous........................ 104102 < h ster-catcher, American................... 105
211
211

fester-catchers...................................... 105
211 P.
210
150 Band ion haliætus carol inensis.................... 128
132 Pandionidæ.......................................... 128
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58 Spruce. See Grouse, Spruce.
59 Passer domesticus....................................... 164
58 Paseerculus princeps..................................... 170
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Passerella iliaca...........................:
Paaaerherbulus henalowi

lecontei................................................
nelson i........................................... • •

Paaeerina eyanea.................
Peabody-bird. See Sparrow, White-throated.
Fedian'etee phasianellus..................
Peep, Black-legged. See Sandpiper, Setnipalmated. 

Green-legged. .See Sandpiper, Leant 
Mud. .See Sandpiper, Leant.

Peltxanidu-.................................
Pelicans 
Pelidna alpine 
Pent heat en atrieapillus 

hudsonicus 
Perchera, Songless
Perching Birds............
Ferisorcus canadensis.
Perroquet
Petrel de Leach

Leach's.
Wilson's.

Petroehelidon lunifrons 
Pewee, Bridge. .See Phoebe.

Wood........
Pewit. .See Sandpiper, Solitary.
Phalacrocoracidav .......
Phalacrocorax auntus

Phalaropc de Wilson
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Red....
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Phalarope ram
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Phalaropes 
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Phasiani....................................................................
Philohela minor.....................
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Phoebe...............................................................
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à tête rouge............................
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d’Amérique....................................................
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maculé.........
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Pici............................................... ..............................

Picoides américains..................................................
arcticus........................................................

Pie d'Amérique.................................................
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marais..............
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Pintail................

Springtail
Pipilo erythrophthalmus 
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Plectrophenax nivalis
Plegadis autumnalis........
Plongeon à collier......................

gorge rousse............
Plongeur............

American Golden..........
Bar t ram V...................
Black-bellied
Black-heart. See. Dunlin, 
(’alieo. See Turnstone, 
(’arriquet. See Turnstone.
Field.............................
Killdeer......................
Piping........................
Red-breasted. See Knot. 
Ring-eedi
Semipalmated.................
Upland.......................

Pluvier à ventre noir

<loré d’Amérique...........
kildir........................
semipalmé.................

Potrcetés gramineus........................
Podilymbus podiceps......................
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Polioptila cæruleu....................................
Polioptilinæ...............................................
Porzana Carolina...............................................
Preacher-bird. «See Vireo, Red-eyed.
Procellariidæ.............................................
l‘rogne subis..............................................
Protection..................................................
Protonotaria citrea.................................
Ptarmigan. .............................

Rock.........................................
Willow. See Grouse, Willow. 

Puffin.........................................................

Puffins............
PufliniiH...........

Pjfopour
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88

57 
182
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106, 109 
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45
58 
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58 
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Q.
Qua-bird. See Heron, Black-crowned Night.
Quail.........................................................   100

American. See Bob-white.
Quails, American.............................................................................................................. 106
Quank, Big. See Nuthatch, Caroline.

Little. See Nuthatch, Red-breasted.
Querquedula discors........................................................................................................ 67
Quisculus quiscula ............................................. 161 •

Rail, Carolina...............
Kjng

Virginia....................
Rail Yellow......................
Railhird. See Rail, Kora.
Rail-like Birds..............
Rails, True........................
Râle de la Caroline........

Virginie..........
Raili......... JaUne.......
Ralli.hr
Rail its......................................

elegans...................
Virginian us...............................................

llaptores..............................................................
Raven ....... ......................................
Recurviroetra americana....................................
Recurvirostridte..................................................
Red-back. See Dimlin.
Red-bird. See Cardinal and Tanager, Scarlet.

Summer. See Tanager, Scarlet.
Redhead..............................................................
Redpoll, Hornemann’s.......................................
Redpolls...............................................................
Redstart, American............................................
Regulin».............................................................
Regulus calendula..............................................

satrapa..................................................
Ricebird. See Bobolink.

«Sec Gallinule, Florida.
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l*age.
King-neck. .See Plover, Killdeer.
Ri paria riparia....................................
Kissa tridaetyla.........................................
Robin, American.....................................

Golden. .<>. ( >ri« >l«. Baltimore.
Roitelet à couronne rubis...................

Rouge-gorge bleu

214
214
218

Soddle-baek. See Gull, Great Black-backed.
Sanderling..............
Sandpiper, Baird's
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Bartramian. See Plover, Upland.
Bonaparte's
Buff-breasted

Pectoral

Semi pa limited •>7
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Solitary 
Spotted.
Stilt
White-rumped

«.HI, U2Sandpipers..............
Sapsucker, Yellow-bellie<l 
Sarcelle à ailes bleues..
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67

114
1

Sarcorhamphi.........................
Saunders, w E
Saw-hill. See Merganser, American, and Merganser, Red-b rca.
Saw-bills
Saxicola œnanthe.....................................................
Sayornis phoebe..........................................
Scaup, American. See Duck, (Ireater Scaup
SoolopacidsB
Scoter, American.......................................................................................

Surf
White-winged...............................................................................

Scoters.....................................................................................
Scotiaptex nebulosa
Seiurus.............. ..............................................................................

aurocanillus
motaeilla.............
noveboracensis............................

Setophaga ruticilla..........
Sharp-tail, Nelson’s 
Shearwater, Greater

Sooty........................ ........................
Shearwaters...................................................................................
Shelldrake. See Merganser, American, ami Merganser, Red-breasted. 
Shellduek. See Merganser, American, and Merganser, Red-breasted. 
Shore Birds........................ .................................................................
Shoveller...................
Shrike, Loggerhead

Shrikes...........
Sialia sialis... 
Siskin, Pine..
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Northern
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Sitelle de la Caroline 
du ( 'anada 

Nil ta canadensis .
Carulmeusis.................

Sit tide-..

See Sandpiper, Pectoral.

Rad-breasted. See Dowitcher. 
Robin. See Dowitcher and Knot . 
Rock. See Sandpiper, Purple. 
Wilson's
Winter. See Sandpiper, Purple.

Sni]>e-like Birds........
Snipes

Sea
Snowbird, Black. See Juneo 
Somateria

drosseri.........
inoUissinia 
spectabilis 

Song Birds 
Sors. See Rail, Sora. 
South-southerly. See <)ld-8quaw.
Sparrow, Bay-winged..................

('hipping
Clay-coloured.............
Knglish 
Field..........

Grasshopper...........

Henslow's.
House..........
Ipswich...............
lg.ir k..
Igcconte’s..............
Lincoln’s...........
Savannah
Song........
Swamp.
Tree........

White-crowned............
White-throated
Yellow-winged.......................

Sparrows..........................................................
Spatula cly peat a........................
Speckle-belly. Sec (bidwall.
Sphyrapicus varius
Spinus pinus................................
Spisa américain»..............................................
Spizclla monticola..........................................

pallida
passerina............................................
pusilla................................................

See Shoveller.
Squatarola squataroln
Squawk. See Heron, Black-crowned Night. 
Stake-driver. See Bittern, American.
Starlings, American.................................... •
Steganopodes...................................................
Steganopus tricolor...........................

PU
Spoonbill.
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Stelgidopteryx scrripennis...............................................................   1*4
Stercoranide |s
Stercorarius longieaudus.................................................................. 411

parasiticus............... 49
pomarinus.............................................. 4*

Sterna eapsia...................................................... 54
forsteri................................... 55
hirundo...........  ... . 55
paradistea.... 55

Sterne arctique.......................................................................   55
Caspienne 54
commune..................................................................................... 55
noire................ 56
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Strix varia.................................................................................. 131
Sturnclla magna. 159
Sula bassana. 60
Sulida- 60
Surnia ulula........................................................................ 134
Swallow, Bank.................................................................... 1*4

Barn............ 1*3
Cliff 1X3
Eave...........................................   1X3
Mud 1X3
Hough-winged..........  1*4
Tree 1*3
White-bellied 1X3

Swallows................................................................................ 1*2
Swan, Trumpeter.............. 7*

Whistling................................................................ 7*
Swans.................................................................. 63, 77
Swift, Chimney....................................................................... 145

Spine-tailed 115
Swifts 143, 145
Swimmers, Full-webbed..........    59

Lamellirostral.............................................................................................. 62
Lesser Tube-nysed................................ 57
Ixmg-winged........................................................... 48
Sieve-billed........................................................................... 62
Totipalmate...................................................... * 59
Tube-nosed............. 56

Syhriide

T.

Timager, Scarlet................................................................. 1*1
Summer................................................................ 1*1

Tanagers............................................................................. 1*0
Tan gara écarlate....................................................................... 1*1

Vermillon..................................................... 1*1
Tangaridæ....... .................................... 1*0
Teacher. See Vireo, Red-eyed.
Teal, Blue-Winged 67

Green-Winged.............................................................................. 67
Teeter. See Sandpiper, Solitary.
Tell-tale, Greater. See Yellow-legs, Greater.

Little. See Yellow-legs, Lesser.
Tebnatodyt.es palustris............................................................................ 209
Tern, Arctic.............................................................................. 55

Black....................................................................... 56
Caspian................................................................................. 54
Common................................................................................................................. 55
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Tom, Forster's............................................
Wilson’s..............................................

Terns.....................................................
Tetraonid®...................................
Tétras du Canada ............................
Thistlebird. See Goldfinch, American.
Thrasher, Brown...............................
Thrashers.....................................................
Thrush, Alice’s

Golden-crowned. See Ovenbird.
( Irey-cheeked...............................
Hennit..............................
Olive-backed.......

WoodL."
Thrushes.......................

Trtii'
Thryomanes bewicki............................
Thryothorus ludovicianus 
Thunder-pump. See Bittern, American. 
Tickler, hittiwake 
Tinker. See Auk, Razor-billed.
Tip-ups. See Sandpiper, Solitary.
Titlark, American Pipit................
Titmice........................................................
Tit muse, Tufted..............
Tetanus navipes.......................................

melanoleucus.................
Tourne pierre...................................

à poitrine noire....................
Tourterelle de la Caroline......................
Towhee.....................................
Toxostoma rufum
Traquet motteux...................
Tringa canutus..............................
Trochili.................................
Troglodyte aedon.......  .......................

d’hiver.......  ...................
des marais............................

Troglodytidæ...............................
Tropic region......................
Tryngites subruficollis........................
Tubinares...........................
Turdidœ
Turdinæ................................
Turkey, Wild.......
Turkeys........................................
Turnstone....................................................

American....................................
Ruddy

Turnstones...................................
Tympanuchus amcrican us..............
Tyrannida*...................................................
Tyrnnnus tyrannus.....................................
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V.
Vanneau gris.................
Vautour noir............................
Veer)’. See. Thrush, Wilson’s. 
Vermivora..............................
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peregrma.......
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à tête bleue.............
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gris-olive.........................
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Red-eyed...............
Solitary.................
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Wilsonia.......................................

canadensis...................................................
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Woodcock, American................................
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ladder-backed...................................
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Birds of Eastern Canada.

INTRODUCTION.

OBJECT OF THE BOOK.

Of late years there has been a great awakening of interest in the subject 
of natural history. More and more people are beginning to realize the 
pleasure and profit that can be derived from observât ion of common natural 
objects. In this growing field of nature study, few subjects have attracted 
so much popular attention as birds and few forms of life appeal so strongly 
to the esthetic sense. They are beautiful; they arouse curiosity; their 
elusiveness piques the imagination; anil by presenting constantly new 
aspects they never become commonplace.

The ornithological side is one from which the problems of nature can 
be successfully attacked from so many standpoints and in so many ways 
that there is interesting and valuable work for all to accomplish according 
to individual taste or opportunity. Those who incline towards systematic 
work can split their definitions as finely as human powers of observation 
permit. The animal psychologist can develop his problems as far as 
ingenuity can devise methods for experimentation. The ordinary nature 
lover can observe and note as painstakingly as opportunity permits; he 
can record information of scientific as well as populur interest, take pleasure 
in observing passing beauties, train his powers of observation, and acquire 
a knowledge that greatly increases his capacity for appreciation of nature. 
Even the unsentimental, practical man, who has little outward sympathy 
with abstract lieauty, has his attention attracted by the evident economic 
value of birds.

The “Birds of Eastern Canada" has been written to awaken and, 
where it already exists, to stimulate an interest, both æsthethic and practical, 
in the study of Canadian birds and to suggest the senti mental, scientific, 
and economic value, of that study; to assist in the identification of native 
species; and to furnish the economist with a ready means of determining 
bird friend from bird foe that he may act intelligently towards them and 
to the best interest of himself and the country at large; to present in a 
readily accessible form reliable data upon which measures of protective 
legislation may be based; to point out some of the pitfalls that have 
caught the inexperienced in the past; and to suggest methods for their 
future avoidance.

SCOPE OF THE BOOK.

This work covers all the birds that the ordinary observer is likely to 
meet with between the Atlantic coast and the prairies north of the Inter
national Boundary. This region forms a natural zoological area (see 
Distribution, page 8), including what may be called the eastern woodlands 
of Canada, a fairly homogeneous section, physically, geographically, and 
zoologically. The prairies are radically different in character and, con
sequently, exhibit an entirely different aspect of bird life. The birds of
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the open are naturally different from those of the woodlands; henee 
Manitoba has been taken as the western boundary of the zoological area 
dealt with in this book.

Although not a scientifically complete check-list of the birds of Eastern 
Canada, this l>ook is nearly so. A few species whose Canadian status is 
doubtful, and some of extreme rarity or of accidental occurrence, have 
been disregarded. The utmost freedom has been used in this respect and 
species have been admitted freely upon the basis of expediency; some as 
being of probable occurrence and to be looked for, others as illustrating 
some point of general interest more pointedly than regular native species, 
and some liecause in the past they have been confused with commoner 
forms.

PLAN or THE BOOK.

The systematic arrangement (see Classification, page 5, and nomen
clature, page 7) used arc those of the Check-list of the American Orni
thologists’ Union, third edition, 1910. Though this arrangement is 
acknowledged to be somewhat imperfect and its details tentative, it is 
that upon which most of the recent American bird literature is founded ami 
is the one in common use in North America.

In the treatment of subspecies a departure has been made from cur
rent practice, which the writer believes to represent more accurately the 
facts of nature and modern concepts. Species have been treated as 
aggregations of subspecies, each of equal rank and importance, and 
not, as is customary, as species with subordinate sub-species depen
dent upon them. The species is first given as a whole, including its 
subspecitic races, and under a subhead mention is made of the special 
subspecies that occur within the geographical scope of the work. This has 
caused no confusion or change except in the use of vernacular names in 
which the reader will find a few departures from those given and authorized 
by the American Ornithologists' Union. In the scientific nomenclature 
the true relative importance of species and subspecies has been expressed; 
but the common names have not heretofore always reflected this conception 
of subordination and this fact in many cases has caused the use of definite 
subspecific terms when it was by the very nature of the case impossible to 
determine their correctness or when it was unadvisable to recognize them. 
Thus there has been a tendency to attach unwarranted importance to 
these minor distinctions in popular as well as scientific estimation. In the 
correction of this condition certain adaptations of common names have 
been necessary, but as little change as possible from accepted practice 
has been made. Older terms have been revived wherever possible, but as 
current names have also been given no confusion should result. It has, in 
some cases, been necessary to apply the recognized type subspecific name 
to the whole species and adopt a new one for the form so robbed. In doing 
this it was advisable that as little change should be made in current usage 
as was consistent with the end in view. Therefore, except where good 
reasons prevented, the new subspecific name was formed by prefixing 
an adjective to the specific term hitherto applied to it. Each departure 
from accepted practice has been decided upon its own merits. Though 
there can be little doubt as to the advisability of the principle of the reform, 
the manner of carrying it out has been the subject of much thought, con
siderable consultation with others, and some hesitation in individual cases.
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The Horned Lark is one example of this problem. The type subsid ies 
Otocoris alpestns alpestn« has generally been known as the Horned Lark 
regardless of the fact that any one ot the fourteen or more other geogra
phical races have an equal claim to the name and that it is the only one 
for the species as • whole The obvious course e to mV the typical sub 
species, Otocoris alpestris alpestris (only typical in the sense of being des
cribed first and not on account of any taxonomic superiority to other 
forms), Eastern Horned Lark and to apply the name Horned Lark to the 
whole collection of co-ordinate subspecies, making it synonymous with the 
scientific binomial Otocoris alvestris.

The Migrant Shrike offered other difficulties. The logical proceeding 
would be to call the whole species Louisiana Shrike, from its scientific name 
ludovicianus. This would, however, introduce an unfamiliar name recog
nizable by only a few. The species has, therefore, been called here the 
Loggerhead Shrike and the form of eastern Canada the Migrant logger- 
head, on the assumption that a geographical term such as southern could 
be applied to (he type race to which Loggerhead has hitherto lieen restricted.

It would be too much to expect that the result attained will satisfy 
everyone ; the writer hopes, however, that it will lie accepted until the 
American Ornithologists’ Union committee takes the matter up and 
makes authoritative decisions.

In the following pages the number and vernacular name, with as 
little modification as possible, have been taken from the American Ornith
ologists’ Union check-list and appear first as a specific heading in heavy 
type. Following, in smaller type, arc the more common local names by 
which the species has been or is known in various localities. The French 
equivalent is then given, preceded by the contraction, “ Fr.”. These 
formal French names have been adapted from “Dionne’s Les Oiseaux de 
la Province de Quebec” and are followed when possible by vernacular 
terms in current use in French-speaking sections. Many of them were 
furnished by Dr. C. W. Townsend who has had considerable ornithological 
experience in the eastern provinces. Where French terms are missing, 
there is as far as the writer is aware no accepted French name.

The Latin specific name follows in italics and is always binomial.
Preceded by the initial “ L” the length of the species is next given in 

inches and decimals of an inch. The length of a bird is determined by 
measuring it, in the flesh, in a straight line from the tip of the bill to the 
end of the longest tail feather, the bird being stretched only enough to 
straighten the neck curves. The measurements given are those of the 
average adult male and indicate the comparative size of the species under 
consideration. They are not for specific identification, as in most species 
there is more or less individual and sexual variation.

Only an outline description of species is given and where there are 
illustrations the description is omitted and the reader is referred to the 
illustration instead.

Under ‘Distinctions,” an attempt is made to bring out the salient 
points by which the species, when in hand, may he separated from other 
similar forms, and the work of other authorities has been freely drawn upon 
to supplement the writer’s observations. Many of tin- distinctive points 
are naturally only superficial, but all are, as far as possible, reliable.

Under the heading “ Field Marks,” the features by which the species 
may be recognized in life are mentioned. In these the writer has been
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guided largely by his own experience and has stated the points that seem 
most characteristic to him. In species with which he has had little experi
ence in life he has relied upon others.

Under “Discussion," as many facts of general interest relating to the 
species have been included as the space allows or the importance of the 
species warrants. Scattered among the various species, where applicable 
under this head, numerous matters are discussed and general laws govern
ing zoological life stated. Many of these apply to a number of species 
and some might well be repeated under each specific heading were it not for 
the constant repetition that it would necessitate. An attempt has l>een 
made to encourage a wholesome protective attitude from an aesthetic 
viewpoint

“Nesting" is merely a brief description of the nest ami its situation. 
Much of this is drawn from other authors, especially from the invaluable 
“ Handbook of Birds of Eastern North America."

Under “ Economic Status ” is given a summary of present knowledge 
of the species in their relation to man. Most of this is drawn from the 
admirable work done fay the United States Biological Survey. Of necessity 
only a brief outline of the data upon which conclusions are founded can be 
given and the reader is referred to Ornithological Literature on page 13, 
for greater details.

Under “ Distribution ", it has been deemed best to give the distri
butions in such general and well understood terms that all can get at least 
a general conception of the ranges of the species. The result may be a 
little vague owing to the lack of sharply defined boundaries of the ranges, 
but the centres of distribution are made clear. For definite ranges tin- 
reader is referred to the “ Catalogue of Canadian Birds " by John and 
James M. Maeoun, issued by this department in 1909.

Throughout it has been the endeavour to avoid the use of technical 
terms, substituting familiar words wherever possible. Some technical 
terms, however, have no general vernacular equivalent and a glossary of 
these is given on page 219, for the benefit of those who are unfamiliar with
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CLASSIFICATION.

The first step in any science1 is that of classification. The present 
system of generic grouping of species was first advanced by Linnaeus in 
his epoch-making “ Systems Nature ” and has since been followed con
sistently by zoologists. By this, species are grouped together in genera 
according to fundamental structural relationships ami not accidental 
resemblances. The fact that upon the discovery of the laws of evolution 
these relationships were found to agree with lines of descent proved the 
logic of the system and gave it an added meaning. Thus the various 
specific mem tiers of a genus can lie conceived as havng descended from » 
common specific ancestor; the genera of a family from a common generic 
one, etc.

Dealing only with existing North American birds, they may lie divided 
into a number of Orders, which are the largest groups with which the 
Canadian ornithologist has direct concern. Orders are divided into 
Families, Families into Genera, and Genera into Species. These divisions 
may be again subdivided into Sabordera, Subfamilies, Subgenera, and 
Subspecies whose positions in the scheme are evident from their titles.

Though the limitations of book construction necessitate the presenta
tion of the classification scheme as a linear succession of forms following 
one another in single file, it should lie borne in mind that the system is 
not linear in conception. The component species instead of following a 
single line of relationship and sequence from the lowest to the highest 
present many parallel or divergent lines of equal or subordinate rank. 
The class Arcs or Birds may lie represented by a tree, the height of the 
tree representing time in geological ages from the earliest at the bottom 
to the present near the top. The trunk should be shown as double at the 
base; one stem would be a short dead stump and would represent the 
fossil toothed birds which became extinct before present geological time; 
the other, large and thrifty, would represent the modern untoothed forms. 
This in turn would divide into two main branches a short way from the 
base and would represent the two subclasses, the Raft-breasted and the 
Keel-breasted birds. The former would lie represented by much the 
smaller branch, whereas the latter would divide and subdivide into 
branches representing first, orders; next, families; then, genera; and 
finally species.

The value of these divisions, that is, the amount of differentiation 
sufficient to raise a group of genera to a family, or a collection of families 
to an order, is a matter for experienced individual decision as there is no 
authoritative ruling upon the subject. However, there has gradually 
grown up an approximate agreement on this subject, though the constant 
tendency among specialists has been to make finer and finer distinctions 
and to multiply the number of the various groups.

The smallest division generally accepted is the Species. Though 
everyone has a more or less accurate conception as to what a species is, 
whether it be called by that name or another, no satisfactory definition 
has ever been constructed for it. It is what is commonly known as a
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“ kind of an animal Thus the horse is a different “ kind ” or species 
from a donkey, a bluebird from a robin. They are sharply marked off from 
each other, regularly breeding together within the species only and pro
ducing like species as offspring. Distinct species do not commonly interbreed, 
but, when they do so, they form crosses or hybrids that are usually sterile. 
Up to comparatively recent years no smaller division was recognized, but 
with intensive study of material it has liecome evident to advanced students 
th»t within the species there is considerable individual and geographic 
variation.

Individual variation is the natural difference that may occur at any 
time between members of common parentage such as amongst full brothers 
and sisters. Just as like begets like so within certain limits like begets 
unlike for no two creatures are ever exact duplicates. This is individual 
variation, usually small and irregular in appearance and direction, but 
sometimes persisting progressively generation after generation in one direc
tion and forming the basis upon which present day evolutionists explain 
the origin of new species. Individual variation, however, is disregarded in 
classification, unless it has proceeded far enough to produce marked 
and constant differentiation over a definable natural group of a species.

Geographical variation can he regarded as the result of a common 
tendency of individual variation acting over a whole community of indi
viduals tending towards a common goal and is held to be induced and 
directed by local climatic and other conditions. Thus we often find that 
within a widespread species all individuals inhabiting certain localities 
have characteristics that separate them from those of the surrounding areas. 
Individuals in a dry deni country are apt to be maBh and tigntei in 
coloration, whereas those in a warm, moist country are usually larger and 
darker. These differences are sometimes marked and obvious; at other 
times they are so slight as to be noticeable only by comparison of large 
numbers of specimens and can be detected only by averages. Thus there 
is every degree of differentiation, due to geographical habitat, from pro
nounced departures from type, of almost specific value, to the finest shades 
of differentiation that skilled specialists can distinguish and which are 
inappreciable to the ordinary eye. The outstanding fact, however, that 
prevents the most marked geographical variation from full specific standing 
is that tbase minor forms intergrsde and m intermediate localities 
every shade of differentiation between the extremes can lie found. Between 
species this gradual merging of character is not supposée! to occur, and 
however fine the distinctions may l>e, the divisions should l>c sharp and 
defined. We, therefore, recognise these intergrading variations due to or 
based upon geographical distribution as Geographical Races, Varieties, or 
Subspecies, the latter term being now in best current use, and we regard 
them as s|>ecies in the making before the connecting stages binding them 
to the original stock have disappeared, owing to the growing sterility 
between the extreme variants. Except in such rare cases of physical 
isolation, as where an oceanic island habitat precludes com uuous distri
bution, we take, in practice, the existence of intergrades as the evidence 
of subspecific statu Besides these divisions of taxonomic value there 
are a few other vs aits that, owing to their erratic occurrence, cannot 
be recognized in our classification. These are “Albinos,” “ Melanos,” and 
“ Dichromatic Forms.”
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Albinism, or unusual whiteness, is the sporadic occurrence of white 
individuals, in species that are normally otherwise coloured, and may occur 
in almost any species. It may be either perfect or partial and is due to 
lack of pigment or colouring matter in the feather or skin substance. It 
can lie regarded as a manifestation of physical weakness and is said to be 
induced, among other things, by close inbreeding. A good test as to 
whether a pure white coloration is albinism or is normal is the colour of 
the pupils of the eyes. In albinos the pupils are pink in colour, as 
the lack of normal colour in the retina allows the blood coloration 
to show.

Melanism, or unusual blackness, is due to an excess of pigment. A 
good example of melanism is the Black Fox, which is a metallic variant 
of the common red species.

1 Achromatism is the term applied to occurrence of two different tyiies 
of coloration in a single species, irrespective of sex, age, or season. Thus 
the Screech Owl occurs in both red and grey phases (see Plate XVI A). 
They breed together indiscriminately and the offspring may be of either 
coloration. The Rough-legged Hawk and the Jaegers occur in light and 
in almost black phases ; the difference between dichromatism, and melanism 
in these cases is slight.

Hybrids form another departure from specific type. They are the 
offspring of parents of two distinct species. It is only occasionally that 
such matings are fruitful, and when they are the offspring is generally 
sterile. Hybrids occur most often among ducks, especially with the 
Mallard as one of the parents.

Every North American bird has a common or vernacular name author
ized by usage and recognized by the leading ornithologists and there is seldom 
necessity for using the scientific nomenclature. However, it is well for 
all who are interested in birds to familiarize themselves with as many of 
the scientific names as possible, as they are not only necessary in more 
advanced work, but they are of practical use in grasping the general re
lationships lietween various species.

The present Binomial System of nomenclature was introduced by 
Linnams, the great Swedish botanist, and embodied in his Systems Natura*, 
tenth edition, 1758, which is the authority accepted by American ornith
ologists. In this system each species is given a double name, the first term 
being that of the genus to which it belongs, the second that of the species. 
Generic names are not duplicated within the sphere of zoology and specific 
names never within the genus. Thus, the American Robin is Plariestirus 
nngratorius; that is, that species of the genus Planesticus which is named 
nngratorius. Other species of PlanenticuH have other names than migra- 
torius.

The three objects of scientific nomenclature are exactitude, univer
sality, and permanence. To this end the naming of zoological material 
is subject to strict laws whose principles are universally accepted and 
applied according to strict codes. Under these laws the scientific name of 
a species is not a matter of personal preference, but is fixed, so that few or 
none can dispute it, and no changes can be made in scientific nomenclature 
except such as are necessary to correct current mistakes in the application 
of the laws of the code. With increased knowledge it has become neces
sary to depart slightly in letter, though not in spirit, from the strict bi-
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iioinial system of Liniueus, and by adding a third term as naine of the 
8ul>s|M‘ries to make it a trinomial one. Wherever a three-term name 
is used, it is that of a subspecies of the original binomial form. The first 
specimen descrilied, or the first specimen to which a name has been at
tached, is regarded as the so-called “ Type ” form. Therefore, in dividing 
a species into subspecies the form which was first named as a species 
becomes automatically the type race, and its subspecific name is formed 
by a repetition of its specific name. Thus the American Robin that was 
first described and specifically named by Linnaeus in I7(M> as miarntoriux 
when mentioned subspeeitically in distinction from the Southern Robin or 
the western one becomes Planeaticu« migraUmux migraioriux. The Western 
Robin first separated from it by Ridgeway in 1877, was named bv him as 
Planeaticux migrator at x propinquux, and the Southern Robin by Baehelder 
in 1900, is Plamxticux migrator tux achruxterux. In practice, where the generic 
or specific names are evident from the context, it is customary to indicate 
them by initial, as P. migraUmux, or P. m. migratoriux.

Subspecific varieties are divisions of the species and, except in special 
lines of work, or where special exactitude is necessary, of minor importance. 
As these subspecies are also often based upon points of difference only 
perceptible to the most experienced observers, they generally lie outside 
the sphere of interest of the average amateur observer.

OBOOKAPHIVAL DISTK1BUTION.

The broader facts of the geographical distribution of life are patent, 
to the most casual observer. The primary divisions of distribution, the 
Tropics, Temperate, and Arctic zones are obvious, but closer study shows 
that within these broad associations minor and less obvious ones can la- 
detected. In America, north of the gulf of Mexico, there are three life 
regions, roughly following the above, called the Tropic, the Austral, and 
the Boreal regions. These are subdivided into life zones each characterized 
by its own peculiar assemblages of plants and animals.

The Tropic region is sufficiently characterized by name and need lie 
only mentioned.

The Austral region corresponds roughly to the popular geographical 
conception of the Temperate zone. It is divided into three life zones, 
the Lower Austral, the Upper Austral, and the Transition zones. The 
Lower Austral might be designated as subtropic and extends north includ
ing the gulf and the south Atlantic states, not occurring in Canada at all. 
The Upper Austral is the first that we are directly interested in in eastern 
Canada, it merely crosses the border on the lake Erie shore and includes 
the famous Niagara fruit licit. The frequent or regular occurrence of 
numerous southern species on Pelee point in Essex county, Ontario, marks 
the strongest development of this zone in the Dominion. It slightly touches 
our southern boundary again in Saskatchewan ami |x*rhaps some of the 
warmer valleys running into southern British Columbia. The northern
most Austral or Temperate life zone is the Transition zone which includes 
the greater part of the more highly cultivated areas of Canada. It occupies 
the shores of the bay of Fundy, the upper St. Lawrence river, southern 
Quebec and Ontario, the lower sections of the prairie provinces, and a
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strip of sea coast in southern British Columbia and marks the limit of 
extensive cultivation.

The Boreal region is divided into the Canadian, Hudsonian, and the 
Arctic zones. The Canadian includes the remainder of the forested land 
north of the Transition and is mostly coniferous, continuing across the 
continent to the northern limit of general cultivation. The Hudsonian 
zone is in the more northern country of small shrubs or stunted tree growth 
unsuited to agriculture, and the Arctic zone extends across the barren 
grounds north to the |x>le.

These life zones hast'd upon temperature and roughly following the 
lines of latitude, are, however, deflected from their natural east and west 
sweep by varying local conditions, the vicinity of cold or warm ocean 
currents, the presence of large bodies of water, elevation above the sea. 
the prevalence of cold or warm winds or mountain barriers to the same, 
and other causes. Thus instead of being even belts they are irregular 
and only roughly follow parallels of latitude.

Elevation is an important factor in the distribution of life depending 
upon temperature. In the tropics in ascending a high mountain, repre
sentatives of each zone between that of the surrounding lowland and tIn- 
Arctic of the snow-covered peak, may lx- met with and appropriate assem
blages of species will be found inhabiting each. The juncture of Arctic 
and Hudsonian zones at the straits of Belle Isle, in the same latitude as 
Lands End in England, illustrates the enormous effect of the cold Arctic 
current, coming down from Davis strait, in contrast to the influence of 
the warm Gulf stream that dies against the English shores.

We can also observe minor groupings vast and west based upon con
ditions other than temperature, these determining factors being mostly 
variations of humidity. Thus the life of the eastern woodlands is plainly 
different from that of the more arid plains of th« prairie provinces and both 
are strikingly different from that of the moist rat ifie slope.

Taking the eastern forms as typical in the ordinary acceptance of the 
word, comparable birds of the prairie will be found to In* slightly smaller 
and considerably paler in coloration, whereas on the humid Pacific coast 
they will Ik* larger and much darker in colour. Through these influences 
we, therefore, find in the west many subspecies of eastern forms. A com
paratively few species range unmodified across the continent, many are 
represented east and west by two or more subspecies showing greater or 
less differentiation, and in other cases they an- replaced by closely allied 
species or not represented at all.

In noting these faunal divisions, however, it must be remembered 
that as far as birds are concerned, these associations have to be based 
entirely upon breeding individuals. Birds travel so widely and along so 
many devious routes in their migration, that they may pass through several 
faunal areas spring and autumn though breeding in only one. Therefore, 
in determining the faunal zone to which any given area should be referred, 
such transients must he disregarded.

Though the distributions given under the specific headings following 
are rather vague and indefinite, many tend to follow similar general lines. 
Thus some arc given as “the lower Great Lakes region”; these are prob
ably Upper Austral forms. “Southern Ontario and Quebec” refers to 
Transition species, whereas “beyond dense settlement or to the limit of 
cultivation” would naturally be species of the Canadian zone.



The following specie# are given as representative of what birds are to 
be expected in each zone :
Upper Austral

Cardinal Hudsonian Chickadee Ptarmigan
Orchard Oriole Bed-breasted Nuthatch Snowy Ow l
< feraliaa W ree ( Hive-backed Thrush Snow Buutmg
( irusshopper Sparrow Three-toed Woodpecker Gyrfalvou
Blue-grey Gnatoatdw Hermit Thrush l.ongspur
Dioketsael White-throated Sparrow

Transition1
Canada Jay 
Grey-cheeked Thrush

Bobolink Slate-coloured Junco
Wood Thrush 
Yellow-throated Vireo // wisonuin
Baltimore Oriole Rough-legged llawk
Tow her Fox Sparrow
Cuckoo Northern Shrike
Field Sparrow White-crowned Sparrow

Bluebird Pine Grosbeak
Catbird American Pipit

MIGRATION.

The migration of birds, their periodical and seasonal appearance and 
disappearance, is one of the most obvious phenomena of nature. The 
fact that many birds disappear in winter is common knowledge and has 
attracted attention for ages. Though once regarded as a mystery, and still 
far from lx*ing throughly understood in many of its details, we are beginning 
to wonder less but admire more as accurate knowledge gives place to vague 
speculation. To-day, where most of our northern species spend the winter 
is known and many of the routes by which they come and go have been 
map|>ed out. We know that on the whole they are governed by ordinary 
and well known, though perhaps highly developed, senses and common 
every day influences, and not by the mysterious power# and instincts once 
ascribed to them.

The fundamental cause of migration is obviously the waxing and the 
waning of the food supply. Birds leave the northern land of their birth 
because there is no other way by which to avoid starvation. Many species 
can withstand extreme cold but none can go long without food and though 
some bird food still remains in Canada throughout the winter, its amount 
is small and only sufficient for a limited population and even that supply 
rapidly decreases, or to the north is buried under deep snow. The cause 
of the southward migration in the autumn then is obvious, but why should 
a bird leave the soft climate and plentiful food supply in the south to brave 
dangerous travel and finally find itself in a land where retiring winter still 
lingers and the danger of starvation is imminent. Many ingenious explan
ations have been advanced to account for this, longing or homesickness 
for the land of birth, hereditary memories of an ancient home enduring 
through geological ages, the seeking of special food for nestlings, and 
insufficiency of nesting sites in the southern areas, have all been given as 
possible reasons. However, it is unnecessary to advance a complicated or 
far-fetched explanation when a simple and direct one exists. If we 
remember that in the nesting season the bird population is increased many

‘Most of the apeoif* of this «one also ooour in the Upper Austral, but reach their northern limit here The occur 
renne of these with the absence of the species of bordering sont» are the moat marked charactoristioe of the Transition
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fold by the birth of young ; that though in winter there may be room for a 
considerable numlier of birds in the southern stations, the natural spring 
increase of population outgrows the sup|x>rting power of the land; and that 
just at this critical time the whole northern temperate region is thrown 
open to occupation with an abundance of food, the subject is mysterious 
no longer. In fact, it is only by migration that it is possible to use the 
supporting power of the temperate regions unless the birds fast or 
hibernate through the winters, to neither of which the avian nature takes 
kindly.

Though food supply is the fundamental or originating cause of migra
tion we must look for other and more immediate impulses for an explanation 
of its methods to-day. Originally forced to and fro by hunger, the annual 
movements now have become instinctive and take place before the situation 
becomes acute, the actual hunger pinch felt, or the physical system 
weakened by want.

The extent of the migrations of tin- different species varies. A very 
few species do not, in the true sense of the word, migrate at all. In other 
species the more northern individuals only recede from their stations, 
the southern remaining practically stationary, though in the majority of 
< an.adian specif** tin» whole body moves smith The bird of greatest 
length of migration is doubt le».» «he Arctic Tern, a turd that from
the gulf of St. Lawrence to the polar regions and winters as fm south as tin 
Antarctic continent.

The methods of migration are nearly as varied as their extent. Some 
species drift along throughout the day from treetop to treetop, from wood 
patch to wood patch, gradually working their way in the desired direction. 
Others take long flights, some high in the air, others lower. Some travel 
altogether by day; others travel at night and we are only aware of their 
passage through accidental opportunities, their faint voices coming down 
to us from overhead in the darkness, or by their sudden appearance about 
us in the morning. They travel in flocks of single or mixed species, scattered 
groups, or as individuals.

Many species, if not all, follow more or less definite routes to and 
from their breeding grounds and some go and return by altogether different 
paths. Comparatively small bodies of water deflect some species from 
their course, others unhesitatingly cross vast reaches of sea, indifferent 
to nearby and convenient land passages that are made use of by closely 
allied species. In some species the older birds precede and in others 
the males may precede the females.

How birds find their way is still only vaguely understood, and indi
viduals far out of their natural range and course show evidence of being 
as hopelessly lost as any other animal would be on unfamiliar ground. 
Certainly experience has much to do with it and undoubtedly young birds 
are largely guided by the movements of their elders which, it can lie 
assumed, through previous experience, already know and can lead the way. 
We can understand how birds can follow great landmarks—large river 
systems, mountain ranges, or sea coasts in their journey, but no sense with 
which we are familiar explains how some species return unerringly to lonely 
oceanic islands over wastes of monotonous sea. It may be that they have 
a special sense which aids them in orienting themselves.

57172-2
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PROTECTION.

lu food habits, birds art* eminently adaptable; seeds, plants, fruit, 
insects, flesh, or fish are all acceptable to various species and, consequently, 
nearly all regions have their quota of appropriate birds. A bird lives fast, 
its heart lieats more rapidly than that of other animals, the blood temper
ature is higher, and it consumes an enormous amount of energy in flight. 
This feverish heal and strenuous exertion require* a correspondingly large 
amount of food, consequently the bird as an economic factor is one to be 
regarded seriously. Though it may be an exaggeration to say, as some 
writers have inferred, that the whole balance of nature depends upon 
birds and that without them the country would la* a barren waste peopled 
only by insects, yet birds cannot Ik* seriously reduced in number without 
the gravest results. The destruction of tons of weed-seeds and millions 
of insects must necessarily have a great influence upon human welfare and 
neglect of this fact must seriously react upon any community that fails 
to give proper protection to its birds.

However, the problem of the status of individual species of birds 
is not the simple thing that it «qierficially appears to he. More than 
a cursory examination is necessary and many things must be considered 
in order to arrive st the mii.li Amm-timcs birds work in harmony with 

... <oxl sometimes against it. They may be directly beneficial 
at one season and harmful at another, or their indirect influence may alter 
the sum of their direct effects in a most surprising manner.

General impressions then as to whether a bird is beneficial or harmful 
require careful cheeking. More casual observation in life is never sufficient 
to determine even its food supply. Modern practice bases such conclusions 
almost entirely upon the examination of the stomach contents of wild 
birds taken throughout the year, which is the only evidence that is not 
subject to question. In this work the United States Biological Survey 
has examined and passed upon thousands of bird stomachs and the results 
of its researches are available to those who care to study and use them.

As one of the factors in the delicate balance of nature birds should 
be respected.

There are certain birds which from their size, habits, and general food 
value are regarded as legitimate game. The pursuit of these is invigorating 
sport and tends to the healthful welfare of the sportsman, teaching wood
craft, hardihood, out of door adaptability, and marksmanship. The true 
sportsman has a code of ethics of his own founded upon economic as well 
as humanitarian principles. He shoots nothing without giving it a fair 
chance and little that cannot be used as food. He is also careful not to 
deplete* the game upon which his future sport depends. Restrictive 
measures have invariably followed rather than preceded the results that 
have made them necessary, the regulations that are enacted to-day should 
have been adopted yesterday and the consequence is that over much of the 
country, game is a thing of the past.

MEANS OF ATTRACTING BIRDS.

To anyone interested in birds, the pleasure of having them about 
the house and garden where they can he observed at leisure, is a very great 
enjoyment. A small garden patch can be made attractive to many species
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by proper method*. The effects of .strict protection are well illustrated 
in some of the larger parks where the shyest waterfowl, finding there is 
nothing to fear from man, become almost as confiding as barnyard poultry, 
rids is. tin- case also with the smaller garden species. Next to freedom 
from disturbance by the human inhabitant* protection from the domestic 
eat is necessary.

The supplying of food in winter is also important. Shrub*, carrying 
fruit, suet hung in trees, and grain, broken nuts, and small fragments of 
dried meat sheltered from the snow, never fail to attract birds in the 
winter time.

In summer.when natural supplies are plentiful, food seldom has to lie 
supplied, though a row' of fruiting sunflowers or the seed heads of many 
garden flowers well repay the trouble they may cost to provide. A shallow 
pool of clean water is a never failing source of pleasure to nearly all the 
common garden birds. They lioth baths in it and drink it and on a hot 
day it is no uncommon sight to see several birds awaiting their turns to 
enjoy the grateful coolness. The simplest form of bird bath is a shallow 
pan, set well out in the open and away from cover as a protection from 
cats. In cities where the trees are well eared for and dead wood 
pr anptly removed, certain species of birds are always hard pressed to find 
suitable nesting sites. There are at least half a dozen species naturally 
nesting in hollow limbs, that readily come to bird boxes of various kinds 
and a number of other birds can he occasionally induced to do so. Suitable 
boxes are described in some of the books listed on page 16. In many 
schools W'here manual training is taught the boys are encouraged to build 
bird houses. Scope is thus given to their natural inventive genius, 
and at the same time they become interested in the birds that occupy 
the houses.

ORNITHOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

North American ornithological literature is rich and varied, and per
haps no natural science can be studied with such efficient written aids 
either to beginner or advanced student as that relating to birds. A publi
cation can be found to suit all stages of knowledge and almost any purse. 
The following list of books on the subject is recommended, the first named 
being specially suited to the requirements of the beginner.

Birds guides, by Chester K. Heed: Part I. Water and game birds east of the Rockies 
(including the hawks and owls); Part 2. Land birds east of the Rookies. Doubleday, 
Page ami Company, (larden City, N.Y., price each, SI in doth, $1.25 in leather.

These are small, almost vest pocket editions in limp bindings, 3| by 61 inches, 
very convenient for carrying in the pocket in the field. They contain small, easily 
recognised, coloured illustrations of ell the birds in both sexes, and brief descriptions. 

Colour key and guide to the birds of eastern North America, by Frank M. Chapman and 
Chester K Hoed: K vo., Doubleday, N.Y., price $2.50.

Similar in plan to above but more detailed and instructive.
A guide to the birds of eastern New York, by Ralph Hoffman : 8 vo., Houghton, Mifflin 

a Co., price $1 JO.
A most durable book, though dealing with an extralimited area it includes most 

of tin birds of eaeU m ( toads h contains keys for the birds of each season based 
upon colour, detailed descriptions, and also many illustrations in black and white 
showing specific details and gives much information of various kinds.
57172-21
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The birds of Ontario, by Thomas Mellwraith : ‘Aid edition, 1894 , 8 vo., Win Briggs, 
Toronto.

An annotated list of all the birds known to the writer to <>< < ur m Ontario at that 
date, with descriptions and much information regarding habits, etc. Unfortunately 
it is now out of print and an p-tibably only be obtained through seooud-liand book 
dealers who make a specialty « ornithological literature

The handbook of the birds of eastern North America, by Frank M. Chapman: 12 mo., 
1). Appii ton A Co., priée S3.50.

This is an aliiu^i complete text l»ook on the birds of eastern North America and 
is invaluable for the advanced as well as the beginning student. It contains detailed 
accurate descriptions of all plumages, measurements ami migration dates, and an 
immense amount of interesting and valuable detail with a most valuable introduction 
on birds and bin! study. As soon as a student is familiar with the rudiments of orni
thology, he should supply Idmself with this handbook.

Key to the birds of North America, by Elliot Cones: 5th edition, 1903, vois 2, large 8 vo., 
Dana Estes & Co., price 112.50

This is |»erha|Mi the most generally accepted authority upon the subject of Amer
ican birds, h is primarily intended for the advanced student but it contains a mass 
of informal ion t hat can be found nowhere else and is a final court of derision to the 
majority of our working ornithologists.

The catalogue of Canadian birds, by John and James M. Maooun: K vo., published by 
the Department of Mines, Geological Survey Branch, Ottawa, 1909.

This is a complete list of all the s|iecics and subspecies of birds known to occur in 
Canada, Greenland, and Newfoundland, with their ranges both breeding and migra
tory as thoroughly stated as the condition of knowledge at the time of publication 
permitted. It is based largely upon the explorations and experiences of the authors, 
supplemented by knowledge from all available sources and contains considerable 
in lorn m t ion regarding breeding habits but little else of popular interest The original 
English version is now out of print but the French translation is still available for 
distribution and can be obtained from the Department.

The birds of North ami middle America, by Robt. Ridgeway: Bulletin No. 50, 8 vo , 
Unit,«il States National Museum.

This is a monumental work plant»*! in eight volumes but later extendi*! to ten 
ur more, <.t which seven are in print the remainder to follow as rapidly as the work 
can be prepared. It is the latest anil most detailed and scientific work on the subject, 
but contains nothing on life historiiw or alli«*d popular subjects. It is not for general 
sale lint may be procured from second-hand book dealers or through the Department 
of Public Documents at Washington.
Besides these general works, the following, dealing with sin-cial divisions of birds, are

recommended :
The Warblers of North America, by Frank M. Chapman: 1). Appleton & Company,
The Water-fowl family, by Sanford, Bishop, and Van Dyke: The McMillian Co., price, $2.
North American land birds by Baird, Brewer, and Ridgeway: Little, Brown & Co., 3 vols.

Reprint of the original. The water-birds of the series was originally published 
in Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard College, ÎSH4, but is 
now out of print and very difficult to obtain.

For general reading the following can be recommended:
How to study birds, by Herbert K. Job: Outing Publishing Co., price, $1.50.
The sport of bird study, by Herbert K. Job: Outing Publishing Co., price, $2 
Wild wings, by Herbert, K. Job: Outing Publishing Co., price, $3.

These are all intensely interesting books and contain a wonderful collection of 
photographs of birds from life.

Bird craft, by Mable Osgood Wright: MacMillian Co., price, $2.50.
Many full nage illustrations.

Rambles of a Canadian naturalist, by 8. T. Wood: Illustrated, J. M. Dent <fc .Sons, Ltd., 
Ixmdon and Toronto, 1910, prie**, $1.50.
'l*his is a series of short sketches and observations on the nature life about Toronto. 
They are well and sympathetically written—many, though not all of them, refer 
to birds.

The bird, its form and function, by C. William Bebee: Henry Holt and Co.
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This list could Ik* extended indefinitely but probably sufficient has 
been mentioned.

On economic ornithological subjects the reader’s attention is directed 
towards the immense amount of valuable literature published by the United 
States Biological Survey in their many bulletins, circulars, and reports. 
Though these were prepared primarily for use in the United States they 
apply to Canadian birds almost equally well. A complete list of them 
with prices can be obtained from the Superintendent of Public Documents, 
Washington. The prices are merely nominal.

Of Canadian publieations of this nature, the following may he men-

The birds of Ontario in relation to agriculture, by Chas. W Nash: Ontario Dept, of 
Agriculture, Bulletin 173.

Of literature of local application in Canada only a few of many can 
be mentioned, for their name is legion and they are scattered throughout 
many publications, (wriodicals, proceedings, and reports.
Ontario :

The birds of Ontario, by Thomas Mcllwruiih, 2nd edition, 1894, 8 vole , Win. Briggs, 
Toronto.

The birds of Toronto, by J H Fleming: Auk, vol XXIII, pp 437-4M; vol XXIV, 
pp 71 -W

The natural history of the Toronto region. Birds by J. H. Fleming Published by 
Canadian Institute, Toronto, 1913, price, $2 or 12.50.

(/uebes :
lx* oiseaux de la Province de Uuelx-e, par C. E. Dionne: Dussault * Prnulx. 1900. 
The birds of Montreal, by E. D. Wintfe: Drysdale A Co., Montreal, 1908.

Nairn Scotia :
Birds of Nova Scotia, by A. Downs, edited by Harry Piers: Proc. and Trans., Nova 

Scotia Inst. Sc., vol. VII, pp. 142-178.
New Hrunmvick :

A catalogue of the birds of New Brunswick, by M. A. Chamberlain : Bull. Nat. Ilist. 
Hoc., New Brunswick, No. 1, pp. 23-08.

Ornithology, like all other branches of science, has its own periodicals. 
The principal one of these in North America is the Auk, a quarterly 
magazine, which is the official organ of the American Ornithologists’ 
Union. In addition to purely scientific papers, it contains hundreds of 
articles of interest to Canadians, including local lists copiously annotated 
with life history notes from all over the Dominion and descriptions of 
habits popularly discussed. Subscription is $3 a year. Editor, beginning 
1912, Witmer Stone, Academy of Science, Philadelphia, Pa., Office of 
Publication, 30 Boylston street, Cambridge, Mass

The Wilson Bulletin, a bi-monthly magazine, is the official organ of the 
Wilson Ornithological Club and is devoted to the interests of the middle 
west. Subscription $1 a year, edited by Lynds Jones, Oberlin, Ohio. 
Address, The Treasurer, P. B. Coffin, 3232 Groveland ave., Chicago, III. 
This is a less pretentious publication than the Auk, but contains much of 
interest to the general reader and publishes some of the most popularly, 
interesting articles on birds and their habits.

“ Bird lore ” is an avowedly popular, monthly magazine notable for 
its beautiful makeup and illustrations. It is the official organ of the 
National Audubon Societies and is devoted to the popular study and 
protection of birds. It is now in its eighteenth volume and is edited by
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Frank Chapman. Subscription $1 per year. Address, Bird-Lore, Crescent 
and Mulberry streets, Harrisburg, Fa.

The Canadian Field Naturalist, the continuation of (lie Ottawa 
Naturalist, is a monthly (nine numbers a year) published by the Ottawa 
Field Naturalists Club, Editor, Arthur Gibson, Entomological Branch, 
Dept, of Agriculture, Ottawa, Ont. Subscription SI per year. Address 
C. L. Patch, See., Geological Survey, Ottawa, Ont. This publication 
contains a great deal of interesting zoological material and numerous 
notes and articles on the birds of Canada.

On the subject of protection ami attraction of birds about the home, 
among the great mass of literature available, the following can be specially 
recommended :
How to attract and protect wild birds, by Martin Hietmmnn: Witbcrby A- Co., London,

This is an extended account of the methods punned by Baron Berlepseh in 
Germany and gives iiuiumerable methods by which the end can be obtained on both 
large and small estates.

Wild bird guests, by Harold Baynes E. 1*. Dutton A Co., 191"), 12.
This gives a most interesting and readable account of the method pursued b> 

the writer and his friends whereby they made Meriden, New Hampeliire, a veritable 
model bin! village, where the birds lieeume as familiar and friendly iis household |>ets. 
coming when railed and alighting freely upon the person. It is beautifully illustrated 
with innumerable photographs showing both met hods and results.

The domestic eat, by Edward 11. Forbush, State Ornithologist, Mass State Board of 
Agriculture, Bulletin No. 2, 1916.

This is an exhaustive treatment of the house eat in its relation to wild bird life 
Bird houses and how to build them, by Ned Dearborn: Vnited States Department of 

Agriculture, Farmer’s Bulletin No. 609. Address Department of Public Documents, 
gton, D.C < 'usi about ten cents

On tin1 subject of the English Sparrow as a pest the following can bo 
recommended :
The English Sparrow in North America, by Walter B. Barrows: Bull. No 1, U S. Dept 

of Agriculture. 1889, op. 40f).
How to destroy the Fnglish Sparrow, by Nisi Dearborn: Farmer’s Bulletin No. 38.'$, 

V.S. Dept, of Agriculture, 1910.
The English Sparrow as a pest, by Ned Dearborn : Farmer's Bulletin No. 493, IS. Dept

of Agricuftun. 1912
These re|sirts give the English Sparmw a fair trial and an honest conviction, and 

suggest various means of keeping its number under control.

KKY TO THE BIRDS OF EASTERN CANADA.

Explanation.

In zoological descriptions a “ key " is a device through which a speci
men can be gradually referred from larger to smaller groups by picking 
out salient characters and its specific identity thus finally fixed.

The key here published is a modification of one originated by Mr. 
Frank Chapman and Ernest Thompson Seton and published in the former’s 
“ Handbook to the birds of eastern North America.” It is hoped that 
it will be found of great assistance to the beginner. One advantage of 
this key is that it is independent of the varying characters of age, sex, or 
season, and may In* used for juveniles and females as well as adult male 
specimens.
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The method of its use is as follows: given a bird in the hand of un
known species to determine its name. It is first compared with the first 
heading in small capitals numbered in Roman numerals i, feet fully 
webbed If this description dot's not tit the bird, the next Roman 
numeral heading is referred to—it, FEET partl> webbed, or in, kbit 
without pronounced web. Assuming that the latter correctly describes 
the bird under discussion, we refer to the headings of next lower tank, 
which are numbered alphabetically with capital letters, where we find 
the alternatives—F, Legs long, and (1, Legs short. Sometimes it may be 
difficult to decide whether a leg should be regarded as long or short, and 
the various pictured details following may then assist determination. In 
this case the legs we decide are not remarkably long, no longer in comparison 
to size of the bird than are the legs of a chicken or sparrow; wo. therefore, 
under (I, refer to a number of subordinate alternatives, distinguished by 
small initial letters--k. feet chicken-like, strong and compact for scratch
ing; 1, feet strongly clawed for holding prey ; in. feet small and weak; 
n, feet small or medium-sized, solidly made and legs covered with horny 
scales or plates. Glances at various feet shown under each heading will 
assist in determination. Assuming a decision in favour of tin* last, we 
compare our specimen with the next alternatives, numliered with ordinary 
Arabic numerals—IV, two toes in front; 20, three toes in front. There 
can be Utile confusion here and we assume that our specimen having three 
front toes is one of the great body of perching birds. We. therefore, 
compare it with the following line detail drawings to see with which it 
agrees most closely. The bill is not wide and flat; it is, therefore*, not a 
flycatcher; there are no ear-tufts or long hind toe and the nostril is not 
covered with feather tufts, therefore it cannot be either a Horned Lark, 
a Crow, or a Jay. The next picture, the Bobolink's bill, catches our eye 
and the sparrow bill in the next lot. A glance through the remainder 
shows that our bird must be a bobolink or one of the sparrows. The picture 
p. 247, ami description of the former,is nothing like it; therefore, we turn 
to the sparrows, read the general sparrow description, and remarks on p. 161, 
and then work through the pictures. After looking at all the illustrations 
we find that our specimen agrees with that of the Song Sparrow, and on 
reading over the distinctive characters we have our opinion confirmed. 
It has the sharply striped breast aggregated in the centre, and is without 
either the yellow stripe over the eye of the Savannah Sparrow or the 
white outer feathers of the tail, as in the Vesper We are, therefore, 
confident that, starting with no other ornithological knowledge than that 
the specimen was an Eastern Canadian bird, we have been able to refer it 
to its proper species.
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Key.

Figura 1.

Plumage areas of a typical bird.
I. Feet Fully Webbed—Two or three complete webs to each’foot.

A, Toes, four, 
a, Tarsus flattened.

Loons.
Figura 2.

P 44.

Figure 3. Figure 4. Figure 8.

b, Closed wing longer than tail, except in some Jaegers (Figure 3) 
and Terns (Figure 5), in which the rule only holds if the greatly 
elongated central tail feathers of the former or the outer ones of 
the latter are disregarded. Bills as shown

Lonç-winyed Swimmers—Gulls, Tern, Jaegers ........ p. 48.
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c, Webs between all toe* (3 webs)

Figure «

Full-Webbed Swimmer»—Gannets, Cormorants, etr............................ p. 59.

d, Bill toothed or flattened (Duck-like).

Sieve-billed Swimmers—Mergansers, Ducks, Geese, and Swans P-62.

e, Nostrils in tubes on top of bill.

Figure li.

...p. 56Tube-nosed Swimmers—Petrels, etc.
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B, Toes three (without hind toe), except Kittiwike
(p. 50).

Auki. Murret, etc
Figure 12.

P «

II. Feet Partly Webbed —Webs reduced to scallops, bordering Haps, or 
small webs at base of toes. Toes four, except as otherwise noted.

C, Taraus much flattened ; webs as shown.

Grebes . ........ P 42.

D, Rill extending on forehead and forming 
frontal plate.

Coot.
Figure II.

p. 90.

E, Small birds; bill long and slender; toes 
three or four.

f, Rill without hard terminal enlargement; 
toes four, except Sanderling (p. 97). Figure 15

Shore Birds—Phalaropes, Snipe, Sandpipers, Plover. p. 90.

g, Rill with hard terminal enlargement; 
toti ilurr except Etiack-belUed 
Ptorer p LOS

Plover p. 102.
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111. Feet Without Pronounced Web.

F, Logs long, for wading in water or mud;
toes long, slender, and flexible at joints.

k

h, Bill stout and horny ; bare space 
about eyes.

Figure IS.

1, Middle toe with comb.

Heron*..

Figure 10.

. p. 80.

2, Forehead bare.

Figure 20.

Crane*. p. 85.

i, Bills long, flex
ible, and even
ly tapered.

Figures 21 and 22.
3, Bill rather slender, 

not markedly deeper 
at base than tip. Toes 
four, except Sanderling (p. 97).

Phalaropes, Snipe, Sandpipers , ....................................... p. 90.
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4, Bill rather decidedly heavier at base 
than at tip.

Rail* (King and Virginia Haile).
Figun- 23

. p. 86.

j, Bills short.
5, Bill soft at base ending in hard 

terminal enlargement. Toes three, 
except Black-bellied Plover, (p. 103).

Plover
Figure 24.

p. 102.

6, Bill quite stout.

Rails (Sora and Yellow Rails)
Figure 26.

p . 88

7, Bill stout with frontal shield extending 
on forehead.

(rollinules,
Figure 26.

.................. p. 88.

8, Bill horny to base, wedge-shaped in 
profile, and appearing to be slightly 
turned up.

Turnstone
Figure 27.

. p. 105.

G, Legs short for perching, walking, climbing, 
and living in trees or on land, 

k, Feet chicken-like, strong and compact; 
toes less flexible; claws strong and 
blunt for scratching. Tarsus feathered 
or bare. With or without comb-like 
appendages on toes.

Figure 28.



9, Bill rather conical ; feathered 
to or about uostiil.

Figure 29.

Carouse and Quail

10, Bill hooked; neck and head bare. €
Vultures

Figure 30.

1, Feet powerful for hold- 
in* prey; claws Ion*, l
«trou*, sharp, anil Â
curved tarins feather- (( V
ed or bare. if

Birds of Prty
Figure* 31 ami 32.

imt
11. Naked cere at base of hill. 

Tarsus always 1 except Hough le* 
Hawk and Golden Kagle) bare. 
Toes always hare (Figure 31).

rQ r\
a h

Hawks and Eagles
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12, Cere hidden in feather*; eye 
in rentre of more or lews circular 
feather disks. Tarsus and toe* 
feat hared ( Figure 32 ).

Owls
Figure 34.

................  p. 129

m, Feet small and weak.
13, Nostrils opening in a soft and somewhat 

swollen hase.

Pigeons
Figure 1».

p 111.

14, Two outer toes joined together 
for half their length.

Kingfishers.
Figure 36.

. p. 135.

15, Two toes directed forward, two 
backward (see also Woodpeckers).

Cuckoos..

16. Bill very small ; mouth enor
mous, opening to below eyes.

Figure 37.

P 135

Figure 38
Goatsuckers, Whip-poor-will, Xighthawks . p. 143.
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17, Tail frâthcr* omliii* in sharp

Chimney Suift

if/ASJUL

Figure 38.

p. 145

18, Bill very alender ami awl-shaped 
Exeeediegly minute birds.

Figure 40

Hummingbird

n, Feet, medium-aised or small, hut not 
noticeably weak, flabby, or loose 
jointed. i,egs covered with scales 
or plates.
19, Two toes in front, either one 

or two directed backwards. Bill 
chisel-shaped at tip. Figure «1.

Woodpeckers.. p. 138.

JO, Three toes in front ; hind toe as well 
developed and as long as middle toe; 
claw on hind toe usually a> long as 
or longer than that on middle toe.

Per chers.. p. 147.

Recognition of Detail» of the Pirchcrs.

Bill wider than high at base; 
tip slightly hooked.

Flycatchers.

Note ear tufts and long hind 
let Mil Longeput end 
Pipit only other species 
having latter feature.

Horned Lark.

a Figure 43. b
p. 148.

Figure 44. b

p. 152.
Figure 44
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Bill stout, nostrils covered by bristly tufts.

Cm»#, Jays, etc.
Figure 45.

p. 153

Keel of bill us
ually extending 
more or less up 
on forehead. Figures 4*> and 47.

C o w bi r d and 
Bobolink (Fig
ure 46) have 
bills resembling 
the sparrow, 
see species.

SUirlings. p. 156.

Figures 50. 51 and 52.

Bill conical, stout for seed cracking. (Bills of Bobolink and Cowbird 
su|M*rfieially similar, see descriptions.)

Sparrau'8.. ................. p. 161.

Slight or marked tooth on cutting side of 
upper mandible.

T a nager s. p. ISO.



Bill very small, wide, and flattened at bane. -4
Swallows..

Crest and black eye-bund most conspicuous.

Waxmngs..

4M
Figure 54.

p. 182..

Figure 55.

p. 184.

Tooth near tip of upper mandible.

VtreoAi and Shrikes..
Figure 56

pp. IKK, 18b.

Small, brightly eoloured birds. Olive- 
greens and yellows are perhaps the 
commonest colours, but blues, reds, 
and other colours are often present.

Wood Warblers

fjr* . ^

Figures 57, 56. and 59

p. 190.

Fine sharp bill and long claw on
hind too.

I\jnt
57172-3

Figure 50

p. 2(15.
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Figures 61 and 62*

Hill* aw shown. Thrasher large red-brown and white bird ; ( at bird even 
slate grey.

Thrasher and Catbird........................................................................ P ^

Small birds coloured in shades of wood-brown.

Figure 63.
p 207

Small birds in wood-brown colours, lail 
long and stiff, feathers pointed at end.

Creepers...

Bill pointing slightly upwards.

Nuthatches...

Figure 68.

........................ p.210

Very email bird» coloured in grey», white, and black

Titmice.
Figure 66. 

........ p- 212.



Very small birds, olive-coloured. Main- with small 
brightly-coloured crown patch.

Kinglets..

Figure 67

p.2ia

Medium-sized birds, coloured usually, 
except Robin and Rlue-bird, in soft 
browns with more or lew spotted 
breast.

Thrushes.. p. 215.

SYSTEMATIC INDEX.

Titles given in small capitals have special headings devoted to them; 
those in italics are mentioned incidentally in the text. Starred species 
are illustrated in colours.
Class 
Subclass. 
Subclass 
Order .

AVEs, birds..........................
li itir■ Raft brea 

cabin atac, Keel-breasted bit 
pyuopodes, Divers.
.... Colymbi, Grebes

.GAVHDiK, Loom

41
41
41
41
42 
42

Western Grebe 42
HOLBTOLL’s (iREHE 42
HORNED GREBE 4.t

*PIED-BILLED GREBE 4.1
44

^COMMON LOOM 44
RED-THROATED l.OON 44
V«mg, and I'ujlma. 45

45
BLACK GUILLEMOT 44»

Atlantic Guillemot 46
Mandt’s Guillemot 46

COMMON MVRRB. 46
Atlantic Murre 46

THICK-BILLED GUILLEMOT 46
BrUnnich's Murre 46

RAZOR-BILLED AUK 47
«•HEAT AUK 47
DOVER IE. 47

*7172—3|
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tinier . minuihknnms, Ding-in nged Swimmers Is
Family htbkcorariide, Jmgers aiui Skua* 4s

HOMAKINK JAKOEK ... 4H
PARASITIC JAEGER 41»
LONU-TAlLEO JAMUCK 49

Family ................ I.AKID*, Guilt arid Terns 41»
Subfamily LARIN*, Gulls SO

Kim» AKK SO
Atlantic KUtnmkc 51

GLAUCOUS UVLL 51
IVKLAND OCLL 51
GREAT BLACK-BACKBO UULL. 51

*HERR1NG UVLL........................... 52
RING-BILLED UVLL 53
Bonaparte’s UVLL 53
Franklin's Gull 53
iMuyhingUull 53

Subfamily sTEltNlN», Tuns .. 54
CASPIAN TURN 54
Forster’s tern 55

•common tern 55
ARCTIC TORN 55
BLACK TERN 50

Anurican Mack Tern . 50
( > .hr tv hi namm, Tube-nosed Swimnurs.. 50
Family Procellariidse, Issuer Tube-nosed Swimmers. 57

H LM Ml
Atlantic Fidnuu 57

Genus prrriNVH, Shearu'Oitrs 5H
UREATEIt SHE Alt» ATEH 58
BOOTY SHEARWATER 5K
PETRKI.H SK
LEACH’S PETREL . . 51#
Stormy Petn l 50
wilhon’s petrel 59

< Inter sTOUANOPOPCB, Full-webbed Swimmers 59
Family svi.ll>*, Gamuts or Hoobus 00

UANNBT.............. «0
Family phalacrocoracid*, Cormorants.. 00

COMMON ! OKMORAN1 01
DOUBLE-CRESTED CORMORANT. 01

Eastern Double-crested Cormorant. 01
Family pklbcanid*, Pelicans 02

W/itO Pelican. ... . <12
Ilrou'ii Pelican ...... 02

Ortie* ...........a nheres, Sieve-billed Swimmers ..................... 02
an atid v. Ducks. Geest. amt Swans IS

Subfamily ................MBRUIN*, Mergansers...................................... ... 03
AMI lin w Ml IC^N M II 01

•red-breasted mbruanher 04
HOODED MERIIANSER 04

Subfamily ...............................................an ATI N*, Rinr and Pond Ducks..................... 05
Hull MCI.
•black duck........................   00

HAD» ALL 00
HALDPATB................................................................ 00
UREKN-WINUBD TEAL....................................... 07

•blve-winged teal   07
Cinnamon Teal 07
SHOVELLER..............................   67
PINTAIL 07

•wood DUCK.........    08
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Subfamily

Subfamily

Subfamily

Order

.Suborder

Subfamily

Subfamily

Order
Suborder

M LhiVi.iN.ie, Hay, Sea, or Diving l)uck*
REDHEAD 
I'ANVAR-HACk 
GREATER N A VP DVCK 
LESSER SCAVH DPCK 
HING-NECkKI) UIM'K 
UOUMCM-KYK

American Goiticn-eyi 
HARROW's GOI.DEN-EYE 
HI m.K-HKAU 
OLD-RyUAW 
HAKLK.gVIX DVCk
sum Ai l in a and OUIKMIA, Cider* and

EIDER Dl < K
Northern Sider

AMERICAN EIDER 
klNU EIDER 
AMERICAN SCOTER 
WHITE-WINGED SCOTER 
si ItK SCOTER 
KIDDY DITE 

\ MsEMNJE, (Item
SNOW GOOSE

Letter Snow <loom 
(1 renter Snow (loom 

HLVE GOOSE 
WHITO-TBONTED GOOSE

Anu runn White-fronted (loom 
Van ADA GOOSE 

Hut chin'* (loo*

American Hrant 
Hlnck Hrant 

... CYGMN*, SuHin*
WHISTLING SWAN 
TUI Ml'KTKR SWAN

herodioneh, Deep Water Wadir*
IBIDEM, lht < e

IHIDIDAC, Ibvu*
I.I.OSHY IBIS

HBHODII, Heron-likc Wader*
ARDEIDÆ, Heron* and Hit tern*

BOTAVRINÆ, Hittern*
•AMERICAN BITTERN 

I HAST BITTERN 
Cary’s Leant Hittern

*m
•liREAT BLUE HERON

Lantern firent Him Heroti 
warn hebonr
AMERICAN EGRET. 
l.ITTI.K HLVE HERON
Lovitiana Hi »-/,
IIREEN HERON

Northern Green Heron
HI.ACR-CROWNED NIGHT HERON
) « tiouHToumod Ni§ht Ht ran

PALUDicoLÆ, Mar*h Hird*..................
grves, Crarws and Courlan*...................

URUIDÆ, Crane*
SANDHILL CRANE 
Little Hrown Crane
Whooping Crane......................................................

Us
m
♦ ill 
70 
70 
To
70

71
72 
72

72
7:i
7a
7a
74
74
74
74

7.'i
78

7s
7s
70
70
70
70
so
so
NO
NO
SI
SI
51
52 
S2 
Hit
na
sa
S4
K4
S4
S.'i
K.r,
S.'i
S.r,
S.*,
K.f)
H.r,
mi
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S' uhonin HAi.1.1, Smalt, i Marsh Hint,- HR
kam.ii>*, Fail-like Hints HA

Subfamily RALl.vs, True Fails HR
KINO RAIL H7
('tapper Fail H7
VIRGINIA KAIL H7
Flack Fail H7

*HOKA kaii. XH

Subfamüy
YELLOW KAIL ss

oAi.MNVMN*;, Gallinules or Mud-hen* HH
PURPLE GALLINULE H9

Subfamily
FLORIDA GALLINULE H««

FUUCINAC, Coot* Ml
A meneau 1 '.nit •HI

1 inter i.imk ol.*, Shore Finis 90
Family phAl.AKi>p<ididæ, /'halaroftes 91

RED PHALAROPK «II
NORTHERN PHALAROPK 91

Family
WILSON 8 PHALAROPK 92

khcuhvikostrid.*, A meets ami Si ills 92

Family
AMERICAN AVOCET 92

woiDPAdüE, Snipe tike Finis 92
•amkrican WOODCOCK 93
•WILRON H SNIPE 93

Dow ITCHEH 93
Long-billed Douxleher 94

STILT SANDPIPER «14
94

PURPLE SANDPIPER «14
Eastern Purple Sandpiper Mb

PECTORAL SANDPIPER 9f>
WHITE-HUMPED SANDPIPER 9f>
HAIRD S SANDPIPER ttfi
LEAST SANDPIPER «.**>

«Hi
Fnl-baeked Sandpiper 9ti

CURLEW SANDPIPER «Hi
SEMII ALMATED SANDPIPER 97

H estera Sami pi per 97
SANDERLINii 97
MARBLED GODWTT 97
HUDSON IAN (K)DWIT 9H
GREATER YELLOW-LEGS «IH
LESSER YELLOW LEGS 99
SOLITARY SANDPIPER 99

Eastern Solitary Sandpiper 99
•Pi

Eastern Willet 99
Western Willet 99

UPLAND PLOVER 100
BUFP-HREASTED SANDPIPER 100

Genus.............
'SPOTTED SANDPIPER 0*1

................. NUMENius, Curlews 101
LONG-BILLED CURLEW. 101
HUDSONIAN CURLEW 102

Family
ESKIMO CURLEW 102

.CHARADRIIDA, Plovir 102
BLACK-BELLIED PLOVER.......... 103
AMERICAN GOLDEN PLOVER KM

Eastern Golden Plover 103
•kILLDEER PLOVER.................. 104

SEMIPALMATED PLOVER 104
European Ring Plover 104
PIPING PLOVER 104
Snou'y Plover....... 105
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fh-tin 
Suhonbt
Fomdy

(/«ni un

( htlt t

Order
Suborder

Family

\ ph mm»* . Tumettmes
TURNSTONE

Rutbiy Turnstone 
li*.MATOH<H>IDJE, <lyster-cutchn.-

AMUtl! AN OYSTER-CATCHER 
«.ALLIS*:, Scratching Uinta 

PHAMtAM. 7>w Foui*
odontophoRID.v., American Quail 

* HOB-WHITE
Virginia Bob-iohite

TKTKAOMI».*.. (irtHM
*HPRUCE PARTKIIM.E

Il minimum Sprue* Partnlgt 
Canada Spruce Partruigr 

•rupped grouse
Canada Ruffed (iroutu 

lauopvh, Ptarmigan
WILLOW GROUSE

Willow Ptarmigan 
Alb ns Ptarmigan 

ROCK PTARMIGAN
Arctic Ptarmigan 
Reinhardts Ptarmigan 
Wclub's Ptarmigan 

PRAIRIE CHICKEN
Northern Pruiru Chicken

BHARP-TAILED «.ROUSE 
Northern Sharjrtatl 
Prairie Sharp-tail 

Mi l EAi.RllH Turkeys
WILD TURKEY

Northern Will Turkey
coi i MH*.. Pigeons awl Doits

«'OU MHIIMC True, Pigeons and Don s 
‘PASSENGER PK1BON 
•iKlVRNlMI DOVE

Carolina Mourning Dove
RAPTURE.-, Hiriis of Pr> y

-ARroRH amphi, American 1 alt uns 
«•ATiiAHTii»*.. Turkey Vultures

TURKEY VULTURE
Northern Turkey Vulture 

BLACK VULTURE
kalconks. Diurnal Birds of Prey

huteoniadæ, Buzzards and Bagbs
ELANoides a wd < ï R< 'us, Av « tes a nd IIarr icrs 

HW ALLOW-TAILED KITE 
•marhh HAWK

ACC I PITER and \hT\ H.Acciptters, Short- 
winged Hawks 

•■harp-shinned hawk 
cooper’s hawk...............................................
‘AMERICAN GOSHAWK

Eastern (loshawk
RUTEO and archihuteo, True Buzzards. 
•red-tailed hawk

Eastern Red-tail ........
•red-shouldkrei> iiawk

Eastern Red-shouldered Hawk. 
swainhon's hawk.............
BROAD-WINGED HAWK 
ROUGH-LEGGED HAWK

American Rough-legged Hawk ... .

106
10*.
106
106
106
Ito
HU,
KM,
107
107
I0K
ION
ION
ION
ION
ION
100
NO
no
nono
no
nono
no
no
ininin
ininin
inin
112
113
113 
111
114 
116 
116 no 
no 
in. 
no
117
117
117

1IN
UK
110
110
110
120
120
121
121
122
122
122
123
123
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Subfamily

Suborder
family

Family

Outer
Suborder

Subfamily

Order 
Family. .

AQVILA and HAUÆTV6, Eagles 123
■ •OLDEN EAULE I 23
HALD EAULE 124

Northern Hold Foyle 124
FAU OMUÆ, Falams and Caracaras 125

FALCONINJE, True Falcons 125
uYRFALTONH 125

WHITE OrarALTON IS#
QYlfAUXlN 12*.

Grey Gurfalcon 12* i
Black Gyr falcon 12* »

* PEREGRINE FALCON 12*)
Duck Hunk 12»;

PIOBON HAWK 127
Fanil rn 1‘igeon Hawk 127

’AMERICAN HP A KHOW HAWK.. 127
Easier n S parr ou Hawk 127

PAM)lowi>.«, Fish-hawks, Osprey a 128
•OHPREY 128

.4 our wan Osprey 128
htrigkh, Nocturnal Birds of Frey 121»

AMTOMDÆ, Barr, Owls 129
AMERICAN HAHN OWL 129

sTHiuiDÆ, Horned or Fared Owls I to
AMERICAN LO NOE A RED OWL 130
AMERICAN HHOKT-KAKKD OWL. 130

•marred OWL 131
Eastern Barred Owl I .'(I

TINBREOVK OWL 131
Great Grey Owl I 31

ARCTIC’ HAW-WHET OWL 1,42
Richardson's Oui 1.42

HAW-WHET OWL 132
Acadian Owl 132

•hcreecii ow l 133
Eastern Screech Owl 133

*<1RKAT HORNED OWI. 133
Eastern Horned Owl 133
Western Horned Owl 133
A ret ic Homed Owl 133
lyibrador Homed Owl 133

KNOW Y OW L 134
HAWK OWL 134

American Hawk Owl 134
coccyges, ( uckoos and A tngfishers 135

crct’Li, Cuckoos 13.5
cvcrUDÆ, American Cuckoos 135

coccYEiNAc, American Tree Cuckoo 135
•yellow-hilled tvtkoo. 13*i
•rlatk-billed cuckoo 13*)

au yoneh, Kingfishers 1:9;
altedinidæ, Kingfishers 137

1 r 1ST
MCI, Worn!peckers. 13s

PiciDJC, Woodpeckers |3k

HAIRY WOODPECKER 138
Eastern Hairy Woodpecker 139
Northern Hairy Wood flecker 139

•DOWNY WOODPECKER 139
Northern Doumy Woodpecker............ 139

•ARCTIC THREE-TOED WOODPECKER. 139
AMERICAN THREE-TOEI) WOODPECKER 140 

Eastern Three-toed Woodpecker 140
•yellow-bellied WAPHCCKER 140
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picida: —4'ontmunl
Eastern Sapsuck*< 110

•pileated woodpecker 141
Xorthtrii PiUated Woodpecker 111

*RKD-HLADKD WUmCUH I II
RBD-BBLUED WtMfBHH KB* I 12

*mcKKR 142
Northern Flicker 112

Onia M acrochirkh. t ioatsuckers, Swifts, and H ninth night rds Mil
Suhordt r caprimvu.i, (ioatsuckers ||:<
Family r APR (Mi Mill»:. (ioatsuckers I 4 t

<-iiv« k-vui.l’k widow 1It
WIIIP-POOH-WIM I4{

EtuUern It hip-fsntr-will I It
*NKillTHAWK 144

Eastern Night haut 144
Suborder CYMBU, Sud/te and Allies I IS
Family MICRoponiDAC, Su'ift* 14."»
Subfamily <’HAITKIN»:, Spine-tailed Swifts I I.',

*CHIMNKY SWIET I 1'.
Suhonh i trim'HIi.i, Hummingbirds I4ti
Family trim mm». Hummingbird* I Hi

*KCBY-THROATED HCMMINOBIKD 140
Order pahhkrkh, Perching Birds 147
Suborder CLAMATOKKh, Songless Pitchers 147
EamUg tyranmi»;, Tyrant Flycalrhirs I 1<

MtlWtOR-TAtUCD KLYi ATCHKR I IS
*KIN<.DIKD I IS

VRKMTKD PLYCATCHKR 1 »*•
•PHOKHK I VI
OLIVE-MBIB KLYCATt HKB I .VI
WOOD PKWKE I VI
YELLOW-RKLLIKD Kl.Yi AT* HKR I '« I
AC AMAN FLYCATCHER I M
TRAILI.H KI.Y « ATI HKR I'll

AUrr Flycatcher LSI
HVeter* .4 hier Flycatrher I SI

LE AMT FLYCATCHER I.V2
Suhordei obciNEm, Song Birds | f,2
Family ALArniD.fi, Larks |.V2

•horned lark I.V2
Eastern IIanu d IaicI. I .Vi
Prairn Honied hirk I "»:t
Hoyt's Hunted Lark I .Vi

Family corvid.*:. Jays and Cron■* |M
Suhfuttnly (iarrclin*, Maggie* and Jays I .Vi

maopik I .Vi
A meneau Mrg/tu I .Vi

*BLVB JAY I'll
•l ANADA JAY I A4

Eastern Canada Jay I A4
I Ailtr odor Jay l.*»4

Subfamily. roRVTNAC, Crovs. 155
raven 155

Northern Raven ISA
•AMERICAN CROW I.Vi

Eastern Crow I .Vi
Family icterid*:, American Starlings i.Vi

•bobolink 157
•COWBIRD 157

YELLOW-HEADED BLACKBIRD 15K
•RED-WINCED BLACKBIRD 1W

Eastern Red-wing 1SH
Northern Rrd-uing . . 15*



ktkrid .v. —Concluded
•meadowlark

OKI HARD ORIOLE

RUSTY HLACKHIKD 
CROW BLACKBIRD 

* Hr un mi GrnckU 
Purple (irnckU

FWMOILUDÆ, Sparrows, Linnet*, Finches, in Huntings 
EVENING GROSBEAK

IlÉiril Evening Grosbeak 
•pine OROHBEAK

Co mut ion Line (irosbenk 
•purple pinch

Enxtem Purple Finch 
•house sparrow 
CROSSBILL

American Crossbill 
WHITE*WINDED CKOHHBILI.
ACANTH1H, Redpolls 
HORNKMANN's REDPOLL

Greenland Rut/toll 
Unary Red/sill 

REDPOLL LINNET
Common Reel poll 
Holboll's Red,toll 
Grea'er R.d,*dl 

•AMERICAN OOLDPINCH 
Eastern GaU,finch 

PINE BISKIN 
•know Bl'NTINO

Common Snow Bunting 
LAPLAND LONOSPUB 

Eastern Longs pur 
•vesper sparrow

Eastern Vesper Sparrow 
IPSWICH SPARROW 
SAVANNAH SPARROW

Eastern Savannah Sparrow
GRASSHOPPER SPARROW

Eastern Grasshopper S/tarrow 
HENSliOW's SPARROW

Eastern Henslow’s Sparrow 
leconte’s sparrow 
nelson's siiakp-taii...........

Acadian Sharp-tail .
LARK SPARROW ..........................

Eastern lAirk Sparrow 
Harris' sparrow .

•wHITE-CROW NI i- SPARROW
Eastern White-crowned Sparrow 

•white-throated sparrow 
•tree SPARROW

Eastern Tree Sparrow 
•chipping SPARROW

Eastern ( 'hipping Sparrow
Cl il .......... SI ERROR
FIELD SPARROW................................................

Eastern Field Sparrow
•slate-coloured JUNCO..........
•hong SPARROW....................................................

Eastern Song Sparrow 
Lincoln's sparrow

Eastern Lincoln's Sparrow

IS#
If*
160
lt»>
K.I
lltl
161
I*.I
m
162
Id

list
166

KM.

KM.
167
167
167
167
167
167

I6N
KW

KW
170
170
170
170
171
171
171
171
171
172
172
172
172
172
172
m
173
173
174
174
174
174
175
175
175
176
176
176
177
177
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t ant il y

\ nth in—Concluded
HW AM I* HI*ARROW 177
FOX SPARROW 177

Eastern For $ patron 17s
TOWNES 17k

Eastern Tou+t* I7H
CARDINAL 17k

Eastern Cardinal 17k
•rowwiseABTEU UKosHKAk 179

BLUE UHOMBEAK 179
Eastern Him Grosbeak IN)

1NDIOO BVNTINU IN)
DICKCISHKL IN)

TANOARIDS, Tanngers IN)
*H< ARLET TAN AUK,l< IK|

HI MMLN TAN AUK K |K|
H1RVNIHNID*:, SumEoWS IK2

•pVKI-I.K MARTIN 1*‘2
Eastern Marlin 162

(LIFE SWALLOW IK;{
Eastern (Uf SmoEm IN)

•barn SWALLOW 1KH
•tree SWALLOW lN3
•bank swallow IM

ROI UH-WINUEÜ SWALLOW IK)
HUM urn 1,1,ID T., Warn ings IK4

BOHEMIAN WAXW I Ns IKS
•cSDAK WAXWINU IK.'|

LANiiDitc, Shrikes, Hutrhirbird* IN*
NORTHERN SHRIKE . . IN*

•LOOOERHHAI* SHRIKE I NT
Migrant Loggerhead 1K7

VIREONIDT, 1'imM or Greenlets IKK
•red-i yed % isso I6K

PHILADELPHIA VIDEO IKK
•WARHLIKO \ IRE* * INI

Eastern Warbling Vino IN)
YELLOW-THROATED VIRKO IN)
SOLITARY VIRKO IN)

Blue-headed Yireo IN)
W HITE-EYED X IHKo 190

A 'art hern White-eyed Vim#.. INI
MNIOT1I.TIDÆ, Wooil Warblers 190

•si M h AND W HITI W ANSI I R 161
PROTHONOTAKY W ARBLER 192
VKHMIVORA, Worm eatin§ Warblers 192
WORM-EATINU WARBLER 192
BU'E-W INUBD W ARBLER 192
UOLDBN-WINUEI) WARBLER 192
NASHVILLE WARBLER MW

Eastern Nashnllr Warbler 193
ORANUE-CROW NED WARBLER 193

/nteriirr <hange-erown 193
TENNESSEE WARBLER 193
PARVI.A WARBLER 194

Northern Panda 194
dendroiva, Woodland Warblers 194

CAM m u W Ml i E IS I
•yellow WARBLER   194

ISA
•bI.A( K-THROATED BLUE W ARBLER 197.

Northern Black-throated Blue Warbler 197» 
•myrtle WARBLER 197»
•MAONOUA WARBLER 190
CERULEAN WARBLER 190



DENDROl ca—Concluded.
CHE8TNUT-HIDKD WARBLER 
HAY-BREASTED WARBLER 
BLACK-TOLL WARBLER

•blackbirnian w akbleh
*BLA< K-THRUATKI» OMEN W AKBLEH 

KIHTLAND8 W ARHI.KH 
PINE WARBLKK 
PALM WARBLER

Interim Palm M'arbler 
Yellow Palm Wmrbkr 

PRAIRIE WARBLKK
(lento micros, Wagtail M orbier»

•oVKNBIHJi

NORTHERN W ATEK-THRl SH 
Eastern M uterkhrush 
(InnneU'n MaUr-thrush 

LOUISIANA W ATEH-THKI SH
(knera.. ................ opohorms nnel geothlypim, (iround

Warbler*
KENTUCKY WARBLKK 
CONNBCTICVT WARBLER 
MOURNING W ARBLKK 
MARYLAND YELlAiW-TIIROAT 

* Northern Yellow Ah root 
YELLOW -BREASTED I HAT

(tenus . . ...... WILHUNIA, Flycalchmg M'arbler*
HOODED WARBLER 
BLACK-CAPPED W ARBLER

M’ilsm’s Warbler
CANADA W ARBLER 

•AMERICAN REDSTART
Family motacillid*;, M ay tails or Pipit*

AMERICAN PIPIT
Family. . mimide, Mocker* and Thrasher*

MOCKINGBIRD
Eastern Mockingbird

•brown thrasher
Family.. . troolodytii>.«, Wrens

CAROLINA WREN
Northern Carolina Wren 

bew ick’h wren
Eastern Bewick's M’ren 

•house wren
Eastern llousi Wren 

winter wren
Eastern Winter M’ren 

SHORT-BILLED MARSH WREN 
LONG-HILLED MARSH WREN

Eastern Marsh M’ren
Family..................... cbrthiid.e, Creepers

•brown creeper
Eastern Brown Creeper

Family..................................... SHTODJC, Nuthatches
•CAROLINA NUTHATCH

M: hit e-breasted Nuthatch 
RED-BREASTED NUTHATCH

11mm f Bmiet
TUFTED TITMOUSE 

•black-capped CHICKADEE 
Eastern Chickadee 
Carolina Chickadee 

BROWN-HEADED CHICKADEE 
Hudsonian Chickadee 

Acadian Chickadee ...............

It*.
I«7

It*
It*
It*
it*»
it*»

it**
it*»
Jffli
JIN*
3»
jin
jin
JIM

Jill
JIM
•JIM

JIM
JIM
JIM
JIM
JIM
JIM
JIM
JIM
a»
aiK
jto

•Jim

JUT
207

207
am
21*
JON
21*
20Hamam
JOBam
210
210
210
210
211
ill
211
212
212
212
212
212
213
213
213



Subfamily

Subfamily

Family
SJbfamily

m

Mi.v him . Old-world It arblsra amt K ingltU -M
Hfxn utiM, Kinglet* 214

mm sni KiM.i-Ki 214
Eastern Guide* cmvm 214

*KVHY-< ROW NKI» E1NULKT 214
Eastern Huby-erou-n 2i:.

POUOmUNJK, Gnat rate hers 21fi
H1.1 fcl-HHKt «.NAT» ATi III ll 21*.

Eastern 111talentrhi i 21Ô
TUKDIU*:, Thru»h>K ami Allies 21.-»

•m
•wool) THKI >11 211»
•WILSON'.-» THKISII

21#
WiILm Thrush 2 Ml

*AU«>'s TlIRVhH 2M.
Grey-cheeked Thru
kUckneU's Thru*!,

2 hi
217

•oUVK-HAiKhU Til HI Ml 217
Sumnsotis Thrush 217

*HI KM IT THKI.Ml 217
Eastern Hermit Thru- >i 217

•aMK.HH AN ROBIN 217
Eastern Robin 21*

WHEATEA* 2IH
Greenland Wheatear 2 IN

•bi.vkhird 21*
Eastern Hluetnn! 21»
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DESCRIPTIVE ORNITHOLOGY.

CLASS—AVtS. BIRDS.

Birds, as a class, cun be divided into toothed and toothless birds, 
although the former are now extinct and are known only by their frag
mentary remains preserved as fossils. All modern birds are toothless. 
Some species, as the mergansers, are furnished with serrations in the horny 
bill that have a superficial resemblance to teeth (Figure 7, p. 19), but 
examination shows that these are not true teeth.

SUBCLASS—< AH1NATÆ. RKEL-BREAHTEI) BIRDS
Present day, toothless birds are divided into two subclasses, the 

Hatitœ or raft-breasted birds and the Carinntœ or keel-breasted birds. The 
Hatitœ include the Ostriches am! Krnucs which are without a keel to the 
breast bone for the attachment of wing muscles and are flightless. There 
are none in North America and they are. therefore, not dealt with here. 
The term keel-breasted is derived from the high, thin, keel-like projection 
from the middle of the breast bone, to which the i>owerful breast or wing 
muscles are attached.

Keel-breasted birds (subclass CarinaUr) are divided into numerous 
orders which are considered in the sequence adopted by the American 
Ornithologists’ Union.

Order Pyftopodes. Diving Birds.

(ienerul De.arriptiim Thr Divers, as their name implies, are hints fitted for mibaquatic 
pursuits. The hip joint is set far back on the Ixxly ami the leg ineehanism is lx-tier fitted 
lor swimming than loi walking Tin tarsus, the visible part of the leg, is much flattened, 
(Figure 2, p. 18), and the toes are either partly (Figure 13, p 20) or completely (Figures 2 
ami tt, p. 10) webbed. The wings are small m eompariaon with the sme of the laxly. The 
bill is straight and generally tapered, moderately long, but occasionally flattened ami 
deepened, ns in the caws of the Auks and Puffins; in the latter species this specialization 
reaches its highest development in the order

Distinction«. Toes, three or four entirely or partly webbed, tarsus flatt«'lied, tail 
inconspicuous or small

Field Mark*. Small wings and tail ami straight, narrow, unduck-like bills The 
Divers bear a superficial resemblance to ducks but where the ducks would fly the Divers

Wealing. In the immediate vicinity of water on reedy shores or rocky ledges, or in 
crevices and holes in the ground

In consequence of the peculiar leg construction, an unusually upright 
carriage of the body is necessitated when on land, and they walk with 
difficulty. Indeed some species are almost helpless on the ground and are 
unable to rise into the air except from the water, off steeply rising ground, 
or against a strong head wind. They swim and dive with ease and, though 
their wings are small in comparison to the sise of the body, when once on 
the wing they fly with rapid beats, swiftly and strongly, in straight lines 
or long curves without evolution or manoeuvring.
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Economic Statu.v The Diving Birds feed almost entirely upon aquatic 
life usually captured by diving and pursuit under water Economically, 
they arc of slight importance. The Canadian representatives of this order 
are divided into three families : the Grebes, Colymbidœ; the Loons, Gewsdr; 
the Auks, Murres. etc., Alcidet.

F AMILY—COM MH1DÆ. UHKBKs.

(Jrneral Ü» scriptton Grebes and Diver* with feet lobed and not fully webbed, and 
without pereentible tails. Instead of full web* extending from to»1 to toe, an in most 
swimming birds, the digits are provided with a scalloped edging of flat lobe-1 ike flaps or 
processes hinged to the toe These make excellent (laddies during the stroke, and folding 
away, offer the minimum of resistance to the water on the return. Their wonderful diving 
ability has given these birds the common sobriquets of Hell-diver, Water-witch, etc

bistinction*. Seallo|>ed toe webs (Figure 13, |> t. short tail, sharp pointed bill, and 
the peculiar silvery sheen of the feathers of the underparts

Fieki Mark*. I‘united bill and inconspicuous tail. Feet carried straight out behind 
when fix mg

Staling. In the mils or rushes bordering sloughs or (Hinds, on either floating or 
stationary vegetable heaps.

bistnlmtuni. Grebe* are distributed over the whole of Canada, and north well into 
the Arctic zone. In the breeding season they are generally more common on fresh than 
on salt water There arc three species of this family occurring regularly in eastern Canada; 
a fourth species, the Western Grebe, not further mentioned here, has been incorrectly 
recorded several times, and only one caw* of its occurrence can Is* substantiated

<irvlx's are typically inhabitants of fresh and lakes, though at
times they frequent the sea in mini bens. The adults are coloured in rather 
broad masses; the young show sharp stripes, especially about the head, 
indicating that the family has descended from a common striped ancestor. 
The grebe breasts, so much used for trimming and millinery purposes, are 
procured from birds of this family. The sacrifice of large numbers for this 
purpose and the drainage of many of their natural breeding grounds are 
continually reducing their numlmrs.

Economic Statu*. Feeding almost entirely upon water-inhabiting 
creatures they are of little direct economic importance. Considerable 
masses of feathers are often found in grebe stomachs, but no satisfactory 
explanation of their presence there has been offered. There is no evidence 
that they are remains of birds preyed upon.

2. Ilolbœll'e Grebe, red-necked urkbe. fr.—uc obère X <*ou rovub. Ctdymbu» 
hnlhalli L. 19. This in the largest of our Grebe*. Summer adult* have a rich cbe#tnut- 
red neck.

Distinction» Sise i* usually wuffieient to distinguish this Grebe. Juvenile bird* gener
ally have only u suggestion of the rufous neck

Field Murks. Size will also separate it in the field from other Orels**; and the pre
sence of a whib* wing patch and an unmottled back, from the Red-throati*d I/sin w ith which 
it might Ik* confused

Ststing. On floating or stationary vegetable compost or marshy lelunu* near the 
shore* of freshwater lakes.

in tne prairie province* ana west it nest* southward* to ana across me i'tilted mate*

The bird, except in the went in the breeding season, in more commonly 
ween on large bodies of water than small. It in comparatively scarce in 
eastern Canada.

81
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3 Horned Grebe, re—le grèbe cornu. Columbus auntu*. L. 13 50. The 
Homed Grebe is about tbe name size as the Pied-billed Grebe mentioned next, but with a 
much sharper and more slender bill. The mimmer adult hue a red neck (much like HolbœU’e), 
prominent ochraceoun ear tuft a, and a full projecting ruff on the cheeks from hiudhead to 
throat. In the autumn and winter a shining almost black and white head contrasta with 
the duller coloration of the Pied-billed Grebe

Distinctions. The juvenile, a plain, greyish-black and white bird, may lie mistaken 
for the young Pied-billed Grebe, but can be distinguished by its shiny white forehead and 
breast, slender bill, and white wing natch

Field Marks Slender, sharp bill, white foreneck and wingpatch
Nesting. Similar to the preceding.
Distribution. Across the continent, breeding locally within the borders of present 

settlement and northward, but more commonly west than east

The Honied (Irebe on migration inhabits the larger bodies of water 
and is lens commonly seen on the small mud holes where the Pied-bill 
often occurs.

ti Pied-billed Grebe, uab-chick, hki.l-diveh, water-witch eh -le grèbe à 
bec bigarré. PodjJsmbus podiceps. L, 13 50. Plate IA.
$ Distinctions The Pied-bili can be separated from all other Canadian Grebes by its 
relatively heavier and stouter bill with its spot ami its more strongly arched eulmen, and 
from the juvenile Horned Grebe in any plumage, by its darker, less shiny foreneck, breast, 
and underparts, and the absence of a white wing patch.

Field Marks Size and shape of bill, spot on bill, lack of while w ing patch, and black 
throat patch in spring.

Nesting. -Xiong the marshy edges of (Minds and lakes on stationary or floating plat-

Distributwn. Across the continent, bre«sling from our southern liorder» northwards;

Kobablv any grebe found nesting south of a line drawn between Ottawa and Sault Ste. 
arii- will be of this species.

This is the common breeding grebe- of eastern Canada, where it is 
found in the nesting season or during migration on nearly every pond or 
slough. It frequents clear, open water less than its relatives. The diving 
powers of the grebes are well known, and they are well developed in this 
species. Diving at the flash of the gun it is often safe under water by the 
time the shot reaches the spot it recently occupied. Even breech-loading 
guns are not always quick enough to catch it. though the general use of 
smokeless powder has put it at considerable disadvantage. The grebes 
have the faculty of swimming either low or high in the water. By pressing 
the air from the thick soft plumage and by compressing that in the body 
cavities the grebe can increase its specific gravity, and gradually sink into 
the water until only the bill is above the surface, in which position it will 
hide and, barring accidents, escape the most prying eyes.

Economic SUUux. We have little accurate information as to the 
exact constituents of the food of the grebes. The Pied-bill, however, 
probably lives upon small fish and aquatic insects, supplemented more 
or less by vegetable matter. The fish, owing to the bird’s habitat, are 
mostly mud-frequenting species of little economic importance. The 
insect content of its food probably consists largely of predaceous species 
like large water beetles that occasionally do some damage to fish fry. 
The vegetable matter is unimportant. On the whole, we can regard the 
Pied-billed (irebe as absolutely harmless except in the rare cases when it 
pays a passing visit to pools or ponds devoted to trout or other valuable 
fish culture.

*7172 -4
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FAMILY—UAVI1DÆ. LOONS.

(ienrrai beacrtptum Thr Loons an- large divers with straight, sharply pointed bills 
and with the feet fully webbed tFigure 2, p 18). In the adult state they are coloured 
m strikingly contrasting patterns, mostly black and white

Dithnrtuma. Larger than ducks ami have shorter necks than geese Them- points 
and the sliarp pointed bill are diagnostic Tails more evident than ui the Grebes

Field Marks Hi*, length of neck, and bill In flight, the feet are trailed behind 
the tail

Netting On low shores in the immediate vicinity of wah-r where they can dive 
directly into the water from the nest.

The Loons are probably even better divers than the Grebe* but they 
rise less easily from the water, and unless there is a good breeze that they 
can face, require a long splashing start over the surface liefore being wing 
liorne.

Economic Status. Their food is composed almost entirely of fish, 
but owing to the small number of loons in any given locality, their direct 
economic importance is small.

7 Common Loon, great northern diver, fr.—lb plonueon X collier. 
Hl’ARD (Jana irower. L. 32 I’late IB.

btstiurlwHK The adult Common Loon is easily separated from other loons by its 
marked coloration, but juveniles are somewhat more difficult to differentiate Sise and 
the lack of spots on the back will separate it from the Rad-throated Loon with which it 
is moat easily confused.

h'irlti Mark*. Sise and unspotted back of the juveniles as above Moat loons seen 
on our inland lakes are of this species.

Netting. < 'lose to the water on the boggy or rocky shores of inland lakes where 
when alarmed the hams can elide directly into the water The ratle-r bulky nest is built 
of decaying vegetable matter.

lhatriiutiou. Over the whole of Canada, breeding wherever conditions are suitable 
and often remaining in the winter until the last ojien water is dosed by ice.

Most frequenters of our waterway* and lakes are familiar with the 
long loud laugh of the Loon. The loon has another call liegintiing low, 
rising high, and then dropping suddenly. It is often noisy at night or just 
before a storm and birds frequently call to and answer one another across 
the water.

Owing to the constant encroachments of settlement, and the consequent 
disturbance of its nesting places, the Loon has lieen growing scarcer of late 
years and in many of its old haunts it is seldom seen now except during 
migration. However, there are still great numbers of lonely lakes in tin- 
great uninhabited north where they can live and breed undisturbed, and 
the immediate loss of this picturesque species need not he anticipated. 
Proper local protection, enforced by an awakened public opinion, would 
undoubtedly restock out lakes and ponds with summer residents as well 
as augment the nundier that make passing visits.

Economic Status. Although the Loon is a large bird the capacity 
of its gullet limits the fish it takes to comparatively small sizes This 
fact, taken in connexion with the small numlier of birds on the smaller 
lakes and the immense numbers of fish in the larger bodies of water, makes 
its depredations economically unimportant. The species, therefore, should 
not lie destroyed.

11. Red-throated Loon, le plongeon X gorge rovhse. Carui stellatn. L, 3ft. 
This ie smaller than the Common Loon, and ie without its intensely contrasted black and
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white back coloration It* head and nock arc grcv and summer adult* have a dull nil 
throat patch

Distinctions. Adults can be distinguished from the Common Loon by eise ami color
ation as above Juvenile* can be m-ogmzed by their finely plotted back* in dintiaction 
from the alight ly grey marginations of the Common Loon 

Field Marks Size and back coloration.
N rating Breeding habits similar to those of the preceding sfievies 
Distribution. Ranges over the whole of Canada, scarce m the interior, more common 

on the coasts Breeds in the east from northern Ontario, central Quebec, and New Bruns
wick northward.

Economic Status. Similar to the Common Loon in this respect, hut 
of less importance on account of its smaller numiters.

FAMILY—ALUID.fc. AUKS, Ml HHKS, AM) PUFFINS.

(leurrai Descriptum. Tin family is composai of strictly maritime species of rare or 
only accidental occurrence on fresh water Though most at home lit the water they stand 
upright on land and walk about with considerably more ease than either the grebes or 
loons Their bills are subject to a greater degree of variation than the aforementioned 
families, ranging from the straight ta|iermg sham* of the Murres to the deep compressed 
bill of the Puffin.

Distinction*. The obvious diver-like form combined with webbed feet and no hind 
toes (Figure 12, p. 20) is diagnostic

Fuhl Marks. General resemblance to ducks, but their short necks and |>oint.ed and 
sometimes deepened and narrowed bill are characteristic

Nesting Breed in large colonies, often of mixed species, on rooky islets or on inaccess
ible sea-washed cliffs. Build no nest but lav their eggs directly on the ground. Their 
eggs are unusually large for the size of the bird and markedly pyriform, a shape that 
causes them to roll in circles rather than in straight lines ami lessens the danger of their 
falling from the bare, rocky, nesting ledges.

DistnhiUùm. Over our sea coast from our southern Ismlers to the Arctic. They are 
only casual on fresh water, though one sjiecies has indulged in occasional abnormal, erup
tive migrations to the lower great lakes

This family frequents the open sea, coming ashore only to breed. 
They differ from the other divers in habitually using their wings under 
water as in Hying. On the Labrador coast their eggs are much used by the 
fishermen for food.

Economic Status. Eating nothing but the smaller sizes of fish and 
crustaceans taken at sea, where the supplies are more than ample, there is 
little harm that these species can do.

13. Puffin. SEA PARROT. PAROQUBT. KH.—*UB MAI'ARBVX ARCTIQUE. PERROQUET. 
Frnlercula arcltca. L, 13. The Puffin is a grotesque little diver, black above, white 
below, and with a grey face. It is notable for its absurdly deepened and flattened bill, 
nearly as high as long and highly coloured with reds and yellows.

Distinctions. Bill is always distinctive.
Field Marks. Bill can be recognized in life nearly as far as the bird can Is- seen.
Nesting. Breed in the crannies and cracks of rocky cliffs or burrow in the soil on 

lonely islets. Along the Canadian Labrador coast there are several “Paroquet” islands 
so-called from the great numliers of these birds breeding on them. However, the deprecia
tions of fishermen nave sadly reduced their numbers and unless protective steps are taken 
they will shortly be exterminated

Distribution. Puffins are distributed over the sea coast on both sides of the Atlantic 
from Canada and England northward far into the Arctic zone.

A Might of this bird is sufficient for recognition of the appropriateness 
of the names Parrot or Paroquet. Unlike other divers it stands up on 
its toes and is quite agile afoot.
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27. Black Guillemot humon sea pioeon fr.—le qdii.lemot noir Cepvhut 
grylle. L, 13. In summer the Black Guillemot is a small, coal black diver with large 
white wing patches and red feet. In winter the underparts are white and the feathers 
above arc black but broadly tipped with white The wings remain as in summer

Ihstinctwnx In summer the species cannot be mistaken for any other. In winter, 
the size and wing coloration are almost equally distinctive

Field Mark« The characters above make easily recognizable field marks.
Netting. In cavities in the rocks or in openings in the rough talus at the foot of sea

cliffs
Distribution The Atlantic Guillemot is common along our Atlantic coast but is 

randy if ever seen inland.
SUBSPECIES. There are two subspecies of the Black Guillemot m Canada, the 

Ulan tie Guillemot, the typi form, and 14 and t - Guillemot. Cepphus gryllt mandti \ 
northern race inhabiting Arctic regions and distinguished by having all the wing coverts 
white to the base instead of with a concealed dark wing bar This form is given by 
the American Ornithologists l'mon check-list as a full species, but should probably be 
reduced to subsjM cific status

The Black Guillemot in one of the commonest inhabitants of our sea 
coast and is known to nearly all who visit there. It is less gregarious than 
the other memliere of the family and usually nests alone and not in rookeries, 
though sometimes iiimilters an* drawn together in localities by a community 
of interest..

30. Common Murre. kr. mokmette le uvillemot ordinaire makuhttea 
I rui IroilU L, Hi The Murrv in summer is white below, with the head and neck dark, 
smoky, seal brown. The back and wings are black. In winter the throat is light, veiled 
with more or less greyish, and the brown is replaced on the head and neck with black more 
or less shaded with grey <w|»eciallv on the throat

Dietim ini < iomnioti Murre is very much lik. BrUnnich's Mumaad the llaeor
billed Auk. Can be differentiated in summer from the former by the lighter brown colora
tion of the head and neck and by the fact that the back of the neck is not darker than the 
front. At all seasons it has a somewhat shorter and decidedly heavier bill. From the Auk 
ii can be told by its bill which is not markedly flattened or deepened

Field Marks. Bill sizes and neck coloration arc the only field marks that ran be given 
to separate the two Mum» and in life these can only be seen under the most favourable 
circumstances The birds are aaid to ewim with level instead of up turned tail as does ih- 
Razor-bill. The difference between the latter's bill and that of the Murre, however, w 
quite obvious under ordinary conditions.

Nesting In large colonies amongst the rocks, making no nest and laying only a single
<gg

Distribution. Abundant along the eastern sea coast, never or rarely ever being found 
in the interior on fresh water

SUBSPECIES. The < lomnion Murre inhabits the northern parts of both Pacific and 
Atlantic oceans, being represented by different Hubsjieoics in each. The Atlantic Murre 
is the type form tsd ix m eotun the ose tlud oeeurs ou our euetem coasts.

The number of Murrcs that will occupy a nesting ledge is sometimes 
remarkable. At the edge of the rocky shelves they gather as close as they 
can stand, like files of soldiers, hearing strong resemblance to the lines 
of penguins that arc familiar to us in pictures.

31. Thick-billed Guillemot, brünnich’h murre. fr.—le guillemot dk hrOn- 
Nim. Uria lamvia. L, Ifl fiO. Hiis Murre is almost exactly similar to the preceding

Distinrtums. Head and neck are darker and rieher brown without the smokiness of 
the C-ommon Murre and the neck is somewhat darker behind than in front. Bill is some
what larger and noticeably heavier

Field Marks. Ginger, heavier hill and coloration of the head and neck will under 
exceptional visual conditions separate this bird in life from the Common Murre. Hharp 
and tapering instead of blunt and deep bill, and tail not turned up in swimming, should 
serve to distinguish it from the Razor-billed Auk
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Nesting Similar to the preceding specie*
Ihstributum. Somewhat more northern than that of the Common Mum
SI HSFEdES The Thirk-hilh-d ( iuillvmot oeeure m the northern Pacific and At Un

tie oceans hut an distmet subspecies. Our eautern form ih the type and is known ah Krun- 
DKth’H Murre.

Brimnich's Mum* is the only member of this family that is found on 
the Groat Lakes. The birds have at times come in hundreds on lakes 
Ontario, Erie, and tributary waters in late autumn and early winter, 
all in a starving condition, and none seem to survive or return to their 
sea homes. These occurrences are as yet inexplicable.

32 Razor-billed Auk. tinker. h< uodd oh umm. le pinuolin commv \ 
Alta tordu. L, Iti'ôO. The Razor-hilled Auk is of the Maine general appearance as the
iHMt tWO hp4M |eh

Üiëtimiumn Mill is considerably deepened and flattened (though not nearly as much 
mo as in the Puffin); it is thus easily <listinguishe«l from the Murre <-*|M>eially in Hummer 
when a white line connects the eye and the base of the euhuen, and the lull is crossed b\ 
a whiti band near the tip. bill of the winter juvenile is less character in tie, but may still 
he disiingiiiNhed from that of the Mums

Field Murk*. Dee|ienHl bill ami, when NWimmuig, eocked-up tail make good field

Nesting SiniiUr to that of the two pr<-ceding m|mhiw hut rather lew gregarious
Distribution. Frequents our Atlantic coasts north to the Arctic
33. (>reat Auk. hake-fowi. km. le <ikani> pinoocin. Flautus impenms b, 30 

The (ircat Auk was the largest of the American Divers Its wings were ho reduced in 
eise that though they made excellent swimming organs they were useh-ss for other purimwe 
and hence the bird was unable to fly. As the species is now extinct no further diwription 
is necessary.

This bird had liecome so well adapt<‘«l to an aquatic life that Hying 
was no longer necessary and consequently its wings became reduced 
to mere swimming flippers like those of the penguins of the Antarctic, 
and flight was impossible. Though as well able to live at sea as any fish 
or marine animal, land was as necessary to it for reproduction as to any 
other bird. Even then, if it had inhabited the very extremes of the Arctic 
regions for nesting purposes it would probably have survived ; but lonely 
outlying rocks and islets about the British isles and, on our side of the 
ocean, south to Newfoundland, were its nesting places and immediately 
in the course of the fleets of hardy fishermen who early in our history 
flocked to our shores. To them, these then countless thousands of large 
sea birds inhabiting islets in the immediate vicinity of their fishing grounds, 
so helpless on land that they could lie killed in unlimited numliers with 
sticks and clubs, were irresistible. They took full advantage of their 
opportunities and the story passes current that to save labour, gang planks 
were placed ashore from the boats and the unresisting birds were driven 
aboard in droves to lie clubbed to death on deck. Of course no numliers 
could long resist such destruction and to-day the (Ireat Auk is only an 
interesting memory and is represented by only individual specimens and 
fragments in a few favoured museums.

34. Dovekle. sea dove, fr.—lk mkkhvlk nain Alb all* L, N. The Dovekie 
is a diminutive Diver, the smalh-Ht of it* family in eastern Canada When in our water* 
it in generally blaek alwve and white on throat, cheek, and below

Distinctions. IIh size in enough to separate it from any other Diver in eautern ( ’an ad a
Field Mark». Size and extremely rapid w ing fx-ats make the best field marks.
Nesting On cliff ledges in the far north
Distribution In summer in the far north in the eastern A retie, in winter along the sea
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On our coastal shores and harbours this little bird should be looked 
for only in the winter. It flies with a very rapid wing motion.

Order Ixmgipennes. The I<ong-winged Swimmer#.
General Description The Ixing-wingcd swimmers are aea birds, with four hs-s amt 

two webs, and with the wings longer than the tail if the excessively lengthened middle tail 
feather of some Jaegers amt the equally elongated outer swallow tails of some Terns are 
disregarded

ThsttnctioHs. Can be recognised a- an Order by their long wings ami bill characters 
(Figuri-s 3, 4, 5, p. ISi and are separated from the Tube-nosed Swimmers by the |s>siti-m 
of the nostrils which are in the sides of the bill ami not in a tube on top (8ee Figure 11, p 19, 
for comparison).

Field Marks No field marks can In- given covering the order except length of wing 
ami mode of flight

Seeling I'sually breed on the ground or on cliff l»*dges, but then- is little uniformity 
in their nesting habits

Distribution. Some species are more or less common over all the waterways of < atiada.

The long-winged Swimmers are wonderful fliers, being both tireless 
and agile on the wing In habit they are fishers, scavengers, or pirates. 
There are only two families of the order in Canada; the Jaegers and the 
(lulls, the latter including the closely allied Terns or "Sea Swallows”.

Economic Status. Being sea birds, the damage they do is slight and 
some of them are actively lieneficial to man.

FAMILY—STKKVOKAK1IDÆ. JABOMt# AND SKUA».

General Description The Jaegers are predaceous non birds. In colour they are dark 
brown and white. The family shows a peculiar diehromat ism and all Canadian s|M*ciea 
occur in two colour phases, an almost evenly dark brown one and a dark or slaty brown 
with white or light head, neck, and underparts anil an almost black cap.

Distinctions. The bills of the Jaegers (see Figure 3, p. IS) are characteristic, 
there being a distinct nail at the tip forming a well-marked hook, plainly separable from 
the remaining cere at tin- base of the bill. This character separatee them easily from the 
(lulls, whereas the presence of nostrils and two instead of three toe webs (Figure ti, p. 19 
for comparison), distinguishes them from the Cormorant# which have bills similar in out
line. '1 he fact that the nostrils are not in tubes (Figure II, p. 19) differentiates them from 
the Petrels which they otherwise resemble.

Fiebl Marks. Jaegers are dark in colour above, have a quite conspicuous light band 
across the underside of the wing near the tip, and are hawk-like in flight Two of the 
three sitecien, in the adult state, show elongated tail feathers that are good recognition

St sting. On ground, in grass.

The occurrence of the two colour phases us well as every possible 
intermediate plumage, makes the identification of some of the Jaegers a 
difficult matter. Jaegers are pirates of the air: they pursue sueeessftd 
fishing birds and force them to disgorge the fish they have swallowed; 
and eggs and young birds in the nest are never safe from them.

Three Jaegars aecur in eastern Canada and one Skua—the latter 
too rare and accidental, except off the outer Newfoundland coast, for 
further mention.

Economic Status. The Jaegers are not very numerous and except in 
far away, wild localities where numbers give them local importance, they 
are of little economic influence.

36. Pomarlne Jaeger, bo’sn. (boatswain), kr — lb i.abhi: pomakin. Stercoranus 
/tomannus. L, 22. (Tail 9 25, projections of centre feathers beyond outer ones 4 25.)
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This bt the largmi of the Jaegers. It resembles the other two «pent* in coloration an 
closely that its separation is difficult except by size and in adult condition The species 
occur* ui two colour oliases and m all intermediate stag»-*

Distinction* Lloiigated middle tail feathers of adult are wide and twuttetl at the 
tip ho as to lie in a vertical instead of a horizontal plane

Field Murks. The broad, elongated, twisted tail feathers are propably the best 
field marks.

Seating. On around, in grass.
Distribution. Breed* on the islands anti mainland in the Arctic across the continent. 

Occurs on the sea coasts farther south, only as a migrant
37. Parasitic Jaeger m - le lab he hakasitk. Stcrcorurtu* parasiticus. L, 17 

(Tail 8• 25, projection of middle feathers beyond outer ones 3-25.) This s|»eeie* occurs 
in two colour phases, a light, and a dark one. In the dark phase the general colour 
is dark brown slightly lighter below and with a black can. In the light phase the uutler- 
parts, breast, neck, and fact- are white, with black cap. intermediate stages of coloration 
also occur.

Distinctions. The smaller size of this bin! should distinguish it front the preceding 
in all plumages In the adult, the middle tail feathers project only 3 inches beyond the 
others instead of 7 inches as in tin- next species and are slender instead of broad and twisted 
as m the last specie* Immature birds of the Ixnig-tailtxl species, not lutvuig the long 
tail feathers, are almost exactly similar to this species, and can best be distinguished by 
the colour of the shafts of the primary feathers In the Parasitic, the shafts of the tliree 
first feathers are white and the remainder arc progressively darker as they succeed each 
other on the wing In the Long-tailed, there is an abrupt darkening of colour of the shafts 
after the third primary

Ftcht Marks. Small projection of the middle tail feathers as above and their not 
being twisted make a field mark of fair reliability in adult birds

Seating. On ground, on the moors und tundras of the north.
Distribution Breeds in the Arctic across the continent and is much more common 

on the sealsMird in migration than inland, where it is a very rare though possibly a regular 
straggler

This is the only Jaeger that is likely to be met with in the interior on 
the Great Lakes, Of her species have l>een recorded, but upon investigation, 
except in one instance, they have been found to Ik* young birds incorrectly 
identified, usually on the ground of their lack of elongated tail.

38. Long-tailed Jaeger, ek — lk labhk X lonuue queue. Stcrcorartus longi- 
muilus. L, 21 (Tail 13-25, projection of contre feather beyond outer once 8.) Very 
similar in coloration to the preceding, but the long slender middle tail feathers project 7 
or 8 inches beyond the others instead of only 3

Distinctions. The IA>ng-tailed Jaeger although having nearly the measurements 
of the Pomarinc, owing to the great tail length being included, is u much smaller bird 
than either of the other two species Size should distinguish it Juveniles arc often eon- 
fused with the Parasitic but the wing characters given under that species arc diagnostic

Fiehi Marks It is possible to separate only adult Jaegers in life; the long middle 
tail feathers being the In-si guide.

Seating. Similar to that of the other Jaegers.
Distribution Breeds in the Arctics of Kurope, Asia, and Ammca. Is only of rare 

occurrence on east coast

Though the Long-tailed Jaeger has been recorded on the Great Lakes 
most of such occurrences are misidcntificationH of juveniles of the preceding 
species.

FAMILY—LAK1DÆ. GULLS AND TEKNS.

General Description. The Gulls and Terns are long-wingi-d swimmers, easily separable 
from the Jaegers by the sha|H- and construction of the bill which shows a single continuous 
surface without distinct parts or joints (Figures 4. 5, n 18). The colours of the adult 
an- usually pure white, with white, |wari-grey, or black mantles, often with blank wuig 
tips, hood, nape, or cheek spots
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Distinctions Hill with vont in noun surf an- ami ahar|> projecting angle on lower man 
dibk is sufficient to diagmw the family in all plumages Colours are quite characteristic, 
though some sp<*eies during juvenility are evenly (over all) dark, approaching the dark 
phases of the Jaegers

h'teU Mark*. ( 'oloration ami flight characteristics an- the best field marks.
Vesting. Culls generally build on ground, on rocky ledges or flat shores, in either 

sandy, grassy, or marshy places; rarely, in trees
Distribution, (lulls and Terns are distributed over all the world, usually near large 

bodies of water, but sometimes occurring far inland, for instance in our prairie regions

Subfamily— Larina. dull*.

General Desntution. With the family description in mind the ( lulls can only be 
confused with the Terns, which follow (see p .14).

Distinctions. Can be distinguished from the Jaegers by the bill and coloration char
acters (See family description on previous pagei; from the Terns, by their more robust 
build and mode of flight Hills especially are heavier and stronger (compare Figures 4 
and 6, p IN). As a rule, tails are square w ithout evident fork Though as much masters 
of flight as the Tern they have less agility and perform fewer aerial gymnastics Young 
(lulls are often quite brownish ami dark m coloration, in marked contrast to the adult 
Young Terns are usually light in coloration

field Murks. I^argc birds of heavier flight than the Terns Square tails and surface 
feeding habits; not diving from the wing and the horizontal carriage of the bill when flying 
(see Tern, p. M) are the best guidi-s by which to separate t|„, (;,]$, from the closely allied

Nesting. On rocky shores or ehffs near the water in various localities, depending 
upon the sjimes and their distribution

Distribution Almost cosmopolitan in range and few countries without reprewentativt* 
of the subfamily In Canada about twenty-five species are known to occur but some are 
only casual within the bounds of set tied areas and are not discussed here

Though ( lulls are essentially sea birds they are at times found at 
considerable distance* from large I ashes of water and flocks often follow 
the prairie ploughman to search for insects in the newly turned furrows. 
They feed from the surface of the water, never diving, or glean from the 
shores, beaches, or fields.

Economic Status, (dills eat anything in the way of animal matter, 
fish, crustaceans, molluscs, insects, offal, and even when opportunity offers 
young birds and mice.

The amount of fish they consume is relatively unimportant, as it is 
usually only very abundant small species occurring in great schools that 
attract their attention, they are not patient fishers like the Herons. They 
search low tidal shores for crabs and shell fish, showing considerable ingen
uity in breaking the hard shells and extracting the contents. The food 
supply from these sources i* economically insignificant. The (lulls annually 
dispose of vast quantities of garbage and offal thrown into harltours and 
waterways; they frequent agricultural land for insect food and some 
specie* have lieen known to have been instrumental in stopping mouse 
and other small mammal plague* The (lulls must lie considered, therefore, 
to be lienefirial and consequently should lx* protected, although they do 
sometimes destroy eggs and young birds.

40 Kittiwake Tickler, m —la movbttk \ rams imiiutk Uissn Iridaclylo 
b, lfl A small or medium sized (lull of the same general odorst,ion :ih die llerrmu 
(lull (nee p 13)

Distinctions. Rudimentary condition or almost total absence of a hind toe is alwavs 
diagnostic.
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Fold Murks Resembles so many other Gulls in general coloration that it can only 
he separated in life by clone observât ion of minute characters under favourable conditions 
In sise, in Muialler than the Herring and King-billed Hulls and larger than Bona|wte's 
Hull

From the Herring and Ring-billed < lulls it differs by having black instead of Hesli- 
coloured or vcIIowimIi legs and in lacking the small terminal white spots on the black primarx 
lips The hill is an even yellow in the adult, without the nil s|s>t of the Herring < lull 
or the black transverse hand of the King-hilled Juvenile# resemble Bonaparte'# (lull 
very closely in having a black lull and similar colour pattern, but the forward edge of the 
outstretched wing is mostly black instead of conspicuously white Juvenile Kilt makes 
do not | miss through a brown stage, as do the Herring Gulls, hut resemble the adult in imsli- 
tied but similar coloration

Seetiuÿ Makes a substantial and well built nest of sea-weed on small projections 
from the faces of perpendicular cliffs

Distribution A marineaiiecies, the Atlantic Kit nw.ike occurs only casually on fresh 
water or inland Inhabits Isith side* of the Atlantic; breeding, in America, from the gull 
of St Lawrence north to well into the Arctics It should be recorded on the ( Ireat Laki*s 
only upon unimpeachable evidence.

SI HSPECIKS The Kittiwakc m eurs in distinct suhsperilie form on Isith the north 
Atlantic and north Pacific is leans Our eastern form, the Atlantic Kittiwakc, is the t'|w 
and occurs in both Europe and America

Economic Statua. The food of the Kittiwake is probably similar to 
that of the other marine (iulls, but its smaller size renders it even less open 
to objection than some other mem Iters of its family.

42 Glaucous (lull huboom aster. m lk goéland à manteai; glauui e 
Laru* huperborrus. L, 2h The (llaueous (lull is one of the largest of the (lulls In the 
adult, the mantle is only slightly tinged with grey; younger specimens are nearly pure 
white all over. It is the largest of the white-winged (lulls (those having no black on the 
wing lips) Birds of the year arc only slightly barred with ashy or brownish grey

Distinctions. Its nearly white coloration separates it from the Black-backed which 
it resembles in |>uint of size

Field Marks. Size, general while coloration, and lack of black wing tip make the 
bent mognition marks in life

Ntsttny On ground, in the far north.
Distribution Breeds along the circuni|silar coasts and islands of both hemispheres 

Occurs on our Atlantic coast in autumn and winter when a few individuals wander inland 
to lake Ontario and |>erha|>e to lake Erie.

Economic Statua. Being only a winter visitor to our coast» anti rarely 
appearing inland, it» économie importance is (inappreciable.

43. Iceland (lull, fk -le ooélavd à ailes blanches. Ijarut lewoplerus L, 24. 
The Iceland (lull is of about the same size as the Herring (lull, but with very light grey or 
white mantle and white wing tips -a smaller edition of the (llaueous

Distinctions. Size, and white instead of black wing tins
Field Marks. Size, wing ti|w, and general whiteness of coloration
\ rstinii On remind
Distribution. Brets Is in the A retie regions of eastern America and western Europe. 

Visits our Atlantic coast in winter only, rarely straggling inland as far as lake Ontario

Economic Statua. As it is only a winter visitor on our sea roasts and 
accidental on the Cïreat Lakes, it has little if any economic importance.

47. Great Black-backed (lull, saddle-back coffin carrier, fr.—le goé
land À manteau noir, le gros goéland. IAir us marinus. L, 29 A very large Gull, 
the adult with a distinctive black mantle.

Distinctions. litirge size and black back arc characteristic of the adult Juveniles 
are browm instead of ashy or white as in the Glaucous Gull, more stri|>ed on back and less 
evenly coloured than the Herring Gull.

Field Marks I*rgc size and black back arc good field marks for the adult Size 
is the only desmbable distinction for juveniles in life.
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Setting. On grmiml. uest of sea weed or vegetable fragment#.
Ihxtnhution Hrenl# on the Atlantic coast from Nova Seolia northward to the high 

Arctic I >wing to advancing settlement nesting hicahtie# have at present been reduced to 
the more isolated situation# 1# a more or lew regular but rather sparse winter visitor 
U|kmi lake Ontario, but rarely wander# farther inland along the Great takes

Economic Statu*. With similar feeding habits to those of the other 
(lulls, the superior sise, strength, and numbers of the Black-hacked (lull 
increase its power* for good or harm. The wpeeies i* certainly not to lie 
trusted in the vicinity of unprotected nests of other species, or even young 
birds, as both eggs ami young are eagerly devoured when opportunity 
offers. To offset this, however, the opportunity to become an important 
l*'st is small except in a few localities, as on the Labrador coast where the 
Black-back breeds abundantly in close proximity to great numlters of 
Lidcrs and other sea birds. The damage it does on the Labrador coast, 
however, is small compared with the more serious and wanton waste of 
some of the fishermen.
^ ^51. Herring Gull, kk -le ooélawd abuentè. Imcus argenlnlit* L, 24. Plate

I hsti.net ion x Size and general coloration arc generally sufficient to distinguish the 
Herring (lull from all other Canadian specie#, but a# #ize alone is seldom a sufficiently 
reliable criterion when the contrasted #|M-cie# are not together for comparison, the following 
pointe will assist in accurate determination

The juvenile Herring (lull is the darkest of the family, approaching the dark-phastd 
Jaegers closely in this respect, but the bill shape ami gull habits will prevent confusion with 
tie .linger In the adult, the black wing tips serve to distinguish it from any of the white- 
winged ( lulls and the small white terminal spot# from the kith wake The lack of a dark 
transverse bar on the bill distinguishes it from the adult Ring-bill. However, the juvenile 
Herring Gull at one stage, as the bill is turning from black to the yellow of maturity, shows 
a very similar mark and comparative size is then about the only distinguishing point of 
recognition.

rieUi Mark*. Size and the colour marks above given are the lient field guides It is 
often very difficult, sometimes impossible, to separate the Herring and the King-bill in 
life when immature bird# of cither species are seen separately

Stating. On ground, or on rocky lulgc# or the Hat top# of large isolated rocks, in 
nests of seaweed or wash' vegetable matter.

Ihxtnhution. Pound practically all over Canada, ami common in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the larger bodies of water either fresh or salt Breeds either generally 
or locally in all but tin- more southern section# of Canada.

The Herring < lull is the commonest of our (lulls. It is a wanderer and 
often ween on the smallest of our lakes, even at considerable distance from 
its nesting grounds. The Gulls that remain on the lower Great Lakes 
through the summer are immatures or non-breeding birds. In winter the 
speeies remains upon the larger waters until they are frozen over and 
often throughout the entire season, beating over the open water or 
perched on the floating iee. The Gulls haunt harbours for the offal and 
congregate in large numbers about sewer outlets. They have also learned 
that ships are abundant providers of toothsome scraps. Fishing stations 
are great attractions to them and there is almost certain to In- a large flock 
in attendance about the cleaning tallies on the shore. At the seashore, 
shell fish and crabs are eagerly sought for at low tide and the Gulls have 
learned the trick of carrying their hard shelled prey into the air and dropping 
it upon the rocks below, after which they descend and extract the savoury 
morsels from the broken ease. In rough weather they congregate in numbers 
about foamy breakers off stormy points for the food that is brought to the
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surface. Occasionally they follow the immense schools of small tisli that 
periodically visit our shores and take toll of the inexhaustible supply.

Ecom>mn Status. It will Is* seen from the above summary of the 
Herring (lulls food habits’ that as scavengers they are ini|>ortant and 
should lie protected.

54 Ring-billed Gull. mi.—LE «midland dk dklawahk mavvk Lara* dela- 
warenms L, 18 50. Like the Herring (lull (see p 52) but windier; the adult with the 
bill enwwd near the tip with a tmnsverae bar or ring

Distinction* l'.xeept when adult and ring on bill obvious, eiie is best guide to 
aeiwation of this *|M*eic»» from the Herring (lull On the sea coast this specie* may Im- 
mistaken for the oumaon but smaller Kittiwake The presence >>l terminai white s|H»ts 
on the bh»ek wmg t itw serve» to distinguish the Ring-bill. In juvenility, the brown adora
tion of tin King-bill is in contrant to the lighter coloration of the young Kittiwake It 
lacks the distinct terminal tail band of those birds and has flesh-coloured instead of black 
feet and legs The absence of the sharp, narrow, black tail band and dark cheek patch, 
and great difference m sise should 1m- sufficient to differentiate it from Bonaparte's (lull 
in juvenile or winter plumage

FieUI Murks A careful study of the elmraeters above will reveal the only good field 
marks known to the author.

\iditto On ground m nest of grasses or Vegetable material
Distribution Found over almost the whole of Canada Hns-ds locally throughout 

its range in ( 'atiadu except in the most southern parts of the Dominion m the lower (treat 
Lakes region

Economic Status. The food habits of the King-bill arc similar in a 
general way !o t hose of the Herring ( lull, but the smaller size of the King-bill 
reduces its influence.

HO Bonaparte's Cull. n< lk until.am> de ivinahaktk hints Philadelphia. 
L. 14 Bonaparte’s is our stnalli-sl eastern Cull Its general coloration is similar to that 
of the Herring or limg-bill but the adult has a black hood over the head and neck Juven
iles and winter birds are without the hood, but are marked with a veiled or indistinct dark

ïhattfictions. The black hood serves to distinguish this (lull from all eastern species 
when in summer plumage In western Ontario, Franklin's (lull may occasionally Is- seen 
It is a slightly larger bird with a ml bill and almost black feet instead of black bill, coral mi 
feet, and the exposed primary tips are mostly black instead of mostly white with small 
black tips Juveniles may he recognized by their dark ear spot. They are distinguished 
from the Kittiwake which they somewhat resemble by the conspicuous amount of white 
on the forward edge of the outstretched wing and by the dark terminal tail band. Bona
parte's (lull may at times be confused with the Common Tern or other Terns, but its 
heavier build ami action, and lack of any suggest ion of a forked tail should make differentia
tion comparatively easy.

The Laughing Quti which occasionally occurs on our southern sea coast looks very 
much like this species, but th'- outer wing leathers are black instead of mostly white and 
it IS H breeder not a winter migrant It is, however, so rare that its identification should 
be accepted with the greatest caution.

Fuld Marks Size, black hood in summer adults, white on forward edge of wings, and 
the bill ami feel colour on other plumages make the most valuable held characters for 
recognition in life.

Nesting. On stumps, bushes, or trees, sometimes as high as 20 feet from the ground.
Distribution. Breeds in Alaska ami the far northwest, but occurs in winter or migra

tion practically throughout Canada.
This little Gull is more often seen in passing or visiting flocks than the 

other species. It also haunts marshes and flooded lands more than they 
do and is rarely noted as a solitary individual. It shows a markedly com
munistic habit and flocks seem to lie held together more by sociability 
than by a community of interest, as appears usually to be the case with 
other species of Gulls.
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Subfamily Slrrmtur. Terns.

General Dsscnntion. The Terns, or See Swallows a* they are sometimes flatted. are 
small gulls of a lighter and more graceful build and habit (see bill, Figure 5, p. IS)

III- lull lighter, and more slender than that of the (lulls and the forked 
tail are characteristic of the Terns and will usually separate them without difficulty All 
< anadiun species have a more or less forked tail and all but one in summer adult plumage 
have a sharply defined black cap. The forking of the tails of young birds, though Is-gmnuig 
to show early in their development, doe* not reach its maximum until after they Itnve for 
the winter; hence through the summer and autumn many individuals will be seen with 
much smaller forks than the measurements indicate.

Field Mark* The greater lightness of action oil the wing and constant and rapid 
aerial evolution; the fact that Terns constantly dive from the wing, and the habit ol 
commonly turning the bill straight down towards the water instead of carrying it on a line 
with the iwsly are characteristic The forked tails and black caps are also good reongnition 
marks for adults

Nesting. When*a* Gulls seem to |»refer rocky shore* upon which to breed, the Terns, 
except Forster’s and the Black, favour sandy beaches, laying their eggs in a smooth circle 
of |M*bbles without other nest preparation

IhxtrihiUuni As a subfamily, Terns are more southerly in distribution than Gulls, 
though at least one s|ss ies, the Arctic Tern, haslxi n found a* far north as man lias ever 
gone All our sfieeiea migrate, none remaining in eastern < anada through the winter

Olio has only to "watch a Hock of Terns feeding to recognize the appro
priateness of 1 he popular term Sea Swallow. Their active grace and dainty, 
pearl-like colours nr» a joy to the nature lover. Terns arc on the whole 
less marine in their habits than (lulls and are not as often seen far from land. 
They haunt harbours, shores, and beaches, and live largely upon small 
fish caught near the surface by quick sudden dives from the wing, but 
they are not scavengers. In these dives the birds plunge in head first with 
a splash of white spray in which for a moment they disappear, but unlike 
( i an nets and Cormorants they never go far under water.

«►4. Caspian Tern, nt la stemne < asmenne. le grand bstekletts Sterna 
cospia. L, 21 (Forking of tail 1 flO)1 The largest of our Canadian Terns. In eokan 
very similar to the Common Tern (see p ftb).

Distinctions, barge size of this Tern is characteristic. There are two other equally 
large species, but they are too rare to require more than passing mention here The (3as-

Ci Tern is as large as some of the smaller Gulls; but its bill though comparatively 
vv for a Tern is too graceful and tapering to be gull-like.

Mark* < harncteristic Tern coloration, and habit and size make the best field

Nesting On sandy beaches, or rocky or gravelly islands.
Distribution. A nearly cosnio|>olitan species, fourni in the Old as well a* the New 

World. Occurs rather irregularly all over (’anada, but its known nesting stations are 
few anti scattered over the continent from lake Huron to Labrador and the gulf of Ht. 
Lawrence.

The peculiarly disconnected and irregular distribution of this beau
tiful Tern suggests that it is a gradually disappearing species. This is 
gi ally to be deplored as it is one of the most beautiful of our sea birds 
and it is to be hoped that careful conservation of its few remaining breeding 
stati ms will be inaugurated so that it will continue to adorn our waterways 
for generations to come.

Et nomic Status. Though feeding largely upon fish, the size of its 
prey is limited to small fry. The rarity of the species precludes its doing 
any appn able anotut of damage.

'Tin* measurement shows the difference in length between the middle end outer tail leather* A greet part o 
the total length of them* bird* is in the greatly elongated outer tail feather* and I heee do not reach their maximum 
m juvenile birds. Hence this figure is given to correct the oftentimes greatly misleading nature of the usual leegti,

a
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09 Forster a Tern 8l$rm farUeri L. 15 (Forking of tail 4). Closely reeemli- 
Img the Common Tern (see next species • m use and coloration

DiaUndion«. Forster's Tern hark* the delicate grey shading on the flank* and under- 
parts characteristic of the < 'ornmou Tern, and the outer feathers of the tail have the dark 
w<4> on the inside instead of the outside of the shaft

h'uld Mark* The pure white underparts are the most n imble field guides The 
aptwim is, however, so rare east of lake Huron that its identification in life should be baaed 
only on birds in the hand

Ar-etiny On slight elevations in grassy marshes, in neats built of fragmenta of waate 
vegetation

lh*tnbutum. Western or interior bird. \t one time it muted on the Detroit river, 
but seems to have desert«I that stat ion and now as a brissler must be sought for farther west.

These Terns frequent marshes rather than lieachr* and do not usually 
gather in flocks like the Common Tern. They sho.iki lie looked for as 
individuals in flocks of other species.

Economic Statu*. Though fish eaters, their size ami usual habitat 
prevent their being harmful.

70. Common Tern. Wilson’s tkr\ ki< -la stern»: commune. Sterna hirundo. 
L, 16 (Forking of tail. 3 0 ).1 Plate II B

Distinctions. The dark, outer, instead ot inner, webs on the outer, long tail feathers 
and delicate greyish,, instead of pure white, breast and underparts distinguish the com
mon from Forster’s Tern The grey of breast and underparts is rat her less pronounced 
than m the Arctic Tern and the toga and feet are decidedly larger ami heavier The bill is 
usually «lark in colour towards the tip, whereas that of the Arctic ia evenly red. Juveniles 
are more or lew washed with brownish above and have blackish bills. With adults in winter,

ap is replaced by a ..... . <m lew broken dark cape ovei hind head and uppet
hind neck. In this plumage Forster's Tern has a broad black streak arrow the eye

Hu'ld Murk* Except in the few localities where other Terns are known to occur 
commonly it is always safe to conclude that this is the H|s*cies seen. The pearlv-grey 
underparts will usually distinguish it from Forster's Tern, but it is difficult to separate it 
from the Arctic Tern which, however, is only to be expected on our extreme eastern sea

Nrating. Depression in sand on beach
Distribution. A circumpolar species migrating to South America and Africa More 

or less common all over (’nnada and breeding in favourable localities throughout its Cana
dian range

This is the most abundant Tern of eastern Canada. Common about 
sandy shores, scarcer on rocky shores, il may be seen on any of our larger 
bodies of water, salt or fresh, throughout the summer. Its wonderful 
lightness of w ing, graceful eirelings, one instant hovering on rapidly lieating 
wings stationary in the air as it regards some coveted prey Im-Iow and 
the next dropping like a plummet with a sparkling splash, are constant 
delights to a seeker of the beautiful. Its shrill cry, harsh if taken by itself, 
blends harmoniously into the soft surge of the surf and remains in keeping 
with marine surroundings.

Economic Statu*. Though fairly numerous in suitable localities this 
species is too small to be seriously destructive.

71. Arctic Turn, fr — la sterne arctique. Sterna varadtsau L, 15-50 
(Forking of tail 4-50)' Closely resembling the Common Tern (see above) in size ami colour.

Distinction». The Arctic Tern has a little stronger greyish suffusion over breast and 
underpants than the Common Tern. Bill is red to tip and feel and legs are very small and 
weak Its range separates it from Forster's Tern and there is only the Common and the 
Roseate with which it can In* confused, but the latter is too rare in Canadian waters to be 
considères!

l8w footnote, p 64
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Field Mark* Kxcept l hr wen nil coloration of the bill, which ih not an absolutely 
reliable guide, there in no field mark that, can bv dcMcril**! by which tin* specif* cum be 
rrcognized with certainty A* m eastern Canada it is a sea coast species, it should be 
recorded on eyesight evidence only where it is known to occur commonly.

hi rating Depression in sandy beaches.
Distribution. Nearly cosmo|silitan, but of eastern and Arctic distribution in Canada 

and randy if ever wen ui the Great Lake* region. It is notable from having |tcrha|>* the 
greatest migration range of anv epeeies of bird. Though found in summer north close to 
till pole, it winters as far south as the Antarctic continent.

The remarks math* under the heading of the Common Tern will very 
well apply here, hearing in mind that this species is regularly only of extreme 
eastern and Arctic distribution.

Economic Status. The small size of the fry it takes and the known 
abundance of such fish in the sea, renders this species as harmless as any 
of the other Tern*.

77 Black Tern. kk.—la htbrnk noire. HydrorheMon nigra. L, 10. (Forking 
of tail, O K)1 The smallest of our Common Terns, dark *lat<*-gre\ deepening to dull black 
on head, neck, ami umlcrparts.

Ihatiruiiona The alsivc iliagnosis is sufficient to separate summer adult*. Winter 
and immature birds have a dirty white face, throat, neck ring, and under|iart8 ami the 
grey above is suffused with more or h-ss brownish. It is, however, always considerably 
darker than corresponding plumages of other epeeies. This fart and its small size should 
be sufficient to differentiate it at all times

Fold Murks. Size and coloration make this sjieciew easy to recognise in life
heating. On slight elevations such as old muskrat houses or floating debris in wet 

marshes, nest of vegetable matter
I hatnbutUni. Tne American Black Tern is a bird of the interior, breeding from the 

Great laikea region westward.
.WHS rKt'I US 1'lie Black Tern occurs in Isith Hunme and America m allied sub- 

specific forms of which the European is the type. The American Black Tern //.«. »ur- 
m annum. is the only Hut»«|ieeiee with which we are concerned.

This is a bird of the inland marshes. It is rarely seen on the larger 
bodies of water, but within its regular range no extensive expanse of 
watery marsh is without it. Its general habits arc1 much like those of the 
other Terns.

Economic Status. The insert content of this bird's fowl is probably 
larger than that of the other Terns. In the south it is known to consume 
the larva* of the eotton-boll weevil and probably retains some insectivorous 
habits with us. Therefore, we can venture to state that it is probably 
actively beneficial. At any rate the fish it takes, if any, are mud-inhabiting 
forms of small économie importance.

Order Tublnares. Tube-nosed Swimmers.
General licarnptinn Tireless flier* of the deep sea, of variou* *!«<•* from the large 

Albatron* to the small Petrel. VhiihIIv dull and evenly coloured bird*.
Ihatmctuma. Nostril* are encased in tube* laid on top of the bill proper (Figure 10, 

p It
Field Marks. General flight habit* and coloration. Familiarity with the various 

specie* i* necessary to recognize member* of the order.
A rating. On ground or in burrow* in out-of-tbe-wny localities, often on rocky islet* 

far out at sen to which they find their way in some mysterious manner that we cannot iu> 
yet explain

'Ser lii«ina>tr, p. U
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Distribution Ah a family, they are birds of the southern hemisphere, fur it is there 
that they reaeh their fullest develop nent in numbers «if individual* and spent*. How
ever, some inhabit the north far into the Arctics.

The Tube*no8(d Swimmers are essentially marine, using tlit* land 
only for breeding purposes. The whole ocean is their home and its lonely 
waste is sufficient for all their needs except that of rearing their young. 
They, therefore, as a class, rarely come into shallow water and are most 
commonly scon by the deep water sailor, the offshore fisherman, or the 
ocean voyageur. There are two families of the order: the Albatrosses, 
Diomcdcvitv, and the Fulmars, Shearwaters, ami Petrels, Proctllarmia ; 
that are here railed for convenience the Ivesscr Tube-nosed Swimmers 
owing to their inferior size. As there are no Albatrosses on our east const 
we are concerned only with the Procellarndac.

Economic Statutt. Owing to their pelagic habitat they are of little if 
any known economic internet.

KAMILY—PHOCELLARI1DÆ. LESSER TVIK-NObED SWIMMERS. H I.MARs, 
SHEARWATERS, AND PETRELS.

(intern! Dcscriftittm S«*e previous description
Distinctions. I «essor Ttibi'-noHcd Swimmer* arc smaller limn the Albatrosses and 

hrv the only members of the order found on our «‘astern const
Field Mark*. <leneral eolorution and flight habits Wings stiffly held straight out 

from the IhhIv an<l long steady glides on motionless wings (Fulmars and Shearwaters), 
or gently Hilling close to the surface up one side «if a wave ami down ihc other with 
occasionally paddling along as it running on the surface (Petrels)

Distribution. The family is distributed over the oceans of the world from pole to pole. 
Though many s|>ecies arc regularly confine*! to the southern hemisphere they are great 
wanderers and the list «if stragglers on our northern masts is ootmianatively large of 
many species very little is known and our knowlidge of several of them is confined to 
single or a few individual speeiniens that have found their way into ixilbrhir’s hands 
Other spe<*ies than thow> here listed may be found on our coasts or even occasionally on 
the («real Lakes in the inferior, but their identification should lie made with the greau-st 
caution.

Economic Statu*. Though feeding almost entirely <m fish anti offal, 
their deep sea habitat renders them of little economic importance.

Hti. Fulmar. nt — i.k htlmar Fulmaru* glaciali*. L, IV. A large bird of 
gull-likc coloration (light pluisc), or evenly dark, slaty grey (dark phase), and tube en
cased nostrils

Distinctions. One of the larger of the Ixuscr Tulie-noses, even grey or white ami grey 
gull-likc coloration.

Fiiltl Mark*. Flight habits, stiffly-held outst ret diet! wings, and long glides, together 
with light or grey coloration instead of dark brown as hi the Shearwaters which approach 
the Fulmars in size, should usually render this specie* recognizable in life

The Fulmar occurs in allied sutmpmifir form on Inith the Atlantic ami Pacific «weans. 
The Atlantic Fulmar is the type form.

Netting. In large communities on ledge* of rock> cliffs
Distribution. The Fulmar is a bin! of the north Atlantic, bnwling in high latitudes 

and migraiing to our southern coasts

More often Keen by m n Ier» end w halers, the offal of w host trade at tract 8 
numbers of Fulmars. They arc often seen by transatlantic travellers in 
mid-ocean or near the shores.

Economic Statu*. Of no economic importance.
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tiSMva—PvrriKD*. Hhkahwateka.

General Description Tube-nosed Swimmer# from 17 to 20 mchee long. The nasal 
tubes are apparent but much less pronounced than in either the Fulmar or the Petrel.

Ihstinclions. The only two east Canadian species that the ordinary observer is likely 
lo meet at.* either very dark or seem almost crow black from a distance

F11 III Murks. The long narrow wing# held stiffly at right angles to the body and the 
long glides ol half a mile or more on fixed wings are distinctive Their colour in brown# 
should separate them from the Fulmar which is grey but has much the same flight habits

Seating Ver> little is known of the nesting habits of the Shearwaters Many of 
them nest m the southern hemisphere, migrating north in the summer.

Shearwaters are wonderful fliers, breasting the storms and gales with 
the ease and grace of swallows. They are rarely seen by the casual observer 
except from the decks of transatlantic steamers.

Economic Status. Gleaning from the surface of the high seas, taking 
small fish or such offal as is thrown from deep sea fishing or whaling boats, 
their economic influence is too small to In* appreciable.

HI*. Greater Shearwater, pr . -lb urand rums Fuffinus gravis L, 20 The 
larger of our two commoner Shearwaters, lighter below with under tail coverts ashy grey

Distinction». Its light colour below should separate this from the Sooty Shearwater, 
and its general brownnea# of back instead of grevness and its variegated colour differenti
ate it from the Fulmar

Field Marks. Flight habits as described previously, together with brown coloration 
and white undemarts should separate this in life from either the Fulmar or the next s|ieei«w.

\. fine Inert is little if anything known oftbe nesting habite of this specie» Pro 
bably breed# in the southern hemisphere on lonely islets that have not been ornithologically 
investigated.

Distribution. Ranges over the whole Atlantic ocean from the Arctic to('upv Horn 
V isits Canada irregularly in summer.

Economic Status. Of no economic importance.
9f). Sooty Shearwater. Fuffinus grtseus. L 17. The smaller of our two more 

common Shearwaters. Very dark brown, almost black, and but little lighter below
Distinctions. Sise, when (sissiblc to estimate or measure, and general dark coloration.
Fn hi Marks Flight habits as described under Shearwater and very dark, almost 

crow black, ap|>earuncc in life arc probably the best field distinctions.
Netting in burrows in the ground.
Dishibution. The oceans of the southern hemisphere, migrating up our coasts in 

summer rather rarely.

The two Shearwaters and Wilson’s Petrel are the only species of 
Canadian birds that arc known to nest at the southern extremity of their 
migratory range instead of at the northern. Specimens seen here in the 
summer are migrants, not nesting birds.

Economic Statut*. Of no economic importance.

Genera—Oceanodroma, Oceaniteh. Petrels.

General Demriptum The Canadian species of Petrel arc small birds, scarcely as large 
as robins and of even dark brown coloration.

Distinctions Small size, general sooty-brown coloration, and white rump
Field Marks. Size, colour ns above, and the habit of pattering up and down the waves 

as if walking on the water are diagnostic of the Petrels

The origin of the name Petrel is after Peter who walked the sea of 
Galilee. The birds are also well known to sailors and voyageurs tinder
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the name of “Mother Carey’s Chickens" and their appearance is said to 
presage a storm. In spite of their diminutive sue they are met with far 
out at sea and are seldom seen by the longshoreman except in the vicinity 
of their breeding grounds.

Economic Status. The Petrels though feeding on fish are too small 
and their regular habitat is too far removed from man’s usual activities 
to be of measurable economic importance.

106. Leach's Petrel, pb.—lb petrel ue leach. (keanodromu leucorhtst L, K 
A small, wHity-brown bird, very slightly lighter below, with a while rump Tail forked 
about one-halt an inch deep

Distinctions. Forking of the tail, slightly lighter general coloration, and all black 
feet w ill separate this from Wilson’s Petrel, the only one likely to be confused with it

Field Marks. The slight forking of the tail is jierhaps the surest specific guide in life
Nesting In burrows in the ground or under rocks.
Distribution Inhabits both the north Pacifie and north Atlantic oceans, breeding 

on the eastern side of the continent, from Greenland to Maine

This is the only Petrel breeding on our coasts. It may lx- locally vert 
abundant in the nesting season and its burrows may riddle the ground 
without the observer having a suspicion of its presence. It remains in its 
burrow through the day, but at night conics out in great numbers, wheeling 
about tin* deserted neighbourhood, uttering a low, wierd oft related little 
song with most eerie effect.

Economic Status. Of no economic importance.
loti Wilson’s Petrel, motheh carry's chicken pr. le petrel or wilsuv 

Ocramtr* océanien*. L. 7. A slightly smaller bird than Is-aeli s Petrel of same general 
colour but averaging slightly darker, less forked tail, and with toe webs mostly velloxt 
instead of all black

Distinction!. Smaller sue, slightly darker coloration, square instead of forked tail, 
and the yellow ft*it, webs will separate this Petrel from Leach's The Stormy Petrel also 
is sait! to oreur off the Atlantic coast, but is too rare to be considered here Fnimpeachable 
evidence of its occurrence is desirable It is recognisable by having the white rump feather- 
tipped with black.

Field Marks. Square instead of slightly forked tail is probably the most reliable 
guide to the s|HM'ifir identity of this Petrel in life, but accurate observation is neeessarx 
to make the distinction.

Seating. In ground burrows or rock crevices.
Distribution. From the An tan-tic to Labrador and to the British Isles across the 

Atlantic.

Wilson's Petrel is notable as Ix-ing one of the very few North American 
species that nest at the southern end of their migratory range. Hence 
individuals seen here in the summer time are migrants and do not breed.

Order Steftanopodes.
Totipalmate Swimmers. Full-webbed Swimmers.

(Jeneral Description. Birds with webs lietween all four toes, making three webs in
stead of the usual two as in other orders (Figure ti, p. IWi

Distinctiont. The feet characters arc always distinctive.

Canadian Tatipalmates are divided into three families: Sulidtr, the 
(iannets; Ehalacrocorocidœ, the Cormorants; and Etlecanidœ, the Pelicans. 
There are other families that have occurred or may occur accidentally 
in Canada but are too rare to Ik* included here.
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Economie Statu*. This order, living composed of large birds, all fish- 
eaters, and many of them frequenting inshore or inland waters in consider
able numliera, is open to a certain amount of suspicion as to its economic 
effect. However, no step should lie taken against any species until careful 
investigation has proved its necessity.

FAMILY SVLIDÆ. «iANNKTh OR BOOBIES.

General Description Dirgi birds, mostly white when adult, bill sharp and straight 
without hook or pronouneed throat or gular pouch.

Distinctiona. The bill characters of this family serve to distinguish it from all except
ing Tropic Birds, one h|m*cii»h of which has been taken off Newfoundland. As the Tropic 
Birds, however, have enormously elongated middle tail feathers there is little chance of 
confusion, even if they were not too ran in our waters to merit detailed consideration hen

The (iannels are strictly marine birds never seen away from the sea 
except as stragglers. The family on the whole is tropical and only one 
species occurs in ( 'anada.

117. Cannet. solan uoo#e. sa le kuij de hassan, (old french— j. «artier 
mokuauu) mahout. Suhi hussunu L, 36. A <ianpletely-webbed swimmer with straight 
bill without pronounced hook or conspicuous throat or gular pouch

Distinctions The bill character* are distinctive. The adult is pure white except for 
the black primaries and a rich creamy suffusion over the crown and himlneek. The young 
bird of the year is greyish brown, lighter below, and each feather has a small white V at 
the tip that gives an even mottling over all. Several intermediate spotted stages occur 
b«‘twe«'ii these plumages

Field Murks Dazzling white body and black wing tips of the adult are distinctive. 
The habit of diving from the wing, entering the water head first like an arrow, and remain
ing under lui appreciable length of time is also characteristic Terns dive from the wing 
but they rise again almost immediately and seldom completely «lisappear from sight like 
the Gaiinet. Even were it otherwise the gmit difference in size would be diagnostic

.Seating In large communities on the rocky shelves of sea cliffs; nests made of sea-

Distribuhon. Both sides of the north Atlantic, breeding in ( anada only on Bird Rock 
off the Magdalen islands, and on Bonaventure island, Gaspe county, Quebi-c, both stations 
being in tin- gulf of 8t. Lawrence

The Gan net had at one time a much wider and commoner distribution 
than now, nesting as it did on many of the rocky islets on both hide* of the 
north Atlantic. Of very slight value either for food or other uses, except 
in the most primitive communities, it has been driven from one breeding 
station after another until in the New World only two remain and, unless 
prompt n ensures are taken, these will likely go the way of the others.

Economic StatuH. Though the Gannets have been accused of doing 
considerable damage to fishing interests their harmful effects have been 
much overestimated. The greater part of the life of the Gannets is spent 
on or near the deep sea. When they come inshore for breeding purposes 
they can make very little impression on the mighty shoals of herring and 
other fish they pursue.

FAMILY—PHALACROCORACIOÆ. CORMORANTS.

General Description Dirge birds of black or very dark coloration, with bills ending 
in a derided hook iiml with a small throat or gular pouch

Distinctions. Bill and small gular pouch arc diagnostic.
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Fubi Murk*. In lift* the ('oraoraei* look totoewhat tumilar in lx* um, but have a 
distinctive wing action more easily recognised than diwmbed In Might the Cormorant 
carries its neck outstretched and its feet hidden under the long tail, instead of trailing them 
behind like the Loon. On the water, it is easily recognized by its plainly visible tail, and 
even dark coloration.

A oogiiio|H>lituu family, only two specie* of which arc found in eastern
< 'u nada.

11!» (kimmon (kirmorant. sr Lt < ohmohan ordikairk Hhularnxitraj eméo.
L, •!*» See family description previously given.

I)i$lini'tums. With the family description in mind, this h|mmics can easil\ be distin
guished from all but the one following 1 tie adult of this s|s*eies lia» a Sash of while at the 
base of the gular pouch and tuioiher on the flank In other plumages, ns superior sise 
and fourteen instead of twelve tail feathers are diagnost ir The alas-nee of crest even 
when adult is not a reliable guide for the determination of the specie* |Mv next aperies)

Field Murkh. I ti less size or the white marks arc obvious it is rarely |smsible to separate 
the two < 'ormorunts in life.

Xenting. Similar to that of the next speeiiw
IhrtnlmtioH The northern hemisphere of all three continents In Canada, it is 

closely confined to the eastern coast and is rarely seen inland

Though called “Common” Cormorant this is the rarest of our eastern
< anadian Cormorants. The species occurs on the European coast ami was 
given the name “Common” because of its abundance about the British 
Isles

Economic Statu*. Owing to its rarity it is of little economic ini|>ort- 
anee in Canada.

120. Double-crested Cormorant nt i* cormoran à ahjkettes 1‘htUmrro- 
rorax auritu*. L, 30. Hee family description on previous page

IHetinctum*. This species is likely to be confused with the preceding om only In 
.«dull plumage the absence of any white at the base of the gular sac and on the flanks is 
diagnostic. In other plumages, size and the presence of twelve instead of fourteen feathers 
in the tall must be relied ut*m Karly in the spring the filamentous crests on the sides of the 
head instead of a ragged ruff as in the previous s|>eeiea are characteristic; but these features 
are lost early in the season, before nesting begins, and hence an* usually of little help in 
determination.

Field Murk*. Though Cormorants can be easily recognised by the characters given 
under the family heading, sue and the presence or absence of the white spots are about the 
only features that serve to separate the two s|>ecies in life

A'enting. On the ground amongst rocks, or on cliff ledges, occasionally in bushes or 
low tre<>s, in rather bulky structures of sticks or weeds

Ihutribuhnn. The Double-crested Cormorant breeds on the gulf of St. Lawrence and 
on lakes in the prairie provinces. It is a rather uncommon though |ierhaps regular migrant 
on the Great Lakes

SVBSPBCIK8. The Double-created Cormorant occurs in Isith the New and Old 
Worlds. Those of North America are divided into four subspecies, of which within the 
range of this book there is only one, the I Eastern Double-created C-ormorant, the type

This is the most common Cormorant of eastern Canada. Cnlike the 
previous species it is not strictly maritime and is found on fresh as well 
as salt water. It captures its prey by diving and pursuit under water. 
Unlike the Gannet it never dives from the wing but first alights on the 
surface and then goes under with a serpentine, gliding movement like n 
loon. It remains under water not longer than forty seconds as a rule.

Economic Statu*. The danger of jumping at conclusions based upon 
superficial observation or common report was well illustrated by the out- 

17172— ft|
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come of a study of the food of these hints in the neighbourhood of the 
Gas|>e salmon rivers.1 Though commonly accused of damaging the salmon 
fisheries by devouring tin* small fish and fry, careful examination of alniut 
thirty specimens showed that the hundreds of birds present were eating 
fish of no economic value and no salmonoid remains were fount! in them. 
Probably the «els, seulpins, and other fish taken by the Cormorant nmk« 
the species beneficial rather than harmful to the salmon, and probably 
mort1 than compensate for the few valuable fish that it occasionally takes. 
This is a good example of the caution that is necessary Ix-forc condemning 

any species of birds.

FAMILY—PKLK< AN1DÆ. PELICANS.

General Description lau-ge bird with a very long, flattened bill and enormous throat 
or gular pouch.

Distinctions. The enormous throat pouch, holding a gallon or mere, and the long 
flattened bill are always diagnostic.

These extntnrdinary birds are of too rare occurrence in eastern < anada 
to be specifically dealt with here. There arc two species that have been 
occasionally taken, the White Pelican, Pelecanus rrythrorhynchos a western 
form, that may l>c looked for towards the Manitoba boundary and westward, 
but in the cast only as stragglers; the Brown Pelican, Peleca n us occidental is. 
a southern bird of only accidental occurrence in Canada. The descriptive 
names arc sufficiently explanatory to differentiate them. The White 
Pelican is practically pure white with black wing tip in all plumages; any 
other pronounced colours are indications of other species.

Order—An seres. Sieve-billed Swimmers. I.amellirostral Swimmers.
G entrai Demrijition Swimming birds with four toe* and two webs, having bills with 

a hooked or fini nail at the tip and funiishixl with tooth-like projections or thin lamina- 
on the sûtes (Figures 7, 8, 9, 10, p. 19) through which they strain the water from tlmir

Distinctions. As above.
Field Murks. The outstreched neck, obvious tail, and rapid wing beats of the ducks 

and gfH-sc arc familar to moat of us. In the water some spwiw War superficial resemblance 
to the divers, but the straight, narrow, unduck-like bills of the latter, the obvious tails of 
the ducks ami their general readiness to fly instead of diving when disturbed should make 
differentiation easy.

A eating. Usually on ground, sometime® in hollow trees, and rarely in deserted crow's 
and other large nests, but seldom far from water. The young are able to run alunit and 
take to water as soon as hatched, but how they are brought to the ground from a tree 
nest some 30 or 30 feet in the air is a subject upon which a considerable difference of opinion

Distribution. The Anserrs are of world-wide distribution. In America the great 
majority of the species breed north of the International Boundary. They can, therefore, 
lie regarded as birds of northern distribution. In winter some few remain m Canada as 
long as then- is open water and others journey south, even to the warm waters of the Caro
lina*, thi- gulf of Mexico or beyond.

The order Anttere* contains but one family AtuUida composed of the 
Mergansers, Ducks, Geese, and Swans, and comprises, therefore, the great 
bulk of the larger wild fowl pursued by sportsmen. One of the greatest 
sources of confusion in distinguishing the various species is the occurrence

' The Double-creeled Cormorant Phalaorororai auritua, ami it* relation to anlmon industrie» on l lie gulf o 
HI l.nwren< Dept of Ilmen. Gaol Surv , Can , Mum Hull No. IS. biological Serin» No 8, 1815
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of what is called the eclipse plumage. Contrary to the rule that generally 
governs plumage changes, many of these species moult all their wing quills 
at once and are, therefore, flightless until rettedged. During this period of 
comparative helplessness many males assume a peculiar plumage of less 
conspicuous character than that normally worn, usually approeahing that 
of the female. During this time the birds withdraw to the innermost 
recesses of their habitats and hide so closely as to be seldom seen by the 
casual observer. By the time the shooting season opens most have come 
out of the eclipse, but the few that still retain traces of it are sufficiently 
numerous to increase the number of plumages to Is- recognized and to 
complicate their differentiation.1

Economic Status. Ansi res is, economically, one of the most important 
orders of birds; not, as in the case of other birds, so much on account of 
their foot! habits, for these are largely of negative influence in human 
affairs, as in other ways. In the early days of settlement of the country 
ihey furnished a most important food supply hi the struggling inhabitants 
liai even now the total annual number killed by sportsmen is an imposing 

addition to our food resources.

FAMILY—ANATIDÆ. DICKS, QBEKE, AND SWANS.

Un.rral Description. As this in the only family included under the order Anserrs the 
descriptive matter under the previous heading applies here and need not be repeated

The family ia divided into five subfamilies: the Mcrguur or Mergansers ; 
Anatida or Hiver Ducks; Fuligulinœ or Sea Ducks, Anserinœ or Oeeee; 
and the Cygnina or Swans. For the characters of these nee under proper 
headings following.

Subfamily—Mcrgimr. Merganser*. Fishing Ducks. Saw-bill*.

General Description. Fish-eating ducks with a more cylindrical, tapej-ing, and lesn 
wpatulate or flattened lull. than the other ducks (Figure 7, |> 19) Tin1 cutting 
the mandibles have i series of serrations giving foundation for the |>opulur name "Saw- 
bill". The nail on the tin of the bill forms a small but evident hook The hind toe i~ 
developed into a flat paddle or tin-shaped k>l»e similar to that of the Sea Ducks but quite 
different from the hind toe of the River Ducks which follow. The males are brightly and 
strikingly coloured, mostly in black and white The females are dull coloured with reddish 
heads and necks. Most plumages have crests. In the females and young birds the crest « 
are rugged and without well-defined shape.

Distinctions. The bill is always diagnostic and easily distinguishes the Mergansers 
from the Hea Ducks which resemble them in the character of the hind toe.

Field Marks. Evident duck-like form combined with the long, slender, cylindrical, 
and slightly hooked bill

Nesting Mergansers are mostly river haunters in the breeding se.isons, nesting either 
on ground or in hollow trees.

Ihstnbution. A small family, most of its species inhabit the northern hemisphere.

Mergansers feed upon fish and shell-fish captured under water by 
diving; for this method of feeding their hooked and serrated bills are admir
ably adapted. They are, during the breeding season, mostly freshwater 
frequenters though they visit the sea sometimes in large numbers. They

1 Another rom mon -'Miron of in infusion in Ihtpnvdsmol a n-l runt imloratNin that often wv.im un various part- 
i.l tin- limit m ImhJ> ami m roniiiiun to mnn\ npwiimuf a*.. • « 11 in itw In :ui iron .himmi from I In- wntw f h ur In
» habit. :M)|| nlioul'l Wit In- rn*antoil un normal pluma*-- i-ili irai ion
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an* not very desirable table bird*, though some young autumn lords, 
properly rooked, are not to lie altogether despised.

Economic Staton. Mergansers eat fish and, in certain waters such a' 
at the heads of salmon streams, they may do appreciable harm Ordinal*.* 
trout streams are too small for these species, and as no careful examination 
of stomach contents has liven made they should not lx- condemned without 
more exact knowledge.

I2N American Merganser saw-bill ooosandeb smellubaxk hhei.lui < a 
m —LE HABLE d'amSbNOB M ergot umerwan u* L, 25. Of the MUM general appearantie 
as the next apseics (Plate III A), but the males without crest or redlish breast band

OiSlBtlMl. See next spec ies
Fuit Mark* (lem-ral coloration ami the lark of creel or breast-l>an<i in the male arc 

«list met ive When Hying, the long, outstretched head and neck and generally grey 
-•«•loured bark will separate the females of them* two Mergansers from other Ducks having 
white wing patches

Setting In latllow trees or ns'k cavities near water, nest of grasses, ete
/Attribution Common across the whole continent, nesting throughout eastern 

Canada except in the most southern parts

The American Merganser is a bird of small rather than large waters 
and lienee is less common on the larger lakes or the sea than the Red
breast ed. < Rherwise remarks under that species will apply to the American 
Merganser as their habits an* similar.

Economic Staton. See under subfamily heading.
130 Red breasted Merganser saw-hill. VMHMH’K snellocce hhkll- 

DHAEL FK LE HAHLE À FOITBINE WMIHSK. MM' HUE. MerfUt mrrator L, 22 PUtc
III A

Ihshnitmii- The raggc«l crest, and nxhlish breast-hand separated from the head bv 
a conspicuous white collar, an- sufficient to diagnose the male of this *|iccihs The f final'- 
ami the iuvetiilesof this ami the last s|iecies are much alike The bill is, however, consider
ably lighter in build ami the nostrils arc slightly nearer the base than in the American 
Merganser Tim head is not as rich » brown and the up|N-r tliront only a lighter shade 
of the same colour ami mit white as hi that species

Field Mark» The errai and breast-band of the adult male ami the lack of the while 
up|N«riliniat in the females ami young birds will separate the Red-breast I from the Ameri
can Merganser The grey appearance of the hack ami the length of the outstretched 
liewl and neek will diagnose the *|ieeie* as a Merganser against other Ducks having while 
wing patches.

Setting On ground near water, sometimes in trees.
Ihntribntmn < leeurs MWW or less commonly over the whole of ( 'anada, nest mg when 

ever found except in the more southern part*

A bird of the open waters, hence mure often ami on the open lakes and 
the sea than the preceding species.

Economic Staton. Hw subfamily heading.
131 Hooded Merganser, r*.—LE fbtit h arli Imphodytr* ruruUatu*. b, 17 50 

Tlie smallest of our Mergansers. The male is a most striking black and while bird with 
rich chestnut flanks Its distinctive ornament, the hood, is a flat disk-like crest spring
ing from the base of the bill, arching over the crown, meeting the neek at the base of the 
head, and coloured nwwtlv pure white with a narrow black edge. The female is a much 
duller coloured bird with brownish-fuscous body, lighter below, ami with a ragged, slightly 
reddish crest, in shape similar to that pictured in Plate III A.

Distinction* The hiss! of the male is unlike anything else worn bv American birds 
The female can always be distinguish*si from other Mergansers by its small sin-
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Field Mark*. Hood of the male and reddish emit and hup of the female
AeeUnff In hollow trees
Ihutnbulioi, Arrow (hr rout input but warm- hi thp vaut than in thp interior Breed* 

locally whPTPVPr found ui < 'anadn

The Hooded Merganser in a bird of flu- interior, of quiet ponds and 
woodland dreuw. It ih the most edible of the Mergansers; this fact, 
combined with the clearing of the forçats and too little restriction on 
>hooting, in probably the cause of its growing scarcity to-day.

Economic Staton. It is doubtful if any serious charge can be substan
tiated against the Hooded Merganser.

Subfamily A noli no lint rood 1‘ond Duck*.

General Demnption. Typical ducks with flattened iputulate lull furnished with 
flat nail tip and et raining lamina- or plates along the inner margins (Figure H, p hi) in
stead of toot h-like project ions ( Figure 7, p. Mi) Feet wit h a small t hough well formed land 
toe, not modified into a Hat lobe or fin-like ap|s-ndagi

Distinctiona Hill will separate the River Ducks from the Mergansers and the hind 
toe as above from the Sea Ducks

Field Mark* Vnder the most favourable conditions of view the bill will separate 
the A nuhrut fioiu the Merganser* The greater length of neek and more slender bodies are 
slight and rather uncertain guidi-s to separate them from the Sea or Bay Ducks. The 
v embers of the subfamily are more easily recognised in life by s|h-cics than as a class

Neatin§. On ground with the exception of the Wtsid Duck
Distribution As a class the Pond and River Ducks are more abundant in the interior 

than on either coast.

As their name implies, the River and Pond Ducks frequent our smaller 
inland waters more than they do the larger ones. They feed from tin- 
surface by “tipping” and reaching under the water. The food is gathered 
in the bill and the water pq nee zed out, the latnimr of the bills retaining tin- 
solid portions.

Economic Statu*. They are strictly water birds and vegetable and 
insect feeders, consequently their food habits are not a menace. It has 
lately been shown that Ducks feed largely upon mosquito larva* and that 
the good they may do in this direction is of surprising magnitude. By 
actual experiment a pair of ducks in a small pond did more to reduce these 
I jests in it than a considerable school of goldfish. As game, they are of 
great importance, see p. 12.

132. Mallard, ubben-hkah inter dock sic l>: canabd ohimnairf.. Ana* 
/ilatyrhynchos L, 23. Plate 111 H

Distinction*. The tunic cannot be mistaken for any other wild duck though many 
domestic strains approach it closely. The female is often regarded ns belonging to another 
s|H-cies and is sometimiw ealli-d Grey Duck. There are several other ducks approaching 
her in coloration but the purple speculum with the white bar l>oth before and behind the 
s|teeuluiii will always distinguish 1e r

Field Mark*. Green head and white neck ring are conspicuous recognition marks for 
the male The speculum with its white bars will identify the female in life. Her tail has 
also a general whiteness in flight that is quite characteristic.

\csting On ground usually, in high grass or reeds not far from water, though occasion-
ill) :ii considerable distance inland

Diêtributinn Distributed over practically the whole of Canada but less common in 
the extreme east. Breeds throughout Canada except where disturbed by settlement.

This is the “ Wild Duck " par excellence, and is known as such to the 
sportsman of the Old World as well as the New. It is the original stock
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n>m which our domestic varieties sprang and nearly any mixed flock will 

show the green-black heads, white collar, or recurved upper tail coverts 
denoting reversion to the original form. As well as living one of the lieat 
table birds it is one of the wildest of ducks, which latter accounts for the 
fact that it still breed# in limited nuniliers on the edges of civilization

133 Black Duck, ucskv dock, slack mallard kk le canard noir Ana» 
rubriue* I,, 22. 1‘lats IV A

Ihniinrituns The general dark coloration combined with aise raiders this species un 
mistakable among River Ducks.

FuLi Mark* Size dark coloration, and a silverv sheen to the lining of the underwing' 
that shows in Might The absence of the white bar bounding the speculum behind will 
separate it from the Mallard

Seating tin ground, m grass near water
Ihatnhntum The Black Duck is a more eastern s|ieeies than the Mallard and is not 

commonly found west of the Great Lake* It breeds in eastern < an ad* wherever found

Now that the Wood Duck is growing scarce the Black Duck is the 
commonest nesting Duck in the southern parts of ( anada and the only 
one that can now be called a common breeder near the lower ( ireat Lakes 
« Iriginally almost every little lake and pond raised its brood of Black Duck 
but, owing to the drainage of the marshes and human interference with 
nesting, it is now practically restricted to the larger marshes or more 
inaccessible situations.

It is still in dispute whether or not there are two forms of the Black 
Duck. Late in the autumn a number of very large birds with red legs 
are taken. Whether these are subspeeifically distinct has not been con
clusively determined.

Economic Statu*. Though the Black Duck often, especially in the 
breeding season, haunts the edges of cultivated fields where it gleans what 
food it can find, it does little or no harm. There is little crop to damage 
at that season and, as at other times it eontines its attention to aquatic 
life, there is no harm that can lie charged against the species.

135. Gad wall, orict dock speckle-belly. sr. — u; canard chipeav. ('haul 
immu* Htrrprru* L, 19 60. A finely speckled or vcrmiculated grey cluck, of mime general 
tone as the female Mallard, but with chestnut-red shoulders and a white sfieculum

Ihatinctiana. White speculum in always diagnostic Females arc otherwise hkelv 
o be mistaken for small female Mallards or Baldpate*

Firid Mark* White n|mh-uIuiu and general greyish appearance
Aeating On ground, in grass or under hushes
IhatntnUian Nearly cosmopolitan One of the rarest Ducks on the lower Great 

bakes, nearly alwent from the east coast, commoner to the west where it brails
137. Baldpaie. avo.hu an widoeon. eh—LE canard d'a (Ikiqce. Martm 

nihinrana L, 19 A medium-sued, greyish Duck. The inale has white shoulders and 
cap, and a broad green stripe through the eve, a black speculum with green reflections, 
and a soft wash of pink over breast and back

Dutinctum*. The male is dietinr ive, the female might easily be mistaken for a femal- 
Mallard or Gadwall but for its Mack speculum and pure white underparts.

FuU Mark* The white crown and green eye-bar are characteristic of the male, 
the white undemarts and the abrupt ending of the brown breast against the underpaid 
distinguish the female in life.

Seating On ground, in grass or under bushes
lhatnhulion Itanges over nearly all of Canada; rare on the Atlantic coast, more 

common to the west

(’lonely related to the Widgeon of Europe, which ban occasionally 
been taken on our coast# and w hich it closely resembles.
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13A Green-winged Teal. ra.—la sarcelle à aile# vertes Sett inn carolinense 
L, 14*10 The smallcet of our Ducks Th<* male hue a chestnut -coloured head, bar 
l»ack from eye and speculum, iridescent green ; finely vermieulated hack and spotted 
breast; nearly while below The female is a dull-brownmh bird considerably lighter below 
and has the eharaeteristic gn-en speculum of the species.

DistinrUotis. Sine will always separate this little Dei from all others except the 
next specie* and the Bufflehead, but theprewenee of the brilliant green speculum will separ
ate it from the latter and the entire absence of chalky blue on the shoulders from the

Field Mark*. Small sise together with green speculum and lack of chalky blue on 
shoulders are recognition marks for any plumage

Seating On ground, near water
Distribution Distributed across the continent but scarce in extreme east. Breeds in 

eastern Canada occasionally and probably originally nested commonly in the lower Great
l*k«M region

This is one of tin* daintiest of tin* Ducks. Its habit of Hying in large 
Hocks at great speed makes it well known to sportsmen. The Kuropean 
Teal also occasionally straggles to Canada but is very rare.

140 Blue-winged Teal, rn —LA sarcelle à ailes blklkh Quirquidula diacora.
L, 1« Plate IV B

Distinctions Size will separate the Blue-winged Teal from any other Duck except 
the Green-winged and the Bumehead and the light blue on the wings will do so in these 
cases The Shoveller also has a similar blue on the wing, but the small sue of the Blue- 
winged and the lack of the broad shovel bi I distinguish these two species

Field Marks Small sixe, together with white face mark, dark underparts, and chalkv 
blue on wings

Sealing On ground, amidst grass
Diatnhuiton Across the continent; now rather rare in the extreme east It is one 

of the few specie* that still breed regularly though sparsely in the lower Great l^akes

A western Teal, the Cinnamon Teal, is occasionally reported front 
eastern Canada, hut most of such records arc based upon the Blue-winged 
heavily stained below with iron1 from the water.

142. Shoveller, spoonbill eh. —le canari» sovchet. Spatula clypeata. L, 
20 The male is strikingly marked, with a green-hlaek head, white breast and line over 
wings, underparts rich rhestnut, cutting in a sharp line against the breast The shoulders 
■ire chalky blue and the speculum green The hill widens out at tin to a broad shovel or 
spoon shape The female is much like the female Mallard though distinctly smaller

Distinction*. Shovel hill separates this s|»eci«*H from all others in any plumage
Field Marks. White breast. rich chestnut belly, blue on the wings, and size dis

tinguish the male. The bill will distinguish anv plumage and when it can he seen is perhaps 
I hi bel means of separating the female from the larger femail Mallard which it 
r wambles

Seating On ground in grass, not always in the immediate vicinity of water
Distribution This is a bin! of the west It occurs sparingly on the lower Great Ijakes 

and only occurs further east as a straggler
143. Pintail, bpringtail. kr —lb canard pi let. I)nfila acuta. L, 28. A verv 

long and slenderly sha|Msi Duck. Head seal brown, foreneek and underparts white, back 
finely vermieulated in preys, speculum bronse-green bounded l>\ .i light chestnut line befori 
and a white one behuid The tail is gradualist with two greatly elongated middle 
feathers Female is much like the female Mallard

institutions. The long tail is diagnostic of the male, the Old-Squuw being the only 
other American Duck with anything like this feature, but otherwise the Old-rtquaw is 
entirely different and is a Rea not a River Duck The bronze-green speculum and it* 
Iwmndmg lines of rufous and white are characteristic of anv plumage Young Green- 
winced Teal show almost the same speculum features but the difference in size will obviate

■Mm ootioie, p**r 83
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AVM Marks Ixmg slender head and neck and Ion*-pointed tail make good held 
marks The dark head and white foreneek and under part 8 are recognition mark# for the

Nesting <>n ground, unmet imee at considerable distance from water
Distribution I tare on the Atlantic coast, liecvmuig commoner towards the west 

Hn’eds from the prairie provuiees north to the Arctic and formerly east to lake Kne
144. Wood Duck, mvmueh duck. the bride ek -le < asakd hcppé. Au 

■'fMwsu L, IS 80 Plate V A
Distinctions. With the illust rat ions as a guide there shoulil be no difficulty in 

recognizing this species. The male even in eelqwe plumage always retains s suggestion of 
the cheek markings

FieUl Murks This is the only commue summer Duck hi our southern section# having 
n pure white underbody The white eye-ring of the female is quite conspicuous

S’fitting In hollow tree# or #t umps hi the vicinity of quiet water
Uistiibutum. Temjierate North America as far north as southern Canada and across 

the continent ; more common in the lower (Ireut Lakes region than on either of our coasts 
or in the prairie provinces.

This is the brightest coloured and most beautiful Duck in America 
and perhaps in the world. The only species that can approach it is the 
Mandarin Duck of China which is often seen in confinement with it. The 
Wood Duck was originally the “Summer Duck" of our southern borders 
and almost every woodland stream and back-water pond had at least 
one pair; but, since the clearing of the land, the farmer’s-boy-shot-gun 
combination has lieen too much for it. Its bright colours, the relative 
conspicuousness of its nesting places, and the ease with which it can lie 
stalked or “jumped " in its more or less wooded haunts have made it an 
easy prey for even the inexperienced shooter and it is in great danger of 
I icing exterminated. A duck that alights in trees is more or less paradoxical 
to most European sportsmen, but this species does so commonly. It 
builds its neat in a hollow tree some distance from the ground, usually 
overlooking quiet oxbow pond or other dead water. How the young are 
brought to the ground is not authoritatively settled yet, and many con
flicting report* are circulated regarding it; such as the old birds carrying 
their young in their bills or on their backs, or shoving them out to take 
chances with their little unfledged wings in fluttering to the ground. In 
some wav they reach the ground at an early age and follow the mother 
about the reaches of the streams or other quiet waters, the male keeping 
nearby to give his family the benefit of his (moral) support in times of 
danger. Later they seek the marshes, which they inhabit through the 
autumn, leaving for the south before the first frost has chilled the waters.

As the Wood Duck takes readily to nesting boxes prepared for the 
purpose it would seem probable that its numbers could be increased in 
this way.

Subfamilti Fuligtdina. Hotj. Sea, or Diving Duck*.

General Desiriptùm. Heavily or compactly built Duck* with typically flattened or 
■patulate duek-like hill Honietiines swollen nr high at base (Figure 9, p. 19), but always 
with flat tenet 1 nail at tip (Figure# 8 and 9, p 19) Him! toe modified into a flat, 
paddle, or fm-nhaped lobe

Distinctions Hill will separate the Hea Duck# from Merganser# and hind toe from 
River and Pond Duck#

Field Marks. Bill, when observed, will separate these from Merganser# though they 
are more easily recognized in life a# #peeie# than a# a subfamily.

Nesting. V#ually on ground, though Hometime# in tree#.



Distribution Alt bough some reprwntativw of line subfamily are . >und (Wimnsly 
on every water-way m ('anaila both species ami individuals are more numerous on the 
<■0881 than in the interior

The Bay and Svu Ducks, though more ut home in large open waters, 
often frequent the marshes ami shallower waters for feeding. They arc 
good divers, sometimes descending to astonishing t for shell-fish
or vegetable matter. They include some of the finest table species.

Economic Status. The direct economic importance of their food 
habits is even less than that of the other Ducks.

141» Redhead km uc miloiin à TÊTS kocssk MurUu Americana. L, 19 A 
rather Urge Duck with an even coloured, briek-rt*d head and up|ierneek; blank breast, 
grey back finely vmnivulated with blank; while below. Head of female duller in colour, 
even to dull grey-brown, and can van-coloured bank replaced by an even wash of brown 
sometimes without hint of tine vermn ulaiion

IhsUnctum« Male nwmble* the Caiivae-baek but bank miisidi-rably darker and 
red of head doe* not «unie t<i ehouklere as m that specie* Females of three two specie* are 
even more alike, but shape of the bill is always diagnostic (See Canvas-bark). Female 
also somewhat like those of Scaup and <lolden-rve but distinguished by gr> \ instead of white 
speculum nr wing patch and aliscnoe of any w hite face mark. Ring-necked Duck has a 
simiUr speculum but is a much amallcr bird :uid has the white face mark.

Field Marks ( 'olour of head and outline of In-ad ami bill
Nest mg Vsuallv on land or elevated over water, nest of reeds with more or less

Distribution Vsuallv only a migrant east of the prairie province*, though at one time 
a few bre<l locally in Great Lakes region; rare on east coast

One of our finest Ducks and when fed on wild celery its flesh hits its 
tine a flavour as that of the Canvas-back. It is rather less of an open 
water bird than many of the Sea Ducks and is often found on marshes 
and ponds.

147 Canvas-back, km mimh in acx vk.cx hovoks. Mur Un vohsinrnu !.. 21 
A large Duck; male with dull brick-rod head ami neck ; black breast. white below, hack 
white with very fine dark venuiculationa hearing a close resemblance to canvas and to 
which the species owes its name In female the redness of head and neck is reduced to 
brownish-grey ami the back is brownish.

Distinctions. Colours verv close to those of comparable Unlhvnd plumages, dis
tinguished from Redhead by shape of bill which in Canvas-back is longer and heavier, 
springing from well upon forehead ami giving an almost straight oilmen line rather than a 
concave one as in Redhead Male much whiter on buck and the red comes down to the 
shoulders instead of stopping halfway down the neck. Young and females may (mssibly 
be confused with the Scaups, Ring-bill, or Golden-eve, but mav be separated by su|s rior 
size or tin- lack of white or grey on the w ing or of white on the face.

FieU Murks Itisl or mldish, or reddish-grey In ad, lack of white on face or w ing, 
and slm|x< ami outline of head ami bill

Nesting Built over water, in nest of mils lined with down.
Distribution. Of regular though not very common occurrence on lower (Ircat bakes 

cast to lake brie; rare on Atlantic coast but more common in western Canada where it

One of the beat known anil most highly esteemed of the Ducks. The 
('anvas-baek is associated in the popular mind with terrapin and high- 
living. This gastronomic fame is largely due to the wild celery, Vttllisnirin 
spiralis, upon which it frequently feeds and from which its specific name 
is derived. However, many other Ducks feeding upon the same plant 
become equally palatable. On the Great Lakes the introduction of the 
German Carp has proved very destructive to the once extensive beds of

9
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nil kinds of Ducks. One of the first steps to attract Ducks to reservations 
and private waters should be the clearing out of carp and the planting of 
wild celery ami wild rice Zizania aquatica.

1*8. Greater Scaup Duck, ambrk an scaup, broad bill. ouate* or lark 
m.VBStU. sa. morillon A tI.tk noire Mania mania L, 18 50. A medium-size-1 
Duck male, while below; head, nenk, ami ii|>|>er breast black, ami a black ami while 
vcrmiruhitcd canvas-like buck Females without canvas-back; blacks reduced to reddish 
browns of various shade*; while face mark at bais- of bill.

IkaUnctumn Greater and Leser Heaups are of almost exactly similar coloration 
but can usuallv be distinguished by size, or by sha|>c and sue of terminal nail on bill Nail 
|iro|M>ri lonatefy wider and more nearly eircular in the Greater Head of adult Great ci 
Scaup has greenish gloss instead of changing to slightly purple on crown Reddish 
shade on heads of young and females sometimes quite noticeable, and they may be mis
taken for the < 'anvas-baek, Redhead, or sometimes the Golden-eye, but white spot at 
base of bill and across forehead, or white wing patch arc always distinctive of the Scaup* 
King-necked Duck, which also resembles them, has grey s|ieeuluiu instead of white

FteU Mark* Almost impossible to distinguish the two Svuillie m life Males of both 
s|m>cics in flight appear black on front third of body and on the remainder except tail 
but including secondary wing quills, white White face mark at base of bill, as above 
is best field mark lor female

Setting On ground, m grass near grassy ponds.
IhstnhuUon Viieoiiiinon migrant and rare breeder on Atlantic coast ; oonm>' 

on Great Dikes; mats hi numbers in northwest

The <iiv r Scaup is more of an open water bird than the Leaner e 
ia indicated I» -tie of ita common names, but it often comes with other 
apeeii s into the marshes for wild celery and rice.

149. l easer Scaup Duck, hiver broad-bill, little ok marsh hlvbbili 
er.—l.K PETIT MORILLON. Mania njfintx L, 16 50 Almost exactly sinuLir to the las) 
but a little smaller Grown of adult male has a purplish instead of greenish glow as on 
other parts of head

Iheliuctwne See previous species
F veld Marks. See previous species. Scaups in life (list mgmshed from each other 

only by sise.
Suiting On ground, near grassy ponds.
Ihetnfmtwn Slightly liwa common in eastern < ’anada than the preeoduig Breed- 

n wtwtern < anada and occasionally farther east to Great I<akc*.

Thin ÎH one of the commonest ducks away from the seneoast and 
more of a marsh and small-water bird than the preceding.

150 King-necked Duck, him,-hilled di vx, eh -morillon A collier Mania 
eatlaris. L, Hi 50 Very close in colorai ion to preceding two s|>ecie* but without tile 
canvas-coloured back; with a light ring about bill near end, and faint brown or copper - 
eoloured ring about nock

/hehnrhone Young Hmg-neeks and femail's may be mistaken for either the Scaups 
Golden-eye, Itnlhead, or Canvas-buck1, but limy lie distinguished from the Hcaups ny 
the grey instnud of white speeulum, the female by Hne while eye ring, and from any of 
the other luck* by white face marks usually connected across chin

Fiell Mark* Male can In* told from the Scaiqw by its black back, and female by 
its white chin and fine light eye ring; and either, in adult plumage, by light ring on the 
bill

Keeling Oil ground, near grassy minds
Ihetnbutum. Scarce migrant m die east where it oner nested occasionally; scarce 

on Great Dikes; breeds regularly in the west.

151 Golden-eye. whibtle-wino whistler, oreat head, er la Bucfi- 
Pll ALE D AMÉRigi E PlxiNOEVR. i'langula ('languln 11, 211 A rather large heavily 
built duck, strikingly coloured in black and white The back and head are black; the 
remainder of the (Humage, including a very conspicuous circular spot lictween the eye

■Her ooleots, p S3
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ami the bill, ami the win* patch arc wlutv The Icnutle and young male are marked with 
light greys and blacks on the back, large white win* |iat«h«-s, and a weal brown head 
the iMipmtevk uwiially wtroii*ly contrasted with white or grey neck and breawi

Ihëtirulinti* In youn* and feinah- pluinag** it may munetinn-w In- confused with 
the Reelhvail, < ativan-hai k\ or the Hoau|a In Hueli pluniagtw the lack of white face 
mark or its realriction to the widew of tin face will «listinguish it front the S«au|w, the 
white wuig patches from the Redhead and Canvas-back

Fuit I Mark* The striking black and white coloration of the male and the brown 
head and lack of face marking* of moat juvenile* and the females The large head, abort 
neck, and loud whistling of the wing* in flight are eharaeteriwfn 

Seating In slum|w or hollow trees
iHatribulum. ( iolden-<•>«•* inhabit inowt of the northern parla of the northern hemi- 

'phere Tlie American (iokleii-eve, the only New World representative of tin wpiw’iea, i- 
generally «listributeil over most of Canada A common migrant and locally a winter 

"«idem in eastern Canada, breeding sparingly in the eastern province# but more eom- 
v in the northwcMt
SHBSFW/KS The <«olden-eye ih divided into two mibapeeifie races an Ol-l 

' d and a New World form the latter the American <iukl«‘ii-ey«- V < Anmnranu 
un, du- only one that occur* m America.

Olio of tho lu-at known of the larger (lucks. X very Imn I y bit main* 
m our waters in winter until they clone with ice.

152 Harrow’* Golden-eye. m i.r. in « f en Ai k ii'isi.amu: t'lonunia slatniita 
b, 20 bike the American Golden-eve, hut the male ha» a orescent-whalied m «-ad of a 
circular face si set The head glowed with purple instead of green and the lull ruUtivelv 
luglier at the base

Ihutinrtimi* Male» easily séparai**! from the (hikleiM-ye a» above, but young bird* 
mid females ot the two specn-» more diflii'ult to dmtmguiali ami shape of bill |» rha|w only 
reliable guide Yoiuig malm can Ih- remgnm-d by a slight lump m the forelnwl just at 
base of hill, which tbough not visible through the plumage can Ih- plainly felt, with the

Fnlil Murks Exceptional circumstance» may allow some of the above fwuiils to 
Ih- recognized in life

Settling In Htuni|w or hollow tns-» wln-n |M»s»ible, otherwise probably m rock cavities 
or on ground.

Distribution. \ bird of very unusual distribution; common near the eastern and 
western coasts but alweitt from most of the great interior, «-astern birds probably tins»! 
in northern Vngavii

This in tt more imrllu rii species than the former which il closely 
resembles in habits as well as appearance.

IBS. Ruffle-head, spirit in « k im.'ttkhiiaix. >r i> i-ktit Hvefirii m.k Char- 
»lonrtlo ulheoki b, 11-75 A v<-ry small du<-k, almost a* dimimitive as the Tml, but 
coloured in striking «mlraate of black ami while Male white Ih-Iow and around has* 
of neck, black above with an iridescent hla«-k head broken by a larg*- white Iriaiigulat 
I latch with apex below tin- «-ye mix-ting its fellow along tin- iih|h- The feathi-rs of the 
chfM-ks length«-ne«l, making puffs on tin- aides of tin* face, lienee its name. Female : white 
Ih-|ow and dull brownish-grey elsewhere except for a vague white h|h»i on each check

Ikstinctum* Male cannot be mistaken for anything else, female ratln-r like thi- 
Scaup but can Ih* «listinguishisl by small size and «lash of light extending from In-hind 
«■ye to wan Is back of crown instead of a white patch at base of bill < hie facial H|s»t instead 
of two and tin- evenly light umh-rparts will separate it from tin- b-mak- llarle<|um which 
it also n-Hcmbles

Fiehl Marks Small size ami white h«-a«l »|H»t for the male, ami *iz«\ «-lii-ek s|s»t, 
ami whit « wing patch for the female 

Seating. In a stump or hollow tm-
Distribution. A common migrant from the Atlantic coast westwards brmi* in 

the west arid northwest

The name Spirit Duck refers to its diving power» and the remarkable 
case with which it «linappenrx when wounded.

'H» luotaoU». p 61
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164 Old-Squaw *01 tm-mu tmmu i cow»: en lom.-taii.ki» i»n k itu>-«in 
CUTkAWEE H. !*• IANAHU À LOM.lk ql’KI’l llartbla hf/THi'lli* L, 21 (Proj.-vtion 
of middle fail feather bryaud other*. 4 80 5.) A nmdiiaw wad duck showing remarkable 
seasonal change of plumage Male m spring ha* a seal-brown breast. neck, head, ami 
hack, an alniual while facial inank. ami oehiwirous striping over wing* ami at ha*e of 
himlnerk. Ik inlei plumage while, with black or dark brown breast. hack, ami line ncrotw 
shoulder*. a *|iot of aaine colour over the hmdeheek* and up|Nriievk, white *tri|>c* over 
wing* In laitli hmow male ha* two greatly elongatisl middle tail feather* about H 
Miches from liaae to tip ami |>n>j«-ctiug 4 or 6 niche* la-yumi other tail feather* Humage 
of female ih intermediate belweee the above two plumage*, allow mg mostly white without 
any wharp line between the dark of the hreaat and the white underparl* a* in male*

IhMtniiim* Male* are eharaeteriatie; female* may b«‘ confused only with tin we of 
ne*u *|H* ie*, but are much lighter underneath and head i* mostly white m*tead of imwtly

/'"mV#/ Mark* l#ong tail of the male, and hea«i imwtly white with dark cheek mark in 
juvenile and female plumage*

.Vafin# < hi ground, near water hidden under bunlie* or gra**
Ihulnhutiou Breeds aero** the continent m the far mirth More nueumwi on the 

<xia*t or <ireat Lake* than on *maller IhmImw of water

This in. with u*. casenttttlly a winter duck. It haunt* our harlNitjr* 
and often eolturegateti alniut the miHitha of aewera remaining an long a* 
open water prevails, even throughout winter. It i* a great diver and a 
fish-eater, but it nearly worthier ana table bird. It dewed* to great 
depth* after food and i* sometimes taken in the Sehmwe's net* far from 
lanii and at *urpri*ing depth*—in one known rase VO feet.

166. Harlequin Duck, aora mu k umu> ami» i.adi rn le « anahi» iiim- 
tkion //*«Irumiru* htairumtrua L, 17 A *mall duck appropriately named after 
jiart{coloured Harlequin Male * general eok»ratioii t* from dull slate-blue to blue-black, 
but on till* ground i* arranged a Ht riking aerie* of crewceiit*. stripes, circular apot*. triangle*, 
and a collar of pure white, each narrowly bordered with black that make* it aland out in 
Htnkmg contrant. a brilliant aphwli of rich chestnut adorns th<- Hank* and bordera the *ide* 
#*f the crown female very dull and aubdued, all brownish with white am it ting on abdomen 
aggregated into a not quite mntinuou* ami even nmhlle area An ofwure white bkiteh 
in front of ami below eye and another more sharply defined one over ear

lhahnduma. Male cannot be confused with that of any other H|iecie* female 
nwmhlew female Hutfle-hvad in ai*e and colouring, but ha* a more or lew speckled belly 
mat cad of an evenly light one, two facial apot* inatead of one, and no wmg patch

h irbl Mark*. Male in unmistakable Female may In- riungnuuil by aise and general 
darknew* of colorât am, aeareely lighter below ; ahwnce of » wing patch; and two light face

A «afin# I hi ground, under rock* or driftwoml or in hollow Flump*
IHHnhutum Only a migrant in the east. very rare in the interior though common 

in the mountain* of the went where it breed*

l’in* i* Olie of the pretticHt of our duck*, coming next to the Wood 
Duck in point of beauty. It* proper home i* in the brawling *tream* of 
the west snd northwest where it is well known to the prospector and miner 
In eastern Canada it haunt* rocky bay* and shores where it feeds largely 
•»n the sea fleas and small shrimp* that throng the inshore salt waters

fiKNBKA SoilATKKIA AND OlDEMIA. KlOKK* AND HcOTBBS.

Though not forming a reeognig«-<l systematic division of ducks these 
two genera are peculiar and show enough common characters to receive 
special mention here.

Grnrral [kenrrt/Uion latrge Sturdily built birds, the largest of our <1 ticks. Male 
Fadm have broad masses of sharply contrasting colour* and delicate tints; Hooters nearly 
ill black, wane with small accent* of pure white Both genera have swollen bill* with 
*trange excrescences and brilliant coloration* (Figure 9, p 19)



biAUhciion*. General «lark mlonu nut* unrelieved by much nMurn of (hr SnoUi> 
l be bright evkiralHiii in broad dumhw of mal< Ki«i«T*; and finely and evenly barred tone# of 
browns of female*; mse, build, swelluigs, ami pmtulicruiiee* of bill* of Inilli wxe* of iiiom 
Hpi-vnv are the inoat obvious «'luirai leriM n ~

Eu hi Starks General eoloratwe and lulls
Xeuliag On ground near water, minet min- under shelter of overhanging roeks or 

buehee; neat lined with down from the parent's bod\ The eiderdown of eotniueree is 
obtained from the nests of the Kltler*

Dminhuiiati. Diatribuiisl over the whole of Canada, neat mg in the north, mom 
• ■ominon on the «‘ousts and the large hodii* of water «luring migration

These are "Sea Ducks" in the striet sense of tlii term, built for huliet- 
ing heavy weather and rarely routing in to the shallow pools or marsh» * 
They feed on shell fish and marine life obtained by div ing.

Economie Statu*. Their f«ssl habits have little emnomie interest 
to man, but in certain localities, as in Labrador, they furnish in themselves 
and their eggs, the bulk of the fresh animal foot I available. As the down is 
a valuable object of commerce the Kider* are of distinct ami easily rei-og- 
niied value. They are lu ing rapidly reduced in numbers (see discussion 
of American Hitler) ami dnutic steps shmiltl he taken for their conserva
tion.

160 Kider Duck, kk i.'mukk or nord. Somali-rui moth ah, mo I,. 2d Mal» 
blut-k liekiw. cutting sharply against the white breust which is «leln-utely miffuseil with 
viaaonoua oink. white alsivc; head white with ml«‘-green suffusion from <*eekw to iih|m , 
broutl black bur through «*ye to land heu»f Female evenly mkmnsl in h tine pattern »»l 
various browns, blueks, and light ochre* urrangtsl in broken liars around the Issly Kill 
priM-esses extending up eithe r side «if foreheail in long HcmIiv tongue*

IhAhnchoiiA. Male unimstakalile; female may De separate.I from that of King Ki»h*i 
by feat luring of erown not extending as far forward as rear end «if tin* nostril This speries 
is much like the American Ki«l«*r from whieh it ran only be séparai «si by sise and sha|s- of 
the bill proc«-s8es on the forehead in the l’.ider Duek they tmninate acutely and are not 
rounded at the tip» ami «balance from point of feathering on sale of bill to tip of pro»1»*** 
if lees 1 han in the American Ki«ler

Fa-H Mark* Si««- ami general coloration.
Nesting On grouml. nest built entirely of «town
[attribution, haler Duek mliabits northern parts of Kuro|s‘ ami eastern Aiueriia. 

The Northern Kider is the more northern of our two similar Knlers (sec next species) X 
strictly Atlantic bird hree«tmg in the eashm ('anadian Amir ami in Greisiland

SUBSPECIES. The Kider Duck is represented in America by a subspecies, th« 
Nortlmm Kider S m boreoli*. The Kum|iean Kider, the ty|s* race, has never h«s-n recorded 
in .America

161 American Kider m i.'kiokr h amAkiuve movak Somahrui dresseri 
b. 23 Almost exactly similar t«i the premling s|Ms*ies

Distinction» Female may be imstak«'ii for that of King Kider, but can be séparai «s I 
from it by the fi*atli«‘rmg of crown not ext«*ndmg as far birwanl an r«*ar of nostril It may 
not be specifically distinct from preceding species and eithir sex can only be se|iarni«sf 
from it hv mumlisl emls of bill process on foreliea»l ami the fact that the distam'e from 
iwiiit of feathering on side of bill to tip of pnin-saf-s is greater.

Ei rlil Markn Sue ami geneml colorât ion, cannot be distinguished from Northern 
Kider in life.

Netting. <>n ground, somet imw under overhanging rocks or bushes, nest built of «tow n 
plucked fmm the parent’s breast

Ihntnbution A bird of our eastern coasts, nesting on the north shore of tin- gulf <-f 
Ht. Lawrennv

In Hrandinavia ami Ieelami the Eiders are semi-<himestieatrd and th< 
down derived from their nests is an important sourer of revenue. Though 
on the Labrador and gulf of St. Lawrence coasts there are immense flocks 
of these birds no attempt has been made to turn them to account except
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as food; hut tiw numbers have been ho rapidly reduced by reek lew killing 
that only a small fraction of the original number remains On these bleak 
and desolate coasts where fresh meat is scarce the Kiders should Ik* con
served for bus! if for nothing else. An intelligent and far-seeing policy 
would eonuTve the Kiders for all time to come, supply a liberal amount of 
Mesh food ami eggs, ami at the same time produce a crop of down worth in 
the markets far more than the carcasses of the dead birds.

So closely is this species related to the last that it would not be surpris
ing were it eventually included together with the Northern Kider as a 
>uhspeeies.

162. King Kider. kino dock kr—l'kiukr remarquable. Hmmkmim *fm
tahilis L, 23. Male much like the preceding, but the back mostly black, cheeks rule 
green i"p ,,i head and hindneck light bluish-grey and black X on thi throat; lull i- 
distinctive, the bright yellow Heshy forehead processes almost meet on the forehead when 
they widen «..it «-• nearly an inch aero* forming . comparatively mountainous 
the forehead Female is without the great bill process and is coloured ui the same browns 
and blacks in tine-barred pattern as arc the other Kiders.

Distinction* Male with its bill processes cannot lie mistaken for any other species 
Females resemble those of other Kiders but can Ik* separated from two preceding specie* 
by feathering of crown extending as far forward as rear of nostrils

hold Murk*, laws amount of white on the back and bill province* of the male 
Females cannot with certainty be distinguished from the other Kiders in life 

Nesting Oil ground, nest lined with down
Distribution. The most northern of our Kiders. Nesting across the continent along 

the coast and islands of the Arctic. Wintering along the gulf of St. I^iwrenee and New 
Kngland shore* It is the only Kider that straggles in to the lower Great Lakes with any 
regularity.

Hi3. American Scoter, black ska coot, kh —la macreuse ii'amériqv» 
(tu ameruana F 19 Male all black ; be* of bill much swollen near forehead and 
Fright yellow. Female without swollen bill; dusky all over, lighter below and with evident 
d arker cap contrasting m a sharp line against lighter cheeks

M Ui i~ 'I- "nl\ i anadian ..II black Duck unrelieved b) aaj qnt e 
colour Dark cap of female is distinctive against other comparable species.

Fold Murk*. Kvidcnl blackness and yellow bill of male, and the lack of white spots
oi facial marks uid ' he dark cap on ...........

\estintt On ground, near water
Distribution. Itmxis in the far north across the continent; eomnion in winter on our 

'•astern roasts and not unusual on lower Gn*at Lakes.
166. White-winged Scoter, whitk-winued <xm>t rn. -la macreuse veloutée 

( tub min ihgluruii L, 22. Dark brown, almost black, with white wmir patches and a 
small whit* crescent under the eye; bill is swollen at the base rising more abruptly forward 
than shown in Figure 9, n. 19, and the upper mandible is coloured with bright red and 
white Female even «lull brown.

Distinctions. White wing patch is distinctive of any plumage of this specie*
Field Marks, l-arge sixe, general and even darkness, and white wmg patches.
Netting. On mound, under or among bushes.
Distribution. Precis in the higher latitudes across the continent ; abundant on the 

roast in migration and is the commonest Scoter on the Great l«akes and in the interior.
1WV Surf Scoter, fitter-bill coot bottle-nosed diveb. ml—la ma' 

I reuse À I.AROE III- f tide nun perspiriUmta L, JO. Male all black with white patch 
arrow forehead and a triangle of same colour at base of head ; bill greatly swollen (Figure 
o, ii 19) ami coloured most strikingly with reds, yellow, and black Female dull Drown, 
lighter below and much like that of American Scoter

Distinctions. White patch»** of the head arc distinctive of male Female can be told 
from that of the Whiio-wingcd by lack of wing patches; and from the American by absence 
of cap and presence of two vague light s|*»t* on side of the face, one at haw- of bill and 
other over ear.

Field Marks. White on head of male and the two vague s|*>ts on face of female 
Nesting. In gras* near water.
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i/utrAuhim. Of about the same distribution a* lust species. but |terha|M more 
common on thr vuast an.I lee* so on the Great Ijakes

167. Ruddy Durit, kk -le Canaki» rock Hnantaiura jammi'enai* L, If».
\ small duck Male strikingly coloured. rich rufoiut-cliost nut on neck, shoulder*. bark 
ami Hanks; crown and bark of bead almost blark, and i tasks Mid lower face white It mal« 
amall, dull greyish-brown, lighter on underpart* and elm k*. and with a lark cap 

Mali i' the onlv Duck that is Iirgel) i. i I . ins 
silvery grebe-like sheen of the under parts, and. in any plumage, by the stiff (stinted tail 
feather'

FieUi Murk*. Size, abort squally Aape, and thick neck lis habit of occaaionallx 
carrying its tail erect ami spread out fan wise is also a good guide, though aomc Hooters 
a bo are said to do this at times

Y«-M'ltig In reeds over water
IhMl'tbulutn Nests in the prairie province northward; more common in migrations 

mi the < ireat Lakes than on the coast

Sub-family Ai.mrina. fressr.

</rmml Ihecnption Geese resemble ducks, but arc larger with a less flattened lush
and comparatively longer legs lull (Figun 10 p 10 is higher ami aoniewliat .. ...........
pressed ut liane, stouter and lews flattened at tip, hardly to be termed spatulate but with 
the broad nail at tip characteristic of the order

Field Mark* The strong Might of the geese is familiar to most Size, coloration 
and flight habits are the (test field guides Their hoarse honking voices so often heard 
during migration are also characterist ic

Sealing On grouml
Distribution Geese are of worl I wide distribution The American s|ns-icii all breed 

well to the north, migrating through the interior as well as along the coasts.

The geese are mon* tern atrial ami herbivorous than tin- (iucke hut 
they «re equally at home mi the water. They «h» nut tmrmally dive, hut 
secure food from the hot tom hy tipping and reaching hy means of their long 
neck. The sexes are alike and there is little seasonal change of plumage. The 
goose is an excellent table bird ami for this reason and on necount of its 
superior size it is much sought after by sportsmen, (leesc are exceedingly 
wary and, though greatly reduced in numlM-r. have hecn able to take better 
care of themselves than many other large game bird».

Economic Statu*. Feeding largely upon grasses ami freauenting 
cultivated areas in migration more than other members of their order they 
may do more harm than the ducks, hut this has never been seriously held 
against them. Their value in other directions is su obvious that less 
complaint has been made against geese than against other species equally 
worthy of protection hilt whose usefulness though real is less obvious.

ltW Snow Goose. lacuhino oooee. wavey. km l'oie hlancme. < ’hen Aypcr- 
horctM L, 23. A rather small goose, pun- white with black primaries. Juvenile* with 
more or lens grey or greyish-brown washing locally or over all

Distinction* Cutting edge* of mandibles arc more or lew bowed away from each 
other, exposing tooth-like serrations and giving the face that appearance from which tin- 
name, Liughmg, ie derived.

Field Marks. Colour and evident goose-like flight and outline
Seating On ground
lhatributioti The Iswser Snow (loose breeds on the Arctic coast and islands from 

« omnation gulf westward It migrates down the interior of the continent, the Greater 
along the Atlantic c-oaet

SIJHSFECIES. There are two subspecies of Know Goose m C anada, the ban 
and the Greater, diffcrmg only in size; but as the two mtvrgrade this is not an entirely 
n liable distinction. There is a difference based upon the comparâtive shapes and sises of

57172-6
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tin- btUn. IHit it requires episimms for mm|«arieun for it* aminx uusm Though of un 
mrorm-tlv n-vorded tin- < imiter Snow gmw ih e v<v> w-wm- bird It in the exireme vwtmi 
form of thi «peoiee ami ran only In- expeeted along thr At lam i< oosst

The name "Wavey" in a corruption of the Indian word “Wa-wa.” 
meaning Wilt! Oooae.

MW.I Blue t.oowe m i.'oii. hia.ii: (’Am rarahwww. L, Jli fcl»ty-gn\ 
biwly, wavi*-markiil with lighter feather nlges on liark ami more or lew no below. nImO 
colour Ntroiigiwt on wmp ami rump; hea«l white Juvenile NinnUr but head ami neck 
grey inti-brow n The bill elm»* in nlightly reduced degree tin- teeth eerratMHui of the Know

IhëttHttum* Hi. combinai hhi of white howl contrasted with blm^grvy wingi- rleee 
not oreur ill an> other ea*tern Awrcinoa <i«*w

hitU Marks While head ami «larker InnI> probublx Inwi held mark*
S'ndthf On ground
IhdnhulioH Seems to be eunhned m breeding *ewon to the nut of Hudson Iwv .1 

rare migrant on the («real Luke* on it* way to or from the Miiwi*hi|i|ii valley

Fur a long time thr Blue <’»oo* wan thought to Ih- only a juvenile 
plumage of tin Snow (loose, hut in now recognized ax a separate aperies.

171» White-fronted Coone. m i nn: À mont hlan< A**rr mUnfrmë I. .'7 
lirryié brown, darker on head ami neek, lighter lielow , white pair* hInmiI haw of bill 
light ooluw of umler|iartN irregularly blotched with black aggregating in maturity into 
mdehnite band» going an immature effeet to even adult birds 

IhattHcium* Brow* head and while face 
FirUt Marks t iem-ral brown ness and while face mark 
A'rating Oil ground
lh*tnlmtinii 'Ihe White-fronted (knar 1» a nearly rireaw|mliir aureiew The Ameri- 

1 an *ubN|N-eii-N breed* on the western Are tic mainlaml ami ieland» XI ignite* through 11» 
interior of the eontmerit and le fourni randy a* far eaet ae the Great Lake*

St'B8FKCIKS < hir refireaentalive, the Anionean White-fronted < loose .1 a yunl* l> 
in a Nulwm-eie* of the Kuro|M-.-iii White-fronted (looae from whieh it in hhh! to he diNtuigtu*lic-l 
by its «light lx larger sise

172 Canada Goose wiu> mn at. obey oonsg m -LA hkksai hk Dt' 1 mm, 
oi'TAKiu. Hmnta cunndrnn* L, 15 Plate V It

I huh utIumis Uirge aise, black head ami neek. white throat ami «heek |ial<li 
FtAti Minks KL» k li«n«l and mi and white throat patch. A white V over the tail, 

di*|ilaxed when fixing. will w-|Mirate the membersef tin* giim* in m any of the largi-r duck- 
Vesting < hi gnmnd. occasionally in Luge di-eerted ihwIn m iru*
Ikstnhutum Breed* across the ixmtinrnt from the northmi iiw limit to the border* 

of aett lenient
SrBMI'KriKS The Canada <hniw- in divided into Neveral geographical mw 

In tla- weal, tin-re in a hiiimII nhI*n|m-< ■»•* rani'll Hutchins's < «OOBC H r kutrkttisi It in an id 
to have a different not* and in In- quite recognisable m life by rutYMmd huetera h» 
aiiialler mv in an imwtain mterion hut in the ihiIv diNtim-ism that ran he give* hen 
Ita length averagea under *15 inrhew It ia to In- expected only aa far cant a* Manitoba 
.uni itn nientilieatam elsewhere should In- made with gn at canthin

The gome in h xxary anti watchful hirtl, usually spending the day well 
out in the 111 h* 11 water, coming in to the marshes and cultivated (iehls to 
feed at night or in the evening and unless disturbed remaining until well 
into the next dev. While ho engaged there in always at leant one with 
long neek upMretched surveying the surrounding country for danger and 
an unobserved approach by even the most experienced stalker is next to 
impossible. <ln this account the Canada (loose has perhaps suffered less 
from hunters than other members of its order and until its remaining 
breeding grounds ere invaded there is little danger of its lH-ing exterminated.
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It originally hmi within tin* Imrders of our pr« sent inhahit«-<l areas hut 
settlement ha* drive# it from its mon* southerly breeding range. How
ever, it Mill occupies large area* throughout northern Canada a* far as 
the norther# tree limits ami as mtn'li of this territory will remain unsettled 
for many years the goose is assured of safe breeding grounds ami is in no 
immediate «langer of extermination. However, unless intelligent eonærva- 
tio# principles an* adopted in the future tin- t'aaada <i«ms«- will probably 
decrease as its breeding grounds are op«-m*«l up.

173» Brain, m -là mkhxa« he «<»mmcnk Urmnta beruula b, 31» Much lik«- 
di!1 <'hiiiuIm ( iuow-hui .siimller; h«‘»i«l, IM-i-k, ami tip|x-r brutal blu«-k . it narrow br«ikcn
• «•liar of white on aw*.

I huh m tutus A small «lark < amnia One»»' without fa«-«- mark
Field Mark* Small win*, -lark brcasi, an«l lack «»f f*c«* mark I'hc white V over tail.

• lisplaytd when flying low. will also distinguish the Broil from uiv «if I he larger black
• lucks hill not from the ('anwln < lisw

S'ruling On ground, nest of grasses lme«t with «lown
Iheinbuhon As a species, virrumpular The American Brant bre«d* in the eastern 

Arctic region migrai mg down the Allaniic eoasts, rarely m the interior
i <in imputai -i" • iee Hs New Work! form the 

Vliicrn-an Brant H b. ylaut«ga*tru, i* Hiibs|M-i-itically «lisiinct from the Old Work! hir«l 
which has never been r«-fordid in Ameri«*n The Black Brant /< mgr nan* of tin- West is 
eharncii-rieed by having the bln«-k of tin- breast suffi iw-d ov«t the und«*rparts; but it oei-urs 
m «-astern Canada only as an arckiimtal straggh-r

The Brant is a small goosi It occurs on tin lower St Lawn me ami 
the seaeiNtst in flocks of hundreds hut is scarce «»r only a stroggh i in tin 
interior on tin- (treat Lukes.

Subfamily -('yynina. Swan*.

General lk*rnitttoii Wry large white Analuitr; excepting |s rhap* th«- XN lu wiping 
('raw- or th«- Wiki Turkey, tin- largest of American birds

IheUmeHmns Sut- combine*! with i-olour is sufficient to «liagimw- tin- two Swans 
Lires Ispaei' In-tween eye ami bill) iinfeathered. Bill liogins high on tlv- forehead, at baw
ls almost rectangular in eross-seetion ami tip is pmvuhil with a Hal nail

Field Marks Him- and ookmr they are our only large, all white, birds.1 
Settling On ground nest of grasses limd with «lown plm-ked from pari-nt bird 
iMMribution Most of tin- Swans an- found m the northern bctm*|«here hut an- not 

«niirely ronfimd to u In Aiw-rn-a, they now n«-si m the far north, though originally 
the Trunijieter, now verging on «•xtinctioM, bml as far south as wane of the northern 
Vnited Htai«-s

From turn immemorial Swans have figured largely in Uhl Worhl 
folk-lore ami the fairy tales of childhoo.l are tilled with reference* to flit-m. 
but it «-ornes with a little shock of surprise to many people to learn that 
even to-day wild Swans are actually common in Canada, (ieesc are wil«l 
ami wary, but the Swan is even wilder and more wary. Its long neck 
allows it to feed in deeper water than other non-diving s|h-< i«-s ami it keeps 
well out in <leep water through the day. where unobserved approach i-. 
impossible. It rarely comes into the shallow marshes that may hi«l«- tin 
huntsman and, therefore, it is rarely tak« n.

The common nanu-s of the Swans of tin- northern heimsphen- arc indi- 
eative of extraordinary vocal powers; thus in Ann-rh-a w«- have the XX lustier 
and the Trumpeter, and in Kuropc the V\ hooper ami the Mute Swans 
P....... and romplieated mollifications of th wii i

SMher law m hiu- l»nU m-vurrm* in « niiuUa nil have mon* ««r lew lilw k «m II ight feather*
in 72-4|
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various convolution* hi spinal Imhiv hitihk of the breast bone or sternum, 
are, evidently, directly connected with the voice and their complexity 
increases directly with the quality of tile voice as indicated by the allow 
descriptive names; thus the Mute Swan is without any tracheal convolu
tion and the highest complexity is reached in the Trumpeter and Whooper.

iso Whistling Swan ra l* cvqnb »'am tame* (Hor tmlumhimnu*. L, .V. 
A very Urge, all while, hint

Distinction* The Whistler can «ally be mistaken fur the Trumpeter Swan Siust 
ticiallv il can be easily separated only by lie inferior wse An Swann do nul obtain tin u 
mil development fur a number of years, sue may nul always lie an accurate teat Then 
•s a difference m the shape of the lull, but it is list difficult of characterisation to lie clear!» 
deacribod here The o m volution* of the wind|H|»e in the breast boor makes the mo-i 
satisfaeton differentiation In the Whistler the windpipe makes one horuonial loop 
over the floor of the sternum, whereas that of the Trumpeter has a perpendicular l«s»p 
•»s well The aliw*nee of a yellow s|s»t on the lores of the Triimpeler has been given as 
11agnostic, hut this is so Often alwenl from even adult \\ lustier* as to be of no use for 

i his purpiss-
Ctafcf Murks Sise and complete win Lem w The two s|Nsies cannot he readily

distinguished in life excel* by those familiar with the voices of each
Vesting On ground, in nest of grasses, moss, etc., lino I with down 
iHdnhitiion breed* hi the fur north across the eintinent west of Hudson bw> 

migrates through the latcrfar; rare or absent on the t'anadiaii Atlantic eismt, but local! \ 
'••nmon on the large waterways of the Great Lukes region

Owing to its extreme wariness and its breeding far hi the north the 
Whistling Swan has not lmen seriously reduced in iiiimliers during tin- 
past generation. Its larger relatives, the Trumpeters, whose breeding 
grounds well within the borders of settlement were early disturlied, is 
now ou the verge of extinction.

The Swans randy eouie into shallow marshes where cover may hide 
the huntsman. They are exceedingly wary and are randy seen except in 
dense white Hocks like ice floes far out in the open water or in flocks flying 
high overhead and lieyond the reach of guns. Their regular migration is 
usually bv night ami usually silent, though sometimes extremely noisv 
To such habits as these is probably due tin- fact that few even of our m«*st 
experienced huntsmen know the Swan in life and fewer still can boast of 
having taken it. Though flocks of hundred* appear annually on lake St. 
< 'lair not mon* than two or three individuals are taken there each year.

The species also occur* in large unrulier* on Niagara rivet where on 
misty or foggy nights in the spring, they often drift down with the current 
into the swift rough waters of the rapids and are carried helplessly over 
the falls. This catastrophe has occurred several times within the last 
decade and hundreds of Swans have lost their lives in this manner, some 
have every bone in the Insly broken whereas others are only slightly hurt 
The dead that are not drawn under the ice and carried off by the current 
are picked up, the dying clubbed, and those whose injuries are only slight 
are shot. As the birds do not seem able in the close quarters to rise alsive 
t.h* sides of the gorge and show marked reluctance to pass beneath the 
bridges that span the lower pass, all are confined in the narrow water- 
Mow tin falls where there is no escape. The flesh of the Swan is not 
very suitable for eating and the birds are of little value to those who tak« 
them except as curiosities

1H1 Trumpeter Swan. (H»r bumruitin I, tt/i \ en large, ell white, bint
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UmtincUoH*. » inly u» In- mwtaken for the prevmii*, vtioh eue
FwM Mark» Sun- and nanplpte whiti-m-m.; the two Swan* eannot In «««paTaUd 

with certainty in life
.Vcstinf On ground, in mut of grass»* and down
IhtUnbutiim. A bin! of the intenor. hm-ding front tin- mural of the northern tier 

ot slab* northward

Any Swm over At» im-hes hi h-ngtli or over 2(1 |M>unds in weight im
probably of thin species. It was at one tun» a fairly t-oaiinon bird on tin 
< ireat Lakes, lint now is so rare as to he n-g:tr<l« »l as nearly or quite extinct 
there. Its hr»-«'ilmg range, bring considerably south of that of the \N liistling 
Swan and w»-ll into what is now fully occupied farming territory. is prob
ably tin- cause of its rapid exterminât mmi.

Order llerodionea. Deep Water Wader».
General llxm/diim Usually large bird* with long leg*, neck, and bill, title.I for 

wading ami obtaining food below the surface in rather d«*-|s-r wat«*r than the majority of 
waders Bills may be eith«-r straight and sharp i Figure IS, p 21) or gently eurved 
and blunt as in th«- lbise. Is-gs are bar»- for a considerable distance atsivc th«- wd joint 
and all four toe* arc )>erfcct, well-shaped, and adapte»! for perching a* well a* walking 
••n soft ground ami with only small rudimentary webs or none (Fieure 17, p 21)

lhMntrtion$. Birds of this order may Is- mistaken for either Cram* or one of the 
Hlmrabirds (( ’urlewaj From the ( ’ranw th«*y can Is* dist,mgm-.li.il by Urn» feathered

ind (rurvisl bill but i- -.1 only |smsibi«- 
ooeuvmee in Canada. From any shon- birds they nan Is- distinguished by the bare 
spar»- between the eye and the base of the bill

The Canadian forms of tin* order arc divided into two sul.onl» rs: 
/hides including Spoonbills and Ibises; and Herodu including Herons, 
Lgri-ts. and Bitterns.

Ht HOKDKK IBIDKh lBlKk*

This suborder includes two families: Spoonbills which do not occur 
in ( unnda, an»! Ibididœ, only one of which occurs in tin- Dominion and that 
rarely.

FAMi. y- iHiniDA- laieea.

General Ihtmmtum. Binls with long, decurved bill quite blunt at tbe point and 
the imper mandible gr«s>v«*d throughout its length

Ihahnction* Curved, blunt, ami deeply grooved bill is eJiaraet eristic Claw of the 
mi»idle Us- may lx- broadened and mughi-nod at the edge, but is not perfectly pectinate 
or furnished with wcll-fonn»*»! oorob-like teeth a* in the bmm-lik. Waders of the suborder 
Her<*lii (Compare with Figure 19, p. 21)

There is only one of these birds, the ( 1 lossy Ibis, that may be fourni 
in Canada and that only as a casual straggler

lhti <• lossy Ibis, slack eratr.w I’legmli* auiumtudm b, 24 I’ra. tieallv an all 
hi», k bird with cheat nut, green, and purph n-flis-tions. Juvenile in brown with hist. I 
feathers slightly margined with light and with gm-msh refleetsms elsewhere

Dutmrtuma The ( .lossy Ibis ksiks mueh like a large Curl«-w . but it* almost black 
or very dark coloration will distinguish it from the Curlew with ease Its gr.sive.1 bill 
(ms- previous family deeeription) otherwiw diffirentiates it 

A rshrty In reedy Nwump* or low bushe*
Ihtêribulum. Tropical ami subtropical region*

The Ibis is well known by name as one of the sin red birds of am-lent 
Kgypt. and as such is familiar to every general reader. The Glossy Ibis
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is allied tu t hi S*rred I Ins of Ike Nile and shows soap* of its general ehar- 
aetera. It appears only orvaitioiially in < 'anada. along the southern liorder

Economic Stain*. Of t4Hi rare occurrence in ( Hilda to Ih- of eeonomie 
influence.

HI BOMMCK HKHODII HF.ItoN-blKK W ADFKH

As this suhoider is represent'd in Canada l»y only one family. AriUoitc 
the deneription under that heading is sufli'ienf

KAMILV A nil uns. MKKONS AM» HITTKKMS.

i,< rural Ih* upturn Henm-likr hints wnli straight mil very sharply puiated hills. 
Hi ihii in front of eyes l»ar«- A |ni ubar I «at un with the» sutsmti-r is the ogunr—a» «• 

Howiler-down tracts ' xggngaiions ol |Ms-uharlv muddled feathers givuig off a <fr> 
l*iwilvi of unknown uae laesc fea'liers are found on various parts ol ImnIv hidden under 
the visihl. plumage flaw of the middle t«w is pectinate, that is. furmshetl with a sere** 
of well-defined eoliil»-llke teeth l Figure It*, p 21 ). not merely roughness.-» as ui the Ibises 

IhfihmluH,* rills SI lis IT. 1er might In- mistaken for Cranes, hut the feat hens! fore
head is distim-tive liaek of m-ek hare iIn- feathers «if atd«w reaehuig around hehind and 
hiding the hareiu-MH from i-asuai olwervalsm Hind Uw very long and set levid with the 
other i-.es and not slightl> rawed as in other waiters

A Vi»/ Marks (Humus hmm-Uke outline, with long graeeful geek. king sharp hill 
(Figure IK. p. 21 ), and k-ngtheaed k-gs (Figure 17. p 21 ; Neck fokled in flight, bringing 
head rinse to shoukiers the k-gs trailing behind The Cranes with which they max In- 
naif wed m life carry their nenui ouMrdda4

l*i rltaps no hirtls arc ho well known to the gem r* hy eoinnion
repute and olwt-rvalMHi hh these, yet »c seldom hear them correctly named. 
’Hie terms Herons. Storks, and Cranes, an- applied and misapplied india- 
vriminately. There an- no Storks in Canada. The Cranes are of western 
distribution and are rarely seen in eastern ( 'anada. The birds we generally 
hear railed by tin latter name are true Herons. The family is divided 
into two subfamilies: llottiunmr, the Bitterns; and AnUintr. the true 
Herons ami Kgrets.

S uhfa mi Iff—I tot a unntr. liittcrn*.
<irru ral lh*nptuu> Muntil mintin'mg. henm-likr hir-ls of heavier and hits graceful

bulk I and hatui lhaii the true Herons
IhuliartuoiM Though forming a well-<lcf inn I subfamily they are difficult defile-

in a short eon-technical ing------ In < 'anadian specue, ookmr is the best and most earn I >
ni-ognortd gusie l-lxelu-lmg Cory's Bittern, which is very rare (see under U-ast Bittern, 
l> Hi), the ( ana«han ywiM have large ansnints of oehraeeous veUow on them, it eohmr 
that is. in any extensive maw, absent from all our (rue Heron*

Bitterns are ls»g ami marsh haunters. They do not frequent wide open 
readies of water, hut drop down in the middle or on the edges of grass- 
or reed-grown marshes, stalking their prey by silent approach through 
the close cover.

I HO American Bittern, uarmm hkn THtsur.s-iMur sTABl-oeiveg. r*.—lb 
tit ton n'AM#Kiwi * Hirtauru* irnlnpruMU* L. 28. Plate VIA

Ihrtinrtum* With its general yelkiw eok(ration, alike in both sexes ami all ages, the 
Bittern can In- mistaken for no other Canadian *|N-n«-* The ls-asl Bittern is the onl> 
othir bird of like huikl showing mostly yellow, hut its sise is an small that there is no 
«•hanee of ronfmuon Blaek line fnmi sales of fare may he present or absent regard lees 
of sex. age. or si-ason

tirUt Mark* As the bin! ruse from the reeds or graw its king neek, «langlmg kgs. 
and general velkiwish mkiratmn an- eastlv remgmseil At a distane*-, in flight, itaoutline,

27
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howl drawn in lu I hr body and leg* reaching mil hvlund, M *u similar to Uiai of tlir llrmne 
iliai uiiliw thr light »u falls as to «how tin- cokiur. apparent sue only differential»* thrm 

Nesting Ob ground. in grass, huytields, or reed-grown marshes, Beat of grans or

lh*lnhutum Common thrmigliuut th«- nettled portions of Canada. breediag wherever

Reference* to tlir lonely booming iff tin Bittern art- frequently wen 
m linglinh literature. Wi- van hardly nay that our American Bit ter# 

iHHinin," hut its note in mont peculiar and in unique amongst American 
bird notch The common namen. “Thunder-pump'' and “Stake-driver,” 
arc applied in reference to the «trange noise* it makes. Near a marsh one 
may near a sound an of some one driving a stake with a wooden maul into 
soft mud. There Is the «lull thud of the blow with a sucking liquid echo 
followed cloudy by a wqwdgy drive. At other times soumis are heard like 
some one frantically working a dry sucking pump that draws the water 
part way and ref urn* to lift it farther These are variant* of the Bittern's 
love song ami contain no rocognixatdc vocal qualities.

Eeotunmc Statu*. The Bittern is a laig haunter and eats frogs, craw
fish, snakes, small fish, crustacean*, insects, and probably even young 
birds and mice. It eats little or no vegetable matter. Bitterns are 
quite harmless as a dans and may be useful.

KM least Biner» ni ut petit bvtoh Ixnbrgchu* rs%k* b I t Smallest 
II. rch-liki WBtier found in < anadu Coloured in broad masses of Wain», ochres, am I 
Indian rede, with black or brown back and cap, depuding on sex

I hstimtioii* Owing In Us small sue and striking coinrat Hill, can lie mistaken for 
nothing else in Canada except |>erhaps its wry claw and rare relative, Cory's Least Bittern 
/ neoxma Tlue latter turd has the ereams and ochri-s replaced by seal or reddish brown 
and H is stdl undecided whether or not it is only a colour phase of the common form

Fu-Ut Mmk- Small smeand striking colours make the *pen.* unmistakable H«4doin 
«wen except at close range when colour and sise are evident

Xertinf < ienerally over water, m nest on platfonn of dead rushes in a marsh or 
reed-pat eh

Ihttribulioii A common but rather local bird in the more southern parts of Ontario 
itin! (Quebec Brisai* wherever found ill Canada

The Leant Bittern freuuent* wet, rat-tail marshes, usually of rather 
extensive area, ami is rarely observed except by those who invade its 
quiet preeincts The American Bittern is often sc. n w inging its way from 
marsh to marsh, but the Least Bittern remains within its home swamp and 
rarely ventures beyond it. It is a silent bird and has little or no voeal 
attainments.

Sub-family—Ardmur. True Hr rim* and Egret*.

Gnural Demriplum More slender and graceful birds than the Bitterns and, on an 
average, of larger *i*e Hmalleet arc very little smaller than the American Bit tiro and non • 
are as small as the Least Bittern. Colour makes the casicet differ en nation

lhntt nr lions Benins arc usually coloured slat .‘-blue «w .lull greens, but are sometime* 
white Bitterns on the other hand have a pronounced yellow colour Many Herons have 
long fine plumes on the crown, lower throat, or back, and all < univban Bficciee when in full 
breeding plumages show the plumes to greater or lew extent at one or more of these points; 
but they are usually absent in the autumn

Field Marks The characteristic outline in flight, with sharp punted bill, head drawn 
in to the Hhouid.T*, and legs trailing behind, is common to both the Bitterns uid Herons
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which arc better recognised by eeciee than an a Hubfamily. However, any such bird that 
is obviously not a Bittern is probably a Heron.

Nesting Herons commonly build their neats in communities, usually in tree tops 
m wet forests, but sometimes in bushes or on ground.

Tilt* Herons are fishers of open shallows, haunting grassy hogs less 
than the Bittern instead of stalking their prey they remain motionless 
until it comes within reach.

194. Great Blue Heron blte crane, blue heron kb. —le grand héron 
blei k. Ardea heroduu. L, 42. Plate VI B

Distinctions. The largest Heron found in < unadit; the Sandhill Crane of the west 
is the only bin! for which it may be mistaken. The fully feathen-d forehead is diagnostic 
Compare figures IS and 20, p. 21

riehi Murk*. Heron-like outline, size, and general coloration make the best In M 
marks. Unlike the Crane that flies with neck outstretched the («real Blue Heron, like 
other Herons, travels with neck folded and head drawn into shoulders

Nesting. Usually m large communities in wet woods, such as tamarack, ash, or elm 
swamps, m neat of large bulky structure of sticks in tree toi».

Distribution. Over nearly the whole of Canada, breeding wherever found.
SUBSPECIES. The Great Blue Heron is divided into several subsjiecies, of which 

the typical form, Pastern Great Blue Heron Ardm herodias Herod >ux is the only one that 
occurs in eastern Canada.

The Great Blue Heron is a haunter of open, shallow water. It rarely 
frequents dense reed beds, though it is often found on their outskirts or 
on the edges of pools within them. It prefers wide shallow reaches of 
rivers, or open flats of marsh or tidal shores. It is a still-hunter, cautiously 
wading with almost imperceptible movements, or standing statuesquely 
regarding the water until its prey comes within reach when, with a lightning 
stroke of the sharp hill, the rey jg secured. Herons, nesting in large 
rookeries in wet woods, have - n peculiarly open to the scum less per
secution that seems to follow all our larger birds. Wary and uspieious 
ordinarily, in the vicinity of their nests they lose much of their usual 
caution and, in the rookeries, the birds can he shot in numbers. Heronries 
are usually known to all the surrounding country and are in the breeding 
season often visited by the rural sportsman who kills the parent birds and 
leaves the young to die of hunger, although a landowner has occasionally 
sufficient public spirit to protect heronries on his property. The result 
is that this picturesque bird is becoming scarce. Heronries once destroyed 
in this manner are seldom if ever repopulated and new ones are rarely 
established. Birds breeding in communities are seldom driven away to 
new locations. They remain until the individuals composing them are 
exterminated. The Blue Heron is a harmless bird and should receive 
every protection possible.

Economic Status. The food of the Great Blue Heron is almost entirely 
animal in its nature consisting mainly of frogs, snakes, and small fish 
usually of no economic importance. Cranes frequent the fields for food 
but the Herons never do so. Occasionally Herons but visit trout strews 
where they meander through open meadows, hut such eases are rare and 
insufficient for the condemnation of the species. Herons often frequent 
the pound nets of the fishermen, but the limited size of their gullets pre
cludes their taking anything of economic importance and the suspicion 
of the net owners against them is unfounded.
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W un h Hki«»n.<.

Though not forming a recognized systematic division of tin* Hennis 
tin re arc several species showing pure white plumages, that are distinct 
enough to warrant discussion.

ill Some «if these Species, the Kg rets, white I s the adult plumage III 
others it is a dichromatic form; that is tin specie* occurs in two colour 
phases, either of which is normal, and cannot lie referred to cither albinism 
or melanism or to sex, age, or season. In still other species the white is 
a plumage of juvenility or old age and is regularly assumed at the proper 
time. These white plumages ware a sour«*e of considéra hie confusion in 
identifying species until they ware fully worked out. All of the White 
Herons are of southern distribution and are rare in ( amnia.

Itttt. American kgret. fr. -l'b<;items blani me d'amkrkive. Heiodiaa egretta. 
h, 41. Almost as large us th«* Greet Blue Heron, but always pure white In breeding 
season cascade of some fifty fine straight plumes originates in roidille hack region and 
t« «toons over lower hack and tail

Ihrtincliona. Size, colour, and obviously heron-like outline
Field Marka. As al»ov<-
N eating. In cominuniiies, in newts of sticks in tmw or hushes over water.
IhatnbutUm. The southern and Gulf states, appearing in < ’amida only as an accidental

The American Kgret, with the Snowy Heron and some other species of 
like character, constitute the source of the well known “aigrette" or 
"osprey "plumes of the millinery trade. As these plumes are grown only in 
the breeding season and as the immediate neighbourhood of the breeding 
rookeries is the only place where these wary birds can be easily approached 
it is evident that the harvesting of the beautiful crop is accompanied by 
great cruelty. The defence is often made that the plumes are picked up 
after being shed by the parent bird. This is a doubtful plea, for if any one 
will search domestic poultry yards for good shed feathers he will quickly 
realize that recovered "aigrette" plumes will probably be few in number 
and of poor quality. The plea is more doubtful as the rookeries are situated 
in dense* subtropical swamps where all below is mud and water and the 
undergrowth prevents close, systematic search. The plume hunter usually 
hides in the rookery and with a small calibre rifle shoots the birds one by one 
until the flock is exterminated. The plumes are torn from the bodies 
which arc left to rot on the ground. The remaining young starve in the 
nests above. Local laws have been passed against killing the birds but 
without avail. A few years ago the waters of Florida and the Gulf states 
were made beautiful with the forms of these immaculate birds; to-day 
they have almost lost one of their greatest attractions as the birds are 
approaching extinction. As a last resort, a federal law has been passed in 
the United States prohibiting the importation of feathers for millinery 
purposes. A similar law has been passed in Great Britain and the colonies. 
Kgrets are not the only species that have seriously suffered : tern and other 
sea birds, Birds of Paradise, and many insectivorous forms have been 
victims.

200. Little Blue Heron, fr.—le petit hébon hlkv Florida emulea L, 22 
A beautiful and gracefully built small Heron. Adult has head and neck mart ion-chestnut, 
remainder of lmdy dark bluish-slate colour. Fint^pointed plumet* over shoulders and on 
front of lower nevk. Juvenile is almost pure white more or less washed with slate colour.
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Distinction*. Adult i* distinguished by colour an described above The while, young 
bird ekisely resembles the juvenile Louisiana Heron but can be differentiated by it* greenish 
yellow legs ami blue-slat > ti|w to the primaries.

A ’eating In oomm uni ties, ui nests of sticks in bushes or trees over water
iHMnbutum Tropical America Breeds in the southern and (lulf states Of only 

accidental occurrence in Canada.

Birds of tidult plumage seldom occur in ( 'anada. The juveniles are the 
only ones that are to lie expected to wander into our confines.

Economic Statu*. Too rare in Canada to have any economic import-

901 Green Heron, ri T tit Til ngiri rm.—uc héron vert HuturuUs nre»- 
cens. L. 17. Kmalleet of the common Herons Back lustrous grev-greeii with short 
plume-tike feathers draping over the wings. Face, sides of neck, and throat, as well as 
the underparts, rich chestnut. Head has a black cap lengthened uito a small crest

Ihatmctums The above description may seem to resemble the last sp«*cies, but the 
evident green sheen of back, absence of neck plumes, smaller size, and heavier build, 
prevent serious confusion This is,moreover, a common species within its range and the 
one most likely to be met with in the Great Lakes region Any rotn)>urahlc species is very

t'uiti Mark* Size and general colorât ion
A’rating. Solitary and not in communities, in flimsy and open newt of sticks in bushes 

or trees usually over water
Itiatributum Moderately common in southern Ontario, but rare eastward. Breeds 

wherever found in ( anada
St BSP EC! ES. The Green Heron is suba|>m finally divided, but the type form, 

Northern Green Heron, is the only species that occurs in ('anada

The Green Heron is not ns prone to frequent open water as is the Great 
Blue Heron, nor grassy marshes like the Bittern. Alder thickets in drowned 
land, the bushy - dges of quiet bayous, back waters of slack streams, and 
beaver meadows ; re their preferred habitat. They are more solitary than 
the other Herons at nesting time and though several pairs may occupy 
a peculiarly favoured locality it is community of interest that draws them 
together and not sociability.

Economic Statu«. The food of the Green Heron consists of crawfish, 
insects, frogs, an I small fish. An accusation has been brought against 
it that it is harmful to certain fish, but as the bird is small and compara
tively scarce and as its usual still water habitat does not bring it in contact 
with many valuable species, it cannot 1m* regarded as a serious menace.

202. Black-crowned Night Heron, qva-hiri> squawk, er —le héron de 
m it. Xycticornx nycticonuc. L, 24. Smaller than Great Blue and larger than (ireen 
Herons, more like Bittern in size. Adult plumage in recognizable at a glance Hi sly is 
white, softly shaded with tints of light grey. Back and crown black, one or two long, 
fine pencil-shaped plumes falling from the latter Juvenile is an altogether different look
ing bird, greyish-brown strijH-s against whitish ground.

Distinction/i Adult is distinctive Juvenile may, at a hasty glance, resemble the 
Bittern, but lacks any decided yellow tinge, and the plain simple colour-pattern is very 
different from the highly involved and finely venniculated colour scheme of that bird.

EuU Marka. Size, general coloration lacking strong yellow of the Bittern; often 
alights in trees, the Bittern never does so

Slitting. Often in communities with Great Blue Heron, nest usually of sticks in trees, 
sometimes on ground

Distribution. The Black-crowned Night Heron is a bird of irregular and local distri
bution It is found in eastern Ontario, western Quebec, and Manitoba, in occasional 
colonics. In Ontario, from Kingston west, it is exceedingly rare Even in the western 
|>eninsula of Ontario it is scarce.
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SUBSPECIES The Black-crowned Night Mvnm occurs m both eastern and weetern 
hemispheres. The Nw World bird under the name of Xiueriean Blaek-eruwmd Night 
Heron V. n. turnuK is stiLapentioally distinct from that of the Old World

This is a rather heavily built Heron which though not without some 
beauty and grace lacks the tine, slender lines of most of the Herons and 
resembles the Bitterns in build. Its habits are a composite of those of the 
Great Blue and the Green Hemn.

The Yellow-crowned Night Heron Syctananm nolacm, also, occasion
ally occurs in ('anada. but is too rare to require more than passing mention. 
The adult is generally a slate-grey bird, sharply streaked on the back with 
black and has a conspicuously black and white head. The juvenile is so 
similar to the Black-crowned that it is distinguished with difficulty, but 
its head is darker than the back and there is no trace of rufous on the 
primaries, which close inspection reveals on the young Black-crown. 
Juvenile Yellow-crowns should only be recorded in ('anada with caution.

Economic Status. Its food is similar to that of the Green Heron and 
its status is much the same.

Order Paludicol». Marsh Birds.
dwrat Ihm i iptmu This i* a poorly defined order, including a manlier of fanning 

of waders that can be referred to neither the Herons nor the Shore Birds, hut superficially 
resemble both. They are birds having four long, well-develo|»ed toes, without w<4ih, and 
h*gs adapted for wading They are best defined by subfamily description. The Canadian 
H|ieeiet. are divided into two sub-order* Grues, including Cranes. Courlans, etc ; and 
liiilli, including Rails, (iallinules, and Coots Of the Gnus only the family, Gruuhr, 
Cranes, is represented in Canada

HVBORDKK-GKl » CRANKS AND VOl BLANK

As the (’ourlan, family Aramida, does not occur in Canada, we are 
interested only in the one family, (iruidee Cranes. As far as Canada is 
concerned, this suborder may be called the “Large Marsh Birds,” a term, 
however, which has no other warrant than that of convenience.

FAMILY—ORVIDÆ. CRANK*.

General Description Large heron-like birds; dull, slat y-blue with rusty overwash ; 
or pure white, with black primaries All colours are in even, over-all, tints and the birds 
have no plumes nor crests

Distinctions Distinguished from the Herons by having the forehead and the space 
at*ml the eve bare, or with a sparse sprinkling of peculiarly modified hair-like feathers 
and by the faek of pectinations on middle claw (see Figure 19, p. 21); hill is smaller pro- 
! Nationally than that of Heron hut more heavily built, in both material and slia|x- 
(compare Figure* IK and 20, p. 21).

Field Murk». Crane* fly with outstretched neck instead of with head drawn into 
the shouldeis as do the Herons, and contrary to the habits of Herons they commonly 
feed in flocks on upland fields

206. Sandhill Crane. Gnu mexicana. L, 40. Very similar to the Great Blue 
Heron, but without plumes at any season An even blue-grey colour all over with a 
washing of rusty red or brown, strongest in the juvenile stages

Distinct urns. Distinguished from the Great Blue Heron by its bare forehead, etc., 
as described under preceding heading (compare Figures 18 and 20, p. 21). Otherwise it 
can only be confused with the Little Brown Crane Gnu canadensis, from which n <-an be 
distinguished only by sise—the length of the latter specie* being about 36 inches and the
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• ngtli of the Sandhill 40 inches. As specimens intermediate m size are not unoommon, 
differentiation of the species is not alwuvs easy ; and both forms may occur in eastern 
< 'anarla. Another Crane, the Whooping Cram (/Vus amer imita, found in the west., has 
occasionally occurred m eastern Canada, but its pure white colour, or white washed with 
rust colour, black primaries, and extremely large sise—50 inches -make it easy of reoogni

Firl'l Marks. Bare forehead coloured dull reddish, flight with neck outstretched in
stead of folded, and more upland habits

Netting. In wet marshy places, nest of waste vegetable matter
Distribution. Western Canada, breeding within the bounds of cultivation and north-

Thv Sandhill ('rune appears to have U*en a more common visitor t 
• astern Canada, the (ireat Lakes region at any rate, in the early days tint 
it present. It is now only a rare straggler east of the prairie province 
though a few individuals still nest in southern Michigan and it is not impos 
sihle that a few may still he found occasionally in adjoining parts of ( )ntan

Economic Status. Too rare in eastern Canada to have any economic 
importance. Though a more graminivorous feeder than the Herons and 
occasionally visiting cultivated ground in numbers in the migration season, 
it does little damage; for in the spring it conns early and in autumn it 
takes only w. grain. The insect part of its food is large.

8CBORDER—RALLI SMALLER MARSH BIRDS

As regards • anada, this suborder, comprising the Rails, Gsllinulee, 
and Coots, may be called Smaller Marsh Birds, as compan d with the 
larger (Irues. They are not heron-like in form and cannot possibly be con
fused with the Cranes either in shape, habit, or size. Of this suborder 
only one family Rallidœ occurs in eastern Canada.

FAMILY—RALLIDÆ. RAIL-LIKK BIRDS.

General Description. Tot# lung and slender for the purpose of covering a large arm of 
soft uncertain footing. The pedal characters are somewhat like (hose of the shore Birds 
hut the hmd toe is as long and well developed as the others and inserted on a level with 
them instead of being slightlv elevated. In this respect thev resemble the Herons, but can 
be distinguished from them by their unheron-like build and their feathered lores.

They arc typical marsh birds, skulking in the long grass and reeds, 
running swiftly over yielding masses of half-floating vegetation, ami 
preferring to hide rather than fly on the approach of danger. They all 
swim, some habitually and others on occasion. The family is divided 
into three subfamilies: Rallus, the true Rails; Gallinulinœ, Gallinulcs or 
Mud Hens; and Fulicinœ, Coots.

Subfamily—Ralius. True Rails.
General Description. Very flat-bodied birds, compressed laterally, adapted for slipping 

between close growing reeds and grasses; wings small, rounded, and comparatively weak ; 
the whole structure of the bird is loose, giving the flexibility needed by habit and habitat, 
but not adapted for prolonged or strenuous effort.

Distinctions. Most easily recognised by negative characteristics: rail-like birds as 
described above that are neither GaUinules nor Coots; without the frontal shield on fore
head of those birds (Figures 25 and 26, p. 22)

Field Marks. Rails rise from the grass at one's feet with a loose, feeble flight, l*«s 
dangling and neck outstretched. They rise with evident and hurried difficulty, fly weaklv 
a short way over the marsh, and then suddenly collapse into it again
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The Hails are skulkers and expert hiders in the grass. They thread 
the narrow runways between the Humps with mouse-like dexterity and 
speed. They rely on this ability to hide more than on Might to escape 
danger and will often allow themselves to lie caught in the hand rather 
than take wing. A Hail will Mush once in a seeming panic, but safely down 
again it can rarely be forced to wing a second time and in a small isolated 
clump of cover will seldom be detected except by a dog's keen nose. Hails 
can ami do swim, but only occasionally and only for a short distance, as 
when passing from one grass clump to another they find the water too deep 
for wading.

Hails are very noisy, especially at night. Kven in t e day-time a 
sudden and unexpected noise will bring forth a chorus of l i loud harsh 

yklings from the marsh, though not a bird may be *ee'
Our Canadian Hails can be divided into two divisio: t long-billed 

pe and a short-billed type ( Figures 23 and 25. p. 22) The first, includes 
l«le King and Virginia, the two species having a similar coloration ; the 
>< -nd includes the Sora and the Yellow Hails.having only a general resem
blance in colour but similar stubby bills.

208 King Rail. Rail un elegant. L, 15. Long-billed; cheeks, m-vk, and lavant cum.i 
mon-rufous; hack brownieh-black, each feather tin»adl> margined with an oehravou* 
shade of the breast colour, Hanks barrel with black and white. Juvenile similar, hut colours
veiled with black

Dietwrtione. In (Canada can only be mistaken for the similarly coloured \ irginia 
Rail, hut King Rail is much larger

Field Murk*. Ianw rail-likc fliglit as it gets up from the grass, si/< gener d coloration. 
iukI long rod-brown hill

Meeting. In wet marshes, in nest of grass, etc.
iHxtrihution Rather southern distribution; comes regularly within our Isirders 

along the lower Great Lakes, hris-ds wherever found in Canada

The King Hail can be taken its the type of the lamg-billcd Hails 
(Figure 2d, p. 22). This type has a longer neck and a more graceful habit 
and build than the Short-billed type. This series is one of several among 
American birds where distinct species differ from each other in little else 
than size. Included with our King and Virginia Hails in this series is the 
extralimitai Clapper Hail of the more southern sea-board salt marshes, 
never occurring in Canada.

212. Virginia Rail, kc -le râlk ue mruimk. Hallux Virginia nue. L, 9 50 
Smaller than the King Rail hut otherwise similar to it.

Ihetinetione. busily distinguished from the King Rail by its smaller sise and from 
the Sora by its long reddish hill and general coloration. Young birds are overwashed 
with a considerable amount of black and have often been misidentifiod as Black Rails 
The Black Rail is even smaller than the Yellow Rail (5 0) and has a short hill; no <Canadian 
record of the Black Hail rests upon perfectly satisfactory evidence It may, however, 
he looked for in the Great Lake region, esjiecially in the neighbourhood of the St. (’lair 
flats, where there is strong evidence of its occurrence, though it specimen has not yet been

Field Markx Sise, coloration, long, reddish bill (Figure 2d, p. 22), and typical loose 
rail flight as it rises from the marsh

Meeting. In wet marsh, in nest of grass
Ihetribution. Southern Canada across the continent and north to the present limits 

of cultivation. Breeds wherever found in Canada.

This is a far more common Rail than the King and to be expected in 
almost any marsh or very wet meadow within its range. Its habits do not 
differ essentially from those of the other Hails.

É
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Eœnomu: Status. Its want** land habitat precludes its taking anything 

of eeoeomie importance. Its final consists largely of insect life, marsh 
seeds, and vegetable matter.

214. Son» Rail, hora, raii.bihd, Carolina rail, kk -lk rale dk la Caroline 
Forzuna Carolina, h, X 50 Plate VII A

l huh action». Distinguished from the Virginia Rail by its short conical bill (Figure 25. 
p. 22) and general «duration; and from the Yellow Rail by larger site and coloration.

hi hi Marks Loose, dangling flight, as it rises from the gras»., proclaims it a rail, 
short lull,general coloration,and lack of white on wings are characteristic of the species

Vesting On ground in wet marshes hi nest of gr —, etc
Distribution. Of considerably more northern -tribution than the Virginia Rail,

but also ranging across the continent; breeding wU- i.-ver found in Canada.

In the early days of settlement the Kora Rail was a common game 
bird; but the draining of the swamps and the ease with which large bags 
could at times be made by hunters, have greatly reduced its numbers. 
On the tidal marshes of some of the Atlantic states it is still regularly 
limited in late autumn. This is, therefore, the best known of our rails and 
though its numbers are greatly diminished from those given in old travellers 
accounts, it is still a moderately common bird. It does not need grounds 
unite as extensive for its habitat as the King or the Virginia Rails and at 
times the merest little slough will suffice a pair and their young for the 
season.

Economic Status. Not notably different from that of the Virginia
Rail

215. Yellow Rail. kh. -le RÂLE javnk. ('oiitrnuops noveboramisi». L, 7. A 
smaller, short-billed rail, somewhat like the Kora. The coloration is also similar in effect, 
but the underparts are overwashid with oehraceou» and the back feathers are transversal 
with a few fine white lines instead of being margined by them. It, also, has prominent 
white wing-patches that are characteristic of the sissies

Distinction». Distinguished from the Hora Rail by size and coloration.
Field Marks Size and white wing-patehi's.
testing. On ground in damp idgrs of marshes, in nest of grass.
Disinflation. More northern than the other rails, extending considerably beyond the 

limits of priment cultivation; breeding wherever found.

This is the most expert of the Rails in skulking and hiding. As it is 
almost impossible to flush it, it may be far more common than we have 
reason to otherwise suspect. According to actual records, it is one of the 
rarest birds in Canada. Its habits do not seem to differ much from those 
of the other rails, except that it does not require as much water in its habitat 
and is more often found on the shoreward, grassy sides of the marsh rather 
than in the wet reedy locations.

Subfamily—(lullinuliiHF. (lallimtUs or Mud-hens.
Gamal Dism/ition. Rather Urge duck-like birds, but with long toes without webs 

either partial or entire; conical bill extended on the forehead in a plate or frontal shield 
( Figure 26, p. 22).

Distinctions Distinguished from the ducks by lack of webs, and by shape of bill; 
and from the ('oot by absence of toe lobes; otherwise quite closely resembles these.

Field Marks. Round, duek-like shape of body; habit when swimming; general blue 
or blue-grey coloration; rid bill,and frontal shield; mid long legs and toes of yellow or



Quietly watching the open leads through the marsh, one sometimes 
sees a swimming bird of duck-like outline sitting high in the water with 
upturned tail and progressing with a series of graceful backward and for
ward jerkings of th head. This alone is nearly enough for recognition 
of the (iallinulcs; but the brilliantly-coloured bill and frontal plate, visible 
at considerable distances in the bright sunshine, will make recognition 
certain. Sometimes individuals are v the observer, quietly poling
along a narrow winding channel, when off they go spattering along the 
surface and making a great amount of disturbance until wing borne. The 
tiallinules swim habitually and with ease, but rarely venture out in open 
water like the Coots, confining themselves to the small pools in the marsh 
or to the clear leads or passages that thread them.

218. Purple C.allinulv I tutor n is mnrtinvus L, 13 Resemble* the Florel.i
(i&lUnule, but neck ami umierpurt* iridosoejit with pronounced purplish-blue, frontal

Jdate (Figure 2<l, i>. 22) plmnhoiiH blue instead of ml; and k-g* yellow instead of green 
luvenile* are similar but reduced in tom-* ami with only trace* of iridescence

IhxtiurtuniM. Can <mly he mistaken for tin- Florida < lallmule, but alsive eliaracter* 
and absence of conspicuous white streaks on flank* are difference*

Field Marks (lallmule or Mud-hen-like outline, decided blue irideseene. . yellow 
logs, ami all white under tail coverts.

Distribution. Tropical and subtropical America regularly north to the Carolina*

Of only accidental occurrence in Canada. To be looked for only in 
the most southern sections.

21# Florida (.allinul* ki< k-hikh. mcd-hiv kko-mii.i.i u mvihien m 
UAl.LtM LB DK LA KLORIDK Call inula gnloilii l„ 13 • 50. \n :ilmo*t evenly eolourvd. 
slate-blue bird; darker on head! and a little lighter below, tinged with slightly iridescen' 
reddish-brown; conspicuous white Hank streaks and a small edging of same under tail; bill 
and frontal plate (Figure 2ti. p. 22) bright ml; leg* green with ml garters just below the 
feat tiering

Distinct ion*. Distinguish*-»! from Purple Qallinule by t he characters mentioned abov- 
from th«- ('<Mit, which it closely resembles, by r*-*l instead of white bill and frontal plate, 
white Hank lines, brownish back, ami clean unwebbed toes

Field Marks, iti-d bill ami frontal plate, white flank streaks, brownish back, and 'll 
«lark secondary tips when living.

Netting. Vsually on a slight eminence such as an old muskrat house in watery marshes, 
in nest of waste vegetable fragments.

Distribution. More northern than the Purple (lallinule, and regularly nan mon in 
< anada only along the lower Great Lakes

This is th iK-st known Mud-hen of southern Canada. Its fairly large 
size and palatable flesh, due to its fondness for wild rice and other marsh 
seeds, renders it an object of pursuit by the sportsman. It requires more 
open water than the Hails, but in general resembles them in habits. It 
is a rather noisy bird, especially at night; and during the day joins the 
Hails in their chorus of surprise at unusual and unexpected disturbances. 
At times one bird will suddenly utter a volley of cackles, answered immed
iately by another, and another, and for a few moments tin- apparently 
deserted marsh is a small pandemonium of unexpected bird sounds.

Economic Status. Kxcept as n game bird the (lallinule is of little 
account economically.
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In4ow I»iII and iront.il plate 11 igur-1 11, ii -Nti white w itli solitarx n'ddi'li-lirow n Hpoix al 
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l> n" I >Ht iiigmahtal from I lie (iallm ilv l»v wlulr lull aiul tin l<»e-w«4»s
Fifl'i Murks S|/r slaii'-gr- x ix*intiioii, while lull, ainl fronlal sbickl ami wlu-u 

fh u g 1 hr Imnlrr of while wnmidarx ups mi the wings
\ « >/1 ■/ Nest verx Hiiml irtoili.it of the Florida (Salluiuh
Ihslnlih■ -a More northern than the < iallmnles. found ihronghoiit i 'amnia well 

•nlo tin eulllVMteil area, b|e«il* whiTever fourni III < 'itiiada

l nlikv the (iallmulc*. which quietly leave our manthe* in early autumn 
tin Coot* remain until late in the season ami. their n limiter* augmented 
b\ migrant* from the north, gather in large Hocks in*mall lake* and |R»t»d* 
where they are *ometiiiies allot l»y the hunter who later find* them indilT- 
erent eating.

Hcontinue St talus. The ( 'mit i* more of a vegetable fwdrr than even 
the (iallinule, hut. owing to it* habitat, eannot he of eeoiioniie ini|H»rtanee 
except as a *erond-rate ohjeet of *|M»rt.

Order Umlcolæ. Shore Birda, Snipes, Sandpipers, Plover, etc.
Oent-hil Dturnptuni Shore Bird* constitute an on ter comparatively easy to rceog 

msv but difficult to briefly d*wrib< All untile or plover-like lunf* are included in ihwerdei 
They have iniwleratvly to extremelx long.dvlivalely-fonued legs for wading in shallow water 
and pond islge* and neek ami lull 1 igure* I ft, 21.22.2d. pp 20-22) to correspond. The Uns 
max he either three or four in number. ami are |swirly adaptexl for perching. They may he 
without welts entirely, or with (tartial web* situated either at the liases of the tore, or 
forming scalloped or entire edgings to them (nee l’halampc*). The hind lee when |ire*eni 
is small, weak, and slightly elevated altove the rest The wing* are long and |>ouded and 
the semndarii's next to the tuât y are lengt hened

Ihstinrtuniit Stine Shore lunI* show piiperticial resemblance to the Hail*, whereas 
others in ''ertiun eharaeteristics (Curlews) may lx* mistaken for either Ibisee or Herons. 
Itm can l>e distinguished from them by th* small and elevated, or ahneiit limit toe and the 
lack of hare skin between eye and lull.

Fit’Ll Mnrks ( ieneral outline, habit, habitat, and flight, eharaet eristics which are quite 
recognisable.

Xestinf On ground, except one sp«»eie*.
Ihslnliului’i The order, Whore Hints, is cosmopolitan and there are few areas in the 

world that some of it* members do not occupy The Old and New World form* of the 
northern hemisphere are closely related some are identical, many are subepecifieaUy 
related, and a few, such as the Turnstone, are found all over the world Most of our 
northern s|teviee breed in the far north, some of them as far as exploration ha* gone, though 
a few n«*t on. and across, our southern borders

The Shore Birds, in tin- days of their original abundance, were favour
ite game birds; now since their numlters have been an greatly reduced they 
are seldom systematically hunted, and only shut incidentally. Of the 
Shore Bird* of eastern Canada, Woodcock and Wilson’s Snipe are of the 
most interest a* game. The representatives of the order found in eastern 
Canada are divided into six families: Pholaroyodida. I’halaropcs; Recur-



iirotridii, Stilts ami Avon t'. of only casual m < urn m • m eastern < aiiuda ; 
ScoUt/Mniltr, Snipes ami Sum I pipers, eonstit tiling the hulk of our species, 
('hariulrinto-, Mover. A/thnzuto I'm ii'tom-s. .uni Uni matopmluUc, Oyster- 
< ateliers, onee easiml now probably extinct within our eastern borders

Economic Status. Most of tin order inhabit waste land and are of 
little économie influence ; others, frequenting cultivated fields, are of 
greater importance and will be discussed undei their specific headings. On 
the whole, however, the order is either harmless or actively In man

KAMII.I l-IIXI.AKOPOlUn* I’llAI.MUU’I.S. sl.A >MI‘tls

(irvi ral />« srri/tlinn Small birds fn-l wren 7 75 and H 7 Ô inches long, wadcr-likc in 
form fml with plumage dense and duek-like This, combined with their Uns liordered with 
welt-lohes or • dgings mid flattened tarsi, makes them eoiii|iaralivelv e«sv to recognize

IhsliHrtuHis Small waders characterised as atsive < .mnot Im mistaken for any
thing else

h'i'lil Marks Size, bill characteristics, and tie habit of --wmiming and feeding in deep 
water These are the only Hliore birds that habitually swan

\istiny On ground, nest lined with a few mosses or grasse*
IhnlribiUt»" Northern and western < hie s|imee breeds in tie lower prairie provincial, 

the Other two a long the Arctic < mas Is and adjoining islands Regular migrants along the
Allante....asi of eastern Canada and down the Mississippi valley, hill merely stragglers in
I he < treat hakes region

The Mutin ropes constitute a small anomalous family of Shore birds 
whose title affinities arc hardly well understood or settled. They swim 
vMfh ease and are often found in the open water, even out at sea, where 
they arc as much at home as any pelagic aperies.

\ noma Ions in struct in ami systematic relationships, they arc equally 
so in habits. The female instead of the male is the bright-coloured repre
sentative of the family circle and she takes the mitative in courting rites; 
makes the first advance towards her shy and modestly-coloured prospective 
mate and U|k»ii fulfilling her duties of egg de|a»sitioii leaves the further cares 
of incubation and family raising to him.

Economic Staton. Inhabit water or waste shores and are of little or no 
economic importance.

222. Red 1‘halarope ukry i-hai.aboli-, whai.k biro hi i.k phalaroce itoi;x 
Phalaro/iuafulirariux I,, S 12. Adult female is easily recognized by the even, dull reddish 
brown of the forenerk and uriderparts. The back is light iwhre and black m stri|M*s. The 
male is similar, hut the colours veiled, broken, and less distinct. In winter this s|ieeies h 
slatis-grev above and whin- below.

/Hxt tactions. The Red I’halamjM- can be easily distinguished from either of the other 
two members of the family by its bill and feel, the former (comparatively broad and Hat 
Toes webbisl at base and with projecting scalloped lobes on either side See following

Fieb! .Marks, General habits and habitat. In brisling season colour is best mark 
of reeoipntion. At sea this species is said to show more black on top of head and in wings 
than the other phalampcs. In other than full plumage the comparatively short and 
Hatlened lull is perhaps the best |toint for identification.

IHntrilrutwn. breeds along the whole Arctic coast of America, migrating down the sea 
coasts on either side; rare inland in (ireat Lakes region.

223. Northern Phalarope. red-ne< kkh phalarope. er —lk phalarope hvper- 
horAen. Lota/mx lotnitnx b, 7• 75. Adult female: upperparts, back of Berk, and head 
dark slaty; throat and below, white; sides of neck meeting on front of lower neck, rich 
rufous, with lines of same along hack over closed wing. Male similar but veiled and re-
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dueed in colour Winter birds light grey above, white below, with only faint suggestion* 
of above coloration

Ihstinctuma BUI very slender and awl-Hha|>cd. rather like W Usons Phalarope but 
shorter; feet have small webs and seallo|»ed flaps, like Red Phalaro|M>

Fiebl Marki* < ieneral colour and tine needle-like bill Smallest of the l*halarop<->-
of eastern < 'anwla

IHstnlmlum. Similar to the preceding
224 Wilson'■ Phalarope kh i.k nialabom: nc Wilson Stfanopu* tncolm 

L, H 75. Beaut if ally eokmrwl bird Adult female has stri|iew of sliarply contrasting colon i 
arranged on head and neck < Town of pearl-grey shading to white on hind neck and to 
grey again on shoulders Black Une through eye and down side of neck, changing to rich,
• heel nut-ml which continues akmg Midi back Ihroat w-hiti blending ........ lelicati
\ maceous on neck and breast to white again on lower |>art# Male greyish-brown above 
ami white below, with suggestion of the females' brighter coloration

Ihstinetions. Bill very long, I 25 inches, slender and needle-like, an exaggeration ol 
the last s|Hs ies Toes not webbed but furnished with narrow, even edges of membrane

FitUi Murk*. Colour, size, and extremely long and slender bill
Distribution. A mid-western and more southern *| levies than the preceding, breeding 

in the prairie province» and only of casual occurrence east on lower Great Lakes

FAMILY KKVVKVIROKTK1DÆ. AVCH KTH AND «TILTH.
Hr rural Demn ptwn Among the largest of the Shore Birds and recognizable by then 

strikingly contrasted colours iukI great length of legs and bill This is earned to an extreme 
in the Stilts which, however, are entirely extralimital The Avoeet has occurred accidenta- 
allv within our borders east of the prairies

225 American Avoeet. kh l'avim kttk d’amuauii'K. Kemn-irostru ammemmm 
L, Hi 50 l-argi and most striking Shore Bird, with warm vinaeeous head arid neck 
blending into white under|Wts; and fuaeous and white in sharply contrasting masse* on 
the hark

Ih»hnrtun,.- Very long, slender, ta|M-nng bill with deluded upward curve in its outer 
half This is always distinctive

Sesting A slight depression hi the ground near water
Distribution. A mid-western bin! of the interior, breeding in the prairie provinces 

and only of accidental occurrence east of Manitoba.

This aperies in included only bi-rause of the occurrence of a few in
dividual specimen* east of the prairie province».

FAMILY—HCOLOPAVID.e. HNIPK LIKK BIRDS. TIP-HPH, HAN'DPIPERH, KTt

General Demriptuni Small to medium Shore Birds, the Curlew being the largest 
species Feet never entirely webbed nor toes furnished with weh-flit|w or web-margms 
Some species have small webs between the base of the toes, giving rise to the term “semi- 
palmatcd" or half-webbed All but one species, the Sanderlmg. page 1*7, have four toes 
The bills are long, slender, and tapering ; usually straight (Figures 21. 22, p. 21) ; but 
sometimes down-curved ; occasionally, as in the Godwins page 9H, verv slightly up 
curved, rather flexible and usually slightly enlarged and sensitive at the tip

Distinctions. Obvious Shore Birds, usually recognized by the above popular names 
Bill does not taper to hue shurn point, like that of the previous families, and has not the 
soft base and horny tip of the Plover, but is soft and rather flexible throughout its length m 
contrast to the horny bills of the Turnstones and the Oyster-catchers

Sealing All except one species, the Solitary Sandpiper, page 99, nest on the ground. 
mi slight hollows lined sparsely with the waste vegetable matter adjoining.

Ihstnhutun, Greater number nest in the far north, though a few specie* are fourni 
south of the Cmted States liorder They migrate down our coasts or through the interior 
according to specie# and distribution. Some of them have most interesting migration

Among these bird* arc the Woodeoek and Snipe» of the wet wood» anti 
marshes; the Tip-nps. Teeters, and Sandpipers we set- along the shore» and 
streams, and the Curlews of the uplands. These speries formed the great
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fl
hulk of thv wonderful forks of Shore Bird» that onrr thronged our shorts. 
Breeding mostly fur lieyond the confines of cultivation thv occupation of 
their nesting grounds by settlers has hud only the slighest influence upon 
their numbers. The great reduction must be blamed upon indiscriminate 
shooting. As they fly in dense flocks they offer un easy target ami eighty 
or more have been known to fall at one discharge of tin- gun. so that there is 
little wonder that they are now comparatively scarce.

Economic Slot ns. Hither perfectly harmless or actively useful accord
ing to habitat.

2*28. American Woodcock, fh la hé» ahse i.Mamiyi t he» arsine /V»d«»- 
*•<« mtturr. L, 11. Plate N il H

Ihshnctiuus Umg lull (Figure 21, p 21) and eyes situated high in the head, diwl- 
leaf colours of umleniarts and rich browns of Imck are distinctive

Field Murks. The bird’s habitat, eomhined with long hill, sine, anil coloration in 
rich brown and dead-leaf tints render it easily recognisable in life

Setting. On ground amidst last year’s dead luave*, with which its plumage harmoni
zes so well.

Ihstnbutuni Regularly in southern Ontario in the lower tirent Lake# region, though 
occasional individuals straggle over a much wider range

Woodcocks haunt moist or wet shrubliery, aider or hazel thickets, ot 
the tangled edges of damp woods. They spring suddenly from the gi 
on being disturbed, rise erratically on peculiarly whistling wings, and 
pawing just over the tope of the underbrush drop suddenly into concealment 
again a few rods beyond. It is well within the memory - f the present 
generation that the thickets of southern Ontario swarmed with Woodcock; 
hut now, owing to unrestrained shooting, the drainage and clearing of 
waste lands, and perhaps the depredations of tile domestic at, the 
Woodcock is a scarce, almost a rare bird. Unlike the Buffed ' ..use or 
Partridge, which requires considerable and virgin ranges, i1 re is no 
fundamental reason why the Woodcock should not rem: plentiful
and give abundance of sport for years to come. Aim any small 
retired covert .-I damp shrubbery will sy&ce foi de Tb<
Woodcock leaves for the south very shortly after the op. « asoD begins 
and is not long subject to legitimate shooting. Next to man the vat 
seems to be its principal enemy and as the Woodcock lives and nests on the 
ground trusting to protective coloration and hiding to avoid danger, it is 
peculiarly open to feline attack.

'230. Wilson's Snipe, jack snipe. snipe fr i,a h*:« ahsink MB wilmox Gnlltn- 
ago deUcata. L, 11 '25 Plate VIII A

Distinction*. I'nlikcly lobe mistaken for any other apeeies ia Canada, but the reddish- 
brown tail, whitening on the outer feathers, and barred with blaek, will distinguish it if

h'oid Murks. Habitai (open grussx meadows), long bill, iieeuliar oork-serew flight 
as it rises, combined with size, general coloration, and reddish-brown and whitish tail 
The Wood rock and the Dowiirlier, are the only other similar birds

Ihslributim. Breeds «••rows the continent, coming just within the bounds of culti
vation and irregularly to our southern Isirders Common throughout the Dominion

231 Dowltcher. red-hreahtkd snip»:, robin snipe fh. —la bécassine rovsse. 
Macrorham phut grise us. L, 10-50. Spring adult—throat, foreneek, breast, ami all under
parts strongly reddish. Back and upiicrpurt* variegated with shade» of same and dark 
brown Autumn plumage dull gr< >ish-hmwri on head, neck, upper breast, flanks,and bark, 
variegate»! with browner on the latter: white below lamer back always white Interme
diate* of all above plumage* occur.
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Diêlxncium*. Same general anpe-aranve M Wilson's Snipe, but with ml front aiui 
underparts in spring, ami without tne rich bruwnu of that specie* in autumn. Hill is longer 
in comparison with -i/- than any other bird except Wilson's 8nip« X very «imitai red 
breast occurs hi the Knot, but the lunger bill of the Dowitcher (L, 2 10 2-80 against 
1,, 1-30) is conclusive identification

Field Marks. About the size and general outline of Wilson's Snipe, but with ooAspicu- 
ouh white on lower back ami more white on tail. Habitat also different

I> itribulùm Breed* in the far north, vent and probably eaet "i Hudson bay Searoe 
on Great Igtke*, more common on coast. Our eastern migrants are sup|*>scdiy I'ngava 
breeders, but accurate data on this point are lacking.

SI HSPKCIES. A slightly differentiated sulwperies, the Long-billed Dowitcher 
.1/ y HColoptumuH occurs in the west It is distinguished by its slightly larger size, longer 
lull, heavier s|Mitt.ing of breast, and more extensive rid below It. is difficult io differentiate 
bright plumages, and birds ami juveniles can rarelv be told apart The Ding-hilled Do
witcher is to be expected in eastern < 'nine la only in tie Great Lakes region ami its occurrence 
should not be recorded unless the s|»eeimen has been well compared with authentic material

A bird frequenting mud Hats rather than grassy meadows.
233. Stilt Sandpiper, kr. la machéihe a minus ink ns M irro/Milama himan- 

topun. L, K-25. Brown markings on ground of dull white; underpurls lighter and the 
«lark arrangnl m uniform bars changing to obscure striping on the forcncck ami to fine 
s|Mittmg on the throat. Autumn plumage shows no sign of this characteristic barring; 
hack with various shades of brown in strong pattern, underparts nearly pure white, slightly 
veiled with oehraeeous on breast and forem-ek where it is faintly uml obscurely spotted 
with dark.

Distinction*. The evenly barred umlcrparts of the spring plumage are unmistakable. 
The autumn bin! resemble* several uporiiw. The length of the bill, I •SO, ami of the tarsus, 
I <M), are greater than those of any other Shore Bin! of otherwise equal size The lted- 
hueked Sandpiper has a bill of almost equal length, but it is heavier and has less of an 
abrupt spatulatc enlargement at the extreme tip.

Fa il Marks. Contrast of its small size ami great length of bill Upper tail coverts, 
instead of lower back as in the Dowitcher, arc light in spring ami white in autumn

Ihstribulwn. Breids on Arctic roast northwest of Hudson bay. In migration, pro
bably more common in the interior than on the coast. Regular but rare in autumn on 
lake Ontario.

One of the rarest of eastern Shore Birds, sometimes associated witli the 
Dowitcher and Yellow-legs on mu<l flats.

234. Knot, red-hheahtkd plover, robin snipe, kr—la maubéche X poitrine 
rousse. TnngacunutuK. L, 10-50 In soring—upper parts mottled with various shades 
of brown and ochre, throat, foretieck, ami below strong dull rufous, lighter towards the 
tail In autumn—light smoky grey, pure white below, breast and foreneck slightly darker 
with fine, obscured slitting.

Distinctions. Spring hints as regards size may be confused only with Dowitcher. 
The short bill, L, I 30, as against L, 2 10-2-50 of ihe Dowitcher, is conclusive differentia
tion. Autumn birds very similar to several apeciee of like coloration Kvcn light grey 
coloration of hack quite similar to that of the autumn Ked-baek, but, in the Knot each feather 
is marginal with faint line of lighter colour giving effect of a succession of semicircle*, present 
in no other Shore Bird.

Field Marks. In spring—l>ill, shorter than that of the Dowitcher which it otherwise 
resembles, and greyish but not conspicuous white over tail. In autumn light grey back, 
lighter towards tail, is beet recognition mark.

Distribution. A ciminmolar siiecics of extraordinary migration range Brn-ding 
on the Arctic circumpolar islands ami ranging in winter to South Africa, Patagonia, ami 
New Zealand, etc. Apparently less common in the Great I^iki-s region than on the Atlantic

A bird to be found on sandy lx»achcs rm well as on mud flats. It is 
steadily decreasing in numbers like so many of its allies.

235 Purple Sandpiper, winter snipe, rock snipe, kr -la MAVHfcrxe pour
prée. Arqualella marUnna. L, 9. Greyish-black on back, including head and extending
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acmes front of n»*ck and throat, ami ah mg Hanks Lighter on throat ami darkest on hark, 
white below. Over «iarker |tarte a faint suffusion of slightIv iridescent purple more or In» 
mottled with lighter feather edgings Autmini plumage similar, but light feather margins 
more extensive Legs ami feet orange in wiring

Distinctionis. The only Shore Mini with hark ho uniformly black
Field Mark*. In spring, general dark colour ami short orange legs in autumn, 

seaann of ap|tearanee is almost diagnostic as it eonies very late, well into the winter, when 
other Shore Minis have left

Distribution. 'I'he Lantern Purple Sandpi|s-r probably Itreeds on the islands of the 
Arctic In migration, more common on the sea coast than on the (ireat Lakes where it is

SI ’BSPMCUSS. The Purple Sandpiper occurs in Imtli the New ami the Old Worlds 
The subspecies occurring on the eastern coast of < anada is the Lantern Purple Sandpiper, 
the ty|te race.

A very late autumn migrant coming long after all other Shore Birds 
have deserted us. November and December are the months of its appear
ance Its apparent rarity may he largely due to its coming after the shores 
are deserted by the gunner. It prefers rocky shores to either sand or

239. Pectoral Sandpiper, orass hmpk kh la mai nfcviiK À poitkins. < knurD: 
Pisobvi mandata. L, 9 f'pper parts dark brown, each feather edged with shade of 
light ochre; underparts and throat white; lower neck and breast siiffusoi with light 
brownish buff and closely streaked with dark brown

Ihstinctions. Size and nit her sharply streaked brownish buff front are distinctive 
The Whit«‘-rumiH>d Sandpi|>er ami Maints Sandpiper may !*■ somewhat similar in this 
resjHi'i, but rump of the former, and smaller size of both are evident

Field Marks. Its usual grassy marsh habitat makes Wilson's Snipe the bird most 
likely to be confused with it, but the shortness of lull of the Pectoral Saudpi|M-r is obvious. 
It ap|s‘ars as an even brown bin! without light on rump or elsewhere above, much like a 
large Least Sandpiper.

Distribution. Breeds on the Arctic coast northwest of Hudson bay. Common 
migrant throughout eastern Canada.

The Pectoral Sandpiper, like Wilson's Snipe, is to be found in wet 
grassy meadows, or on mud flats, rarely if ever on sandy beaches. In the 
grass it lies well to a dog and sometimes furnishes good sport. On the 
breeding grounds it develops a neck-sac that can he blown up to an extra
ordinary extent and indulges in a flight-song that is unusual among the 
generally songless Shore Birds.

240. Whire-rumped Sandpiper, honapaktk'u sandpiper kr—la maihLcre à 
chvpion blanc. Pisobia fnsncoUis. L, 7-110. Back and up|ier|inriN dark brown bnmdIv 
margined with greyish and orhrareous-orown, the former predominating. Mump and all 
lower parts white, foreneck and upper breast sharply and finely stripiil with dark brown 
In autumn, similar, but more ruddy-oehrnei-oils on hack, and front stripmgs more blendisi.

Distinctions. Size and white rump distinguish it from comparable s|H-eies. The 
Hudnonian Godwit and Stilt Sandpi|s‘r have white upper tail covert*, hut the former is 
much loo large a bird to he a source of error and the latter’s longer slender bill or 
barrel! breast are dist inctive.

Field Murks. General size and colour, and conspicuous large white rump.
Distribution. Breeds on Arctic coast west, to near Alaskan border. In migration 

common on Atlantic coast, rather scarce in Great Lakes region

This species frequents mud fhits and rocky shores rather than sandy 
beaches. It often accompanies the flocks of Least and Semi pal mated 
Sandpiper*.

241. Baird's Sandpiper, kr. la macbLchk i»k haird Pisobtn bairdi. L, 7 40. 
Buck to ton of head dark brown edged with light ochraeeous; below and throat, white; 
band of fight buff across cheat ; lower foreneck dimly stri|>ed with fine brown lines.
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Ihstmctioiu. Rettembles White-rump, but with rump dark and a more buff} suffusion 
' roaa front Ueo ooRÉknbb like Least Handptpe* but blew

Field Marks Resembles large Ijeast Sandpiper, with huffy breast Huff union
Distribution Breed* on Arctic coast arrow the continent More common in migra

tion* in tli< prune provÎMwdutaa theeawti Not mmmmmm tin <Inal Lake*regioa 
«career farther cant .

Sandy margin# and mud flat# sw-m equally attractive to thi# aperies. 
It is often found in company with Least and Semipalmated Sandpipers, 
though more independent of water than many of its family.

242. Least Sandpiper, mud hkep. ureen-lboued peep. pr.—la maubèi he de 
wiixcin Pisobia nun ulula L, ti. l'p|>erpartH and crown, dark brown edged more or lew 
broadly with various «hades of oehraeoous-buff and ruddy tints; white below. Across 
breast and foreneck a dark suffusion sometimes tinged with buff with more or less pro
nounced dark striping and spotting

Distinction*. Distinguished by its extremely small size from all other s|>ecien except 
the Semipalmated Sandpiper, and from that by the absence of webs between the toes

Field Marks. Differentiated from the Semipalmated Sandpiper by the dark grmiisli 
instead of black colour of the legs

Distribution. Breeds in high latitudes across the continent as far south, in the east, 
as the Magdalen islands in the gulf of St. IaiWTence. Common throughout eastern Canada 
in migration.

One of the most numerous of Shore Birds. Probably its diminutive 
sise has protected it from the sportsman, though from its dense flocks 
numbers can be obtained at a single shot. It frequents sandy beaches and 
open mud flats and is a tame and confiding bird. It associates largely with 
flocks of other species, though when disturbed separates from them to 
rejoin the company later. It arrives and leaves earlier in the autumn than 
the Semipalmated.

243. Dunlin, red-backed sandpiper. hi,ack-heartpi,over red-back. Ameri
can dunlin, pr.—la mauhèche À dos roux Pelidna al/nna. L. 8. Spring bird is 
too strongly marked to be mistaken for anything else. Buck is dark brown so broadly 
edged with red-ochre as to be mostly red A large more or less diffused, almost black 
spot occupies the abdominal surface. Bill slightly deeurved (Figure 22, p. 21 ) Autumn 
bird is without those striking characteristics Upper surface is almost uniform, light 
brownish-grey suffusing across breast and lower neck. Below, and throat, white.

Distinctions. Colour in autumn similar to Autumn Knot, but smaller size and lack of 
light semieiroles of feather edges will always differentiate it even if occasional traces of 
spring plumage are not present. It may also suggest the Curlew Sandpiper, but the 
upper tail coverts are dark instead of greyish.

Field Marks. In spring—red back, and black spot below are evident. In autumn — 
even grey back and. when flying, a line of white on the wing. Slight but distinct down
ward bond of bill also helps identification.

Distribution. Including the European form the species is eireum|folar. The American 
Dunlin, the Red-backed Sandpiper, nests on the Arctic coast locally across the continent 
It is a common migrant throughout eastern Canada.

SUBSPECIES The New World representative of the Dunlin is a subspecific race, 
the Red-backed Sandpiper or American Dunlin P. a. sakhalma, which is distinguished from 
the Old World form only by its slightly larger size.

This bird frequents sand-lmrs, mud flats, or salt meadows. It is 
among the latest of the Shore Birds to arrive both spring and autumn.

244. Curlew Sandpiper. Erolia ferruginea. L, 8. Small red-breasted Sandpiper 
Autumn birds greyish-brown above and white below

Distinctions. Resembles the Knot or Dowiteher in having red breast, but much 
smaller and of more slender build.
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Distribution Breeds in Arctic Siberia < )f only csansl oeeurreeee in eastern ( anada 
More records from the Atlantic coast than inland, though there is one from lake Ontario

An Old World form occasionally wen in tin Now World. Said to 
resemble the Red-back in habit, but too scarce in eastern Canada to la- 
looked for as a regular visitor. Any record of this species should In- founded 
on definite specimens and subjected to a rigid scrutiny.

246. Semi pal mated Sandpiper black-legukd pkei- ik la mavhAcw 
palm&e Ereunelea puaillus L, 6-30 I'pia r part>. including erown, <lark brown 
edged with light ochraeeousor huffy; all white below, with vague hand of slightly darker 
aérons the ohi-st with obscure streakings and s|H»ts

Distinctions. Very similar in size and coloration to the la-ast Sandpiper, from which 
it cannot always he distinguished except by close examinât ion The tow, however, have 
small wehs between hheir bases, giving the bird the name Scmipalmati-d

Field Marks. Differentiated from the la-ast Hamlpi|ier by its slightlv larger size, 
purer grey back, and whiter, more clearly lined breast. Ia-gs and feet are black instead 
of dark olive green.

Distribution. Breeds along the eastern Arctic coast south to southern Labrador 
Common in migration throughout eastern Canada

Very similar in habit as well as appearance to the Least Sandpiper, 
page %. The Western Sandpiper Ereunetes tnauri is a closely allied form 
that may be only a subspecies of the Semipalmated Sandpiper. It is 
distinguished by a slightly longer bill and a larger amount of red on the 
back, especially on the hindhead. Its occurrence in the Great Lakes region 
is very doubtful.

248 Sanderling. kk -la handehling. ('alidris leuco/ihiru L, 8 In spring 
upperparts, including crown, dark brown variegated with much light rusty ochre or white, 
or both Below, white Throat, neck, and unper breast overwashwl with more or less 
reddish-ochre ami spotted with brown The aetuils of these colourings are exceedingly 
variable The back may show enough of the various colours to make it either generally 
greyish, ochraceous, or rusty, ami the coloured and spotted throat may be nearly immacu
lately white The autumn bird is similar without much huffy or any reddish or ochra- 
<i*ou8 tint, it is pure white below and in front, and often predominantly grey to light 
ashy above

Distinctions. From traces to strong washes of rusty on neek and aroiuul head in the 
spring and the general whiteneee in autumn. The Samh-rling can be told from all other 
S.mdnipers by having three toes instead of four.

r'lebt Marks. Rufous suffusion about the head in some spring birds, general con
tracting black and white appearance <>n the wing, and line <>i white along toe lei.-*'-- "t 
flight feathers in all plumages. The pure white breast in autumn is also characteristic.

Distribution. Breeds on the islands of the Arctic west to Alaska. A common migrant 
on sandy shores throughout eastern Canada.

A bird of sandy shores, seldom frequenting mud flats. One of the most 
beautiful and interesting of the small Shore Birds. It haunts the edge of 
the water, following each retreating wave, and rapidly running back again 
before the wave’s return, threatened < very moment to be engulfed in the 
surf but always just escaping. As the birds fly out over the blue water, the 
sun shining on their glistening plumage, they are a beautiful sight; at one 
moment turning their daintily coloured black and white backs and the next, 
as though moved by a single impulse, banking on a wide wheel and showing 
the pure glistening white of their underparts.

249. Marbled Godwit. kr —la barge marbrée. Limooa fnlaa !,, 18. A verv 
large Shore Bird; a general light buff, faintly pinkish shade all over, exceni throat which 
may be while Back, hind-neck to crown, variegated with dark brown and light tints and 
the breast and flanks more or less barred with fine lines of the same dark colour.



Dislxnilunts. Similar to tin- Curlew* in general appearanre hut hill slightly turned 
up instead of decisively turned down Distinguished from the Hudson urn Godwit by fine, 
dark luarhling on the pinkish huff of the primaries

Field Marks. The Godwits are among the largest of our Shore Birds, practically 
equal to the Curlews m sue. The hill not turned down will distinguish them from the

Distribution Brett is in the prairie provinces including some cultivated regions, 
migrates to both oceans, occurring casually in the eastern parts of the Maritime 
Provinces.

Never abundant in eastern ( 'anada, this aperies is being sadly reduced 
in numliers like other large birds. Doubtless its habit of nesting within 
cultivated areas has had considerable to do with its disappearance.

251. Hudaonian Cod wit. KB.—la barge de la baie d’hcdhon. Iauiosh kmmas- 
Uca L, 15. In spring upper|iarts, dark-hrown to crown, marked with more or k-ss 
greyish or huffy and touches of rusty ; underpart*, reddwh-brown, more or less barred 
with dark and suffusing up foreneck Autumn—upperpart* unmarked brownish-gre> . 
underparts, huffy-white or dingy white, breast greyer

Distinction*. Distinguished from the Curlews by the slightly turned up instead of 
distinctly turned down hill, from the Marbled Godwit by the rid underparts in spring, 
and at all seasons by the all dark, white shafted primaries without marbling This s|mh ki. 
shows almost endless variations between the above plumages, but suggestions of the spring 
coloration are usually recognizable in all except young birds.

Field Mmks. I^trge size, straight or slightly turned up bill, and white rump at base 
of black tail, will separate this from either the Curlews or the Marbled Godwit which are 
the only specs* that arc likely to be confused with it.

Distribution Breeds in the northwest beyond civilization Most common eastward 
from the prairies to the Maritime Provinces ui autumn, and in the interior in spring

The Hudsonian Godwit in a fine bird on the verge of extinction. 
As frequently happens, it seemed to disappear suddenly and before its 
growing scarcity was realized. It is doubtful whether shooting is altogether 
responsible for this condition. When a species is greatly reduced in numbers 
by any cause, an otherwise comparatively unimportant adverse influence 
may suffice to snuff it out unexpectedly. Protection is ineffective when 
delayed so long that the breeding stock is too greatly reduced for recovery.

254. Greater Yellow-legs, greater tell-tale. eh.—la grand chbvalier à 
MIW JAUNES. CHEVALIER OU PATTES JAUNES. TotOVUS mêla Hole unis. L, 14. A 
rather large Shore Bird Vpperpnrts to crown dark brown to black with small while or 
grey markings and intrusive greyish feathers, giving a grey effect ; without trace of buff 
or rufous. I nderpurts white, streaked on foreneck, breast, and flanks with distinct 
streaks or bars of the same dark colour as on the back ; legs very king and yellow.

Distinction*. Si»*, yelkiw legs, and lack of any indication of huffy or rusty anywhere 
art marks <>i the two > • ll"v legs in young autumn birds tin breast and neck marks 
may be veiled and indistinct This an cl the next epeeies distinguished only by size

Field Marks. lying, slender yellow legs, entire lack of ochramius colour, size, and 
the large amount of white or whitish on tail and rump. When once acquainted with it, 
its flight is quite recognizable.

Distribution. Breeds in high latitudes across the continent. In the east, south 
to Anticosti island and the north shore of the gulf of St. Lawrence ; common in migrations 
throughout eastern Canada.

The Greater Yellow-leg* is one of the l>est known Shore Birds. Owing 
to its size and comparative numbers it is much sought after by sportsmen 
ami it seems i" have withstood their attacks better than many other 
apparently equally well-adapted species. It prefers marshy shores and 
mud to open sand and may lie seen far out on the flats wading about, 
thigh deep, in water too deep for smaller waders. Its clear flute-like 
tremolo whistle in a descending scale is a sound to accelerate the pulse



of any true sport Moan or bird student. This species docs not seem as 
numerous and is certainly more wary than the Lesser Y el low-legs ; other
wise1 this description will do for laith.

255. Lesser Yellow-lefts, little tell-tale m.—-lb petit chevalier à pieds 
jAVNt.h Tolanu# ftunfHs I.. 10 75. Smaller edition of the last ttpeckw.

IhMributian. Hmxis aérons the continent, in high latitudes. \ common migrant 
throughout eastern Canada but not breeding there within cultivated areas.

25b. Solitary Sandpiper, kh. i.e chevalier solitaire Melodrama* aolii an us. 
L, 8 40 I p|w‘r|wrls dark, almost black, with a slight greenish lustre accented by com
paratively few small white spots underparts and throat, white; lower neck, breast-band, 
and sides of flanks barred and stri|s*d with lighter shades of hack colour; no tinge of 
buff or other shades

Duhnrtums. Size and general coloration; the white, dark-barred, axillars are eon-

Field Marks Resemble* Isith the SikiIIihI Kandpijsr and the Lesser Yellow-legs 
Distinguishes I from the former bv the lack of a white line on the spread wing and the 
conspicuously white barring on the tail; and from the latter by size, and black instead 
of white rump.

Setting For a long time the breeding habits of this species were unknown and the 
problem of its nesting was not solved until it was discovered that it used the deserted 
nests of perching birds in tree* and bushes The closely allied Green Sandpi|**T of Europe 
has the same habit.

iMutribution. Breeds northward from well within the limits of cultivation; fairly 
common throughout eastern Canada as migrant or breeder.

SUBSPECIES. The Solitary Sandpiper is represented by two subsp«-rics in Canada, 
only one of which, the Eastern Solitary, the type form, occurs in the east.

As implied by the name, this species is a rut her solitary bird, being 
found as single individuals ami pairs rather than in flocks even in migration 
time. It is a mud haunter ami with the Spotted Sandpiper is the only 
wader that is commonly seen alanit such small waters as drainage ditches 
or along the edges of flooded woods.

258. Wilier Catopèrophorus êemiftalmatu*. L, 15. A large Shore bird ; upper parts 
huffv-grey marked with darker; underpaid», white suffused with light greyish huff, 
barred and slri|ied with darker on flanks, breast, and foreneck, rump white

Distinctions. Size, general lightness and grey ness of coloration, conspicuous white 
wmg-s|s»t on primaries, white rump, and black axillars. The characteristic Sandpiper 
bill will distinguish the WiUet from the Hlnck-billcd Mover which has also these rump 
and axil Ini details.

field Marks. In size it resemble» the (lodwits more than anything else, but ashy 
greyness and the conspicuous white wing-*|*>ts are distinctive.

Ihnlnhutwii. Breeds to the south of ua. originally from Virginia to Nova Scotia 
in the east, and locally westward to the central parts of the prairie provinces. Now very 
rare on the coast, irregular but slightly more common in the Great Iaiki-s region, and 
fairly common to the west in parts of the prairie province*

SUBSPECIES. The specie* is divided into an eastern and a western subspecies, 
the latter baaed upon slightly larger size and greyer colour The exact subspeeilie status 
of the Great l>ake* bird is not quite satisfactorily establishtxl. In all probability the 
few that remain in the Maritime Provinces are Lantern W’illets, whereas those of the 
Great Lake* may be the Western WiUet, C. k. inomntus, or intermediates. Material 
on hand is t<*> scanty t<> make definite pronouncements and unless the s|>eeies recovers 
at least some of its original numbers we may never be able to satisfactorily locate the 
range boundaries of the two forms.

The WiUet is another large and important sjieeie* rapidly diminishing 
in number*, a reduetion due perhaps largely to its sont hern breeding range 
and inadequate protection.
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Jlil. Upland Plover iiaktkamian sandpiper. mahtham'h plover field plover
mf a uia I I I 50 I ppm parte

lark; feather* deeply edmi with buff which colour etdlueee rathe* *tn 
breast, ami neek l>ark \-sluuied marking* on breast turning to bur* on flank* and 
stripe* on neck; underparte, «lull, creamy--white.

Distinction* Hearing in mind that tin* species ie a Sandpiper and not a real Plover 
the size and general mifl'uHion of buff i* eharaeteristic. The inner w«*b of the fir*t primary, 
sharply markiil with acute, dark, saw-teeth against a while ground for most of its length,
*s a character that occur* in no other comparable Canadian Shore Bird The lludxonian 

i iliai design but on a buff ground
Field Mark#. The Poland Plover on the ground is scarcely recognizable as a wader 

by those unfamiliar with it, resembling a long-legged grouse chick rather than a 
>.iiidpiper In flight, however, it exhibits its true relationship Size, general buffo less, 
and unland habitat are distinctions. Its beautiful long drawn whistle once heard can 
never be mistaken

Distribution. Properly a bird of the prairie region* but probably spreading to the 
east when the forests were cleared away. It breed* in the more southern parts of eastern 
Canada and in the prairie provinces, appearing occasionally on the Atlantic coast as a 
migrant.

Though called a Plover in its accepted name, this species is a true 
Sandpiper. The term Bartramian Sandpiper is a more satisfactory name 
and the one that should lie in general use instead of Upland Plover. Once 
considerably more common that at present in the (ireat Lakes region, it is 
now scarce or rare. The species nested in the cultivated sections and was 
exposed to the accompanying dangers of such localities: agricultural dis
turbances to nesting, the ever present small boy with his cheap shot gun, 
the pot-hunter, and the sportsman. Size and ease of approach have 
evidently been the cause of its disappearance, where the smaller and warier 
Killdeer has l>een able to survive under the same conditions. As indicated 
by its name this species has deserted the ancestral wet habitat of its family 
and taken to upland meadows and dry pastures. It is, however, rarely 
found at any great distance from some small body of water. It alights 
readily on fences, fence-posts, buildings, or trees on occasion.

Economic Status. Frequenting cultivated land, this species feeds 
largely on insects, grasshoppers, cut-worms, and other enemies to grass 
crops. It has been known to be of marked importance in reducing locust 
plagues, hence it must Ik» classed among our most beneficial species and its 
presence should be encouraged.

262. Buff-breasted Sandpiper, fr. —la mAustens X poitrine jaunâtre Tryn- 
tides subrujirollis. L, 8-.SO. Buck and crown dark, feather* of lower buck finely edged 
with cream; underparte white; throat, neck, breast, and flanks strongly suffused with 
buff, which colour tinge* much of the upiierparts.

Distinctions. Small size, and general buffv colour, underside of the inner web* 
of the primaries finely speckled with dark on white. The under-wing surface is beau- 
i if ally marbled in ;i manner that i- assumed bi no i

Field Marks. Small size and general huffy colour. It may appear on upland* like 
the Upland 1 Mover, but the latter is much larger.

Distribution. Breeds on the Arctic shores of the extreme northwest, migrating 
down the Mississippi valley ; hence it is very rare in the Maritime Provinces, scarce in 
the Great Like* region, and more common westward.

Economic Status. What has been said of the Upland Plover is probably 
true of this species.

203. Spotted Sandpiper, pewit teeter. tip-up. fr. -la maurî.i he tache
tée. l’alouette X hraui.e QUHUE Actitis macuUrie. L, 7 60. Plate VÎIIB.
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IkulinetioHS Adulte have de< idedly round breast s|*>ts and ,i alight greenish lusin 
on the hark Young autumn birds resemble thr Solitary hut arr disttoguuihed by wlutr 
mat «ad of Imm-d axillar*

Field Murk# Size and dint met round s|hiIh on breast When flying it may be 
distinguished from tin- Solitary Sandpi|>rr, which h moat resembles, hv thr wlutr Inn 
dong thr edges of thr amrodarie* and thr nuu-h smaller amount of black and whit* 
barring on thr tail Thr flight, when the observer I incomes familiar with it, in also quite 
charaet eristic.

Sent*ng. Slight liolkiw m ground at no gnat dislawe fro i water, m the shelter 
of a hit of shruh or grass

Distribute», I trends over the whole of eastern < 'anadti to thr northernmost parts
of i'ngava Common throughout its range

This is tin* commoneet summer 8andpi|M*r in Canada; occasional pairs 
are to In* found along I ht* smallest streams. It frequents all kinds of ground ; 
sandy beaches, gravelly reaches, mud Huts, or rocky shores. Almost any 
Sandpi|N*r smi in summer near our waters may be put down as tins species 
unless 1 hen* art* good grounds for other identification. Its habit of bobbing 
its body up and down occasionally, even when apparently at rest, or more 
rapidly when excited, has given it the common name 1 Tip-up” Its 
white-barred wings, |>eruliar flight, with a few quick lieats followed by a 
short sail on decurved wings, anti its loud triumphant " peivU-peunt-pemt " 
as it alights on the stream margin well ahead of the intrmler are familiar 
to all observers. One can chase it from point to point for some distance 
from its home ground, when, joined by its mate, it will circle well around 
the disturber and return again to the place from which it started.

Economic Status. Though normally frequenting water edges it is often 
seen in the adjacent fields, running between the furrows of newly turned 
earth or rows of growing plants. Its food is mainly, if not entirely, insec
tivorous, hence it is lieneficial to the farmer. The species has not stiffen'd 
severely from shtMiting and seems to hold its own in the most cultivated 
sections.

(ÎKNU8—NuMINIUS. CUELBWS. Fr.—Lk CoVKLIS, Lb CoRBICiKAT.

General De#rriptwv barge Shore Minis between 13•flO and 24 inches long < oloured 
in various shadi-s from cream to weak brown, mottled above, lighter and dear below, neck 
and breast finely stri|M*d and with more or l«*ss suffusion or siigg«*stion of buff over all 
The bills are long and eurved decidedly downward

Distinction#, barge size, decurved bill, and general buffv eolonr. Distinguished 
from the (lodwita by down-curved instead of slightly up-turned bill.

Field Murk#, large size, and decurved bill, general buff colour.

Large size among birds is a distinct menace to their existence. The 
< urlews are a good example of this and unless intelligent measures to pro
tect them are taken in the near future there will soon In* none left. In the 
cast the Curlews have almost disappeared, but in the west there is still 
a fair number left. The vegetable part of their food is largely wild fruit and 
in the Maritime Provinces they frequent barm and upland bogs for 
bake-apple berries and cranberries. In cultivated fields, insects are their 
chief food and as many noxious species, including grasshoppers, are con
sumed their presence is decidedly beneficial to the farmer.

264 bong-billed Curlew. mciLMltL curlew, nt.—lb courlis à lonu »k< 
Xumenius americanu#. b, 24. Tin* largest of the genus. Tin* coloration of nil the 
I urlews is quite similar, but the bung-bill is distinctly buff below instead of cream y- 
white (see previous heading)
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Di*limrtion«. In well grown spmmens the extreme length of hill (6 inches) of thin 
species is diagnostic, but, an m numerous other species showing great specialisation or 
sue, growth continue* for some time after ap|»areiit maturity and this feature is unreluihli 
as sole guide. The erown, axillars, and primary characters, however, make good criteria 
for the Curlews In this sixth* the crown is dark, evenly spotted with light without 
aggregation into a median line, and the inner vanes of the primaries are marked with 
Niw-t<Mith figures of dark on a light huff ground. The axillars are solidly coloured without

Field Mark*. For recognition as a Curlew see previous page- The Curlews cannot 
be separated in life with absolute certainty.

) h*lributum. Breeds in the prairie provinces and well to the south It is recorded 
originally as a more or less common migrant on the Atlantic coast north to the Maritime 
Aovinees. but does not occur there now; also ni-orded from the Great Lakes region 
hut without supfiorting evidence. The general confusion of this with the Hudsonian 
Curlew is responsible for many known misidentitieations and the species should in future 
only he recorded in eastern Canada upon the conclusive evidence of specimens.

3S5. Hudsonian Curlew, kk.—lk covrus de la haie u’hvuhon Numenius bud- 
sonicus. L, 17 A smaller Curlew than the last, but larger than the next Of same 
general coloration, but the Hudsonian Ices huffy than the Long-hilled, the underparts 
being dull creamy; see Curlew heading, previous nage

Distinction*. Often diagnosed as the Long-nillcd, but can bo easily distinguished 
from the other Curlews by the pronounced median stripe on the crown, instead of uni
formly distributed s|x»ts, combined with the saw-tooth marks on the inner webs of the 
primaries, and the barns! axillars

Field Marks. For recognition as Curlews sis* Curlew, previous page. Curlews 
cannot l»c easily separated in life with certainty, but size ami length of bill may help. 
This is the only species likely to be met with in eastern Canada.

Distribution Breeds in the northwestern Arctic. Migrates down the Pacific coast, 
and across tin continent to the Atlantic where it is more common than in tint interim 
A regular though not abundant migrant in the Great Lakes region.

This is the only Curlew of which we have any jmtiafactory evidence on 
the lower Great Lakes. It has learned from experience to lie a wild and 
wary bird, and as it now occurs in numliers otdy in the extreme east not 
very many art1 taken.

Eskimo Curlew, fr—le covrus dv nord, corrigeait des esqvimavx. 
Nummius borealis. L, 13-50. The smallest of the Curlews. Of same general coloration 
as the Hudsonian.

Distinction* Easily separated from either of the other Curlews by its smaller sixe 
and plain unmarked primarily, though the axillars are barred as m the Hudsonian, and 
ill' crown - venl) spotted, without median stripe, as in t he Long-billed

Fieltl Mark*. See preceding species. This bird is, however, too rare nowadays for 
eyesight record.

Distribution. Breeds on the barren grounds of the Mackenzie district. Migrates in 
autumn acmes to Labrador and then down the coast. In spring it ascends the Mississippi

Very close to extinction. Whether or not ill-regulated shooting was 
the chief cause of its groat reduction in numliers, for old accounts speak of 
immense flocks, it was certainly contributory. This is another case of 
disappearance coming liefore realization of the necessity of protection and 
the apparent or threatened loss of a species that can never be replaced.

FAMILY—CHAIIADRIIDÆ. PLOVER.

General Description. Plover are rather more stoutly and compactly built than the 
Snipedike birds. Their bills arc shorter. soft at. the base, but ending in u hard, horny tip, 
(Figure 24, p. 22) Hind toe lacking in all species except Black-hcllicd (p. 103) in which it 
is very small and almost rudimentary.
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Dietinelume. With the above dtwnption the Plover are not likely to be confuted 
with anything else.

Netting On ground in a alight «h-pression uauallv lined with scanty gras*. mow, 
other waste vegetation, or |x-bhlc*

IkHtributum. In eloaely related or nearly identical forma the family is circumpolar 
in distribution, breeding mostly north of present settlement.

The Plover art1 well known to the sportsman. They average larger 
in size than the Snipes and some of them which feed in upland fields offer 
considerable sport.

Economic Status. As a family they frequent cultivated land more than 
ether Shore Birds and hence are of somewhat greater économie interest. 
They are actively helpful to man.

270 Black-bellied Plover bvll-head pk.—lac pli vikh à vknthk noih, van- 
ni.At’ <iKlH Squalorolii s<iwilarela. L, II Spring plumage back, almost Idack with 
many broad white feather-tips aggregated on wings; crown and hindneck, ahnnsi white, 
cheeks, throat, foreparts and breast to abdomen, pure black, often allowing while feathers 
remaining from immaturity. Autumn plumage hack, weak brown with cream or yellow
ish feather ends to top of head; throat, foreneek, ami under parts «lull whitish with indis
tinct breast -band of veiled stri|M-s All intermediate plumages are taken within our boumi-

Ihstinrlion*. Plover-like characters; will be mistaken only for the Gohion Plover 
which it i losely resembles Tin- presence «if a small though well-forme«| huul toe is peculiar 
to this bir«l as it ia our only Plover with a fourth too.

Field Murk* Kcipiiring separation only from the Gohieu Plover. I tat her incon- 
apicumis white band on the spr«-a«l wing, axillars black, in strong contrast to background 
of umlerwing surface when flying, ami white rump to !»«• seen umler favourable conditions

lh*tributim. A circumiHilar species hnssling in America along the Arctic coast 
northwest of Hmlson bay. More or I«*ss common in migration in suitable habitats through
out eastern Canada.

272 American Golden Plover, kk.—pm xikr mutf: u'amkhiwi<'harodriu* 
dotmnicue. L, 10-80. Spring plumage back almost black to top of hca«l, with numeroux 
yellow feather-tips, more scanty on crown; forehead ami line over eye, diwemling to 
so les of breast, white; throat, foreneek, ami all umlerparts s«ili«l black Autumn plumagi- 
—alxive, «lull bniwn with many cream to yellow feather-edge spots, aggregating on 
rump ami crown; throat and face, while or whitish slightly spotte«|; breast ami all below, 
faintly barred with dull white ami light tints of the brown of the back. All intermediate 
plumages may be seen.

Ihslinrhtm*. A slightly smaller bird than the for«*going but easily confus»-»! with it. 
The large amount of yellow on tin- hack of spring plumage ami the faint barrings of the 
hreast ami underparts in the autumn are characteristic. The absence of any Irais- of 
him! toe is diagnostic in any plumage.

Field Marks Only tussling separation from the previous species. Extended wing 
without any indication of white band; axillars Himik<--grey instead of conspicuous black, 
rump mu white.

Dietribution. Brcssls in the barren grounds from Hudson bay westward. It is sai«l 
to luive extraordinary migration mutes. In the autumn it moves eastward to laihrador. 
then southward across the gulf of Ht. Lawrenee to Nova Scotia, where it taki-s an ov«-r-sea 
route to Brazil without touching intermediate laml unless storm-driven From thence 
it works down to the Argentine pampas In the soring it strikes western South America 
hIhiuI Kipiador. misses the isthmus «if Panama ami tin-gulf of Mexico, ami follows up the 
Mississippi valley to its breeding grounds. That it lakes this immense flight over the 
broad Atlantic without resting seems too remarkable to be true, but as it is not a pro
ficient swimmer able to rest on the water at will, the evidence points to wan Is this conclu-

SCHSPECfFS The American Golden Plover is divided into two subspecies; only 
the Eastern Golden Plover, the type form, occurs in «-astern Caiunla.

Once far more common Ilian now. Within the memory of living 
sportsmen large flocks were regularly seen; now only occasional birds are 
met with. It is very closely related to the Golden Plover of Europe.
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273 Killdeer Mover, r».—le pu vis* eiluik Oxyecku» vonjerus L, 10 50 
IMalv IX A

Distinctions Ah the kilkieer is the laupt of the Hiapetwl Plovers it can hard lx 
Ik- «infused with iih smalW relatives. Thv double inland of single breast band aim. dis 
i mguishe* it from tlniii

Fiflti MurkX Slav, two breost bands instead of one, striking oehraeeoue tail and 
rump, and distinctive eull of " killdee-kilklee-kilMee.”

Nesting A mere hollow m the ground scantily lined with vegetable fragment**
Distribution A M|NH‘iee of remarkably wide range, bretilmg from the northern limit* 

of cultivation in Canada to the gulf of Mexico Hare or alwent from vicinity of either

A common summer bird over all Canada except in the nea coast districts. 
Its loud voice is familiar to all country residents and visitors A true Shore 
Bird, it frequents the high dry uplands and cultivated fields, often nesting 
hi the ploughed furrows amidst the crops. When its young are hatched, 
however, it usually leads them to water, some quiet nearby pool as 
a rule, and as soon as they are able to take cart* of themselves they unite in 
small scattered flocks. That this species has ln*en able to survive and 
thrive in the midst of cultivation and civilisation while other species 
apparently as well able to take care of themselves have succumlied, is 
probably due to its comparatively solitary habits and to its not general'll 
gathering in dense flocks, the pursuit of which is profitable

Economic Status. Its food is largely insectivorous and through spring 
and early summer it frequents ground where it can do much good.

274. Semi pal ma ted Mover rinu-ne* k plover pk le plvvier semi PALMÉ■ 
.HguiUlu nemiinlmata L. ti 75. A mall Plover of general resemblance to the killdeer, 
but with one instead ->f two «lark breast-bands and without the ochraeeoua rump 
and tail «if that species Autumn birds are similar, but the colours are washed out and 
with no clear black anyw here

Distinctions. With «se and the above description, can be mistaken only for the 
Piping Plover, but the back coloration is decidedly brownish in all plumag«« uistead of 
smoke-grey or dry send colour, the breast band is always broad, continuous, and well- 
marked even in autumn, and the ear coverts behind and below the eye arc always deeiiiedly 
• lark instead of pure white Feet with small webs explain the accepted common name; 
the only Plover in ('anada which is w> provided

FirUI Mark« Hise and a single instead of double breast-band distinguish this from 
the Killdeer Plover, and the back, d&rk-cokiured like wet sand, from the Piping Plover 
which is lighter and grey like dry sand

Netting. Slight hollow in the ground or shore refuse
Distribution. breeds in the high north across the continent. south, in the east, to 

the gulf of St. Lawrence Common in migration in suitable localities in eastern Canada

A pretty little Plover frequenting mud flats or sandy beaches indiffer
ently. Closely related to the European Ring Plover and distinguished 
only by slightly smaller size and a few minor details.

277 Piping Plover. rino-nb< k. r*.—le plvvier criard Ægioliti» mrluda L, 
7 10. Spring plumage same markings as the Semipalmated previously described, but, 
hack in lighter colours Hack ami crown light smoke-grey, a black bar across fore-crown, 
remainder, collar around neck, and forehead white; a black ring about neck, just below 
ihe white one, sometimes broken on the breast Autumn birds- -similar but without black 
neck ring and generally weaker in coloration.

Distinctions, ('an be mistaken only for the Semipalmated but easily distinguisbe»! 
by the characters given under that heading

Fiiid Mark* Distinguished from the Semipalmated Plover by its lighter coloration, 
like dry instead of wet sand Its melodious whistle is easily remembered when once heard

Nesting. Depression in the sand ma«le by the bird and containing only a few small 
pebbles, coarse grains of sand, or fragments of shell upon which the eggs rest

Ihxtnbutum Breeds on sandy shores locally from the prairie provinces to the gulf 
of St la wren ce and Sable island



A small Plover well called nulurtn. It in a aatid-lieavh bird and never 
seen in granny or marshy stit nations. Some individuals have broken and 
others complete black breast-bands. The latter were for some time re
tarded as a subspecies but now all are included under the one form The 
Snowy Plover,Ægialitië mvoaa, has been taken on lake Ontario, but is probably 
not to lx* expected again It is slightly smaller than the Piping, of same 
general coloration but with a dark aural or cheek patch, and only a s|xd 
of dark at the sides of the breast instead of a complete bar across it A more 
southern and western bird and can only occur as a straggler.

FAMILY AFHKIZ1DÆ. TVKNhTONKs.

General Dearrifaon Medium-sized Shore birds with lull fFigure 27, |> 22) nuslcr- 
ately short, homy for the terminal half, tip slightly flattened in a horizontal plane) but 
not distinctly enlarged as in the Plover

A small family of world-wide distribution. Only one species of this 
family in eastern t'anada.

2K3n Turnstone, ruddy tvknhtum amkhk an tvknktom « AKHiyi kt plow k 
i ALICO PLOVER. KR LA TOI'RXK-PIERRK À POITRINE MURK TOURNE I'IKKRK Arm
aria interim* L, 9 116.

Ihatinrtions A strikingly coloured bird Hack in rather broad masses of dull red, 
black tad white more or lew inlemixed Kump and head whit< the crow 
brown or black I'nderparts pure white, with black bream-band, extending up side of neck 
to face where it makes a circle through the eye and around a white lor a I 8|sii Autumn 
birds have the colours subdued and the back coloration lost or only faintly represented, 
but enough of the face and breast markings always remain to suggest the above diagnosis

FiM Marks. The |M*cuhar pied coloration In red, black, and white of the spring 
plumage In thv autumn the white lower back and upjier tad coverts separated by a dark

Seating Depression in the ground lined with a few dead leaves or vegetable fibres.
Ihatnbutum The Turnstone as a sjx-eiee has one of the widest distributions of any 

bird, there being few countries where it has not occurred The American subspecies 
représentâtive of the species, the Ruddy Turnstone, breeds from the Arctic coast west of 
Hudson Bay northward, and is more common on the Atlantic than the Pacific coast, 
locally common, in migration, in the (ireat 1-dikes region.

SUBSPECIES The Turnstone is represented hi America by a subspecies, the 
Buddy Turnstone .4. i. nunmelUi, though the typical form is said to occur in western 
Alaska

A Bird of Handy, muddy, or rocky shores, hut preferring the first. 
It in named from its habit of turning over small stones and pebbles on the 
lieaeh searching for food beneath them, and it is astonishing what com
paratively large stories it can move. It inserts its hill under the edge, 
gives a little fillip, and away goes the stone rolling or skidding over the 
beach to a considerable distance. It is a comparatively good swimmer. 
It differs from the Old World Turnstone only in slightly smaller size, less 
Mark on the upperparts, and the stronger coloration of the legs.

FAMILY -HÆMAIOPODIDÆ. OYSTER CATCHERS.

General Demriptian Large Shore Bird more heavily built than in usual in the order, 
bill stout and horny, flattened laterally (sideways) at tip. There is only one n|>eci»w that 
may iierhaps oerur in eastern Canada.

286. American Oyster-catcher, n km atop vs pai.liati h L, 19. Head, neck, 
and upper breast, black ; back, olive-brown with contrasting white wing-patch and rump 
All underparts, pure white; bill, large, bright red

IhstTibuhon Atlantic coast north to Virginia. Formerly to New Jersey and acci
dental to New Brunswick Probably bred throughout its range.
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The northern range of this striking bird was once on our southern 
sea coasts. It has long been exterminated (?) in Canada and there is little 
chance of its occurring again.

Order Tallin*. Scratching Birds.

As the name implies, these birds are adapted for securing their food 
by scratching in the ground. The !>est popular representatives are the 
common barnyard ry, but the order glides almost imperceptibly 
into the Pigeons on one hand ami the Shore Birds on the other. They are 
well distributed over the world, being found in almost every country on 
the glolie. In Canada we have only one suborder of the group, Phasiam, 
the true fowls.
8URORDER—PHAH1ANI. TRUK FOWLS GROUSE, QUAIL, AM) PTARMIGAN

General brum plum. This suborder in eomjxisvd of birds with strung, nimpart feet, 
four hies, «uni blunt daws adaph*d for scratching in the ground (Figure 2H, p. 22). Though 
lient adapt«*<I for terrestrial life they perch readily in trees and often feed and roost there 
Bills short, horny, and with strongly arched culmen (Figure 29, p 23); nostrils set in a 
soft intrusion into the base of the bill; wings short and round. These birds rarely take 
wing except for short flights or to avoid immediate danger

\ i ulu if/ On ground, eggs laid on the dead grass or leaves with little or no preparation.
Distribution. S|>ecn\s of this suborder are found in all parts of Canada. The Huffed 

and Spruce Grouse and the Turkey are birds of the woodlands; the Bob-white, Prairie 
Chicken, and Shari Mail inhabit open or prairie country ; and the Ptarmigan, the barren 
lands of the extreme north

Three families of this order arc represented in Canada. Odontopho- 
ridv the American Quail, Tctraonidœ the Crouse,and Meleagridœ the Turkeys.

Economic Status. Their food is both insectivorous and vegetable— 
grains, buds, leaves, fruit, and insects being equally acceptable to them. 
As several species frequent cultivated fields their economic status is of 
interest to the husbandman and has been the subject of considerable in
vestigation, the results of which show that some of them are among the 
most useful birds on the farm. The insert portion of the food of some 
species is decidedly important and very little complaint can be made 
against the other items as they are mostly waste or wild material of little 
or no consequence to the agriculturist.

Like most of our larger birds they have been greatly reduced in number, 
and should he strictly protected and their killing limited to the natural 
annual surplus, leaving an ample permanent breeding stock untouched. 
The Canadian representatives of this suborder are divided into three 
families: Odontophoridœ, the American Quails; Tetraonidœ, the Grouse; 
and Meleagridœ, the Turkeys.

FAMILY—ODONTOPHORIDÆ. AMERICAN QUAILS.

General Description. The smallest representatives of the suborder in Canada. The 
nostril is partly covered with a fleshy scale and not as well hidden in the feathering as it. is 
in the feathering of the Grouse There is only one species of the family in eastern ( 'anada.

The term “Quail” for our American birds is a misnomer. They are 
not Quails in the European sense but true Partridges. In their turn our 
“Partridges” are Grouse. These are examples of a common misapplication

7
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of ( Hd World names to New World forms. There are many such rases, 
confusion to the beginner but too well established in vernacular usage to 
lie corrected at this late date.

This family is of rather southern distribution reaching its maximum 
in numlier of both species and individuals hi tin- southwestern states 
and Mexico.

2*9 Bob-white, xmkkicw yi \||. ('jinn* virgin inuu* b. |U Plate IX B 
IMnliiniwim ('an In- miMiaken for no other bin! m ('anadit Size and coloration 

combi n in I with evident fowl-like character are distinctive
t'nht Murks Small, | kart ridge-like bird which rises suddenly from the around and 

flies with rapid beat* and loud revertwrating wing-atrukes
Distribution The lhih-wlute and ils allied subspecies are distributed over eastern 

North America, north to and including southern Ontario
SI BSPFA IKS The suhs|ieei«‘* of Bob-white native to eastern Canada is the type 

form —the Virginia Bob-white

The Boh-white occurs in Canada only in southern Ontario where 
it is known to every country dweller. In the autumn the sportsman hunts 
it with dogs, in spring the ploughman and small hoy find its nest in the 
course of their farm work, and all are familiar with its clear whistle-like 
call of “Bob-white." or as otherwise interpreted “ More-wet.” It is not 
a retiring species which withdraws into the dee|**st woodland recesses on 
the advent of cultivation; but it keeps to the clearings, hanging about 
woodland edges, shrubby fence-lines, or overgrown wastes in close prox
imity to the fields. When food is scarce it will often come into the barn
yard and feed with the poultry. Open land is its feeding ground, the brush 
its refuge from danger. Before the country was cleared, the Boh-white 
was probably rare in Canada, hut advancing settlement o|M‘tied up new 
ground for the species, liven in the most southern parts of the country 
to-day the Boh-white remains precariously, fluctuating greatly in numbers, 
and it is evidently hardly suited for this northern limit of its range. It is 
prolific, however, and favourable winters and a few years of abstention 
from shooting increase its niimliers many times; but coverts are almost 
invariably overshot and hard winters periodically reduce its numbers. 
The hardest natural conditions it has to combat arc deep snow covering 
the food supply, and wet sleety weather which not only chills it but seals 
it under an icy crust when it seeks refuge in the snow at night. The Ring- 
necked Pheasant, rather extensively introduced as a sporting bird, is said 
with some supporting evidence to he inimical to it. In addition to the 
sporting value of the species it is deserving of every encouragement hv 
agriculturists from a purely economic standpoint and for this reason 
might perhaps with advantage he withdrawn from our list of game birds.

It lias been a common practice to repopulate depleted covers with 
birds imported from the southern states. Whether this introduction of 
stock, unaeelimatized to northern conditions, has weakened the constitu
tion of native birds is still undetermined. Several subspecies of the Boh- 
white occur in the south and importation has left doubtful the real char
acters of our own original form, which to-day can only lie judged from 
specimens antedating such introductions.

Economic Statua. The hulk of the Bolt-white’s food is weed seed. 
The grain it eats is waste, gleaned front the ground. The insect content, 
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though not eepeeially largo, include» some species not ordinarily oaten 
by other birds and for that reason is H|>eeially important. It is one of the 
few birds that will eat the potato Initie.

FAMILY—T6TBAOWH»: oltoVhK.

The (iroime have their nostrils hidden in leathers that occupy an 
ntrusive space in the* base of the bill at the sides (Figure 2V, p. 23). 1'he 

tarsus is either completely or partly leathered, in the Ptarmigan tin- 
feathering includes the toes. The toes when unfestbered, are Inirdeml 
on each side by a small fringe composed of individual horny scales or 
fieetillations (Figure 2H, p. 22), which are shed in midsummer. The 
(irouse comprise the bulk of our upland game birds and are great 
favourites of sportsmen. The sexes are alike or nearly so, and except in 
the Ptarmigans show slight seasonal variation in plumage and do not 
usually migrate. The Ptarmigan,which directly reverse each of these 
statements, art so well characterized otherwise that no confusion is prob
able. All aperies nest on the ground, making little* preparation for tin- 
eggs. They lay unusually large sets of eggs, six to eighteen, and tin- 
young, chicken-like, follow the parent as soon as out of the shell.

2Wt Spruce («rouse, canada «aoesk, apiteet; i-ahthiouk, pool hkn m. i.ktétras 
Dfî canada <'attachlift cahadrtwM I., 15 Plate X A.

Distinctions. l-àieily distinguished by colour, etc., from the Ruffed Grouse who It 
u* about the only *|ieetee m eastern < 'anada that nm iswsibly Is- mistaken for it In tin 
extreme w«-st there are fonns that elonely resemhle n

Eirht Murk*. < iem-ral bluish eoksir of the male Alwenre of ruff or specialize! nei’k 
feathers ami the presence of the striking mi comb over the eye, present in lxitli sexes hut 
more eonmieuoue in the male

Distribution. Through the northern coniferous wissiiil regions of < anada, resident 
wherever found.

SI BSBKVIKS. 'I'lie spruce Partridge IS divided into several geographical ruei-s, two 
of which, the Hudsoman Spruce Partridge t 'nnarhites nintutrnsi* ranadtnsis. the type form, 
and the ( ’anada Spruce («rouse < '. c. muon , occur in eastern < 'anada 'I’lie former occupies 
the Labrador peninsula and the more northern ranges and the latter New Brunswick, 
southern Ontario, etc. They are loo similar, however, to lie differentiated in a (sipular

A northern bird of the spruce woods. Its siifier-eoiifiding nature has 
given it the popular name of “Fool-hen” as, where not much disturls-d, 
it can often Is* killed with a stick or with stones. Owing to its feeding 
largely upon spruce or evergreen buds its flesh is too strong for the ordinary 
civilized palate.

Economic Status. Being of northern distribution and living in the 
evergreen forests, it has no economic influence.

.‘MX), Rutted Grouse, pahtkiduk. bihch haktridui: hi la uélinotte a khaisi- 
Bonasa umhfUuM. L, 17 Plate X B (Keel and bill, figures 27, 28, n. 22).

I hstinrtmns. The Ruffed Grouse, with its prominent soft, black ruff at the sides <.f 
the neck, large fan-slm|tcd tail, and eye-like spots on the rump and lower hack can not 
well be mistaken for any other sjHvirs

h'ielil Murks. Iatrge size and fan-shaped tail
Distribution. The Ruffed Grouse is ilistrihuted throughout the wcswled areas of Canada 

north to the tree limits.
SUBSID IES. Several geographic races of the Ruffed Grouse are recognized 

The type form is of southern distribution and is replaced in eastern Canada by the ( ’anada 
Ruffed Grouse Bonasa utnlnilus toqaUi, characterized by a grever or less red coloration
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This in the “Partridge" of mont Canadian sportsmen Dwelling in 
the deep woods amidst the underbrush, lying vkw, rising at the feet like 
a miniature explosion, and flying with great speed through the dim forest 
it tests the alertness and marksmanship of any sportsman. The Huffed 
< I rouse to-day is found only in the forest patches where cover and a con
siderable area give it protection and along the fringes of settlement where 
it still exists precariously.

Sudden weather changes are a serious menace to tin* Huffed Grouse. 
Wei, cold springs are deadly to the young and sleet destroys much potential 
breeding stock in winter. In severe weather the Huffed Grouse seeks 
shelter beneath tlie snow or allows the latter to drift over if. Should soft 
weather come followed by cold, as often happens, it i> frozen under a crust 
which it cannot break and so succumbs.

The drumming of the Partridge is a familiar sound to all frequentet- 
of the woods. It is a series of dull reverberating throbs made by the rapidly 
beating wings and has a peculiar all-pervading intensity which makes the 
direction of its origin difficult of location. The beats begin slowly, gradu
ally increasing in speed until at the end of per ha ps five seconds they run 
into each other and die away in a confused whir. The bird i usually 
strutting along a prostrate log when he pauses to drum. During the drum
ming the bird displays all its ornaments tail, crest, and ruffs and though 
standing upright and still, the wings are lost in a haze of speed. Two 
sources for this drumming noise are suggested, one that the wings are 
struck together over the back and the other that they are brought against 
the sides to produce the beat. Either or neither may contribute to the 
effect. The sound from the wings beating on the air as the bird rises to 
wing is quite similar in quality if not in intensity or meter, and the mere 
beating of the air seems sufficient to produce the effect. The action, of 
course, is the call of the male to the female, as is the display of the Peacock 
or the Turkey Gobler. Spring is the pro|>er season for drumming, but it 
is indulged in more or less throughout the summer and with increased 
frequency again in the autumn In the Ganada Huffed Grouse Honasu 
umbellus toga ta, two well-defined colour phases appear which are not 
governed by sex, season, or locality. In one form there* is considerable 
red ; in an extreme example the ruff's are copper-coloured rather than black, 
the tail is strikingly red, and there is more or less of the same colour else
where. In the grey form, which is perhaps the most typical, the tail is 
decidedly grey, there is less red elsewhere, and the ruffs are black with a 
slight greenish sheen. All intermediate forms are met with.

Economic Statu». As the species lives in woods nothing can be said 
against it even if. apart from its sentimental and sporting importance, 
little economic value can be claimed for it.

G kwh—Laoopvh. Ptarmigan.

General Deacriptinn. The Ptarmigan are more northern (irouse, and notable for v eir 
remarkable seasonal change in plumage In winter, I hey are pure white; in summer, barre*I 
wit li various shades of red, brown, and ochre, wilh the reddish usually prevailing. Tneirfeet 
are feathered to the ends of the toes and they nerform definite and long migrations, walking 
most of the way but occasionally taking Mights from |s»int to point or across such with 
waters as Hudson strait As, even in midsummer, irn-gular patches of white remain in 
their plumage, and, as their feet are always feathered to the i«>es, there is no chance of
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miNtiikmg them I II. > nrv vireiimiiotnr in dml riluitioH ami nr.* found in Imlli tin* Old 
Hit.! Nvxx World* l.ikv nnmx otlivr Arctic form* I Ik*) extend w.*II noiii hxx.ird itloiig mount 
.-tin rniig.'h when* vlvx ni mu cames imrllivrii .'.iii.Ii1i.uih i.i lower lutitudvM The tied < Inmw* 
nf Scotland in .hi iiilvi i'Hiing Ptarmigan I Inti lia* lost iIh ability hi change in wlulv m winter 
hi h I retains its summer .MiT.irnii.ui iltmiigli.nii tlivyvai I'horv are twosnwie* m eastern 
Canada Owing In lln* remarkable vurmhilitx nf III.* n|m*vi.*n, Amen. an Ptarmigan haw 
Ihtii h|.|ii up min a gmil iiiiiiiIh'I nf huIw|h*vivn .mix I" In* .listmgmslivd l.x a s|h*vihI|nI 
xx itli iiIhiii.IhiiI material for comiHtrisoii PvonomivaNv tin* Ptarmigan are nf little nn|mri 
all. • vxvept an a source nf food siipplx In lra|»|N*rs, limitera, an-1 pro*|H*ctorH in ill.* far

(III WHhw (irouw. xx 11,i.u» itahmiuan ki< i x..«h*kiii- ion navi.i.m 
laÿofmn I.. I a In winter, all xxliih* except lln* I ml wlii.'h in |mr.* Mark In Hiiinnu'r, 
nearly evenly barred all over m Mark an. I various shades nf brown, ovine, an.I rini x la I h. *r 
riinl nr ochre max predominate

Ihshiithints In wililvr till- all wlulv liva.l ami alwHiv.* nf lilavk Inn* llirmigh vx.* 
distingiiMhes iIiin lmm iliv |{ock l,iarniigan In Hiinimvr, iIh sii|M*rior aim*, c*|Ms*iidlv well 
nIiuxxii l.x a .'niii|tariHnn nf lliv lulls, in I In* most easily n*<"ngniz..*.| |hiiiiI nf ••l.'iif ili. alHHt

lhs!nhutum Tin* Xrvliv, across lln* .'nnlmvnl, migrai.*s wailh hi winh*r In tin* frontier 
nf civilization

>/ US'l'h'('ll\S rin* HiiliN|H*.'i.*N n.'.'iirrmg nwr must nf ('aiia.la in lliv Ixjm* fnrni.
Ilu* M illnw riarmigan Another. XIIvii’h Ptarmigan / i. alirtu, oeeurs hi Newfoundland

*12 Rock riarmigan. kh it ixmiHan M;h wmiikhs l.nun/ms ru/rs/n, 
I.. lit In wmivr. all xx In I.* vx.'v|il a lilavk fail ami hnv llimugh vyv In base nf lull In 
summer, vvr> similar In pree«*.liiig s|h*vi.*s

biMtinctxHis In xxmivr, lilavk vyv line In sunniivr, sizv, espeeiallx nf lull, wh«*n 
compared with Willow (imuav is .liitgnnsliv

IhstrihiiluHi I'hv Xrvliv. across ihv vniilinvnl. hi wmivr shghllx more imrlh.Tn than 
lln* previous h|n*.'ivn

>/ nsrKt'U S 1'hrvv subspecies nf Rock l,larmigan an* r*H*oguized m eastern 
Canada Itemhardls Ptarmigan / r. ninhunlli hi Ihv nnrlhvrn extremity nf I’ligava, 
XX vIsIi'n I'larinigaii /. r. urlchi hi Newfnim.llainl, ami lln* type fnrm, lliv Arvliv l,larmigan. 
in ihv rvinaimng areas.

itlVi Prairie Chicken. imiaihii Hix vinnatih i.iuhm Tympiiiiitrèu* nmeri 
millM I,, IS A (imusv nf ihv same size as ihv RiilTv.1, coloured m sha.lvs nf 
limxxn light ochre. ami while, lull xxiihmil lln* Imig faii-shapi-d lail ami with 
the snfi ruff replaml hx a fvw Inng, siraighi, siiff feathers |auniv.| downward nwr th«* 
Hlnml.lvrs Tin* hairing nit lln* umlvrparts ami hrvasl is dear ami sharp ami is continued 
avmss ihv hack ami upper paris as well as lielnxx

Ihnhurliittis Tin* ahnvv p.unts easily «listinguish lliis spwivs frnm lliv Ruffed 
Grouse rrnm the next vpecn**. lliv Sharp-lailnl (irniisv, u van hv as evrlamly .lislin- 
gmshvil hx ns hrvasl harr.sl inslva.1 nf covered willi X-sha|>ed markings Other ilistmc- 
Iinns are lliv prvsvnvv nf Inng stiff feathers nil ihv aides nf lln* nvvk ami the stiff tail mil 
ending m a pomi when v Inst si

srHSMCIKS. Two suha|tccics nf Prairie Chivken are recognized. Tin* fnrm 
xvhivh nwurs in Canada is tin* type rave, Ihv Northern Prairie Chicken

Thin is the tnn* Prairie (’hiekvn of the western prairies, though in 
western Canada the name is popularly and incorrectly given to the next 
species described. It is included here only because an occasional bin! 
has been taken in the southern parts of Ontario, to which it seems to have 
spread from the Michigan side of Detroit river where, once com mon, 
it is now ran* and restricted to a few localities. Within the memory of the 
present generation in parts of the west it has gradually encroached upon 
and displaced the next species.

Economic Statu*. Too rare in eastern Canada to require much dis
cussion here. In the west where it occurs in numbers it is of considerable 
economic importance, but no damage can be charged against it.
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.'{OS Sharp-tailed (.rouse. vin-taii kh «.nui>i mi i a i.f i.iMmi t germe 
am.i i 1‘tilni'ii' iihti*niniUn I., 17 Ml < ‘«iluuriil in Inn iimMiiiiI» |ihII«tiih 
of ImiwiiH nml vxluiv, ur rn-Hin, un (lu ii|ipet parts, mling liiwnnln harn only m ruHa #!••• 
kImnAIith, unili'rpnrlii purr whit»- Virus* Im-ii-t iwli lent her »- Iwinlmil with i« ilnrk 
X -hIih|ki| liguri x\ 111 * * 11 elmiigc» lu h nliurl I mi an il whi-imIi» I hr nnk and lu Inn h|niIh on 
I hr rrrain y ihrimi

lhntin<inni Tin V ninrkh ni 1 In limist and I In -nil, sharp |minl ul I In < Ium«n| iml 
air iimrlusivr and randy re»-ugiiiy,»-«l idi-nliliraliun marks

Ihxlnhuhim X inurr mirlln in h|n-«i*> and Iran diMun th an u|mm pram* form than 
l hr I'rainr < linki n I hnl rilml rd aeros- I hr mnlinriil nurih ul prrsrnl ndlivaliil aman 
ill I hr rani, Iml in v»T\ Iim .iI a- llirrr arr Inig* Hlrrlrhrn ul ruunl rx wlu-rc il i- ahsrnl ur 
rarr II «Himn nuiilh imgularlx in aitlillnn lu tin r<|grn ul hi-IIIriiirnl In tin pratrir 
pruvilliMf* il rxlrmln nuiilh In ami tuTunn I hr I mind State* Inirflrr

SI HSl’Kl'l l-s 'III* -|H-Iirn in <li\ i*|r*l nil n -* x* nil gr'.graphn ra«< • Xlung I hr 
MtUlilulia hnumlaiv I hr Train* Sharp lad I'nhunh- film iiimlho • tniii» hi i likrly 
In hr fuimd ; rlniwlirrr hi ranlrrn I'amnia I In I ypn a| ul Northern Sharp-lull

In I hr wist this is n prairie l»ir«l hut it t- locally In mg r« placed l»\ tin 
previous s|N « ii s.

I X M11 ■ V Mt.I.KAOKII»*;. Tl KkhVS.

Tin- largest ul our si-nit* liing hinls and su familial from it- <lnin* sti- 
i utiil form tlmt it requires no d< tailed d< nription. \NV luiv* I mil only one 
h|HivM‘H in ( 'niniila.

din Wild Turkey. MiLitgn* yuthifiarii I,, Is .Ml Su nearly hkr utir «loinesin 
Itruiize Turkey as In mpiii* nu spi-i-ial i|rs*-ri|ilinn

I hull ml ions Tin-only hiril from wlmli il is nri-i-ssary lu -«parai r tin XV iM Turkey 
is l hr I an iv nr dunn-stir variety The laiirr originated frum M*xn an -i*.*k ami in run 
wiiuenrr always shows a lilllr whit»' »*n thr end uf the tail Tin lad of I hr VV lid ‘I urkey 
emls in woud-liruwii

IhKlnhiiluHi Originally «lislrdmlrd uver ihr whole uf rnsU-rn North Alnerna lu 
Maine ami Huuthi-rn < hilarm

SI liSl'Kl Ii-S Srvi-ral Mihspi i n-s uf VV ild Turkey ar< r* «-ugni/.«-»l Tin typ» 
form is fourni in Mexu-u. The < 'amulian hird is tin Northern Wild Turki-y MibuyrtH
yulloIMio mltHHlriK.

The Turkey »s a wild form oecumil in ( 'amnia only in -out hern < futario 
ami lias liven extim t for a niimher uf years. At pr< -« nt the Wild Turkey 
remains only in the most out-of-the-way wooded localities of the wilder 
southern states and even then it promises to vanish soon. There is 
probably eonsiderable native wild IiIihkI in tin- donn -tirât» <1 turkey Hocks 
along lake Krir and a number of specimens of so-ealled Wild Turkeys an 
obviously at least half-bred with domestic blood.

Order Columhæ. I’iftvons and Doves.
This order, of world-wide distribution, is vai videil by difTerent

authors. Aveurding to the system of classification uf the Am» rivan Or- 
nitholugistH’ I’nion all our American species an- included in tin- one family, 
(’olumbidcr. They are the most typically pigeon-like in form and, therefore, 
may be called the True Pigeons.

FAMILY—COLVMHIDÆ. TRl'K PIOBONH AND DOVKK.

Pigeons and Doves can in a general wav lie said to resemble the outline 
and actions of our familiar domestic stork. Characters more easily 
recognised than described. Systematically they can lie recognized by their 
bills. These are hard and horny at the tip, which is very slightly enlarged
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mii<I will) tlir I'M.miI h ill fiirmslit-tl with m soil, slightly swulh n im-mbraii'- in 
wlm h nostrils »»|HH 1Figure iff*. p 2lt Die h-gs un» I l e» t an- wink. titled 
only fur walking »»n small h*v«‘l aivas or for simple |icrching. Our «'0111111011 
«luim stn Pigeons, th-scemled from thv lto«'k Ikivc of ICurope, allow all III» 
most «listim tiv«- eharuet,«'rs «if tin* family TIutc are 110 recognizable 01 
taxonomii" differences bctwi-cii Uu* so-caMc«l Pigeons mnl Dows.

U - I’llHNCtlgt'l I’lgroil «Mil III,KIN HI l> I'||.« ON MOM.Kill lioill lU<K Mil
tfriilonu.s I., Ill J'.l l’UtV M X

Ih.ihnt'ltoH* I'll. Mounting I km- is so often tuk«'ii for tins mm-i-h-m ttinl III»' l«,i 
nIioiiU In- «liMgnosvit mill »'«tr«' Tin- l*igi«on is n «'oiishIitmIiIv larger lanl. the lir«'iu»l 1 
«ÜPtiiu'th niilils Mini itu- ImwI Mini umier purl* are hlaie-lilue in ilie iiutli The fentiilr 
is wit lient tin strong Nile on the Imek. hilt the ht-mi ii'Ihiiih » liluisli nIiimI»- that is nevn 
|»resi'iit in Hu Mourning Ikive, which is more exenh fawn I'oloiiml Hint tins a simili Mni'k 
-|Hit on llir un le of the ms'k just In «low the enr

h'nl<l Murk \s this s|ie<'iiK in now extuni, hvlil mark* an- iimn*«'eHsar>
N ishng The I’.iHsengnr riginu limit n rough nest o| siirks m tree* in Urge 1*11111 

munit ue
IhHlnhiiiioit lliisl hi tin wnoil'll sel lions of iiiiwt «if <'anwla eael ot the iinmnlam* 

ami south to the innhtle state»», wnilcml in the soul hern stale* ami lirvnin!

I In- immense Hoi ks of Passenger Pigeons that once darkened lit»' air 
were onr of the wonders of Aiin-rn -a. Tin* descriptions of t in 11 imiiibci, it 
tin y were not <-ir«-umstantial tm«l well vou«h«-«! for by men of nmloiiliteil 
xcrai’ity, woiihl aotiml lik«- wihl stretches of lh« imagination: Hocks. so 
•h'tisv that hapha/anl shots into them would bring down numbers, travelled 
rapidly with a front miles m width tm«l s«i long that it took hours to pass a 
giv i ti point Vmliihou estimates on»' sin h Ho«-k as vontaining over a 
billion birds, haaing Ins tigun-s upon the density ami ana «if th« voiigre 
galion and not by mere guess They breil in «lens»* rookeries where their 
weight often hroke tin* brunches from forest Inrs. Trees containing 
their neat a w« re «ut «town ami though «*aeh nest contained only oit«* sipiah 
th«*re were so many that the pigs w«-r«- turned ill to f«*e<l upon them. Later, 
th«‘ netting of pigeons was the occupation of profi'aaiomil fowlvra who
slnppcti their proceeds by the car load to ......... -litres of population. Of
«•ourse, not «'V«-n the immense numbers of the P.-issi-nger Pigeons «•«>ul«l 
stand such attacks without diminution and gradually they «Icercased. To 
suggest a halt in the proceedings at that time, howev«*r, aroused nothing 
but amusement. Their numbers were h«*ld to be im-xhaustible, but to-day 
the speeii-s is extinct and the last on<\ a captive bir«i, «li«-«l in ('ineinnati a 
short time ago The last great rookery was near IVtoskey. Mi« h. In the 
autumn of IS7S the birds left, but failed to n*turn in any eomm«*rcial 
number tin- follow ing spring. For a few years afterwards occasional small 
thicks were se«-n ami isolated rookeries were r«‘ported, but as tin- fowlers 
investigated « a< h ease it beeame apparent that tin* netting of pigeons as an 
occupation was a thing of the past. Thereafter, tin* birds beeame fewer 
and fewer each year until records of them disapp«-arcd altogether. There 
an- occasional rumors evi-n yet of Hocks occurring in out of the way 
places, in the western mountains in .Mexico or South America and else
where, but in each ease, iim-stigation has proved that the reports arc based 
on other speeii-s or on misinformation. For several y«*ars a large reward 
was offered for news of a single nesting pair Of course, the person who 
offered the reward was flood«‘d with reports but not a single- ease stood 
examination, the reward was never earneti, and was finally withdrawn. In 
the cast, the Mourning Dove was the usual basis of report. in the west the
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Hand luil«'<| 1'igi-ini liven V i cm umntaulml e< mmU np|»cnr from turn 
In t him*, vuin lull tm by I Ini'll ■ win i Him tub. i (In lnni in finir rliililtnmil, 
Iml (In n is lillli ilmilil Ih'il llm species in extinct

.'IMi Mourning llove - amhi.ina ihjv». mi m imm htmo.i.i.». nr. i * « aw#mnk 
/> mint urn miurnuni I, II H.'i Plate XI A

I h nli ni I mu* Smaller sine him! i»f I» liriiwnif fawn colour I him tin- Paswogrr Pigeon 
wil hi ml marked ml on breast or Mur on back ami with hiiihII Mark spot on side of nrrk 
I ."low rill < ’ill! Olilv In- IIMsI llkell lor I lir previous specie-

,\ ml my Tin Mourning Dow tin 11-lx a li s .-h open platform of sinks in tin- town 
I mutches of IriMn or I hr upper parts of IiuhImh h alone am I nol in roiniiiiiuil i"*

Ihnh ilnihnn Hn-vds .ilong our Houlhrrn bordiTs in cantcrii 1 "amnia, winlrring 
loratly in I hr inoal southerly |iarls ami m I hr Mlataa just aoulh of ie lo I hr tropics

St HSI’i:rIKS I II. Mourning I low inhabiting vhr hiohi of North Ainm- a m 
ill" < arolma Mourning I love / m in ml mm si xvhn-h h I hr onlv subspecies gmrrallv 
recognized ax occurring in < 'alia-la Tin- tvpr form in rnlirrlv extrahinital

Though llm 1‘assi Iigi i Pigeon has disappeared entirely, dm smaller 
Mourning llnvn siiII « xihIh mml probnblv d ■ - vn-ntlx nn ri iiHnil with tin 
clearing of din country llm general I mu I habita of tin two birds win- 
imp'll nlikv except hi tlm proportion of llm various foot! eleim fit r llm 
Mourning Dove eat* mast rcinlily. but it fornmil tin principal foml of the 
Pigeon which Hun, therefore, more of a woodland bird I Im Moiirmnu 
hove is of more solitary habits and rarely *<h s in flocks of any size It 
in sts entirely alone. I bis may Is- a large factor in its eoiitimp d • xi ti n< < 
where its larger and original I y more numerous relative haw failed hisease 
eoiild not spread through the ranks as thoroughly and any otlmi < alarnit v 
that might affect individuals or small bodies, would not involve the specie* 
as a whole. In many sections tin- hove is regarded as a game bird, but such 
status is not usually recognized bv law ( in at numbers ai< killed, however, 
incidental to other s|s»rt, in spite of legal protection, and the Ids of the 
s|M*eies is not an undisturbed one. It, is, however, a strong and thriving 
race and is in little immediate danger.

Its long mournful note of “Oh-woc-wta woe" i- well known and has 
given the name to the species. It has a peculiar quality like that produced 
by blowing softly into the neck of an empty bottle.

Ktonomic Statu*. Though feeding largely upon mast (acorns, beech
nuts, and such soft-shelled tree-fruit) it "its gram readily and a con
siderable amount of insect food. Most of tie grain it takes is waste, and 
seed properly planted and covered is absolutely safe from it for it never 
scratches. No serious unpreventable harm van be substantiated against 
it and the good it. does is positive

Order Raptores. Birds of Prey.
(tmrrnt Itmrnption I'liwh-cat ing liinls with four well-develop<-d tom Tigun- 31 

Mu I 32, p 23). en cli un ms I with strong sharp "laws or talons for »"izing ami holding prey 
Hill IS h.-.k.-l 1I igun s :tu, 33 a ami I», and 34, pp 23 and 24), ami the haw o.v-rol with 
a soft skin or nr" in which lli" nostrils arc situated The Birds of Prey differ from tic 
generality of birds in that the femail's are eonsideratily larger than the imil.-s This l- 
prohaMy due to the greater si rain placed u|siii the female m feeding 1er young, which, 
demanding strength, weight, ami endurance rather than fineness and technic, necessitates 
a greater di^rii1 of these uualilcx in the female than in the male fho, while he may assist 
his mate, has not the final responsibility for the growing family.

Distribution. Itnptorial birds are distributed over all the world except tin Antarctic 
continent, where their place is taken by Skua, < lulls, and other raise'ions sea-birds.
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Though the classification of thin on hr is far from satisfactory ami 
probably will eventually havr to Im revised, American practice divides our 
species into three suborders: Samnhamphi, the American Vultures, distinct 
from those of the Old World ; Falcones, the Diurnal Birds of Frey; and 
Singe*, the Nocturnal Birds of Frey or Owls.

F con or < tc Stains. Perhaps no birds are I ret ter known and at the same 
time so generally misunderstood in their economic relations as these. 
All know of the Hawks. ( >wls, and Kagles and their flesh-eating propensities, 
but few realize that amongst them are some of man's best friends and that 
the popular policy of killing them on sight is a mistaken one. Some do 
considerable damage, but to include all in the condemnation merited by 
the few is a grave economic error. The first family, the Vultures, are 
repulsive birds, but as scavengers entirely useful, and no valid complaint 
can be lodged against them. Of the other two divisions, the diurnal and 
nocturnal rapaces, their varying status is the cause of much misconception. 
Fortunately in regard to these birds we can speak with authority based 
upon actual data and not mere speculation. The Tinted States Biological 
Survey made a thorough study of the food habits of American Hawks and 
Owls, basing its conclusions upon the examination of some 2,700 stomachs 
taken in all seasons of the year in various parts of the United States and 
Canada. The whole is embodied, with the data for its substantiation, 
in a report. “The Hawks and Owls of the United States" by Dr. A. K. 
Fisher,1 though compiled in and for an adjoining country all Canadian 
species are treated and the results are as applicable to Canada as to the 
I nited States. As some of the less harmful species do not occur in Canada 
the percentages below will have to be slightly corrected for our use, but not 
seriously enough to perceptibly modify the general conclusions. Only 
six of the seventy-three species studied are injurious. Of these, three are 
extremely rare in Canada and one is altogether a fish-eater. Of the re
mainder, *>fi per cent of the stomachs examined contained mice and other 
small mammals, 27 per cent insects, and only 3$ per cent poultry or game 
birds. Dividing the raptorial birds of eastern Canada into groups ac
cording to their economic status we find that three species are wholly 
beneficial and absolutely harmless; sixteen are mainly beneficial, doing 
decidedly more good than harm; four are about balanced in their effect ; 
and six arc positively harmful. Only three of these latter are common 
enough to warrant consideration and only two, the Sharp-shinned and 
Cooper's Hawks, numerous enough in the thickly settled communities to 
be noticed. The Goshawk is a more northern species whose distribution 
overlaps the edges of settlement on the north. What can be regarded 
as a just balance between good and evil is difficult to decide; the loss 
of a chicken is definite, easily estimated in value; the absence of the 
mice and insects taken by a predaceous bird is a vague benefit that is 
difficult of realization or appreciation.

Kt'HoRDKR—8AR< 'ORH AMI’HI. AM URIC AN VVLTVRFH
This suborder is composed of the American Vultures which are sys

tematically quite distinct from those of the Old World. One family only 
is represented in Canada. (ntkaritHm the Turkey Vultures. Vultures

■Sw* »Ih<> " Thi- Hawks of the Canadian prairie provinces in their relation to agriculture,’’ 
Ueol Surv., t en , Mue Hull W, IIM*
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Hi< carrion feeders, relying upon c Irai I meat ami not capturing living prey 
unies* it is in the last stages of exhaustion. < hdinarily. they touch nothing 
hut ileeaying flesh. This is usually regardai as a matter of choice, hut 
may In- a necessity. as their feel are not formed for grasping and the hill 
is comparatively weak. 1'hev may. therefore, he unable to break into 
large sound carrasses and are forced to await the decay which renders 
the subject less refractory.

KAMIL) VATMAKTIDÆ Tt KKKV VI I.TI HLS.
(itutml Ihsi-nfiiiDi Large birds, uniformly nearly blink in coloration Mill is 

comparatively long him! less strongly hook'd than in remainder of the Hti/duns I igure 
dO, |). Jd) Head an*l upper neck are bare "I feathers and have a superficial g* n* r.d 
riwmhlance to those of the turkey, but nr* without wattles or warty evreseene. - I ect 
resemble those of a chnken rather than a Imwk < laws an blunt and the whole fool i- 
|Hiorl\ adapte*I for seizing or holding prey

lhnlribution. Vultures are essentially birds **t tin warmer regions I'lnx enter 
eastern Canada only along the most southern boundaries.

Vultures cannot he observed to advantage in Canada. In tin southern 
states they are more common and can he seen every hour of the day Hunting 
<>n motionless wings high in the air, searching the country below with 
telescopic eye for carrion. When an animal dies tor even before) it i< 
sighted ami a black form drops from the skv beside it ; shortly it h joined 
by another, and another, and soon where not a bird was previously to 
be seen many are struggling about the unclean feast. Though direction 
shows very highly developed nostrils, scent does not seem to guide them 
to any appreciable extent. Kxperiment indicates that the eyesight alone 
is relied upon for locating food. The flight of the Vultures i* one of the 
wonders of the physicist. The Vultures hang suspended in the air or 
even rise until beyond the bounds of human vision,without visible effort. 
On motionless outspread pinions they glide in great ascending spirals, 
mounting higher and higher, and then, always circling, maintain their 
positions for hours at a time, apparently without a single wing stroke. 
Many explanations of the phenomenon have been offered but all so far 
advanced fall just short of conviction. In Canada wr have only one 
species of regular though limited distribution. Another is of casual 
occurrence only.

Economic Status. The Vultures are not birds of prey in tin usual 
acceptation of the term, for they do not kill w hat they eat but feed entirely 
on carrion. They have been accused, and perhaps justly, of accelerating 
death at times, but they never attack an animal that is not in the last 
stages of dissolution. In Canada the species is of little economic im
portance. but in the south their scavenging is an important safeguard 
to the health of the more careless communities and in many typical places 
they are rigorously protected by law for sanitary reasons.

325 Turkey Vulture. Tt kkf.y bvzzakd ('nthnrb* a urn !.. 30 An .ill dark 
bird, nearly black, with head and neck naked or in juveniles covered with greyish brown, 
fur-like down.

bwhnrtuHis This s|M*cii*s can only he confused with the nexl, bill as the ranges 
of the two in Canada do not overlap there is little likelihood of misulentifiration The 
base of the bill is bright red in the adult and the head and neck dull red. The under surface 
of the wings is without silvery sheen
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FieU Marks The naked Load and n«*ck make the beat held mark of the Vultures 
The red colour of thane |>art» identities this speeii-s.

W«liny On ground, usually in a hollow log
Distribution. » >ver must of North America north to the < 'anadian line which, in the 

••ant, it onlv crosses in southern Ontario A few may MM in from Manitoba more or 
le*w regularly

St HSrKClES The »|>erii« occupying mont of North and South America is aub- 
h|h . itirally divided The form occurring north of Mexico ih the Northern Turkey Vulture 
Cathartis aura septentnonalis.

Economu Status. Being a carrion feeder no harm can he charged 
against the species.

336. Black Vulture, kh -lk vactovk \oik. t'atbunsia urubu. L, 24 Very 
like the Turkey Vulture, but Hlightly smaller

Distinctions Distinguished from the preceding by the neck, head, and base of the 
bill being black instead of red or pink.

Fold Marks. The general blackness of the bare bead parts and a silvery sheen to 
lhe under-wing surface are diagnostic in life. The tail is shorter and the bird lis»ks blankci 
than in the Turkey Buzzard.

Distribution A bird of more eastern distribution than the Turkey Vulture Regular 
from Virginia south, straggling aeross our borders occasionally m the Maritime Province»

Of too infrequent occurrence in Canada for more than passing men
tion. It is to be expected occasionally only in the Maritime Provinces.

KIBOKDKK -TAÜUONKH. Dll BN Ah B1KDS OF PREY

General Description Bill strongly hooked from the base (Figure 33, p. 23), where 
it is eovered with a swollen cere or mas» of yellow waxy4ooking tissue in which the nostrils 
appear This tissue ih distinctly softer than the bill proper and usually yellow in colour 
The feet are |H»werful and furnished with strong claws or talons for capturing and holding 
living prey i Figure 31, p. 33)

Distinctions The members of this suborder differ from the Vultures in having the 
hill shorter and more strongly booked and the head feathered instead of bare (compare 
Figures 30, 33, p. 23); and from the next suborder, the Owls, hi lacking distinct facial 
disks (Figure 84. p 24) about the eyes which are so set in the Owls a» to look directly 
forwards instead of from the sides of the head as in most birds

These arc the birds generally recognized ns the Hawks and the Kagles. 
They are represented in Canada by three families: fhUeonidœ, the common 
Buzzard Hawks and the Kagles; Falconidtr. the true Falcons and ( 'ant
ra ras; and Pandionidœ, the Ospreys or Fish Hawks.

FAMILY lim.ONIDÆ. BVZZARI) HAWKS, KITKS. HaRKIKRs, BUZZARDS, 
AND KAOLB8.

General Desm/Hion Hawks of various sizes, most easily described as being neither 
Falcons nor < )spreys

Distinctions Wings are short, round, and concave except in the Kites and Harriers, 
and their flight is comparatively heavy Bill (Figure 33b, p 23) is without notches which 
make, as in the Falcons, distinct tooth-like (Figure 33a, p 23) projections to the cutting 
edge The feet (especially under-surface) have no distinct, sharp, hard corrugations for 
holding slippery prey, as in the Ospreys or Fish Hawks

This family in composed of a number of well-marked genera, each 
comparatively easy of recognition. These comprise the bulk of our 
common birds of prey. Though truly raptorial in character they have 
not the bold spirit, the address in attack, or the iron endurance of the 
true Falcons and hence were called “Ignoble Hawks” by the old falconers.
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(itAKRA r.LAMilDhh AM» < MU «>. Kl 1 » AND H AKRIKRs.

The Kite* are birds of southern distribution and only one species 
has ever been taken in Canada.

•'127. Swallow - tailed Kite, m i.i mii.xn a yi kvi d’akond» Flantmiaa jor- 
Jkatua L, J4 i l'mj-ni m of outer tail feather* beyond middle ontt H inehee) \ rath«*r
small Hawk whirli nienMITi* large Itmuise of the gréai i l-mgatitni of iis outer tail fmther* 
whii'h extend H inches beyond the middle ours W mg* un-1 iml pure blan k : all remainder, 
inclmling head, shoulders, and upper back, white X bin! strikingly coloured in intense 
black ail-1 white, with the deeply forked tail ami long pointid wings of a Barn Swallow 
It is hardly |hwmI>1c to mistake this for any other speeii*

IhstnbuUou. tropical ami senutrofiical America, appearing very rarely along our 
aouthern border.

A mont beautiful species. but too rare in Canada to receive more 
than passing reference here.

Iconomic Stains. Its principal f«a»d is insects, snails, and reptiles; 
it never touches mammals or birds.

:i:il Marsh llawk mahmh ha mum mi lk hisakd ürh makain l'irma hud- 
nonius L, 19. Plate XI It

lhahnrtion*. X partial and incompletely feat hens! eve-ring merely suggestive of 
those of the Owls, is distinctive of the s|ieoics The general gull-like colours of the ailult 
male ami the warm re<ls of the juveniles are characteristic

Field Murks (icmral coloration and the white rump wlueh shows conspicuously 
in flight are the l>esl liel<l marks Its long pointed wings ami long narrow tail give it a 
faieon-hke outline in flight, but its action is entirely different.

A ratonti < hi ground in a dry s|sit of the marshes, or in a hay held
Diatrtbulion The whole of ihc I'nited States and Canada north to near the trains 

Breeds throughout <*anwla

Out* <»f our commonest Hawks, found almost any where in eastern 
Canada. It haunts the open marshes, meadows, and fields ami is to be 
seen heating up and down, quartering and covering the ground like a 
well-trained bird-dog. For an instant it hovers over its intended prey ami 
then drops upon it, rising a moment later to alight on a fence-post or 
other similar slight elevation to devour its captive. The young birds arc 
unsuspicious, hut the blue adults are amongst the wariest of birds and 
fall to the gun comparatively seldom.

Economic Status. Of lib stomachs examined, 7 contained poultry 
or game birds, HI, other birds; 57. mice; 22. other mammals; 7, reptiles; 
2, frogs; 14, insects; and 1, indeterminate matter. Thus of 144 food 
contents 41 were harmful, A3 useful, and 10 neutral. Of the 41 harmful 
items, only 8 were domestic fowl and the remainder wild stock, consisting 
of 4b individuals of considerably less value than the domestic varieties. 
The OB mice and other mammals included about 117 individuals. The 
insects were mostly locusts, grasshoppers, and beetles. The balance is 
evidently in favour of this species which is incapable of taking any fowl 
but small ones and then only when they wander away into its habitat. 
Keeping spring chickens close about the premises is an almost perfect 
protection against this bird. Haunting marshes, grassy meadows, and 
tangled fence-rows as it does it is the neutral enemy of field mice and 
probably does more to keep their numbers within bounds than any other 
single natural influence.
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(ÎENMIA A< I IMTKB AND AkH K A« « IPITKKM. ShuNT-WiNOKD HAWKS.

himtuI lk*mplum. Hawk* with short rounded wings wn«l long tail

Th« A<-«ipitrim Hawk* miv wimmIIhiuI birtls which In at bIhhiI tin tr««- 
tups or along tin- «algo of tin- wood*; they do not habitually soar high in tin 
op« ii. They tak« their prey by surprise and quick attack rather than by 
o|h ii pursuit. Their short wings and long tail, giving rapid hursts of spvod 
and quite flexible « volution, an- wi ll adapt. «I for such ntamvuvrvs hut not 
suited to sustained effort.

Economic Status. Tlunc an tin only common s|M-«i«-s of ( anadian 
Hawks for whi«*h little good van la- « laiim d. Tin y aiv a* tivc ami spmt«-«l 
and though without tin- gnat strength ami endurance of tin true falcons 
«lu far more real «lamage than their larger and heavier relatives. The 
term "("liicken Hawk |Hipularly «I to any small Hawk r«««-iv. * its
meaning from these hints. They never «-at carrion hut always mak« fn sli 
kills, rarely if ever returning to partly d<-voure«l pr«-y. Fortwn itelv tin- 
two «-ommoiust sp«'«-iee ar«- th«- smaller and their capacity f«»r «lamage is 
reduced in eon*«-qu«-iu,e. Tin- one large and pow«*rful in«-mb»-r of the group, 
the (loshawk, is «if mon- limited «listrihution ami except in oe«asi«mal 
winters is randy s«a-n in tile more settle»! parts of southern Canada

3#. Sharp-shinned Hawk. « hk ken hawk sk -l'êpkmaier hhl'N. Arrifuirr 
h, 11 2.1 l‘Lu. XII A

IhMlnbuhoH. Ah h rule, size will distinguish the Hharp-shmwed Hawk from nil exi-ept 
the Sparrow Hawk, but its evkient non-fah-on ehariuter* will prevml eonfusMin A large 
lemale will measure «-lonely to a small male (ooper’s Hawk of which it is a |.erfe<i minia
ture in eoloriiiion It «iiffeni from tlutt speeife in having a square instead of a Vowaded 
tail, when i'IohiI the<iul«'r feathers laiiig «pnleas king as iheinner ones instead of obviously 
shorter The tarsus is also «-omparitt iv«-ly thinner and more slender, a difference that is 
quite |ier«-«ipt itik- on i-omnarison of s|M-«-im«*ns

FwUi Murk* The snort, round w ings, long tail, and flight hy a sera-s of alt«*rnating 
quick ev«-n strokes ami short sails will mark this aperies as an Aceipitcr. Its tail being 
square mstea«l of mund is a guide to kientih.-ation from the <'«wiper» Hawk, but sue is 
the most reliahh- diff«-mn-«-

Venting In trees, usuallx eonifers from IS to 40 f«*rt up
iMribuhoti. Over n«-arl> th«- whole of North America. north, probably, t«i the irw 

milts It breeds in eastern Canada everywhere except in the most southern |iarts<if the 
kiwer Great Lakes region.

This is tin- seeoml smnll«-st Hawk w«- hav«\ It Ims not the sustain» «I 
stnngth tir persistency of the "Noble Falcons", but it is active ami agile. 
It makes liol.l «lashes at its prey, but on missing the stroke seldom follows it 
up by pursuit anti almost never strikes on th«-wi tig, as the "Noble Falcons"

Economie Statu*. This is the species that should have b«-«-n <-alI«-d 
“American Sparrow Hawk" instead «if the little Falcon whi«h has ln-«*n 
Mi-named. It is a <-l«ise relative, ami tin- American repnwntative of tin 
Kuropean Sparrow Hawk which is also an Aceipitcr The name would 
suit this bin! excellently as the smaller sparrows and other birds are its 
favourite food.

Of 107 stomachs examined, ♦> contained poultry or gam<- birds; 99, 
oth«-r birds; 6, mie«-; ami 5, ins«*ets. This gives 105 harmful foo.l «‘«intents 
against II good ones. The mice consisted of n«i m«ire than t individuals, 
but tin- small birds numliered Ilf), from Kingl«-ts to a Mourning Dove in 
size. This makes a strong case against this otherwise rather interesting

4



species One gtxal word rail be said fur this little hawk, it h fond of tie* 
r.nglish Sparrows and takes toll of theirflock* alnmt the smaller towns and 
rities. Peler point on lake |>ie is a famuli' Sharp-shinned resort in tli
ant mini, and great numbers of Thrushes. Yireos, Sparrows, and other 
small birds annually fall victims to these aetiv«- little freelumters.

t:t:t Cooper * Hawk. • im m n maws nt i. m-i.hokk in « oopt.K Arn/nter 
ctHtfn 11 b, 1.*i .‘Si Similar to the Shar|»-*hinricd Hawk, but larger

IhstinctiiH-> A small, male < «mper's Hawk iua> mine ver> eluse m measurement In 
a large female Sharp-slimmsl. ami a large female in a small male < ioshnw k < '«mjinr’s 
Hawk ran Is- distinguished from the *harp-*hi lined b\ its rounded instead of mpiare tail and 
its mmparutively slmrier and heavier tarsus At tin age is n like the adult (inshawk in 
colorai ion, hill juvenile plumage* are \ *ry similar The la-st guide In separatum oilier than 
size i* the feathering of the tarsus, about one-third is covt-rcd in < '«wiper » Hawk and nhnul 
one-half m the (inshawk It may also resemble young plumage* nf the Ke«i-shouMere«l 
Hawk, which sis- It may also he easily confust-d with the juv«-nilc Bmad-wmged Hawk, 
hut ha* the hr*t four instead of the three outer primaries abrupt l> narrow «-d or emarginan-d 

huht Murk* \cci|>it«-r outline and size are the lies! held gllldi-s The round instead 
«•f square tail will help distinguish this from the Shar|»-shiimnd Coloration of the adults 
i* the only field mark beside* size to differentmle from the (inshawk

\ > •./(»/(/ In tree*, mueh like the 8luirp-shiiim«d Hawk, but seldom in conifers 
btxtrihiii /<• From the northern border* of settlement s«iuih throughout the ('lull'd

An wen worst- species than tin- Sharp-sliinm-d ms its larger size gives 
it greater power and capacity for tlanmge. Showing .-tn almost cuual spirit 
it seeks larger prey and even a fairly well-grown chicken is not safe from it. 
Adult fow ls are rarely attacked unless feeble.

Economic Status. Of Vt stomachs examined. 34 contained poultry or 
game binls; 52. other birds; II. mammals; I frog; 3. lizards; and 2, 
insects. The nmnunals consisted of rodents, mostly harmful, but one a 
(In-y Squirrel; making a total of H7 foot! contents against the species. 12 
in it* favour, and l neutral As it is a comparatively common Hawk 
throughout much of the settled parts of the eountry it i> certainly a menace 
and is responsible for much of the popular ill-repute of the order as a whole.

• M4 American Ciowhawk. m.i> pahthum.k hawk ion hawk fk l'actovr 
À rf.Ti: xoiRK A shir attira/rill us b, 2*2 IMute XII It

DMtirltans. \dultn, with their clinractcrisfif «late-bhu- coloration un«i line vermi- 
culatmn. are not to Is- mistaken for any other American bird The juvenile*, however, 
are very similar to other young Acci/nh-r* and a small male w ill woim-times approach in 
sise to a large female <'ou|w-r’s Hawk In such case, the tarsus f<-uth«-r«sl for miedialf in
stead of onc-tliird its length ami the slight tinge of huff to the white of the underparts of 
I hi* s[w-eies will distinguish the forms

I h hi Murks Adults are distinguishable In coloration. Juveniles <an be recognised 
by their size ami Acctinter outline of long tail and shirt, round wings 

\rsting. In trees
Ihxtnhutiim. Breeds across the «-outillent within the borders of settlement lis 

winter migratory movements are usually of small extent, though it occasionally visits our 
mut hem borders hi conseh-rahlc number* 1‘aralh-lmg the ease of the Snow \ Owl su«'h 
flight* are likelv t«» contain inostlx adult*, though, normally, juvenile* an- mueh the com
moner south of the hrei-ding «listrihution. It is probable that these oi-easmnal fligl ts ar>- 
cauHed by the periodic failure of rabbit food in th«-ir usual habitats

A7 HSI'H 7A.< Th«- Atm-rican (inshawk i* divided into two sut>*|fccies. hut only 
the typical form, th<- K as tern (inshawk. occur* in eastern Canada

The American representative of the Uhl World (loshawk or “(loose 
Hawk", which seems to be the original name. It was tin* only short- 
winged Hawk regularly used in ancient falconry. It was flown at hares.
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partridges, hikI such grouml game, which its lung tail ami abort wings 
alluwvd it to follow through rapid turnings and twistings, whereas its sizi1 
allowed it to kill quite large game. It was not, however, regarded as a 
thoroughly sport manlike bird as it lacked the spirit and energy "I the lung
winged Falcons and its use lacked the excitement and interest of the " Noble 
Hawks".

Economic Stains. Fortunately this bird is only an irregular winter 
visitor into our least settled sections. Otherwise it would be a serious 
menace to the poultrynian. ( >f 20 stomachs examined, V contained poultry 
or game; 2, other birds; 10, mammals; 3, insects; and 1, a centipede. < if 
the 10 mammals, 3 were rabbits and I a grey squirrel, both of which can In- 
regarded as useful. This gives a total of if) harmful food items against 0 
useful and 1 neutral. There can be no question as to the harmful status <-f 
this species. Its size gives it ample power to take pullets and even well- 
grown hens, and such large game as Huffed (.rouse is its favourite food 
Though the real home of the (ioshawks is in the more northern forests along 
the edge of the cultivated sections, when they once establish themselves 
near a farmyard they are likely to visit it daily. They dash suddenly over 
or around a building into the middle of the poultry Hock, seize their victim, 
and are off with it before the owner can protect his property.

(iisRHA—Butko and Akvhibvtko Trek Buzzards.

General Description Heavily built Hawks of medium or large M/e, the lull without 
notches or teeth (Figure 33 b, p. 23) The wings arc rallier short and round mid the o*il 
long and ample, spreading out in a broad semicircle, tienne ftnteo lute clean tarsi, but 
those of Arrhibutco are feathered to the base of the toes

Field Marks. Round wings, and broad, ample tail make the best Held marks of the 
Buzzard*

These are the true Buzzards. The Turkey Vulture is called Buzzard 
in the south, but incorrectly so. The Buzzards luck the dash, speed, and 
spirit of either the Falcons or the Aeeipiters and confine themselves to 
humbler game ami slower, heavier methods of hunting. They arc the 
common high-flying Hawks of summer, can Ik* seen circling for hours high 
in the air. and are little given to dashing about the thickets like the agile 
Aeeipiters With the exception of the Broad-winged, their characteristic 
habitat is the wide open, though they usually nest in the forest.

Economic Status. On the whole their mousing and insectivorous 
habits more than compensate for some undeniable damage done by indi
viduals of a few species. Though the Buzzards include some of our largest 
Hawks, the harm they do does not begin to compare with that done by the 
smaller Aeeipiters. Indeed the very largest specie» «if the group, the 
Rough-legs, are the most harmless. Their principal food is mice, other 
small mammals, reptiles, ami insects and the size of many of these guarantee 
that the good they do is on a large and important scale.

337. Red-tailed Hawk, hkn hawk. kr. —la ruse k QUEUE rocshk HiUci 
borealix L, 20. Plan- XIII A.

Distinctions Our largest common Hawk; usually to hr distinguished from all others 
by size The Hough-legged, which is its equal or superior in this respect, «‘an be easily 
distinguished by its feathered tarsus. Broad ml tail is «listinetive of the adult. Juveniles 
vary only slightly from the Ited-shouldered Hawk of equal age hut are larger. Fxcept for
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thiH the beet distinction between them is the lacs of any indication in this aperies of reddish
on the alionkli— or upper wing coverts ami the prcseii...... . a roughly circular, unspotted.
area on the breast

Field Murks .Adults can he recognised HiM-eilieally in life by the nil tail, and all 
age* gonerically by their characteristic Buzzard outline of short wings ami broad, ample, 
round tail Juveniles are only likely to be mistaken for tin- Hcd-shouldered; from tlies. 
the white breast and the voice are probably the most reliable guides The cull of tin 
Red-shoulder* d is identical with some of the blue Jay calls The notes of the lie" 
tailed are similar, but different enough in quality and execution to be rerogniiuhle after 
having «nice been heard

fhatrihutum Hast mi North America north to near the ins- limit Breeds m < "anadu
wherever found

SCHSFEl 1RS The Red-tailed Hawk is rcpreecntod in ( anada by aeveral sulw|M*cnn 
but only the typical form, the Raster n Hed-lnil, is to b*- ksiked for in the nasi

\ rating High up in trees in the larger woodland patches

The Roil-tuiled in :i *h> and a cautious Hawk. It is inure often seen 
sailing in great circles high overhead than close b\ It requires larger and 
wilder woodland patches than the Red-shouldered for its headquarters in 
summer, though like that species it hunts in the surrounding open.

Economic Status. This large, hue bird occupies a debatable position of 
usefulness and so much depends upon local conditions and the personal 
characteristics of individuals that no hard ami fast conclusion respecting 
it can he laid down. Of 478 stomach examinations, 54 contained poultry 
or game birds; Si, other birds; 278, mice; 181, other mammals ; 87, 
hatrachians or reptiles; 47, insects; 8, crayfish; I, centipede, and 18 offal. 
Of the “other mammals" Hi were rabbits or grey squirrels. I his give- us 
about 121 food items against and 404 for the species, and there are 4S that 
can be regarded as neutral besides the 18 of offal that can only be listed 
as favourable. It should also be borne in mind in studying these food 
contents that those birds coming closest to the farmyard are the most likely 
to be shot and have their stomachs examined. Hence there is a certain 
amount of unfavourable selection against the species as a whole in tin 
choice of evidence, that should be allowed for.

The species is, on the whole, exceedingly useful and does considerably 
more good than harm. Individuals, however, frequently get into the habit 
of regularly visiting the poultry yard. These are nearly always young 
birds of the year in search of easy prey. The old bird* are usually too 
cautious for this. There can be no question that such individuals should he 
eliminated as quickly as possible, but it certainly cannot be maintained tliat 
a generally useful species should be systematically persecuted for the bad 
habits of a few. In economic ornithology it is a good rule, when the 
evidence is delicately balanced, to give the bird the benefit of the doubt.

339. Red-shouldered llawk. hh kkn hawk hi i.a bvhe X mantkau Horx 
Hutro linentua L, 18-30. Mate X111 It

iJistinction». The reddish underparth of the adults. Juvenile plumage nun he 
similar to the young Ked-tiiiled. hut its inferior size and the presenee of it least an indica
tion of rufous on the shoulders or wing-coverts ami the sisitting of centre of breast will 
distinguish it.

Field Marks With ils characteristic Buteo outline and habits it is not likely to be 
confused with any other species than the Red-tailed The lack of red tail and the ruddy 
undernarte w ill distinguish adults l or juveniles the voice ami site are probably the most 
reliable guides. The notes of this species are so like certain calls of the Blue Jay that they 
nm be differentiated with difficulty, The Red-tail's screams are of similar nature, but quite 
distinguishable
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III < ' Hiwiii wheri-Vi-r found
d HSI‘K< '/US Sevi-rul xiiIw|mth-« ni I Ik* K«il-xlimili|vrix| Hawk arc reeogni/.id, 

•' ‘I nil lx one, I III- lia-sliTli Hid-shoiildi-nd, lliv IX pieal fnrin, is-eurs III eustmi Canada

Tin' ix |hulmldy tin* most euiimion llaxx k m eastern ( .•mail». It in 
similar in habit lu I In- Ib-d-tailed r\n pi (liai it does nut m>i>t u|mn ilii-p 
woods fur its in sling Ini In tat Inti will build in almost any lit t U* patch of 
woodland, sound inn s in sur|»rising proximit y to settlement.

Fcouinmi Status. This speries is, fundamentally. wry similar in 
it' foui| habits to tin- lied-t ailed, Imt living a imnli smaller ami lighter 
bird tin- ilamagv it van do is pro|iortioii»tvly Ivss. whereas its good offices 
aiv « a iti I y if at all unpaired. < tf 21 Mi stomavlis examined, it contained 
poultr\ . 12 other liirils; 102, mice; 10, otlu-r mammals, 20, reptiles; HO 
hatravliians (frogs, «-tv.); 02. insects; Iti, spiders; 7, vrawtislt; I. earth - 
worm; 2. offal; ami H. fish. It will thus In- smi that its ilivt is varied 
Whether tin- slm-ws, frogs, n-ptilvs, ami spiilvrs an- to hv voiintvil for or 
against tin- specie* is opi-n to soiiu- ilouht. hut tin- largv numhi-r of inn 
ami insul ts against it of poult rx ami 12 hints obviously avipiits tin- sjieeies 
of thv vliargv of doing inin-li datnagv.

02 SwiiiiiNun's llawk. i n ia in -i in swainhiin Hu ho !.. 20
Of almiii i In- sans- hi zi as (In- I lid-shouldered It may is-vur cither hi a nearly blvi 
phase, ii light mu-, nr aux mlenntdiale slngv In-Iwi*-ii Tin- ehuraeti-rist ie light plumage 
shnws all evenly lirnwn hark. In-ad, and ii|i|H-r|iiirls, wluli- imdi-r|»arls with a Imnd nf 
viiiui-isiiih ai-rnw I In- i-Ih-sI, and slight mdn aliniis nf liars nf salin- mlmir ufi Hanks

IhsliHrtuHi' Manx Inrds hnvv tin- ends nf thi-ir primaries suddenly reduced in xxidlli 
its if a shaving hail Ihs-ii laki-n from On- idge with a |*M-ki*t-knifi In this s|ms-h*s ihi- thn-e 
nuli-r iM-nnarMw an* thus eileiumfed nr emarginalid In tin- Iti-d-shniildi'n-d Hawk, fnr 
wliit-h i-i‘Main plumages niiglil In- tnislakvn, finir nf I In- priniarii-s an- i-inurgiiialisl

Ihslrilnitnn, Tin* pritirn- pmvim-i-s and westward, \nrlh In tin- An-lu-s, witndi-ring 
vasiially In tin- lower < irval haki-s

This Mpuuivs iH-viirs in eastern Canada only as a rarv straggler from 
lIn wi st and should In- identified with tin- grvatvst rarv. I Imugh a 
prairiv hird, its habits nrv too similar to tin- last aperies and it is too ran- 
to rvipiirv dvtailvd mention.

iOit Hi mul-winged Hawk. n< i x mini m i-knmvi.vxno HhIio /tint y/dir n 
h, là Vi The smallest of our Hull"* Xdull brow n alsivi-, undi-rparls all fiwrrid with 
riddish hmwn and while in rather enurse pain-rn .hivenili-s hmwn alsivi- with mon- 
nr li-ss whin- irregularly si-ain-n-il ihnnigh, Is-low, while with hmwn stri|M>s on hr vast 
In ihmal and liars nn flanks and li-g-

IhshmliniiH. Siae will distinguish this s|hs-m-h fmm the xming Itid-shnuldend Hawk 
whii-h juveniles may n-snuhlv Thri*e attenuated nr emargiitaii-il primaries instead nf 
finir xxill differentiate it frnm Imlh dial s|s*rie* and the Cis»|st's Hawk with whu-h 0 alsn 
nnghl Is- i-nnfilseil

Fir hi Mnrl • Size, general mlnralmn of adults, and ils Inng, line, sharp vail like lie- 
draw imiuI squeak of a rusty hariHlisH- hinge are gissl held i-harueters.

At' tiny lu I ns-s 2 à lu 70 feel from grume I
Ihslrihiitnin I astern \nrlh Ameriea northward in the Isninds nf settlement I triads 

liN-allx hi eastern < aii.ela hi all exeepl the most southern purls of Ontario and far south 
in I lie Mississippi valley

I .oral in distribution and prefers thv wilder sections.
F cota lime Status. Of 57 stomavlis examined. 2 contained small birds; 

15, mice; IH, other mammals; 11. nptiles; 111. hatravliians (frogs, etc.);
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liO. insects; 2. earthworms; I, erawlish. Without further analysis this 
ex nli-nee i> suttien-nt to free this species from any stigma of being harmful.

347a Rough-leggvtl Hawk, m LA msti PATH i ii'ami lUyt e Arrtuhutra Utytt- 
Ini* winrU-jttlianiun. !.. J'J The largest of our true Hawks It occurs hi two phasi-s 
one all «lark, almost black ; ami the other light, of almost infinite varietx of mlmir tone 
ami pattern. All mtenmsliate stages oeeut The most common form is brown alsive 
more or less mixisl w il h oehre, fH|M-c lallx alstiil head, ami oehfe below w it h dark alHloitnmd 
hand and stri|sv on breast and throat The tarsus, being feat liens I to the toes, is the 
basis o| the eotiiiuoii name and is characteristic of the genus

IhiUtHCtumK. Large size and the feathering of the tarsus to the base of the toes is 
diagnost ic

Fu-lil Murks Large size, broad masses of black below, tail white at base (not a whit» 
rump), and prominent black wrist marks on the under surfais- of the wing ar»' all good 
Iii-Id marks

\ » nli in/ In the far north on ground, on rocky h-dges, or in in-es
iHnlnlntUnn. As a species, inhabiting the northern (tortious of tin- northern hemi 

spin'll The Xmerieaii form is found from Mexico to tin Arctic breeds on or near the 
barren grounds

St HSI’M'IKS The Rough-legged Hawk is represented in the New and Old Worlds 
by two suhs|Ms-ies The one peculiar to America i- the American I tough-legged .1 I 
much-Johan him, and is only distmguishi-d from the Liu-ofs-an and Asiatic bird by its 
slight lx lighter colour ami the greater ranlx of the black plia*»'

Tins litrgi 11 ti xx k is only :i migrant in si-tlled ( 'mini In to or from the 
harm i grounds of tin- north. It is :t bin I of large mursh expanses and eun 
be seen beating over tlie grass until late in the evening something after tin- 
style of the Marsh Hawk. Msually, however, it is observed high in tin- 
air working its wav gradually, with many pauses ami findings, to or from 
its breeding grounds. Oxxiug to the diehroinatisin of the species an almost 
infinite variety of plumages may be fourni.

Economic Statu*. Though our largest Hawk, it is tin least harmful 
one. < if In stomachs examined. 10 contained mice; other mammals ; 
I. lizard ; I, empty A record like this is enough to condemn the indis
criminate killing of Hawks. The feet »»f the I lough-leg an- weak and 
incapable of holding large prey ; it is, therefore, a mouse-hawk yxir cm /- 
truer. It also feeds oil grasshoppers and has been knoxvn at times to do 
most excellent work controlling plagues of these destructive insects.

(iBNKMA ,\QI HA AND H AM JCBTt’s. KaULKs.

'I'lie Magics are our largest birds of Prey. Si/, alone will differentiate 
tin in from the Hawks. Aliy bird of Prey over do inches long or ti feet in 
extent is an Magic. Contrary to usual conception, the Magic is not the 
noble bird of prey usually pictured. It is typically an overgrown buzzard. 
Much of its <|narry is of large size, but it is rarely «langerons to human 
interests. In some sections young lambs are occasionally threatened, 
but in eastern Canaihi Magics can be looked upon more as seavengi-rs
that) anything else, taking little of «....iiomic value and subsisting mostly
on offal.

:tVi c.obb-n bugle. Kit i.'aku.i: iioid: Aquita chry*avltt*. L, :tu A largo, <lark- 
hmwn l.itgle, llie ImnkI niiITus»-»! with fainl «s-hriiei-ous suggi-si mg lie name g»il»l«-n ami lie 
IihsmI half of l ail with broken greyish bars against dull while Tarsus feat In‘ltd to the
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ihstifuitous l’Iiv ( ioldvn I ugh ih .dl.igvthvr <• -ni from Ilu* iiduli hnld I ugl' , 
Imi x. i \ similiii in iIn- juwmlv II nui. Iu'xm xnr, m «Il iihiiiuigvn lie idvnlilivd l»v il* 
fi'lllll' l vd lATHIIN, 1 lit* II» Il «T Npvi |«H Imx lllg III llll IIII1V* llliti . Wight X .-||nXV IvgN

\ tshmi On . lill ■ lin k Ivdgvs, or in Irves
Ihsl'i« Ixi'i llll- Ivmpvriilv rvgiuit ni ImiIIi iMiiimphcm In \iimimii. il rnngiv 

ux vi nil lin- nul ih munii \ v\i vplmg iliv imi lln in . .In im . xlwidmg mmiiIIi min Mv*im 
in lliv xxvsivin |*Iiiiiih iitnl iiMMini uiiH mut down «luiig Hiv lugli l.unlimf lin vnwl l’nnin -nllv 
• mix m Nlrngglvi in lin- < irvNl l,»kvM rvgion

l'Ilv (iolilrll I iglr IS loo l'Hl v III casti I II I llllllilll to IvvvlX • lllorv tllllll 
passing mention In rv 11 ih m ningnilu «iit Iuni and having less of l In 
s« a venger «mi ml>1 m i m ils nature H lits the |n»|miI>ii viinveptuin of tin* 
king of Iniils hvtivi Mum «loi s il vIohv relative tliv Bald Magic

I'iohouiii Stains l'in n oiioinii \ iv\\ of lins lui<1 iniisl l»v largi l>
iifVwfvil bx lovai conditions II f.....Is principally on inanmials and ils
bilge Sl/V allows M lo tgkv lllosv ni considerable XM'lglit. Mosf of ils IoimI 
is ii.Uurally w ild stock ground-hogs, ralliais, ami rodent posts Imf 
ncwlx boni animais are fakvn on opportunit \ In 1ln- western sheep 
vomitry lltv deprivations of nunilivrs of <iohhu Magics max In m nous, 
luit arv iii’wr so in the vas! Moi liinatvlx lin species is ton rarv in va Ivrn
('annda to cause strong objection toil, in fini to set an awragv of a singlv
lu ni a > var would In* ratlivr remarkable. Tlivrvforv. I In* occasional presence 
of ono of tin sv magniliwnl lunls in tin* vast van liv lonkvd for with pleasure 
ratlivr than alarm. On invasion thv spwivs devours vnrrioii, hut dm s not 
swill to depend upon it as its relative thv nvxt species doi s

WJ llalit Ingle amviii. x\ vx.ai xxiim in mm i x«a i m i xn n x rftk.
hi ANi in Hiiluntus Isuconiihiihis I,. H2 N'> Thv mlull is ihirk hnnxn xxilli while In inl, 
nwk. mut Iml I'liv jiivvtulv is nil brown willi mnrv nr less Miggvslinit of lliv vninuig xxlulv. 
ilv|M'iulmg ii|«un agv

riinngli vvrx Mini lu I" III Jlivvinlv pliuimgv lu I lo* I inli I vil I nglv. the 
unfvHlIivrvil yellow legs xx ill nlw.ivs ulvnlilx il

h'ieU Mink* l liv Muglv niiilmv an.I grvut hiz.v nrv quite vluinivlvristiv xxlivii nnv is 
familiar with thvm l liv great linnk.-il lull, lliv viilmvn which prnjwiH in a sirmglil line 
xxnh thv vrnxxn mi.I tills lliv xxlinlv of lliv forvhvn<l arv plainly visible anil qmlv rwngni/ 
aille rill’ xxlulv nf lliv Itva«l ami tail are iimniHlakahlv rvvngmlinii inmks for lliv mlull 
ami on account of lliv large svalv of lliv ilvtails lliv jm vnilv van l»v tnlil from lliv <loMvn 
xx nh greater vase Hum xxoul.l naturally he exnwlvil Thv golden Ihwiiv nf lliv upper neck 
nf thv (mldcn is often quite vniispivuoiiN tlinugh it limit nil lliv Haul 'I’liv Motnvwhut 
wlulish nr Hint tied lad nf lliv (Inldvn shows Irnin hvlnxv a dark Ivrminal lip, in |M>rvvp||hlv 
contrast XX Ith thv base, frvin 2 In I mvhvs deep depending mi agv; whvmtw the tail nf lliv 
juvenile Hald is all dirty white with little nr tin distinct Icrmuuil band Iml presenting an 
as|*vcl .-I wen mottling at all stages Aux Magic observed m eastern Canada should be 
lenlalivvh i.lvnl ilusl as of this spwivs link's* there arv definite and |msitivc reasons for 
declaring it as (ioldcn

Distribution Over the whole of the Minted States and Canada except the vxtrvim 
Arctic coasts.

SI HSI'KCIKS The Hald Magie is divided into two subs|MM'ivs. only one nf which, 
the Northern bald Magic II I. alasrnuus, is known to occur in Canada. The typical race 
is of more southern distribution

Though thv (ioldcn Magic is typically an inhabitant of the mountains 
and high lands, the Bald Magic is a bird of the water side and is seldom 
found far from that element. Though once a typical species of the eastern 
landscape it is yearly growing rarer, until now in most localities the sight 
of one is an event of some importance. The Bald Magie is a harmless 
species. The damage it does is very small and as a characteristic wild 
feature of our lake landscape this picturesque bird should be preserved.



/•,»"munit Sloin < l| l.i f«>111:i• 11 examined, I contained gam- - 
iiiiiiiiiii.il . '• 11 li. ii in I - i nu hi In i xaimiuiig i hi < < |.*t ;« it i nl r\
uMr I luit I lu I» luiiiui li> ‘ Milillume mammal: and g him :*m xxu.tri
H|N . nil. ns Mini, I Kr« | *t one, "• m I il. II III II dn lam . I rum wat* t ll.nl tin
••at mal I in nlilig a in I uiiilin I grounds ul tin llald I ig|« In in tin mil"
nl tin sp< i • l Hi* ir Inn sli|i|in|, tlii ii in in 111• I :i ml i* i lie wmilil pi > ilia lily
liavr In i n n plai i-il by IihIi, fur till folio- tin gi at hulk of it* fuinl I In
fouil is takrii in xariuii wav- Tin l.ml dives fur h li m trii' Osprey 
ma n in r x\ In n m*». sarx. Imt il u-ually pel - I Inin up dead from tin In.n 
mi win lr Us|i|i\. an lummuli, tali tin Ii Ii from t In in b\ |ot'< - I u
I Im 11 pm sin a ml lia'li'i i I In m • • lui Ii In i until I In pi i/i i <1. pp. <|, 
"hirli l-\ a lightning hlv wuup i . caught hi the au ami rail n -I avx ., in
II Minipli ll is. iiHii mli lianllx ripial to tin • apt un of fin <|m< k«r Ini'I 
luit wiiiimlnl or liiirt dink or g aim arr ragi 11y picked up fron i In mu In 
Winn upp.ii | mill \ "II •' i I In Hah I l.agli • . t offal without compunction.

11 "ill In' • 'ii that Halil I a g I* in r« a • • i ■ a I. I « mi ml» i 1 iinn-l I» any 
terra I iiimai « (u mankunl. Poult i > i rarely t-.m In d 'I In h li tin \ i -ki 
i only a hagalt-llr. living nn ■ tlx xx a Ir or m plm from i y i. at il.uml am .
Thrir Hi axa nging is actively hem In i.al ami tin \ lu.uld I» • m .,uia; I rather
I hail repressed

IAMII.X I A P 'OMIl*i t- All ON AM* I AHA' AKA:

I III family Fnlrotmht run: i I of I W- sillifaimlir tin Inn I a 1 • •. r.
/• nh oui mr ami I hr < 'nrararm /Vi/W/nh Tin last n a run I • ul.lamilv 
of southern distribution ami only one < ara» ura has hern iak• n in ( amnia

Subfamily F a Ironinu Tim Fnli'oti.

I III lain.n xxrlr ktiowil lu I In u|i| falconet a t In \oblr . r I mn g 
xx i n gn| Hinls 1.1 I’n y ami, on a .mint of thrir gun I -pint -trcngtli and 
address, Wrrr tin- chon n lards l u usr in hunting Tin ir long wings givr 
thrin gn at sprnl and thrir endurance permits tin m to maintain it Tin \ 
arr hold and strong and rapture thru prey by sudden swoops when possible, 
hui unlike I In- Arripitrrs an- not disri.iirag. d when thi n s1roK< nn- *
I heir lirsl ohjrrt is to rise ahox - the prey, wliirh tin x do by mean- of a 
long spiral rlimh. Oner above their prey tiny drop like a bullet upon il 
striking with thrir powerful talons ns tin y do so.

The Might of till* la Irons fplitr recognizable, (piirk sir- I > x\ i til 
1* tinted wings and with very little sailing. Seen in the hand, tin- upper 
mandible furnished with a tooth ' f igure Mb, p 2'A) will always ■ parai* 
tin- Fiibons from other Hawks fortunately, none hut tin* smallest and 
most harmless of the subfamily is eommoii within cultivated areas and 
those that size makes important are either very rare or are eon fined i* the 
far north where their depredations van do the husbandman no harm. 
Hvrii those that do occur occasionally about cultivation are generally wild 
and wary enough to keep away from the immediate vicinity of habitation.

< i A HFALCONS.
(i< ut-rai Deacrivtum. I,urge falcons 20 to 22 inch»** in length, usually of very white 

coloration. Their large size distinguish** th«*e birds from all others of the mibfatnily
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The < îyrfalnma were must highly n-ganli«d fur hunting by the falconers 
of «del ami by the exacting laws uf the- time-* their use was restarted tn 
jM'iaous uf the highest rank They coniMnc all the spirit and hardihood 
of the smaller species with greater size and strength ami heme were 
adapted for the largest game to be taken with birds. The (iyrfaleons are 
of far northern distribution in Canada ami are very rare within the limits 
of Settlement, rarely troubling |>oultry yards or game ouverts; otherwise 
a war uf extermination would probably have to be waged against them as 
they are undoubtedly very destructive.

In Canada there are two species They are circumpolar in distribu
tion, occurring in the northern parts «if both the Old ami New Worlds.

While Gyrfalcon. Fit lb faicon bla.m Falco isbindus L, 22 X v«-r> 
large falcon, mi wily pure while with «mill but sharp markings of light brown.

Distinction.s 'I ne general whiteness and the- lank «if markings on the uneler tail 
diverts will ditTe-rcntiate- this Imm the n«*xt species. Its large- size- ami obviously faltxm-like 
e-harae-te-rs will id«>ntify it as a Gyrfaleon.

Vf-shny On roe-ky eliflfs
Distribution. Tin* Aretiv regions. Breed# in Greenland and the adjacent parts of 

America Only » «-usual visitor in the settled parts of Canada

None of the (iyrfaleons are common in the settled parts «if Canada 
and, therefore, will not be discussed in detail.

3f,4a Gyrfalcon. su -(in part ) lk kaivox n«ui< Falrn nisticolns. L, 20 Similar 
in size to tin XX Inti- Gyrfalcon and of mu«-h darker colorâti«m Slaty-brown above, more 
or Iiks margined or barred with cream or white Head and undi-rparts while or creamy- 
white, «triped with «dour «•! bae-k

Distinctions. In tin- Whit«- (iyrfalwn white greatly predominates. wh«-reas in tin- 
light est of this s|*-ci«*s white-and slaty-brown an- about equal in mass and in the darkest the- 
Iimwii greatly pr«-ponderai'-s The- unde-r tail «-«ive-rls are always somewhat streak eel.

.Vesting. On «-lilïs «ir in trees
Distribution. The Ar«-ti«- regie ins «if the northern hemisphere; only an ae-eidental 

straggler within setileel ilistri«-ts
SCHSPECIEN. The American representative- of this speciew has lice-n elivided into 

three' subspe-e-ie-s or geographie^al ra«-es, based upeiti the- elegree «if «lark eoloration; the 
Grey Gyrfali-on /•' >. rusticolue, the- type form, the Gyrfalcon /•’. r. gyrfalro, and the Blae-k 
( ivrfalcon / - obsohtus Some «if these subeliviskms are- jM-rhap#bases! up«>n age plumage s 
or individual variation ami may be found to be unnee*-usury. The- names suggest the- 
diffe-re-m-e- in e-olenir of the forms The first has the- he-ael broadly streaked with dark 
against an almost white ground, the second has an almost wdieily dark head and the- «lark 
ol tin- back he avily margined with lighter, ami the thin! has an almost black back and the- 
umh-rparts so he-avily stre-ake-el as tei be almost black.

3S6. Peregrine Falcon, duck hawk hui.lkt hawk re.—lb faucon pf.Rt.Kuin 
Falco peregrinhk. L, ltt-SO. Plate XIV A.

Distinctions. The «ileiurmg shown in Plate- XIX X, the comparative- size-, and the- 
true- fali-<ui-like- eharacler «if the bill ami wing should s«-rv«- for the re-e-ogmlion of this bird.

Field Marks. The- long, sharp falcem wings, ceileirution, ami size- are- distinctive. 
The- flight also is easily re-cognized -a eptiek flapping «if the wings with little' sailing

Vesting t anally on the ledges «if roe-ky cliff#, oeeasiemally in hollow branche*# «if 
tall trees. , , .

Distribution. It ranges over most «if the- Arctic, temperate-, and subtemperate regions 
«if the northern lu-misphe-re, nowhere common but living in s«-att«-red pairs ami returning 
to the same- locality year after year

SCHSPECIES. The Ne-w World form unele-r the name of Duck Hawk F.p. auatum, 
is the only representative «if the species occurring in America.

The American repn m ntative of this species is a subspecies «if the 
fniiiems Pe re grine- Falcon «if tin- <>l«l World, whie-lt next to the- Gyrfalcon 
was the most desirable- hunting hawk of the falconers, and our Duck
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Hawk is almost if not «juin* indistinguishable from tin European bird. 
Although distributed over most of tin mutin in hemisphere it is * \« ry- 
where a rare ami more or loss casual visitor or brooder.

Economic Status. The size of the prey which this bird can take is 
remarkable. Kven the Mallard Duck, weighing perhaps three times as 
much as the falcon, is often struck down. Around a nest fourni by the 
writer in the Muskoka district, were the remains of several full grown 
Huffed Cirouse that must have been carried bodily to it An examination 
of the stomach contents of Hi specimens, gave the following result: 7. 
contained poultry or game birds; other birds; 1, mice; and 2, insects. 
Fortunately it is as wary as it is spirited. Adults usually confine them
selves to the fields and marshes where they can do little direct damage.

357 Pigeon llawk. m -la kavcon in- piobov- Falcn columhanus. L, 10. 
A small falcon. \<lull tunic: dark slate-blue alxivc. bluest on lower back ami rumn. 
Ilelow, streaked with brown on an ochraceou* ground, the si ripes aggregating slightly 
on lower breast. Juveniles: similar but back brown instead of slate Adult females 
intermediate

Dish ml ions. True falcon characters; tin- general!' «lark coloration and the small 
size of this hawk are characteristic

Fold Murk' The falcon flight and outline in conjunction with small size and dark 
coloration, are distinctive

Xisting. In hollow limits of tree* or on cliff ledges
iHutnlmtum All of North America and to northern South America breed* south

ward to the borders of cultivated lam! in eastern Canada
St ’ tiSt’KC ISS. Then* are several subsid ies of the Pigeon Hawk m Canada, but 

m the east there is only the type form, the Eastern Pigeon Hawk

lu spirit and action this is a miniature of the Duck Hawk, but is a far 
commoner bird than nay of the Falcons previously mentioned. This 
species also was used in court falconry.

Economic Status. As indicated by its name the Pigeon Hawk pro 
hably preyed largely upon Wild Pigeons Nowadays, however, it follows 
smaller game as a rule. Of *>1 stomachs examined, 2 contained young 
chickens; 41, small birds; 2. mice; and Hi, insects. It will be seen from 
this record that the Pigeon Hawk is destructive to small wild bird life 
but is not large enough to seriously affect the poultryman. It often 
follows Shore Birds and seems particularly fond of the Black-bellied 
Plover. Though more numerous than the Duck Hawk it is still nowhere 
a common bird.

3110. American Sparrow Hawk. nt. i-E rsucox kpkrmmi Falco tparveriut.
L, 10 Plate MV It

Distinctions. The coloration of this bin! render* it unmistakable for any other epecics 
h'ltbl Marks With its falcon-like outline and small size it can not be mistaken for 

any bird except perhaps the Pigeon Hawk. Its more slender sha|s' and longer tail will 
separate it readily when the striking colours are not distinguishable

Xruling. In deserted Woodpecker's holes or natural cavities in dead stub 
Dint niait ion. Most of North America, from beyond the settled areas to the gulf of 

Mexico^ breeds wherever found in Canada
Si ’HSFECIES. Two subspecies of the American Sparrow llawk are recognized in 

Canada, but only the type form, the Eastern Sparrow Hawk, occur* in the east.

This is the only falcon that is common in Canada. It is a beautiful 
bird the brightest coloured of any of our Birds of Prey. The open 
fields are its hunting ground and the topmost dead branches of solitary
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trees in fields «»r along fence rows are its chosen observation points. It 
heats about over the meadows and on sighting its prey hovers for a moment 
on quickly beating wings, like u Kingfisher, and then drops upon its quarry

Tin name Sparrow Hawk should properly belong to the Sharp 
shinned; this is recognized in the Old World where the name Sparrow 
Hawk is applied to a small Accipiter closely resembling that species, (li as- 
hopper Hawk would be a far better descriptive name for this little 
falcon as grasshoppers form a large part of its food. When taken young 
from the nest this little falcon is easily tamed.

Economic Status. Although a hawk, this bird is one of the most 
efficient and valuable protectors <>f the farm Of 291 stomachs examined, 
I contained a game bird (Quail); 53, other birds ; SH. mice; Id. other 
mamma's ; 12. reptiles or bat radiums (frogs, etc) ; 215. insects; and 
2t>, spiders. Of the birds examined. 43 were taken in the winter months, 
from December to April. Of specimens taken in seasons when insects 
are available only 10 stomachs contained birds. This record shows that 
birds are killed by the falcon from necessity rather than choice. The 
‘‘other mammals" are mostly harmful rodents, with a very few shrews. 
The insects are usually grasshoppers which do great damage and are 
difficult to control. From the above evidence it is obvious that the 
Sparrow Haw k is beneficial and should be protected.

FAMILY PANDIONIDÆ. FISH-HAW KS. OSPREYS.

The Fish-hawks or Ospreys are a family of raptorial birds subsisting 
entirely upon fish, which they capture in shallow water by diving. Other 
members of the order eat fish, but usually only as scavengers or by stealing 
from fish-catching birds. As there is only one species of I ish-hawk in 
America, no general discussion of the family is necessary here.

304. Osprey. American ohpum hsm-haw k kh u halki sard d'amkrimi k 
Punition hat art u* enrol men siL, 23 10 Plate XV A.

Distinction*. The coloration of the Osprey is quite distinctive. Its pale hlue legs, 
and feet much roughened with sharp horny processes, especially on the wiles and grasping

■
Paid Murk* The large wing xpanse of this bird is responsible for the common 

mistake of calling it an eagle It is, however, much smaller than either of the eagles and 
its white underparts will distinguish it from them

\ eut in y A great mass of sticks in trees or on the ground, which, as it is added to year 
after year, finally becomes almost as large as a small haycock.

Distribution The ( tsprey occurs in most of Europe, Asia, Africa, and in America south 
to northern South America. The American Osprey breeds in < 'amnia locally in all except, 
the southern wet ions.

•S' l ' HSPECI ES. The Osprey, inhabiting lioth the New and Old Worlds, is divided 
into subspeeifie races, of which the American Osprey /*. h. rmolitunm* is the American 
representative Its separation from the European form is based iqion characters too 
slight for discussion here.

The Osprvy is a must picturesque bird. Sailing at a height over the 
water it pauses a moment and then drops suddenly, not straight down 
like a plummet, as the (i an net does, hut in a long spiral, striking the 
water feet first with wings raised high over its back. There is a splash 
of white spray and it rises in the air, a fish clasped in its rough talons, 
and is away to its aerie. The Ospreys frequent broad shallows, tidal 
fiats, and shallow hays where water is not too deep for shallow diving,
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rather than deeper water whi r.- they would haw to depeud upon elumee 
*urfaee-frequent i i ig fish. In the <In at Lakes region the s|w*eies is growing 
rarer. Its great bulky nest is added to year after year until it assuim > 
sin'll proportions that it becomes a landmark for the country around and 
invites constant attack from human nest-robbers, s • tha it is now only 
in the more retired localities that it van breed undisturbed It is still 
numerous along the Atlantic coast and gulf of St. Lawrence, but inland 
it is rare.

Kcotumic Status. Though tin food of the Osprey is entirely fish 
the antipathy that fishermen have for it is rather exaggerated. Feeding 
as it does m shallow waters it takes few tish of economic importance. 
On the coast, flounders, tom cod, and other small species form the bulk 
of its food. On tin freshwater lakes, sun-fish, perch, and suckers seem 
to be its staples. The number of game or marketable fish it catches is 
undoubtedly small. In eleven stomach examinations there were none. 
Trout streams are not attractive to the species and most of the valuable 
fish like bass and pickerel usually lie too deep for it to catch.

■ITBl>KDE*-tfmSGti* NOCTURNAL HIM* OK PKI Y OWLS

The Owls are easily recognized. The cere hidden in tin feathers of 
the face, and the striking facial disks or feather rings alsiut the eyes (Figure 
:tl, p. 24) are distinctive to the most casual observer. They are mostly 
nocturnal, the Hawk Owl and tin Snowy Owl being tin only eastern 
Canadian sanies that habitually hunt in daytime F.ven the nocturnal 
owls, however, si c quite well by day They may In* momentarily dazed 
when brought suddenly from dark to bright light and some species repose 
such confidence in immobility to escape detection as to allow themselves 
almost to be caught in the hand. The feathers are a most interesting 
character in owls. They are peculiarly soft and cling together in a way 
that keeps the air from passing through the small interstices ami ensures 
the silent flight characteristic of the suborder. An < >wl can pass so closely 
as to fan the face with its wing and yet be inaudible.

Two families are represented in Canada; Aluconitlv the Barn Owls, 
represented by one species which is an accidental visitor from the south; 
and Strigida known as the Fared or Horned Owls, though many of them 
are without these ornaments, including all the other Canadian s|s cies.

FAMILY ALVt'ONIDÆ. BARN OWLS.

The Barn Owls, sometimes called the Monkey-faced Owls from the 
heart -shaped character of the united facial disks, are represented in Canada 
by only one species and that specie* is rare. The middle claw is pectinated, 
having comb-like teeth on its inner edge like the Herons ( l igure II». p. 21 > 
and the inner toe is as long as the middle instead of being slightly shorter 
as in the Horned Owls.

365. American Barn Owl. monkkv cacti» owi. Alum urntinrnla. !.. IS 
(ietieral ground colour a reddish ochre, lighter below, facial disk dull white with an 
outer edging of darker ochre to brown Back to top of head frosted over with iish-grey 
with numerous small eye spots outlined in black Vnderparts, throat, and around face 
sprinkled with seuttered round dark sjiots.
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Distinctions. Th»- strongly and weM outlined heart-sha|»ed facial disk, soft yellow 
on location with a suggestion of pink, and the tarsi almost ban of feathers are distinctive.

\ - stum In towers, steeple*. or holes in barns, banks, or tris-s
Distribution Fmra tin gulf of Mexico to the middle Atlantic slates across the con

tinent It occurs in Canada only as a straggler along th<* southern border.

This is tliv American representative of the ruin-haunting European 
owl so familiar in song and story. It is a wonderfully efficient moiisei 
and a most valuable bird, but is rare in Canada.

KAMIIA KTHh.lDÆ HOHNED OR EARED OWt.S.

The family is known as “Horned" from tin tufts of feathers pro
jecting from the forehead in some of the species, though not in all. The 
feet are feathered to the ends of the toes (Figure 32, p. 23). The family 
include* all the ( anadian owls except the Barn Owl previously deserih«>d.

:|titi American l ong-eared Owl. ki< -lk mum À <un n.i> > i.nv.i km In*,» 
mtmmamiK L, 14 HO. A iinslium si«e<i owl rather similar in coloration to the t I real 
Homed Ow l (p. bid), hut much smaller and of more slender build

Ihsti fictions. Although the colouring is suggestive of the Great Horned < >wl, the differ
ence in Size MTV CM to distinguish the two From the Short n-ari-d Owl, which is of about 
equal Size, it may he distinguish»*! by the prominent horns or ear tufts which spring close 
together from the forehead. b\ the general lack of strqa's in its coloration, and by the 
«■onspii nuns amount of bla<k and white suffuw-d over the Is sty colour

Field Mark*. 'I’he prominent horns «landing nearly straight up from the middle of the 
fon-heail and the rusty brown facial disk differentiate this species from the next, the only 
species for which it might be mistaken.

\eHhtifi In Ins's, usually in diverted crows' nests or hawks' nests 20 to 40 feel from 
the ground

Ihstrihution. Throughout tcm|>erntc North America, north to about the limit of 
cultivation.

Evergreen or alder thickets on the edges of marshes or ash swamps are 
the preferred habitat of the species. During migration it is sometimes 
found in eompanies, resting by day in the dark recesses of wet woods.

Economic Status. Of 92 stomachs examined, 1 contained a game 
bird (Quail); 15, other birds; 84, mice; 5, other mammals; and 1. insects. 
From this record it is evident that the species is not seriously destructive. 
Its mousing proclivities are sufficient to give it a claim to protection and 
its small size and nocturnal hahits prevent its interference with young 
poultry.

.'Mo American Short-eared Owl. marsh owi. hi 11 iiihoi X okkiixks 
roehtkm Ann flammeus. L, 1.V50 A medium si*»>d owl with short, hardly visible ear- 
tufts. General colour œhracooi» with considerable white lining on face, with sharply 
defined strip»** of brown ovet all. narrower below and broader and mon- diffuml above.

Distinction*. The g»>ncral light huff colour and the strip»-s of this bird are distinctive. 
The horns may be inconspicuous: when visible they rise, as do thos»- of the last sjinies, 
from between th<- <*yes and stand upright. The lack of any black and white pattern in 
the coloration serves to distinguisli this hihtics from the Long-eared.

Fiebl Mark*. The buff colour is the best fi»-ld mark
Distribution. Nearly cosmopolitan. Occurs everywhere in Canada, hm-ding locally 

wherever found.

This bird is a trm- marsh owl and is slightly more* diurnal in its hahits 
than many of its relatives. It is often seen in the <lusk of the evening 
beating over the marshes in strong and hawk-like flight. As it lives in the
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marshes or along their brushy edges, a great number annually fall under 
the guns of sportsmen.

Economic Status. Of 97 stomachs examined, 11 contained small 
birds; 77. mire; 7. other mammals, and 7. inserts. From this record 
and from the fart that the marsh edges, waste patches, and fence rows 
which this species haunts, an- the reservoirs from which small rodent pests 
spread over cleanly cultivated land, it is evident that this is a most 
useful species and that killing it is reducing one of the most efficient checks 
upon innumerable pests.

Mis Barred Owl. m. i.a < hoikttk iu ■ an aha .stm murin I, JO Plate
XV it

Dixtinclimis It is almost mi|xissiblc to mixiitkv this ow I Tie only oilier hornless 
owl at all resembling it is the (irent < irey Ow l The Barred « >wl can be differentiated h> 
its smaller size, black instead of yellow eyes, and l»\ the well-defined striping and barring 
below Tins ami the Barn Owl are the only ow ls w ith black eyes

Fu-Ui Murk- Size, absence of ear tufts, and general grey-brown colour with bars 
on the hreast

\cstiuy In hollow trees or in deserted crows' nests or hawks' nests
Distribution Kastern North America from the edge of settlement smith to Kansas 

and ( leorgia
St'HSDKClt'S There are several subspecies of the Barred Owl, two of which occur 

in Canada. The form found throughout eastern Canada is the tvpe, the Kasteru Karris! 
Owl

Though apparently a fairly large bird tin Barred Owl wIn n «tupped of 
its feathers is comparatively small. Added to this it is a bird of gentle 
nature and lacks the keen aggressiveness of sunn of its relatives. It* notes 
are loud, the wierd hooting carrying far in the still night air.

Economic Status. Though fowls have been known to roost repeatedly 
without harm in trees from which Barred Owls hooted even night. it is 
usually regarded as an enemy and killed indiscriminately. Of Ih9 sto
machs examined, .*> contained poultry or game ; 13, other birds; Mi. mice; 
IK. other mammals; 4. frogs; I, a lizard ; 2, fish; 14. inserts; 2. spiders; 
and 9, crawfish. The fow ls, only two eases, can be regarded as accidental 
as they were both taken in January, when they would ordinarily be full 
grown and beyond the powers of this weak owl to kill. The status of tin* 
bird is most satisfactory.

170 Cinereous Owl i.hkat uKKV ow i ih i a . mu n 11 ■ i\i»hm Scot in/ilex 
nrbutosa. I,. 27 < >f much the siime general grey tone as the Barret! < »wl, but considerably
larger than that birtl.

Distinctions By measurement ami in appearance the largest of mir m\lx hut when 
stripped of its great abundance of soft feathers a surprisingly small bird Like the Barret I 
Owl in general coloration and lack of horns; but with yellow instead of black eyes and
having tin......It (ration of the breast and underparts diffused am I without a defined pattern
of stripes and bars

Fa hi Marks. Size, grey coloration, anti lack of breast bars.
Aestiny In trees.
Distribution The forest of the north acmes the continent; an occasional winter 

migrant within the bounds of cultivât ion.
SI HSI‘Fetus Tfie Cinereous Owl occurs m the northern parts of both the New 

and Old Worlds, but is represented in each by distinct ■ubspeeies The Kumpcan form is 
the IjHpp Owl S. (I. lappohira, and the American is the Great Grey Owl, the type race.

This owl is only an occasional visitor in the settled parts of Canada.
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Economic Statu*. Tin- economic effect of thin bird un far as it goes is a 
beneficial one. Data on its foods an* rather scanty. ( If 9 stomachs 
examined, 1 contained a small bird; 7, mice; ami 4. other mammals. It is 
evidently an efficient ntouaer.

;>7I Arctic Saw-whet Owl ki< hahu^ox's owl rit la we tall i>k an haki>- 
mon # 'rifiituflauJ funereu I., 10. A xmall, hurnlcw, grey owl. Ashy-brown above with 
round white spots, whitish below vaguely stri|H-d The colour put tern is soft and the 
design vague and diffused

IhtitiiirtuniH This aperies resembles the Screech Owl in size and generul grey colour
ing. but in nothing else; it has not the horns of that species and the colour pattern shows 
no sharpness anywhere. The colour scheme shown» tisi little distinction from that of the 
Saw -whet to be elearly differentiate<l here Its decidedly larger sise, however, will char
acterize it

Field Mart ' It is too ran- to identify by such slight field marks as eould be suggested
A • tiling Usually in holes in trees
Distribution The northern woods to the limit of trees from the Mackenzie River 

valley eastwards.
St HSI‘K< IKS. This is a Kurojtean as well as an American species, but the form 

iiiliahiting the New World is suhsneeifically separated from that of the Old World under 
the name of Rtehardaon’s ( >wl C. f nchardwt

This species is perhaps the rarest of the Canadian < >wls, and within the 
boundaries covered by this work is only an occasional and irregular winter

Economic Statu». Though too rare to have any noticeable economic 
influence it must be regarded as a beneficial species. Of ft stomachs 
examined, 1 contained a small bird ; 7, mire ; and 4, other mammals.

:t72. Saw-whet Owl. acadian owl. kr.—la nvctal* d'acami t'ryfitoglnux 
ncadic b. 8 A very small owl Above, colour is warm ashy-brown vaguely marked with 
inconspicuous white s|s>ts especially ulxiut the hack of the neck, changing on the head to 
line sharp stripes which join in a line over the fan 1 disk Below, white, with light brown 
streaks and a vague tendency to form a solid bre 4-bar A rare plumage of this owl was 
long thought to indicate a distinct species whit was given the name Kirtland’s Owl, 
It is now, however, understood to be but an evanescent juvenile plumage of the above, 
though tin cause of it- rarity is not known. Above, it is solid brown, rather redder than 
the adult, and extending across breast in a rufeseent hand ; below, even ochre Tin- 
facial disk on outside of the eyes is almost black, in striking contrast to the white over 
and between eyes.

IMatiiniions. In ordinary plumage so nearly like Richardson's Owl in colour as to be 
separati-d from it only by size Being without horns or any sharply market! colour pattern 
it can be easily distinguished from the Screech Owl

Field Murks. Very small size and lack of horns are the best field marks.
.Vetting. In holes in trees, sometimes natural, at other times those made by wood- 

|MM:kers or squirrels.
Di "tribut ion. Most of temperate North America Its bristling is irregular and 

usually in the northern parts of its range or at high elevations farther south.
St 'BSPECIES. There are two Huhiqweies of the Haw-whet Owl occurring in Canada; 

but only one, the Acadian Owl, the type form, is ever found in the cast.

This diminutive owl is the smallest of the Birds of Prey in eastern 
Canada. It haunts the dark tangle of cedar and tamarack swamps, 
passing the day close against the trunk of a tree where its plumage blends 
indistinguishably into the bark. It has such great reliance in its protective 
coloration that it will allow close approach and can at times be almost taken 
in the hand. It takes its vernacular name from its call notes which arc said 
to resemble the sound made by filing or whetting a saw.
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17. miee; and I a ninth. With this record thv specif* should lie given pro
tection.

•7;i Screech Owl. nt u iiiimi ma< i i.i ()> asm I. '• in I'UteWI \
I hat mêlions The s|m-< h-s is dichroniatit\ that is, it oe< urs in two well marked colour 

forms irrespective of sex, age, or season One form i- rich l»r.»wn with shinies of grc\ .uni 
while, am I the other has tin- gr«\ replaced by bright rufous The pluiuag* pal tern ol 
curb is the same Manx intermediate stages occur In apparent sue it comes between 
It irhard son's ami the Saxx-xxhet Owls, but the prœnee of well-detined borna from the 
sides of the crown and the sharply defined figures of its colour pattern are characteristic 

i'ut‘1 Marl s Size, and the distinct horns an ihc Imst tn Id guides 
\rxting. In hollow trees
Distribution All temperate North America lireeds in Canada wherever found 
St HSI‘b:< /I S The Sen-ech Ow l is divided into a great number of ■uh*|»ccicN, some 

nine geographical races being recognized in North America b\ the American Ornitholo
gist*’ I ’nion cheek-list The only one found mi eastern Canada, however, is the type form 

the Cistern Screech Owl

Although called the “Screech Owl ”, the notes of this bird an melo
dious and soothing with a tinge of melancholy, ami contain nothing harsh 
or grating. The most common cull is a long, soft, tremolo whistle on a 
descending or even scale. Occasionally it consists of low croons, gurgles, 
and other quiet and conversational notes. Although inoffensive, these 
small birds show surprising courage in defence of tin ir young. At night 
they will sweep down on the head of an intruder with a startling, hollow- 
sounding “whoo-whoo” and snapping of the bill, .lust before striking, 
however, they wheel away to gather momentum for n return. Such 
attacks while disconcerting are far from dangerous. The habit of nesting 
III old hollow apple trees on the farm where its mousing is of the most 
immediate importance makes this bird most valuable to the husbandman.

Economic Status. The official finding on the food of the Screech Owl 
is warrant for its protection. Of 212 stomachs examined, I contained 
poultry; 38, other birds; 91, mm ; 11, other mammals; 2, lizards; 4, frogs 
and toads; 1, fish ; 100, insects; Ô. spiders; 9. crawfish ; 7. miscellaneous; 
2. scorpions; and 2. earth worms. The poultry item must be regarded as an 
accidental occurrence, as the bird represented, a pigeon, would be ex
ceedingly large prey for this bird.

I7.j Great Horned Owl. m uc on i>k vikoinik Hubn virginiannH b, 22
IMate XVI It

I hull net ion*. Our only owl over 15 inchiw m length wearing horns Its ochranous, 
and black and white coloration is distinctive

l-'ubt Mmks barge size, ochruccous colour, and prominent car tufts.
\ < st(ug. Usually in abandoned hawks' nests or in hollow tm-s
Distribution. In various subspecies the Great Horned Owl ranges over all of 

North America The ranges of the subspecies in Canada are sufficiently indicated by 
their names

SUBSPECIES. The Great Homed Owls of North America an split up into a 
great number of geographical races or subspecies, some of which occur as migrants in 
eastern Canada. The Arctic form li. v subareticm is nearly white in colour with the 
ochre and rufous of the nnnmon variety almost absent and the black pattern much nil uns I 
The Western Horned Owl li r. palUsmis is about intermediate between the Arctic and 
the I ..astern Horned Ow l, the type form shown in the illustration The Labrador Homed 
owl H v. heterocnemi» is a very dark form As these intergrade with each other indis
tinguishable and overlap in range in migration, exact subspecies designations should onlx 
lie made with great can* and, except in extreme plumages, only after comparison with 
duly authenticated s|>erimer)»
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Th» Gnat Horned Owl in tin* vvil g<nius of tin- woo»|.< Winding 
silently in and out through the shadowy foliage, it is master of all except 
the larger animals. The animosity tin* crows show the < ir»*at Horned Owl 
must In* based upon hitter egperienre.

Economic Slot us. The economic status of this bin! depends upon 
where it lives. In the deep woods away from settlement it is. of course, 
harmless and only tin* wild creature# it preys upon an* affected by it. In 
settled districts this bird is to he guarded against in every possible way. 
Of 110 stomachs examined. 31 contained poultry or game birds; K, other 
birds; 13, min ; t>5, other mammals; 1, a scorpion; I, fish; and HI, insects. 
The evidence is, therefore, decidially against this owl. There is no danger 
that restriction will result in its extermination sin»*»* it is perfectly able to 
take cun* of its»*lf and tlu-n* are larg»* sections where tin* specie# can hold 
sway over the wilderness without molestation.

•t7ti Snowy Owl. kh i.k hakkav. \ yelm nydem !.. 2ft \ large-, w hite »»wl 
with short, sharp, dark-brown barring praetically nil over and without perceptible ear 
tufts Allait bird* which have reached maturity may Is- almost immaculate

Ihstinihons Th<* only owl that e- markedly white, except the Arctic Horneti Owl 
wln«*li Miinetunes approaches it The lack of horns or ears, however, is diagnostic

Field Murks Nearly white bird without ear tufts.
Setting On ground.
Distribution. Arctic regions of North America, migrating south in winter to th« 

latitude of the Great l^akcs across the <*ontincut.

This is a winter visitor in tin* settled parts of Canada. It frequent# 
frozen marshes and lake shores and is typically a bird of tin* open. 1"anally 
the birds that come from tin* north arc heavily marked juveniles, but 
occasionally flights occur in which the very white and almost unspotted 
adults arc in the majority. Probably the juveniles arc naturally greater 
wanderers than the adults which migrate far from their home grounds 
only when driven out by a scarcity of food or attracted south by a great 
abundance of rabbits.

:t77. Hawk Owl. kh. -la choi i ttk i h kmkkl h'avkhiwi i Sumiu ulula* 
L, I ft. A mcdiiim-H/.ed owl of somewhat hawk-like build and habits Above, rich, 
warm brown variously spotted with white All underpants mid breast, sharply and regu
larly barred with brown and white A rich seal brown line bordering th»* outer sides of 
the facial disks and meeting in the throat Facial disk not as perfect as in most owls.

Ihstih'tioiis The l«*ss flattened and l»*ss typically owl-like fare, long tail, and sharp 
and regular barring of the underpants an- distinctive

Field Minks. Diurnal habits, general coloration, and long tail are good field marks 
Any owl seen hunting in the daytime or pivrhed in commanding |*witk>n in full daylight 
is prohahly this species, though th«* Ismg ami Short-eared both do so occasionally

Settling. In evergreen trees or in holes in dry trunks.
Distribution. The northern wooded parts of the continent, occurring within the 

settled regions only rarely in winter.
Si HSFFCIFS The Hawk Owl occurs in both the New and Old Worlds as allied 

tub8|ieeieK, the type being Kuropean. The American Hawk Owl S. u. raptiruch is the 
jnly form found in Canada.

Thi# is the mont strictly diurnal of Canadian owls. It is very hawk
like* in action and form, being of more slender and lighter build than other 
members of its family. It may often be seen perched on the tip of a dry 
tree trunk, reminding one very much of the Sparrow Hawk both in outline 
and in the distinctive way in which it jerks its tail.
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Economic Statu». This is a northern bird whnli we< urs within tli. 
bounds of cultivation only in winter and rarely. IV» data an* available 
upon its fo<xl, hut without douht it is a moum-r as it is t«w» small to prey u|h»n 
larger animals.

Order Coccjten. Cuckoos and Kingfishers.

Systematic zoologists arc not agreed <m tin classilication of tlic>. 
birds. The present American Ornithologists’ I'nion eheek-liM (IWIO 
edition) recognizes these as composing a full order and divides the < ’atiadian 
representatives into two suborders Cuculi, including the Xmeriean < 'uckoos 
and extraliinital families, and Alcyone*, the Kingfishers. Distinctive 
characters are most easily deserilied under the subfamily and specific 
headings.

HVHUKDKR <1(11.1 (’I’CKUUH. I Tt

This sulauder is represented in North America h\ «mix one family, 
(uculula, comprising the An is and two groups of Cuckuns.

rAHILV—I'l l TLIÜJC. AlIKKU XN < I « KOOs.

\ family represented in North America by three subfamilies, on lx 
one of which occurs in ( anada—Cocrytma. the American Tree Cuckoos.

Subfamily -Cat cyzina. American Tree ( 'urkoo*.

tienerat IteHeriylx», birds with weak feet and yoke me*. two too* directed forward 
and 1 wo backwards (Figure :t7, |> Jti The lulls arc rather long, gent lx curved. and sharp 
(minted. The plumage i* soft and thin, kicking in collision, and lias tic soft silky feeling 
associated with maiiv tropical specie* The tail is long. soft, and graduated

Ihslinctum» Xlav be distinguished from the W utnlpeekers, which also have \<.k. 
lot's, directed two and two. b\ I he dlffcmice in the lull- and tail- In lie \\.hhI|m. 1er 
the lulls are straight, stout, the tip chisel-pointed, and the tail is rather short, very stiff, 
and bristIc-like at the tip.

The t'wkooe nrc largely tmpicnl in di.lrihW...... The l»n < ittiudinii
cuckoos are out I I'T. Fno lite main Ualy ol apt***— in w aimer latit inle.. 
They are pownwed nie aeiiaiiou» tropical grace »nd»ir that are out of keeping 
with northern rlimea. The i« exhibited in I heir lithe, .union, ramage, 
lull round .!<. .long graceful tail, and thin hut wilt and ailky plumage.
They haunt hot and humid jungle, of .hruhla-ry, and Hit am... the open
spare, with a silent undulating thglit that wanna in harmony with their
exotie nature. Kngliah literature i- rich in reference to lia' Cuckiai, hut 
little that ia aaid ia apphcal-lc to the Canadian < nek.a. 1 he latter |. not 
an earlx arriving apeena* and canne, m spring with a quiet neaa and a a deuce 
that hide. it. prmeliee for wane time after arrival lia note., liai, are 
entirely different front those tiitli which Kuropean writer, have made u. 
familiar. The ealla of our hirda are le., musical Imt have n eharin of their 
own and a wildnem and unuaiml quality in keeping with their nature.
The two ( anadian species arc very much alike in their calls; a loud
startling “ Kaow-kaow-kaow ” is out* of the most characteristic ami one 
that, on the still summer air, can be heart! for a tpiartcr of a mile or more 
Again they have a " Kuek-kuek-kuck note like a big clock beating seconds, 
that has not the range of the above but has considerable carrying power.

2
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In regard to their parental duties, our birds show considérai»le more reali
zation of res|K>nsihility than the European. They are slightly parasitic 
in iheir habits, that is, they occasionally drop their eggs in the nests of 
other birds and shelve upon them the cares of raising then young, but the 
practice is not common. The old I English word “Cuckold " refers to and 
is based upon this habit of the European bird. This is not a common 
practice with the American, as it is with the Old World species, and is 
(icrhups only accidental.

Economic Status. Cuckoos are almost entirely insectivorous, but 
occasionally take small amounts of wild fruit. Their great value lies in 
the fact that they show special fondness for certain insects that other 
species rarely touch. Hairy caterpillars which, on account of their bristly 
routings, are safe from most fastidious birds are regularly eaten by Cuckoos. 
The interior of a < 'uekoo's stomach will be found to be lined with a coating 
of spiny caterpillar bristles set in the walls and projecting from them

,‘W7. Yellow-hilled Cuckoo, km. i.i. eon oe À m.v jai a* i'occyzus amcruunus 
I. 12 Jo flit. \ \ Il X

Distinction*. Tin* Yellow-hilled Cuckoo may Is* mistaken only lor its relative the 
Mark-hilled. The yellow on the hill, from which it gets its name, is the easiest means ol 
identification. Additional distinguishing marks are a broad area of suffused cinnamon on 
the wings, that is conspicuous in flight, ami considerably more white on the ends of the tail 
feathers

Fiehl Marks. The long flexible out line in flight mid the general coloration make this 
bird recognizable at* a Cuckoo. The yellow lower mandible, cinnamon wing marks, and 
the large amount of white on the tail fix the species.

Xcstiny. l oose structure of stirks not far from ground.
Distribution. This species is of rather more southern distribution than the next, 

hut the data seem to point to its increase in numbers and range within the past thirty 
years Its range just overlaps the southern borders of Ontario, Quebec, and New Prims

NCHSPECIES. There are two races of this species recognized in Canada The 
Eastern Cuckoo, the typical form, extends west to the plains.

:1HN. Black-hilled Cuckoo, kk. i.k roveov À iik< noihk. {'otrytua crytlirophtfuil- 
mus b, ll-HlJ. Plate XVII A.

Distinctions Can he distinguished from the Yellow-hilled by its all-black lull, lack 
of cinnamon on the wings, and the smaller amount of white tips on the tail.

Ftchi Murks. The above make the best field marks available for tin- s|ieeies. The 
characteristic Cuckoo Might and outline arc easily mxignised.

Xcstmy 1/iosc structure of sticks not far from ground.
Distribution. A bird of wider and more northerly distribution than the yellow-billed 

< 'uekoo; irregularly in the more settled parts of the country south of the gulf of St. Iwwretnv 
and west to the Manitoba line.

SC BORDER ALCYON EH KINGFISHERS.

The Kingfishers form a well-marked group represented in nearly all 
parts of the world. Though evidently adapted to catching fish some have 
given up their ancestral habits and watery habitats to live in the woods 
on insects and earthworms. However, all these departures from type are 
cxtralimital and mostly tropical; the well known Laughing Jackass of 
Australia is a large aberrant Kingfisher. The North American Kingfishers 
are nil included under one family, Alcedinidtr.
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FA Mill AU LU I Ml) *:. KINM IMIKIth.

As then* is only one s|M'cics of the family in ( anada the dc>cription 
given under the s|M*cii*s will servo for the family.

It'.MI lieltvd Kingtihlivr n< 1.1 mahtin i-fct iikvh < •ri/lf ai i,»n L, 13 OJ
I'lute \ VII It

lMinclu»u». Tin- great ragg«--| créât and sl.ity-hlm- hack »»f the Kingfisher eamnit I. 
very well oonfumvl with ary oilier Anierinui turd The weak lis-l, three imu in from, 
the two outer (Figure Ht», p Jt joined for half their length, and the peculiar ehtm~\ 
grasping surfaces arc diagnostic of the Kingfisher*.

I'nl'l Marks The raggisl crest and large head, general «•olorution, and liahil of sitting 
motionless on a pereli overhanging the water or diving into it with a splash make the 
Kingfisher easily reeognizahle in life

Xrnling. I'sually on gmuml at etui of a tunnel driven in the ........... an ex|awet| earth

Ihalnhution. All of North America, hmiling wherever foutu I in ( 'annda

All frv< i tien tors of < 'niiadian waters know the Kingfisher. It hi*. 
mot ioniens on ti commanding pereli over the water watching for the fish 
Ih'Iow. Suddenly it dashes off, hangs suspended a moment in the air. and 
then drops with a resounding splash into the water, rising a moment later 
with a luckless fish in its capacious hill, and is off around the liend of the 
stream. Within its daily range the Kingfisher knows every jiereh and 
branch from which it can get a comprehensive view of its fishing grounds 
and returns to them again and again. Streams are not its only habitat; 
it frequents lakes and ponds and even the seashore. The Kingfishers 
fish sometimes at considerable distances from their nests as they are often 
st‘(ni in country where earth hanks such as they require for nesting are 
few. However, they are adaptable and sometimes use the most unexpected 
substitutes, such as the earth clinging to the roots of an overturned tree, 
or the sides of a drainage ditch.

Katnomic Statu*. The Belted Kingfisher lives upon small fish, and 
whether or not this constitutes a grave economic offence is a question 
that cannot be answered offhand. The minnows caught by this bird along 
our larger streams, ponds, or lakes are certainly not of importance, but 
when Kingfishers frequent small preserved trout streams they may possibly 
commit rather serious depredations. Their effect on the larger salmon 
waters is less clear. Ordinarily the fish they take are small pereli, shiners, 
chub, and other minnows that frequent the surface or shallow warm water. 
The number of young game fish that are taken cannot he great. < hi waters 
given to the culture of trout the question is different. The fish taken 
there are comparatively well grown and even if they are not very numerous 
the Kingfisher cannot he looked upon with friendly eyes by the angler.

On the salmon streams the Kingfishers are regarded with strong 
disfavour and the guardians are usually busy reducing their number with 
gun and trap on every possible occasion, and even offer bounties iq>on their 
heads and nests. How far this is justified is questionable. In many of 
these streams the fish have little other food than the smaller of their own 
species. The large fish, except the spring run of breeders, arc all busy 
eating the small ones. The fry evidently live on micro-organisms and 
plankton, the fingcrlings upon the fry, the parr upon the fingcrlings, and 
so on. The fingcrlings are those taken by the Kingfishers. Now if the 
final number of adult salmon depends on the fingerling, if the fingerling



is the critical stage in tin* salmon's life beyond wliich its chances for 
survival are greatly increased, the Kingfisher van possilily commit appre
ciable depredation; but if on the other hand this critical point occurs later, 
during the sea life of the fish for instance, the effect of the taking of even 
a considerable number of fingerlings will be negligible. At any rate it 
will take several Kingfishers to equal the damage done by one comparatively 
small fish in the waters frequented by the salmon. It would seem, therefore, 
that the good and evil in the case of the Kingfisher nearly balances.

Order Pici. Woodpeckers.

The world wide order Pici is a rather heterogeneous division including 
numerous subdivisions and there is little uniformity of opinion as to their 
exact relations. In Canada there is only one family of the order—Picidtr. 
tile Woodpeckers.

FAMILY—PIC'IDÆ. WOODPECKERS.

(intend Dnuriptiim. The Woodpecker* are an easily recognized family. They have 
viilter three nr four as in the ('urkuos, two permanently directed forward, ending in 
well hooked claws for clinging to the rough hark of trees If one group, the Three-toed 
Woodpeckers, one of the hind toes is absent The hill is straight, stout, and chisel-shaped 
at th'' tip (Figure 41, p. 25). The tail is well developed; not remarkably long but stout 
and ending in stiff bristles that are worn and frayed by pressure against rough bark.

Ihatniction*. Feet, bill, and tail characters make reliable distinctions.
Field Mark*. Tree climbing habits; and flight by series of quick wing strokes with 

slight pause* between, causing « waved «ourse like a succession of festo ms
\ nth tty In holes excavated in trees or stubs.

The Woodpeckers are well known for their ability to cling to per
pendicular or overhanging surfaces. The stout chisel-shaped hill is 
admirably adapted to drilling into wood whence the larva* of borers or other 
inserts are extracted. The tongue is modified into a long, extensible 
spear furnished with a sharp point and armed with minute barbs to assist 
in holding the impaled prey and withdraw it from the wood. The hyoid 
or tongue bones are so long that in the normal position of rest they wind up 
over the base of the skull along the crown and in some species penetrate the 
nostrils beneath the bill-sheath and finally rest their ends near the tip of 
the hill. As a further aid, large salivary glands secrete a sticky fluid for 
the tongue to which small insects stick and are caught as with bird lime 
A few species, for example the Sapsuekers, have the tip of the tongue frayed 
out into a sort of brush that is evidently used in gathering up the sap.

Economic Status. Of the general usefulness of the Woodpeckers, 
with the exception of the Sapsuekers, there can he little doubt. They 
are almost entirely insectivorous. They pursue wood-boring grubs by 
drilling holes even in apparently healthy trees and hence they are bene
ficial not harmful.

393 Hairy Woodpecker, ru—LB Me CHEVELU. Drutdmlrn villosus. L, 9 40. 
Almost exactly like the next specie#, but larger. Plate XVIII A.

IHatinctif»!x The Downy Woodpecker is the only specie# with which this is likely to 
be confused. Size is the best iniint for differentiation, but the white of the outer tail feat hers 
being solid instead of barred with black, is diagnostic.

Field Marks. The spotti>d black and white coloration to mark the genus and the size 
to separate it from the Downy.



\Ysting lit holm drilled in dead stub* nr living irnt-
Distribution The Hair> Woodpecker in it* vario.i* suhs|irriri* i* found over all tin* 

wooded part* of < 'anada, breeding everywhereexcept perha|M* in the moat southern |*>rtion* 
of Ontario.

M BSFH IKS The *|>ecie* in eastern Canada i* divided into two geographical 
races, the Eastern Hairy, the type form, and the Northern Hairy, D. v Inicoinela* The 
latter I* the one usually but incorrectly given as the bird of southern < ‘anada It is of 
slightly larger size and of mon- northern distribution, only occasionally coining down into 
settled districts in winter and perha|>* never appearing in the 1 saver Great Lakes region.

The Hairy Woodpecker get* its name from the white feathers of the 
hack, which fall over the black borders in a loose disconnected way faintly 
suggestive of hairs. It is one of the eotmnon wood picker* and quite 
typical of the family in its habits. It is not as familiar about houses or 
orchards as the Downy Woodpecker, preferring the woods to orchard or 
shade trees.

Economic Statu*. Insects constitute 77 per cent of the food of this 
species; they arc mostly beetles, but include ants, scales, and sawflies; 
22 per cent is vegetable, almost entirely wild fruit.

304. Downy Woodpecker, su le pic minci,k Ik wholes pubrsrens. !.. ti S3.
M ite XVIII V

Distinctions. The Downy can be separated from the Hairy Woodpecker by it* smaller 
size and the black barring on the white outer tail feather*

Fold Murk* Size i* the best field mark
Settling. In biles drilled in dead trees and stubs
Distribution. The Downy Woodpecker with its various Hubsjieeies occupies all of 

temperate America, bricditig in ( 'anada wherever found
Sl'BSPKCfKS The aperies is divided into several geographical races. The form 

of eastern Canada, the Northern Downy l). p. medianwt, i* separated from the type form 
only by a slight difference in size.

The Downy Woodpecker is our commonest woodpecker. It conics 
close about the house and is quite at home in the orchard and among the 
shade trees of towns and parks. As it is resident in Canada throughout 
the year it is of particular value to the husbandman.

Economic Status. Being the most fearless of the woodpeckers and 
coming close about the fields and houses where it is most needed, it is an 
invaluable bird. Peering into every crack and crevice of shade and fruit 
trees and drilling for deeper lying insects it well complements the work of 
the little Chickadee and Nuthatch. In fact, these three species often travel 
in company in the winter and there is little in the food line that is overlooked 
when the three species Work together. The food of the Downy Woodpecker 
is similar to that of the Hairy Woodpecker, but, as would be expected 
from its smaller size and its more common presence in summer, includes 
more of the smaller insects. The various scale insects make a larger item 
in its food and it takes more moth caterpillars, including the Tent Cater
pillar and those of the Codling Moth.

400. Arctic Three-toed W oodpecker, hlm k-hackbd woodpecker eu le pu- 
ARCTiyvE. Vicoides arrtirus. L, 9-50. Plate XVIII H

Dish net mn a. A woodpecker with three instead of four toes and a solidly black bark
Field Marks. Except the Red-headed, the only solidly blaek-lmckcst wood|>ecker in 

eastern Canada. The all black back for specific, and the yellow crown patch of the male 
for generic recognition. Plate XVIII B

Distribution. The northern coniferous forests, west to the prairie provinces.
57172—10
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A bird of tin- northern mnifrmus forest, seldom coming under the 
not ice of the ordinary observer, except towards the verge of present settle
ment where it is of regular occurrence.

Economic Status. This woodpecker is of growing importance for the 
protection of the coniferous forest from introduced and other insect pests 
which have greatly increased in recent years.

401. American Three-loed Woodpecker ladobh-hackbd woodpecker Hi i> 
pie u’amékiuce. Hicoide» americunus L, H 75. Almost exactly similar to the Arctic 
Threato<hI, hut with the middle of the hack burred with white.

iMêtinctioiu. The yellow crown of the male is distinctive of the. Three-toed Wood
peckers This species can he distinguished from the Arctic by the white-barred instead 
of solid black back. Except the Red-bellied, the only woodpecker in eastern < anadu with 
a barre<l back

Field Marks. Yellow crown of male and the black and white barring in the middle 
of the back

SI ’US FECI ES. The form occurring in eastern Canada is the Eastern Three-tots! 
Woodpeeker, the type race of the spmes. In the west, other forms occur.

A much rarer bird than the preceding, hut of similar habits, status, 
and distribution, and extending into the western mountains in suhspccific

402. Yellow-bellied Sapeucker. Ht.—LE pic maculé. Sphyrupu'u* venue. L, 
H 56 Plate XIX A

Distinct ion*. The well-defined r«*d cap just covering the top of the head will usually 
distinguish this species. Some females have n black crown, but the general coloration 
is always recognizable even in young birds, although in them it is veiled and indimted 
rather than expressed.

Fiekl Marks. The red cap of both sexes and red throat of the male are the most cons
picuous field marks In other plumages the broad white bar that shows along the wing 
and the black gorget below the throat arc distinctive.

Nesting. In holes in dead trees.
Ihstrihutwn Eastern North America from well north of cultivation, southward. 

Breeds everywhere in eastern Canada excepting in the most southerly portions.
81 B8 PEC IBS rhe wtim Ion® "f the Yetiow-beHied Hepeucker i- the type 

race—the Eastern Sapsucker In the extreme west another subspecies occurs.

The Sapsuekers have departed somewhat from their ancestral wooti- 
pecking habits. Although numerous during migration through southern 
Canada, they are scarce breeders in the lower Great Lakes region though 
common elsewhere.

Economic Status. This is the only bird of the family that seems 
to be harmful. The harm is done in quest of sup, by girdling the trunks 
and branches of orchards and other smooth barked trees with rows of small 
squarish pits regularly spaced in horizontal lines penetrating both outer 
and inner barks to the sap-wood beneath. Several trees may be so tapped 
and visited in turn as the sap exudes. Though it is primarily the sap 
which is sought, the insects attracted arc also eaten, for though sap is 
a large item in the Sapsucker's diet, animal food is also necessary.

Although the damage to trees so girdled is not nearly as great as 
might be expected, they are sometimes permanently injured and even 
killed. All are weakened and a lodgment prepared for fungoid growth 
and insects. Unless severely and repeatedly attacked, however, most 
survive and completely recover. Even forest growth suffers considerable 
damage; valuable timber trees are attacked and the consequent burr



growths ami wood stains in tin manufactured lumber, marking tin* old, 
healed attacks of the Hapsuckcr, red tin the marketable value of the lumber 
products. The whole question of tin- damage done by Sapsuckers has bi en 
exhaustively discussed in a Vnited States Biological Survey Bulletin. No. 
3#, “ Wood pickers in relation to trees and wood products," by W. L. 
McAtee. Vntlvr the heading of defensive measure* against Sapsuckers 
the author advises a limited use of tin gun where the species is doing 
appreciable harm, or the use of poison. If the gun is used care should In- 
taken that only Sapsuckers arc killed and it must In- remembered that 
with poison, Hummingbirds and other small birds, especially warblers, 
are likely to suffer also.

405. Pileated Woodpecker, eo. k-oK-TWfc-wooi> eu mc en À arm: (a ami.aik 
Phhtolonnu pdtulus I.. 17 Plate XIX B

I Hat in étions. The hi ne of this woodpecker make* identification easy- It <‘an be 
confused with no other Canadian \\»>o<lp«-ekcr

h'ul'l Marks. I^irge size, striking, r»-»l crest, and tin- white on the outspread wings.
Distribution Once ranging over all of eastern Canada it is now practically i*,n- 

tined to the wilder parts and the wildenuws of the north
St BSPE('I ES The Pi lente» I Wood|M-eker is divided into two sulispeeies, of which 

only the Northern Pileate»! /' />. nbietu-olo oeeurs m Canada

On account of the wanton destruction of this beautiful bird which 
was one-e of wide distribution, it is now to In- found only in tin- quiet of tin 
north woods. The colloquial name "('ock-of-the-woods" has been locally 
corrupted into “Woodcock”, and its use for this species is a source of 
confusion and misunderstanding. The Pileated Woodpecker is not a 
legitimate object of sport; it will not ‘‘lie to a dog”, cannot In- hunted 
by sportsman-like methods, and is too small for use as food, but bar great 
value as a forest preserver. It should, therefore, be- rigidly protected 
for economic us well as sentimental reasons.

Economic Status. The Pileated Woodpecker is now restricted to the 
wildest seetions. It is mainly beneficial in the protection of forest trees 
and, therefore, its greatest value is to the lumberman. Its food is much 
the same as that of the other woodpeckers, but its superior strength enables 
it to dig deeply and exhume larva* and insects that are safe from a less 
powerful bird.

400. Red-headed Woodpecker. Kk i.k pic A têtu am ».k M(4aner/kn rrythro- 
rephalu.s L, 0 75. Plaie XX A

Distinctions. The bright re«l head an«l contrasting broad musses of black and white 
body-plumage an- easily n-eognize»I

bu-ld Murks The striking coloration of this species makes it easily n-»-ognizal»le.
Setting Generally in holes in dead stubs and occasionally in U-legtaph and other 

such polm.
Distribution. A bin! of rather southern distribution, only n-gularly ami commonly 

entering < ’anada on the southern bonier along the lower Great buki-s

The Red-headed Woodpecker is one of the familiar species about 
orchard* and wood lots. It is. therefore, well known wherever it 
occurs. The Red-headed has rather less of woodpecker habits than 
the forms hitherto considered, or it has evolved other flycatcher-like 
traits in addition to its ancestral ones.

Economic Status. The Red-headed eats fewer larva* and grubs than 
other species, and more useful, predaceous ground-beetles. However,

67172- 101
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the balance between good ami « vil is ill its favour, for although it rat-, 
some fruit, May beetles or June bugs and weevils form a large part of its 
food It ha* been accusi-d of i-ating fruit and without doubt tin- charges 
haw some foundation, but careful study has hIiowii that these case* an 
I oral and coutoed to limited arras and |M-rha|>s to certain individuals.

MW Red-bellied Moodpetirr KK u, hi id U CAMiUNK < rnluruM Carotui - 
I., tt fill I,ulm- bark ami ii|i|*T|ntrtt« sharply and n-gularly barred with Mark ami white 
Whole iiavk of am* to ahmildrr and, in tis lualr, the top of howl, bright nil VII n- 
inaindrr and In-low ashy whitr with slight olivr tines. Abdoawa slightl> tmgsd with red

Ihatiudum*. Ttir even barring «il thr wimlr nark ami ths mi colour of the crown 
ami rear neck an- #■ w*il> distinguished

lh*lnhulnm Fnaii thr gulf eeast to northern Tinted Stalin, oorwring as a straggle 
to thr north of thr lioumlary m south«rn Ontario

This Woodpecker is of ran- and lorul occurrence in Cauda. It> 
rroiioinir status is good although it is bind of wiltl fruit ami occasional^ 
turns its attention to cultivated varieties.

412. Flicker. nofcaaK-wiNoaa wooaeat ton miuhhoix., hi«.hhoi.i»k. ykixow- 
MAMMM1 m ikni mn*É I'aiafdrt aural un L, 12 Plait-XX K

IhatiHctimi A largv Wixidpiwker with thr uader surface of ths wings and tail hright

Field Mark». (it-ntral VimMuHHw artione, sun-; yellow undsrwmg surface* 
ami whits runi|i eonspn-uous in flight

\mliup Nests ill hoirs excavated III dead wliliw, iisiiulb III thr Q|H-n, rari lv if sear 
in deeer woods Thr im-cuImt inter-relation of distinct speciwi is w«-ll illustrated by thi* 
bird. Its deserted metmg-iiolrs arr ma«l«- use of by many othtr s|n-« ire wim-h an- incap- 
aMs of excavating th«-tr own. Sparrow Hawks, Très Swallows, Created Flycatcher-, 
amt whim- other useful s|h*« mw an- thus «iirectly «i<-|ientient u|sm Wuodpsrhsrw, ««iN-cialb 
Flickers, for meting site». Thin- are many other such oaese in natun- of ini«-rdepen- 
ilrm-e, son it- an- obvious ami well known, some we surmise, ami others may lit- that wi
de not and eaneot at present even sus|iert This is a cogent reason for caution in disturb 
mg the ««uahlished order of nature

IhMtrilmlion. The Flicker in its various suheperiie is distributed all over eastern 
North America, mirth to the tree hunts. It breeds wherever fourni in Canada

SCHSPECIKS. Ths Flicki-r is diviihd into several stibsperite, the eastern Canaiiian 
variety being known as the Northern Flieker C « fairas.

Thr most familiar of thr Woodpecker* to thr general publir a* is 
indicated by the great number <4 vernacular names that have been appplied 
to it; only th principal once an- given above. The loud "Flicker, flicker, 
flicker”, of th< male ami the piercing "Feiu-u" of both Hexes are well 
known and easily recognised sounds. Though a true Woodpecker the 
Flicker is a pronounced ground feeder and is especially font! of ants, of 
which its food is often largely composed. It delights to cling to a hollow 
reverberating tree trunk ami beat out rattling tattoos that can be heard 
for gn-at distances This noise seems to hr made as a call to its man
or may sometimes be from pure exuberance of spirits. The reproductive 
powers Ilf the Flicker are phenomenal. By taking away the eggs as they 
are laid it has been known to lay thirty or more in a seasoi It seems 
to Ih- able to keep up the deposition until the set is completed.

Economic Statu». Ants constitute nearly half the food of the Flicker 
The remainder of its insect food consists of both brurtirial and harmful 
species, but the latter noticeably predominate. It takes some fruit, 
grain, anti nmst; but on the whole must la- considered to lx- hrm-firial 
rather than harmful. Perhaps the worst charge that ran be made against
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1 hr species is its scattering of the seeds of the pm son oak avid ivy and so 
aiding in the spread of these harmful plants.

Order Mavrovhirvs. (îoiitiuckm, Swifts, and Hummingbirds.

In this order are grouped a number of birds that after furthi r inves
tigation may be rearranged. The present classification of the American 
Ornithologists’ I'nioti is avowedly tentative and adhered to only until 
a permanent system can lie agreed upon. The various suborders of 
the division are more easily recognized by their differences than by their 
agreements, and those points in which they differ will be emphasized in 
the following descriptions.

SUBORDER -A AMUMULül. tiOATKl < KKKS
This is a widely distributed suborder divided into a number of families. 

A description of the one family represented in North America will serve 
for the recognition of the native specie#.

FAMILY—VACKIMt LtilDÆ. <KIA ISl ( KKKs

Gtntral l)tnciiptioH. The (ioatsuckcrs have flattened head*. very small hills. ;wd 
eaurooua mouths, with ga|N* extending to hehiml the eye (Figure :<s, i> 24). The 
h-et are small and very weak and the middle claw pcctinat«>d or furnished with eomh- 
like serrations as in the Herons (Figure 19, p. 21). The plumage is very soft in texture 
and coloured in w<ss| browns, neutral huffs, and grey.

IhHlinchoim. The above characters should be sufficient to characterize this family 
as they are dissimilar to those of any othe* Canadian birds

The (îoHtsuckcrs were given their name from tin old but mistaken 
belief that they sucked the milk from the goats in the pastures over w hich 
they were seen to wheel and circle, and their immense months and pink 
throats gave support to the popular impression. In truth the birds that 
frequented the pastures were hawking for flying insects that had been 
attracted by the animals. The birds of this family are nocturnal or cre
puscular. They feed entirely upon insects caught on the wing and seldom 
come to ground except to nest or for repose. Their feet are too small 
and weak to clasp a branch securely and in perching they normally sit 
on large branches, lengthwise of them instead of crosswise, as do most 
birds.

tiff Chuck-will's Widow, kr —em.ovi.kvf.nt de i.a i a roux»;. Autntotomu* 
nirolironsi* L, 12 X large \Ylup-|>nnr-will K<>e next specie*

Ihstinrliims Size; it is a considerably larger bird than the Whip-poor-will, the 
long bri*tle* about the mouth with hair-like branches at their base instead of luting clean 
and bare throughout their length.

IhMlribution. The southern state*. Of aeeidental occurrence within our borders.

The basis for the inclusion of this bird here is the taking of a specimen 
at Pelee point on lake Erie and another at Piet ou, Nova Scotia. It is 
rare and is similar to the Whip-poor-will in appearance, habits, and notes.

417 Whip-poor-will, fr —l'knuovlevent criard Antroatomus vociferu*. L, 
9 75. Coloured in soft indefinite patterns of woml-brown* and greys with suggestions 
of rufous and ochre. There is little broad pattern in the colouring, but much fine detail. 
<>n the underpart* there in only a faint suggestion of barring, and the coloration of the 
whole bird is like that of a great brown moth.
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IhstturUons Only tu be mistaken for the Night hawk or the very rare ( 'huek-will'e 
Widow It IK easily distinguished from the Nighthawk by the following |m»uiUi th, 
tliroat is dark instead of white; there is a narrow white dollar across the bat* of the throats 
the final half of the tail feathers, except the middle pair, in white in the male and lip|ied 
with buff y white in the female The spread wing shows no white spot.

\ruling Eggs are laid directly upon the ground or on dead leaves 
Distribution. ( smimon throughout most of the settled parts of eastern < 'aiiada, 

scarcer in the extreme i-ast, and more umiiuon in undisturlied than in liighly cultivated 
sections.

Sl'HSI‘E( I ES. Two subspecies of Whip-poor-will are recognized in North America, 
of which the Eastern Whip-poor-will, the type form, is the only one occurring in Canada.

There is no other sound in tin Canadian woods as poetically mournful 
as the reiterated tall of the Whip-poor-will. The translation of bird 
notes into words usually requires a stretch of the imagination, hut this 
bird Hays “Whip-poor-will, whip-poor-will' with unusual distinctness. 
For a calling station it selects a perch on a fallen tree-trunk, a hare branch, 
the roof of a building, or even a tent pole. It returns to its various stations 
regularly on successive nights and seems to visit each in turn. Between

Iieriods of calling the bird hawks and wheels through the tree tops in 
urge interlacing circles, sometimes swooping towards the ground in a long 

pendulum-like swing. In the daytime it seeks the ground in Home quiet 
patch of underbrush where it passes the time at rest. When disturbed 
by an intruder it rises with a loose, poorly controlled Might that gives no 
indication of its wonderful command of the air at other times, flutters 
a short distance over the tangle, and drops again to earth.

The Whip-poor-will is often regarded as identical with the Nightlmwk. 
This is a not unnatural mistake when they are not seen side by side as 
they are quite similar enough to he confused.

Economic Stains. The Whip-poor-will feeds largely upon night- 
flying beetles, especially May beetles or June hugs.

420. Nighthawk. mohqvito hawk bvll-bat niuht-jah. Kit —l’knuoi'lkvk.nt 
D*AMÉB.KtüK ChordriUs nrainianuH. L, 10. Plate XXI A.

Distinction*. The Nighthawk am I the Whip-poor-will are often mistaken for one 
another This specie*, however, can be distinguished from the Whip-poor-will by the 
following characters the throat is white instead of dark, there is no white collar below 
the throat, and the long mouth-bristle* are lacking. The tail is slightly forked instead 
of round and lias little or no white except a narrow suhtenninal bar. The nnderparts 
are distinctly barm! and the wings have a white spot at the base of the primant* instead 
of being all black.

Field Murk*. The Nighthawk Hies about in daylight and in the early evening, 
whereas the Whip-|*ior-will never hawks about in the open until evening A white si ait 
in the wing shows in flight, verv plainly, resembling from a little distance a clear cut shot 
hole The sudden and iierpendieular «five in the air with hollow booming accompaniment 
is also distinctive of the species

\istmg A clear spot on the ground -usually the hald tops of flat rocks in the open. 
Eggs laid directly on ground with little or no preparation. Often utilizes the flat gravel 
roofs of buildings.

Distribution. North and South America, north to the tree limits, breeding in Canada 
wherever found.

St’BSFECIES. Several subspecies of Night hawks are recognized in Canada, but 
the only form occurring in the east is the Eastern Nighthawk, the type form.

Though called Nighthawk this bird has no relation to the Rapt ores 
in habit, structure, or outward appearance. Its large eyes directed slightly 
forward sometimes causes it to he mistaken for an owl by casual observers. 
This species nests to some extent on the Hat gravel roofs of buildings.



ThvHr gran-ful aeronauts may l>v s«-«-n over almost any city or town an 
evening draws on, la nting about on lung, strong wings with slow, powerful, 
but slightly ♦•rratirally timed beats At intervals one will mount in steep 
spirals higher ami higher, and then fate earthwards anti tome nearly 
perpendicularly down like a falling stone. As it fulls a hollow «lull tremolo 
buzz is heard. Just before the observer thinks the bird must dash to 
the ground it catches itself and glides off safely to repeat the operation. 
Its notes are not musical, though from the high upper air its hoarse 
squawking voice comes down softened ami harmonized by distance.

Economic Slat ns. Of few birds can more good or less harm be told 
than of the Nighthawk. Its food is wholly of inseets ami it takes most 
of it on the wing, high in the air where many of the insects are mating 
and at a time when their destruction does the most good. It is a surpris
ingly small bird when stripped of its thick coat of soft feathers, but requires 
a great amount of food. A list of the species taken by it includes great 
numbers of ants, June bugs, squash beetles, chinch bugs, leaf-hoppers, 
and other obnoxious species. The habit, common in some places, of using 
this bird as a live target by gunners when practicing is inexcusable ami 
those guilty of it should be rigorously prosecuted. It should lie realized 
that every offence against the laws protecting insectivorous birds is 
something more than a technical offence against an impersonal state; 
it is a direct blow at the welfare of the whole community.

HIHORDKR -emeu 8WIFTM AND ALLIES.

A widely spread suborder consisting of one family of which in easteru 
Canada we have only a single species.

FAMILY—MICROPODIDÆ. SWIFTS.

The North American Swifts are divided into two subfamilies, only 
one of which, the Spine-tailed Swift ( hœturinœ, is represented in «-astern 
Canada.

Subfamily ('hœturnnr. S/nne-ta ilc/t Swifts.

The Swifts are a group of birds superficially resembling swallows, but 
structurally v<-ry different from them, the similarity being brought about 
by common r«-«piirements and not by relationship. A description that is 
applicable to the whole subfamily is given under the specific heading 
following.

423. Chimney Swift, ra — mb martinet des chemisés. Chat urn prlattca. L, 
*•43 Plate XXI H

Distinctions The even, sooty-brown colour lightening on the throat ami becoming 
darker towards the vent, is almost sufficient for recognition. The projection of the shafts 
of the tail feathers (Figure 39, p 2.1) beyond the webs as sharp stiff spines is a |*ositive 
identification mark

Field Murks. The peculiar, long, narrow, and rather dub shaped wings, well shown 
m the illustration; the nearly continuous quick beating; the dense dark coloration; anil 
the habit uf entering chimneys, are distinctive ami characteristic

Seating. Originally in hollow trees or clefts in rocks, now over most of the range of 
the(himney Swift, in unused chimneys. The nest is a firm structure of twigs cemented 
together with a natural glue furnished by the salivary glands. The edible m Us so much 
in demand by Chinese epicures, are com | mini *d of the cement from a closely allied Swift.

Distribution. Eastern North America, north to the limit of cultivation Breeds in 
Canada wherever found
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This is an interesting spirit s, swallow-like in outward appearance and 
food-hunting habits yet structurally distinct from the Swallows. It i> an 
odd example of parallel development of widely separated characters induct d 
by similarity of requirement. Its habits have entirely changed since the 
advent of the white man and, forsaking hollow trees, it is now practically 
dependent upon chimneys for sites in which to build its nest. The winter 
home of the Chimney Swift is unknown. The mystery, however, should 
not la* exaggerated, as there are numbers of Swifts in the western hemisphere 
looking very like this one and the bird has probably been overlooked in its 
winter quarters or confused with closely allied forms. The Swift spends 
much time on the wing and seldom comes to rest except in a chimney or 
hollow tree. In the autumn, before migration, great numbers gather to- 
together and at evening seek the shelter of some ample chimney where 
they pass the night. They may 1m* seen just before dusk flying about in 
complicated patterns near the chosen chimney, and as the sun sets, circling, 
until as they throw the wings straight up over the back and drop fluttering 
into the stack, one rapidly following another, they appear to pour in like a 
miniature maelstrom. The birds cling to the perpendicular walls of the 
chimney by hundreds, in masses like lumps of soot Occasionally one with 
insecure hold drops a few- feet, loosening as it does so, others below; there 
is a momentary flutter of wings and a small chorus of fine sharp ehippings 
until they find new holdings and settle for the night.

81'BORDKR—TROCHILl. HUMMINGBIRD*

These tiny, insect-like birds with brilliant flower-like coloration, 
unbird-like flight, and wonderfully varied form, are a typically American 
order. In a way, they occupy much the same position in the New World 
as the Sun Birds do in the Old World, but the similarity between the two is 
superficial and not one of relationship. Many species arc highly specialized 
and exhibit some of the strangest forms in the bird world, including crests, 
ruffs, fans, and muffs, exaggerated tails, long plumes, and enormous sword
like and fine awl-shaped bills, but their most striking feature is the brilliant 
metallic colorations on various parts of the body, that gleam in the sun. They 
feed largely upon the nectar of flowers. The tongue is very long and 
protrusive as in the Woodpeckers, with its sides curled over towards the 
middle to form a double tube frayed into a brush-like tip which makes a 
most efficient organ for sucking liquids. Numbers of small insects, however, 
are taken with the nectar and, from feeding experiments on captives, they 
seem to be necessary to the bird's welfare. They are usually minute forms 
taken from the flowers from which the nectar is obtained.

Hummingbirds as a group are tropical and subtropical species and 
increase greatly in number to the south, though one species in the east 
ranges well to the north.

FAMILY—TROCHILIUÆ. HUMMINGBIRDS.

As there is only one family of Hummingbirds, represented in eastern 
Canada by a single species, see preceding and succeeding headings for des
cription.

428. Ruby-throated Hummingbird, kr—le colibri à oeorues rubis Archilo
chus columns L, 3 74 Plate XXII A
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ihutinctinii* Su#-; sU-mlvr lull 11 igurt 40. |> 2.*>>; a*d im-tallie mkiratiua art- 
distinctive.

Setting In u Ix-autiful structure txivemd with hite< of Uctien* and eobwebe, naddhil 
un th<- top of a brunch

Itixlnhutmn liuUtn North Aimriva north to the hunt* of present cultivâtion

Hummingbirds Hy forwards, backwards, sideways, or remain per
fectly stationary in the air with equal ease another instance of parallel 
development a bird flying lik< an insect yet in structure strictly bird-like. 
The wings vibrate with a rapidity that can only In measured by the tuning 
fork method used with insects. This system of flight is fundamentally 
different in method from that of other birds and consequently the wings 
<liffer from the usual type. They are long, narrow, non-flexible. and the 
keel of the sternum is immensely deepened to give support to the great 
muscles that move them. In proportion to its wing spread a Humming
bird has a breast keel nearly three times larger than that of a pigeon, a bird 
of average flight, or forty times larger than that of an albatross.

Economic Stains. When it is remembered that some of the smallest 
insect pests are the most destructive, we can realize that possibly tin 
economic importance of the Hummingbird may be greater than suspected. 
Besides nectar, its food seems to be compound of small flies, gnats, minute 
bees, wasps, and other flower-haunting and pollen-eating forms. Appa
rently no harm can la- charged against the species and it may do good out 
of all proportion to its size.

Order Passeres. Perching Birds.

The order Passeres, Passerine or Perching Birds, is the largest and 
most important division of modern birds. The lower and more generalized 
types of birds have in the past been in the ascendant ; but to-day the 
highly specialized Pastures are dominant ; they constitute nearly if not 
quite half of our present living forms and are put at the head of the classi
fication by syatematists. They have a greater number than any other 
order,of characters that are common to themselves but special in relation 
to other orders, for instance, the highly developed larynx or singing organ, 
with complicated muscular control and many other special characters. 
Generally, a bird may be referred to this order by a process of elimination, 
as not belonging to any of the previous orders. The feet (Figure 42. p. 25) 
are not webbed, the hind toe is as long as the middle one, and tin whole foot 
is well adapted for perching. The bill is hard and horny, without cere or 
soft base, and the nostrils do not communicate with each other as in some 
of the other orders. Two suborders are represented in ( ’anada : ('almntore#, 
the Songless Perchera; and 0seines, the Song Birds.

SUBORDER—CLAMATOREK. HONULBW PKKCHKRS

This suborder is constituted upon a basis of anatomical structure. 
The name Songless Percher is not intended to indicate that the birds are 
silent, but that they are less tuneful than the Oseines, w ith a larynx less 
highly specialized. Only one family of this suborder occurs in Canada, the 
Tyrannuia or Tyrant Flycatchers.
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KAMI LT TT KAN X IDA: TYRANT KLT< ATCHKKn.

dînerai Üeêcriptum. The Tyrunt Flycatchers are émut easdy recognised among 
Canadian bird» by their bilk (Figure 43. p 25) which are comparatively long, somewhat 
Hattene«i and broadened al the bane, wider than high, ami alightly hooked at the extreme 
tip

Ftelil Mark* Kasily recognized in life by their characteristic habits and attitudes 
which ho.in lieoume familiar to the duwerning observer When perehutg they iiHiially hil 
m an upright attitude, «|uite Ht ill exeept for an occasional spasmodic jerking of the tail 
< >ti observing a passing insect they dash out ami capture it in the air with u nimble evolu
tion and quick snap of the bill.

The Flycatchers art* one of the most difficult families to identify 
specifically. Some of them are strongly characterized, hut of the com
monest ones, several species are so nearly alike as to puzzle the experienced 
ornithologist when they are silent or not in normal habitats. In identifying 
them in life, attention should he paid to their notes. These and the type 
of habitat in which they are observed are good guides to differentiation in 
the ease of the more puzzling species.

Economic Statu*. Their food consists almost entirely of insects, 
caught on the wing, for which the broad bill is well adapted. As they take 
most of their food in the air near the ground they catch varieties of insects 
not taken by other birds. The species found in their stomachs include 
beetles, flies, wasps, crane Hies, ants, grasshoppers, tent caterpillars, and 
moths. Indeed, nearly all the harmful species of insects are found in their 
crops and they must be classed as highly beneficial.

443. Sviswor-tailed Flycatcher. Muxcivora forjicata L, 13 (about) (Tail. 9.) 
This Flycatcher ih an occasional Wanderer within the borders of Canada, from sul>- 
tropieal America. It is unmistakable—a light, ash-coloured bird .iltotit the size of a 
Kingbird, with darker wings, scarlet or orange cap and the same colour under the wings, 
and with a great tail X to It inchi-H long, spin to a depth of H inches or more, which, 
when the bird is at rest, oiiens and closes like a pair of scissors. Strangely enough one 
of our best authenticated records comes from York Factory on Hudson bay. With 
this record before us, it is difficult to state positively what species may or may not be 
found anywhere in Canada.

444. Kingbird, bee martin, km. —lk Movcherolus K la Caroline. Tyrannus 
tyrannu*. L, S SI. Plate XX11 B.

Distinction». The black and white coloration, orange crown patch showing in 
moments of excitement, and the black tail conspicuously tip|>ed with white as if dip|>ed 
in white paint

Fiehi Murk*. Fasily recognized in life by the above marks The orange crow-n. 
however, is rarely seen. In life, the head and tail ap|«*ar to be dead black in colour in 
strong contrast to the pure white below.

Sexto ip In trees, 5 to 40 feet above the ground; the nest a well built structure of 
weed stalks, grasses, and waste vegetation lined with plant-down, rootlets, and fine grasses. 
The fact that the bird not uncommonly nests in orchards and near cultivated fields is 
much in its favour.

Dixtributmi. North America north to near tree limits. Breeds in Canada wherever

The Kingbird is a familiar species, coming close around houses and 
orchards, and the presence of a pair nesting close by is one of the best 
preventives of the depredations of hawks or crows. None come anywhere 
near the Kingbird's home, without being vigorously challenged. The 
Kingbird flies at the intruders with an energy that is surprising in so 
small and weak a bird. It cannot do them any real harm, but drives them 
away and its outcries give wide notice of the impending danger. Owing to



its small size ami agility in the air, it ran attack a large enemy from any 
quarter and is practically safe from counter attacks from anything heavier 
ami less agile.

Economic Status. The name Kingbird i> of obvious application. but 
th<‘ other term applied to it, “Bee Martin,” naturally raises suspicion as 
to its feeding habits. It is accused of catching honey bees, and most 
circumstantial accounts of its doing so are given credence. The record 
given below shows that the charge of taking bees is to some extent inn 
but it shows also that the bees caught are mainly drones that can well be 
spared. The old story of the kingbird opening its brilliant crest to decoy 
the bee within reach under the impression that it is a flower may be dis
missed as groundless folk-lore, though it has received wide circulation and 
acceptation. Of t>24 Kingbirds' stomachs examined by the Tinted States 
Department of Agriculture in PHI. 22 contained a total of til bees: .*>1 of 
which were drones; 8. workers; and 2 were indeterminate The remainder 
of the food consists of other insects including many noxious forms and a 
little wild fruit and berries,

4.Y2 Greeted Flycatcher, urkai < rk>tku ki.v. atchs.h m i t won hi:hou.k 
À irom: Mymrchu» enmtus L, 9 01. < Hive-brown above, turning to rufous mi the 
inner w«-bs of the tail Throat and upper breast, ash-grey l'iiderparth, sulphur-Y< How

Distinctions The above coloration is distinctive No other Vlyeateher in eastern 
( anada is similarly coloured

Field Murks The bright yellow colour below and the long rufous tail are the most 
striking recognition marks The loud, hoarse cry. a long drawn wheeevep" and a lower 
“ wki/>-whip-u>hipy' are very characteristic though sometimes mistakable for the Mutn of 
the < Hive-sided Flycatcher.

Netting In Iioles iihundnand by woodpt«ekers. The bird shows a remarkable |«re
ference for cast snake skins as nesting material Scarcely a nest of the species but con
tains one or more.

Distribution. Fas tern North America. In ( 'anada all along the southern ls»rder, 
breeding wherever fourni.

A Flycatcher of the woodland tree topa. Its voice is constantly heard 
in the summer, but rarely at any distance from dense forest.

Economic Status. Beetles, loetis s, ants, crickets, flies, and moths 
constitute the bulk of its food. It takes more parasitic wasps and beetles 
than most birds but not enough to counterbalance the pests it destroys.

466 Phoebe, hridck eewBK. hv -i.k moccih:rollb brvn. Sayonus phoebe 
L, 6 «0 Plate XXIII A.

Distribution. The small, greenish Fly cal ci *ts an ]M-rhn|»s the most diHieult of 
Aincricun birds to separate Fortunately each h * a typical habitat and characterisin 
note which form gmst guides to different ini ion The Phoebe in the largest of these puzzling 
little birds and the most easily recognized It is moat likely to 1m- confused with the VV«*id 
1’ewee, but examined in the'hand, the larger and *1. niter legs and feel of this siieeitw 
are easily recognisable.

Fold Marks The head of the Phoebe w-ems a littt- darker and in stronger contrast 
to the ImhIv than in the other Flycatchers The sideway- sweep of the tail i> character 
istie ami in adults the lark of wing bars. The note, howe er, a quickly uttered F hot-be 
with a strong accent on the first syllable, is tin- most easily recognized held mark The 
Wish! Pewee’s note is long-drawn and tliat of the beast is sin rt and explosive.

Xeating. A large structure of mud, nmss, and grasses under bridgi-s, the overhang 
of buildings, or ledges of rock.

Ihatritiution. Fasten» America, north to near tree limit. Hr- Is in ( anada wherever 
found.

No place suits the Phoebe so well for nesting as the tint timber or 
projecting ledges of an old bridge over some little stream wlur the air



over the water uImxiikIh in insect (inmI. In many parti* of tin* country 
am-ly a bridge I ml ha.- its pair «if IMiocIm-* in tin* summer. However, 

tin* mini m sis an* not restricti-d to bridges but an* plastered on tin* slightest 
projection umier the eaves of an outbuilding or even under the family 
porch. It is a friendly, familiar bird and cornea close to man wherever it 
imds a welcome. I nfortiinately its great nests are occasionally the dwelling 
place of innumerable parasites. in other words bird-lice. The usual course 
when they ap|H*ai is to knock the nest down with a stick and apply I toiling 
water. The application of common insect |mwder to tin* nest is I idler.
This will kill tin- parasites and In-Ip to retain about the house this easily 
domesticated and attractive bird.

Ut Olive-sided Flycatcher, ra u nm « iikhoi.u aix cot** ouvk VmI- 
InUttnn* h&rmlts I., 7 dW Mmli lilti- a large I'Ihm-Im-, but with lew olive am I with exten
sive masses of dark i-olour on «41 her sid«- of the rliesl

In the ham I tin riiiispn-iious dark patches at the sides of the chest, 
and the «lark uishr-tail coverts with light las* will separati- this s|s-«-n-s from the I’Imm-Im 
which it reeemhlen. At tin* sidi-s of the hack, usually NMinuliii him 1er the closed wings, 
though oeeasionallv displayed fiver them, are miteln s of Him- silk-like |ihiinage of pur« 
white or crealn «-«dour These will distinguish tin- <Hive-aided from wax other sisi-n-c

Fulii Murks In life the < t|ive-sid«sl looks more like a dark brensteil Ixingliml than 
a Phoebe or other Flycatcher Th«* «lark «hast arras separated by a line of white, however, 
«hstmguish them with i-omiwative -ms.' When the white silky feathers show over the 
wings ni the sides of the lower la k as sometimes oenirs, the s|ss-ies cannot In- mis- 
•«lentihfsl The rail notes are somewhat similar m tone ami execution to those of the 
< "reslul Myealeher, but a little attention and experience will enable the hean-r to dis
tinguish Is-twisii (he two

Ihstnhuhnu North America breeds 111 Canada from the tree limits to the boiind- 
ari«w of regular cultivation.

Thin if* typically a bird of the burnt ridge* of the north. Its favourite 
pereh is the top of a tall lorn- stub in the o|ien, front which its loud, pene- 
trating voice is heard far and wide. In migration it is rather searee and 
liH-al in distribution and though great number* pass through the *
southern eountie* it i* usually regarded as a searee migrant.

Ktonomic Statu*. It i* too ran* in settled districts to have great 
economic value, but it is distinctly tiencficial.

4M. Wood Pew et- kh ijc moix-imuuj VNdAtm: M i/tt*hanra nrrn* L, 6-M. 
Very simibir in enlnration to the Phoebe but snutlh-r

IhniiticluMix The Wood Pewce can Is- séparai «it fnun the l'Ies-tie ami other l-'ly- 
« at «-hers of comparable sise by its short tarsus and long wings, these being decu hilly 
longer than tin- tail

h'trhl Marks The Pewee never flirts its tail as does the l*hoelie. The sides of the 
breast an- also slightly darker, giving a I letter define-1 and narrow «-r light median lim
its Im-sI idemitieation mark, however, is its call-note which is much like that of the I,Ii«h4m- 
but drawn out into a long pf-e-tww without appreciable accent but with a rising inflect itm 
at the end. The female varies the call by dropping the Iasi note, making it pst-e-e-e.

Xt shtiu A well made but slight structure of fine libres ami rootlet* covered with 
lichens ami sa«l<ilc<| on a branch, 20 to 40 feet from the ground

IhsIrithUum. It is «listribuhil fiver nearly all of eastern North America west to 
the prairies, limiting in < anada wherever found

The long-drawn plaintive pew-w of this bird i* a characteristic sound 
of the open woodland* in the spring, and after other birds have relapsed 
into mid-summer silence one still occasionally hears the mournful note.

0315
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Economic Slain Tin* f.axl of tli* W.mmI IN wov is tpiitc hiiuibti ! * 
that of tin* other Flynitrhvrs, luit m.nlifi<d, of mum*, by its woodlmiil 
habitat \< it is not retiring ami frequent* u§nn grows ami on lianl.» 
freely. it is of ilinet lu-netit to tlm agriculturist.

4M. Yellow-bellied Flycatcher, m it MonMMioi.u À vksthk jai xt: A."

Cilonaj: fin n rentres I., .ri tid Similar to the Wood P.-wre ami tie Phoebe in coton.
it smaller lima either and with the browns and olives of those s|mvicn replantsi by di 

imet oiivt'-green and the whiles by dull sulpfaur-v-llow
Ihstinctimis. The distinctly yellow colour of the vhole bird makes this the mo.-i 

easily rvouenietsl of the small Flycatchers
h'irltl Marks The yellow colour, especially on the throat, is the best sight mark 

The noies I, -p# < -n are distinctive three syllables, with aceeni on the middle one b 
Jtr-unk IS something like the name call of tin llioeb. , but the hrsl syllable is not accented 

\tshng. On ground; nest built of moss and lined with grasses 
Ihslrihuluoi From the (Ireet Plains east and north to the edges of cultivation 

Breeds hi ( 'nnailii along the northern boundary of its range, not in the lower < Ireat Lakes

Another woodland Flycatcher; but one that is less confined to large 
timber. Thickets bordering heavier wood* seem to be its favourite locality.

Economic Status. Food habits very similar to those of the other 
small Flycatchers. Its normal station on the edges of woods liordering 
cultivated land makes it of value to the agriculturist

4li.ri \< adian Flycatcher, ijtti.k 0*EKx-< KhsTKO n.Yi atche* Em/mtonax wn»- 
mt‘s |„ fi fid A small Flycatcher of about the same size as tin \ el low -bellied, 'I null s 
and Is-astFlycatchers; smaller than tin- WimsI Pewee; and much smaller than lie1 Phocls 
In colour, like the Phoebe but distinctly olive-green alsive and more yellowish below 
Wing-burs rat Hit prominent

IhslmtImns This specie* agrees so closely in size and coloration with Traill's and 
the |/ant Flycatchers as to make idcntiheation imist diMieult It is not so yellow in 
I'olour as the S ellow-bellied, there being no pure yellow on it anywhere, but it is the yellow 
.•si and greenest of the other small Flycatchers. Ii is very rare in < aiiada and new records 
should be accepted only on the authority of experts

Distribution. Kastcrn North Ameriea north to the Isirders of ('anada along the 
western end of lake Krie

bit. Traill’s Flycatcher. n< u; moh hkrou.i: !»>> avlnkh Em/mlnnax Iradti 
I., ti IS,l A small Flycatcher, slightly larger than the Yellow-lieUlcd or the Least and 
of almost identical mforation to the latter and the Acadian

Distinctions. The back is browner than in the Acadian and without it- decided 
suggi-siion of green From the |,east, size is sometimes the only means of differentiation 

h'uhl Marks. Colour or size details are of little use in the field déterminât ion <>i 
tills or the next sihtics. Habitat and call notes are. however, reliable I raill s l l> 
eat cher is a bird of the alder, willow, or raspberry thickets, and overgrown marsh '"dge* 
the Least Flycatcher is a woodland bird ; and though either may be oeeasionallv found 
in other habitats the surroundings are usually a g.ssl guide to idenliheation 1 lie cull 
notes, however, make recognition easy. Traill’s are .. -z.< -# -.#/» with stress on the second 
syllabi.' and the M-ust uttiTs .piiekly an explosive #7»-for that is sometimes repealed 
several times.

Nesting. In a crotch of small growth near the ground ; in nest of coarse grasses, platii 
down, and film's lined with grasses

Distribution. Traill’s Flycatcher as a h|mh i. s inhabits nearly all of North America 
The eastern subspeems, the Alder Flycatcher, is found from the east const of < aiwla 
west across the mountains.

SL HSI'KCIKS Two sul*s|ss at. of Traill's Flycatcher occur in Canada l ie 
eastern form, the Alder Flycatcher E t alnoruni. is the only one that occurs within tie 
area under considérât am The Western Abler My cat cher A I. trmlh is a more southern 
and weetern form.
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Economie Statu*. Similar to that of the ether Flycatcher». It* 
food is almost entirely inserts, the species destroyed being mostly those 
frequenting waste land.

4fi7. I .east Flycatcher, chemcc. va.—us cetit moocekrollk Kmpùiomor 
wvi/muA L, 5-41. The smallest of our Flycatchers In general colorât'<m <»f the 
l‘hiMih«‘-likv flycatcher type and almost indistinguishable from the Acadian and Traill's.

Ihutinctim* Browne» on back and without th< distinct Been suggestion of the 
Ncadian, but almost identical with Traill's in colour, from which it ran sometimes only 
lie separated by size Its habitat in wish! lam I localities instead of shrubby wastes offers 
a suggest ion as to its identity and its call note is different from that of any other specie* 
This call is a quick explosive chr-bec, sometimes repealed several times, with a not distant 
resemblance to a series of hacking coughs.

hi rating l 'snail v in a crotch 15 to 30 feet from the ground ; in nest of plant-down, 
fine wood fibres, rootlets, ami long hairs.

Ihalribulion Throughout Canada west to the mountains and north beyond cul
tivation. Breeds in Canada wherever found.

This is m bird of the orchard and the trees about the house, overgrown 
fence-lines, and other familiar localities where close proximity to cultiva
tion makes its services of noteworthy benefit.

Economic Statu*. The food of the Least Flycatcher does not differ 
materially from that of the other members of the family, but its familiarity 
and confidence bring it close to man where its useful qualities have the 
maximum influence.

HI'HOKDKR—OHClNFtf. HONG BIRD*.

The suborder Otcines is a large division of birds, placed at the head of 
the list as exhibiting the highest development of the class Aces. It includes 
a great number of families and species, the exact relationships of many 
of which have never lieen satisfactorily defined. According to present 
American usage the suborder begins with the Larks and ends with the 
Thrushes which arc regarded as constituting the most highly developed 
family. The characters differentiating the Oneiric* from the ( lamatore* 
are technical and anatomical and beyond the scope of a popular consider
ation of the subject. As might he gathered by the name the high develop
ment of the vocal organs and muscles attached are important points in 
the classification. The members are more easily recognized from family 
descriptions than under this more general heading.

FAMILY—ALALOIDÆ. LARKS.

The Larks comprise a large family of wide distribution. The sys
tematic distinctions that characterize the family are rather technical, 
and as there is only one species in Canada to consider, they will be 
described under th< species on the next pages.

474 Horned Lark, shore lark. fr.—l'alouette ordinaire. (Hnrori«
L, 7 •75. Plate XX11I B.

thstinrtion*. The long him! toe nail (Figure 44b, p. 25). is one of the distinctive 
marks of the Links. However, this is shared with the Titlark (Figure no, p. 271, and 
the liongspur ; the latter, however, is a soar row having the typical conical sparrow bill, 
very different from that of the Larks. The yellow throat, with black gorget below, and 
the erect-like horns or crest tufts, are distinctive of the Homed l^ark (Figure 44a, p. 25).

Field Mark*. The colour marks above and the horns make easily recognizable field
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hrating On gmuml. in met of gras* oftvn amnlm now drifts in early spring 
bmtribuhoH. The Horned I .ark in its various forme raiigi-s over all of North America. 
SVHSIWCIES. The Homed I-urk is divided into many geographical races or 

aubs|MTics. It has a very wide range m North America and living under many and varied 
condition* has devolofxxl in different part* "I the country along different line* Thu* 
the desert form is small and pallid or bleached, whereas the northeastern, which is tin 
type form, is large and strongly coloured The commonest form in eastern Canada is 
the Prairie Horned Lark O a /iraticohi Originally when the «xmntry wa* well wotsled 
this was probably the prairie form, and did not occur in eastern Canada. The making 
of clearings, artificial prior ice, has permittod it to come east, whore it is to-, lay the bnxding 
form. In the north, east of Hudson hay, occur* the typical or originally aeacrilsd form 
O. a. alputri* at nreeent without a recognized common name and here ralhd the Pastern 
Honied Lark 'I his is a large bird with a strong suffusion of yellow over the face and 
eyebrow line As the average difference is only about half an inch in total length and 
a* all intermediate sises occur it van Is- hi-en that the differentiation lielween the form- 
may Is- somewhat difficult An attempt to show the difference in coloration is made in the 
illustration The Pastern Honied Lark occurs within the settled districts of eastern 
< 'ana.la only as a winter migrant and is rare except m the Maritime l*mvim es where it is 
probably the common winter form Another race. Hoyt's Horned Park ft -/ hoi/ti, is 
i northern form, breeding west and northwest of Hudson bay It is about as large .is 
the Pastern and has the general coloration of the prairie form The brownish instead 
of greyish ear ouvert* should identify it, but the difference is not great This form occur* 
occasionally in the lower Great Likes region as a winter migrant

The distribution of the various races and their migrations in Canada have not been 
completely worked out and the difficulty of exact determination is ho great that no sub* 
specific determination should he made without ex|s-rt assistance and a good aerie* of 
authenticated specimen* for eomparimn

The Horned Lark is a bird of the open, frequenting Imre field*. beaches, 
or roadway*. In the winter the seed* of weeds left projet ting from tin 
snow are its main food supply, and numbers frequent travelled roads for 
the weeds that grow at their sides and for the partly digested grain dropped 
by the horses. Occasionally large winter flock* appear. It is in such 
eases that the rarer migrant forms should be looked for

FAMILY—COHVIDÆ. JAYS AND CHOWS.

The Crow family is very large and diverse, ineluding many beautiful 
and highly coloured birds; indeed the famous Bird of Paradise is closely 
related to this family. The bill (Figure 45, p. 2(1) is the most easily 
distinguished character. It is moderately long and stout with a well 
arched eulmen. At the base are tufts of dense, still, bristle-like feathers 
pressed close to it and covering the nostrils. The Woodpeckers and tin 
Titmice have a suggestion of this, but the latter are all small and the 
former well characterised otherwise. They are not songsters in any 
sense of the term ; their voice is hoarse and raucous, but tin- complexity 
of their vocal organs is very great and some of them can be taught to 
articulate words. They are amongst our most intelligent species and 
by some authors have been put at the head of the whole avian list.

Subfamily—(iarrulnur. Magpie* ami Jay*.

Medium-sized birds, many of them brilliantly coloured and with 
ornamental crests and flowing tails. They ran be most easily recognized 
under their specific headings.

475 Magpie American mawpii cr pit. n'AWÉBiovr. /Va /Va !.. 15 20 
(Tail 10 ) Only slightly larger in body than a Blue Jay but much longer owing to the



*n-at tail Homv 10 inches lung. Strikingly coloured in sharply contrasted manses of black 
uni white. Head, neck to up|Mir breast, back, ta I. and much of wings, black, glowed 
with green on wings and tail A conspicuous whit» bar on should«irs over wings Inner 
webs of primaries, lower breast, and below, all white.

Ihahtirtmna Easily recognized bv the very long tail and the strong black and white 
contrasts in colouring.

DixtriliuUim. As a species the Magpie occurs in the north tem[MTutc regions of 
both the New and (Aid Worlds The American form is pro|>erly a bird of the west, 
regularly eoining to the central prairie provinces ami occurring occasionally farther east

St HSFUl'/FS The American Mapgn- is a subspecies, under the trinomial /' />. 
hiidaoHui, of a species common to both New and Old Worlds, and differs from the European 
form in slight details only. This is a matter for ex|ierts.

The Magpie is with wune doubt included among the native birds of 
• astern Canada. The species is common in the far went ami we have a 
number of records in the Maritime Provinces and lower ftreat Lakes 
region as well substantiated as is possible without specimens. In 187V 
M number of Magpies imported from England were liberated at Levis 
opposite Quebec. Some of the records may refer to descendants of these 
introduced birds and not to natives. Specimens for the determination 
of these eastern birds are greatly desired. The species is too rare to 
require economic discussion.

477. Blue Jay. fk.—le geai HUPPÉ. ('uanorUtn niatniu. L, 11-74. Plate
XXIV A

IhahncUntia Well characterized by crest and colour.
Knhi Mmk* The pred«Hiiinanee of blue in tho gem-ral eeloration, the white tail 

borders, and the crest The flight of the Blue Ja> is easily recognisable li- numerous 
calls are «listmetive, ranging from the louil raucous jng-jay, through its barn door squeak, 
to many quiet conversational chuckles

Sealing N»nt of twigs and rootlets 10 to 20 fe«‘t from the ground.
Ihalnhulion. Eastern America from th<- borders of settlement to the gulf of Mexico. 

Breeds wherever found in ( ’ana«la.
The Blue Jay is alert, inquisitive, and mischievous. A strange noise 

in the woods or a moving figure attracts him and he steals quietly up 
to it; on discovering an enemy he flees shrieking away in exaggerated 
fright. In this way Jays have spoiled many careful stalks and caused 
great annoyance to hunters. In the autumn In- is provident, and gathers 
acorns which he carefully stows away in hark crannies and like places. 
Whether he ever returns to his stores may be open to some doubt.

Economic Statua. Economically the Blue Jay occupies a doubtful 
place; in food habits it is omnivorous, eating in turn, insects, fruit, acorns, 
grain, eggs, or young birds. Undoubtedly acorns in their season form 
its staple food. It is a bird that should be discouraged about the orchard 
when other more useful birds are nesting.

4K4. Canada Jay. whiskey jack moose hiki> meat bikh camp rohbek. 
FR le geai or CANADA. I'erworttiH canadi-nata. L, 13. Plate XXIV B.

Distinction a. Size; soft, neutral-grey <* floral ion with bluek cap and white forehead 
are distinctive. The juvenile, rather rarely seen in early plumage, has an evenly dark 
head and neck All liavi- loose, fluffy, ragged plumage.

Fielil Marka. Size, even grey coloration, and white forehea»! and face.
Sealing Neste of twigs and fibres, closely felted with fur and feathers into a com

pact deeply-cupped structure which serves as a protection to the eggs which are some
times incubated at a temperature of 30 below zero Fahrenheit.

Ihêtrihulion. The northern coniferous woods across the continent.
St’HSPBClKS. The Canada Jay is divided into a number of very slightly «liffer- 

entiated subspecies In eastern Canada, the Eastern Canada .lay, the type form, is the 
generally distributed one. with Labrador Jay /' » nigniajnllna inhabiting Newfoundland 
and the l ngava peninsula



The Canada Jay ha* most of the characteristics of the Blue Jay in un 
exaggerated form. Every ramper in the northern woods known Whiskey 
Jack. No sooner is a new ramp tire lighted than it appears, looking 
expectantly for waste scraps. The offal from dressed game is eagerly 
sought and hardly ha* the sound id the* rifle shot died away before the 
Whiskey Jack is on hand and expectant. Voc ally the- bird has all sorts 
of surprises for the uninitiated. In fact, in its proper habitat any bird 
sound that cannot Im* referred to any other possible species may be- ten
tatively attributed to the- Canada Jay.

Economic Status. A bird of the unbroken forests, and only rarely 
seen in populated areas. Its status is probably very similar to that of 
the Blue Jay, but its retired habitat re moves it from any conflict with 
the- agric ulturist.

Subfam ily—Corvinœ. Crows.

The- Crows form a well marked subfamily of remarkably similar 
appearance. They are commun almost everywhere and a re-fe-re-nce- to 
Plate- XXVA is sufficient description. The- Kurope-au Hook belongs 
to this division.

486. Raven, fr—lk cokhkai fort-vui cotai L 22 lake- the- Crow (Piute
XXV AI Iml larger.

Distinction*. The- Raven is in general ap|xwitnee a very large < 'row The most 
obvious distinction is the long pointed shape1 of the feathers on the throat, each lying 
distinct on the other anil not softly hle-nded together as in the ( row

Field Murk*. In addition to size, wlueh is always an uncertain e-rilerion in wide- open 
epucew, the voice is the most certain guide- The- croak eif the Raven is hoarse nn<l rattling, 
not clear and distinct like the caw of the < 'row However, young < rows have- notes almost 
indistinguishable from those- of the Rave-n and when- both specie* oce-ur, vocal characters 
an- not always reliable- guides When one see* a Raven one can easily imagine marke-d 
characteristics of form and flight, hut it must be confessed that they seldom become 
ohvions to the ordinary observer until afte-r the identity has been determined

Ssstiny Usually on cliff ledges, sometimes in très; in nest of sticks
I'h. species i- found in both the Old and the New World fa into the 

|Milar regions, where its black <x>at against the general whiteness sounds a warning against 
too renily tendency to stretch the protective coloration theory to cover the whole of animated 
creation It once occupied all of < 'ana-la, but now is restricted to the most unsettled parts 
m tin- north and southward along the mountain ranges of both coasts to well into the 
United Staten.

SUBSPECIES. The Raven is divided into several geographical races. The Euro
pean is the type form. In Canada, we have the Northern Raven C. r. prum/iaUs 
The differences between them are slight

The Haven is traditionally a bird of ill-omen. Sombre of colour, 
dismal in voice, solitary and wild of habit, it tills in the in rth the place 
of the Vulture in the août I . The Raven holds aloof from he haunts of 
men. As civilisation has advanced into the primeval va-dnesaes. the 
Haven, unlike its close relative the Crow, has n-tired and is to-day what 
it was in the beginning, a bin! of the wilderness. Knowing only tin- 
physical requirements and food habits of the two species, one would 
naturally think that the Haven could thrive as well under civilisation 
as the Crow. It is omnivorous ami can adjust itself to almost any food 
supply It is hardy and ran live in climates ami under conditions where 
its weaker congener can not exist, yet for some unexplained cause, the 
Crow increases and the Haven disappears when settlement advances.
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Economic Statu*. The Haven eat* both animal ami vegetable food, 
but hah a strong partiality for the former It seeks the offal from the 
hunter’s dressed game, or the game itself if it is available. It lurks about 
the outskirts of bird rookeries and makes dashes for eggs and young. 
By the sea it searches the shores at low water for crabs ami other sea 
life ami for anything edible that may be washed up. Avoiding cultivation 
as it does it has little direct influence on the crops.

488. American Crew, kh la <ohnkills 1>'amkhi<ji k ( "wvu* ttrurhyrhynrho*
I. 19 :tO Hat. XXV A

Ihnlinrtumn. May lie mistaken for Haven but distinguished from it by sue and the 
absence of the long. |wiieted, lanceolate feiilh.rs on the thront

h'uirf Mark*. ( leneral appearance, with which one wn.ii b«*eoim*t. very familiar
Stull ay 111 trees; in nest of sticks 
buUribulioii All of temperate North America
Si 'HSPffl'lKS Two eubspecM** of American < 'rows occur m Canada, but in the 

east we have only the type form, the Kaatern Crow

Whereas the Haven retreats before tin* advance of civilization, the 
( ‘row increases. It is omnivorous, feeding readily on anything from 
carrion to freshly sprouting corn. Without doubt the (’row has increased 
enormously in the country since the removal of the forests, and probably its 
advent in eastern Canada was coincident with the arrival of the white 
man. The Crow is a partial migrant. Most of the birds go south in 
winter, but slaughter-houses and garbage dumps in the neighbourhood of 
cities and towns have induced numbers to become permanent residents.

Economic Status. The economic status of the Crow cannot be summed 
up in a few words. It undoubtedly does much good but it also din s much 
harm. Moreover the harm is concentrated and easily measured whilst 
the good is scattered and not easily estimated. The detailed results of 
nearly a thousand stomach examinations and testimonies from all over 
North America are published in Bulletin No. (i of the United States 
Department of Agriculture, by W. A. Barrows and K. A. Schwarz. The 
greatest complaint against the Crow arises from its fondness for sprouting 
grain, especially corn. Corn was found to constitute 2U per cent of its 
annual food and strangely enough, from May to August, constituted only 
from 8-4 to 17*7 per cent and was greatest in December, 48-2 per cent, 
when the grain must have represented gleanings from the* bare fields. 
Insects form a large part of the Crow’s food and balancing the useful with 
the* harmful species, the result is obviously in the bird’s favour. Mice and 
other rodents and reptiles are also eaten very extensively and are preferred 
to all other food. In the autumn, mast (acorns, beech-nuts, etc.) is eagerly 
sought Judged by food habits alone, therefore, the* Crow is a valuable 
bin!. However, this is not all the tale, for the ( ’row does harm that cannot 
be overlooked. It matters little to a farmer that the Crows destroy all 
the cut worms in a field if they also pull all the grain. On the whole, there 
seems to be no very good reason for extending any greater measure of 
protection to the Crow; it is in no danger of extinction and probably needs 
to be controlled.

FAMILY—ICTERIDÆ. AMERICAN STARLINGS.
This family includes the Blackbirds, Orioles, and Meadowlarks, which 

are the American representatives of the European Starlings. They are 
closely related to the Sparrows and clear differentiation cannot be made
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In-tween tin in m a popular di-scriptimi. Most of thorn haw rathor long, 
pointed, tapering lulls (Figures 4ti, 47. 4h. 4t . p. 26) and some haw 
tin middle <»f th« rulm»'n running up in a short ke«*l on the forehead. The 
Bobolink and the Cowhird have <piite sparrow-like bills, but they are 
•diort.ned lettrine rather than Passerine lulls. These sneeiea ran also 
be easily separated by their marked eolour |>atterns.

4W Bobolink, ski nk hi.a< khiri» hhkbibu km i k ouuli Dolu-tumui 
arytttoru* I 7 25 Plate XX\ B

Ikrttuclum* Tin spring male in its striking piebald plumage is unmistakable The 
female and the autumn lunis of either sex show no eolour relation to the spring male ami 
an easilx '-onfused with some of the sparrows (bill. Figure 4»i. p 2»i The newly 
plumages I autumn birds are yellowish-huff in eolour. misirijH*l lielow and heavily stri|Msl 
ntmve The spring female, more worn and fades! and slightly ohvaeious looks mueh 
like a female House or Knglish Sparrow, hut the decidedly streaked hack and crown 
and the huffy line over tin- eye are «listmelive.

t'uhi Mark* The male in spring needs no special mention of held marks for ns-og. 
nit ion, the Streaks and yellowness of other plumages and the huffy eye and crown stripes 
are good reeogmiion marks Thise with liahitat and general actions should prevent 
confusion

A«.x/o.g On ground, neat limit of grasses
IhMtnbutu", North America, wintering in South America, in eastern Canada, along 

the southern border breeding wherever found.

I ll' Bobolink in spring and summer is a bird frequenting the hay and 
elover fields, It t an be seen any summer's day perehed on the surrounding 
fences or launching into the air on quivering wings, pouring forth its song 
of ecstasy. Later in the season the rollicking male doffs his parti-coloured 
gayness for the duller ochre and brown stripes of tin* female His song is 
replaced by metallic clinks, and with hundreds of others of this species 
joined together in flocks he seeks the marshes until autumn. On leaving 
( anadn for his winter home in South America he stops for a time in the rice 
fields of the ( 'arolinas and here lie is hailed not as Bobolink, the merry 
songster, beloved for both practical and sentimental reasons, but as the 
plaguy Hive Bird” that settles upon the crops in thousands and causes 
decided damage. In the south he is shot and sold for food in great numbers.

E commue Statue. The Bobolink in Canada is an irreproaehabl»- bird who 
charms us with Ins song and whom* bad habits haw yet to In- discovered 
In May and June, WO per cent of its food consists of injurious insects, and 
10 per cent of Weed Neds with a few useful i newt*. In July ami August 
a very little grain is added. Yet this bird is regarded as a pest in the 
southern States.

41*5. Cowhird mw BLACKBIRD m. -l'étocknkac ukiunaihk. Mnlolhru* mitr 
L, 7 W Plate XXVI \

DiëliratnniK A small Blackbird with a seal black head and ner*. The female in 
ashy-brown, lighter on throat, and ran be distinguished from any of the sparrows, which 
she resembles in having a conical bill, by the even, unmarked colorai ion

h'nH Mark*. Small Blackbird with short conical hill, a harsh milling note, and 
grating sipieak

A - »liHg Lggs laid in the nest of other, usually smaller species, on the ground or in 
low situations.

Ihstributi/m. Over most of North America. In Canada north to the limits of culti
vai ion Common except in the extreme coastal provinces of the east

The Cowhird is our only habitually parasitic bird. It never builds a 
nest or incubates or cares for its voting. In the absent »- of nesting birds it 
takes tin opportunity of depositing one of its own eggs in the unguarded
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neat. Vuaally tin- liirda so imposed upon accept the foreign egg without

Imitent, at other timee there is strong objection and final resignation, 
n a few cases, the neat is defected or a new nest ia built over the 

offending egg, as is sometimes done by the Yellow Warbler. On incubation 
an intereating ease of adaptation is shown. The Cowbird’* egg usually 
hatches a few hours More those of the original occupant, of the neat and 
consequently the changeling ia strong and well grown when the proper 
occupants of the Beet break their shell. It can monopolize the food, thus 
increasing the difference in strength, and is able finally to hoist its compe
titors from the neat to perish on the ground while it receives the attention 
that should have been given to the whole brood. Thus practically every 
Cowbird means the destruction of at least ont* brood of another species and 
probably the Cowbird must !>e considered one of the greatest enemies of 
tin* species imposed upon. Once the foster parents accept the intruding 
egg they do not make any distinction between it and their own. The 
Cowbird receives its name from its habit of following cattle, evidently 
attracted by tile flies and insects which gather about those animals.

Economic Status From a study of their food, Cowbirds would seem 
to 1)4* purely useful birds. They consume large amounts of weed seeds and 
harmful insects and only small quantities of grain or fruit, tin- former 
largely waste and the latter wild. Their < ffect upon other equally useful 
birds, however, puts a different complexion on their activities. Practically 
every Cowbird raised to the fledgling stage means the elimination of a nest 
full of other species. Perhaps the economic effects of the changelings eaual 
those of the individuals they displace, but the substitution cannot be looked 
upon with equanimity.

497. Yellow-headed Blackbird, er.—l'étourneau à tête jaune. Xuntho 
crphalii* tnnthocephatns. L, 10. A Blackbird with white wing patches on the primaries, 
and yellow head, neck, and breed Female similar, but brownish rathei than black 
brightness of yellow reduced, and white lucking on the wings 

Distinctions. Above character .zation unmistakable
Distribution. Western North America to northern parte of prairie provinces 

Only of accidental occurrence in eastern Canada.

A tmtrsh or swamp bird rare in eastern Canada.
4ft. Red-winged Blackbird, soldier hlai kbird. fr —l'étourneau à ailes 

ROUOES. Agitaius yhæmcrus L, 9 .51. Plate XXVI B.
Distinctumê. All male plumages have at least suggest ions of the ml shoulders, t hough 

sometimes they are reduced to scattered spots of orange. The female is always dis
tinguishable from anv other Blackbird by her sharply streaked coloration.

Field Marks The male is plainly characterized by its ml shoulders, ami the bird can 
be recognised in all plumages by its characteristic notes, the most common one, only 
ut terni by the male, being well rendered into “ (>-ke- 1er " or “ (>-ke-ree ” with a rising 
inflection at the end.

Setting. In well made structure of rushes and grass tied 2 or 3 feet above the water 
to reeds, cat-tails, or low bushes in swampy places.

Distribution. As a spwiee, the Red-wing is distributed over all of North America 
north to the limit of trees.

SUBSPECIES. The Red-wings are divided into a number of 8iibs|>ecic#. The 
common one in eastern Canada is the type form, the Kastern Red-wing. In the western 
end of Ontario we probably get the Northern Red-wing A /> arciolegvs from the central 
northern regions It is characterized by somewhat larger aise, but correct differential ion 
can only be made by the expert.

No marsh in eastern Canada is typical without on<- or more pairs of 
Red-wings chasing each other or clinging to the cat-tails, the mal ce
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spreading their wings and tail and screwing themselves npo constrained 
attitudes as they squeese out their clear "O-ke-re*" with a roll cm tin- last 
syllable, in sight and hearing of the- females. In the spring the Blackbirds 
usually arrive in large Socks of mixed species which keep together a few 
days and then separate. The Bed-wings repair to the marshes and before 
the reeds begin to grow they settle down to their domestn arrangements 
When tin family cares are over for the season all Blackbird species unite 
again in flocks that darken the sky, roosting together in the marshes when 
possible and scattering through the day in groups of various sizes which 
frequent the harvest fields.

Eco nom if Statuts. The character of its food makes the Itcd-wing 
decidedly beneficial. Weed seeds and injurious insects form HO per cent 
of its food and grain about 15 per cent. In July and August more grain 
is eaten, and in the early days of settlement when the acreage under cul
tivation was small and Blackbirds many they were a serious menace to the

-SOI Meadowlark, m i.Vtoi N\kAC DM pkks StarneUu magna b. 10 75.
Plate XXVII X

ItmUnetums. Fninistakablc fur any other specie* in eastern Canada (Bill, Figure

Field Mark* The striking, yellow breast with sharp blank necklace is unmistakable 
Fl>mg, the white outer tail feathers and |N-euliar manner of (tight are good recognition 
marks The familiar clear, long whistle of the Meadowlark is characteristic

Setting On ground, nest of grasses, usually arched over like an oven
Ihutrthuluni Eastern North Ammea north to the limits of cultivation.

The clear call of the Meadowlark is often the first indication of the 
coming of spring. Coming with or sometimes even before the Robin and 
the Bluebird, it haunts upland pastures and from the top of an isolated 
tree or fence-post, pours out its rich, clear, far-carrying calls.

Economic Status. The Meadowlark is one of the farmer’s most 
valuable assistants. Living close to the ground it attacks most of the 
worst crop foes. Its food is made up of 75 percent insects, 12 percent 
weed seeds, and 13 per cent grain nearly all taken in the late autumn and 
early spring months and obviously owing to the scarcity of insects. This 
bird should receive absolute protection.

5W Orchard Oriole. I dermt opurius. I, 7 T2. A small Oriole, like the Haiti 
more (Plate XXVII Hi with the orange of that bird replaced by seal brown and 
with u black tail The female is an even dull green The young male is like the female, 
but has a black throat.

IhthndiintM The seal brown and black coloration of the male is unmistakable The 
female has a certain resemblance to the female Tanager. but is smaller and of more delicate 
shape and has a fine pointed, unnotehed bill (Compare Figures 48 and ,M, p. 2t> i

Field Mark». Colour, sise, and voice somewhat like that of the Baltimore Oriole, but 
richer and with characteristics of its own

Seeling. Nest woven of green grass hanging from a crotch \ beautiful structure, 
not as elaborate nor as deeply bagged as that of the Baltimore

Distribution A more southern speck* than the Baltimore < >riolc, occurring in ( 'anada 
regularly along the lake Erie shore and occasionally north to the southern end of lake 
Huron.

I’hc Orchard Oriole is commonly met with only along the southern 
borders of Ontario and in habits is quite similar to the Baltimore.



507 Baltimore Oriole, bano-nrht, uolden robin. kk — l'okiole to: rm.tiuorf. 
IcUvuh gmtk.da I. 7 5.1 llaU XXVII It

Ihxhnrtvm* ( «duration
Fuht Murks The ntriking flashes of golden orange ami the rich contralto voice are 

absolute Kientifieation marks The opecies can only lie confuted with extralitmtul forma.
A ruling The newt of the Baltimore Oriole is one of the avian eurioaitiea li in in the 

form of a hag woven of fibre*, plant down, hair*, and Hiring and hangs from the end of long 
drooping branches With her sharp, awl-like hill the female Oriole throats a fibre into the 
aide of the neat, then reaching over to the inside pulls it through, tugging to make all tight 
and solid, another fibre is thrust in and the process repeutod until when complete the nest 
is so knitted, woven, and felled together that though tocsed at the end of long flexible 
whi|>-likc branch ti|is through summer am I winter storms, it remains intact for several

Ihstribuiioti Eastern North America north to the Ixiunds of dense settlement

Open country with scattered groves and occasional large isolated elms 
is the ideal habitat of the Baltimore Oriole. It obtains its name from its 
brilliant orange ami black livery, the colours of Lord Baltimore, under 
whose patronage the state of Maryland was first settled and in whose 
honour the bird was named by the early settlers.

Economic Statu*. The foot! of the Oriole consists mostly of insects, 
including, in order of numbers, caterpillars, click beetles, of which the 
pestilent wire worms are the larva*. May beetles, and grasshoppers. Very 
few predaceous beetles are taken. The amount of vegetable matter is 
small. This species, therefore, ranks very high as an insect destroyer. 
Complaints an- sometimes made that the Oriole spoils fruit and it has been 
accused of puncturing grapes for the juice. It is not tie- amount which 
it takes that is objected to but the quantity of fruit that is spoiled, for it 
goes from bunch to bunch puncturing many and consuming little. This, 
however, seems to be a very local and perhaps an individual habit and 
except in vine country is of comparatively small importance. In Canada, 
tin- Baltimore Oriole leaves shortly after mid-August and before the autumn 
fruit season is well advanced, so that grapes are usually too green to be 
attractive to it. Hence, though it cannot be wholly exonerated from the 
charges which have been made against it. the damage done by the Oriole 
in Canada has certainly been greatly exaggerated. The good the bird 
does is constant and important, the harm is occasional and slight.

509. Rusty Blackbird, rvhtv okacklk. fh -lb mainate cm lech de rouille. 
Evphagmi carol in h.* L, 9 55 Alxiut tin* size of u Red-wing, but ull black with green 
refleetions and with straw-coloured eve* In the autumn the feathers are broadly edged 
w ith rusty, lighter on the crown and head The female is a nearly evenly dark grey bird 
with trace* of rusty marks in spring, much more extensive in both sexes in autumn when 
they form n well-defined, reddish cap and a light eyebrow line

I huh ml tints Small sise compared with the Crow Blackbird, the only other comparable 
species with light coloured eye*: even blackm-ss or rusty overwash lending towards a light 
line over the eye, ami straw-coloured eye

Field Marks Size, coloration, and atraw-colourod eyes.
Slitting In coniferous Ins* or on ground, in nest of grasses or moss
Ihstribulum. Eastern ami northern North America; usually breeding just north of 

the cultivated areas in (’anaila

The Rusty Blackbird visits us in great numbers spring and autumn, 
joining and forming a considerable part of the large flocks of mixed Black
birds that are seen alxiut the fields and marshes. Tin- name Grackle which 
is commonly applied to the two yellow (nearly white) eyed Blackbirds 
is doubtless derived from the sound of their harsh, crackling notes.
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511 Oow Blackbird hkonabu uhw hm: kk i.k main at* bko\/.» Qmaruliu 
(/umnUn L. IF late XXVIII \

lh»U»rt,(n>> Irfirgi mi»»1, mmplete iri<l«t»e<-ni blackness, slid straw-eolouml eyes
Fnhi M.irks The nil black InmIv, straw-yfUuw »-y»>s, and him- an- g»**! tn-ld marks 

Wh<'ii fix ma ill- long i ul ih boated' thaï h spm»d and turm*d up at the suies ho that a 
eri*w MiHiHin through it woukl bo V-*hat*-d This is a most characteristic foaturo and 
«wily si s'il in out Inn1 against tho sky

\ • stum I snailx in iHHiirowiitiow in coniferous tre»-*, lu-st a larg»1 bulky maw of graw 
and mud

btstnhututh All of ti*iii|MTato North Aim-ru-a east of the Knokios Tho ItroiiMit 
(irarkl- occupies th« ( 'aiiadiati wot ion of tho rang»- overlapping that of tho Purple south of 
our U>nlorn

SI HSrF.t '//•. > Tho h|MH'ioH is divided into throe huIhUwoioh. The t aliadiaii bird is 
the limnsod (ira.-klo ./ «onems Tin typo form, tho Purple Crackle. is a more southern 
bird that so I nr has not been taki-n in < atiadn, though it should be watched for along our 
Southern Isirders It oan bo roeogniM-d by the feathers of th«- back showing setimireular 
purple iridescence instead of being an evenly met allie brass The third form is found in

The ( "row Blackbird is h gregarious bin! and likes to nest in company 
with its own kind. I vergreens arc its favourite nesting trees and it often 
takes possession of ornamental rows edging gardens. With its metallic 
colours and yellow eyes it is a brilliant and striking bird. It walks with 
eoniical pomposity over the lawn, or uneoothly gesticulates while it emits 
unusually discordant noises.

Economic Status. Through the months the bird is in Canada, insects 
constitute 29-7 per cent of its food and vegetable matter 70-3 per cent. 
The insects include useful predaceous species, hut not in large numbers. 
I’Im- vegetable matter contains alunit 4M per cent of gram and domestic 
fruit, the remainder being wild fruit, mast, and weed seeds. Much of the 
grain is waste, and the total cultivated fruit is only 2 9 per rent. On tin- 
whole the work of the Bronzed (Irackle is beneficial but its numbers should 
not be allowed to greatly increase. As it is an inveterate nest robber it is 
a poor bird to have about the house if other more attractive species are 
desired.

FAMILY—KRIMGILLIDÆ. SPARROWS, LINNETS, PINCHES, OR BVNTINUS.

Giurral Dencriplimi As n-presente»! in (‘anwin this ih generally an easily reeogiuMd 
family It ih mm|Hw<| of small birds, nof’anailian s|HM-i«w being over 81 inches in length 
’ itli uuiH)trhe»i eomeal bill adapted for cracking se»-ds, and th«- gape of the mouth usually 
I»-eide»I|y turn«HI down (Figures50. 51, 52, p 26 This latter fi-ature ih not eipially well 

«h -. r|»ip»tl in all H|M‘«-ies and some of the American Starlings, aa previously described ip 156), 
••xhihit H Mrough ; but having other marked eharm-tern they can Is- easily «liHiinguished 
from the SparrowH

Ihstvirlum* The bill ih the best |s»int of re«-ogmtion; that of tin- ordinary domesti
cated Canary ih of the characteristic sparrow tyis- The turds most likely <«> be mistaki-n 
for members of thin family ar«- the lkilsilmk (Figure 4t!. p. 26) ami < owbird (p 1571 of 
the previous family and the Tanag«-rs, of the next one. These are all easily separated by 
their striking colours (see under specific headings.) The Tanagers show notches in the 
cutimg «liges and tip of tin- mamlibles which make them easv to rccognir.»- (Figure 58, 
P 261 In one group of Sparrows, the < ’rowhilK the tips of the bill «-row each other 
(Figure 52. p 26); in another, the < irosbeaks. the bill is verv large and heavy ( Figure 
50. p HI)

The sparrow# form the largest and most important family of the 
Percher#, and are probably the most important family of birds in the world. 
They an- found everywhere except in Australia and are represented in all
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habitat# from wet swamps, grassy uplands, and brushy thickets to dry 
plains and sand dunes. The terms Sparrow, Linnet, Finch, and Bunting 
an- almost synonymous and an* applied to various spocies irrespective of 
their relationship. The name Sparrow is, therefore, a very broad one and 
«•an be applied to many species of very different rank and value. It is 
to be regretted that one objectionable introduced form should hav<* 
cast dine redit upon a large family which include# many Ix-autiful as well as 
useful birds an<l some of groat sweetness of song. The most typical feature 
of the Sparrows in popular estimation is a plain earthern coloration, hut 
some of the brightest «if plumagts are fourni amongst them ami in place of 
the commonly «-xpectcd Sparrow chirp ar«- s«un«- remarkable v«ical achieve
ments. The Sparrow «an bo divido«l roughly into ground sp«‘ei«-s, tm* 
species, winter wanderers, and (irosbeaks. Superficially observed, the 
first are dull in appearance, but, on close examination, often show beautiful 
colour harmonies. Th< tree species are often v«-ry brightly coloun-d. The 
winter wanderers usually exhibit a larg«- amount of «lull rods. The (iros
beaks, recognised by th«*ir great, heavy bills (Figure 50. p. 26) are highly 
coloured. This is mit a s«'ientiti«‘ subdivisitm but as the re«ognition of 
Sparrows is difficult to the amateur any classification that will help is of 
use.

514. livening Grosbeak. kh lk okoh-bki à cookonnk noiio: Hesiteripkma 
vetperlina. L, K. Owe of the largi-st Sparrow* with the very large fmwcrful hill which i* 
typical of the Grosbeak* (Figure 50, p. 38). It is coloured in broad masse* of strong 
yellow with black wings, tail, ami «own and a white hand over th«' wing The female is 
similar, hut duller in colour with an ashy wash ov«-r all

l>i«t indien*. Size, bill, ami larg«' amount of yi-liow. The female retain* enough 
veUowmh nhowing through the ashy to be easily recognized The yellow or yellow-green 
colour of the bill is diagnostic of all plumages For a «simparison of the female with the 
Pine Grosbeak, see that 8|>ecies

FieUi Marks. Size and yellow coloration. As it is a winter visitant only, it cannot 
be confuse*! with other binls

Setting. In Inez; newt of small twigs lined with bark, hair, and rootlet*. The mut 
has been seldom seen

Distribution Central ami western N«irth Atneriea, south along the mountain*. 
Migrating «»a*t irregularly in winter.

SI’HSP8CIES. The Kvening Grosbeak ia divided into an Lantern and Western 
aubspeeies; only th«* former, the type form, oeeurring in eastern ('anada The breeding 
grounds of the east«*rn bin! are still to be accurately «Jet ermine!.

This is only an irregular winter wanderer in eastern (’anada. Home- 
times years will pass without the bird being seen and then suddenly it 
appears everywhere. The causes of these irregular appearances have 
not been definitely deterii ;n«-d. Whether th<* bints are driven from 
their usual winter ranges by lack of food or an- attracted to others by an 
unusual abundance cannot be stated. Food is probably the determining 
factor.

Economic Statu*. The Kvening Grosbeak, coming only in winter, 
«•an d«> very little harm. Its favourite food is tin- seed of the Manitoba 
Maple left hanging tin the trees, or the fruit of the Mountain Ash or 
Rowan trees. The fact that the Manitoba Maple has in rerent years 
been planted extensively in all parts of Canada may affect the migration 
habits of this bir<l. Almost any dricil winter fruit is taken and it delights 
to remove the seeds from old rotten apples left hanging through the winter.



The charm* that it damage» tree» by picking off the bud* may contain 
an element of truth, but cannot In seriously considered as a source of 
appreciable damage.

515. Pine Grosbeak. FK LB ohos-HK des pins I'tntrola enuclmtor L, It (IN
Plaie XXV111 H

Distinctions From deeeriptioee, the females of the Pine ami 1".venin» <inwbeaks 
might possibly In* confused its they are both grey overwwhed with yellow ; but the yellow 
in the Pine (’imabeak is stronger, especially on head ami rump, rather rusty instead of 
eleur lemon, ami is supenmiiosed on the body colour instead of seeming to show vagm l\ 
through The dark hill of the specie* is also diagnostic

Field Murks Size, dark grosbeak hill, and general red of adult male* The majore \ 
of the birds which visit Canada arc in the dull female plumage, hence the general din i 
is that of a flock of large, dull slate-coloured birds wanning to yellow on head and rump
in favourite lights, accompanied h> ....... icasional i I individual l ie ordinan not
are ridivulously small and fine for so large a bird, though it also has a clear, loud whistle

Sestiny. In coniferous trees; in nest of twigs and rootlets
Distribution. As a species, confined to the northern parts of the northern hemi

sphere The Canadian Pine Grosbeak breeds in the coniferous forest of the north, west 
to the Mackenzie river, migrating to settled sections only in winter

SI HSPKi'fUS There are several subsneeiw m Canada, the eastern form, the 
Canadian Pine Grosbeak /' r. Icucura, being the only one which comes within the s«-o|iv 
of this work

These are irregular winter visitors from the north. Their presence 
with us can rarely be anticipated, though they may occur any winter 
almost anywhere in eastern Canada. They are frequenter» of coniferous 
trees, but are fond of Mountain Ash or Rowan berries and the fruit of 
the sumach.

Economic Status. As the Pine (îrosbeak spends the summer in the 
northern wot ids ami only visits settled sections in winter, the damage 
it can do is reduced to a minimum. It cats wild and waste fruit left 
hanging on the trees so that its economic effect is too slight to lie appre
ciable. It has been accused of destroying fruit buds, but tin* damage it 
thus does, if any, is very slight There is every humanitarian reason for 
protecting the species and no serious charge can be brought against it.

517 Purple Finch, heplino. r*t -ms H.nhon vovcitf Cerpedaru* purpurea•
L, ft 22 Plate X XI X A

Distinction*. Size and general coloration of male are distinctive. Female is streaked 
in olive-hrowns, but the general evenness of the olive east to the coloration, and abundance 
of streak* below are quite characteristic. The bill is rather larger for the size of the bird 
than III other s|M*eies except the Grosbeaks

Field Marks. Size, general coloration, sometimes resembling a small Pine Grosbeak, 
and striking song are the best field marks

Nett my In coniferous trees; in neat of twigs, grass, ami root lets
Distribution. As a species il occupies all America between Mexico and Canada 

In eastern Canada it extends north to the extreme limit of regular settlement. Along 
the southern borders it is a regular winter visitor breeding leas commonly than farther

SIRSDECIES The Purple Finch is represented by two subspecies; the eastern 
Canadian form, Eastern Purple Finch, is the ty|s> of the speeii*

The Purple Finch, though so-called, is not purple; “magenta” would 
better describe its coloration. It is one of our finest songsters and is 
occasionally caged for that purpose. Like its allies, the Pine Grosbeak 
and the Crossbills, when kept in captivity it loses the bright redness of 
its plumage and assumes a ruddy yellow, so peculiar and characteristic 
that escaped caged birds can be recognized on sight. The song is a con-
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tinned and clear warble like tliat of a glorifiai Warbling Vireu, hut more 
rapidly d«‘liveml. The young male in the autumn sings almost as well 
as the adult.

Economic Statu*. The Purple Finch eats largely of huds and fruit. 
The fruit eaten in eastern Canada is trifling, as the species is not numerous 
in summer-time in fruit-growing sections. The bird retires from the 
southern borders to less cultivated sections in the breeding season. The 
fruits it takes are mostly waste winter left-overs and wild forms as it is 
specially fond of Mountain Ash or Kowan berries. The charge that it 
eats buds is more serious, but so far has been based upon general asser
tions not substantiated in the east by results of stomach examinations. 
It is possible that at times the Purple Finch can do considerable local 
harm picking «iff the fruit buds of the coming year. That it does so to 
an extent to cause uneasiness to the fruit grower has yet to lie proved.

Ilouwc Sparrow, knoi.ish si’ahhow ph —-lb moinkau isimrhtivjuk Passer 
4nmr*l«-u* l„ # frl Male XXIX H

IhattHclum*. Itlark lull of tlv male is distinctive. K«*mal««s have a slight olive sugges
tion amt might ts'i^nifiise»! with the female Purple Kmeh were it not that they are unstreaked 
below The female <ir autumn |ilumag«<s of the Bolsilink are somewhat suggestive of this
plumage, but the pronoun... I streakineas above amt the general yellowness are quite
«list inetive of the Botsilink With a little observai ion of the spmâes in our streets «»r 
barn van Is, no one »»«hm| ever «‘«mfuse this specie* with anything «•!•«•'

FuM Murk* Tli«‘ «‘liarmi ensue notes and chirrups of the I louse Sparrow make the 
Ih*h» ree«ignition mark in the field

lh*tnhuhon ^ tnginally distributed over all of Europe ami most of Asia. Now found 
through North America to the limits of settlement

This binl is not native to America, but is one of our most undesirable 
importations from Europe. In spite of its obvious seed-eating habits 
and structure, it was originally introduced as a caterpillar destroyer. 
It does, of course, like nearly all birds, sometimes eat caterpillars, but 
does not approximate in this direction the capacity of the birds it has 
displaced. Being a bird of cities and barnyards most of its activities 
are in localities where there is plenty of food of non-inseetivorous 
character, garbage, waste grain, etc In the autumn, it makes excur
sions into the country and visits fields in large flocks, mostly after harvest 
when waste grain is abundant, but occasionally before, and then causes 
considerable hiss. Its food habits thus arc harmful or not according to
circumstances and perhaps the Imlatit....... .. the whole lies well in its
favour. The principal other objections to the House Sparrow are three 
in number. It drives more useful species away, it is very dirty about 
buildings, and it is suspected of spreading poultry diseases.

The House Sparrows drive other birds away by three methods : monopo
lizing the food supply; occupying their nesting places; and by pugna
cious and bulldozing habits. During the nesting season while the young 
are Imiiig fed they come into direct competition with other species depending 
for the support of their young on the same insect forms (the young of 
all Passerine birds rt‘quire insects, though those of this species are not 
long dependent upon them). Thus far perhaps they may be nearly as 
useful as the forms they displace, but most of the displaced birds are 
continuous insect hunters and the House Sparrow only a seasonal one. 
After nesting duties are over they again turn their attention to waste mate
rial and lieeome of smaller importance, whereas the superseded birds



mut mue In Im* useful through th«* whim »ii. Tin1 House Sparrow* an* with 
u* through the winter, showing no tendency to migrate, hence they arc 
on tin ground in the early spring, and when our native summer resident*, 
which arc with only one or two exceptions more or less migratory either 
as species or individuals, arrive, they find the most attractive nesting sites 
already occupied. The difficulty of keeping Sparrows out of nesting kaixes 
is proof enough of this situation. They are quarrelsome, also, and though, 
when once established, most native species are quite aide to hold their 
own against aggression, they do not like the constant turmoil in which 
they must engage when in the vicinity of the House Sparrow. It is far 
easier to avoid than combat them Hence few other birds care to live in 
their immediate neighbourhood.

The nests are great, bulky, untidy masses of straw and grasses and 
the tendency of these birds to fill down-spouts and load every projecting 
architectural feature of buildings with litter makes them objectionable. 
Added to the nesting habits of the House Sparrows, their congregation 
in numbers throughout the whole year in sheltered corners under cornices 
and porches causes accumulations of filth that is exasperating to the 
householder. To-day one of the important problems in architectural 
offices is to design satisfactory detail that will not harbour sparrows, 
whose dirt disfigures the most careful design and disintegrates the mate
rial of which the building is composed. The last charge, that of carrying 
disease, is not the least of the charges against the species, heeding 
familiarly with the hens and freely flying about from one poultry yard 
to another they have every opportunity to be elTeetive disease carriers. 
That they carry disease fias not been definitely proved, but its possi
bility and likelihood are obvious. The fact that turkeys are to-day so 
subject to the ravages of the blackhead which has spread rapidly over the 
country, whereas on some of the coastal islands of Massachusetts from which 
the House Sparrow is absent they can be raised with old time ease, is 
more than suggestive.

Without doubt, the introduction of the House Sparrow into Aim rica 
was a mistake. It was known in its original home as a rather undesirable 
species and unfitted for the work it was brought over to perform. In this 
country, removed from the natural checks that kept it under control, it 
has multiplied beyond all reason and though its objectionable features 
have increased, its commendable ones have not. However, the House 
Sparrow is here to stay. It has been legislated against, and large sums 
have been spent in the endeavour to control it, but without avail. Local 
endeavour has reduced the numbers from time to time, but only to have 
new hordes pour in from the surrounding country when the effort has 
spent itself. Constant effort will keep the numbers reduced but only 
continent-wide persistent effort will destroy them altogether. Traps, 
poison, and systematic destruction of the nests are the most satisfactory 
means of control. Poison is effective, but care must be taken that it e- 
used only in the seasons and places where no other species have access to it 
Wire fabric traps that are always set and will catch numbers at a time 
are the most satisfactory. A good type of such trap lias been described 
by the Vnited States Biological Survey in Farmers Bulletin 4M.

•V2I Crossbill. ri< i.r. HBC-ritoi»£ d'amériwi i Istria mmrnttra I., «»• 19. A 
medium-meed Sparrow with the lull ti|w prolonged and crossing cacti other when cloned
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(Figure 52, p 38). The male w dull red, brighter on rump; female* and juvenile* Httmlar 
with the ml replied by greeninh or yellow No wing bar*

Distuu. ions The erowod bill is distinctive of the Crowbill*; the lack of white wing 
bar denigrate* this aiieeie*.

F mm Marks Small winter birtl often in large flock* Note* somewhat Hitnilar to 
those of (foldtiuehm, but individual* show red coloration. < 'limbing, :dino*t parrot-like, 
habita.

\inting. Usually in ooniferoua tree*; in neet of twig* and gras*»* lined with mo** 
and rootlet*.

Distribution. The coniferous foreHt* of both hemiapliere* The American Crowbill 
breeds north of dense settlement and southward along the mountain range* east and 
west. Irregularly common in winter in southern Canada

8(IBSDEC! ES. The American Crossbill i* a eubatiecie# of the Crowbill, an Obi te 
well a* New World *|>ecics, and bears the trinomial name L. r. minor.

The Crossbills are also birds that irregularly eome out of the north to 
southern Canada in the winter, reoccur commonly for successive seasons, 
and then vanish perhaps for years.

Economic Status. This species feeds almost entirely iqion coniferous 
seeds —pine, hemlock, and cedar; berries of the climbing bittersweet and 
seeds of rotten apples on the trees are also taken. The speed and skill with

I
 which the seed is removed from pine cones makes one think that the crossed

bill is necessary for this work until one finds normally billed species doing 
the same thing with equal ease.

W hm w ingc.1 ( russhill t I ■ iv i i fc MUM MLANCMM ls>ru 1

I
 Umi'onti ro 1„ 8 05 Similar in preceding specie*, but w ith while bar* on wing*

iHstinrtions Perhaps a little brighter in coloration than the American, but showing 
considerable variation hi tint tuid *hade The wliite wing bar* and crowed bill are always 
diagnostic

So similar to the preceding in habits and occurrence that no special 
discussion is necessary.

(ÏKNVH—Acanthih. Rbdpollh. L, 5-5 -50.

(irneral Drtm/duni Small «narrow* with short, sharp bill*; crown with a dull crimson 
can ; a euffiwed black chin *pot ; hack and flank* atreaked with browns, a*hy, and white 
Adult males have rosy breast* and the rump more or lew tinged with pink; suggestion* 
of this tint show in other plumage*

Distinction*. The small crimson cap i* always distinctive
Xenting. In low *hrnb*; nest of grnwe* lined with hair, often white rabbit or fox 

fur, feather*, or plant-down
Distribution. Circumpolar and Arctic in breeding range, migrating south irregularly 

in winter

There are two species of Redpolls in eastern Canada, divided into five 
subspecies, all so nearly alike that it requires special experience to differ

entiate them accurately. The dividing line between species is very fine, the 
subspecies intergrade and, as considerable individual and age variation 
exists, it is only by attention to small details that they can be separated.

The distinctive characters are given more as suggestions than as final 
differentiations.

Economic Statu*. See Redpoll Linnet.

527. Ilornemann's Redpoll. Amnthis homcmanni. L, 5. Light-coloured Rod|*iU* 
with white or rosy unspotted rump Adult* with feather edgings light ho that a typical 
bird look* like a < ommon Redpoll seen through a wliite veil

■
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IhstiMluThe unspoilt*! rump in the most itmstanl amt i*»mly rwugmei'd s|»v<ihi 
oharavter

IhutnbntutH An tic an«t subarctic parts of the northern h<•misphtw The (ireenlaml 
II«i||hiII breeds in Arctic Kuro|M*, (Ireenlamt, ami perhaps adjoining America The lloar> 
breeds in Arctic America east to Vugava ami in adjitmil Asia

SL’BSPBi'IBS. HurMnan'i Bedpoll is divided ui America into two subspecies 
a large form, the (Ireenlamt Redpoll, the 1\|m tonu, and tl»«* Hoary Redpoll .1 /< tiUtprs 
They are moel ejwily separated by sue, the former Imvmg a wing measurement of .t ,'t7 
and the latter of

In general habits so nearly like the n« xt species, which is much more 
common, that separate discussion is inmeeeiutary. This species is generally 
so rare in settled districts that its identification must In* made with great 
caution. Dui nal winters this species occur* in greatei or less
numbers with large flocks of the ( 'ninnion lied polls, hut there is no regular
ity in their visits

528 Redpoll l innet, ra si*eki\ k rim uncut AosnMi* Uruirui L, 5-5 Ô 
A rather dark Red|s>U with rump more <»r Inw heavily streaked and n»t notioeahlv fronted 
with white

Ihxhticlum*. The streaked rump in the m«Mt easily renogni sable eharaeier
Ihutribution Northern part of northern hemisphere Tlie Common Redpoll breeds 

ncn*w the northern parts of the American continent, soutti in the east to the gulf of St 
liMwrence HoIImiII'n breeds in America on the went Arctic islands and the (treater in 
(Ireenlamt

SI'BSPBPIKS The specie* ia divided into three subspecies the Common R<*dpoll 
1 z inarm which is commonest in fact aa well as name ; Hotboll's Redpoll t 

a slightly larger form; and the (treater Ked|s»ll I I rmlrnln, the largest of the species 
There are small differences visible to the eye of the expert in the bills and details of 
coloration, but siie is, on the whole, the best criterion, though u should not Is- entirely 
relied upon as intergrades occur. The w ing of the Common U«**I|m>1I should be 2 U inches, 
llolbolls :t (> with slightly longer bill, and the (treater < ■'» with lull shorter and stouter, 
However, in identifying Red |* ills it should be mneinberiNl that the Common is the only 
one likely to lie met with ami no other determination should Is- made unless confirmed 
by expert opinion

With more or less regularity mu winter fields ami waste lands arc taken 
possession of l»y immense flocks of tiny sparrows, feeding on the weed tops 
which project from the snow or perching in the low trees and bushes nearby. 
From the throng comes a subdued but constant twitter from many little 
throats, no one of the birds producing a song in the usual sense of tin* word, 
but collectively making an undercurrent of low music that is distinctly 
agreeable. The round, fluffy, heavily plum aged bodies, the little, rich 
crimson cap, and the occasional flash of rosy breast and pink rump declare 
them Redpolls. They arc tame and unsuspecting little fellows and if the 
observer conducts himself discreetly they may at tinv ■> alight all about him 
or even u|ion his person with as much indifference as if lie were a stump or 
sonic other inanimate feature of the landscape. They remain until just as 
the spring breakup is due when they vanish until another winter. Their 
winter wanderings are irregular and erratic.

Economic Staton. Coming in flocks of large numbers and searching 
weed tops diligently the Redpolls should be hailed by the farmer with 
pleasure, not only for their pretty wavs but also for the evident good they 
do in destroying weed seed. One cannot go over the ground where they
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have fill and examine it clowly without living impressed with the amount 
of good work tiny haw done. Their track* arc awn « verywhere in the 
allow ami every little weed-top aeenia to have lieen scrutinized with inicro- 
seopic eye Considering their numlier* and that they come in the eoldeat 
weather, it ia evident that their preaence must have a marked deterrent 
effect upon the following aeaaon's weed crop.

/i'JW American (ioldttnch thisti.i man. wiu» < asari kk i.l » iiahim >nnkkki 
JAIM. .4utragahn.4* truth* L, A 10 Plate XXX A

Ihrttuctum* In summer male with ils 8troiigl> contrasting yellow body and black 
wings, tail, and rap is moat ehai.tcteristic In winter, the colours arc leas distinctive 
but there is alwa>s a suggestion of yellow about the throat, head, and bark, if not else
where, and the wings and tail remain a derided black Plough with more or lens huffy or 
white edgings on wing liars

h'irl‘1 Marka In habit, dis|msition, and the general «pialily of their notes, winter (nild- 
tinehes resemble Pine Hiskms or the Crossbills They ran Is- distinguished from I In
former by thnr laek of streakmeaa and from thr Crossbills by the alwenrr of ml, lighter 
«duration, and white rump

A ruling Newt of grass»-s and plant down lints I with tin- latter
Ihntnhulutu X* a sprries, throughout the l ulled States and southern Canada 

north to the limits of settlement The Kaetem fiohlhneh extends west to, and inclu
ding, Manitoba

SI USPBCIES Thr American t mid finch is dividctl into three rtsugmstsl subspecies, 
only one of which, the Kastcrn < loldfinrh, the type form, occurs hi eastern Catiatia

One of the merriest of summer bird*, sometimes remaining through 
the winter in the more southern parts of < anada. It is a great lover of 
Huffy white thistle and dandelion seed-heads and can often be seen plueking 
the down, cutting off the fruiting end, and letting the airy tops float away on 
the wind. Its song is as pleasant as its bright appearance as it site on some 
lone elevation and sings " §wmt oweci-cheu'it-cHtwit-cheu'it " or goes speeding 
off through the air with a merry flock with their cheerfully repeated /># r-cAir- 
o-/wt. The American (loldfinch, though a relative of the Old World bird 
of the same name, is an entirely different aperies, named, as the original 
settlers named many birds, from various fancied or real resemblances to the 
familiar forms known at home.

Economic Statua. A bird of no bad habits and many good ones. 
Weed seeds are its staple food, but grain is rarely touched. If the Mouse 
or English Sparrows do not exhaust the supply prematurely, sunflower 
seed heads are a neverfailing attraction to (loldfinehes and a r of
these along the back fence will ensure their constant attendance through the 
autumn and winter. Insects are taken more or less and some fruit, usually 
wild s|s-cics, as no complaint is made of any damage done to cultivated 
varieties.

AM Pine Siskin kr - us « harisinneisrt rich pi» Spinua tnuu* L, A 
Stiim.II. giil.lhneh-likc birds strped with olive-brown on « Hull white ground «Martèles 
'lightly tinged with yellowish, lighter liekiw ami with a l«-mon-yellow s|m»i anil 
suffusion on the wings

lh*hntiu*u*. (ieneral streakiness ami suffusetl yellow wing s|wit
Faald Mark*. Ciohltinch-hke habits and voies and general streakiness
Nutting In eonifenius frees met of twigs and root Iris lined with plant down.
Ihatrtbuhati IV north eon if emus wmids across the eontinent, migrating to set tir» I 

districts in winter and kirally bmding there

A winter visitor to the more southern sections of Canada 
of coniferous evergreen trees.

Very fond

1



Economic Statu*. As it is only a winter visitor to svttli il (’anaila ami 
shows strong partiality for tin fruit of ronifrrou* tm>, it is a neutral sprues, 
doing ja rhaps no great goo«l hut eertainly no harm.

884. Snow Bunting, know h am:, kk i.d i>ij:<tho|’Ham m mh.i l‘Uctro/ito- 
uai n trail* I., t> ss I Mate XXX It

IhMineiion*. Sharply «*mtrasting Mark and white colouring with iuo.-t of the feailicr^ 
hcaviix Imnlvnil with rusty, «-specially on the heail hack, an-1 breast-band Through 
the winter the rusty bonier?* graduallx wear off and the hr<**ling plumage of black and 
white results without moult. The general scheme of colouring of the Snow Ituiilmg is 
found in no other Canadian bird.

Field Mark* Gregarious ground sparrows showing large amounts of white on black 
wings when flying

\e*tw§ <hi ground in mns* nest of gras- mulcts, and moss lined with feather*

lh*tr%buHot, Circumpolar \relic- In Canada, br«**ling from the edge of barren 
grounds north war«l across the continent

Sr/iSPHt'lES I hough the Snow Bunting i- divided into several eubw|si ies, hi 
eastern ( anada only the t>|s- form, the Common Snow Bunting, «sa urs

Winter visitors in southern ( iinatlu. feeding on tin weed-tops finit 
project from the snow in open fields and rarely pen lung in trees. A tto« k 
alights in the weed-spot ted snow and gradually works aeruss il. the rear 
of tin Hock rising up from time to time like a Hurry of anuw and pitvhing 
ahead, the process Being repeated until the whole field is covered.

5311 I upland I ongspur. n< LB VUMTHochanc lit: i.ahomi (nlranu* Li/>-

Cnr h* I,, ti 25 \ gregarious, winter sparrow freawnting open fields Mah-s «lark
iwn abeive sharply streak»*! with buff to crown of Ii«wl, with a rufous collar across 

back of neck, cheek's, throat, ami bib black Flanks str<-ak«*l with black, brown, and 
buff White, below Females and juveniles arc similar, but with the black on the fac« 
and throat milan*! l>v suffusions of brown and huff or showing onl> vaguely in scat on* I 
irregular bather* The nail of the hind toe is greatly elongat«*l as in the Horned I .ark 
(Figure 44, p 25)

IksluictumM. In habits the Ixmgspur may In- mistaken for Snow Bunting, but tin 
sharply streak«*l back, lack of while on the wing, and the elongated hind «law are dis
tinctive The lack of ear tufts, the absence of vellow on the throat, and the sparrow - 
like bill will s«*iiaral«' it from tin- ll«irm*l Bark Barge size, ground hanii, ami «s-currem-c 
in winter m nocks will «hstinguish tin- Ixnigspur from any other s|»arrow of similar 
«adoration

Field Mark* The lack of white masses oil tin- wings will distinguish the 1 .aphid 
Ixmgspur fmm the snow Bunting, and the la«k of ear tufts ami yellow throat from ahe 
Horn«*l Ixirk, the hints with which it is most likely to Ik- eonfus«*l in lib

Distribution A circumpolar specie* coming down into s»-ttl«*l districts only hi wint««r 
In America it bm*ls m high latitmle* across the <*Hitinent

StHSFFClES In lh«i «‘ast, only «me suhs|s*-ies of Impluml Ixmgspur, the Fastern 
Ixmgspur, the type form, «-ver «s-eurs

Similar in ha Bite f « » t lie StmxvHake and often iieeompanyitig Hoiks «if 
Snowflakes and Horned Larks.

540 Vesper Sparrow, «.rams dim h max w im.i n kcahroW. m< i.d hinson a 
aii.es raids I’north * grnnunrn* L, 5-75. I Mate XXXI A A dull eoh>ur«*l ground 
sparrow softly streak<*l with similes of Brown, abovi Im*Iow, white, with suffu*«*l streaks 
on the flanks, across the breast, and on the sides of throat Hhoukh-rs, brownish rufous.

I >i*l inch on* The Vesper can be s«-narini*l from other earth-eoloun*l sparrows by 
its red-brown upiwr wing «-« >v«’rts or shouhlers, and the white on the outer tail b-afher- 

Fieht Mark* The Vesper Sparrow is easily mistaken for the Song Sparrow in life, 
but the la«'k of die central br«a-t s|*>t caused by tin aggrrgatmn of tin- streaks ami the 
presence of the white outer tail feathers visible in flight are distinctive The Junco, 
an evenly «lark grey bird, is th«* only other comparable sium-s having such a tail mark.
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barrens wli<*re the grass and weeils grow in Mattered « lumps It runs in 
tin1 grass like a mourn* aml risi s with a low quick flight, often la forv a goo«l 
view of it can In* obtained. It is an inti-renting little bird, but is so incon
spicuous as to readily pass unnoticid by the <*asual observer

Economic Statu*, lb-side* great quantities of weed semis tin Savannah 
Sparrow «'onsume* more insec ts than most sparrows an«l more lieetle* than 
any other sparrow. Tin* inse< ts taken inclinh* a great numl»«*r of weevils 
ami other harmful forms Although usually inhabiting waste places it 
also frequents cultivated lain! often enough to make it a most efficient 
helper to the agriculturist.

SW. Ciraaahopper Sparrow . ttu.uow-w inuki» *i-\kkow I inmistruonis mmnim- 
mm I,, ft its X small, grass-haunting sparrow Hack marked with tine, short streak* 
of brown, asliv, ami light huff in indefinite natteru. «lull white below, with a light huffy 
wash across the hr«*ust failing away on the Miles of the throat X yellow spot in front of 
the rye; up|M*r wing invert* ami the bend of the wing yellow or yellowish

I huh actions The yellowish upper wing inverts are dint met ive of the species The 
imstripisl and unapottid breast will separate it from most of the other small grass sparrows

richi Marks The iiecies van Is- distingmshi*i| from most of the other small sparrow* 
by it* unstreakiil, faintly buff-coloured breast It* song is like llv last part of the song ol 
the Savatmah Sparrow, without the final syllable, and dies gradually away like hi-bt-h:-

.\ i slum On ground, in nest of grasses, ar«*h«*«l over
Distribution Vtilted Stall's to South Xtneru'a; regularly entswes the <"aliailiaii 

bolder only in the vicinity of lake brie
St'BSFKt'lES. The baairrn (lrasshopp«-r Sparrow i* a subspecies A > australis. 

The type form i* extralmiital Another sube|>eeie* oe<*uni m the w«<*t

This sparrow is to In* looked for in grassy field* along with the Bolur 
link and Meadowlark, but is very local in its distribution.

Economic Statu*. A rare sparrow of little economic importance, but. 
at least, harmless.

ft47 llemdow's Sparrow Pmamrhertmln* hrnsloii'i I., • A very small gras- 
sparrow Itark of head and lower neck yetiowiali-olivv, ami haek vmaeeou*; both 

.-olotirs streaked with short strokes of brown H«*low, white, fim*lv streaked aero** 
Infant and on flanks with dark brown Hill large for the sue of the bird and tail feathers 
pointisl

Distinctions (Hire and vmaeeou* ground colour of iip|s*r part* ami fine streaking «if

F n hi Marks A small bird that runs m I hr grass and is very difficult In flush Itwswith 
a quick, low zig-zag flight and drops back into the grass w’ltli um*xp«*rted suddenness. The 
best identification cli.-tract«>r in lifr is its note, a line iMiiriraimgse-etic* «»f such light volutin- 
as to Is* almost inaudible close at hand, yet d«*cul«s| enough t«i have considerable earn ing

Scaling < hi ground, m nest of grass except tonally well lmhh*n
Distribution The bastern Hcnslow's Sparrow occur* in eastern Canada only m 

southern Ontario Anolh«*r subspecies is fourni in the west
St'liSFRl IKS The eastern form of Hetisiow's Sparrow is the bastern Henshiw's 

Sparrow, the type sulw|H‘«*iw of the ra<*e

One may be in the midst of quit# a colony of Henslow'* Sparrows 
without knowing it, as they arc rarely seen unless attention is directed t*» 
them by their note*. Waste grass-grown meadow* an* their favourib 
habitats.

ft4K Leconte's Sparrow. Fnascrhcrhnlus lecontn L, ft A very small and elusive 
gras* sparrow Above, en»wn dark brown with light buff mc«|iaii strit*-. nape vinaoeour 
with buff-grey stri|M-s. back «lark brown w ith sharp light buff stripe* Helow, white suffused 
with ochre on breast, throat and checks
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Lhëlinthw,» The «imtrasting light huff meduui elri|M*, vinaceous mqie, ami dark 
hrown bark

S "tint On ground, m nmt of tine grass
iHstnbuliou ( entrai North Ameri«-a A praire fonn of only ac«-idcntal orrurrtBM 

w tibia the limite covered by this work

TV species lias been recorded only mu r in eestern < 'ana«la. at Toronto. 
Owing to il» irtouHv-likv habita it is moat difficult to tind or to rccognisc 
whcn wen, and. therefore, may In- more eominon that it is thought to In-.

1 Nelson a Sharp-tall, m ue pi Kao* < yceui; Moot Pa**trhtrindu» 
ntUot.i h. ft-W. A small gras* sparrow Above, mediae Une of crown slaty4dur bordered 
with «lark brown, with an ochre line over eye A faint alatx ami olive ham! a« row na|w- 
and *houl«ler< Ba«-k sharply strim-d with rich bn-wn and light buff with a light elatv 
over wash below, white with ochre brewal extending more or line to the dawk* ami 
Hanks ami lightening on the throat Breaet aometimee. ami flanks always marked with 
indistinct «larkiT stripes

lh*t%nctum* Slaty meilian crown stripe ami long, strong etri|iee «mi back 
Paid Mark* The g«*ncral et rung buff or velkiw «-ojorat urn lielow , the yellow line aleive 

the eye, and the faint streaking of breast
SfMhny <ht ground, in nest of hue grass
Ihdnhidutn l.asn-rn America, inostlx m mM-ihcm l luted States ami southern 

< "ana-la The type form is confined to the prairies ami the other to the Atlantic coast
Sl'HSPECIES Nelson'- Sparrow is «livideil into two suliwpeeies, the type fonn. 

Nelson's ShariMaikxl 8|mutow, a prairie mc«\ and the Acailum Sharp-taileil Sparrow P - 
aidmryatu*, an «-xtreme easiern ra«•«• The Acadian Shar|»-tail is «-«mtinod to the salt marshes
of the east «-oast «if Prince Ldw.ml Island ami below the gulf of St Lawrence Its breast 
and throat arc lighter, buff ralln-r than «s-hre coloured, ami distinctly though faintly 
strcake«l on breast The «-olourmg <-f the back is fainter ami more «liffuse«| ami the elatv 
meilian line wnler ami in less contrast to the brown Thi-n- is little chance «a confusion 
I let ween them for tin- races «-an Is- divided get -graphically with -•oiiHi-lcrahlc certainly 
Nelson * Sharp-tail is only of casual ami accidental ocourrenee in the (ircat Lak««- region, 
whereas the Acatlian is practn-ally mnfine«l t«i the vicinity «if salt water

The Sharp-tailed Sparrows are mamb-baWBting birds, running and 
hiding in the grass and r fusing to take wing until absolutely forced.

•MU l-arli Sparrow. f homUntr* yrumnuu'iis L, ••28. \ v»ry striking ami
«•«mspK uously marked yarrow Above, stripe*! with brown and huffv brow n below, 
while with buff y flanks <'rown, ehestnut-lmiwn with conspicuous light median line, 
car «-overts chest nut-brown in strong contrast t«i the while face; and three sharp black 
lines, one through eye, one from lower mamlihle to ear coverts, ami ene «lowm sides 
«4 throat Outer tail feathers and ends of all except the mu Idle «mes, while

lh*tinchmia The bright re«l«iish brown ear coverts contrusting with black an«l wlute
face are certain ilisliiiguislnng character* of the specie*

A’icW Mark* The strongly nutrkeil In-ad ami fact* anil tbe large aimiunt of white in 
the tail make easily m-ogmsed field marks

Vesting In low Ire»-* «ir hushes. in newt of grasses lineil with line grass, ns it lets, and

Ihntnhuii,m The Mississippi valley wi-wtward The hastcrii Lark Sparrow, the 
type form, «-xteml* from the (Ireat Plains east and north into southern t intarm Armihei 
sulisiMM-ies occurs in the went.

SCHSPgcrKS Tbe eastern *uhs|M>ci** «4 this bin! is the Kastcrn Lark Spamiw, 
the type fonn of the aperies.

The Lark Sparrow is rare in eastern Canada. It is to lx- looked for in 
open brushy wastes ami along the wooded edges of fields.

881 Harris' Sparrow. Zanttlru-kia fttfroto. L, 7 80 A large sparrow streaked 
with brown ami ashy hrown, above: white, below Crown, face, throat, and front neck 
solid black failing into stripe* on flanks

lhattruium* In adults, the black face as if dipped in ink which had s|ircwl «iver 
crown and throat

/
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Senium On ground under dwarf lurch, in u«wt of grass N«wi rarely discovered 
IhiUrihuhon. The prairie re* miu« uf America, north to the ««Iges of the Hurreu lamls

Thin liird may In- more common in western Ontario near the Manitoha 
line than is supposed, hut that is the only section in which the species 
may he looked for. One has been recorded from London, Out., hut this 
was. of course, accidental.

564. While-crowned Sparrow m< ms hinhon à cocao*ME lUNCK. Ztmo- 
tnrhui leutophrg* I,, ti hs Plate XXXI H

Ihutinciuma. Only likely to Is- nnsiaken for ».h«- White-throated Hpsrrow, the next 
apeenw. ami call be «list mguished from il in any plumage by the absi-nce of the yeUuw spot 
m from of the eye and, in the adult form, by Mi* nearly even grey throat instead of the 
strongly white throat of that species

Fflti Mark* The white «Town and lack of white throat or yellow s|mt m front of the 
eye In life, the hark has a grey rather than a reddish east

Sent my On ground or in low hushes, in met of grass and hue vegetable fibres, 
mollets. «•!<■

Ihutnlmtnm North Amer tea from tre<- limit south Our I .astern Wlute-« to wned, 
the type of the species, extemls to lh«- western praire* pr»»vin«*e, where its place is taken by a 
Hiihspei ies, (iambei's Sparrow / > gambit

SI HSPKCIKH. Though three suhspeeies of this species an- re«-ugiiizeil in Canada, 
only one, the Kaatern Wlute-croww, the type form, oecw* in the «wet

One of the most lieautiful of the sparrows Though if lacks gaudy 
colours, its sharply contrasting hlack and white crown and grey throat 
ami neck give it distinction. Its song too is sweet, having much of the 
clear quality of that of its near relative, the White-throat, hut unhappily 
it is usually heard at its liett only in its northern breeding grounds.

Economic Status. Though only within the ImmumIs of cultivation for 
mIkiiit two weeks in tin- spring and autumn it does good work while there. 
Weed seeds form a large part of its food, ragweed and grass seed being in 
large proportion. Insects form only a small part of its food.

568 White-throated Sparrow. <anada white-th ho at. heahody-hikh re — 
ui pinbon A (M»roe HLANrnr Znrtotrutua albtcolha. !.. ft- 74 Plate XXXII A

IhMineiùm* lu adult plumage it in moat likely t«> Ih- taken for the Whitemrown 
previously mentioned, but its distinctly white i liront and the yellow h|n.i in froet of the 
«•ye are distinetive Young birds are apt to Im> mistaken for the Swamp Sparrow, but tin- 
yettow him it and mlder colorai ion of tin- hack will always separate them

h'irl/1 Murks The White llinmt, yellow lores, and r«d«iish niHt«-a«l of gn vish baek will 
rewlily distinguish adults from \Vhii«--« row ns ,luv«>mles an- rather nmre difficult t«« identify 
from h. veral other Miiecies. but if neiilu-r th«* yell«*w loral s|m»i nor the vague white ilimai 
sometimes suggest «•« I by the Swamp Sparrow are r<*eogmr.ah|e, the greater redness «if the 
back will usually suffice for identifient ion

Seating On ground or in low bushes; in nest of coars«- grasses, rootlets, ami moss 
lined with finer grass

Ihsinhuiton Pastern North America to near the tr«*«- limits on the north Itm-ds 
everywhere it is found m < ’atiada except in the most southern portions

This is the most famous songster of the northern woods. At its best 
the song is a clear, flute-like, slowly measured whistle which has I men very 
well put into words. Hnrd-tinic*-cnn-o-<ia-cnn wi-d «-cnn-oda or Poor-Bill- 
Pea-tn>-dy-Pea^o-4y-Peo-bo-dy. The White-throat is a brush-wood bird; 
tangled thickets or brush piles in th«- vicinity of open ground are its 
favourite haunts. Throughout most of the cultivated sections of Canada 
the bird is a migrant only and its best song is rarely heard. In the 
autumn when the young birds fly south the notes are heard in a softened 
shortened version.

87172- 121
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Economic Nimtu*. The White-throat is a valuable bird. It is important 
as a destroyer of weed tut-ds, especially of ragweed, and consumes a con
siderable numlier of insects and a little wild fruit. As the specie* come
down in great number* to the thickly cultivated sections in early autumn, 
its effect on the succeeding season’s weed crop must be pronounced.

559 Tree Sparrow, m -uc pinson de montaunk KpitcUa mountain L, t>
fiai. XXXII K

Distinctions Much like the Chipping and KieW Sparrows, but larger urn I the tall 
yellow with dark lip instead of black as m the former, or cinnamon as m the latter and with 
il semi-concealed dark spot in the middle of the breast.

Field Marks Ked-brown cap, prominent white wing-burs, ashy-grev throat, and 
dark spot in middle of the evenly coloured unspotted breast

Nesting On or near ground, hi nest of grasses, nsillets, ami hair 
IhMribulion. Kasteni North America Breed* in the far north lieyond the limits of 

eivilteation; winters in northern baited States
SI’BSHKCIKS. I .astern and western Mlbeperie* of the Tree Sparrow occur m « Hindu 

The funner is the typefonn ami the only une that occurs within the region covered by this

Among the hosts of sparrow* that congregate in the shrubbery in the 
autumn or return early in the spring, is the Tree Sparrow In the 
southern parts of the Dominion it sometimes remains al! winter, but is a 
migrant elsewhere. It is a natty little bird and its modest song in the 
early spring is most welcome after the long silent w inter.

Economic Statu*. The Tree Sparrow is valuable for its destruction of 
weed seeds and seem* to have no bad habits.

A80. Chipping Sparrow, chippie, hais hihh n< le petit pinson X cochon ne 
hovhsk S/nsmto pawnna I,, ft-37. Mate XXXIII A

Distinctions. A familiar bird, separable fnmi the Swamp and Tree Sparrow* winch, 
like it, have ml nips, by else; ami from them and the f ield Sparmw by it» black bill and 
the black stripe through the eye Juveniles have itrcaked head* and closely re*emble 
the CUy-ooloured Sparrow, a western bird that occasionally may be oonfused with them 
m far western Ontario. The Chipping Sparrow, however, ha* a slaty instead of an

Field Marks A small, slim sparrow with led cap, unstreakisl breast, and a black 
line through the eye. It* long drawn out mmg. a eerie* of imaeerwted chirps running into 
each other in a single sustained trill, is very characteristic

Nesting 1* trees or bushes, m nest of grass»**, nsitlets, and libres plentifully inter- 
mixeil with lung hairs. The amount of liorac hair used in th<* nest is the origin of one of this 
bird's popular names

Distribution hasterii North America to well north of rivilizal .on Breed* in ( 'anada 
wherever found

SIHSFKlIKS The form of the (’hipping Sparmw occurring in eastern Canada 
is the hastern Chipping Sparrow, the type form Another ailhepecies oeeurs in the west

The Chipping Sparrow is rarely aiment from the vicinity of suburban 
or village home*, coming close to houses and frequenting the orchard and 
shade trees, the front yard, and even the door step. It does not fear man. 
hut though not avoiding him it escape* notice through its quiet ami un
obtrusive habits.

Economic Statu*. The (’hipping Sparrow is a greater insect cater 
than most of the family In fact, through June, 93 per cent of its food is 
composed of insects, only 1 per cent of which are beneficial species such as 
predacious beetles ami parasitic wasps. The average for the year is 38 
per cent of insects, and for the months s|H*nt by the bird in Canada, the
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average niant In* camuderaldy higher. The vegetable matin roiisumrd 
consist* of small weed seeds in wliirh those of mil> grass, lambs ouartrrs, 
ami ragweed predominate. It will be m i-ii that a bird having these desirable 
qualities and coming into tin immediate vicinity of the garden is most 
useful and one to be encouraged in every manner possible.

Ml Clay-coloured Sparrow. S/hmIUi /xi/Zide b, f* -Ml X small sparrow with 
upper parts atrenked m light hurt ami tiark brown to crown, where a whitish inetlian strip» 
is intliealed X faint collar <>1 slaty suffusion alsmt the tiack of the neck While below 
slightly tinged with buff on Hanks

IhMliiirUun* < hi account of size am I habits only Ukely to he mistaken for the < hipping
Sparrow , but the back is lighter than in that bird and more via >-coloured, ami the rump 
instead of liemg faintly slaty is slightly olive-buff

N»-'liny On ground or in bushes, in nest of grasses lined with liair>
Ihatnliutum. The interior of Animes. It is a prairie form extending north to the 

limits of tin prairie provinces, and only of in cidental occurrence m eastern < anada, except 
tsrliaiis m the country adjoining the Manitoba boundary.

A bird of the west ; of rare m-eurreiiee in the western limits of the 
region trested of in this work.

863. Field Sparrow, m 1.1. i-is*.in oks « immvs Spiullu puadla L, ti tih 
A small sparrow of the same general colour as the ( 'lopping, but with the colours sulsiurai, 
suffused, and blended The rid crown is darker and inconspicuous and then- is no line of 
black through the eye. The bill is cinnamon coloured instead of black

/hshnrhon* Tin alsiv • list met ions are sufficient to distinguish this bird 
Field MurkX. Dull reddish crown, lack of facial marks other than a touch of red on 

ends of ear coverts, and cinnamon-coloured bill The song IS its most easily recognised 
characteristic and when learmd is the bent means of identification

Setting On ground or in low bushes, in mwt of rather coarse grasses, weed stalks, 
and rootlets lined with fini grasses and han

Ihslnbulion Lantern America, in Canada including must of the sett lis I sections, 
but rat hi y local in distribution and unaccountably absent from some localities well within

S( HSI’M 'IKS. The Field Sparrow is divided into an eastern and western subspeens, 
the former, the type form, is the only one occurring 111 eastern Canada

The Field Sparrow in an inconspicuous bird and though often very 
common in ho like a Chipping Sparrow with worn plumage that it may be 
mistaken for it. It is a bird of the open fields and fence row* and though 
not why or unusually retiring, must be looked for and listened for to In- 
found.

Economic Statu». Very much like the Chipping Sparrow in final 
habits, taking a few more useful inserts though not enough to |n-reeptibly 
affert its usefulness.

•W7. Junto. i.HAVHIHD BLACK SNOWBIRD FH PINSON MVKHOM.k JUHCu
Kgemnlo. h, ft 27 Plate XXXIII H

lhatxnrtion*. Solid dark slate-grey alsive and on breast, culling sharply against the 
white umlerjwts

Field Murks Sharp line of the dark breast against the white In-low , and white outer 
tail feathers which show in flight.

Sentinu On or near the ground in nest of grasses, mow. and roof let* lined with finer 
grtuwi-s ami long hairs

Ihetribiitum As a hih-cics all of America to the tree limits The Slate-coloured 
Junco extends west to Alberta.

SI’HSPKCI KS. The Juneos are divided into * number of s'ibspc. ies, only one of 
which, the Slate-coloured Junco, the type form, occurs in eastern < anada



The J unco witli its black breast, light coloured bill, and white bordered 
tail is conspicuous amongst the large tloeks of sparrow? passing through or 
tarrying in the spring and autumn.

Economic Statua. The effect of the Junco on agriculture is almost 
wholly beneficial. During its stay in the more settled sections it consumes 
large quantities of weetl seeds. The insects it takes are mostly harmful 
Little or no exception can be taken to it as it does no perceptible damage, 
to crops or fruit.

681. Song Sparrow, kk. -le cinnom « nanti i k ÈltUs/nM meUdia. L, t> :t0. 
Plan XXXIV A

IMiudmh». Rather lik<> thi- Vesper Hparrow m size ami general ivilorat ion, but 
darker and more derided in twee; lacks the white outer tail feathers. The breast streaks 
are also sharper and darker brown an<l aggregated in the iiikMIi into a welMetined spot . 
The lack of the yellow stripe over the eye separatee the Song from the Savannah Sparrow 
and the sharply streaked breast from any of the other Sparrows of comparable size amt habit.

Pu'hl Murk* Sharply stri|>ed breast and «•entrai stsrt. The absence of the while 
outer tail feathers wiil guard against confusion with the Vesper Sparrow, ami longer tail, 
Lick of y«*ilow lores, voice, and gemval attitude «iistinguisn tin Song Sparrow from the 
Savannah

.Vest mg. Urn ground, more rarely in bushes, in nest of coarse grasses, root lets, «lead 
leaves, stri|>s of hark, ete., liiiid with finer grassi-s and sometimes long luurs

Ihêtrioutin. As a species, the Song Sparrow inhabits all of America to the tree limits. 
Our lost if farm exten«ls west to the central prairie provinces.

St’BSPBCIES. The Song Sparrow is a wide ranging specie* anil has been «livided into 
many subspecies, twenty h«'ing rocognisid m North America ami a number more proposed. 
Most of these are western forms originating in the broken land of the Pacific coast where 
isolate*! colonies and yarn'll condition* have favmircii ntonerous departures from type 
In matera Canada the form recognised is the Eastern Song Sparrow .1f m. mriodia, the 
t ype race.

It in difficult to form a just and unprejudiced estimate of the standing 
of the Song Sparrow in the avian chorus. Its little medley of chirps and 
trills makes a sustained song of some duration and to those who listen 
to it sympathetically it has a gladness, brightness, and sweetness of tone 
that is difficult to surpass. The bird is almost omnipresent. It lives in 
the shrubbery close about the house and is one of the familiar hj rds of the 
garden. It haunts the thickets on the edge of the wood-lot or bordering 
little streams or rivulets. The deep woods and the clean open fields are 
the only places where it is generally absent ami even there it sometimes 
surprises us with a hurst of liquid song.

Economic Statua. The great numbers of the Song Sparrow render it 
most important to the agriculturist. An analysis of its food shows that 
only 2 per cent is composed of useful insects and 18 per cent of harmful 
insects Waste grain constitutes 4 per cent and weed seeds 50 per cent. 
The remainder is composed of wild fruit and other unimportant material. 
It is seen from this that the Song Sparrow is of considerable economic 
importance. Investigation has shown that one-quarter of an ounce of 
weed seed a day is a fair estimate of the amount consumed by a seed- 
eating sparrow . For the nine months the Song Sparrow is with us in the 
average eastern Canadian locality the consumption amounts to four 
and a quarter pounds per individual per year. Allowing seventy-five 
Song Sparrows per square mile as a very conservative estimate of population 
we get a total for the southern cultivated parts of Ontario of over eleven 
thousand tons of weed seed destroyed annually by this one species.
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ÔKîL Lincoln's Sparrow, fh lb pinson i>b lin «»i.\ lincolni L. .V'.V
Like the Snug Sparrow hut with a holt of huffy arrow* the bn-ast which is marked also 
with «mall, tine spots

Distinetiotis. The above distinctions will separate Lincoln's from all other sparrows 
it may he confused with.

Field Murks A good view will show llie faint huff br< ist ami tine spotting Other
wise it is with difficulty separated in life from the Song Sparrow The hack is rat he i

Pvyer than the Song Sparrow and this often arouses a suspicion of the presence of 
ineoln's Sparrow that may lie confirmed by other characters 

A'eating Similar to that of the Song Sparrow, on ground
Distributum. The species is distributed all over Vmcriea. breeding in the northern 

numerous woods
SlrHSPECIES Lantern and extreme western Lincoln's Sparrows can he differen

tiated into two subspecies. The form occupying the territory here treated is the Las tern 
Lincoln's Sparrow M l lincolni, the typical race

Though a rare sparrow it is an interesting one. It has reduced hiding 
m brush to as fine an art as any bird. When first disturbed it hops to a 
branc h, where it obtains a good view, regards the intruder for an instant, 
and then dives into the • and is gone. The most diligent search 
thereafter gives no more titan a Meeting glimpse of a brown shadow dis
appearing into the nearest brush pile. The species is a passing migrant 
through the settled sections of Canada and is rare.

584 Swamp Sparrow, ra.—lb pinson des marais. Melnspiia georgiam L, 5 Hit 
Much like the Song Sparrow, but of stronger and less blended colorai ion and without 
any distinct breast streaks or markings

Distinctums. Tlic Swamp Sparrow is difficult to separate from several other forms 
comparable in both colour and size It may be distinguished from the Song Sparrow, 
most likely to be confused with it, by the unstreaked breast, and, in adult birds, by tin- 
red crown. Young autumn birds strongly resemble juvenile W hite-throats but lack the 
faint yellow loral spot, are not as evenly ruddy on the back, and usually have a suggestion 
of an asiiv bar across the shoulders at the base of the neck, an ashy cast to the crown, and 
eyebrow lines that are absent in that species. It can lie told from the Tree Sparrow by 
the lack of the dark middle breast spot or of the white wing-bars

Full Marks Its resemblance to a Song Sparrow without breast streaks, the lack 
of the yellow loral spot of the White-throat or the wing-bars of the Tree Sparrow. In 
summer when the Tree Sparrow is not present the red cap is distinctive.

Nesting. Nest similar to that of the Song Sparrow, on ground, sometimes in the

Distribution. North America east of the prairies, breeding in most of the inhabited 
parts of Canada

As its name implies this is a bird of the swamps ami marshes. The 
long grass and shrubby edges of marshes are its typical haunts. Late in the 
autumn it joins the large mixed flocks of sparrows in the brush heaps and 
tangled fence rows and then comes into closer contact with man.

Economic Status. The food habits of the Swamp Sparrow are not very 
different from those of otherI sparrows. Owing to its living 
in waste places it is not important.

585. Fox Sparrow, ru.—lb pinson facvk Passereüa Uiaca. L, 7 36. A rather 
lurge sparrow. Above, bright reddish-brown, solid on tail and rump but with dull slaty 
showing through the red on hind neck and crown. Below, white heavily spotted and 
streaked with red like back, on sides of throat, aeross breast, and on flanks The throat 
is almost free from markings and the spots tend to aggregate on the breast in a centre

Distinctions. Bather large size and generul bright foxy red coloration arc distinctive.
Field Marks. Rich red coloration, especially on rump and tail. The Hermit Thrush 

has a similar appearance as it flies, but the upper back is more olivaceous.
Nesting. On ground or in low trees ami bushes, in nest of coarse grasses lined with 

finer grass, hair, moss, and feathers.

1
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Distribution As a species the Fox Sparrow ranges over all of North America north 
to the tree limits. The ('unadian form, the Eastern Fox Sparrow, the type, extends west 
to the foot of the Rookies, where its place is taken by a number of other subspecies

SUBSPECIES. The Fox Sparrow is a highly variable amt plastic s|M»eies and 
numerous well marked subspeeifie forms can be dist mguished. The one occupying eastern 
Canada is the Eastern Fox Sparrow P. i. iliacn, the typical race.

This sparrow remains within the limits of civilisation only for a few 
days spring and autumn. Occasionally in spring it greets us with a song 
of full clear tone that is equalled by few other birds and hardly surpassed 
by any.

Economic Status. It is with us hardly long enough or in sufficient 
numliers to 1m- of great importance to the agriculturist. It eats a little more 
fruit than the majority of the sparrows, but at the seasons of its visits 
little cultivated fruit is available and the insect and weed seed portions 
of its food are such that it need cause no anxiety.

587. Towhec. kr.—lb pinson avx yeux rouubh. Pi/nlo erylhrophthalmus. L, 8 36. 
Male, all above pure black including tail, head, throat, and breast where it cuts in a 
sharp line against the dear white of the underparte Broad reddish or bay flanks. A 
few white feather edges on the flight feathers ami considerable white in tail margins. 
Female, similar but with t he black replaced by reddish brown

Distinctions. Owing to its large sine, long tail, and striking coloration the Towhee 
van hardly be mistaken for any other bird. Young birds do not have much indication of 
these distinctive colour», being a vague, generally rusty colour, faintly and brokenly 
striped; but the long tail, sise, and general outline are usually sufficient for recognition

Field Marks. With a good view of the black or brown Bead ami hack,and the red 
Hanks, the species can hardly be mistaken. As it dashes away into the underbrush the 
strongly accentuated black and white of the wings and tail of the male, or the reddish 
brown and white on the tail of the female are easily recognizable

Nesting. On or near ground, in nest of dead leaves and strips of bark, lined 
with fini- grasses.

Distribution. Eastern North America, from southern Canada to the gulf. Occurs in 
('anada only along the southern border and is common only in the lower (treat Lakes

SUBSPECIES. The Towhee of eastern Canada, P. e. er y thro phthalm us, is the 
Eastern Towhee, the type race of the species.

The Towhee is a bird of brushy wastes or wood edges, where its dis
tinctive note “Chewce" or “Te-wee” is a familiar sound. It delights to 
perch on the top of a sapling standing alone in the underbrush and sing its 
clear “dick-yoo, chiddle-chiddle-chiddle '. On being disturbed it, drops 
straight down into the underbrush, its black and white uniform flashing an 
instant, then vanishes in the tangle, whence it peers about uttering its 
usual “chi-wee'1 in inquisitive accents. In feeding it scratches over the 
surface like a hen, making the dead leaves fly in all directions.

593. Cardinal, red-bird, cardinal grosbeak. Cardinalis cardinally L, 8 25. 
A large sparrow and a typical Grosbeak. The male is bright cardinal red will a black 
splash about the base of the bill and throat Both sexes have e decided crest ih promi
nent as that of the Blue Jay. The female is warm huff in colour, almost white below 
and olive-buff on the bark, the wings, tail, and crest approaching the rosy colour of the 
male. The black face and throat of tin- male are faintly indicati-d.

Distinctions. Absolutely unmistakable for anything else The Pine Grosbeak may 
suggest the (Jardinai, but the red is never as solid and brilliant and it is without the crest 
or the striking black face mark. The Scarlet Tanager is as brilliantly red, but is without 
crest or face mark and the wings and tail are black.

Field Marks. The brilliant all red coloration of the male, the Hash of warm reddish 
on the wings and tail of the female, and the prominent crest and large red bill in both 
sexes.

Nesting. In bushes, in nest of twigs, rootlets, and strips of bark, lined with grasses 
and rootlets.
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IhutnhtUum The Cardinal in its various subspecies has a wide distribution in the 
United States and the type form crosses the Canadian tiorder commonly along the western 
end of lake Erie, occurring as scattered individuals and in isolated communities there and 
in adjoingmg localities. The Eastern Cardinal, the one here considered, is the type form 
of the species.

The Cardinal Grosbeak is not generally distributed in Canada, but is a 
permanent resident wherever it is found and its gorgeous colouring and 
brilliant whistling give an added interest to nature. It may surprise many 
that this southern bird ever occurs in Canada, but in some sections along 
the lake Erie shore it is not only regular but common. It should be 
rigorously protected for its beauty as well as for more material reasons.

Economic Status. The Cardinal feeds largely upon locusts, cicadas, 
potato bugs, rose chafers, plum and cherry scales, cutworms, weevils, and 
other destructive pests. In addition, it takes weed seeds in considerable 
amount and some wild fruit. There is no evidence that it damages cul
tivated varieties.

MS Rose-breasted Grosbeak, kh—ukus bec À poithink Kobe Zamtlodia
luriorarttimt L, K 12. Plate XXXIV H

Distinctions. The male with hi# black hack ami rose-coloured bib is unmistakable 
The female is the only sharply streaked Grosbeak in eastern Canada. Young autumn 
males are mueh like the female, but have a slight rosy suffusion showing through the buff 
colour of the breast. They vary considerably, but indications of the more pronounced 
spring plumages can usually !"• seen

Field Marks A full view of either sex with their characteristic colorations and 
large bills is distinctive enough. The black-backed male with contrasting white rump and 
wing-bars can be recognized at a glance even as it vanishes in the brush The female, 
if not clearly seen, may be mistaken for the much smaller female Purple Finch ; but the 
unstri|ied underparts, more heavily marked head with conspicuous line over the eye, 
and more prominent white wing-bars usually serve for its identification

Nesting. In bushes or trees 5 to 20 feet above ground, in nest of fine twigs, weed 
stalks, and rootlets.

Distribution. Eastern America, north to well beyond settlement. Breeds in Canada 
sfcnWf found

The Rose-breasted Grosbeak is one of our most beautiful birds and 
best songsters. It prefers tangled thickets interspersed with open spaces 
and large tree clumps. It frequents thickets along rivers, edges of wood
land abutting on clearings, overgrown fence lines, and sometimes orchards.

Economic Status. If the number of ltose-breasted Grosbeaks could 
be greatly increased on the farms the potato bug scourge would soon 
disappear. This bird is one of the few that eats the potato beetle and it 
takes them in both adult and larval stages. One-tenth of the contents 
of the stomachs examined consisted of potato bugs and this species is 
equally efficient against other insect pests. To increase the numbers of 
Rose-breasted Grosbeaks may be difficult, but the next best thing is to 
conserve what we have, protect them from preventable destruction, and 
see that suitable nesting corners are left in waste corners of the farm and 
woodlot. In carrying out plans for clean cultivation and the elimination 
of waste places, care should be taken that bits of shrubbery are left to 
afford shelter for birds which without these sanctuaries must disappear. 
The preservation of the birds will more than compensate for the small 
losses entailed.

597 Blue Grosbeak, pr.—lb uros-bbc bleu, (luirara nrrulea. L, 7. A «mall 
Grosbeak, coloured like » large Indigo Bunting, but not quite an bright and with 
chestnut-rufous bars on wing and shoulder.



Distinctums I'he plumage# in seasonal and #ex variation closely follow those of the 
Indigo Hunting, from which it « an be told by si/,.- and it#Grosbeak bill In mixed plumage 
it may resemble the Bluebird even to the r.-ddish breast, but the bill is entirely unlike the 
bill of that bird (See Figure 50, p. 26).

FhUI Mark« The above will suggest field marks, but the Blue Grosbeak is too rare 
m Canada to safely rely on sight identification.

Ihxtnbutuoi has tern North America, in the north stopping normally considerably
short of the Canadian border

SVHSPECIES. The subspecies of the Blue Grosbeak to be expected in Canada is 
the eastern form, the Eastern Blue Groslwak, the type race of the species

The records of thin bird’s occurrence» in Cnmida are too fragmentary 
tor tin- species to be expected otherwise than as a rare and accidental 
straggler. It can only be hoped for in the southern parts and perhaps 
the southern const.

5f)H Indigo Bunting, kb.—u: pinson indigo Passerina cyanea. L, 5 59. A 
rather small sparrow; the male, brilliant blue all over, the female nearly uniformly 
huffy rust colour with occasional fault suggestions of the blue of the male, slightly whitish 
below with faint and indistinct stripes. Autumn birds show intermediate stages between 
the above coloration or with stronger reddish rust

Distinctions. The Indigo Bunting is our only all blue bird ; the Bluebird, the only- 
comparable bird, has a reddish breast. The even, almost unvaried dull rusty colour of tIn
fernale and juvenile distinguishes them from other specie#

Field Marks. The all blue colour of the male and the even reddish of the females 
and juveniles.

Nesting. Generally in the crotch of a bush 2 to 3 feet above ground, in nest of grasses, 
dead leaves, and stripe of bark, lined with fine grasses, rootlets, and long hairs

Distribution. North America east of the plains and north well into Canada.

The Indigo Hunting commonly frequent» brushy overgrown wastes, 
burnt land, or slashes. It has a pleasing song.

Economic Status. Our knowledge of the food of the Indigo Bunting 
is not complete. There is little doubt that it has the usual food habits 
of its family; and it is credited with doing good work against the Brown- 
tailed Moth. It is undoubtedly as worthy of protection as the others 
of its kind.

604 Dickciaael. Spisa amcricana L, 6. Back striped with dark brown and 
ruddy buff changing to solid dull red on wing coverts; hind neck slate-grey to crown 
where it ie strongly tinged with yellow; cheeks grey with pure yellow eyebrow line 
White below ; breast pure yellow and throat with a sharply defined black throat-patch 
or bib.

Distinctions. The yellow breast and black throat, slightly suggest ing a small Meadow
lark, are distinctive.

Distribution. Eastern America, mostly in the interior and central portions. In 
eastern Canada, irregularly across our borders in southwestern Ontario.

This beautiful open field species is rare in Canada. A few have 
appeared for a short series of years in the region at the west end of lake 
Erie and then vanished to reappear some years later.

FAMILY—TANOARIDÆ. TANAGER». L, 7‘ 26-7- 50.

General Description. Brilliantly coloured birds with bills resembling those of spar
rows but. slightly elongated, with an evenly curved eulmen, a slight notch in the upper 
mandible opposite the tip of the lower one and a tooth and notch in the middle of the 
upper cutting edge (Figure 53, p. 26). In some species the notch is too slight to be 
seen without careful examination.

Distinctions. Besides the bill features above, the eastern Canadian species can be 
easily recognized by colour The spring males are birds of brilliant red coloration, the 
females and autumn birds are dull warm yellows or greens with no sharp, detailed mark-
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mg* and Ititlc variety in colour exevpl in thi- even misses of the wings and tail Spring 
males van only be eompared with tin Cardinal in oolom, the autumn birds and femaleh 
only with the female Orioles, hut the lark of ereat of the Tanagers will easily separate 
them from the Cardinal and the bill characters from either the Cardinal* or < trioles

The Tanagers are a typically American family that reaches its highest 
development in the Tropics and is only regularly represented in eastern 
Canada by one species. As a family the Tanagers are so closely related 
to the Sparrows that the status of some extralimitai species is still un
determined.

düK Scarlet Tanager. keu hiki> kirk hiki> war bird kh -lk tanuara 
écarlate Pirango crythronuia*. L, 7-25 Plntv XXXV A.

Ihstinciion*. Excepting the next species, the Summer Tanager, the Scarlet Tanager 
is only comparable with the Cardinal, but it is easily recognised by ith lack of crest, slighter 
and longer bill, and black wings and tail The even green of the female is distinctive, 
being approached only by a few much «mallei Warblers and the Orioles The autumn 
male is like the female, but with black wings and tail

Field Mark« Brilliant scarlet colour, with black wings and tail in the male and 
the even green coloration and size in other plumage-.

Netting. Usually near the extremity of a branch, about 20 feet above the ground, 
in nest of leaves, strips of bark, etc.

lkatnbutioti. Eastern America north to near the limit of settlements

The Scarlet Tanager shows remarkable seasonal and sexual plumage 
changes. In the spring the sexes are so entirely different that one wonders 
at their specific relationship, and in the summer the brilliant starlet male 
gradually assumes the dull green of his mate.

The Scarlet Tanager is a bird of light woodlands, where large timber 
grows with a sprinkling of small underbrush below, but in spring it 
occasionally visits the orchard. On arrival in spring the Scarlet Tanager 
is a most conspicuous object, but as the trees put on their leaves it becomes 
cautious in exposing itself and if it were not for its distinctive note uchip~ 
chur" that directs attention to it, it would he most difficult to find. The 
song is cheerful, rythmical, and fairly sustained, something like a robin’s 
but more connected and not quite so clear.

Economic Statuft. The food of the Scarlet Tanager consists mostly 
of insects and fruit. The insects are usually woodland species and their 
destruction is of importance to the forester and fruit grower. The fruit 
eaten is mostly wild, in fact most birds prefer wild to domestic fruit and 
given an abundance of the former seldom eat the latter. The Scarlet 
Tanager does no serious damage.

(HO. Summer Tanager hummer red-bird, kr —tani.ara vermillon. Fi ança 
ruina L, 7 -50. Much like the Scarlet Tanager, but with red instead of blaek tail and 
dull brownish wings edged and tinged w-ith red ; the females bear the same relation to the 
male as do those of the Scarlet Tanager.

Distinction*. The wings and tail are different from those of the Scarlet Tanager and 
the red is more rose-coloured, less brilliant and lighter below than on the back. The 
female is a warm orange-green of quite a different shade to the void greenish of the alius! 
female. She bears a fairly close resemblance to the female Baltimore Oriole, but Un
evenly coloured, unmarked back and wings and the Tanager bill make separation easy.

IHetribution. Southeastern United States and north to the latitude of southern 
Ohio Has been recorded in Canada near the southern boundary along the lower Great 
laikes and in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

The Summer Tanager is an accidental straggler in Canada, from 
the south, along the lower Great Lakes and in Nova Scotia and New 
Brunswick.



FAMILY HIRVND1NIDÆ. HW ALLOW h.

General I huer tu! um Monl.1v ninall birds, wings very long and pointed; fcci small 
and weak, unsuitea to walking; head flattened and bill very abort with deep gape (Figure 
M, p. 27

Dish net unis Super'finally resembling the (matsuckers, but much smaller and of 
different type of coloration. More apt to be confused with the Chimney Swift than with 
any other H|H*cien, but without the spines at the end of the tail feathers.

A world-wide family, of aerial habite, seldom coming to the ground 
except for nesting material. Their feet are weak and suitable for alighting 
only on small twigs, telegraph wires, and similar perches. They take 
their food on the wing and can often be seen sweeping over ponds, slightly 
furrowing the still surface as they drink. They are skilful nestmakers 
and build a remarkable variety of forms from bottle-necked structures 
of kneaded mud to holes tunnelled in earth banks.

Economic Statua. Flying insects constitute almost the entire food 
of the Swallows. Sailing high or low in the air as food results justify, 
the Swallows attack many winged insects which arc otherwise almost 
unmolested. Over grain fields and about barnyards where insect eating 
birds are few the Swallows congregate and give efficient assistance to the 
agriculturist. They are sometimes dirty when they nest in numbers 
under eaves and in similar situations, but instead of merely knocking 
down the nests, suitable nesting sites should be provided about the farm 
buildings where they can congregate without offence. A large flock of 
Swallows about the barnyard is of very great advantage to the farmer.

611 Purple Martin, m.—l’hihondbi.lb pourprés. Progne subis. L, 8.
Plate XXXV H

Distinctions The Urgent of our swallows. Size and iridescent blue black colorat ion 
of the male Martin should be sufficient for the separation of the Hfiecies.

Field Marks. Size, colour, almost falcon-like manner of flight, and the voice make 
gBSd field mark'-

Nesting. Under primeval conditions in hollow trees. In civilization in artificial 
bird houses, cavities in cornices of buildings, etc. They are sociable nesters and prefer 
to build in communities of their own kind

Distribution. North America. A western subspecies occupies the Pacific coast 
The eastern form, which is the type race, frequents the most of the settled sections of

SUBSPECIES. The subspecies of the Purple Martin that occurs in eastern Canada 
is the Eastern Martin P s. subis, the type form.

Through the day the birds scatter over the country, returning at 
frequent intervals with food for their young. At evening all return to 
the house they occupy and retire within its shelter for the night. The 
young remain for a considerable time in the nest and even after their 
first flight old and young return to the nest at night. Martins are domestic 
and soeiabh birds and greet each other with welcoming gurgles and ehat- 
terings. Each is interested in the other’s family affairs and there is a 
constant interchange of visits between neighbours. They rarely quarrel 
among themselves but show a united front to common enemies, especially 
the English Sparrow. A colony can hold its own against that pest 
very well indeed, after it has established itself. A Martin house should 
contain several rooms about 8 by 8 inches, weather and draft proof at 
all points except the door which should be about 2 inches in diameter 
and 1$ inches from the floor. The house should stand 15 to 20 feet above 
the ground, up well in the open, and in such a manner that it can be lowered 
for cleaning.
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There are indications that the Purple Martin is growing fewer in 
number8. Old colonies from time to time are broken up and few new 
ones take their places. The Martins return to their summer quarters 
very early in the spring and at times suffer severely from late frosts and 
cold rains which stop the flight of insects and deprive them of the necessary 
large and constant amount of food.

Economic Status. The Martin like the other Swallows is a bird with 
no had habits, and with so many good ones that every effort should be 
made to aid its increase.

612 Cliff Swallow, kaxk swallow mid swallow fr. i.'hikondkllk à 
front blanc. Petroctuiidon lunifrons. !.. ti 01 Similar m general coloration to the 
Barn Swallow (Plate XXXVI A), but different in detail and without the long, 
deeply forked tail.

Ihsttnctiona. Throat, richer in colour and more reddish brown than that of the 
Barn Swallow; the brown colour extending in a narrow band across the back of the neck 
and with a black s^iot in the middle of lower throat instead of a broken black bar 
across breast. Forehead shandy contrasting creamy white instead of reddish. Hump 
light reddish Below , dull white. Tail, almost square.

FirU Marks The white forehead and reddish rump make the best field marks. 
The square tail will separate it from all Barn Swallows except juveniles which have not 
yet grown the fork

Seating. A typical neat is built entirely of mud carried in little | «diets in the bill and 
on the feet The mud is mixed with saliva and plastered |>ellet by pellet on the wall 
under the eaves of some building. The nest is first a shelf built out from the wall, then 
saucer-shaped and then cup-aha|ied, in any of which states it may be left as finished 
In the best examples the sides are continued until the nest assumes the shape of a round 
flask with the neck drawn over and pointing outwards

lhatribution. America. In eastern Canada to well north of civilization
St ' BSPEf’t ES The subsides of the Cliff Swallow occupying most of North America 

and all of Canada is the Eastern Cliff Swallow /*. 1. lunifrons, the type form of the species.

Originally a cliff dweller as the name implies, within the confines of 
civilization this Swallow now nests almost entirely on barns and other 
buildings. It is often of rather local distribution, different colonies 
nesting in many cases in widely separated groups of farm buildings.

613 Barn Swallow. fr—l’hirondbllf. dbh ciranqm. Hirundn trythrogaatra 
L, 6-«.Y Plate XXXVI A

Distiru'tiona. Broken black bar across the chest beneath the reddish throat, black 
rump, and, in adult, long forked tail are distinctive of the species

Fiell Marks Rufous tints beneath and black rump are g<*>d field marks; also, 
in the adult the long forked tail ami in juveniles the white in the tail.

Seating. The nest is far from being the beautiful structure the Cliff Swallow builds 
It is largely made of mud mixed with grasses, lined with grass and feathers, and set on a 
support such as a rafter or beam; but often the slightest projection will be utilized as a 
foundation upon which to build. Some farmers ensure the presence of the birds about 
the place and induce them to nest where they will be unobjectionable by furnishing small 
supports for their nests close under the eaves of their barns or inside where they will be 
sheltered but can do no damage.

Distribution. America. Probably not quite as northern as the preceding species.

This is the Swallow commonly nesting in barns and outbuildings. 
It not only builds under the eaves but enters the building and occupies 
the interior. Its long “ swallow tail ” assists in making it perhaps the 
most graceful of all the Canadian swallows.

614. Tree Swallow, whitk-bblukd swallow, fr -lb imrondbllb bicolori. 
Irvhrprocne bicolor. L, 5-90. Plate XXXVI B.
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Ihaiinciums. The twi-n blackness wall pronounced steely r«*H**»*t ions of the up|ter 
parts and pure whiteness below are distinctive.

Field Mark* The pure unmarke<l whiteness of the underparts make an easily re
cognized field mark. Young birds have the black alxwe replaced with dull brown and 
a suggestion of suffused brown on the sides of the breast, out this never forms a con
tinuous band across the breast as in the Bank Swallow.

Nnding In old woodworker's holes in dead stubs, hollow trees, or bird boeew. Lined 
with grasses and feathers

DuUnbatum America north to near the limit of trees.

Though normally using woodpecker’s holes in dead stubs over tin 
water the Tree Swallow is easily induced to nest in boxes in the garden. 
The beauty of its bright iridescence and the grace of its flight make ample 
payment for the work of preparation, even if its presence were not an 
important safeguard against insects in the garden. The continued existence 
of the species is threatened through the growing scarcity of natural nesting 
sites unless an effort is made to supply the nests artificially.

tilti Bank Swallow, sand martin, fr. — l’hirondelle de rivage ftipann 
n/nrui L. ft SO Plate XXXVII A

Distinction.* Dull brown instead of iridescent coloration of bark, and white under
pants with distinct dark breast-band are distinctive. The band is always full and com
plete and the white pure. The complete breast-band will separate the Bank from the 
young Tree Swallow ; and from the Rough-winged in which t he white is not pure and 
the breast and throat are evenly suffused with ashv brown.

Full Mark*. The white underparts crossed by a conspicuous dark bar makes the 
best field mark

Nesting Nearly every one has seen how quickly the exposed sides of a sand or 
gruvel pit excavation become pitted with the small nesting holes of these swallows. 
Too often the heedless small boy digs them out. Not only is this dangerous to the boy 
from the possibility of the bank caving, but it. is striking a direct blow at the existence of 
one of the farmer’s best friends

til7 Rough-winged Swallow. Sielgulopleryx nerri/mnnis L, 5-75. Much like the 
Bank Swallow in general coloration, but with the breast and throat suffused with 
light ashy-brown instead <-i being crossed with a sharp brown band

Distinction*. The above difference, together with the absence of much pure white 
below and any white on throat are diagnostic. Grown birds have the small outer web of 
the outer primaries converted into a series of fine recurved hooks almost t<s> small to 
see with the naked eye, but obvious to the touch as the finger is drawn along the edge 
towards the tip. Young birds do not show this well, sometimes not at all, and various 
stages of its development appear. It is present in some degree in all spring specimens.

Field Marks The best field mark by which to separate the Rough-winged from 
the Bank Swallow is the evenly suffused breast instead of the whip* one with broad dark 
bar. In watching a mixed flock the Rough-wings can usually be picked out by the slightly 
redder or rusty-coloured back which seems more conspicuous in life than in the hand

Nesting. Similar to the Bank Swallow, but more solitary and perhaps more given to 
nesting in crevices in rock piles, cliffs, or masonrj

Ihstributum. America. North to across the Canadian border in the lower Great 
Ijakes region.

The Hough-wings belong to a genus widely scattered over the world, 
all exhibiting the peculiar modification of the wing which cannot be 
accounted for in the present state of our knowledge.

FAMILY— HOMBYCILL1DÆ. WAXWINUH.

The Wax wings are striking birds, distributed over the northern parts of 
both the New and Old Worlds. They art- represented in America by two 
species so well characterized in form and colour and so nearly alike that
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description here is unnecessary. There is remarkably little seasonal or sex 
variation and Plate XXXVII B and Figure 55, page 27, designate them 
plainly. The shafts of the secondaries and sometimes those of the tail are 
enlarged at the tips into brilliantly-coloured appendages having a close 
resemblance to hits of sealing wax.

tils Bohemian Warning. wandkkim. chatterer, fk i.k jahkck dr bohème 
Himbyciüa garrula L, 8. Almost exactly similar m form and colour to the (Vilar Wax
wing, hut larger; the secondaries an- tip|H‘<l with white ami most of tlie primaries with 
white or yellow or both; there is likewise a small white wing bar The under tail coverts are 
chi'stnut and the al>domen greyish without the yellow suffusion

Distinctions No further distinctions are necessary ; the Cedar VXüxwing is the only 
species with which it can In- confused.

Fulti Murks Their trim figures and eonspicimus crests easily identifx the \\ axwings 
The white or yellow on the wings and the chestnut under tail coverts arc the best specific 
field marks

Netting. In trees, in nest of twigs, roots, moss, etc.
Distribution. Northern sections of the northern hemisphere In America, breeding 

in the far north, northwest of Hudson bay, visiting settled districts irregularly in winter

Their irregular wandering habits in winter have given these birds tin 
name “ Bohemian ” which in this sense is synonymous with " wandering." 
They are northwestern birds, but come into cultivated sections of eastern 
Canada occasionally in winter, as docs the Evening (irosbeak. They are 
too rare to have any great economic influence. Their favourite food is the 
dried waste fruit that hangs through tin- winter.

61» Cedar Waxwing. < kdar bird, Carolina waxwinu. chkrry bird fh 
Ll JAHKVK or efcoRF HonibyciUa cedrorum. L. 71». Piste XXXVII B.

Distinction». With the illustration the C-cdur Waxwing can hardly be mistaken for 
any other species except the Bohemian For «list mettons see that species This is the only 
Waxwiug to Im* seen in eastern Canada in summer and the most probable one, in the 
southern sections, in winter.

Field Marks. The natty shape and In-aring and the eonepicuous upstanding crest are 
easily recognisable field marks. The note, a tine sharp wheeze, is distinctive and soon 
learned. See previous species.

Nesting. Often in fruit or shade trees, in a bulky structure of strips of bark, leaves, 
grasses, tw igs, rootlets, moss, etc., lined with finer materials of the same nature

Distribution. America, north in Canada to and somewhat beyond the limits of 
regular cultivation.

The (>dar Waxing Ih one of the familiar birds of the orchard. It 
builds in the fruit trees in the summer and is rather too well known in the 
vicinity of early ripening cherries. In the winter it seeks the various kinds 
of old dried fruit left hanging on the branches. The coloration is soft and 
harmonious with just enough accent of contrasting colour to give character. 
The peculiar smooth, silky texture of the plumage seems to cause the 
feathers to cling together so that they always lie smoothly and never seem 
awry. The red-sealing-wnx-like processes in which the shafts of the 
secondaries and sometimes the tail feather end, common to this and the 
Bohemian Waxwing, are unique amongst American birds and give an added 
touch of individuality.

Economic Statu*. About El per cent of the Waxwing’s food is noxious 
insects, the remainder largely fruit. The greater part of the fruit is wild 
and of no economic importance, in fact, as with most birds, wild fruits are 
evidently much preferred to cultivated ones. However, whin early
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cherries rip**n liefore wild forms the damage Wax wings can do is con
sidérai) le. The sana amount of fruit distributed over many later trees 
might pass unnoticed, hut when the damage is concentrated upon the earliest 
and most valuable part of the crop the loss is keenly felt. The protection 
of early fruit from the depredations of this and a few other species of like 
habit is a subject that has received considerable attention. To shoot all 
b rds visiting the orchard is one solution, but a very poor one. It gives only 
partial protection and lias to be repeated each season; for as long as any 
rema n in the vicinity the annual increase will undo the results of previous 
efforts. Besides, the entire community is deprived of the valuable 
assistance of a number of species in order that a certain amount of early 
fruit may be protected. A cover of netting is generally cheaper than 
shooting. As the birds prefer wild to cultivated fruit « Iy ripening wild 
fruit trees in waste corners and along fences provide inexpe nsive protection. 
The Russian Mulberry and Service-berry and later, the Black-currant, 
Mountain ash, Raspberries, and Blackberries, Sumach, Alder. Wild grape, 
Bittersweet, Nightshade. Snow berry, and Elders will serve the purpose .

FAMILY—LAN II DÆ. L. 9-10-32. SHRIKES. BUTCHER-BIRDS.

General Description The Shrikes are medium-sized passerine birds of raptorial 
nature. They are easily re-cognized by their hills which are plainly hooked at the tip and 
furnished with a notch and tooth near the end eif the upper mandible (Figure- fib, page 27). 
The two specie* which occur in Canada are very similar in coloration and diffe-r in minor 
character* only (Plate XXXV111 A).

The Shrikes arc interesting examples of passerine or seed and insect- 
eating birds adapte-d for a predatory life The true- raptures, the* Hawks, 
etc., which also prey upon the highe r livi g forms, have powerful feet with 
which to secure the-ir feme! and hold it vhile they te ar it with their bills. 
The Shrikes arc without these- officii t rasping and holding limbs, having 
in fact feet no stronger than those < sparrow or blackbird of equal size. 
They, therefore, seize pre-y with r bill and, to hold it while feeding, 
have evolved the- hahit of impal - upon strong thorns, etc.; this habit 
gives them the- popular title- of Butcher-bird. Shrikes are- bold, spirited 
birds and quite as daring and capable in proportion to the-ir size- as any of 
the- true hints of prey. The- family is large and widely distributed. Only 
one genus is represented in America and twe) spe-e-ieg in North America.

#21. Northern Shrike, hitcher-bird fr—la pib-orsiche boréale. Laniu» 
horenli*. !.. 10-32 Similar to the- I/Oggerhcad Shrike, (Plate XXXVIII A) hut 
larger and with a series of fine wavy lines or vermieuhitioiiN faintly showing across most eif 
the- underpart h.

Dinlinction*. General coloration and notched bill will distinguish thin as a Shrike- 
Size- and the distinct vcrmiculations below will characterize it as the- Northern Shrike

Field Mark* The- sharply contrasted amount of black and white on the w ings and 
tail, the grey upperp&rtn, and the black band through eye. Any Shrike seen in eastern 
Canada in winter betwe-en October and March will be of this species.

Nesting In low tre-es or bushes in ne-st of twigs, grasses, etc
Distribution. Northern America, breeding beyond regular settlement across the 

continent, south in winter.

The Northern Shrike is the bolder and more energetic of our two species. 
It is a northern breeder and is only seen in cultivated sections in the winter 
where it follows the flocks of Snow Buntings, Redpolls, etc. It has shown
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nome tendency tu come into cities and villages in pursuit of the House or 
Knglish Sparrow, in which work it is to he encouraged in every way. Dry, 
mummied mice and birds occasionally found pinned to thorns and 
barbs of wire fences or hanging from the close forks of twigs are usually 
the work of this species.

Economic Status. Though thoroughly raptorial in habit the Northern 
Shrike cannot be said to do a great amount of damage. It is not common 
enough within settlement to be a serious factor in the small bird life of the 
fields. It catches numbers of mice and probably its attacks on them ami 
on the House or Knglish Sparrow compensate for the seed-eating birds it 
takes.

#22. l oggerhead Shrike, miokant shrike, hi ti hkk hiri> kk — Lanins ludo- 
9icimus !.. Piale XXXVIII A

Distinctions. This species can hardly he mistaken for any thing but the Northern 
and it is considerably smaller than that s|>eeies The adult is without the fine verrai 
dilation* of the breast and in the juvenile they are only faint lx suggested A summer and 
not a winter bird in Canada

Full Marks The clear white and light grey of the hotly plumage, black wings, and tail 
strongly aneentuated with white , and the hlaek band through the face are distinctive of the 
Shrikes Any summer Shrike within the cultivated sections will be of this spceu-s

Nesting. Nest of strips of bark, small twigs, ami vegetable fibres lined with fitted 
wool and feathers.

Distribution. As a species, North America north to the limit of cultivation The 
migrant Shrike occupies eastern North America north of the gulf states and west to the 
prairie provinces.

SUBSPECIES. The boggerhead Shrike, like many other wide ranging species, 
develops various local characteristics in different parts of its diversified range, earn forming 
a recognized suba|)eeies The form occupying eastern Canada is the Migrant Shrike, L I 
migrons separable from the ty|>e subspecies in the southern states or the White-rumped of 
the west by only slight differences of colour and proportions.

The Loggerhead is a bird of open, brushy pasture# and hillsides. 
Thorn-apple trees, cropped and trimmed by cattle until dense and repellent 
are its favourite nesting sites and in such neighbourhoods it can usually 
be seen on some commanding perch, such as the tip of a dead sapling or 
a telegraph wire, keenly regarding the surrounding country. The impaling 
of prey is not quite as strongly developed a habit in this specie# as in the 
previous one, probably because it is more insectivorous ami can handle 
much of its smaller prey without so doing. At any rate evidence in the 
shape of remains stuck on thorns is decidedly rare in haunts where the 
species is common and where it would be expected to be numerous. 
The song of the Loggerhead Shrike is quite musical and pleasing, but the 
vail notes are harsh and discordant.

Economic Status. The food habits of the Loggerhead are similar 
to those of the Northern Shrike, differing only as would be expected in a 
smaller and weaker bird and a summer rather than a winter resident. 
Thus we find fewer birds and mammals and more insects are taken, indeed 
during the height of the insect season the latter seem to constitute the 
greater part of its food. Early in the season great numbers of beetles are 
eaten, useful and harmful forms being about equally divided in numbers. 
Later, grasshoppers and crickets form a large proportion of the food, but 
numbers of caterpillars, many of them hairy, cutworms, some wasps,

67172—13
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spiders, and other insect forms arc also taken. The food of the species 
throughout the year is regarded by the United States Biological Survey 
as being beneficial in the ratio of 4 to 1.

FAMILY—VIKKOMDÆ. VIKEOH OR GREEN LETS. L, 4 75-6 23.

(letural Description. Small, warbler-like birds generally coloured in greens ami white 
with more or leu# yellow in softly suffused masses and without much definite marking. 
The lull is perceptibly Botched add hooked at the tip much like t hat of the Shriki (Figun 
66, page 66), but is on a much ndto and much lighter m ah

Institution*. The V'ireos are most apt to be mistaken for warblers which in habit, 
size, and general coloration they resemble The bills, however, are stouter, more strongly 
arched on the culmen, higher for the width, and more evidently hooked and notched 
at the tip. The Yellow-breasted Chat has a bill that might answer this description 
in outline, but it is twit hooked nor has it any indication of notch at tip.

Field Marks. In addition to specific markings, which form the best guide to 
species, the Vireos can be recognised by their warbler-like habits but slower and more 
sluggish movements, |>ecring under leaves and gleaning from the branches and twigs with 
less activity.

The Vireos constitute a small family peculiar to America. Three 
genera occur in Canada, represented by six species.

Economic Status. Economically the Vireos can be treated together 
as they are similar in their food habits. Their food consists of 91 per cent 
of insects and the remainder of fruits. The latter are almost without 
exception wild varieties. The insects taken are among the most harmful, 
including scales and other close lying species that no birds but the careful, 
dose-peering Vireos ordinarily seek. They are among our more useful 
birds.

624. Red-eyed Vireo. prbachkr-hird. teacher fr.—le viréo aux yeux 
Rouans. Vireosylm olivacca L, 6-23 Piste XXXVI11 B

Distinction*. The Red-eyed can be distinguished from other Vireos by its superior 
size, the lack of yellow, the grey confined to the crown, and the white eyebrow line bordered 
with dark both above and below. The iris is red, but this can only lx* seen on very close 
examination.

Full Marks. The markings of the face of the Red-eyed makes the best field mark. 
'Hie whin* eyebrow Iwirdered with darker colour and the lower line through the eye can 
usually be seen as tin* bird jieers through the leaves at the intruder.

Nesting. Suspended from between the forks of a small branch 6 to 15 feet above the 
ground in pensile nest or hanging-cup, woven of strips of bark, dead wood fibres, pa|>er, 
plant down, or birch bark lined with fine materials

Distribution. North America to near the limit of trees.

The Red-eyed Vireo is one of the commonest frequenters of our 
groves and woods. Its song, a leisurely repetition of slight variants of the 
same phrase with pauses between, and continued ad libitum, can be heard 
in the tree tops almost anywhere in Canada and has given the species the 
name of Preacher-bird.

626. Philadelphia Vireo. fr.—lb viréo de PHILADELPHIE. Vircosylva phil- 
adelphica. L, 1 75. Almost exactly similar in coloration to the Warbling Vireo (Plate 
XXaIX A) but more generally suffused with yellow on breast, flanks, and below.

Distinctions. The Philadelphia can always be separated from the Warbling Vireo by 
the length of the first primary feather. In this species it is nearly as long as the second, 
whereas in the Warbling it is reduced to a rudimentary condition and is barely three- 
quarters of an inch in length.

Fielti Marks. In life» it looks like a Warbling Vireo with unusually yellow breast and
underpin i-
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Nesting. Suspended from a branch about 8 feet from the ground in {tensile nest of 
fibres and birch bark

Distribution. Eastern America. More northern in breeding range than the Warbling 
and only a migrant in most of the settled sections of Canada.

Usually a rather rare little Vireo and too inconspicuous to be often 
Been or recognised by the ordinary observer.

627. Warbling Vireo. Ht.—le viréo <;ris olive Ytreosulra gilva. L, 5 W.
Plate XXXIX A

Distinctions. The even unmarked coloration and small size will distinguish the 
Warbling from any other Vireo except the Philadelphia The lack of yellow overwash in 
front and below will usually be diagnostic. The final test of the species, however, is the 
small rudimentary condition of the first primary which is hardly three-quarters of an inch 
long instead of one and three-quarters

Field Marks. The almost pure white underparts instead of the yellow suffusion of 
the Philadelphia makes the best recognition mark from that species and the small size and 
dull even coloration from other Vireos.

Nesting. Suspended between the forks of a small branch 15 to .50 feet above the ground 
in pensile nest of fine bark strips and plant fibres, smoothly and firmly interwoven and 
lined with pine needles and hairs.

Distribution. As a species, occupies all of temperate America ; t he Eastern Warbling 
Vireo extends west to the prairie provinces.

SUBSPECIES. The Warbling Vireo is divided into an eastern and a western sub
species The Eastern Warbling Vireo V g. gilini, the ty|»c of the species, is the only one 
met with in eastern Canada.

The Warbling Vireo, hidden in leafy tree tope, is more often heard 
than seen. Its aong in very different from that of the Red-eyed, being 
continuous and not composed of disconnected phrases.

628. Yellow-throated Vireo. kr — le viréo A front jaune. Lanivireo JUwifrons. 
L, 5 95. Head, cheeks, and back greenish; rump and tail slaty; breast and throat bright 
yellow ; below white; wings with two distinct white bars.

Distinctions. The bright yellow breast and throat of this s|>ecies is distinctive. The 
Solitary and the White-eyed are the only other Vireos with wing bars. In the former the 
bars arc white as in the breast, in the latter the bars are yellowish. In coloration the Yellow- 
throated Vireo is very similar to the Pine Warbler, but there is much less white on the under- 
parts of the latter species, the yellow suffusing and covering most of it instead of stopping 
almost sharply at the breast line.

Field Marks. The bright yellow throat and breast are distinctly recognizable and 
prevent confusion with any other native Vireo. The voice, similar to that of the Red- 
eyed but with the phrases following each other less rapidly 2 to :t seconds apart instead of 
about one per second, will distinguish it from others of its family or from the Warblers.

Nesting. Suspended from a forked branch 10 to 80 feet above the ground, in tiensile 
nest of strips of bark, plant fibres, etc., lined with fine grasses and covered externally with 
lichens, spider webs. etc.

Distribution. Eastern North America. Common in eastern Canada only in the 
southern parts of the lower Great Lakes region.

A woodland and orchard bird. Besides its characteristic song it is a 
maker of many queer noises and has an extensive vocabulary.

629. Solitary Vireo. blve-headed vireo. kr. — i.k viréo à tête ru.eve 
Lanivireo solitarius. L, 5 61. Back greenish shading into bluish ash on head ami adjacent 
parte of cheeks; white loral spot and white ring about eye; all underparts white w ith suffu
sion of yellow on flanks; wings with two whitish bars.

IHstindions. The ashy blue head with conspicuous white lores ami eve-ring arc 
distinctive.

Field Marks. The bluish head with conspicuous white eye-ring and lores and pure 
white throat make conspicuous field marks.

Nesting. Suspended from between the forks of a small branch 5 to 10 feet above the 
ground, in pensile nest of wood fibres, bark strips, and pine needles, plant down, etc.

67172—131



Distribution As a n|>enea the Solitary Vireo ox tends over all of the Vnited Slates and 
Canada north to the extreme limits of settlements. The Blue-headed, the eastern repre
sentative of the speoies, ranges west to central Alberta.

SUBSPECIES. The Solitary Vireo is divided into several subsidies, only one of 
which, the Blue-headed Vireo L. s solitanus, the type form, occurs in eastern Canada

A pretty little Vireo and a common inhabitant of woodland and 
orchard during migrations. The song is similar to that of the Red-eyed, 
but an attentive ear can easily distinguish between them.

631 White-eyed Vireo. Vireo grxseus L, 5 27. A small Vireo like the Warbling 
but of much richer green colour on back and with yellow loral mark and eye-ring; iris 
white. Throat and underparts almost pure white; strongly yellow on flanks; wings have 
two yellowish bars.

Distinctions. White iris, yellow eye-ring and loral mark, strong yellow on flanks, and 
white breast and abdomen

Field Marks This s|>ecie8 is too rare in Canada and too similar to other species to 
lie recorded on eyesight observation alone

A'estiny. Nest usually similar to that of the Red-eyed
Distribution All forms of the species are southern The eastern White-eyed occurs 

m the eastern United States north to New York and Massachusetts and is only accidental 
in Canada.

SUBSPECIES. The White-eyed Vireo is represented by several subspecies, tin
type form, the Northern White-eye V. g prise us being the only one which occurs in Canada.

A bird of the south noted for its remarkable voice. This species is 
included here on the basis of a few records scattered along the southern 
borders of Canada.

FAMILY—MNIOTILTIDÆ. WOOD WAUBLEKS. L, 4-25-7-44.

General Description. .Small birds, only one Canadian sixties being over 6-28 inches 
long and very few over 5.7.r> They are usually bright coloured woodland and treetop 
birds though a few inhabit the ground and the grass. They are, as a family, difficult 
of diagnosis and the genera can be moat easily recognized by the bills (Figures 57, 58, 59, 
p 27) though considerable familiarity with the species is necessary to recognize the 
generic characteristics.

Field Marks No reliable held marks which cover the whole family can be given. 
However, after a little experience with them their small size, bright colours, and sprightly 
actions are easily recognized. They are most likely to be confused with the Vireoa.

Nesting. The nesting habits of the family are various, some build in trees, from down 
near the ground to well up towards the tops of the taller trees, others on the ground or in 
grass, and some in holes in dead stubs, etc.

Distribution Moat of the warblers breed in the northern spruce woods beyond the 
limits of general settlement. A few nest in the more cultivated sections and some just 
cross the International Boundary All are migratory and spend tin* winter, according to 
species, from northern United States south to the Amazon country of South America.

The American Wood Warblers constitute a large family peculiar to 
the Americas. In fact, they divide the honours in point of numbers with 
the sparrows The Warblers are the delight of the amateur bird observer. 
So small that few but the enthusiast ever see them, but so numerous and 
brilliantly-coloured that their discovery opens up a new world of interest 
to the beginner. The sexes are usually dissimilar and there is considerable 
seasonal change in plumage. This, multiplied by the large number of 
species makes the task of identifying all of them seem almost hopeless to 
the beginner. It is not, however, as difficult as it seems at first. The 
spring malt s are usually distinctly marked and as many of them art1 fur
nished with descriptive names their differentiation is comparatively simple.
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As the females and autumn birds almost invariably retain suggestions of 
the characteristic spring markings of the males the difficulty is really less 
than is generally anticipated. Of course, puzzling specimens occur which
give even the experts some difficulty, but it is usually an alternative between 
two species, which can be settled by giving attention to one or more 
small details. In studying the warblers the observer is advised to first 
become familiar with the spring males. When the males of the common 
species are known, a comparatively easy matter with such strongly char
acterized forms, most of the females are recognized without much difficulty 
as they usually carry a subdued reflection of their mate’s brighter colour
pattern. In the autumn, most juveniles resemble the females closely 
enough to make recognition not so very difficult. There are thus compara
tively few plumages besides the spring males that have to be learned 
individually. The Canadian Warblers represent twelve genera, seven of 
which are represented by single species only. Dendroicn has sixteen species, 
Vermivora five, and three others are represented by three species each. 
The generic details of the most important will he discussed under their 
proper headings.

Though called “Warblers” their song should as a rule hardly be 
dignified by such a term. With few exceptions the songs are only insig
nificant little notes without much prolonged continuity, but as they are 
often specifically distinctive the student is advised to pay close attention 
to them, for when the great warbler migrations are on, the presence of a 
new or rare species is often first made known by a single unfamiliar sound 
directing attention from the many to the one that w'ould otherwise escape 
notice.

Economic Status. The Warblers are highly insectivorous. A few 
take more or less seed and a little fruit, the latter almost invariably wild, 
and no complaints have been made against any of the family. Their 
effect, therefore, is wholly beneficial. Being active they reach all kinds of 
insect habitats from the axils of highest flung leaves to between blades of 
grass on the ground, and as they are small they are satisfied to take insects 
and insect eggs that are too insignificant or too well hidden to receive the 
attention of larger birds.

636 Black and White Warbler, black and whitk crkhpkr. fr. —la fauvette 
voire et blanche Mniotilta varia. L, 5-30 Plate XXXIX B There is little 
plumage variation.

Distinctions A small black and white warbler which creeps about holes and branche* 
like a woodpecker. In the autumn the colours of the young bird are similar to those of 
the adult but slightly veiled and liavc small washes of buff and less black on the throat. 
It is only to be mistaken in spring for the Hlaek-i>nll but the white median stripe on the 
crown instead of all black can distinguish it from that species.

Field Marks. Its creeping habits, strong black and white coloration with median 
crown stripe. In the autumn it is the only all black and white warbler to be seen in eastern

Nesting. On ground at the base of a stump, log, or rock, in nest of strips of bark, 
grasses, etc., lined with rootlets and long hair.

Distribution. Eastern North America; breeds in most of Canada north to well beyond 
the settlements.

This is one of the earliest warblers to arrive in the spring and one of 
the easiest to identify at any time as it is always well marked and there is 
little difference in seasonal or sexual coloration.

A
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637 Prothonotary Warbler. Praêo*otaria ntrea. L, 5-50. A golden yellow war- 
bki Ininli! m li chrome -.r gulden on head mad meet of mderparte ami with greyish 
wings, tail, and rump. There in little plumage variation.

Ihstmctions. The only warbler with an intense even golden head, neek and breast 
without wing-bore Fhe Pine and Wilson's Warblet hove green oi Mack crown 
Yellow Warbler is without the grey wings and tail and is lemon yellow rather than 
orange or golden.

Field Marks. The Prothonotary is too rare a species in Canada to r<*eord from 
living specimens.

nesting. In a hole in a stub or stump in nest of rootlets, fine twigs and moss, plant 
do*il, or femthei-

Distribution. Mississippi valley north barely to Canadian boundary which it only 
misses accidentally in the lower Great Lakes region.

This is only included in the Canadian list on the basis of a few accidental 
occurrences in the lower Great Lakes region. It is a bird of drowned lands, 
and of bushes standing in dead water.

Genus—Vlkmivora. Wohm-katinn Wahblerk.

The genus Vermivora is a group of small slightly built warblers in 
which the following characters are most easily recognized. The bill is 
small, sharply pointed, almost spine-like, and the culm ti line is straight or 
almost concave rather than convex or slightly arched (Figure 57, p. 27). 
The tails are solidly coloured and without white spots.

639. Worm-eating Warbler. Hchnitheros vermivorus. L, 1-51. Dull olive above; 
howl buffy with conspicuously con trawling dark brown lim-w through the eye and bor
dering crown. There in little plumage variation.

Distindiont. The only warbler with this distinctive dark and buffy head marking 
The bill in rather heavy for a warbler of thin genuw.

Field Marks. Too rare in Canada to trust to sight record for identification.
Nesting. On ground; newt of rootlets, leaves, and bark.
Distribution. Eastern United States; only one record in Canada, in southern Ontario.

A bird of wooded banks or swampy thickets, feeding near the ground.
641 Blue-winged Warbler. Vermivora joints. L, 4 80. A green warbler with 

yellow forehead, throat, breast, and underparts; a fine black line through eye and blue- 
grey wings and tail. Two white wing-bars. Female similar but duller. Little plumage 
variation.

Distinctions. The bright yellow face and underparts with black eye stripe and blue- 
grey wings with white bars are distinctive.

Field Marks. Too rare in Canada to rely on field marks for identification.
Nesting. On ground generally in or at the Isirder of second growth in nest of bark 

and leaves lim'd with fine strips of bark and tendrils, firmly wrapped with leav«>s
Distribution. Eastern North America; regularly stopping south of the Canadian 

border and only accidentally crossing it in southern Ontario.

Though taken only once in Canada this is a most interesting species as 
it hybridizes with the next species, the Golden-Winged, forming puzzling 
hybrids that were long regarded as separate species under the names of 
Lawrence’s and Brewster’s Warblers.

642. Golden-winged Warbler. Vermivora chrysoptera. L, 5 10. A blue-grev 
warbler; male, white or very light grey below darkening on the flunks, with yellow cap 
and wing-patch and black cheeks and throat. Female similar to male but somewhat 
reduced m brightness aad the Macke repr ited by d irk grey. IWs le little age or 
seasonal plumage variation.

Distinctions. The blue-grey body, yellow wing patch, and black throat and eye- 
patches are distinctive.
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Fielti Mark* The above marks are easily recogmzaMe in life. The blank throat 
somewhat suggests the Chickadee but the other marks make it easy to separate them

Nesting. On ground or in bushy fields or second growth in nest mueli like that of 
Blue-winged Warbler

Distribution. Eastern Vnited States; regularly mswing our borders only in southern 
Ontario along lake Erie and the lower corner of lake Huron.

Usually found in shrubby wastes or thv bushy edges of woodland. 
To be expected only in southern Ontario.

645. Nashville Warbler. kb.—la fauvette de Nashville. Vcmnvttra ruh-
rioapilla. L, 4 77. A yellow and green warbler with a greyish head and a more or less 
concealed chestnut crown patch. Hex, season, ami age plumages varying only in intensity 
of yellow and the amount of chestnut in cap. In females t he cap may be cut irely concealed 
by the grey edgings of the feathers and occasionally it may be altogether absent.

Distinctions. The unmarked green above and yellow all below to tail, but brightest 
on throat and breast ; Mid the grey or greyish head and cheeks are distinctive This greyish 
head and hind neck may not be marked but is always present as a slight differentiation 
from the green back W hen present the chestnut crown (not orangi--rufous as in the 
Orange-crowned Warbler) is an unmistakable specific character

Field Marks. Bright yellow, unstreaked underpart» ami grey head and cheeks.
Netting. On ground in partial clearings or tree grown pastures in nest of grasses and 

moss lined with finer grasses and tine rootlets.
Distribution. Eastern North America, in Canada north to beyond the settlements 

The Eastern Nashville Warbler extends west to near the mountains
SUBSPECIES. The Nashville Warbler is divided into the Eastern Nashville, the 

type form, V. r. rubicapilh, and an extreme western one the Calaveras Warbler.

This warbler is most likely to be found in open shrubbery and the 
small growth that lines country roads.

646 Orange-crowned Warbler, fr.—la fauvette X cochonne okanoék. Ver- 
luiront celt da. L, 5. A (lull yellowish, grey-green warbler with a concealed orange-rufous 
crown-patch. Very little sexual difference. Immatures are without the crown s|»ot and 
the brightness of the yellow below is reduced to almost the colour of the back.

Distinction». Similar to the Nashville but without the grey or greyish on the head 
The crown spot when present is still more concealed than that of the Nashville and often 
entirely hidden until the feathers are separated to show their coloured bases. The yellow 
throat is duller than in the Nashville. The juvenile bird is an almost evenly greyish green 
bird with faint suggestions of ashy to it anil rather similar to the immature Tennessee but 
without the faint light eyebrow line ; it is more evenly coloured, and without aoy suggestion 
of white below.

Fielti Marks. Like a very dull coloured Nashville Warbler or a juvenile Tennessee 
without the faint eyebrow line.

Nesting. On or near the ground in nest of leaves and fine grasses
Distribution. Central and western America. The Interior Orange-crown breeds from 

Alaska to Manitoba and is only a migrant through eastern Canada
SUBSPECIES. The species is divided into three subspecies. The Interior Orange- 

crown V. c. celata, the type form, ranges west to the mountains.

One of the rarest of the regular Eastern Canadian Warblers. Eyesight 
alone is hardly reliable for records in eastern Canada.

647. Tennessee Warbler, fr.—la fauvette du Tennessee. Verminora peregrina, 
L, 5. Back of male green, underparts nearly pure white Head and hind neck ash-grey, 
suffusing on cheeks. White eyebrow line and suggestion of dark line through eye. Females 
and juveniles have the grey head and hind neck replaced by the green of the back which 
suffuses more or lew as dull yellow or greenish yellow over breast and underparts. The 
eyebrow line is always visible as a lighter coloration of the green.

Distinctions. The general green and white coloration and light eyebrow line arc the 
best distinctions in any plumage.

Field Marks. General coloration as above, with light eyebrow line and without wing- 
bars, tail patches, or the whitish sjiot at base of primaries of the Black-throated Blue 
Warbler
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Nesting. In mow* on ground in email, dénué, coniferous growth in Beet of fine grass 
root!«•••«, and long hairs.

Distribution. Eastern America, probably to the northern tree limits. I 'anally a 
rare migrant through our Mettled sections but locally common.

A rather rare warbler in most sections of eastern ( 'anada. In migra
tion usually found well up in the trees.

♦•48. Paru la Warbler, blub yellow-backed warbler, fr—la fauvette d'A
mérique. ( omneotklypts americana. L, 4 78. Above and sides of face and neck blue, 
almost bright blue, with yellow suffusion over middle of back. Below white, throat and 
breast clear yellow with a vaguely defined black (or bluish-black), and rufous band across 
breast. Females and juveniles are duller, without the breast hand, and wuth the yellow 
more or lew suffused over all upperparts but strongest in middle of back White » mu- 
bars in all plumages.

Distinctions. The blue back, either pure or overwashed with yellow, wing-bars, and 
yellow breast and throat are always distinctive.

Field Mark»!. See just above.
Nesting In hanging bunches of Varna (the old man’s beard) or other hanging lichens 
Distribution. Mostly eastern America. The Northern Panda occupies the northern

Irnrt of the B|ieeitie range to the limits of present settlement; not breeding in the lower 
•reat Lakes region.

SUBSPECIES. The Panda Warbler is divided into a northern and a southern 
subspecies. The Canadian form, t he Northern Parulu C. a. usneie, is named from the lichen 
in which it builds its nest

Genvb—Dkndroiua. Woodland Wahblkhs.

The genus Dendroica is composed of warblers of slightly sturdier 
build than Vermivora. The bill is longer and the eulmen more decidedly 
arched (Figure 58, p. 27). The tail, except that of the Yellow Warbler, 
has a considerable amount of white.

650 Cape May Warbler, fr —la fauvette du cap may. Dendroica Tigrina 
L, 5. Male: throat, breast and most of underparts bright yellow finely and sharply 
striped with black on lower throat, breast, and flanks. A chestnut patch in the middle of 
the cheek cuts sharply against the yellow. Top of head black continuing as elongated 
spot» mi the yellow-green of back The rump i' yellow ! the wing baa a large whit< 
patch. Female : Olive-grey above, dirty white below warmed with yellow suffusion 
across breast which is faintly striped with dark. Rump yellowish and white wing-patch 
replaced with vague bars Juvenile similar to spring birds but less bright : male without 
chestnut cheeks Females: even dull olive-grey, slight ly yellow on rump ; dull white slightly 
olive below, faintly streaked with soft dark lines, and with faint washes of yellowish olive 
on breast and flanks.

Distinctions. Males are distinctive with their tiger-like colours of yellow' with black 
stripings. Adult females show enough of the male's pattern to be recognizable. Juvenile 
females are more difficult to recognize. However, all show at least an appreciable yellow
ness on the inner parts <■( the feathers on the sides of tic neck just behind the ears Thu 
slight tinge sometimes shows in life when the bird turns its head but with the bird in the 
hand the feathers must he separate! 1 to show it.

Field Murks Adults and juvenile males are distinctive Juvenile females cun 
he recognized by the peculiar fine, dim striping of breast against a slightly buffy, light 
olive-grey ground or by the concealed yellow s|>ot on sides of the neck as described above 

Nesting. On low branches in small trees in pastures or woodlands in partly pensile 
nest of twigs and grasses fastened together with spider web and lined with horse hair 

Distribution. Eastern America west to the prairies and north to beyond settlements.

One of the most b< tiful of the warblers; usually regarded as rare 
but locally growing commoner. It is a woodland treetop species but often 
seen in orchard and shade trees.

652. Yellow Warbler, summer yellow bird, fr—la fauvette juane. Deu- 
droica orstica L, 5 10. Plate XL A.
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Distinctions. The Yellow Warbler in apt to lx* oonfused with f<*w other sis*eins. 
It» tail, with yellow on the inner vanes of the feathers, will distinguish it from all other 
evenly yellow or green species.

Field Marks. The even and uniform bright yellow of spring birds is tuunistaknble 
Some dull females are more green than yellow but the green-edged wings ami yellow 
tail, lack of colour contrasts, size, and actions of the bird an- easily ris-ognizcd

Nesting. In an upright crotch in hushes ami small trees in nest < f fine hbri*s and a 
large amount of plant down, lined with plant down and sometimes long hairs.

The Yellow Warbler is one of the lew species that sometimes refuses to incubât- 
Cowbird's eggs. Instead of throwing out the intruding egg however, it builds a new 
nest over the old one, burying it and its entire contents, including often some of its own 
eggs, in the foundation of the new structure, in which another set of eggs is de|M>sitcd.

Distribution. Nearly all of North America. The Eastern Yellow Warbler inhabit* 
all of Canada except the Pacific slope.

SUBSl*ECIKS. The Yellow Warbler is divided into four subspecies; the Eastern 
Yellow Warbler D mestiva which occupies most of Cunada, is the type of the siiecies.

This is the commonest breeding warbler in southern Canada. It shares 
with the Goldfinch the popular name of Wild Canary, but the lack of black 
will determine it at a glance. It is found in shrubby localities in open 
country or along stream or marsh edges. It is a common visitor to the 
garden and its cheery little song is very pleasing. In the autumn the 
Yellow Warbler is out1 of the first species to leave. Shortly after July 
it disappears and by mid-August only a few stragglers are left. It goes 
before many observers begin to think of autumn migrations and thus 
details of its autumn movements are difficult to get.

654. Black-throated Blue Warbler, ra.—fauvette bleue à oorge noir. Du - 
droica carulescens. L, 6*28. Plate XL B.

Distinctions. The male, ao descriptively muned ami strongly marked, is very dis
tinctive. The female, however, especially in autumn, is more difficult to distinguish, 
it may resemble either the juvenile of the Tennessee, the autumn Black-poll, or th< 
Bay-breast. The streaked back anil wing-bars, however, of the latter two are absent 
They are darker and more greyish-green than the Tennessee above and more huffy below 
.An indistinct ami partly concealed white or light spot at the base of the primaries is 
always diagnostic of feinah*# of this species.

Field Marks. The nude is distinctive. The female in any plumage can usually 
be recognised from all other evenly coloured dull green warblers by the sometimes very 
faint light snot at the hase of the primaries, which shows far more conspicuously in life 
than would he expected.

Distribution. Eastern North America, breeding in the north, south to the borders 
of civilization.

SUBSPECIES. The black-throated Blue Warbler is divided into two subspecies 
of which we have only one in Canada, the type form D. c cœruleseens, the Northern 
Black-throated, though occasionally specimens closely approach the southern variety, 
Cairn's Warbler D. c. cairnsi, in having a suggestion of black spots on the back.

655. Myrtle Warbler, yellow-kumped warbler fk. —la fauvette à croupion 
jaune. Deiulroioa coronata. L, 5 65. Plate XLIA.

Distinctions. A wry easily recognised species. All pluinagcs have at least sugges
tions of the yellow crown, rump, and side marks. The juveniles are largely rusty brown 
above and have more or less of a wash of same colour across breast with the streaks only 
slightly indicated.

Field Marks. The yellow rump is always distinct and bright and makes the most 
conspicuous field mark. Its presence and the side and crown marks of the same colour, 
sometimes indistinct, in autumn but always present, make reliable identification guides

Nesting. In coniferous trees 8 to 10 feet above the ground in nest of vegetable fibre 
lined with grasses.

Distribution. Nearly all of North America north to tree limits. Brisling just beyond 
the dense settlements.
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An early warbler to arrive in spring and the last one to depart in 

autumn. At times in the latter season the brushy wastes, roadsides, and 
the overgrown fence lines are filled with Myrtle Warblers each showing, as 
it darts away, its distinct yellow rump as proof of its identity.

«157. Magnolia Warbler, black and yellow warbler, fr.— la fauvette X 
tête cendrée Dendnticn magnolia. L, 5 12. Plate XLI B.

Distinctions. The bright yellow breast and underparta sharply stripe-«I with black, 
black cheeks, and greyish upperparts arc perfectly distinctive in the spring Autumn 
birds have recognizable reflect ions of the adult plumage but the breast markings are absent 
and those of flanks reduced The head and cheeks are evenly greyish and the back greyish 
shaded with green to the rump which is suffused with yellow.

Field Mark*. The yellow below and on rump will separate the Magnolia from all 
warblers but the Cape May. The latter’s yellow breast is sharply and more evenly 
striped with black and it has the chestnut ear patch. Close examination of the Magnolia 
m autumn nlumagi always shows a vague, tight ash> bai across the upper breast 
The tail is also a good identification mark. The characteristic white marking of tin- 
tails is well back from the tip ami rather extensive, giving, when seen from below, the 
appearance of a white tail broadly banded with black.

Nesting. In coniferous trees 3 to 6 feet from the ground in nest of fine twigs and 
leaf stems lined with hairlike rootlets.

Distribution. Eastern North America north to tree limits; breeds mostly north of 
general cultivation.

One of the most beautiful of the warblers, on migration eoming into 
shade trees and orchards where its rich coloration makes a pleasing com
bination with the blossoms.

#68 Cerulean W arbler. Deudmcs OSTUtm L, 1 6# Male: skv-blue and while 
Above, all blue with fine black markings on back ami sides of crown. Below, pure white 
with blue breast-bam I and flank stripes,wing-bars white. Female: even dull greenish- 
ldue above, white below, more or le» etamdikh greenish end yellow suggestions 
Juvenile similar but yellower all over.

Distinct inns. The male is unmistakable. Other plumages have a peculiar bluish, 
instead of olive or yellowish, green above that is quite characteristic. The Juvenile with 
its yellowish-greenish underparts is somewhat similar to the young Tennessee, having 
a similar eyebrow stripe, hut its white wing-bars and tail patches will separate it.

Field Marks. The blue of the adult and the bluish sheen of other plumages. Other
wise like a juvenile Tennessee but with wing-bars and white in tail.

Xesting. In a trie 20 to 60 feet above the ground in nest of tine fibres bound with 
spider’s web, lined with strips of bark fibres and with a few lichens on the outer surface

Distribution. Eastern United States except the coast; north along lake Erie to 
just within Canadian territory.

Too rare in Canada to he expected regularly except in a limited area 
in southern <tatario.

659. Chestnut-sided Warbler. fr.—la fauvette de pensylvanie. Dendroica 
pensglvaniai. L, 5 14 Male: Crown yellow; back black and grey in stripes, over- 
washed with yellowish green; below white with chestnut bands along flanks; two white 
or yellowish wring-bars. Juvenile: in nlmoel even yellowish-green above, white below, 
cheeks grey; usually with suggestions of the chestnut sides of the male.

Distinctions, superficial attention to the above description might confuse this 
species with the Bay-breasted but the white throat is distinctive. Spring birds with 
their yellow cap, chestnut sides, and white underparts; and autumn birds white below, 
yellowish green above, and yellowish wing-bars arc easily recognized.

Field Marks. The white underparts and peculiar lemon yellowness of the green above 
are good recognition marks even in plumages where the characteristic markings do not

Nesting. In bushes some 3 feet from the ground in nest of stri|>s of bark, leaf stems, 
etc... lined with tendrils and rootlets.
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Distribution. Eastern North America west to well into the prairie country and 
north to beyond settlement. Nests locally almost wherever found in eastern Canada 
except in the extreme southern portion.

The Chest nut-sided is usually found in dry brushy clearings, second 
growth, and raspberry tangles.

tkK) Bay-breasted Warbler, m.—la kavvettk à poitrine baie. De minora 
caetanea L, 5 ti;f Male: finely striped with dull olive-ochre and black above; under-

Kt white; top of head, throat, foreneek, and Hanks bay colour (reddish chestnut): fore- 
and cheeks black ; a light ochre spot on side of neck. Female has all these charac

teristic marks obvious enough for recognition but veiled and dimly indicated. The 
autumn birds, however, are entirely different ; above, yellowish-green faintly striped with 
dark, below, white, more or less tinged with yellowish or huffy greenish; the bay of the 
sides is often indicated by a slight ruddy warmth or by individual, fully coloured feather- 

Distinctions. Spring birds are distinctive enough Autumn specimens resemble 
the juvenile Hluck-i>oll so closely that often they can be separate! only with difficulty even 
when in the hand. The Bay-breast almost invariably lias a certain amount of warm 
ochre on the flanks which is lacking in the Blaek-|ioU and the under tail coverts are cream 
instead of pure white. The presence of wing-bars will distinguish these two species from 
any other plain greenish warbler.

Fieltl Marks. The adult male is distinctive in colour. The spring female always 
shows enough of the bay breast for recognition. Adult autumn birds also usually have 
a trace of the bay on the flanks and the warm ochroish of these parts can usually be seen 
in juveniles. When these characters fail to distinguish the species, however, close at
tention will show that the breast colour is perfectly even and sharp eye* or good glasses 
will usually reveal very faint dark stripings showing on the sab's of the breast of the Black- 
|*>11. None of these marks, however, can be seen except under the most favourable cir
cumstances, but in mixed flocks one can usually tell the proportion of each species with 
fair accuracy.

Seating. In coniferous trees 5 to 20 feet above the ground in nest of grasses and 
plant fibres lined with plant down and long hairs

Distribution. Eastern North America west to across the prairies and north to the 
tree limits. Breeds beyond regular cultivation.

The Bay-breast in spring migration prefers brushy growth in sandy 
wastes, roadsides, etc., but often comes close about the hole in shade 
trees and the orchard. The similarity of the autumn Bay-breast and the 
autumn Black-poll, a bird in full plumage totally different, is one of the 
interesting phenomena of bird coloration. The autumn plumages of these 
two birds were at one time confused with each other under the name 
of Autumnal Warbler.

601. Black-poll Warbler kk.—la kavvettk ratée Dmdroica striata. L, 5 50 
Male: black and white stripes with a solidly black crown; finely lined with black and grey 
on back; below all white with black from base of bill down sides of neck breaking into 
stripes on flanks; cheeks white. Female:greenish above; white below washed with green
ish on throat and breast but with enough of the black striping showing more or less 
vaguely to make the bird recognizable as the female of the above. Autumn birds are 
almost indistinguishable from the preceding Bay-breast (see above).

Distinctions. The spring males with their clear black and white markings can be 
mistaken for nothing except the Black-and-Wliite Greener, hut their non-creeping habits 
and the crowns solidly black, instead of with a broad white median stripe, easily séparai • 
them. The striping of the female is distinctive. The autumn birds can be told from tie 
Bav-breast by their lack of ochre, bay, or huffy on flanks and their pure white undertail 
covert*

Field Marks. The Black-poll is seen in three plumages: tlie male black and white: 
the female greenish, white below and more or less streaked with black ; and autumn birds 
like Bay-breasts with faint stripi-s, visible only to sharp eyes or with good glasses, showing 
through the yellowish flanks.

Meeting. Generally in spruce trees about 6 feet above the ground in nest of twigs, 
mosses, rootlets, etc., lined with fine grasses and tendrils

Distribution. Nearly similar to that of the preceding species.



The Black-poll Warbler is one of the latest warblers to arrive in the 
spring, usually after most of the other migrant hordes have gone north.

•S3 Blackburnian Warbler, re.—la fauvette de blackbvbn. Deudnncajusca. 
L, 6-25. Plate XI, 11 A. Th«i black upperpart# and flaming orange throat are distinctive 
in the ease of the ailult male. In the female the orange colour of the throat though faint is 
• Hsily recognizable. The young in the autumn are like the ailult female although the young 
females are duller m colour, the throat and breast only retaining a faint yellow colouring.

Distinctions. Adult and autumn males are unmistakable Autumn females may be 
confused with autumn Black-polls and Bay-breasts but the clearer yellow on the throat, 
ihe absence of a greenish tinge below, and the dark ear covert# with conspicuous buff eye
brow line are diagnostic characters

Field Mark*. The bright orange or warm yellow confined to throat and breast ami 
orange-yellow or buff eyebrow stripe, in contrast to the dark cheeks anil crown, make the 
best field marks.

Mealing. In coniferous tree# 10 to 14 feet or more above the ground in ne#t of fine 
twigs and grasses lined with grasses and tendrils

Distribution. Eastern North America west to the prairie provinces; brewing mostly 
north of dense settlowwt.

The male Blackburnian has the bright plumage commonly associated 
with the tropics rather than with our colder climates. The species asso
ciates with many other warblers in the treetops of the open woods or orchard.

667 Black-throated Green Warbler, kr.— la facvette X poitrine noire-
Ikndrm u mrem I 6 l" Plati XLI I It

Distinction*. A green warbler with bright yellow cheeks and sharply contra#!mg black 
throat and breast In femah-s and juvenile male# the black is almost wanting or indicated 
only by vague interrupted black suffusions which arc stronger on the breast. In young 
females the black i# reduced to dull cloudings at the sides of the breast and flanks. In nil 
plumage# the underparts are white and the back and crowm clear, even green Bright 
yellow predominates on the chix'ks

Field Murk* For juvenile#, the green back, yellow cheeks, and white l>elow. For 
'dult#, the black throat and breast contrasting with yellow face and white below.

Mealing In coniferous tree# 5 to 30 feet above the ground in nest of small twigs and 
mo## lined with rootlets, fine grasses, and tendrils.

Distribution. North America, west to the mountains. Breeding in eastern Canada 
wherever cellar or evergreen thickets are found except in extreme southern portions.

A striking bird, fond of scrubby evergreen when available but is also 
found in the orchard and in hardwood tree-tops.

670 Klrtland'e Warbler. Dendroica kirtlnndi L, 575. Blue-grey above heavily 
striped with black on back, and finely striped on crown. All below, except under tail, 
pah* yellow with black strijw*# on side# of breast and flanks Females and juvenile# 
similar but duller, and breast stripes broken and forming #|K>t#.

Distinction*. Kirtland's Warbler resemble# the Canadian Warbler, but is larger; 
the yellow is paler and the black stripes are on the flanks anil do not tend to make 
necklace suspended from the ears a# in that specie#; and the back is marked with black 
instead of being clear grey. The only other warbler that might be mistaken for it is the 
Magnolia but the black does not cross the breast a# it doe# in adult Magnolias, and there is 
no yellow or greenish on the hack or rump.

FieU Mark*. The species is too rare to be accepted on eye identification alone.
Meeting On ground at foot of pine or oak trees in nest of soft bark, strips of vegetable 

fibre, anil grass lined with tine grass, pine needles, and hair
Distribution. Winters in the Bahama islands. The only known breeding station i# a 

limited section of the jack-pine plains in the northern part of the lower peninsula of 
Michigan. The specie ha# only been taken twice in Canada, both specimens being taken 
in the lower Great Lakes region. Its nest should be lookeil tor in the Bruce peninsula of 
Ontario and around the Great Lakes west to the lake Superior country.
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In the winter thin species is confined within a limited oceanic island 
habitat and is an instance of the difficulties in the way of abnormal^ 
increasing tin* numbers of native species. It is evident that we can never 
have in the north a greater number of Kirtland's Warblers than can live 
through the winter on the Bahama islands.

671. Pine Warbler, kb.—la kavvettb dm kins. Itemlroica inform. L, 5 f>L'
X dull green warbler, the green changing to dull yellow on throat and breast with greyish 

or brownish wings and tail and faint wing-bars; m high plumage rarely beeounng fairb 
bright yellow on throat and breast There is little sexual or seasonal change

IHaliiuiiona. Very similar to the Yellow-throated Vireu but greener in colour ami 
with the yellow below stronger and more extensive. The white abdomen is inconspicuous 
The bill is lighter ami warbler-like instead of being stout, hooked, and of Vireo type. From 
the Yellow Warbler it can 1m* separated by its duller colour and the contrast between it' 
wings and tail and body. Its preference for pine trii-s is at least suggestive of its identity

Field Marka. A dull green warbler, yellow on breast with greyish brown w ings, white 
wing-bars. Canadian specimens arc usually somewhat soi lei I and bedraggled in appear- 
auee. Almost invariably found in pine trees.

Vesting. In pine tree# 10 to HO feet almve the ground, in nest of strips of bark, leaves, 
plant fibres, etc.

Ihatribulioii. Eastern North America, west to the prairies and north to the limits of 
the pine woods ; breeding in Canada mostly beyond settlement.

The preference for pines, which this bird shows, is striking. It is 
rarely, if ever, found away from them. In consequence, it is likely to have 
its plumage more or less soiled with pitch which gives it a dull and worn 
appearance. Bright, clean birds of this species are rare with us.

672. Palm Warbler, kb.—la fauvette X couronne kouahe. Dendrotcu /talmoruni. 
L, 5-25. A dull or greenish warbler. Male: all underparts bright or suffused yellow; cap 
reddish-chestnut. The breast and flanks are streaked more or less with rufous and a yellow 
eyebrow line contrasts with dark cheeks and rod cap. Females similar but colour 
subdued. Juveniles and autumn birds are greyish brown above: huff below with faint 
streaks, almost white on throat and suffused with distinct yellow increasing to pure 
yellow on undertail coverts. There is a blended yellowish rump natch in all plumages

Didinctiont. The yellow underparts and red cap are unmistakable in all spring birds. 
In autumn the vaguely striped underparts, brown back, and yellow undertail coverts are 
distinctive.

Field Marks. The habitual, sandpiper-like upward jerk of the tail will distinguish this 
from all other warblers with yellow underpays except the Prairie Warbler. The bright 
yeUow confined to the undertail coverts, light throat, and vaguely striped buff breast of the 
juveniles will assist in separation of the species from comparable forms.

A eating On or near the ground in boggy ground or sphagnum barrens in nest of 
coarse grass, lined with fitted feathers.

Diatributitm. Eastern North America west to the prairies and north to near tree 
limits; breeding mostly beyond the bounds of civilisation. The Yellow- Palm Warbler is of 
«•astern distribution west to the «‘astern Ontario boundary The Interior Palm Warbler 
occupies the remainder of eastern Canada.

SUBSPECIES. The Palm Warbler is divide»! into two subspecies, the type form, t In- 
Interior Palm Warbler l).p palmaium, distinguished in adult spring plumage from tin 
Yellow Palm Warbler l).p. hypochrysra by the smaller amount of yellow ami the reduce»! 
brilliancy of the underparts which are slightly tinged with greyish The two forms, how
ever, are too similar to s«-parate without specimens of both for comparison

A ground-haunting bird. On migration to be looked for in low 
scrubby, and sandy wastes. In breeding season in mossy bogs.

673. Prairie Warbler. Dcndroira dtacolor. L, 4-75. A green and yellow warbler. 
Throat , cheeks, anil all underparts of male bright yellow; a black line through the eve. u 
black wedge below the ear coverts, and a succession of black lines along the sides of the 
breast and flanks Middle of back has a saddle of redilish spots. Female similar but 
oc«;asionally almost or quite without the reddish on back. Juveniles similar but colours

J
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reduced and veiled, the under parts yellow, brightest on breast, and the black lint* on the 
lace, side of breast, and flank» only indicated.

Distinctions. The fine black, facial marks against bright vellow, their sharp con
tinuation along flanks, and the reddish back spots are the best distinguishing features of 
adults. In juveniles the underparts brightest on breast rather than throat or elsewhere and 
the indications of stripes on the sides instead of in the middle of breast make the easiest 
recognition characters.

Field Marks. Too rare in Canada to be rceor«h-d by sight unless the observer has had 
considerable experience.

Setting. In briery bushes, in nest of plant fibres and plant down lined with rootlets 
ami long hairs.

Distribution. Eastern I’nited States, north rarely, though perhaps locally regular 
across the Canadian bonier in the lower Great Laki-s region.

The Prairie Warldvr prefers dry, sandy, or open second growth wastes. 
From the data on its occurrence in Canada it should lx* looked for nesting 
in the neighbourhood of the lower end of lake Huron.

Genu*—Ser kcs. Waotail Warblkkh. L, 6 04—6 17.

Birds of the genus Seiurus look more like Thrushes than Warblers as is 
indicated by the popular names of Golden-crowned and Water Thrushes 
that are sometimes given them. They are, however, true warblers of 
woodland habits; ground birds, walking instead of hopping; of large size 
for warblers; brown or dark olive coloration above, white below with the 
breast heavily streaked. They can be mistaken for thrushes either in life 
or in the hand but by attention to specific characters they can be easily 
distinguished.

674 Ovenbird. «olden-crowned thrush, fr.—la urive couronnée. Seiurus 
uurocapillus. L, 6-17. Plate XLI1I A.

Distinctions. The partly concealed dull golden crown patch bordered with brown will
always determine tins qweiaa

Field Marks. Though very thrush-like, there is generally little probability of actual 
confusion between this species and the thrushes. Its pure white throat, foreneek, ami 
underparts with little or no suffusion of other colour and the sharply eontcasting stripes 
rather than spots of the breast are easily distinctive.

Nesting On ground, in a bulky structure of coarse grasses, weed stalks, leaves, and 
rootlets; covered over with leaves and with the entrance at the side, like an oven, from 
whence the specific name is derived.

Distribution. Woodinl sections of North America east of the Rockies, north to beyond 
settlements; breeds in Canada wherever found.

It in a woodland bird, usually common wherever open timiter is
interspersed in the heavier woods. Its common song Teacher—teacher-----
teacher—teacher, beginning low and ending very loud is a familiar woodland 
sound and once heard will be remembered.

675. Northern Water-thrush, watkr-thruhh. fr.—la «rive de» ruisseaux. 
Sciants nnveboracensis. L, 6 04. Dark olive brown above, yellowish white finely and 
sharply Ktreukcd with dark below-, disconnected lines on throat, breast, and flanks. A 
buffy blended line over the eye and a fine, sharp, dark one through it.

Distinctions. Easily distinguished from the Oven-bird by the finer, more evenly 
distributed striping, darker coloration, yellowish underparts. and the lack of crown 
patch. From the Louisiana Water-thrush it may be told by the buffy instead of w-hite 
line over the eye, the yellowish instead of buffy or creamy underparts, and the presence 
of spots on the throat.

Field Marks The Water-thrushes can be told in life by their habitual upward jerking 
of the tail as they walk or stand, much similar to the actions of the common Spotted 
Sandpiper. The two Water-thrushes can be told apart by the difference in the colour 
details given above.



.Vesting. In a mutwy bank or in I hr naît» of a turned-up tree, usually near or over 
water, in neat of mote lined with tendrils and fine rootlet*

Distribution. North America north to the limit* of settlement. Breed* in Canada 
wherever found except in the extreme mut hern part*

S( 'tiSHEt7ES. The Water-tbrush i* divided into an eastern and a western *ul>- 
species, the Eastern Water-thrush ('. n. noiiboratrn.ns, the type form, range* we*tward to 
wont hern Ontario where it intergrade* with UrinneM'* Water-t hr uah N » notobiln which 
occupies the country to the went

The favourite home of the Water-thrush is in wet cedar swamps.
676 Louisiana Water-thrush. Seiurus moianlla L, 6 2*. Dark olive brown 

above, huffy-white below finely streaked with sharp dark disconnected lines from upper 
neck to breast and flank* A sharp, white line over the eye and a fine blended dark line 
through it.

Distinctions Easily separated from the Ovenbird by lack of coloured crown streak; 
very similar to the Northern Water-thrush but separable bv slightly larger size, huffy 
rather than yellowish under parts, and by the whiteness of the* face marking*

Field Marks The Louisiana Water-thrush ha* the jerking tail habit of the Northern 
Waterthruah and can only be distinguished from it in life by attention to the difference*

Meat mg. Similar to that of the Water-thrush.
Distribution. Eastern United States, only ap|>carmg in Canada in southwestern 

Ontario.

Very similar to the Northern Water-thrush in habits as well as in 
colour and form. It is, however, a bird of more southern distribution than 
it and is of only rare occurrence in Canada.

Genera—Oporornis and Geothlvpis. Ground Warhlkrs.
L, 5 • 40-5 56.

The Ground Warblers are rather larger than the Woodland Warblers 
but considerably smaller than the Wagtail Warblers and have compara
tively stout legs and short wings. Their colours are largely green and 
bright yellow. They inhabit low shrubbery and are seldom seen far above 
the ground.

677. Kentucky Warbler, fr.—la favvette du renttcky. Oporornis for motus 
L, 5-40. (ireeni*h above; all underpart* clear yellow ; forehead black, shading off on mid 
crown; bright yellow eyebrow line hooking around eye A riiarp black patch extend* 
from bam "f lull, including lores and most "i ear coverts, to side "f neck Female and 
autumn bird* similar but duller, the black face mark being more or less veiled though null

Distinctions. Coloured much like the Prairie Warbler but w-ith the black leaving 
only a narrow eyebrow line in front of the eye instead of a largely yellow cheek and without 
Hank «tripe*. Somewhat similar to the Canadian Warbler but with back greenish instead 
of grey and without hrea*t marking* of any kind.

Field Murks. Too rare in Canada to be identified in life by eight
Sesling. On or near ground in bulky neat of twig* and rootlet* firmly wrapped with 

several thicknesses of leave* and lined with fine rootlet*
Distribution. Eastern United States, not reaching the Canadian border except a* 

an accidental straggler.

This species has been taken in Canada on only a few oeeasions. It 
can be reasonably looked for only in the most southern sections in the 
region of the lower Great Lakes.

678. Connecticut Warbler. Oporornis ngilia. L, 5 40 A greenish warbler Male: 
clear lemon yellow below ; face ami throat to upi>er breast even blui*h-grey with a fine 
white eve-ring. The female i* similar but grey paler. Juvenih** have the grey replaced 
by a lighter buff y shade of the back coloration.
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Distinctions. This species is ho like the Mourning Warbler that at times they can 
be separated only with difficulty. Adult males, having a conspicuous eye-ring and per
fectly even grey throat and breast, are distinctive enough. Females can he told by the 
eye-ring and by having the top of the head strongly suffused with the olive of the back 
and not showing clear grey Juveniles when they show the eye-ring are usually quite 
distinctive, though Mourning Warblers of similar age have an indication of it. When the 
eye-ring is not conclusive evidence the difference in the colour of the throat ami breast. 
ii huffy olive instead of an even lightening and greying of the pure yellow below, is u good

Field Mark* The evenly grey throat and white eye-ring of adults and the buff) 
olive throat and buff eye-ring of the juveniles Both this bird and the Mourning Warbler 
walk instead of hop.

Netting. On ground in nest of dry grass.
Distribution. Eastern North America west of the Alleghanies. It appears to breed 

along the edge of settlement in Canada but data is lacking It is regular in migrations 
only locally along the shores of lake Erie and lake Ontario

The Connecticut is one of the rarest of our regular warblers. It is 
a late arrival in the spring and is so retiring that it is seldom seen in the 
autumn. There is not sufficient data to determine whether it is very local 
in its migratory range or has been overlooked. It is to be looked for near 
the ground in waste brush.

toll Mourning Warbler. m -la rAUVKTTK de Philadelphie. Oporomis Phil
adelphia b, 5•tilt A greenish warbler. Male: clear lemon-yellow below ; whole head, 
Deck, and breast bluish-grey with semi-concealed black s|*its on breast and throat giving 
a faiien-d resemblance to crape which suggests the common name. The female is similar 
but the grey lighter and without the crape markings on breast, thus resembling the male of 
the Connecticut. Juveniles have the grey of the crown, etc , replaced with the body

G*en and the yellow of the underparts extends up neck to throat slightly modified by 
liter and greyish tinges.

Distinction*. The Mourning Warbler can usually be distinguished by the crape on 
the breast or by suggestions of it, the greyness of the crown, and the Lick of eye-ring, 
though juveniles sometimes have faint eye-rings. Sts- previous species.

Field Marks The bbiek crape of the breast and lack of eye-ring for adults and the 
lack of sharp distinction between the breast, throat, and underbody yellows for juveniles 

Netting On or near ground in nest of strips of bark and other fibrous materials lines! 
with hair.

Distribution. Eastern North America mostly west of the Alleghanies. Breeds along 
the northern bounds of settlement w«*st through the wooded sections of the prairie provinces

One of the late spring warblers and one of the earliest to return in the 
autumn, going through before many observers are on the watch for migrant 
warblers and thus usually slipping by unobserved. The latter half of August 
is the time to watch for the Mourning Warblers. By the first of September 
most of them have gone.

(isI Maryland Yellow-throat, kk — la fauvette trichas, death!un,s trichas.
b. .VU:». Plate XLII1Ü

Distinction*. The adult male with its black mask is easily recognized and needs no 
special characterization Juvenile limb's have sufficient indications of the mask to be 
easily recognisable. Adult females and juveniles are very much alike. They can 
be recognised by their even coloration above, warm yellow throat, buff)' white 
underparts washed with darker on flanks, and undertail coverts yellowish. They are 
most likely to be mistaken for t he Mourning or Connecticut juveniles but the sharp division 
between throat and cheek colours, the brightness of the throat, and the general warmer 
yellow tint will separate them. They have been confused with the Nashville and the 
Tennessee but the grey rather than huffy or ruddy-olive head and crown of the former 
and the nearly white breast instead of distinct yellow of the latter should make separation 
easy.



hcbl Murk* In addition to coloration, tin* mar.-diy habitat, linlmg habits, am I 
characteristic adions of the Maryland \ ellow-throat soon become familiar to the observer 
Its scolding wren-like note is easily recognized.

Noting. On or near ground in bulky neat of strips of bark, coarse grasses, and dead 
leaves lined with fine grasses, tendrils, and rootlets

Ikslnbuiin. North America north to the limit of settlement The Northern Yellow 
'liroat, our eastern Canadian subspecies and the type form, breeds west to the prairies 
and south to Virginia, being replaced in both directions by other subspecies

SI HSI'Rl'/liS The N ellew-tliront is divided into a number of subspecies only one 
of which, the Northern \ ellow-throat (I. I. tricha», the type form, is found hi eastern 
< 'anada.

The particular haunts of the Maryland Yellow-throat are damp 
marshes where the wire grass grown long and clumpy. It regards its 
immediate iicighlmurhood as its own particular property and resents 
human intrusion vigorously. The usual song of the Yellow-throat is one 
of the characteristic sounds of the damp meadows. It has l>een poetically 
translated as witchery—witchery—witchery, which gives a close approxima
tion to it.

6*3. Yellow-breasted Chat. IrUrm nrni* L, 7 41 The largest and least 
warbler-like of its family. All upper]iarts and checks green ; lores black bordered above 
and below with white; throat to breast bright clear yellow; underpants white; bill 
comparatively shorter and stouter than that of any other warbler

1 Hstinclina*. Size is sufficient to distinguish the Chat at all tunes but its colours 
are equally characteristic.

rieW Mark*. Large size, bright yellow foreparts, and black lores bordered above 
and below with white make striking field marks.

Scaling. In a crotch near the ground in rather bulky nest of coarst grasses, leaves, 
and strips of bark lined with finer grasses.

Ihatnbution. Kustern United State* and just across the Canadian Ixiundary in 
southern Ontario along lake Krie

The Chat frequents tangled thickets and brushy wastes, coming and 
going unseen but not unheard. It is a rare bird in Canada and is found 
regularly only in Essex county, Ontario, along the border of lake Krie.

GENUS —W II.SON I A. FLYCATCHING WAKHLKR*.
L, 5*0—5*117.

Small warblers largely coloured yellow. Bill slightly flattened or 
widened at base suggesting that of the flycatchers and with well developed 
bristles about the mouth. In these respects like the Redstart but not as 
extreme. The Redstart , however, being without much or any clear yellow, 
can be easily distinguished.

0H4 Hooded Warbler. Wilaoniu riIrina. L, 5-67 Male: grivn above and bright 
yellow Mow; entire head and neck black with a bright yellow mask similar in shape to 
the black one of the Maryland Yellow-throat. The female ih without the black except for 
an indistinct patch on rear head and the yellow mask blends softly into the yellow of 
throat and underparts.

Diatinchon* The adult male of this species is too distinctive for confusion. The 
yellow face with dark hind crown of the female is also easily recognized.

The Hooded Warbler is included here on the basis of a few Canadian 
records in the lake Erie region of southern Ontario.

57172—14
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t*>5 Black-capped Warbler, wilhon's w arhikn wilaon's bla< k-tapped war- 
RUM. fr.—la fauvette ne wiLHON. W'iUonia fnuilbi. L, 5. A small green warbler 
Male is all bright yellow below with a sharply defined black rap on crown. The eexee 
are similar but some juvenile females are entirely without the cap, and in others it is 
present but less perfect than in adults

Ihstinctiotm The black cap and all green and yellow coloration are distinctive of 
the adults and young male*. When without the cap the vague yellow eyebrow stripe is 
characteristic

Fuhl Murk* The small size, all bright yellow and green with black cap or 
traces i»f it, or having yellow eyebrow line when the cap is aiment

Xrsliitÿ. On ground in neat made almost whollvof fine grass lined with a few hairs ; 
nest deeply cupped and quite substantial for a warbler

Diatnbution. North America. The sub*|H-cic# Wilson's Warbler occurs in Canada, 
extends west to the central prairie region, and brmls from the northern settlements to 
the tree limits

SVBSPKCIKS. The hlnek-eap|ied Warbler is divided into three aulwpeeies all of 
which occur in Canada though only one, Wilson’s Warbler If. p. puxUla, the type form, 
occurs in the east.

A very pretty little warbler usually fourni in willows or in similar 
trees and bushes near the water.

68b Canada Warbler. Canadian flycatcher fr.—la fauvette du canada. 
Wilmnia cuiuuierun» L, 5 61. Male: even grey above slightly marked with black 
on crown; all Mow bright yellow except imdertail coverts which arc white, yellow prê
terai lint and eye-ring; black lores extending down sides of neck and forming a necklace 
of short stri|>es across up|sir breast leaving throat clear yellow. Female is similar but 
necklace and black reduced, though usually remaining strong enough to retain the easily 
recognized specific character Juveniles arc like the female but the necklace almost 
obliterated only lowing in vague, suffused, and interrupted cloudings

Didiwrtieu. The even grey alsive without markings and yellow below with the 
black necklace marks either sharp, dim, or suggested

Field V-'rA* See distinctions
A>*/iny. In mossy banks or under roots in met of strip* of bark and bits of dead 

wood WTapjied in leaves and lined with fine root lets.
Ihutrib ut U pri. Eastern North America west to near the foothill* and north to the 

limit of large trees; bm-ding occasionally and Un-ally in soul hem Canada except in the 
most southern parts and regularly north from the edge of settlement.

A bright active* warbler with some flycatching habits. Its typical 
habitat is similar to that of Wilson's Warbier, but it is more often found 
higher in the trees.

687 American Redstart, fr.—la fauvette X queue rousse. Selophaga rit- 
ticilLi. L, 6 41. Plate XLIV A.

Ihstinction». A perfectly characteristic bird in all plumage*. No other warbler has 
anything like this combination of orange-red and black, the former replaced in female 
by similar yellow or while patches on tail anil wings Juveniles have a slight yellow 
suffusion over breast and are without the wing blotch but that of the tail is always present. 
Some young males in the spring look like females but with irregular patches of the 
perfect male plumage showing on throat.

Field Mark« Colour is the most easily noted dintinction but even in black silhouette 
the manner in which the long tail is thrashed about soon becomes familiar and distine-

Xesting. In the crotch of a sapling in nest of fine strips of bark, fibres, and plant 
down lined with tendril* and fine rootlets and nearly always covered out*idc with silvery 
bark strips.

Diêtribution. North America north to the limit of large trees. Breeding in Canada 
wherever found.

The brilliancy of a high plumagcd Redstart again.d the dark green of 
the trees is a constant source of pleasure to even the most blasé observer
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ami is a sight that never loses its eharm. Its sprightly movements, constant- 
fluttering, and spreading of wings and tail give it a vivacity that few other 
species exhibit. Like many other American birds the term Redstart was 
given it by early settlers who bestowed upon it the name of a familiar 
Old World form though the resemblance is far from dost».

FAMILY—MOTACILLIDÆ. W AGTAILS OR PINTS.

There is only one species of this family in eastern Canada and for the 
family characters the reader is referred to the specific description following.

697. American Pipit, titlark. sk—la farlovhe d'amékiuck Ant hua ruheaan*. 
L,6-38. A ground-coloured and ground-haunting bird; hill very warbler-like; hind claw 
elongated like that of the Longupur ami tin- Honed Lark (Figure t,u. p. 27, compare with 
Figure 44, p. 25). Adult soring male: greyish above, purent on head and growing «lightly 
olive on rump; back faintly mottled with dark feather centree; pinkish buff below, with 
■parse tine breast stripes of brownish grey, tending to form a necklace* across breast and 
extending along sides; wings brown with faded feather edges. Autumn birds and female* 
in spring: even dull olive slightly mottled aliove; huffy white below with diffuse1 and 
more eir lews aggregated spots descending side* of thremt and «‘Xteneling across bre-ast and 
along flanks.

Distinction*. The fine warbler-like bill teige-theu- with the long hind elaw are dis
tinctive. The emly other birds with such a claw are the* Homes 1 Larks and tin- Lapland 
Lemgspur. but the- horns of the one and the sparrow-like1 bill (Figure 51, p. 26) eif the 
either make differentiatiem simple.

Field Mark*. A gremnd-e-eilmiresl bird sei'n in (lie- open in se-tthsl parts of < anada 
in the spring anil autumn, often in large1 scattered fits ks like- the- Snow Hunting and Horned 
Lark. Its even coloration, constant habit of tail dipping, and the conspicuous white 
outer tail feathers are goed field marks.

Keating. On ground in newt e>f grasses
Distribution. North America; breading in high latitudes beyond the tree- limits.

A spring and late autumn migrant, occurring sometimes in large 
flocks and feeding in open meadows, ploughed fields, or on dry sandy 
uplands and shores. On its breeding grounds it has the Skylark-like habit 
of mounting and singing high in the air and descending in a perpendicular 
dive like a falling stone.

Economic Status. Coming as it does while1 the fields are bare- and 
returning after the* harvest, its food is necessarily confined to weed seeds 
and early or belated insects. Its effect must be beneficial.

FAMILY—MIMIDÆ2. MOCKKRK AND THHASHKRH.
l. 8 94—11 42.

The imitative faculty of the Mockingbird that has give-n the family 
its name is well developed in Canadian representatives. The family is 
peculiarly American and like many of the subdivisions of the order Pastu res 
is difficult to diagnose in non-teehnieal language. The birds are rather 
large, as shown by the above measurements. The Catbird and Mocking
bird are of even shades of stone-grey and the Thrasher bright rufous 
brown above with heavily spotted whitish or creamy underparts and an 
unusually long full tail. They are all good mockers and diversify their 
song with imitations of all the common sounds around them, including the 
songs of other birds, and are capable of effects that are- rarely equalled by 
the most famous songsters of either the New or Old World. Any one of

env» -mi
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these species is a sufficient and crushing answer to the charge that there 
are no song birds in America.

703. Mockingbird, nt.—LA usivb holyuottk. Mnnu* /tolgglotUm L, 10 60 
A large Catbird in apiwaraiim- without black cap or red under the tail; hIiiiohI white lx‘low 
and with large amounts of white in wing and tail

Ihstirution*. The above characters will separate the Mockingbird from the Catbird 
It closely resembles the .shrikes in coloration but is without the conspicuous black patch 
across t he eves

Field Mark*. General greyness and white patches on wing and tail with alwenee of 
Mark fare mask

Setting In thivkets of coarse twigs and weed stalks in nests lim-d with nxitlets and 
shreds of cotton.

Distribution. Suit hern United States north into Canada at the western end of 
lake Erie. This is the only locality where the specie* has obtains! what approaches an 
established foothold in Canada A few pairs have Ix-en known to summer there for the 
last decade

SVHSFKCIKS. The Mockingbird is divided into southeastern and southwestern 
forms the former, the common Mockingbird, the ty|ie raw of the aperies, Ix-mg the 
only subs|MH'i<w to 1m* expected in Canada

The specie* is rare in Canada. It is very similar to the Catbird and 
most of what is said of that species applies with even greater force to the 
Mockingbird, for it is in many ways only a glorifiai Catbird and is prob
ably the finest native singer in America.

704 Catbird, nt. —la ukive dk la Caroline. Dumetella caroltnensi*. L. S IM 
Plate XL1V H

Distinction*. This evenly grey bird can In- confused only with the Mockingbird 
and the black cap, red undertail coverts, and lack of white on wing, tail, or below are 
distinctive.

Fiehi Mark#. Kven grey colour; black cap and cull-notes, e8|>ecially the cat-like 
“nicouw" from which the bird dtwives ns name.

S'niling. In thickets or densely foliaged shrubs in nest of twigs, grasses, and leaves 
ined with root lets.

Distribution. U astern North America ; in < 'anada including muwt of the more densely 
settled sections.

Though inferior to the Mockingbird the Catbird at its best takes a 
high position as a songster, though there is much individual variation in tli • 
excellence of its efforts. Its usual call-note like a cat’s meouw, which it 
utters in the brush while it curiously investigates the human intruder, is 
well known to most country frequenters and by some queer twist of 
psychology has aroused a prejudice against it.

It is a frequenter of thickets and, like many other species frequenting 
such habitats where close observation van be made of dangerous objects 
with a minimum of danger to the concealed observer, its curiosity is well 
developed. On some tall spray rising out of the tangle it sits in the bright 
sun with its tail depressed and body held low to the perch, and pours out a 
medley of song. Phrase follows phrase in rapid succession and snatches of 
all the bird songs of the neighbourhood are intermixed with occasional 
harsher, mechanical sounds which are given with as much gusto as the 
more melodious ones. The Catbird is a most desirable neighbour.

Economic Status. The Catbird lives largely upon fruit in season, of 
winch perhaps a third can be regarded :i~ cultivated, but many Insects an 
also taken. The fruits are small, soft varieties and it is very seldom if ever 
that perceptible damage is done.



705. Brown Thrasher, kk. -la okivk koikhe Toxostoma rufum. L, 11 42
IWXLVA.

Distinctions. The Brown Thrasher with ils red-brown baek ami sharply streak I 
breast has the general outward appearance of a thrush, but its large size, ruddiness of tie 
brown, and long tail are distinctive

Field Marks. The bright red-brown hack, sharply striped breast, long tail, and 
general carriage .uid habits

Xesting. In thickets or on ground in nests of twigs, coarse rootlets, and leave* lim'd 
\Mth finer rootlets

Distribut inn. Eastern Vnited States and southern Canada, except Atlantic coast, 
north including the sections of thickest settlements.

The Brown Thrasher in probably the best common Canadian songster.
Its sung is very similar to that of the Song Thrush of Europe. It is a 

succession of phrases like that of the Catbird but without its occasional 
discordance and mort- liquid and mellow in tone. The notes arc uttered 
close together and continue for several minutes, sometimes in great 
variety. Thoreau has translated some of them as “ Drop it drop it 
cover it up cover it up—pull it up putt it up.” The repetition of each 
variation is one of the peculiarities of the song of the Brown Thrasher, 
by which it can be distinguished from the Catbird.

This is also a bird of the thickets, inhabitating open tangles, clumps of 
bushes in meadows, and the edges of woods and fence-rows. The Thrasher 
is rather more retiring than the Catbird and is less easily induced to come 
into the home grounds.

Economic Statua. A decidedly useful bird, over one-half of its food 
being injurious insects, beetles, caterpillars, grasshoppers, etc. The 
remainder is largely fruit, a small part of which is probably cultivated and 
is mostly raspberries. On the whole it does little damage and much good.

FAMILY—TROULODYTIDÆ. WRKNH.

The Wrens are small brown birds living close to the ground. Though 
diminutive in size they are very energetic and except when brooding or 
asleep are rarely still. They can be recognized by their small size, brown 
coloration, small stubby tail often thrown up over the back, and their 
restless habits, winding in and out amongst the densest brush piles more 
like mice than birds. The Wrens are a large family well distributed over 
the world but better represented in species in the New than in the Old World. 
Their habitat varies from watery swamps to dry uplands and from open 
thickets to deep dense woods. The family name Troglodytidœ, cave- 
dwellers, is derived from their habit of nesting in holes.

718. Carolina Wren. Tkryothorus ludoririanus. L, 5 50. The largest of our 
Wrens and the reddest, the hack approximating the red of the Brown Thrasher, of a 
lighter yet distinctly warm tint below.

Distinctions. Size, comparative redm-ss of hack, and the distinct light eyebrow 
line are distinctive of this species.

Field Marks. The above distinctions make the best field marks The Long-billed 
Marsh Wren has a similar eyebrow line but size, general colour, and habitat will prevent 
confusion with it.

Xesting. In holes in trees or stumps or in nooks and crevices about buildings, m 
bulky nest of grasses, feathers, leaves, etc., lined with finer grasses, long hairs, etc.

Distribution. Eastern United States, north intermittently into Canada in tin- western 
lake Erie section. For a number of years the species was quite common on I’elee point 
and on l’elee island, but since 1913 it seems to be becoming rarer.

SUBSPECIES. ()f the three subspecies of Carolina Wren only one, the Northern 
rolina Wren, the typical race, is to be expected in Canada.



The Carolina Wren is the finest singer of the family. The song is not 
continuous or long hut it has a peculiar flute-like, liquid quality and is of 
striking beauty. The species is rare in Canada and its song is heard either 
regularly or occasionally only in a few localities.

Economic Status. Too rare in Canada to have any perceptible 
economic influence.

719. Bewick's Wren. Thrytmanes bemcki. L, 5. Similar to the House Wren but 
whiter below and tail longer, larger, and distinctly greyish. It has a light eyebrow line

Distinctions. Characters given above will serve for the identification of the s|>eeien.
Field Marks. A House Wren with long tail and loud, nparrowlike song.
Seating. Nest similar to that of the House Wren.
Distribution Eastern I'nited States not reaching the Canadian border except as a 

straggler m southern Ontario.
SUBSPECIES. The eastern Canada form is the Eastern Bewick's Wren, the type 

race of the species.

This Wren is only a rare visitor from tin* south and hits seldom been 
recorded from eastern Canada. It should only be recorded on the most 
trustworthy evidence.

Economic Status. Too rare a species in eastern Canada to be of 
economic interest.

721 House Wren. fk.—le tkoolodytl ædon. Troglodyte uedoti. L, 5. 
Plate XLV B

Distinction.a. This is the commonest Wren of eastern Canada. The even wood- 
brown hack, throat ami breast tinged with lighter brown; the almost white underparts; 
and the barring confined to the Hanks will separate it from other native wrens.

Field Marks. The light underparts and longer tail will separate the House from the 
Winter Wren, and the even brown colour of the back and its habitat , from either of the 
Marsh Wrens.

Seating. In a hole in a tree, bird-box, or similar placcw, in a nest of twigs, lined with 
grasses, feathers, etc. The House Wren will occupy any kind of a bird-house that is suitably 
places!. The English Sparrow can be kept away by making the entrance hole small, a one- 
inch auger hole is sufficient for a wren and will bar the sparrows entirely.

Distribution. As a species, all I'nihxl States and Canada north to the «slges of settle
ment. The eastern or type form, the Eastern House Wren, inhabits from the Great Lakes 
eastward.

SUBSPECIES. The House Wren is divided into eastern and western subspecies of 
which the former, the Eastern House Wren, is the type.

The House Wren is a most attractive bird about a garden; it steals 
around, under, and over everything; not a crack nor a crevice in the fence 
escapes its fine investigative bill and hardly a leaf stalk but at one time 
or another is carefully examined for insects. It has been charged with 
piercing and destroying the eggs of other species nesting in its immediate 
vicinity and undoubtedly sometimes does so, but the damage dont- in this 
way is probably an individual habit and perhaps not sufficient to warrant 
the* taking of any very drastic preventive measures against the species as 
a whole.

Economic Status. As the food of the House Wren consists almost if not 
entirely of insects nothing can be said against it in that direction. Its small 
size causes it to deal with minute insects that are beneath the notice of 
larger birds and so it often controls pests before they are large enough to do 
damage or be attractive to other birds.



722. Winter Wren. re.—lk troglodyte i/hivkk Xannu* kiemalu. L, 40ti 
Of typical wren-like build and coloration. Much like the House Wren but smaller and 
darker below and more or less tinely bams! across the abdomen

Diati action*. The complete barring below is distinctive of this epeciee.
Field Mark*. A small, very dark Wren with a short tail; found in dense woods.
Seating. In roots of a tree or a brush heap or in side of mossy log in nest of small t wigs 

and moss lined with feathers
Distribution. As a speetes, all of North America to tree limits; breeding throughout 

(’anada in the coniferous wtxsls except in the more southern sections
»S('HSPECIES The Winter Wren, distributed over most of the continent, is 

divided into a number of gi-ographical races or subspecies of which the type form, the 
Eastern Winter Wren, is the only one that cornea within our geographical limits.

Only a migrant within most of tin- mort southern sections of Canada 
this bird breeds commonly in the cool deep forest. Its song is nearly enough 
in spirit and character like that of the House Wren for the recognition of its 
relationship hut has a fuller and richer quality and purer tone. Heart! 
in the quietness of the still forest it has a wild woodland beauty possessed 
by no other native species.

Economic Status. Being a frequenter of the woodlands this bird 
does not come into close contact with man but its effects so far as they go 
are entirely beneficial.

724. Short-billed Marsh Wren. ('istothor us stellar t* L, 4. Much like the long-
billed Marsh Wren hut smaller and more finely streaked.

Distinction*. The two Marsh Wrens are the only wrens native to eastern ( "anada which 
have sharply striped upperparts. The Short-billed is the only one with a streaked crown.

Field Mark* A small Marsh Wren with little or no redidsh tinge in the brown colour
ing and with a streaked head Its notes are quite different from those of the Long-bill with 
w'hich it is most likely to be confused.

N satina. On wet ground, in nest, a ball of green grass woven near tin- top of grass 
clumps with a small circular entrance hole in the si.li-.

Distribution Eastern United States crossing into Canada in the east along lake Erie 
and adjacent country but more common in the prairie provinces

The Short-billed Marsh Wren is local and irregular in its distribution; 
it may be present one year in a locality and absent the next, and little is 
really known of its distribution in ('anada. It frequents damp, grassy 
marshes rather than wet swamps and is usually found in little colonies.

725. Long-billed Marsh Wren. rn.—le troolodvte des marais. Telmato 
dytr* palustn*. L, 5 2. A richly coloured wren with an almost black mantle falling from 
hind neck over shoulders where it is streaked with white; all remainder, n-ddish brown 
above, creamy white below with flanks washed with the same colour as the back.

that i actions. The variation and colours of back w ill distinguish the two Marsh Wrens 
from all others; the crown evenly oolourod or with only a diffuse brown median stri|»e 
instead of numerous short, tine stripes will separate it from the Short-billed

Field Mark*. Tin- locality wnich it frequents—wet, reedy, or cat-tail marshes - is 
usually sufficient for identification but the dark crown contrasting with the light eyebrow 
lim iealways»... ificallydiagnostic

Nesting. Near the top of the reeds or rushes iti wide wet marshes, nest a ball of 
dead cat-iail leaves, grass, or reels. Unlike many other marsh-haunters this species is not 
attracted by marshes of small size. A swampv pool a few yards across attracts the Hed- 
wing ami perhaps a Hail or two but the Ix>ng-)>illed Marsh Wren demands a considerable 
area. An interesting trait of the Marsh Wren is the habit of building numerous mock nests 
near the one really occupied. The use made of these nests is not known but as many as 
eight or nine nests that can be reasonably attributed to the efforts of one pair may at times 
be fowl

Distribution. As a species the United States and southern ("anada. Our Eastern 
Marsh Wren, the type Hubs|M*eios, occurs west to the Great Laki-s region.
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SUBSPECIES. The l»ng-bill<tl Marsh Wren is divided into several subuptrii*. ; the 
Eastern Marsh Wren, the only form in which we are directly interested in eastern Canada, 
is the type form of the species

Wide wet swamps and quaking bogs grown with eat-tails or reeds ar«* 
the places frequented by this wren.

FAMILY—CERTHIIDÆ. CREEPERS.

The name of the only eastern Canadian Creeper, the Brown Creeper, 
describes the bird very well. It is a small brown bird that creeps or 
climbs woodpecker-fwmion on the trunks and larger branches of Forest 
trees. It is smaller than any Canadian Woodpecker and the bill is com
paratively long, light, delicately tapered, and sickle-shaped (Figure 04, 
p. 28), adapted for extracting small insects and insects’ eggs from narrow 
cavities but not for chiselling in even the softest wood or bark to reach 
them. The tail is rather long and stiff and the claws are quite long and 
much curved.

726. Brown Creeper. American hrown creeper, kr.— le iirimpereav d’amêri 
uce. Certhia familians. L, 5-66. Plate XLV1 A

Distinction». The brown and white striping*, lacking in decided design; the fine, 
delicate, sickle-shaped bill and long stiff tail feathers, worn on the tips, are easily recognized 
distinctions of the species.

Eudtl Markh. Out only small brown bird with pronounced t ree-creeping habits.
Setting. Behind the loose bark of trees in nest of twigs, strips of bark, bits of dead 

wood, mow, etc
Distribution. As a species, occupying most of the northern hemisphere. In eastern 

North America the Eastern Creeper is the native subspecies, in Canada extending west as 
far as the prairie provinces and north to beyond settlement.

SUBSPECIES. The Brown Cree|ier occurs in the Old as well as the New World. 
The species is divided into several subspecies in America, only one of which, the Eastern 
Brown Creeper C.f. americania, occurs in eastern Canada.

Pressed tightly to the trunk of forest trees the Brown Creeper may 
be seen spiralling up the perpendicular trunk and industriously gleaning 
from every crack and crevice in the bark. Reaching the section where 
the branches begin to grow smaller and the bark smooth it drops down 
to the bas»> of an adjoining tree and works upward again, never hurrying, 
never pausing, filling its stomach with small beetles, larvæ, and insect 
eggs. The skill with which this bird can cling to smooth surfaces is remark
able. The writer once knew a Brown Creeper to climb the polished 
corner of a black walnut bookcase with as much unconcern as if it had 
been the roughest barked oak in the woods.

Economic Status. The Brown Creeper is purely insectivorous in its 
habits and its constant microscopic attention to every little crevice in 
the rough bark must account for innumerable insect pests. Most of 
its work is done in the woods but as the bird frequently appears in the 
orchard and on shade and ornamental trees about the town and house 
the spec ies has a powerful lieneficial influence.

FAMILY—KITT1DÆ. NUTHATCHES.

The JNuthatehes are small, woodpeeker-like birds in general habit 
but their toes are of the usual passerine type with three toes in front and
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ont- 1m hind instead of the characteristic two and two of the Woodpeckers. 
The lulls are somewhat like those of the Woodpecker in outline hut without 
their chisel-shaped point and are set on a slightly up-tilted angle with tin- 
head giving a turned-up or retrousse appearance (Figure 65, p. 28, 
compare with Figure 41, p. 25). The colours of our species are char
acteristic. The name Nuthatch is derived from their habit of wedging 
nuts and other hard food into crevices and "hatching" or hacking 
them until an entrance is made. Though capable of considerable ex
cavating in wood or bark they do not use their powers to delve deeply 
into trees but as a rule content tliemselves with flaking off the looae bark 
st ales and searching the open cavities anti seams.

727 Carolina Nuthatch, white-bbkastkd nuthatch itn. gcask ki< i.a 
si telle de la t'AKOLixK. Sittu carolmetm*. L, li 07. Plate XbVI R

Distinctions. With the illustration ami family description tin- species can hi- mistaken 
only for the Red-breasted Nuthatch. It is, however, a larger bird and while there are 
tract* of chestnut on the lower belly and undertail ouverts ami sometimes a slight wash on 
the Hank, the breast ami most of the underparts are pure white instead of being evenly 
washed with rufous or rusty. The aides of the fact- are solid white instead of having black 
ear coverts and distinct white eyebrow stripes.

Field Marks. The even blim-grey back ami black crown are ehuracteristic of the Nut
hatches; tin- purity of the white below and lack of white eyebrow line separate the White 
from the lled-breasted.

Keeling. In a hole in a tree or usuallv a natural cavity, in nest of feathers, leaves, etc.
Distribution. As a species the Carolina Nuthatch inhabits all of tern|x-rate North 

America. Our eastern subspecies, the Whiti--breasted Nuthatch, the type of the species, 
extends west to tie prairie provinces in < Canada Mid north to the limits of heavy forests

8UHSPE( 7 ES The ( Carolina Nuthatch is divided into several geographic races, only 
one of which, the White-breasted Nuthatch, the type form, occurs in eastern Canada.

Thv climbing mid trunk creeping of the Nuthatches in a wonderful 
accomplishment. They travel upwards or downwards, forwards or 
backwards, perpendicularly or horizontally, or even clinging to the under
side of branches like flies on the ceiling, apparently with equal ease. Their 
usual call note is a hoarse Quank (Juank and they often travel in pairs 
and little groups along with Chickadees and Creepers.

Economic Status. One of the most useful birds. Although it pays 
much attention to forest trees it often comes to orchard and shade trees 
and as a member of the above-mentioned company which examines every 
part of the winter tree trunks for insects with microscopic eyes, it con
sumes great quantities of pests in adult, egg, or larval stages.

728 Red-breasted Nuthatch, little qdank. m —la hitkllk nv canada. 
Sittu canadensis. 1,, 4*62. Like the White-breasted Nuthatch (Plate XLV1 Hi but 
smaller and with the underparts washed with rufous; hlaek ear coverts, and with a white 
eyebrow stripe.

Distinctions. Size and above colour differences will separate this species from any other

Field Marks. An evident Nuthatch, smaller than the previous speeii-s, and with a 
conspicuous white eyebrow line, all underparts obviously reddish.

Nesting. In hole in tree or slump, in nest of gnisses.
Distribution. Rather more northern in breeding range than tin- preceding and a 

migrant in most of the cultivated sections of Canada. It range* over most of North 
America north to near the tree limits.

A slightly more active bird than the preceding and more prone to 
forage about the tips of branches. Otherwise its habits are very similar.
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FAMILY—PAKIDÆ. TITMICE.

The Titmice are birds of wide distribution in the northern hemisphere 
and are as familiar to European residents as to us. They an* small birds 
with rather short but comparatively strongly arched bills (Figure (K>, 
p. 28). Their plumage characters are usually easily recognised.

731. Tufted Titmouse. Hœolophu* bimlur. L, 6. The largest of our Titmice and 
without the characteristic Chickadee colouring. All above, an almost even stone-grey; 
white below slightly washed on flanks with rufous. A distinct almost Blue Jay-like

Distinction*. The plain grey and unmarked coloration with striking crest are 
unmistakable distinctions and field marks. Its common note a loud clear Pectlc-peetle— 
peril* IS most characteristic but is very like one of the phrases of the Orchard Oriole.

Seating. In old woodpecker's holes, stumps, etc., in nest of leaves, moss, strips of 
bark, feathers, etc.

Distribution. Southern and eastern United States north to and just touching 
Canadian boundaries in the lower Great Lakes region

The only Canadian records for the Tufted Titmouse are two noted 
on Pclee point in southern Ontario in the western Lake Erie country. 
It is rather common on the Michigan side of Detroit river and even 
on (Irosse isle in midstream and should eventually be found on the Cana
dian side of the river though as yet we have no record of its occurrence there.

735. Black-capped Chickadee. chickadee. fr —la mémanoe X tête noir. 
Fenthesles uiricupülus L, 5 27 Plate XLVI1 \

Distinctions. This sixties can be mistaken in eastern Canada only for the Brown
headed Chicadee but is a far commoner and more generally distributed species.

Field Murks. The Chickadee is all field mark Its shape, a round bundle of feathers 
with tail and hardly any neck, its sprightly habit, its penchant for hanging upside down 
while investigating the very tips of twigs, its colours, a black cap and throat, white cheeks, 
and soft grey back, and its note Chick-a 'lee-dee in which its name is so plainly pronounced, 
all proclaim its species on the instant.

Seating. In old stumps, holes in trees, etc., in nest of moss, grasses, feathers, and 
plant-down.

Distribution. As a species, from about the centre of the United States north to the 
tree limits; the Black-capped Chickadee occurs from a little south of the Canadian line 
north, extending west to the prairie provinces where its place is taken by allied subspecies.

SUBSPECIES. Like other dominant ami wide ranging species the Black-capped 
Chickadee under the various conditions of the continent divides in North America into 
several recognizable geographic races or subspecies. In eastern Canada there is only one 
form, the type of the species, the Eastern Chickadee. To thdsouth occurs the Carolina 
Chickadee V. carelinensis, a closely allied but distinct species that may be looked for as 
accidental in the lower Great Lakes region, as it has been taken in Michigan immediately 
over the boundary. The specific distinctions, however, are too slight to be accurately 
defined here and records can only be based on sjHH'imens

Of all the* birds of field or woods the Chickadee is the cheeriest and 
merriest. The Chickadee is often the centre of a little host of mixed 
species of Warblers, Vireos. Kinglets, Nuthatches, and an occasional 
Downy Woodpecker and Brown Creeper. After the migrants have left 
for the winter the hardier ones remain casually together off and on 
until the spring breeding scatters the good-natured little com
pany. The Chickadee has another song composed of only two notes of 
rather high register clear and whistle-like. The first is prolonged and 
the second shorter about two tones lower and has been translated as 
“Spring’8 here”.
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Economic Status. Few birds are more useful to mankind than the 
Chickadee. Though small, it is constantly at work, and being with us 
all winter its good work is continued throughout the year. All insects 
are very small in their early stages and the little bird that devours a whole 
cluster of eggs at a gulp may benefit agriculture as greatly as a larger 
one that makes a meal from one or two large caterpillars or adult insects 
but scorns the minute ones. The prying habits of the Chickadee and 
its companions the Nuthatch, Creeper, etc., and their close examination 
of the small crevices where many insects hide or hibernate render their 
services of great value to the husbandman, especially in winter when 
insect enemies are scarce, and the total taken through the year by these 
allied species must be very great. These active little birds demand com
paratively large quantities of food to resist the intense cold and the small
ness of their game necessitates the eonsumption of innumerable indi
viduals.

The Chickadee’s food is 08 per cent insect and 32 per cent vegetable. 
The former comprises eggs, larva*, chrysalids, and small insects, largely 
weevils, and includes some of the worst orchard and crop pests. The 
vegetable matter is largely small seed and wild fruit. No charges of 
damage to cultivated varieties have been advanced. Chickadees can 
easily be induced to come about the home grounds in winter and with a 
little coaxing become tame enough even to alight on the person and feed 
from the hand. A lump of suet fastened to a tree trunk is a never failing 
attraction to them and ensures their constant visits.

740 Brown-headed Chickadee, hvosomav chickadee ut la mésanoe nr 
canada. /'• nthcstes hud sonic us b, 5 12. Similar to the Black-eap|x<d Chickadee but 
duller and darker in general tone; cap greyish brown of nearly the same colour as the back ; 
throat patch present but veiled; Hanks rufous tinted.

Distinction*. The brownish cap ami back and general duller and less contrasted 
coloration.

Field Mark*. A very dark Chickadee with coloration diffused and pattern lacking 
distinctness Its characteristic Chickadee note is hoarse but otherwise similar to that of Un
common Chickadee.

Nesting. In hoh-s in trees and stubs in nest of moss and felted fur
Distributism. Northern America from beyond settlement to the tree limits.
SUBSPECIES. The Brown-headed Chickadee is represented by two subspecies in 

eastern Canada. The type form, the Husdonian Chickadee, extends to central Ontario, 
cast of which it is replaced by the Acadian Chickadee P.h. littoralis which differs from it 
slight ly in size and colour.

The Brown-headed Chickadee is so similar in habits to the Black- 
capped that further description would be little more than repetition.

FAMILY—RYLVIIDÆ. OLD-WORLD WAKBLKRh, KINGLETS, AND 
ONATCATCHEM.

An old world family represented in America by only a few species. 
Of these, the Old World Warblers, not to be confused with our Wood 
Warblers, do not occur in eastern Canada, the Kinglets are represented 
by two species, and the Gnatcatcher by one species.
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Subfamily—Hegulitm. Kinglet*. L, 4-07-4-41.

General DescripHon. The Kinglets an- the smallest of Canadian birds except the 
Hummingbird. They are wren-like in their short round body but more like Chickade«*s in 
habits and actions Their colours are dull olive-green, lighter below, and they have a mil. 
brilliantly coloured crown s|K>ts of red, orange, or yellow. The bill is small and 
straight, similar to but not as stout as that of the < 'hiekadee (see Figure 67, page 29).

Dut I art ion*. The Kinglets might h ■ mistaken for sont ■ of the dull, evenly coloured 
warblers,but as all plumages except the female a-id juvenile Ruby-crowned have brilliant 
crown patches, this will usually prevent confusion an I aise should do so in any event

Fiel I Marks. Dull greenish coloration, chicka lee-like restlessness, and custom ol 
hanging head downward from pendant sprays are characteristic. Their fine, sharp con
versational tsee-ts*le-isw’s soon become familiar and are easily recognised.

74H. Golden-crowned Kinglet, ooluex-i rowxkd wren kr.—uc roitelet 
huppé Régulas satrapa. L, 4 07. Plate XLVI1 H.

Distinctions. Kinglets, so nearly alike in general coloration, can be easily separates! 
by their crowns. The Golden-crowned has a black line over the eye that is absent in the 
Ruby-crowned and the crown spot is orange and yellow in the male or plain yellow in the 
female instead of rubv-red or even olive as in the Ruby-crowned.

Field Marks. The crown coloration and light eyebrow make the beat field marks 
but, owing to the small size of the bird, considerable patience is sometimes necessary to 
distinguish these marks when the birds are constantly moving about high overh«-ad in con
iferous trees.

Xestiuy. Generally in coniferous trees Pensile nest of green mosses lined with fine 
strips of soft inner bark, fine black rootlets, and feathers.

Distribution. As a species, northern North America. The Kastern Golden-crown 
ranges w<*st to near the mountains, breeding in the coniferous belt north beyond settlement

SUBSPECIES. The Golden-crowned Kinglet is divided into an eastern and wmt.ern 
subspecies The Kastern Golden-crown, the type form, is the only one that occurs in 
eastern Canada.

One often finds himself surrounded by a large flock of these little 
birds flitting in and out of dense foliage, darting hither and thither, utterly 
indifferent to the intruder’s presence, and coming and going so quickly 
that it is difficult to note the specific characters. Some hang head down
ward from a swaying bunch of twigs and others work in and out on 
the branches and twigs, keeping up a continual interchange of fine sharp 
tsee tuer tsee.

The (iolden-crown remains in southern Canada most if not all the 
winter. It is partial to evergreen trees and often frequents the ornamental 
conifers about the house and in towns. It is fearless and trusting but 
unlike the Chickadee seldom becomes familiar.

Economic Status. The Kinglets are so largely insectivorous that 
they can be looked upon as most beneficial. They are small but their 
numbers, when they occur, more than make up for their small size and 
what is said of the Chickadee in this respect applies equally well to 
them.

749. Ruby-crowned Kinglet, ruby-<howned wren. kr. —lb roitelet X 
couronne nr his Regains calendula. L. 4 41. Plate XLVII H.

Distinctions. The Hiiby-erowned is likely to be mistaken only for the previous species 
but the lack of black stripes on the head is always diagnostic.

Field Marks. In the quick movement of the lively flocks and the deep shadows of 
dense conifers it is sometimes difficult to catch the distinctive head marks of the Kinglets. 
It will be noted, however, that the Ruby-crowned has a habit of fluttering its wings occa
sionally, in a fen short quick vibrations, during momentary pauses while hopping about 
without flying. This will often suggest the species though it cannot be regarded as a 
certain proof of identity.
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\tsting In coniferuu* tree», neat of mm and fine «trips of bark mut ly inlerwuv 
and lined with feather*. usually acmi-ueiiHile.

Distribution Northern Nor'h America In eastern Ceaada breeding imrilt above 
«ett lenient and slightly farther north than the Golden-crown

SUBSPECIES. The Huby-erowned Kinglet is diviiled into three «ulwpeeitic raves 
only one of whirh, the Foster n Ku by-crown, the typical form, occurs in eastern ( anadn

This species is so nearly like the Golden-crowned Kinglet that little 
further discussion is necessary either of habits or economic status. The 
song of the Kuby-crowned, however, is one of nature's surprises. It 
is loud, clear, and full throated and is audible for a surprising distance, 
equalling in carrying power the song of the Purple Finch. When first 
heard it is almost invariably ascribed to some of the better singing 
sparrows rather than to this diminutive little bird.

Subfamily—Polioittilinœ. (hint cat chers. L, 4 '05.
A small family composed of only one genus and peculiar to America. 

The colour is in soft bluish-ash and white. The bill is superficially warbler
like but the first primary feather of the wing is small and almost 
aborted, being considerably less than half as long as the next, as is the 
ease with the Warbling Vireo. Only one species occurs in Canada.

751 Blue-grey Goatcatcher. PoUnpiUa cerruleu L, 4 05. All even hlui<li-gr« \ 
above, wings dark, and tail black, the outer tail feathers white; Mow and face all white. 
Male Inis black line across forehead and over eye.

Distinctions. The small size, even blue and white coloration, and the short first wing 
quill are diagnostic.

Field Marks. Inhabiting treetops so high up that the colours are usually difficult to 
make out, the outline, with long narrow tail switched alsmt much in the manner of the 
Red-start. and the characteristic rather hoarse call notes make the best recognition marks

Sesting Nest of tendrils, fine strips of bark, and fine grasses firmly interwoven and 
covered outside with spiderweb and lichens. It is chimney-like in shape, high with straight 
sides, and is one of the most beautiful American bird nests.

Distribution. Southeastern l’ni ted States north to the Canadian border along lake 
Frie and the Detroit river

SUBSPECIES The eastern subspecies, the F,astern Gnat eut cher, is the typical 
form. A western subspecies occurs in the southwiwtorn states.

This is a bird of the large tree forests where it usually lives and builds 
high up among the tree tops. As it is only regularly found in southern 
Ontario along western lake Erie and has been taken elsewhere in Canada 
only occasionally, it must be regarded as a rare bird in Canada.

Economic Status. Too rare in Canada to be economically considered.

FAMILY—TVHDIDÆ. THRUSHES AND ALLIES.

This is a nearly cosmopolitan group systematically separated with 
difficulty from the last family, though the individuals described in the 
following pages are strongly enough marked to be easily recognizable. 
In eastern Canada only one subfamily is represented.

Subfamily—Turdinœ. The True Thrushes. L, 6-25-10.
Most of the Canadian Thrush* s are easily recognized as such Sys

tematically they are plainly marked by the number of primaries and



the sealation of the feet. Ah these are rather difficult features for the 
amateur to discern, it is perhaps easier to differentiate them by other 
more striking characters that apply to the representative of the group in 
eastern Canada. For this purpose they may be divided into the Thrushes 
proper and the American Robin, Bluebird, and Wheatear. the last very 
rare and the other two so well marked as to be recognized with ease. 
The Thrushes proper are medium-sized birds, brown above and white 
below,with the breast more or less spotted, except one species, the Veery, 
conspicuously so. Any Canadian bird of this description between 6-25 
and 8-30 inches long, with the first primary very small and degenerate, 
belongs to this group. The Thrushes are all ground-haunting birds and 
usually more or less solitary. Their principal food is insects and soft 
fruit. The woodland species arc of little direct economic importance, 
although their influence is beneficial. All the Thrushes of this group 
are very sweet singers.

755. Wood Thrush, hong thkvhh. kb.—la grive des boih. Hyloachla 
mustclina L, 8-29. HhIc XLV111 A.

Distinction*. Easily recognized an a Thrush, though having somewhat the general 
colour of the Brown Thrasher. The short tail, straight hill, and dark instead of light eye 
make good separation marks. From the other members of the genus it can be told by its 
larger size, the absolute whiteness of the breast, the sharper definition of the round spots, and 
the yellowish rather than mldish or olive tinge of the back, brightest on head.

Field Marks. The sharp sjiots on the pure white breast and the tawniness of the back 
make the best field marks.

Nesting. In saplings al>out 8 feet above the ground, in nest of leaves, rootlets, fine 
twigs, and w«>ed stalks firmly interwoven and lined with mud and fine rootlets.

Distribution. Eastern North America ; north regularly to southern Ontario; occa
sional or local in adjoining regions.

The Wood Thrush is a woodland bird of rather southern distribution; 
common in Canada only in the more southern portions.

766. Wilson's Thrush, veery. < atheural-hird. fr.—la grive de wilhon. 
Ilylodchla fuscescens L, 7 52. Plate XLV1I1 B.

Distinctions. In this Thrush the brown is almost as tawny as in the Wood Thrush but 
the back is evenly coloured and no brighter on head or tail than elsewhere The breast 
spots are reduced to a vague series of darker spots down the sides of the neck and on a 
tinted area across the upper breast.

Field Marks. The even, light colorat ion of the back and the light suffused colour of 
the breast sjiots.

Netting. On or near ground, in nest of strips of bark, rootlets, and leaves wrapped with 
leaves and lined with rootlets.

Distributism. The northern part of north America north to the limits of settlement
8UBSFECIRS. In Canada Wilson's Thrush is represented by two subspecies, the 

Veery, the type form, and the Willow Thrush of western distribution, coming east to 
Manitoba and only occasionally occurring in eastern Canada.

The Veery has a wide distribution within settled sections. Beyond 
the range1 of the Wood Thrush and before the other thrushes become 
numerous this species is common and its cascade of bell-like notes poured 
forth at sunset in the darkening bush are very pleasant to hear.

757. Alice’s Thrush, grey-cheeked thrush, fr.—la grive d'alice. Hylo-
nchla aheur. L, 7-58. Plate XLIX A.

Distinctions. Although a distinct species, this thrush is so nearly like the next, the 
< >live-baeked, as to be separated from it with some difficulty. The two can be distinguished 
from other thrushes by their even dark olive backs and heavily spotted breasts with spots 
suffused in places and running together In the (Irey-checked Thrush the sides of the face 
and spotting of breast are suffused with dull cold grey instead of a warm buff.
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field Marks. Heavily spotted breast and evenly coloured back and tail will separate 
this from all but the Olive-backed. The lack of buff tones on the side of the face will 
differentiate it from that species though in actual Held work it is only under the most favour
able circumstance» that inis character can be made out with certainty and many specimens 
seen in the dark tvoods or the fleet mg moments given for observation go unidentified.

SUBSPECIES. Alice’s Thrush is divided into two geographical races : the Grey
cheeked. the type, and Bieknell’s Thrush H a bickndli The latter in Canada is confined 
as far as we know now to the Maritime Provinces below the gulf of St Lawrence, but the 
distribution of the two forms in eastern Canada is not well worked out

Distribution. Northern North America; breeding mainly in Canada from the edges 
of settlement northward.

758a. Olive-backed Thrush, nt.—la orive de swainson. II ylncnhla ustulatu
L, 717 Plate XL1X A

instinct ions. Evenly coloured back without colour variation on either head or tail and 
heavily spottwl breast will separate this from all the thrushes but Alice’s. The distinctly 
huffy cast of the cheeks instead of cold grey will differentiate it from that species

Field Marks Back and breast characters as above. The facial coloration which 
separates it from Alice’s can only be seen under the most favourable conditions and many 
individuals usually go luiidentified

Meeting. In bushes or small trees about 4 feet above the ground, in nest of coarse 
grasses, moss, rootlets, leaves, and bark lined with resit lets and grass

Distribution. As a species,all of North America;breeding mostly in Canada from 
the edges of cultivation northward. Swainson’s Thrush extends west to the Rocky 
mountains.

SUBSPECIES. The Olive-backed Thrush is divided into two subspecies The type 
race, under the name of Russet-backed Thrush, is a Pacific Coast form The Eastern 
Olive-back or Swainson’s Thrush H.u. siminsoni is the only one in eastern ( ’anada.

In spring and autumn the open woods are invaded by great numbers 
of these evenly coloured, spotted-breasted thrushes on their way to and 
from their breeding grounds. They are rather wary and the numerical 
proportion of each species present can usually only he estimated.

759. Hermit Thrush, fr—la orive solitaire. Hylocichla guttata. L, 7 17
Plate XLIX B

Distinctions. Very similar to the last two but the tail reddish brown in contrast with 
the olive-brown of the back.

Field Marks. Brown hack and white, spotted breast identifies it as a Thrush The 
reddish coloration of the tail contrasting with the olive back serves for the identification 
of the species.

Nesting. On ground in nest of nioss, coarse grasses, and leaves lined with root lets and 
pine needles

Distribution. As a species, all of northern North America. The Eastern Hermit 
Thrush extends westward to near t he mountains and north to the tree limits,brmlmg usually 
just beyond the cultivated districts bm irregularly to or near our southern boundary.

SUBSPECIES. The Hennit Thrush is a flexible and adaptable species represented 
in America bv some six recognized subspecies. The typical form is an Alaskan race. 
Eastern Canada has only one subspecies, the Eastern Hermit Thrush H g■ paUasi

The Hermit Thrush is one of our most famous singers. Unfortunately, 
it is usually silent as it passes through southern Canada and is heard 
at its best only in the northern coniferous woods.

761 American Robin, fr — le merle d’amériqi e. Planestmis migratorius. 
L, 10. Plate L A.

Distinctions. The robin is too distinctly marked and well known to require sjiccial 
deocript ion.

Field Marks. The robin is recognizable by those acquainted with the species, at 
great distances, when no colour is visible, by its outline, carriage, and manner of flight.

Nesting. Frequently in fruit or shade trees or about buildings, in nest of coarse 
grasses, leaves, rootlets, etc., with an inner wall of mud lined with fine grasses.
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Distribution. Ah a aporie* nil of North America, north to tree limits. The Eastern 
Robin covers all of Canada overlapping with the western form on the Pacific coast

Sl’BSPECIES. The Robin is divided into three subs|>ccies of which the Eastern 
Robin, the type form, is the only eastern Canadian representative.

The Robin has more intimate associations with man than perhaps any 
other bird. Its cheery voice is the harbinger of spring. Its song is the first 
heard in the morning and the last at night, and in the autumn when 
it has stripped the rowan tree of its last berry, and has disappeared we 
know that winter is upon us. Though named after a famous Old World 
bird, it only very superficially resembles the Robin Red-breast of England. 
The only points of resemblance are it* red breast and confiding habits.

Probably the worst enemy of the Robin is the household eat . Nesting 
in readily accessible places young Robins are subject to many disturb
ances, often leave the nest before they are able to fend for themselves 
and so fall prey to the eat.

The spotted breast of the young Robin indicates its descent from 
a spotted ancestor and its relationship to the thrushes of the previous 
genus. In fact the young of most of the members of the family have spotted 
breasts.

Economic Status. Though the Robin is an efficient aid to the agri
culturist, its fondness for fruit occasionally gets it into trouble with the 
small fruit raiser. Forty-two per cent of its food is animal, mostly insects, 
the remainder is composed largely of berries and other soft small fruits 
of which little more than 4 per cent is cultivated fruit.

765. Wheat ear. fr.—le traquet motte vx . Saxicola œnanlhe. L, 7 01. A 
Titlark-like bird, light grey above, white below, warmed with buff colour on throat; a 
black band through the eye and a white rump. The female and juvenile are similar but 
duller and more evenly buff coloured.

Distinctions. The conspicuous and extensive white rump with the general colorat ions 
given above are distinctive.

Field Marks. With its showy white rump the bird looks like a partly albino Titlark.
»S ( JBSPECIES. The subspecies of Wheat ear that occurs in eastern ('anada is the 

Greenland Wheat ear S.o. Irurorhoa.

This is a European bird of regular occurrence in Greenland and 
perhaps in the adjacent parts of Ungava but of only casual or accidental 
occurrence elsewhere in Canada.

766. Bluebird, fr—le rouob-uoroe bleu. Sialia sialis. L, 7 01. Plate L H.
Distinction*. The only solidly blue bird with a reddish breast among Canadian

species—the Indigo bird is blue but lacks the red breast . Females and juveniles are duller 
in colour and the breasts of young birds are spotted with brown but all have the character
istic blue backs

Field Marks. The bright blue coloration of the back and the earthy red of the

Nesting. In hollow trees, jwsts, or stubs or in bird houses, in nest of grasses.
Distribution. Eastern North America, west to the prairie provinces and north nearly 

to the bounds of settlement.
SUBSPECIES. The subspecies of Bluebird occurring in Canada is the typical race, 

the Eastern Bluebird.

The Bluebird arrives in the early spring w-ith the Robin and 
the Meadowlark. It is a confiding bird building in the hollows of old 
apple trees, holes in fence-posts, bird boxes, or nests abandoned by Wood-



pecker*. It in characteristically a bird of the orchard and with a little 
encouragement will build in birdhouses in the garden where its gentle 
w»yi, pretty murmuring notes, and brilliant coloration make it quite 
an acquisition.

Economic Status. The Bluebird feeds mainly upon insects and is. 
therefore, highly beneficial. Weed seeds form an important part of 
its food and it eats some soft fruit, but practically no cultivated kinds 
are taken. Hence the Bluebird can be regarded as a consistently useful 
bird.

GLOSSARY.
Albinism. The occasional and erratic occurrence of white specimens, either pure or 

partial, complete or in irregular sjaits, in species that normally are not white It is nothing 
more than a freak caused by a deficiency of colouring matter in the plumage (p. 7).

Axillara or Axillaries. A fan-chaped group of feathers under the wing closing the 
space between the innermost flight feathers and the body when in flight

Bars. In descriptions of bird coloration, bars designate line's drawn across the body 
and not parallel with the shafts of the feathers (see stripes).

Cere. A wax-like appearing swelling about the base» of the upper mandible, present 
in some species, especially the Hawks. K<*e Figure 33a and b, page- 23.

Coverts. The feathers covering the bases of t he larger flight and tail feathers. There 
are upper and under wing coverts and upper and under tail coverts. The upper wing 
coverts are divided into greater Mid lesser coverts, tin* former being the larg<wt line imme
diately next to the flight shafts and resembling them to some degree in texture (Figure 1,
p. 18).

Crepuscular. Pertaining to twilight.
Crown, 'l'he top of the head from the forehead to near the base of the skull
Culmen. This may be called the ridge line of the bill Viewed sideways, the line 

forming the top outline of the bill from the spring of the first forehead feathers to the tip is 
the culmen line. It is measured in a straight line, as with dividers, not following the curves 
as with a tape line (Figure 1, p. 18).

Dichromatism. The normal occurrence of two different colorations in the same 
species due to neither sex, season, nor age and only partIv hereditary Both colorations 
may occur in the same brood though the tendency is for like to produce like and one form 
may predominate in any given locality (set* p. 7).

Kmarginate. When applied to the shape of feathers indicates t hat more or less of one 
web is cut away as if a shaving had been removed with a jack-knife.

Extralimital. In describing distribution refers to the subject occurring without 
the geographical bounds of the area under discussion.

Family. In zoological classification is one of the larger groups of animals having 
enough mutual resemblance to be classes! together and apart from all other forms. It is 
the next larger group to a genus and next smaller to an order or suborder. For example, 
all the Ducks, Geese, and Swans belong to the same family, Anatidæ (see p. 5).

Flanks. The sides of the body, below or under the closed wing. They are often 
covered by a loose group of feathers that may be laid at will either over or under the shafts 
of the closed wing (Figure 1, p. 18).

Genus (plural, genera). In zoological classification is one of the smaller groups of 
animals having enough resemblance to be classed together and ajmrt from all other grouj>* 
of like rank. It is a subdivision of a family or subfamily and next above a species A 
genus is, therefore, a group of species, and a group of genera is a family (see p. 5). 
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Gular Pouch. A pouch iff hare skin depending from the under side of the lower bill 
between its Y-shaped arms and joining it to the neck below. .Some species have only the 
merest trace of it, and others have it remarkably developed, though in most species it 
entirely absent.

Hybrid. The offspring between parents of two different species—a “ cross.”
Iris. The coloured portion of the eye. The pupil, except in albinism, is always 

black and the surrounding circle of colour is the iris.
Lanceolate. Ijance shaped, i.e., long and narrow with parallel edges or tailoring 

gradually to a point

Length. Abbreviated in descriptions by its initial L and given in inches and tenths 
of an inch. length is taken in a st raight line, as with dividers, from the tip of the lull to the 
end of the longest tail feather, the bird being laid out flat on its back and stretched just 
sufficiently to straighten the curves of the neck.

Loree. A small spot between the eye and the base of the bill (Figure 1, p. 18).
Mandibles. The two members forming the bill; thus there is an upper and a lower 

mandible.

Mantle. A term covering the back, shoulders, upper wing coverts, and secondaries. 
Applied more especially to the gulls where the even colouring of these parts suggests a 
mantle covering the whole upper part of the body and closed wings.

Melanism. The opposite of albinism. It is the more or less erratic occurrence of 
very dark or black individuals in a normally lighter-coloured sjieoies. It usually occurs 
less frequently than albinism though some species are more liable to ii and it glides im
perceptibly into dichromatism in soew eases Atomism usually denotes a lack of virility 
Melanism does not seem to be an evidence of weakness and hence melanistic strains have 
better chances of surviving. A melanistic animal is said to be a Melano (sec page 7).

Nape. A small space at the hack of the neck just below the base of the skull (Figure 
I p is

Neck. The space between the throat and breast in front, and the hind head and 
shoulders behind. It is divided into fore neek and hind neck whose meanings are obvious 
(Figure 1, p. 18).

Order. In zoological classification a group of families having mutual resemblance 
enough to separate them from all other groups. It is next larger than the family and is the 
largest subdivision of birds that we have to deal with in Canada (see page 7).

Pectinate. Furnished with comb-like teeth. In ornithology usually applied to the 
claws of some species that are so furnished (Figure 19, p. 21).

Pelagic. Living largely or almost entirely at sea.
Pensile. Appliisi to nests when they hang susjiended like a bag between the forks of a 

branch or other such support, with nothing supporting from below.

Primaries. The large flight feathers secured to the first joint of the wing from the 
wrist to the tip (see secondaries). (See Figure 1, p. 18.)

Race. As used here, practically synonymous with subsjieoies In general, any 
group within a species exhibiting recognizable common characters differentiating it from 
others of the same sjiecieB.

Rufous. Of a red or reddish colour.
Rump. The lower end of the back just before the root of the tail (Figure 1, p. 18).

Secondaries. The large flight feathers secured to the second joint of the wing 
lictwcen the wrist and the elbow (sec primaries). (Figure 1, p. 18.)

Species. In zoological classification the smallest constant group. is the scient ific
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term to denote what is understood in common language as a “ kind of annual " Thus a 
house eat is a species, whether Maltese, tortoise shell, or tabby, the dog, whether grey
hound or spaniel is another, and a horse, whether Shetland pony or draught, is a third 
(sec page 5).

Speculum. A somewhat rectangular patch of contrasting colour on the centre* of the 
upper surface of the wing. It often shows metallic iridescence and is a common feature of 
coloration in some families, as in the Ducks.

Stripes. In ornithological descriptions, stri|M*s always run lengthways of the bird ; 
lines if across the body an* spoken of as bars (see bars).

Sternum. The breast bone. In a bird a deeply keeled structure to which the wing 
muscles are attached.

Subspecies. In ornithological classification, synonymous with geographical race or 
variety, denoting a division of the s|XH*ics usually correlated with geographic limitations 
It differs essentially from a full species by showing intergradations with allied races of equal 
rank. Taking the lions* as a representative species, the various bn*eds or strains, such as 
Arab, Clydesdale, or Shetland |xmy are subsjxsies (see page ti, for discussion i

Tarsus. The metatarsal lames of the foot fused together into a single bone. This is 
what we popularly regard as the bird’s h-g but is properly the f«x»t, extending lx*tw<*en the 
juncture of the toes and the end of the “ drum stick " A comparison with the joints of the 
human leg will make it obvious that, the knee is between the "drum stick " and the 
“ Hoeond joint ” of the fowl and that the first external joint on the bin! oorroH|x>nds with our 
heel, the “ feet ” l>eing true toes.

Type. In zoological nomenclature the “ type form " is that form first properly 
described and named and the specimen from which the description was written is the type 
specimen. It does not of necessity mean that the form is typical in the ordinary sense of 
the word, though for convenience it is assumed to lx* so (sis* page 8).

Vermiculatlon. In descriptions of plumage, vcnninilation refers to hue, irregularly 
wavy lines suggesting the pathways of innumerable small worms, from which the word is 
derived.

Vinaceous. Wine coloured. A peculiar purplish pink shown or suggested in the 
coloration of some birds.
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, . •‘«e-Auk. 4S
Austral n-gimi H
Autour à tète notre 119
Avooet, American 92
Avoeette d’.Amérique 92

e.
Buailophus hicoloi 212
Balhusard d'Amérique 128
liante de la haie d'Hudson 9K

Marbrée ... 97
Bartrauna longieauda KM)
Hv<c-eroisé à ailes blanches 199

d'Amérique . 195
Bec scie 94
Bécasse d'Amérique. 92
Bécassine............................................... ........................................... ,.. 93

de Wilson 93
Housse 93

llernaclie commune 77
du Canada Outarde 79

I 11
diurnal 119
nis-tunial 12»

Birds, aeritching 109
Bittern, American ho

Least   81
Bitterns 80
Blackbird, Cow. .See Cow bird w

Red-winged 158
Hurty lflo
Skunk. See Bobolink
•Soldier 158
b ellow-headed . . 158

Blueliill, Greater or Lake. See Duck, Greater Scaup.
Little or Marsh See Duck, Ijesscr Scaup

Bluebird 218
Bob-white 107
Bobolink . 157
Bombycilla cedrorum .......... 185

IPUTula   186
BombyciUidte .184
Bonasn umbellus 108

Boreal region.      9
Been .................................   48
Botaurine...........   80
Botaurus lentiginosus.......  80
Brant...................................................................................................................... .... 77
Brant a Itemicla   77

canadensis 79
Bride, The. See Duck, Wood.
Broad-bill See Duck, Greater Scaup.

River. See Duck, Iswscr Scaup.
Bubo Virginianue..............................................................   133
Buoéphale d'Amérique............................................................................................................... 70

d’Islande............................................................................................................... 71
pent 71

Buffle-head................................................................................................................ 71
Bull-bat See Nightliawk.
Bull-head See Plover, Black-bellied
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Bunting, indigo

Snowflake
Bunt ingh
Burgomaster .See (lull, (llaucous 
Busard dee marais 
Buse à manteau roux

de iYusylvanie 
de Swjiitison 
pat tue d’Amérique

Kut<her4>ird. .See Shrike, loggerhead, and Shrike, Northern.
Butcher-birds
Butno borealis
But.■<,

lineatus
platypterus
swaiitfoni

Butor d’Amérique
Butorides vireseens
Butterball .See Bufle-head
Buztard, Turkey. Su Vulture, Turkey.
Buzzards......

True

HW
HW
KM

117
121
121)
122
122
123

isp
12»
12»
121
122
122
llti
K»
*4

llti
12»

C.

« aicarius lapi* .meus 
('alidris leueophæa
< amp Bobber .See Jay, Canada
< ’anaehitee canadensis
t luiada White-throat .See Sparrow, Wlute-throated. 
Canard à longue queue

histrion

ordinaire 
pi let

Canary, Wild. .See Goldfinch, American
< anvaa-back 
Caprimulgi 
Caprimulgidæ

Cardinalis cardinal is
< arts».la< us purpureus
Catbird........
Cat barista urubu
< ’at hart es aura
< 'athart id*
Cathedral-bird. .See Thrush, Wilson’s 
( ’atoptrophorus semipaknatus 
Cedar Bird. .See Waxwing, < 'edar.
Ont unis earolinus ..........................
< ’-epphus gr> lie
Cert hia familiar is
Certhiidæ.................... .............
Oryle alcyon......
Chætura pelatiea .
C'hæturime

HW
«7

iok

72
titi

tiH
titi•ft
»7
7ft
t>7

flt
143

12ft
17H
17s
l»3
20ft
II»
lift
lift

W

142
4ti

21»
210
137
14ft
14ft
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*s,‘< Waxwing, Bohemian.

( 'kapinan, Frank
< haradrnda'
< 'haradriua dominicus
< hardonneret de* pùw
< 'haritonnetta albeola
< ‘hat, Yellow-breasted 
Chatterer, Wandering.
< jhaulelasmus strejierus
< 'hen ca-r uli wviis
< 'lirai hyperboreus
Cherry Bird. See Waxwing, Cedar
< hevalier ou patten jaunes, 

hevalier à pn-ds jaunes, grand
. !*•**•« solitaire

< 'hickadee
Black-capped
Browm-headed
Hudaonian

< liiekeii, Mother < arey a. Set | Yt r, |, \\ ,|*„

< hippie See Sparrow, < hipping.
Chondestes grammaniH
Chord nies Virginian us 
Chouette eenarôe.

du ( ’anaila 
épervtere d'Amérique 

(’huck-will it Widow

hudsnnius
< 'istot horus stellarim
< lamatoree 
Clangula Clangula.

tslandieu
( 'lassifieat ion.........
Coccyges.................
Coccyeine..
( 'occyzus amerieanuH

eryt hrophtlmhnus
Cock-of-thp-W<si(i. See WiHxIpecker, Pdeated.
< ockawee. See ( )ld Mquaw.
( oftin-rarrier See ( lull, ( ireat Blaek-backed 
Colapt i-s aurai us 
Colibri à georgi-H rubis 
Coliiius virginiamiH 
( oliiniba
< îolumbide 
Colymbida*
( ’olymbus aunt us 

holhirlli
Comptait hîypis araerioana
Coot, American__

Black Sea. See Scoter, American. 
Butterbill. See Scoter, Surf.
W hiti'-winged. See Scoter, White-winged.

Coots

Corbigeau...................
des Fsquimaux 

Cormoran à aigrettes 
ordinaire

Cormorant, Common.
Double-crested

4
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71
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144
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Tm-
< "or murant* m
t 'orneille d'Amérique us

I.VI
l/tt

< 'urvus brachyrhyncho* is*
IV.

< oturnicoiw noveboracmnis 
( "oucou à hcc jaune Uti

111.
< ourlati* V,

mi
de la ban* diiudaon Bti
ilu Nurd 102

101
< owhird
< oween .See < >ld Squaw
Crane. Blur »Se< Heron, Great Blue.

1.17

.Sandhill
h.',

< 'reeper, Ameriean Brown 210
210
210

< r.isabill
\N hite-wmge.| Ml

< row, American m
1.13. IM

( rvptoglaux acadica M2
M2

VudtoO, Black -billed im
Yellow-billed it».

MS
American IM

Tm- 13.1
13.1

< uculkhc
Curlew, Blac k .See Ibis, GIomm

Ml

102
Hudaonian 102
Ixme-billed.
Kirkh-b.il

101
mi
101

Cyanocitta erietata. IM
< ygne d'Amérique 7*
< ygnina 77
( ypaeli

D.

141

Dab-chick. Set Grebe, Pied-billed.
DafiLi acuta #7
Dendruica m

194
aeruleeeenH 19.1

197
1911
ISS
199
I9H

kirtlandi 19*
magnolia 190
palmar urn 199
pensy Ivan ira............. 190

194
197
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Dendroira, vigor mi

Dichromatiniii 
Dirkriwrl 
Discussion 
Dint met ioiim 
Diet ribut ion
Diver, Bottle-nowd Set KooU», 8nrf

Braiw-Winged See Hooter, White-winded. 
Great Northern. See Loon, < 'onunon. 

Diving birds 
Doliehonyx orysivorus 

■

Shu. See Dovekie

Doves
Dowitrher ..
Dryobates pubescent.

Dur de Virginie 
Du. k, Black 

Dusky
Eider See Eider Duck 
< i mater Scaup
Grey. «Sec Gadwall and Mallard 
Harlequin
King See Eider, King 
Leaser Scaup
Dmg-tailed. See Old-Squaw 
Ring-billed
Rin^-necked

Ruddy
Spirit. .See Ruffle-head

Wood
Ducks....................

Bay. Sea, or Diving

River and Pond 
Duinetella carolinensi*
I >unlm

American
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117
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47
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lav
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72

70

70
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76

OK
OH

OK
03
06

200
Vfl
VO

Eagle, American
Bgkl 
( lolden 
White-hea. It* I

Engle*
Economic status 
Ectopistcs migrât or inn 
Egret, American 
Egrets
Egret te blanche d’Amériqu. 
Eider, American 

d’Amérique 
-lu Nord 
Duck 
King
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73
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forfivatua
l.mpidnnax Hu vivent ris 

minimus

Ingoulevent (Tiitrd
d’Amérique 
d«‘ la Caroline. 

ÉpefVHt brun
de t ‘ooper 
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121,
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l akon, Peregrine

I arlouHv d’Amérique 
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I2i,

127
12»

125

125
205

127
127

Fauvet te à couronne orangée

croupion jaune 
queue rouwe 
poitrine haie

tête cendrée 
bleue à gorge noire 
d’Amérique 
de Blackburn 
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Pensylvanie 
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Wilson

du Canada 

Cap May 
Kentucky
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Kwok Gram» .See Sparrow. Veeper.

I irv Bird. x< Taaatw. S arin 
I ishduek See Merganaer, Ki-d-breanted.
Fleming. J H 
Flicker
I’lor id it eamlea 
Flycatcher, Acadian

Canadian. Sit Warbler, Canada
< 'hebec

Great Creeled.
I.nant
Little Green-created.
< >liv«-Kid<-d 
Hciwor-tailed.
TraiM’s
Tyrant

i
Fly-un-lln-ercek. See Heron, Green. 
l'ou de Hannan 
Foulque d’Amérique

Fratercula aretiea.
Fringillida- 
Fuliea amorieanu

Fujigulmu- 

Fulmarus glaciale-

hit 
II.I

I
14L» 
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151

152
14#
M#

151

'4h
151
14s
151

«Mi 
'Ml 

I (Ml

hti
#o
«Ml
Wt

57
57

Gadwall
Gallinu-
Galljnago delie-atu 
i lalbnuut galeata 
(iallinulc de la Floride 

Florida 
Purple..

< iallinulc*. 
i lallinulma

<lare-fowl. See Auk, Great. 
( larrulina- 
Gavia initner.

etellata 
Gaviidv 
( leai du Canada 

Huppe

Gelinotte a Fraise
à quoin- aigue 

(icothlypiH

( i lossary
Gnat catcher, Blue-grey 
Gnat catchers 
Goal suckers 
Godd or Gudd 
G<slwit, Hudeonian 

Marbled

<*>
mu
w
s#
M
NV
m
Hh
SX
«
Itll

153
44
44
44

154 
154

63, 75 
HIS 
111 
201 
2112 
21# 
215 
215 
143 
47 
#H
#7
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it.i

i
142
S3

161

i as
14V
152
151i an
'4H
151
I4K
151

•Ml
106

VO
•Ml
I*
57
57
57

(it* land à ail** blanche-
manteau glauque

de Bonaparte 
Delaware

(•oglu
Gokien-eye^

< loldfineh Uneriean 
( ioosauder Nee Merganser American 
Gooee, Blue

laughing
Solan .See Gannet 

Wavey
Wlui (-fronted
Wild

Goahawk, American
Graekle, Bronztxl .See (’row, Blackbird 

Rusty Nee Blackbird. Ru-n 
(irayl)ird. Ne# Juneo 
Great Head .See Golden-eye.
( '.rebe à bee bigarré 

cou rouge 
Grebe, Holbtrll's 

Horned 
Pied-billed 
Red-necked 

< Irebe cornu 
Grebe*

Page
51

62

53
157
70
71 

Ilia

76
7*1
70
76

7»
75
7*i
70

no

41
42 
42
41
4:t
42
41
42

66
IIM,
V3
HO
HO
HO
HO
Hh
HH
00
M

153
44
44
44

154 
154

63, 75 
KIH 
111 
201 
•202 
210 
215 
215 
143 
47 
OH
07

Green-head. Nee Mallard

Grimpereau d'Amériqm 
Grive couronnée 

d’Alice 
de la Carol ii 

Swain hot i 
Wilson 

dee boii-

polygon
rousse

Grosbeak. Blue
( 'ordinal. See < ordinal.
Evening
Pine
Roee-breasted

(iros-bec à couronne noire.........
IMjitrine rose............

bleu 
dee pins 

( iron goéland

Pinnated. See Chicken, Prairie.

Ruffed
Sharp-tailed
3E

IHH 
210 

. 200 
210 
•200 
217 
210 
210 
200 
•200 
207 
217 
170

162
163
170
102
170
170
UUt

100, I0H 
I OH

III
IDs
III
10h
no



2*2

Gruw mexirnna 
Guillemot, Black

dr Mu nich

Tb^kTillwl 

Guiraca ca-rulea 
Gull, Bonaparte* 

Glaucous
Gnat Black-hacked

i<5Züf
I ting-billed

Guile 
< ivrfalcon

White
Gvrfalcons

II.
llM-matopodidii
Hair-binl. See K|iarrow. ( 'hipping, 
llalueetus

leucoccphalu*
Hang-nest. See Oriole, Baltimore 
Harelda hy email*

Hark* à poitrine musse 
-I imbrique 

Hark-, petit..
I
Hawk, American Sparrow

Blue Partridge. See Goshawk 
Broad-winged
Bullet See Faleou, Peregrine. 
Chicken....................................
Ductr See Falcon, Peregrine 
Fiah. See Oeprey.
Hen See ( 1<whawk, American 
Hen. See Hawk, Red-tailed
Marsh
Mosquito. .See Xighthawk
Pigeon .......................
Red-shouldered 
Red-tailed
Rough-legged
Sharp-shinned

Hawks. Buzzard

Short-winged —
Helling. See Finch, Purple 
Hell-diver. See Grebe, Pied-billed.
Helodromaa solitariu*..........
Hematopus Palliatus
Hen, Fowl. See G muse, Spruce.

Marsh. See Bittern, American. 
Prairie. See Chicken, Prairie. 

Hennessey, Frank 
Henslias egret ta

Pag.
MR
SR
SR
46
44)
4o
40
4ti

17V
63
51
Rl

SI 
53 

41*. 50 
136 
136 
125

I OR

123
124

72
134

t>4
64
64

116.117 
127

122

119, 121 
119

117

127
121
120
123
118 
122 
116

11S

99 
I OR

83
HO
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Par
Nft Heroiliones
Nft Heron, Black-crowned Night
Nft Héron bleu, grain!
40 bleu. |>etit
40 Heron, Blue
44» Héron de nuit
44» Heron, Great Blue
44»

170 Little Blue
53 Héron vert .
51
51 True
52 White
51 Hea|K>riphona veepert ina
M Hibou à oreille* courte*

40. VI
124»
124» Htghhole. See Flicker
125 Highholder See Fb. k. i

105

Hirondelle bicolore
à front blanc 
de rivage 
«le# grange#

133
pourprée . 

Hirundinidtv................
124 Hirundo <*vthr igastra

72
Histrkmieus histrionivu# 
lluard........

134 Huniniingbird, Ruby-throat
04 Hummingbird#
64 Hybride
414 Hydrocheledon nigm

110.117 Hyloeiehla alicitr
127

122
guttata . 
miiRtelina

119. 121
110

117

uetulata.

Ibides...............
Ibidide
Ibis, Glossy.................
Il »!#«*«.............................

127
Jeteria virons
Icteridæ.....................

121 Icterus galhula
120 Icterus spurius
123 Index, HVHtematic
lis lonornis martinicus.
122 Iridoproene bieolor.
128
118

99
Jaeger, Long-tailed............

Parasitic.................
Pomarine

105

4

Jaseur de Bohême..........
du Cèdre..............

Jay, Blue
83

... 80 J. Cartier-Morgaud

7»
M
82
83
H2
M

M
83
M
Ml
Kl
Kl

162
ISO
ISO

IK.I
INS
|H«
IM
182
182
IM
72 
44 

140 
143.140 

7
.VI

210
210
217
210
217

79

70
70

203
IVi
100
IM
20
KO

183

40 
M 
is 

4K 
lK.ï 
lh.i 
154 
154 
153 
00
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Johnson, Claude 

Junco hyemahs

Kingbird
Kingfisher, Belied 
Kingfishers
Kinglet, Golden-crowned 
Kinglet, Ruby-crowned 
Kinglets
lute, Hwallow-tailed
Kites .......
Knot

Page
«

175
175

148
137

135, 130, 137 
214 
214 

213, 214 
117 

lift,117 
«4

Labile à longue queue 

iKimarin
Lagopède dee rochers 

des Saules

lagopus 
^ ^ rupestrie

Lanius borealis
ludovicianus

Lanivireo flavifrons 
solitarius

Lark, Horned 
Shore

Lark*
Lame siytatns 

ddawsrisi* 
hyperboreue 
leucopterus

^ pill l/tl l('l | ill 1,1

Limoea fedoa
hæmaeticn 

Linnet, Redpoll 
Linnet*
Literature, ornithological 
Lobipes lobatus 
Ixmgipenne*.
Longspur, Upland 
Loon, Common 
^ Red-throated

Lophodytes cucullatus
Lord and I^ady Algy See Duck, Harlequin
Ixixia curviroetra......................................

Letirnpf era

49
49
4S

no no 
urn 
no no 
180 
I HO 
187 
189 
189
49
50 

152 
152 
152
52
53
51 
61 
51 
53
90
97
98 

107 
101

13
91 
48

109
44
44
44
04

165
100

Macareux arctique 
Macoun, James M

45
4
4



28.'»

NT
4

175
175

14H 
137 
137 
214 
214 
214 
117 

, M7 
94

Macreuse à large bee 
d'Amérique 
veloutée 

Macrochiree 
Macrorhainphux gneeus

American 
Magpies 
Mainate bronzé

couleur de rouille
Mallard
^ Black, .See Duck, Black.

Marila admis
ainerieana

49
49
4H

110
110
109
110 
110 
1 Ht» 
180 
187 
189 
1H9
49
60

152
162
152
52
53 
51 
51 
51 
53
90
97
98 

107 
101

13
91 
48

109
44
44
44
04

105
100

45
4
4

valisineria 
Marmotte 
Marsh Birds

.Smaller
Marsh Harrier .See Hawk, Marsh 
Martin, Bee. .See Kingbird 

péAsar

Hand .Se# Hwaàéow, Bank 
Martinel dee chemines .
Maubèche à croupion blanc 

dos roux 
longs pieds 
longue queue 
poitrine cendrée 
poitrine jaunâtre 
poitrine rousse 
de Baird

pourprée 
semi palmée 
tachetée

Mauve......
Meadon lai k
Meat Bird. .See Jay, Canada. 
Melanerpes erythroeephalus 
Melanism 
Meleagrida- 
Meleagris gallopavo 
Melospiza grorgiana 

unoomi 
rnMis 

Mergule nain 
Merganser, American 

Hooded 
Red-bmisted

Mergansers
Merging*
Meegue amerioanue

Merle d’Amérique
Mésange à tête noire ........

du I anada
Mieropalama himantopus
Mierofsididie
Migration

57171 IS

74
74

143
«1

153
153
153
101
100
05

00
70
09
70
70
09
40
85
80

137
182

145
95
90
!M

100
95

100
94
«5
90
94
97

100
63

159

141
7

111
III
177
177
170
47
04
«H
04
03
03

04
217

213
94

145
10



• «w
117
tW

28t»

Milan à queue d’aronde 
Mi bum à tête rousse

aux yeux rouges
Mm n« la1
MiniUH iHilygfottoH 
Minot ill nia1 .
Mockers.
Mockingbird 
Mouieao domestique 
Molothrus ater
Moose Bird .See Jay, Caiiuda. 
Morillon à collier

à tête noir
Motaoilliia-
Moueherolle à huppe

à ventre jaune 
aux côtés olive

de la Caroline 
des aulnes 
petit
xi-ni A Ire

Mouette à trois doigts
Moyak........................................
Mud-hen. .Set- (lallinule, Kloridu

Red-billed .SW (lallinule. Kk.ri.la
^ ^ White-billed. See Coot, American.

Muire, Brünmch s. S« Guillemot, Thick-billed. 
^ Common..............................................

Muscivora forfieata 
Myiarehue crinitus 
Myiochanee virens

«.«•
MV>
20H
IW)
JUS

-
It>4
167

70
70
70

151
ISO
14'.
I4K
161
l.r>2
IM»
60
73

H8

♦*»

14*
140

N.

N an nus hiemalis   209
4

N et t ion earolinense #7
k 144

N ightjar See Night hawk.
Numenius................................................................................................................................... 101

americanus   101
borealis   102
hudsonieuH ..................................................................................... 102

Nuthatch, Carolina 211
Red-breasted............................................ 211
White-breasted 211

Nuthatches.............................................................. 210
Nuttallornis borealis ISO
Nyctale d'Acadie 132

de Richardson 132
Nyctea nyctea......................................................................................................... 134
Nycticorax nycticorax...........................   84

Ocean it en.......................
oceanicus 

( InmmAmm
leumrhoa

Odontophorida-

6# 
6* 
54 

I Oh



2*7
•age

117
am encan»

06 deglantli
205
200

IsTsiucillatu 
< Ne à front blanc

196 blanche
205
200 < Nd-Suua»
104 Oltl-wife. See <)ld-St|U
157 » Nor buccinator

70
oolumbianus 

« >jH>romie
70
70 formoeus

205 philadelpluu
146 Oriole. Hui timon-
151 tie Hal timoré
150 1 hvhurd
146
I4M 1W"»
151 American
152
150 t Mocoris al|H-stris
50 Otuaaak) .......
73 Ovenlurd .............

♦t>
If.

14M 
14*.# 
150

309
4

«7
144

Owl Acadian
American Barn 
American I jong-eared 

Short-earn I 
Arctic Saw-whct 
Barred 
< 'inereoua 
Great Grey 
Great Hornet I 
Hawk
Marsh...........
Monkey-faced .
Richardson's.......
Saw-whet . .
Screech .........

Owb 8,10,1 y

101
101
102
102
211

211
210
150
132
132
134

H4

5M
A9
5M
5«

Ham................
Feared..............
Hornet!.........

t btyechua vociferous. 
Oyster-catcher, American. 
( Hater-catchers

I'am I ion halia-1 us eamlinenaia..................
1’andionidfp
Paludiool*
Parida-
Paroquet. 8m Puffin 
Parrot. Sea. See Puffin 
Partridge See Grouse, Huffed.

Birch. See Grouse, Ruffed. 
Spruce. See Grouse, Spruce.

Passer domesticua.........
Passerculua princeps......................

sandwichensia
57172—161

72
74
74
74
70
75 
70 
72

7K 
7m 

201 
201 
201 
21 rj 
IIW 
l«M> 
IV» 
152 
I2M 
I2M 
I2.s 
152 
133 
•200 
132 
120
130 
i:to 
132
131 
131 
131

130

132
133

12»
12»

104

105

12*
12*
M5

212

104
170
170
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Sea. See CiuiUemot, Mark
Wild

Kmm
Tmi III

Pingouin commun 47
47

Pinioola enucleator Hid
Pinaon à couronne blanche 173

rousse, petit 174
ailes baie* ItiU
gorge blanche 173
queue aigue 172

aux yeux rouges 17m
chanteur ITS

177
«le montagne 174
dee eham|)s I7A

177
170
177
IMO

[Niiirim 161
Pintail 67

Hpringtail 07
Pipilo en throplithalmus 17m
Pipits IBS
Pirangu crythromelas IKI

INI
Piaobia bainli it;.

ftUClOolllS tt:.
maculata
minutilla

Planest iciiH migratorius 217
Plautus impennis 47
Plect ropltalie «le l^aponie •66

Pleetmphenax nivalis
Ititt
Hitt

Plegadie autunmalis 711
Plongeon à c«illi«*r 44

gorge rousse 11
Plongeur 70
Plover «), 102

American ( lolden
Hart rain ’s
Black-bellied
Black-heart. See Dunlin.
Calico. See Tu met one 
< arriquet. See Tumatone
PMd

102
loo
103

100
Killdeer 104
ripin*
Hed-breaeted. See Knot.

104

Hing-neck l(M
Semipalmated 104
1 pland

PI' r à ventre noir
100
103
104

doré d’Amérique 103
kil.l.r 104
sf-mipalm/ 104

Pofpcet^s gramineus Hitt
Podilymbu* podieeps . 43



290

Pohopiila eærulea 
Poliopt dime .......
Poriana Carolina ..
IVaaoher-bird. See Vireo, Red-eyed. 
ProoeUarnd* ...
Prague subis ..........
hoteetioB 
Protnuntaria eitrea 
l*tarmigan

Rock
^ ^ Willow. See Groiiae, Willow

Puffins ........
Puftinus. .

1’.VKO|hh1oh

Quu-bird See Heron, Black-crowned Night.

American. See Bob-white.
Quails, American............
Quaiik, Big. See Nuthatch, Caroline.

Bit tie. See Nuthatch, Red-breasted 
Querquedula diseors .
Quisculus quiseula

215
215

88

67 
182 

12 
198 

10b, loo 
no
46
6*
45
58
.58
.58
41

106

106

161

R.
Kail, < arolina

Rad virrRail Yellow
Railbinl. «See Rail, 8om.
Rail-like Birds 
Rails, True 
Râle de la Caroline

Rail....................
Rallida 
Rail ue

elegans
Virginian uh...................................

Raven ! !
Reeurvi rostra amerieana.
Reeurvirostridie 
Red-l»aek See Dunlin
IM-bird. «See Cardinal and Tanager, Scarlet. 

Summer. .See Tanager, Scarlet
Redhead .......
Redpoll. Hornemann's
Redpolls.............................................................
Redstart, American
Regulime............................. .......................
Regulus calendula

Rieebird. See Boliolink.
-See (iallinule, Florida

88

88
87
88
86

88
87
88 
8»>

87

n:t
155
92
92

69
166
166
204
214
214
214



1'nt.
King-neck. Set* Plover. killdecr.
Kiparia riparia 1**
Ruwa tridart yla ®
Robin, Americttii     217

Golden. See Oriole, Baltimore.
Roitelet à couronne rubis .214

hupp** 214
Rouge-gorge bleu 218

8.

Saddle-hack. See Gull, Great Black-backed 
Sanderlmg .
Sandpiper, Baird's

Bartramian «See Plover, Upland.
Bona i tar te's
Buff-breasted

Leant
Pectoral
Punile
R««n4mek .See Dunlin
Semipabnatcd
.Solitary
Spotted
Stilt
White-rumped

Sandputers..............
Sapsucker, Yellow-bellied 
Sarcelle à ailes bleuet».

Saroorhaninhi 
Saunders, W. K
Saw-lull See Merganser, American, and Merganser, Red-breasted.
Saw-bills
Saxieola œnanthe
Say or ni* phoebe
Scaup, American. See Duck, Greater Scaup
Smlopaeide.......
Scoter, American 

Surf
White-winged..

Scoter*...........
Scotiaptex nebuloaa

aurocanilluH 
motarflh 
noveboraeensis 

Sctophaga rut icilln 
Sharp-tail, Nelson’s 
Shearwater, Greater

Shearwaters...........
Sli. ll irako .«iplbqan. Anwiree, «n<l '
Shellduck. «See Merganser, American, and Merganser, Red-breasted.
Shore Birds..................
Shoveller...........................
Shrike, l»ggerhea<l

Migrant ... ........ .....................

Shrikes................................ .............................
Sialia sialis................................. ...............................................................
Siskin, Pine ........ ..............

*

•5
KMI

«.Mi

tH

«7 
«.*«» 

HMI 
1*4 
#6 

1*1. 92 
140 
ii7 
117 

114 
4

till
218
lilt

*
74
74
74
72

i:ti•jun
21*1
201
'200
•204
172
a*
,1K

f>7. m

t»7 
187
187

180
218
188



•m

Sitellc tic la ( 'arolinc 
du ( 'aiunin

HüUfl
C'a

Sittkia*
Skua*
Snipe

( Iriutn. See Haiidpqier, 1 Vi t oral

Red-breasted. See Dowitcher 
Kolmi See Dowitcher and Knot . 
Ruck See Sandpiper, Purple. 
Wilson's
W inter .Sw Kandpqier, Purpl. 

Hnipe-like Birds

Sea
ëBowbird, Black See Juneti 
Somateria

spectabilis 
Song Birds 
Sofa See Rail. Sora 
South-southerly See Old-Squaw 
Sparrow, Bay-winged 

< hipping 
Clay-coloured
English 
Field
Fox...........

Hi'mihc** *

lairk

Lincoln's
Savannah
Song

Tree

White-crowned 
White-throated 
Yellow-winged

Sparrows ....................
Spatula dyneata
Speck h “-belly .Sit GedwaM.
Sphyrapicus varias 
Spinas pinuH 
Spiza aniericana 
Spizella montieola 

pallida

S|MMinbill. See Shoveller.
Squatarola sijuatarola 
Squawk. See Heron, Black-crowned Night 
Stake-driver See Bittern. American. 
Starlings, American.
Steganopodes 
Steganopus tricolor

211
211
211
211
210

4*
•3

«2
HO
HI

72
73
73
74

1#

I tiit
174
175 
104 
175 
177
171
172
171 
104
170
172
171 
177
170in
177 
174 
I tilt
173
173
171 
Itil 
07

140
10s
ISO
174
175
174
175

150
5ft
H2



m

Sielgidopteryx serripenms m
Stem>rarndæ 4*
Slerœrartus longieuudus 4H

parasiticus
|H»mariitU8

Sterna «a|wiH
&S

paradiwea to
Sterne arctique

raspienne

Stern mu A4
Striges I2H
Strtgida
Strix varia 111
SturneMa magmt |A«
Sula liassaiiii
SuIkIh
Surma ulula
Swallow, Hank IH4

Barn IM
Cliff IM

1*1
Mud IM
hough- winged IM
Tree IM
White-bellied IM

Swallows 1*3
Swan, Trumpeter

Whistling 78
«3, 77

Swift, Chimnev I4.i
Spine-tailed i IS

Swifts 143, 14.i
Swimmers. Full-webbed AM

Lamellimst ral <12
1 leaser Tube-nysed A7
Izing-winged
Sieve-billed <12
Totipalmate
Tube-nowsl

Sylviida*.. 213

Tan aft*, Srarlet 
Summer

Taaegere.
Tangara tear lute 

Vermilion 
Tangarida'
Teacher. See Vim), Red-eyed.

Green-Winced
Teeter. Set Sandpiper, Solitary 
Tell-tale, Greater. See Yellow-legs, Greater.

Little. Scr Yellow-legs, Leaser 
Tebnatodyt.ee palustris............

Black

Common.............  .. .............

1*1 
1*1 
I si I 
1HI 
|s| 
ISO

<17
<17

an

.Mi
A4
M
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Tern, Forster's
Wilson*

Tern»
Tetraoeide...
Tétras du Canads .
Thistlebird. iSee <ioldhnch, American.
Thrasher, Brown
Thrasher*
Thrush, Alive’s.

<kilden-erowni'd. See ( >venhir«i.
< «rey-cheeked
Hennit
Olive-backed
Song

Wood *
Thrushes

True
Thrvonianes bewivki 
Thryothorus ludovieianus 
Thunder-pump See Bittern. Ainerivan. 
Tickler, Kittiwake 
Tinker Set Auk, Rasor-inlled 
Tip-ups Set Sandpiper, Solitary. 
Titlark, American Pipit

Tit louse, Tufted 
Totunue flavipe*

inelanoleucus
Tourne pierre

à poitrine noire 
Tourterelle de la Caroline

Toxœt.... . nil uni
Traquet motteux 

I rings eanutus 
Troehili
Troglodyte aedon

des mars i s 
Tri iglodvtidic 
Tropic region 
Tryngites subrufioolli* 
Tubinares 
Turdidæ 
Turdinæ 
Turkey, Wibl 
Turkeys
Turnstone............

American
Ruddy

Turnstones
Tympanuchus ameriennus 
Tyrannids* .
Tyrannus tvrannus ..........

56 
49. 64 

KJH 
ION

m
306
210

210
217
217
216
216
216
216
216
JtIN
207

V2
306
212
212

OH
9*

106
10.6
lid
I7K
207
2IN
94

146
20N
209
209
207

K
11*1
66

216
216
III
III

10.6
105
106 
MO 
I4N 
I4N

Cria lomvia....... ........................... ................................................................. 40
troiUe. 40



29’»

Vanneau gris 
\ âutoui noil
V wry See Thrush, Wilson's. 
Vermivora ^

rhiysoptera

rubricapilla 
Vires à front iaum 

à l*te bleu, 
aux yeux rouge* 
Blue-beaded 
de Philadelphie 
gris-olive

Philadelphia 
Red-eyed 
Solitary 
Warbling 
White-eyed 
Yellow-throated 

Vireonida-

Vireoaylva gilva
olivaeea 
Philadelphie» 

Vulture, Black 
Turkey

Vultures. American
Turkey

Pag.
IOd
llh

IW
IWt
IW 
19:1
IW
m
I Ht» 

IHH

IVI 
I «.Ml 
I VS 
IHH 
IVI 
IV» 
191»

IHH
IHH
IV»
IHH
IHH
I Hi n 
m 
lift

W aiiera, Deep water 
Heron-like

Wagtails
War Bird. See. Tanagcr, Scarlet 
Warbler, Bay-breaste<I

Black and Yellow 
Blackburnian 
Black-capped 
Black-poll
Black-throat«1, Blue

Blue-winged 
Blue, Yellow-backed

(’eru lean 
( 'heetnut-sided 
( 'onneetirut 
Golden-winged
Ground............
Hooded
Kentucky
Rutland's
Magnolia
Mourning..............
Myrtle
Nashville

VI

1117
ItMi
198

197
19.1
I9M
192
191 
2tM 
194 
|9»i

201
192am 
21 Id 
201 
I'IS 
IWi 
202
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Wsrbl<T, Orange-crowned

Hiee 
l'raine
1'rultn mot ary
Tmummw
Wilson’s
Wilson's Black-capped 
Yellow
V(41ov4W^wd 

W arblers, Flycatehing 
Old-world 
Wagtail 
W<wd 
Woodland 
Worm-eating 

Water-thrush
Ixnnsiana.
Northern

Water-witch Set Grebe, I'ied-billed.
Waxwing, Bohemian 

Cedar 
( anilma

Waxwings
W hale Bird See l'halaro|s\ lied.
Wheatear 
Whip-poor-will.
Whiskey Jack Set Jay. < ’anada.
W hist lowing. See Golden-eye.
W hist 1er. See Goldeneye.
Willet 
Wilson la

canadensis ..

Woodcock, American 
Woodpecker, American Three-toed 

Arctic ThreMoed 
Black-backed

< lolden-winged. See Flicker

Ladder-backed 
I’dented
Red-bellied........
Reel-headed

Wood pickers 
Wren, Bewick’s

(«olden-crowned. See Kinglet

l»ng-billed Marsh
Ruby-crowned .Sir Kinglet, Ruby-crowned. 
Short-billed Marsh

19.1
It**
m 
iw 
MW 
I «2 
108

204
MM
I1W

213
200
ISO
MM
192
200
201
200

ISA
IK".
IV,
IM

2IH
143

99 
2(11 
204 
203

03
140
1.19
m
139

138
140
141
142 
141
138
208
207

208 
209

209
209
•207

X.

Xanthoeephalus tanthocephalus 158
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Y.

Yellow Bird, Summer See Warbler, Yellow
Y ellow-hammer See Flicker
Y ellow -lege, < lmt«i

Yellow-throat, Maryland

1'»*'

W

!..

Zamelodia ludovieiana 
Zenaidura mam mm 
Zonotriehia albieollin 

leueophyrw 
querula

I7«i 
lit 
17t 
173 
172


